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CHAPTER 1 

REVIEW OF R.A.F. COMMUNICATIONS BETWEEN 
THE WARS 

Soon after the end 0£ the First World War, the Army Council suggested 
a conference to discuss the measures needed to fulfil the R.A.F. requirements 
for telephone, telegraph and W /T communications in the field. Questions 
as to the relationship between the Army Signals Service and the R.A.F. 
were made the subject of an informal discussion between the Deputy 
Director of Communications Air Ministry and S.D.6 War ()f'fwe on 11 
December 1918. The relationship of the R.A.F. to the Army wireless com
munications was considered under four headings: -

(a) W /T between one formation and another. This was regarded as 
a domestic concern of the R.A.F. 

(b) W / T between long range bombing or reconnaissance machines and 
the Army with which they were co-operating. It was thought 
that these, too, should be provided by the R.A.F . 

(c) W /T between aircraft and artillery. This was thought to need 
further discussion. · 

(d) W / T between aircraft and infantry for contact patrol work. This 
was also marked down for further discussion.' 

Further conferences were later held on this subject, the outcome being 
that, while the G.P.O. and Army retained responsibility for R.A.F. landline 
and telephone services, the R.A.F. was responsible for providing its own 
wireless communications. 

The only Air Ministry wireless station jn existence after the First World 
War was that situated at Kingsway. At this centre, a large number of 
messages on all kinds of matters concerning the Royal Air Force end civil 
aviation were handled. In addition, the station was the centre of a schem~ 
of communi~ations organised for the broadcast, transmission and reception 
of weather reports and general meteorological information. There were 
two corttinuous-wave transmitters in use. The fust was of a standard R.A.F. 
ground station pattern, using wavelengths between 1,000 and 2,500 metres, 
with a useful range of up to 400 miles .. This transmitter was used for the 
transmission of messages within the British Isles. The second transmitter, 
of a non-standard pattern and specially designed by a serving officer, was of 
a much higher power with a useful range of up to 1,500 miles, using wave-
lengths from 1,200 to 4,200 metres. This transmitttir was used for com
munication with stations in Paris, Bru~ls, Norway, Holland, etc., for 
meteorological reports and for the transmission of information on the civil 
aviation services, such as arrival and departure messages. There were also 

1 A.M. File 383830/22. 
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two receivers in operation, one used for the reception of all continuous wave 
(C.W.) messages, and the other, a special radio telephone receiver, for the 
mterception of messages passed between the civil aviation stations at Houns
low and Lympne. 

By November I 9 I 9, as a result of conferences between the Controller 
General Civil Aviation and the Controller of Communications R.A.F., the 
basis of a post-war system of communications at R.A.F. and Civil Aviation 
stations was laid. In the original scheme there were 16 R.A.F. and 9 Civil 
Aviation stations, some of which already had W /T in existence; later, for 
reasons of economy, a number of stations in the scheme were relinquished. 

The main control station for the United Kingdom on all wavelengths 
remained at the Air Ministry, but to assist in the control of W /T traffic. 
various groups of stations were placed under the immediate control of sub
control stations. The hours of watchkeeping varied, but they did not extend 
beyond 0700 to 2100 except in isolated cases. By 1921 the R.A.F. organisa
tion consisted of some 30 stations organised in two main sections, one of 
1,300 metres and the other of 1,210. The Air Ministry station acted as section 
guard on 1,300 metres, and Uxbridge on 1,210. The normal wavelength for 
aircraft in flight was 1,300 metres, but aircraft were at liberty to changP 
temporarily to 1,210 metres or to civil aviation stations. 

Meteorological messages were collected in strict routine, stations trans
mitting in correct order and at pre-arranged times. A station not having its 
message to hand when called gave operating signals to that effect, and sent 
its message at the end of the routine. At the times of meteor collection, as 
it was called, other traffic on the same wave ceased, except in the case of 
priority messages or signals to and from aircraft. A Confidential Com
munication Order (C.C.O.) embodying this organisation was issued in 1921. 

In the same year, details of the W /T organisation in force in the MiddlP 
East were requested by the Air Ministry, so that a similar C.C.O. dealing with 
overseas stations could be compiled. In the Middle East area, which included 
Egypt, Palestine, Transjordan, Iraq and Persia, there was a total of approxi
mately 20 W /T stations in existence. The main control station for Egypt 
apd Palestine was situated at Headquarters R.A.F. Middle East, and that 
for Mesopotamia at Headquart.ers R.A.F. Mesopotamia Group, Bagdad. 
These stations were organised in three distinct groups, the Egypt group 
on 1900 metres, the Palestine group on 1800 metres and the Mesopotamia 
group on 2700 metres. Each of these three groups was controlled by a sub
control station. A system of collection and broad<:ast of meteorological 
reports and forecasts was in operation. The general standard of communi
cations was, however, far from satisfactory. Continual delays were ooouITing 
in signals traffic and the whole sei~'ice was much too slow. Even special 
cyphered messages could not always be relied .upon to reach their destination 
in time to be of use. The main causes of delay were the lack of proper 
organisation of watches or wavelengths to be used, slack procedure, and 
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untrained or insufficiently skilled personnel. The introduction of a standard 
W /T organisation did much to remove the first two causes of delay. A 
signals office was formed at Headquarters R.A.F. Middle East at which the 
best routine method of despatch was decided. This resulted in far greater 
efficiency. New personnel were drafted in and the opportunity was taken to 
increase the hours of watch. A monitoring watch was established at Head
quarters R.A.F. Middle East to check procedure, and a signals officer was 
placed in charge of traffic matters generally. The combined effect of these 
measures was a great speeding up of the whole system. 

With the improvement of the ground W /T point-to-point system, atten
tion was given to landline telephone systems. Expenditure on these two 
items in the Middle East was extremely high, due to the uncertainty of the 
W /T system and to insufficient use of State and Army landlines. The 
introduction of the Signals Offioo and Traffic Office brought increased control 
of these items as well, and resulted in remarkable economies. 

In 1923, fresh inter-Service wireless instructions were issued to supersede 
those previously in force, and a controlling body known as the W /T Board 
(Egypt and Palestine) was formed with the following responsibilities: -

(a) co-ordinating the wireless resource$ of the three Services in the 
area; 

(b) maintaining up-to-date information regarding wireless stations m 
action and surplus sets; 

.( c) furnishing information of surplus wireless personnel; 

(d) arranging inter-Service wireless practices for the three Services. 

The equipment in use at ground stations in the Middle East at this time 
was the transmitter Type T.19, T.56B or T.57; and the receiver Type C or 
Tf. Wireless traffic between the three .Services was passed by means of liaison 
wireless stations. By ,June 1923, there were four Middle East wireless 
sections-1650 metres for point-to-point in Palestine Command and between 
Headquarters Palestine and Headquarters Middle East; 1800 metres for 
aircraft guard, meteorological messages, and all operational or administrative 
traffic dealing with the Egypt-Iraq air route (all stations in Egypt, Palestine 
and Transjordan whose duty was primarily concerned with the trans-Desert 
route operated on this section); 197 5 metres for point-to-point in the Egypt 
group of stations; and 2300 metres as an inter-Command frequency between 
Headquarters Middle East and Headquatters Iraq.1 

ThP volume of R.A.F. traffic in India was small, but nevertheless a W /T 
organisation was prepared and issued in 1921, showing Headquarters R .A.F. 
India as the Main Control Station. with Peshawar as sub-control. There 
were tive other stations in existence, antr'the wavelengths allotted were 
between 1400 and 1700 metres. There was no meteor routine but a 24-hour 
meteor broadcast was transmitted daily by Headquarters. 

1 A.M. File S.16932. 
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By HJ24, R.A.F. W /T stations at home were split up into different 
groupings which varied according to circumstances and according to the 
wavelength used. These groupings were known as Organisations 1-4, only 
one organisation being in use at any one time. An organisation was brought 
into use on orders from the Air Ministry. There was a total of 22 R.A.F. 
W /T stations taking _part in the combined organisation. The stations at Air 
Mini$try and Uxbridge continued to act as control. 

Confidential Communication Orders continued to be published yearly 
laying down the W /T organisation to be employed at home and abroad, and 
in 1924 the R.A.F. Signals Manual was produced for the first time. This 
Manual laid down the functions of R.A.F. Signals, the chain of responsibility, 
and the general organisation of wireless communications.1 The Signals 
Branch formed part of the Di.rectorate of Organisation and Special Duties 
in the Department of the Chief of Air Staff. The Head of the Signals Branch 
was responsible to the Director of Organisation and 8pecial Duties for thE' 
organisation and efficient working of all R.A.F. Signals communicatiom:. 
Commands, groups, wings and squadrons each had an appointed signals 
officer whose duty it was to organise their unit or £0!-mation signals as laid 
dowri in the manual.. The Head of Signals was also responsible, under the 
Director of Organisation and Special Duties, for the general policy with 
regard to the design and production of all signals equipment. · 

The principal wireless equipment in use in 1926 on the ground was the 
T.19 and the T.28 long range transmitters, used for point -to-point and 
ground to air communications, and the receiver R.2'7 .1 I n the following yea.r 
it was decided that the Service should have a guide to wireless apparatus 
in use, and a C.C.O. entitled 'Wireless Apparatus in the Royal Air Force ' 
was published in February 1927. The main transmitters for ground use 
remained the T.19B and the T.28; also in use was the T.30 high power trans
mitter. The receivers listed were the R.27, for point-to-point and aircraft 
communication at fixed and mobile stations; and t he R.45, a W /T battery 
receiver. Several new types of equipment were under investigation.3 Mean
while, short-wave communication was developing rapidly: a detailed account 
of this development is given in Chapter 5. 

C.C.O. No. l for 1931 listed detailed W /T organisations for commands 
and areas both at home and overseas. Stations in Air Defence Command 
were organised into five point-to-point sections, each controlled by Uxbridge, 
with a. sub-control station for each section. Ten stations were listed in the 
Coastal Area organisation. The main W /T organisation for Inland Area was 
split into two separate frequencies, each comprising some five permanent 
and a number of temporary stations, both controlled from the Inland Area 
Headquarters at Stanmore. The tra~tter in use in the home organisation 
was the T.l9B. There were two separate organisations in .the Middle East, 

1 A.M. File 4930j8/24. 
1 A..M. File S.23564. 
3 A.M. File S.25783. 
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one for normal use in peacetime and the other for use in emergency periods 
when local disturbances might be expected to interrupt landline and other 
methods of communication. The W /T point-to-point urganisation in Iraq 
Command was split into two sections, north and south. At Malta, trans
mitters were centralised at Kalafrana and remote control lines connected 
them to the R.A.F. Headquarters at Valetta or to the airfield at Halfar, as 
appropriate. The T.19B was in use for W /T and the T.35 for R/T. The 
organisation for R.A.F. W /T stations in India was split into two sections, 
summer and winter. The organisation comprised ten stations. Other stations 
operating overseas, mostly with the T.19, were Hong Kong, Singapore, and 
Aden. 

New ground equipment came into use in 1933, including the T.70 medium 
power W /T and R/T transmitter on intermediate frequencies, and the 
R.64 general purpose ground receiver. In 1934 a new long-range transmitter, 
the T.77, was produced as a replacement for the T.19. By 1939, both the 
T.70 and T.77 were in general use, and also a new transmitter/receiver com
bination for general purpose medium-range work, the T.1087 /R.1084, had 
been developed and was being brought into general use. 

A conference was held at the Air Ministry on 7 October 1936 to discuss 
W /T reorganisation for ultimate inclusion in CCO. l / 1937. The conference 
was attended by signals officers from the Air Ministry, Bomber, Fighter, 
Coastal and Training Commands, and the R.A.E. The main topic discussed 
at the conference was the question of the allocation of frequencies. It had 
been apparent for some years that the use of the medium frequency range 
for R.A.F. purposes would eventually become impracticable owing to the 
higher power and the increasing number of broadcasting stations, and also 
to the expansion of civil aviation. More recently, the great increase in the 
number of aircraft frequencies required under the expansion schemes had 
made a change over to working on the higher frequencies a matter of urgency. 
This need had stimulated the development of new air and ground wireless 
equipment suitable for high frequency working, such as the T.1087 /R.1084 
ground equipment and the T.1083/R.1082 for aircraft. Issue of this new 
apparatus to squadrons and stations was being effected in accordance with 
a planned programme, and all units were completed to scale by 1937. As far 
as possible, point-to-point communication was kept out of the aircraft bands. 
Provisional allocations of frequencies were made for the various commands. 
The scale in Bomber Command was ~ne fx;equency to each heavy and 
medium bomber station. Thirty frequencies were required for operational 
purposes in Fighter Command and sixteen in Coastal Command. 

By this time, point-to-point communication by wireless had been relegated 
to a standby role, landline communicationi.,.,.being substituted between 
stations in the United Kingdom. Nevertheless, the expansion of the various 
commands resulted in frequency congestions, and most of the bands allocated 
had to be extended. This congestion, coupled with the inadequate perfor
mance of H.F. R/T, eventually drove much R/T traffic into the very high 
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frequency bands; development of suitable equipment was in progress, hut 
its introduction was some way ahead, and in any case the congestion in the 
H.F. band remained. 

The question of international frequency distribution presented an 
extremely complex problem. The major difficulty was that broadcasting 
had developed before air forces and civil aviation and had obtained a position 
from which it was now practically impossible to dislodge it. The need for 
international control was realised, and an international conference had been 
held at Madrid in I 932 at which a list of General Radio Communications 
Regulations was issued. The next international conference was due to take 
place in Cairo in 1938, and this conference was looked forward to with some 
apprehension. The right of exclusiveness for the aircraft bands had been 
recognized at Madrid, and the intention was to maintain and considerably 
extend them. This exclusiveness was of particular importance since radio 
aeronautical services were essential safety services, indispensable to all forms 
of aviation and air navigation. It was not considered that they could be 
compared with parallel services for ships, which could remain afloat although 
temporarily deprived of radio communication. The principle of exclusiveness 
was therefore stressed; without it, it would be impossible to arrive at agree
ments so that the same wavelengths could be reserved in different regions 
for aircraft purposes. 

As a result of the Cairo Conference, certain small additional frequency 
bands were made available for Service purposes, and a conference was held 
at the Air Ministry on 28 July 1938 to decide the best means of re-allocating 
the frequencies available to provide some 400 channels at 10 to 20 Kc/s. 
separation, the requirement und.er the latest expansion scheme. The 
magnitude of the problem of fitting all these channels into the available 
frequency bands, and of finding additional frequencies for further expansion, 
called for constant supervision and for liaison between all the commands.' 

In Bomber Command, stations were divided into six sections, each section 
having a control station which operated a regional area guard D /F and 
R/T frequency, and each station having two squadron frequencies and a 
station D /F frequency. These frequencies ranged between 3,000 and 4,500 
Kc/s. In Coastal Command, each station had one or more squadron 
operational waves, depending upon the number of squadrons accommodated, 
and each station ultimately had H.F. D /F. In addition, there were group 
reconnaissance waves, training waves; and waves for marine craft and for 
in.ter-communication between Services. Fighter Command had four .H,/T 
channels per sector with a 20 Kc/s. separation. 

Signals policy continued to undergo changes to meet the increasing 
demands for aircraft and ground co~unica.tion. The shortage of useful 
frequencies and the greatly increased number and performance of aircraft 
were the IlIBin problems. The rapidly increasing demands for W /T channels 

1 A.M. Fil• S.42947. 
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made it essential to adopt spot frequency working wherever possible, and 
to this end crystal control was applied as a modification to the fighter R/T 
set, the T.R.9. In ground station technique, the frequency flexibility offered 
by general purpose aerials had to be abandoned in favour of the high per
formance and stability given on selected frequencies by specially designed 
aerial systems. The policy for new ground point-to-point stations became: -

(a) Array type aerials for operational frequencies. 

(b) The siting of transmitting stations remote from airfields to avoid 
obstruction to flying by W /T masts and interference from electrical 
apparatus at stations. 

( c) The remote siting of receiving aerials and their connection by. H.F. 
cables to the receiving station on the airfields. 

Landline provision was well advanced by mid-1938. All bomber stations 
were connected to their groups by at least two lines capable of carrying both 
teleprinter and speech. Groups had at least one line direct to command and 
two lines to Central. In Fighter Command at least three lines were provided 
between sectors and groups and three between groups and command and 
also to Central. Coastal Command 1andlines were on a similar scale to 
Bomber Command. Thus all the operational commands _already had a 
workable landline system a year before the outbreak of war. 

Overseas, teleprinters had been delivered to Malta, Egypt and Singapore. 
In Singapore, where the cable system was underground, satisfactory working 
was effected. In Egypt, satisfactory working was established where circuits 
were undergronnd, as was the case between Cairo and Alexandra; on over
head routes humidity and certain electrical problems caused serious 
rlifficulties. In Malta, an inter-Service cable scheme was under construction. 
The provision of underground W /T stations and operations rooms was 
proceeding at Malta, and a layout for underground combined battle head
quarters at both Singapore and Hong Kong had been agreed by the three 
Services and the building work set in motion by the end of 1938. 

On the personnel side, there was an acute shortage of mechanics due to 
the variety of equipment in use and the long period of training required. 
It was decided in 1938 to reintroduce the trade of electrician. Two 
permanent cypher officers were established at all command headquarters at 
home as a nucleus for a quick expansion when required; this had already 
been done at the main command headquarters overseas. Apparatus had 
already been installed at all headquarters of commands, both at home and 
overseas, for mechanical cyphering. A smaller cypher machine was developed 
for use in aircraft; preliminary trials were ~factory and the machine was 
in use early in 1939. 

Civil Aviation policy was largely influenced by the necessity of reaching a 
common European agreement on uniformity of equipment, organisation and 
procedure. To some extent, this limited the co-ordination of civil and R.A.F. 
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signals; but, in the main, civil aviation communication systems were so 
organised as to be readily adaptable to R.A.F. needs in case of emergency. 
The most up-to-date ground equipment covered both the civil and R.A.F. 
frequency bands, and, similarly, landline communications between civil air
fields (which except in rare cases had replaced point-to-point W /T) was 
routed in such a way as to facilitate connection with the R.A.F. system should 
the need arise. 
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CHAPTER 2 

PRE~WAR LANDLINE COMMUNICATIONS 

Up to 1936, wireless telegraphy was the ma.in system of communication 
between R.A.F. headquarters and units. Landlines were used in addition, 
and all R.A.F. stations had their own private branch exchange, joined to 
the local G.P.O. exchange; but for reasons of economy, flexibility, and 
practice for operators, wireless telegraphy carried the bulk of the tra.ffic. 

Soon after the end of the first world war, the measures needed to fulfil the 
R.A.F. requirements for telephone and telegraph communications were 
discussed informally between the Deputy Director of Communications at the 
Air Ministry and the corresponding department at the War Office (S.D.6}.1 

It was agreed that it was most undesirable to have a multiplicity of 
authorities responsible for the provision of lines and exchanges, and that 
in the United Kingdom the G.P.O. should normally provide the circuits that 
the R.A.F. required, in the same way a.s they supplied the War Office require
ments. At this time it was intended that responsibility should be assumed in 
war by the Army. With an expeditionary force, the responsibility for the 
provision of lines, manning of signals offices and the operation of telephone 
exchanges was to rest wholly with the Army Signal Service: the scale of 
provision would be discussed in detail by representatives of the two Services, 
and the Army Signal Service would then make the necessary arrangements 
to meet the requirement. Arrangements for wireless communication were 
also made at this meeting and these are fully discussed elsewhere. The 
proposals made were later confirmed and the agreement of the Chief of the 
Air Staff given. 

Landline communications for the air and ground units comprising the 
Home Defence Force were an integral part of the Home Defence Scheme 
approved by the Government in 1923, and in 1924 a joint War Office and 
Air Ministry sub-committee of the Air Defence committee, known as the 
' Romer' committee, made a number of recommendations on the general 
organisation of the Air Defence of Great Britain {A.D.G.B.}. Amongst other 
aspects al the problem dealt with by this committee was the question of 
communications. The sub-committee recommended that the following 
would be required : - 2 

(a} A line telephone system connecting the A.O.C.-in-C. A.D.G.B. to 
all government departments and to Fighting Area Headquarters 
and also to Bombing formations. 

(b) A line telephone system connecting A.0.C. Fighting Area to all 
headquarters and formations under his control during operations, 
and to defended areas on the coast. 

1 A.M. File 383's°30/22. 
A.M. _File S.2512'2/I. 
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(c) Line telephonic communication between aircraft sectors, units, 
gun groups, searchlights, etc., and their respective headquarters. 

(d) A line telephone system connecting observation posts to observa
tion centres laterally, to Fighting Area headquarters and certain 
aircraft sectors, and also connecting cflrtain coastguard stations to 
observation centres. 

(e) A line telephone system for the W /T interception and D/F 
organisation. 

(f) A W /T and R/T system to communicate to aircraft and to 
supplement (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) was necessary. 

Each Service was to be responsible for the provision and maintenance of 
those cir-cuits required for its own use, the Army being at that time respon
sible in addition for the communications required by the Observer Corps 
organisation. This responsibility was transferred to the R.A.F. in 1928. 

Formation of Air Defence Landline Telephones Committee 

The task of working out a detailec scheme of landline communications 
in accordance with the general terms laid uown by the ' Romer ' committee 
was entrusted to the A.0.C.-in-C. A.D.G.B., who formed an Air Defence 
Landline Telephones Committee for this purpose, composed. of represen
tatives of his own staff, the staff of the G.O.C. Air Defence Formations of 
the Territorial Army, and the G.P.O. The original terms of reference of 
this committee were: to draw up a complete scheme of land line communi
cations which would eventually be required for the air defence of Great 
Britain and to submit the scheme in due course for the consideration of the 
War Office and Air Ministry. The scheme thus submitted, having been 
agreed, was to be lodged with the G.P.O. Under an extension of the terms 
of reference dated 1926 the committee was to continue in being until such 
time as the full landline scheme was completed, meanwhile dealing year by 
year with the landline requirements for the ensuing training season. 

The new committee presented its report to the Home Defence Committee, 
the report being known as Home Defence Committee Paper No. 90 (H.D.C. 
90).1 The report contained a foll schedule of the communications which it 
was thought at that time would be required when the Home Defence force 
was fully formed.2 The report was considered and approved by the Home 
Defence Committee, and the schedule remained the basis of all operational 
landline requirements for air defence. Nearly a third of the cost of the 
scheme was covered by normal telephone development. However, bearing 
in mind that Cabinet policy was baset:t on the assumption that war would 
not occur for ten years, and by delaying outward development so that the 
expanding London telephone system would provide a number of the circuits 

1 A.M. File 8.25122/U e.nd S..41023 . 
i .\.M. File 8.41023. 
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required, further economies were expected. This had been the Air Ministry's 
object in pressing for the circulation of the report to the G.P.O. at the earliest 
possible moment. 

By the end of 1928 it became apparent that the work of the committee 
was being carried out on too narrow a basis, and it was extended to an inter
departmental committee with War Office a.nd Air Ministry representation, 
A.D.G.B. still providing the chairman and secretary. In January 1930 the 
terms of reference became, first, to review and keep up-to-date the scheme of 
landline communications required for the Air Defence of Great Britain 
(C.I.D. Paper H .D.C. 90); secondly, to examine any proposals, including 
those for alterations or additions to the air defence intelligence scheme, 
which might be referred to or originate in the comm ittee, in order to report 
as to the effect of such proposals on the air defence land line scheme; and 
thirdly, to draw up and submit annually (if necessary), until such time as 
the air defence landline scheme was completed, proposals for the landline 
telephone communications required for the air defence training exercises 
for the following season, with an estimate of the cost involved. 

Operational LandJines 

There were no major changes or reviews of landline policy until 1935.1 

Arrangements were made ea.eh year for operations landlines to cover the 
annual exercises, but- by 1934. it had become apparent that the lack of 
permanent landline communication facilities was seriously hampering 
progress in Fighting Area.2 There were no permanent landlines between 
Fighting Area Headquarters at Uxbridge and the sector stations, and tem
porary arrangements had to be made each year. H.D.C. 90 had laid down 
that at least three circuits from Fighting Area Headquarters to each sector 
station were necessary for war purposes, but it was considered that two such 
circuits, one operat.ions and one intelligence, would suffice in peacetime; 
application was therefore made for these circuits and Treasury sanction was 
given in February I 935. Two circuits each were completed between Uxbridge 
and Duxford, North Weald, Hornchurch, Biggin Hill, Kenley and Tangmere 
in time for the 1935 exercises. 

Meanwhile, a series of trials was being carried out at Uxbridge with the 
object of determining what the total· wartime telephone requirements of a 
Fighter Group operations room would b'e, and by May 1936 sufficient 
experience had been gained for a schedule of the lines required to be prepared 
by Headquarters A.D.G.B. The eighth meeting of the Air Defence Landline 
Telephones Committee was called, on 7 January 1937, at the instigation of 
the Air Defence Communications Commit~ (the committee which dealt 
with policy matters, formed in 1936) primarily to deal with these require
ments. Under the terms of reference of the comm_ittee, the requirements had 

1 A.M. File S.25122/II. 
2 A .M. File S.33020. 
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to be agreed by the Air Ministry and the War Office before being included 
in H.D.C. 90 and lodged with the G.P .0. The recommendations of the 
committee for No. l l Group were : - 1 

(a} Sector Operational Circuits. The existing wartime scale of one 
circuit per sector was confirmed. 

(b) Sector Intelligence Circuits. The committee raised the scale from 
one for each sector station to t wo. The Intelligence circuit had 
been used for both speech and teleprinter working, and experi
ments were being conducted to enable both methods to be used 
simultaneously on the one circuit; however, the G.P.O. were not 
in favour of introducing such a system as yet, and the committel;} 
therefore recommended that each sector station be allocated two 
Intelligence circuits, one for teleprinter working and one for 
spares. Extended trials of the use of both methods on one circuit 
simultaneously were however recommended. 

(c) Sector Plotter Circuits. The existing wartime scale of one circuit 
per sector was con.firmed. 

(d) Observer Centres. There were Observer Centres a t Maidstone, 
Horsham, Winchester, Watford, Bedford, Oxford, Cambridge, 
Colchester, and Norwich. One wartime circuit to each centre was 
agreed. 

(e) Defended Ports. One circuit to each of the four defended ports in 
the Group-Portland, Dover, Harwich, and Portsmouth-was 
agreed. 

(£) Inner Artillery Zone and Gun groups. Two circuits to War Head-
quarters, one circuit to the Headquarters A.A. Group at Chatham. 

(g) Fighter Command. One operations, one intelligence and one 
plotter circuit, and three tellers' circuits. 

(h) Laterals to other Groups. One operations and one intelligence cir
cuit to No. 12 Group. 

(k) Electric Clock. One time impulse circuit from the G.P.O. 
Exchange. 

(l) Trunk Tests. One circuit to the Inspector, Trunk Tests, G.P.O. 

(m) R.D.F. Circuits. The committee allotted a total of 60 circuits to 
R.D.F. stations, on the basis of three to each of 20 such stations, 
as directed by the Air 'De{e~c~ Communications. Committee. 

(n) Uxbridge Station P.B.X. Four circuits to the Uxbridge Stat ion 
P.B.X. as an outlet from the group operations room to the head
quarters' offices and the G.P.O. 

(o) Development. The provision for development comprised a total of 
ten circuits for Balloon Bah"a'ge units, on the basis of one per 
squadron, 30 circuits for Inland R.D.F., and two circuits for 
alternative Observer Cent res . 

. A.M. 'File S.251122/Ill. 
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(p) Reserve Circuits. One for each sector station, one for each 
observer centre, and one to each of H.Q. Fighter Command, Inner 
Artillery Zone, and H.Q. No. 20 A.A. Group, Chatham. The 
Reserve Circuits to H.Q. Fighter Command and the sector stations 
to be set up so that they could be used for either speech or tele
pri.nter working. 

Several other points were considered by this committee, among them the 
question of outlets £.ro.m group operations rooms. Th~ Air Defence Com
nrnnications Committee had recommended that there should be at least two 
outlets, each cable to be connected to a different G.P.O. exchange for 
security reasons. ln the case of No. 11 Group, however, three such outlets 
had been recommended, one to Uxbridge exchange, one to Ruislip, and a 
third possibly to Southall. The difficulty was that other exchanges in the 
vicinity had limited trunk facilities and the full requirements of the Head
quarters could not be met. The G.P.O. were asked to investigate the details 
of routeing circuits out to the G.P.O. network, bearing in mind the principle 
that three separate routes should be used. Spare circuits, searchlight circuits, 
and sector requirements were discussed in brief. The Army was made 
responsible for searchlight circuits between visual plot ter stations and the 
local G.P.O. exchange, and the R.A.F. for arrangements between the ex
change and the sector operations room. The rewriting of H.D.C. 90 was 
recommended.' 

Meeting the Requirements of No. 11 Group 

To meet the stated requirement, and to allow for a margin of spares, 
bringing the total np to about 250 circuits, as well as to ensure the desired 
additional measure of security by dividing the circuits between Uxbridge 
and two ether exchanges, two new measures were carried out by the G.P.O. 
A new 54-pair co.ble was provided between Headquarters No. 11 Group 
and Ruislip Exchange ( the maximum that could be provided by this route), 
and an existing London-Uxbridge trunk cable was diverted and looped 
into Headquarters No. 11 Group, being brought in and out by different 
routes so that in the event of damage to one leg the other would remain. 
Although the cost of the diversion was paid by t-he Air Ministry. no 
additional rental was charged for the diverted cable as wires in the cable 
were not actually set aside for air defence cireuits; the diversion simply 
allowed public circuits to be made readily available as and when required. 
With the 100 pairs existing to the Uxbridge Exchange, the 54 pairs to 
Ruislip Exchange, and thf' further 100 pairs either tn London or Uxbridge 
in the diverted cable, a total of 254 pairs waf~'vailable. The Ruislip cable 
was connected in July 1938.2 

1 A.M. File S.25122/HI. 
2 A.M. File S.25122 /III. 
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Other Fighter Command Requirements 

With the reorganisation of the Roy.al Air Force in 1936 and the estab
lishment of Fighter Command Headquarters at Stanmore, consideration was 
given to the requirement for operations and administrative circuits. It was 
agrood that a 50-pair cable to the Bushey Heath exchange for existing and 
future adnlinistrative requirements and operations needs was enough for 
the time being. Further additions to the number of operations circuits were 
provided by means of a cable to Stanmore exchange, thus providing a dual 
outlet. By February 1937 installation had re.ached a stage at which it was 
possible to carry out dummy runs on an experimental scale, and as a result 
of early practices, additional equipment was installed. In May 1938, with 
the inception of the Filter Centre and other new commitments, it became 
clear that the existing number of cables was too small and that their 
concentration on one road rendered them too vulnerable, and a 54-pair cable 
providing an outlet by an alternative route was laid to Stanmore Exchange. 
Also, in consequence of a decision that all R.D.F. stations should be con
nected direct to Stanmore and the information distributed to groups from 
there, the provision of a new 100-pair cable was necessary. 

·with the expansion of Fighter Command and the formation of No. 12 
Group, authority was sought in July 1937 to extend the system of lines 
existmg in No. 11 Group-two lines from each fighter sector station to the 
group headquarters, to enable operations and intelligence messages to be 
sent simultaneously to the new group, which was located at Hucknall. The 
first four stations in the new group were located at Wittering, Digby, 
Church Fenton, and Catterick. The outlets from Hucknall to the G.P.O. 
system were limited, and in order to provide for permanent and emergency 
circuits a 54-pair cable was installed between the Headquarters of No. 12 
Group and the G.P.O. exchange at Hucknall; it was also necessary to loop 
in an existing Hucknall-Mansfield cable. A similar teleprinter scheme was 
wanted as that already approved for Headquarters No. 11 Group. And in 
addition to the requirements at No. 12 Group, similar provision was wanted 
at a third fighter group about to be formed-No. 13. 

Operational Lines in Bomber and Coastal Commands 

In the case of Bomber Command, the operations requirement was met 
by the provision of one permanent line with both telephone and teleprinter 
facilities between Bomber groups aud their respective stations. with the 
proviso that in war it would be neces;ary to have a second and possibly 
a third line, for which purpose arrangements were made to earmark lines 
used in peace for the public service. The requirement of only one line 
between Bomber groups and stations in peacetime as compared with two 
lines between Fighter groups and stat.i:tffis was due to the difference in 
operational function: the whole technique of the control of fighter forces 
in home defence demanded the provision of two lines, and one of the most 
important requirements was that fighter squadrons should be ready for 
war at short notice. 
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Pending the final layout of Bomber Command and its groups and stations 
it was not possible to give precise details of the eventual requirement, but a 
schedule compiled in August 1937 listed six Bomber groups and nearly 
fifty statjons. In Coastal Command, the final location of groups and units 
was even more unsettled,1 and the requirement was somewhat nebulous, but 
the same schedule listed three groups and twelve stations with one opera
tions line to each station. 

The layout and scale of operations and administrative Lines for Bomber 
Command groups was further discussed in mid-1937.~ The Headquarters 
of No. 3 Group at Mildenhall was taken as the standard, and .a detailed 
plan prepared. The system of communications suggested was thought to be 
the minimum essential for the conduct of bombing operations a nd the 
necessary liaison with Fighter Command, and a similar layout was proposed 
for all groups in the Command. The system included, in war, two telephone 
lines, two teleprinter lines, ,and one telephone D / F line from groups to 
stations; some of these lines were provided in peace. under the permanent 
landline scheme. Groups were connected to their nearest long-range D / F 
control station, and stations to their associated short -range D /F cont.rol 
station. Operations and administmtive lines were provided between Com
mand and groups, both permanent and wartime, and groups were con
nected one to another. Direct channels were availabie from Command to 
the Air Ministry and to Fighter Command, a lso to each long-range D / F 
station. 

No. 4 (Bomber) Group was accommodated at Linton-on-Ouse and No. 5 
(Bomber) Group at Grantham, and arrangements for landlines were made 
accordingly, to the requirements already laid down at No. 3 Group.3 A 
special cable was needed from Y ork to Linton for No. 4 Group in order 
to provide the necessar,v outlet; the estimated maximum number of circuits 
required, including excl · '-nge lines and teleprinter and operational circuits, 
was 49. In addition a (' :,'->1.e was provided between the Group headquarters 
and the station headquorters on the airfield. A similar number of circuits 
was required for No. 5 Group, plus a cable between the Group headquarters 
and the R.A.F. station at Grantham. 

Administrative Landlines 

For many years wireless telegraphy' had been the main system of general 
communications between R.A.F. headquarters and units; but by 1930 it 
had become anparent that a system based on point-to-point wireles$ was 
ill-suited to the needs of expansion and lacked the elements of security 
essential in time of war.• Neverthele~.the W / T operator training it pro
vided was a great asset which proved invaluable in the expansion later on. 

1 A.M. File S.37801 / I. 
2 A.M. File S.41032/I. 
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Increasing difficulty was experienced in providing frequencies for both 
ground and aircraft communications, and since all ground-air and air
ground communications had of necessity to be via wireless telegraphy or 
radio telephony, the only type of communications susceptible to a funda
mental change were the point-to-point. And on the security side, the 
Italo-Abyssinian dispute had proved that it was possible in a very short 
time to piece togdher a comprehensive picture of any air organisation (in 
this case the Italian) which relied for its communications on wireless; where
as with the German air force, which relied on a system of landline teleprinter 
communications throughout, it had been impossible to achieve this suc0ess. 
On the other hand, for aU practical purposes private wire teleprinter 
circuits were immune from unauthorised interception. Teleprinter circuits 
were routed almost exclusively in underground cable, and liability of contact 
with other circuits was small. Such contact if it did occur w,as likely to 
be quickly evident through faulty teleprinter reception. 

A proposal to provide ah alternative to wireless as a means of communica
tion within the United Kingdom and Northern Ireland for general R.A.F. 
Administrative, Civil Aviation, and Meteorological purposes, other than 
communications to aircraft in flight, was therefore prepared. In deciding 
to use landlines, the R.A.F. was falling into line with established policy in 
the Navy and Army, and it was significant t,hat, in spite of the distances 
involved, Russia and Germany favoured the use of landlines for military 
purposes. The advantages of landlines over wireless were:-

(a) Relief from Congestion. Wireless congestion had made it impossible 
to continue to find sufficient channels, and with the expansion 
planned for the future the situation would become progressively 
worse. 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

Security. Landline communicati6ns offered almost complete 
security, whereas there was a serious lack of secrecy in W /T com

munication unless a high grade of cypher was used, which in turn 
caused delay. Considerations of security applied equally to the 
meteorological service, since the dissemination of information by 
wireless would furnish a hostile power with a complete weather 
map of the British Isles and with detailed forecasts. 

Speed. Greater speed was required. With the existing point-to
point system there was liable \o be considerable delay in times of 
pressure. 

Expansion in Emergency. The point-to-point system had to be 
capable of rapid expansion in emergency. This was not practicable 
with wireless, but under a landline system arrangements could be 
made for spare channels to be"reserved for use when required, al
though additional teleprinters and operators would still be 
required. 

Economy in Personnel. The use of teleprinters would help to over
come deficiencies in skilled wireless personnel. It took much less 
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time to train a teleprinter operator. The new scheme involved the 
establishment of a Central exchange (which was eventually located 
at Leighton Buzzard). 

Two or more administrative circuits were provided from Central to each 
command and group headquarters and a number of circuits to the Air 
Ministry. For each group headquarters, one or more administrative circuit 
was provided via Central to each station under its control. Each main 
meteorological station was connected by direct teleprinter circuit to Central 
and thence to meteorological headquarters at the Air Ministry and else
where. The meteorological system had to function quite separately from 
the other landline systems since incoming and outgoing messages occupied 
the channels p ermanently. The new system of administrative lines was 
entirely independent of the existing intelligence and operations circuits 
provided in peace or earmarked for war by the G.P.O. for air defence pur
poses. Separate landline systems were provided for R.D.F., D / F and other 
services. 

Progress with the Administrative Landline Scheme 

Obviously such a comprehensive scheme could only be introduced piece
meal, and it was decided to put a portion of the system to the test as soon 
as possible. Pending the establishment of the new Central exchange at 
Leighton Buzzard, the existing Air Ministry exchange acted as Central for 
the initial stage. The Chief of the Air Staff agreed on 1 July 1936 to a try-out 
of the initial stage. The G.P.O. fully recognised the importance of the 
scheme, and it was arranged that lines and teleprinters should be provided 
and maintained by the G.P.O. and that operating should be performed by 
the R.A.F. except for the switchboard at Central and possibly the tele
printers there. The teleprinters were operated in the first instance by wire
less operators drawn from the stations included in the experimental scheme, 
and arrangements were made for training these men in teleprinter operation. 
Full instructions for the scheme were issued to Commands in January 1937. 
Ordinary private 4-wire or 2-wire lines , known as Tariff ' D ' lines, were 
used, repeatered where necessary, with transmission equivalents such as 
to make telephone conversation practicable between stations in one group 
and stations in another group via Central and the two group headquarters. 
Voice-frequency signalling was used on most circuits. 

Report on the Initial Phase 

The new scheme was prepared in two phases, and late in January 1937 
the initial phase. Phase 1, embracing the whole of No. 11 Group, the Air 
Ministry. Abingdon. Market, Drayton , Grantham, Mildenhall , Andover, and 
certain other satellite stations, was put. into operation, and a system 
introduced by which thirty men at a time were trained at the Central 
Telegraph Office by the G.P.O . over periods of six weeks. Owing to the 
necessity for speed in putting the system . into operation, and lack of the 
latest apparatus, the G.P.O. were compe1led to fit an out-of-date type of 
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switchboard for the temporarily located Central exchange, and this, com
bined with a number of unexpected troubles, mostly due to line reflections, 
caused considerable difficulties in the early stages of the scheme. After the 
first six weeks, however, these troubles were mostly eradicated, mainly be
cause of the great interest taken in the progress of the scheme by the G.P.O. 
Throughout the ensuing two months other minor troubles appeared, but 
these were mostly teething troubles and were quickly cured. One thing 
soon became apparent: if signals traffic was to be rapidly handled it was 
essential to segregate certain lines solely for teleprinter working; and 
arrangements were made to terminate these lines on small switchboards in 
the signals offices rather than on the main private branch exchanges. 

On 11 March 1937 a conference was held at the Air Ministry which was 
'lttended by the Chief Signals Officers (C.S.O.s) of all commands at home, 
representatives of the R.A.E., and of the G.P.O. departments concerned. 
This conference discussed in detail the lesson~ learnt and the working of 
the system up to that time and was unanimous in concludmg that the initial 
trial period showed that, with small modifications, the major scheme was 
workable and was in fact the best available to meet R.A.F. requirements. 
The segregation of certain lines for teleprinter working was agreed, and a 
new schedule of lines for the major scheme was prepared. The importance 
of retaining a wireless organisation .as a stand-by and the need for retaining 
wireless operators at all points in sufficient numbers was confirmed. In order 
to keep operators in practice, similar procedure to that employed for wireless 
telegraphy was used for teleprinter working. 

The new schedule showed a substantial increase on the estimates madE in 
the previous year. The reorganisation within the R.A.F. under which com
mands dealt direct with stations on many matters of administration in
volved a considerable increase in telephonic communications. To provide 
lines dir;ict from commands to stations was clearly uneconomic, but the 
increase in traffic necessitated the reinforcement of lines between commands 
and gro:.1ps ( from where the lines radiated to the stations). Again, since 
thr:, original schedules and estimates on which the initial scheme had been 
based, a considerable increase in the number of stations to be fed had 
occurred as a result of expansion schemes. A new decision was that, while 
teleprinter lines were to be connected via the Central exchange, telephone 
lines were to he connected direct from groups to commands. The whole 
scheme for administrative and meteorological landlines involved a total of 
over 300 lines and teleprinters, and this was exclusive of other R.A.F. land
line requirements--------operations and intelligence lines for Fighter, Bomber 
and Coastal Com.rnands (for which Treasury sanction had already been 
given), Jines to W /T direction-finding stations, lines to R.D.F. stations, 
and remote control lines. ,.,,.. 

While the details of the new scheme were being decided and the results 
of the early experimental period awaited, it was found impossible in some 
cases. to deal with the great mcreases in telephone traffic resulting from 
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current expansion; the private wires approved for the experimental period 
were insufficient. Sanction was therefore obtained for the installation on a 
temporary basis of a limited number of additional lines, provided they were 
required both immediately to relieve congestion and ultimately as part of 
the full scheme if and when approved. 1 Treasury approval for the scheme 
to µroceed was given on 24 November 1937. Approval was also given for 
the construction of a Central exchange outside London. Installation of 
lines proceeded on a priorities basis. It was apparent that for some time the 
R.A.F. would still have to be content to use the ordinary trunk telephone 
system, with the difference that in many cases the G.P.O. connected 
principal R.A.F. centres to the nearest G.P.O. trunk centre, thus giving 
as near an ' on demand ' service as possible. Regarding direct lines for 
teleprinter signalling, the G.P.O. were unable to give the full service at 
once, but they had gone some way towards it by the end of 1937, and were 
well advanced a year later. In war, the G.P.O. could arrange at once for 
trunk and local lines in public service to be fitted with the necessary switch
ing apparatus to enable .them to be handed over. 

The programme for installing and providing the lines for the R.A F., 
l\Ieteorological and Civil Aviation system was, first, up to 1 April 1938, to 
provide the genesis of the Meteor scheme to link up the IT?-ain Meteor centres 
and as many stations as line provision allowed, and to link the R.A.F. 
groups and centres not in the initial scheme and all stations for which lines 
could be made .available: second, to complete about two-thirds of the scheme 
by the end of the financial year 1938-1939: and third, to complete the rest 
of the scheme as soon as possible thereafter. 

The other principal landline requirements of the R.A.F. at home, the 
operations and intelligence lines, lines for the R.D.F. system, lines for the 
direction-finding system, and lines for the remote oontrol of transmitters, 
were kept separate for administrative reasons, but together they corn, ,rised 
one single landline system for air defence, and they were so arranged and 
routed that, if one or more parts failed through enemy action or other 
cause, the remaining lines could be used for the more important services 
pending repair of the damaged lines. 

Meteorological Service 

It was realised at an early stage that it would be of great value if the 
meteor system and the R.A.F. landline system operated over the same 
routes ( though not actually over the same wires), as this would allow t,he 
two systems, although operating indepe~ntly, to form a stand-by to each 
other; and any further stand -by, such as a spare landline or wireless 
telegraphy system, would be a stand-by for both systems. The layout for the 
meteorological system was therefore prepared on these lines. 
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R.A.F. and Civil airfields in each area were connected to a central 
meteorological station in the area. These central stations were located at 
Air :Ministry, Turnhouse, Linton-on-Ouse, Grantham, Wyton, Mildenhall, 
Abingdon, South Farnborough, Hullavington, Lee-on-Solent, Market Dray
ton, and Eastchurch.1 (Widely scattered stations, such as Mount Batten, 
Pembroke Dock, and Aldergrove, reported by separate line direct to the 
Air Ministry, as did Civil airfields in the London Area. It was also necessary 
to establish a number of reporting points in areas not covered by the 
existing system.) From each of these centre8 a line ran direct to the 
Meteorological Office in London. Each station or group headquarters at 
each centre and the termination of the line in London was equipped with 
a teleprinter. At the point of junction of the lines at each centre apparatus 
was fitted which omnibused all lines connected to it, so that any message 
sent on any teleprinter in the area or at the centre, or at the termination 
of the line in London, was automatically reproduced at all points simul
taneously. Thus information sent from any station in any area was recorded 
in London, where a separate teleprinter was allotted at the termination of 
the line from each area. Each of these teleprinters was equipped with a 
reperforating apparatus which, in addition to producing a plain language 
record, produced a perforated tape enabling the reports received to be re
broadcast at high speed at will.~ 

Air Ministry Landline Committee 

The Air Defence Landline and Telephones Committee remained in being 
until 1937, when it was reconstituted on an Air Ministry basis, with strong 
Fighter and Bomber Command representation, under the title of the Air 
Ministry Landline Committee.~ A new composition and new terms of refer
ence were agreed upon, and the scope of the new committee was extended 
to include the whole network of landline schemes. The old commit-tee had 
been under the chairmanship of the Senior Air Staff Officer (S.A.S.O.) 
A.D.G.B., and, when this formation ceased to exist, the S.A.S.O. Fighter 
Command. The chairmanship now passed to the Director of Signals, Air 
Ministry, and the other R.A.F. members were the representative of the 
Deputy Chief of the Air Staff (F.O.1), the Senior Air Staff Officers 
of the three operational commands (Fighter, Bomber, Coastal) or 
their representatives; a representative of the Finance D-ivision; anrl a 
representative of Signals I (a), the branch of Air Ministry Signals that dealt 
with landlines. Also serving on the new committee were representatives of 
the Admiralty, the War Office, the A.A. Divisions of the Territorial Army. 
the G.P.O., and the Home Office (A.RP.). The terms of reference of the 
committee were : ~' 

(a) To draw up a complete sch1i1+1e for the landline communications 
which would eventually be required for all purposes connected with 

1 A.M. File S.37801/I. 
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the air defence of Great Britain, and to determine the extent to 
which such landline communications should be provided both m 
peace and war. 

(b) To lodge, periodically, with the G.P.O., the schedule of lines as 
agreed. 

( c) To continue in being until such time as the scheme was completed 
and thereafter to deal year by year with the landline require
ments for the ensuing training season and other questions affect
ing the provision of landlines. 

(d) To appoint such sub-committees 11.s were necessary to deal with 
specific problems. 

The µrincipal and most urgent task of the new committee was thus the 
formulation and consolidation of new and comprehensive schemes of landline 
communications in replacement of the obsolete scheme contained in H.D.C. 
90. To implement the decision of this committee, a small section was formed 
in the Directorate of Signals to centralise and co-ordinate the entire provision 
of landlines, and .in this new section an officer was appointed to visit com
mands and discuss their requirements. It remained the responsibility of 
commands to estimate and notify their requirements. 

Defence Teleprinter Network (D.T.N.) 

The scheme of defence communications for the R.A.F., finally approved 
in November I 937, had provided for a network of telephone circuits link
mg various headquarters, commands, groups and stations, and included 
provision for alternative teleprinter working in the majority of cases. The 
original scheme as modified was expected to take aLout three years to 
complete. By early 1938, certain preliminary phases, giving direct communi
cation between headquarters of commands, groups and stations, with lateral 
lines to other defence establishments, had already been completed. But 
it. soon became apparent that the use of a line for purely teleprinter traffic 
was uneconomic; and with the mass of requirements accruing from all 
departments of state, it was becoming clear that in spite of all the G.P.O. 
could do there would never be enough lines to go round. 1 In the past, when 
the Serviees had been smaller and their demands on the G.P.O. light. it had 
always been possible to meet emergency requirements at short notice. and 
the danger of this was that departments "Yere apt to be lulled into a false 
sense of security. However, the seriousness of the situation was realised 
at the Air Ministry, who, as the largest users of landlines amongst all the 
Services, felt a sense of responsibility for leadership in landline matters. In 
view 0f the very large number of circuits required for teleprinter communi
cation in peace and war, and the grave shortage of lines, what was needed 
was a system of channelling lines which was capable of greatly increasing 
signals facilities without undue increase in lines. A scheme of multi-channel 
line equipment ha'd in fact already been evolved by the Directorate of 
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Signals and was in use on the intelligence and meteorological lines already 
supplied, having then been thoroughly tested by the G.P.O. The scheme 
was examined and approvoo by the Air Ministry Landline Committee_, and 
it was generally felt that the adoption of a multi-channel system, besidas 
effecting a considerable economy and saving in line plant, would also greatly 
assist in solv ing many of the problems of line telecommunications. A meet
ing of the Defence Services Line Telecommunications Board was therefore 
called to consider the matter. 1 The Admiralty, who were at this time 
considering the construction of a new Naval exchange, were anxious that 
this construction should be carried out in association with the Air Ministry 
scheme, which also had the support of other departments of state, including 
the War Office, Home Office and Foreign Office, who all wished to rent 
circuits. It would allow for the building up of a network such that no link 
would be vital, alternative routeing being possible in case of failure to any 
particular circuit. The Board met on 11 May 1938 and referred the question 
of the proposed multi-channel voice-frequency teleprinter scheme (to be 
known as the Defence Teleprinter Network) to a sub-committee for con
sideration in detail and the formulation of definite proposals for submission 
to the Treasury. 

The teleprinter voice-frequency system consisted of a teleprinter which 
produced ·double current on the five-unit signalling system. This was then 
passed into a valve converter which sent signals to a line at a frequency 
of approximately 1,600 cycles per second. The system did not interfere with 
speech circuits in the same cable. The complete installation consisted of a 
table about 2 ft. 6 in. square, on the underside of which were mounted 
switch gear and rectifiers for supplying line current when the supply was 
A.C., or smoothers and dropping resistances when the supply was D.C. On 
top of the table was mounted the teleprinter itself, with its various plug 
connections. Ry the end of May 1938 the scheme had been fully agreed, 
a plan was drawn up hy the sub-committee, and apparatus was installed 
ns quickly as possible. 

Originally there were three main centres under Phase I of the D.T.N. 
programme-Uxbridge, Stanmore, and Lee-on-Solent.! However, when it 
was decided to move Headquarters Coastal Command from Lee-on-Solent 
to the London area, it was arranged for Headquarters Coastal Comml'lnd 
to work off Stanmore and Uxbridge. until the new headquarters location 
was chosen. The equipment and fitting out of a central exchange was 
to be the first task in Phase II, but until this exchange was ready, a means 
of marrying up the existing landline system and Phase I of the D.T.N. was 
found by taking a number of V.F. circuits into the Air Ministry wireless 
station at Adastral House to make a'change-over point for signals traffic. 

1 A.M. File S.37801/II. 
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To a minor degree Uxbridge and Stanmore acted in the same capacity. The 
existing meteorological landline system was absorbed into Phase I wherever 
possible.1 

The schedule for Phase II was produced by the Air Ministry in December 
1938. It contained a large number of new installations, at Central, Stanmore, 
Uxbridge, Hucknall, Newcastle, and six other new stat.ions of the group 
headqual-ters type plus seven new stations of the sector headquarters type 
plus nearly fifty other new stations plus a number of extensions to exist ing 
installations.2 Phase II was taken to include all equipment which was 
planned for installation by March 1940. As installations progressed the 
scheme had to be modified in many ways. 

It was now even more essential, in order to provide the links for the 
other Services, together with administrative and maintenance facilities, 
that the btiilding of the new cei-ilral exchange be proceeded with at once, 
and an urgent request to this end was sent to the Director of W orks. Th t, 
luying of the G.P.O. cables to the site at Leighton Buzzard was well ad
vanced, and the apparatus to go into the exchange was ready early in 1939. 
The original D.T.N. scheme was to take roughly the same time to complete
three years-as the original Air Ministry administrative landline scheme as 
modified, but it gave very considerable economies in line plant. Separate 
telephone communication was necessary in most cases in ad dition, but 
altogether the new scheme, in addition to providing all the facilities origin
ally required by the Air Ministry for permanent landlines, also effected 
economies in the wartime requirements for telephone and teleprinter com
munications of all the departments concerned. 

Lessons of the Munich Crisis 

The load placed on R.A.F. communications during the emergency of 
September 1938 proved to be more than they could carry and led t o serious 
delays: it was therefore considered imperative that arrangements be made 
so that an effective 24-hour service could be maintained from the outset o{ 
any emergency.3 Peace establishments of signals personnel, however, did 
not- permit the operation of such a service, and all possible remedial 
measures were closely examined, the Director of Signals being asked to sub
mit full proposals for the effective rµaintenance, of a 24-hour service from 
the outset of an emergency. The existing situation was that units were 
organised on a one-and-a-half watch system, a full 8-hour watch being 
followed by a 4-hour watch, by which time all signals traffic for the day was 
generally cleared. Most communications were now carried by landline, 
but it was still regarded as absoluteiy essential £or operational units to 
have a wireless organisation as a stand-by in case of landline failure. This 
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stand-by organisation could not carry anything like the volume of traffic 
for which the line system was designed, but it guarded against complete 
isolation. 

The personnel to keep the stand-by organi:,9.tion in existence, to exercise 
it occasionally and to man it in the case of cable breakdowns, had of course 
to be wireless tradesmen; and since the number required for this organisa
tion coincided with the number necessary to man the l½-watch teleprinter 
system (which operated on the basis of one man to two teleprinters), the 
trades were combined and most wireless operators were also capable of tele
printer operating as well. 

To extend the existing system to one capable of expansion to a 24-hour 
watch for exercises and crisis periods it was necessary to augment the wire
less/ teleprinter trained personnel, but the additional staff did not have to 
be wireless-trained. The Director of Signals therefore proposed that per
sonnel for the operation of teleprinters be provided on the basis of twu 
operators to three teleprinters instead of one to two; and that the overall 
requirement for three watches to be manned should be met by the recruiting 
of some 900 personnel in a new trade of teleprinter operator. 1 Of these 900 
it was intended that 650 should be servicemen in a new R.A.F. Group IV 
trade and the balance civilians; the new trade to be rega:z:ded as a training 
trade for wireless operators. The particular value of this proposal was that 
it limited the requirement of fully-trained wireless operators to those neces
sary to act as a stand-by in the event of landline failure. The balance of 
personnel for purely teleprinter duties were recruited from personnel of the 
clerk type and their training was very much shorter; indeed they were 
mostly trained 'on the job'. 

In the course of 1939 the manning situation improved but there was still 
a huge deficiency of teleprinter operators in August 1939, and the Director 
of Signals was apprehensive that in an emergency the whole operational 
efficiency of the Service might be impaired through lack of proper com
munications.2 

A second important factor to be faced was that the G.P.O. had stated 
that tliey could not provide in 24 hours all the additional circuits that the 
Services and other Government departments required to be set up at the 
outbreak of an emergency.3 During the 1938 crisis they had coped fairly 
well, but this had been largely due to the fact that departments had asked 
for their listed emergency circuits at intervals one after the other. Such a 
contingency was not likely to be repeated, and the situation had to be faced 
that under a sudden threat or actuality of war, the G.P.O. would be expected 
to set up all the emergency circuits req~d by the many different author
ities simultaneously. With the very high proportion of emergency to per-
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manent circuits, this was manifestly impossible. The G.P.O. therefore 
requested that the R.A.F. should have a higher proportion of their war 
circuits set up in peace for everyday use, the remaining switched and 
emergency circuits to be set up in war to be separated into three categories: 
first, these to be set up in the first two hours; secondly, those to be set up in 
24 hours; and thirdly, those to be set up in 72 hours. For technical reasons 
the two-hour circuits had to be limited to comparatively short lines such 
as Observer Corps, gun and sector lines. The 24-hour circuits would be a 
proportion of the longer lines required by Coastal and Bomber Commands, 
and the 72-hour circuits would constitute the remaining lines. 

The G.P.O.'s proposals were considered and agreed at the fourth meeting 
of the Air Ministry Landline Committee on 9 November 1938. In choosing 
the allocation of lines, the three operational commands had to be considered 
first. Fighter Command must be able to function immediately to full war 
scale in case of an attempt by the enemy at a knock-out blow. Coastal 
Command, with its immediate responsibilities for the safety of shipping and 
for reconnaissance of the movements of enemy ships of war, could not be 
denied its war communications in any period of strained relations preceding 
the proclamation of a precautionary period, when long sea/ air patrols 
might be of vital importance. And Bomber Command must have full signals 
facilities to enable its striking power to be applied at great distances and 
over a wide area. 

In deciding which line communications were to be increased in peacetime, 
two main factors were taken into account: first, which lines were the most 
difficult to provide quickly in emergency, and secondly, which were the most 
economical lines to have in peace. As it happened, the answer to both ques
tions was the same-the lines connecting commands and groups. They 
were mostly long cross-country lines involving much setting-up and liable 
to upset due to the G.P.O. reconstruction programme, and the demand for 
calls on these lines had greatly increased with the expansion schemes and the 
increase in the number of stations and in the strength of units. Again, the 
periods for which such lines had to be hired for exercises was becoming so 
great that it was more economical to hire them permanently; and once 
hired permanently they could be used to carry administrative traffic now 
carried- by trunks, and thus save the cost of these calls. In short, the pro
Yision of increased direct command to group lines was both an operational 
requirement and a financial econon1y. 

A full statement of the additional landlines required, besides those already 
agreed and either provided or in the process of being provided, was made by 
the Air Ministry Landline (A.M.L.L.) Committee. The new requirements fell 
into five distinct categories. First, the r~irements for operational lines in 
Coastal Command, which had been under consideration for some time, were 
listed; the layout of Coastal Command was now reasonably stable and the 
lines had actually been installed during exercises and the Munich cns1s. 
Details were then set out of the new circuits required between the head-
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quarters of commands ,md groups. The scale asked for in Bomber and 
Coastal Commands was on a peacetime basis of two to each group head
quarters, but in Fighter Command the full war sea.le was provided, exercises 
in this command being more frequent and intensive and the need in 
emergency more instan t . Additional lines were also required between the Air 
Ministry and the various command headquarters, especially the operational 
commands, t.he Munich crisis having proved the inadequacy of existing 
lines. (Some of these lines were ultimately transferred to the Central Ex
change at Leighton Buzzard.) A further requirement arose under Expansion 
Scheme 'L ', lines to the already agreed requirements being necessary to 
newly-formed groups and their stations, and to new stations in existing 
groups.1 Schedules of switched emergency and permanent circuits were re
vised and re-issued with each phase of the R.A.F. mobilisation scheme.2 

Maintenance Command 

The requirements for the newly~formed Maintenance Command were now 
known, and the basis was that, for large main supply units, direct communi
cation was provided with both command and group headquarters and the 
Air Ministry. Miscellaneous units were linked to the nearest R.A.F. tele
phone and telegrnph centre. A large proportion of the Maintenance Com
mand requirement was met by the new multi-channel teleprinter network. 

Local End requirements had increased arising from· expansion measures, 
and these too were detailed, including those for Coastal and Maintenance 
Commands. Observer Corps lines were also included. The provision of land
lines for Observer Corps posts had been dealt with previously by the 
Treasury Inter-Service Committee. Hitherto the policy had been that the 
local termination at Observer Corps posts would be a line to the nearest 
G.P.O. exchange, but in many cases this proved impracticable owing to the 
very limited outlets from rural exchanges. Serious interference with public 
facilities had arisen, and it was now decided to make the connection to the 
nearest G.P.O. exchange capable of giving the facilities required. 

Requirements for 0/F Stations 

Another landline requirement was for communications for the new chain 
of M.F. and H.F.D /F stations. M .F. stations operated in sections, with one 
station acting as section control, a.nd landline communications between the 
stations within a group was essential for the passing of bearings to control, 
unless valuable time was to be taken up through passing such messages by 
W /T. Other circuits required for the' M.F. stations were an extension from 
the nearest station P.B.X. and a direct telephone line from the receiving 
station to the associated transmitting station, together with remote control 
cir cuits. Lines were placed underground within 350-400 yards of the D /F 
station. Spares had to be provided ~ .view of the impossibility of laying 
additional cables .into D / F stations once they were completed. (All landl.ine 
circuits had to be laid concurrently with power. cables etc. to facilitate erec-

1 Further new requirements were listed under Expansion Scheme ' M ' in June 1939 . 
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tion and calibration of stations).l It had been anticipated that t he new chain 
of H.F.D /F stations in Bomber Command would operate on the same prin
ciple, and approval for the two sets of landlines was given ,in January 1938, 
but subsequently a change of policy dif!pensed with the necessity for the in
terconnection of H.F. stations, landlini communication being required to the 
bases served and to the appropriate group headquarters only. In Fighter 
Command, three H.F.D /F stations were pjovided per sector, one located in 
the vicinity of and the other two 30-40 miles forward of the sector station, 
to which all three were connected by landline. Further pending landline re
quirements, details of which were due for decision, were the forward R/T 
relay stations now decided on for Fighter Command, and line:;; for the Bal
loon Barrage stations. 

Provisional Teleprinter Establishment 

An establishment of teleprinters for peace and war was prepared and 
generally agreed, to come into effect gradually during the ensuing mont hs. 
Details were confirmed at the A.M.L.L. Committee meeting of 9 November 
1938, following the preparation of a schedule by Signals 3. For Bomber 
Command in peacetime, the Air Ministry had already catered for three tele
printers at each station, one for administrative traffic, one for operations 
and intelligence traffic, and one for the meteorological servioe, with one 
operations/intelligence teleprinter for each station at group headquarters, 
plus two for administration and one for the meteorological service. It was 
now decided to add, in peace and war, one extra administrative channel at 
group headquarters, and, in wa.r only, an extra teleprinter at each station to 
make a separate intelligence channel, with a corresponding number of extra 
channels at group headquarters according to the number of stations in the 
group (normally between five and seven). The group total in Bomber Com
mand in war therefore became one operat ions and one intelligence teleprinter 
channel for each station in the group, a total of three administrative tele
printer channels, and one meteorological channel. At Bomber Command 
Headquarters it was decided to have in war, one operations and one intel
ligence teleprinter for each of the six groups, one meteorological channel, 
eight administrative channels, two channels to the Air Ministry, and three 
to other" commands: a total of 26 teleprinters in all. Only eight of these 
were fitted, leaving eighteen wanted on the outbreak of war. The number 
fitted in peacetime was therefore increased to 14, so as to give reasonable 
training facilities. 

This left a balance to be provided in war of twelve teleprinters at Head
quarters and 95 for the whole Command, figures which might be expected 
to vary a little either way as Expansion Soltenie 'L' settled down, but which 
were generally agreed to be a fair estimate of the Command's likely require
ments. As to the supply of the extra teleprinters in war, 100 teleprinters had 
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been installed at the Electrical and Wireless School at Cranwell for the 
training of operators, 1 and these were earmarked as a war reserve. The 
installation of a further 100 t eleprinters for training purposes at the new 
No. 2 Electrical and Wireless School being built at Yatesbury was expected 
to cover the immediate additional war needs of the other Commands. 

In Fighter Command, stations had one administrative teleprinter channel, 
one operations and one meteorological channel in peace, with an intelligence 
channel added in wa.r. The three fighter groups had one operations tele
printer line to each station, a tota1 of two administrative lines, and one 
meteorological line, with one intelligence line to each station and one extra 
administrative line added in war. At Fighter Command Headquarters there 
were, in peacetime, four ad.roinistra.tive, three operations, three intelligence, 
one meteorological and two special teleprinter channels: the only change 
in war was the addition of two additional special channels, both operations 
channels to the Air J.\,linistry. 

Eight Coastal Command stations had one administrative, one operations, 
one intelligence, and one meteorological teleprinter channel in peace and war. 
Four other stations of varying peacetime scale were brought up to this scale 
in war. The three Coastal groups had, in peace, one operations and one 
intelligence channel to each station, two administrative channels and one 
meteorological. In war, one extra intelligence and one extra administrative 
channel were added. Coastal Command Headquarters had, in peace, four 
administrative, three operations, three intelligence, and one meteorological 
channels, and four special channels to the Air Ministry and other commands 
or headquarters. This was increased in war by one additional intelligence 
and one additional operations channel, and four additional special channels. 

Question of Placing Landlines Underground 

The reasons for placing landlines underground on and in the vicinity of 
R,A;F. stations were to a.void obstruction to flying of overhead lines, to give 
additional security from attack, and to avoid possible interference with wire
less. The stations particularly a.fleeted by the security question were Fighter 
Command sector stations a.nd all those operational stations situated to the 
east of the line Southampton - Birmingham - Edinburgh • Perth. The general 
principle was that external circuits were placed underground a quarter of 
a mile from the airfield boundary. Internal operational lines at sector 
stations were also placed underground, and by 1937 Air Ministry had ruled 
that all landlines within R.A.F. stations should be put underground as far 
as possible.2 The distance from the airfield boundary for which lines were 
to be put underground was later incre~<;:l. to half a mile. However, during 

1 Teleprinter training was given to all operators during their course, but on a small 
scale only due to pressure of the course. Nevertheless, largely due to the keenness 
of trninees in pni.ctising in their own time, they were capable of doing 30 wo:ds 11 

minute by touch typing on leuvin~ the course. and were thus in a po~ition t-0 increase 
their speed rapidly later. (A.M. File S.34961.) 
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the war the plant and labour shortage dictated a relaxation of this ruling, 
and by 1943 overhead routeing on R.A.F. stations was allowed where no 
flying obstruction was involved. 

Underground Operations Rooms in Fighter Command 

A sub-committee meeting of the Air Ministry Landline Committee was 
held at- Uxbridge on 27 October 1938 to discuss the provision of cables and 
the layout of landline signals arrangements necessary for the establishment 
underground of the Headquarters No. 11 Group Operations Room, an Air 
Ministry decision to put the operations rooms at all Fighter Command. 
groups and at Fighter Command Headquarters underground having been 
taken. The plan authorised by this sub-committee was that the Group 
P.B.X. and signals arrangements should be permanently established in the 
nnderg:round operations block and function there in peace and war. All 
cables were to be brought in for the last 100 yards of approach to the opera.-
tions room in steel duct at a minimum depth of six feet.1 

Details of necessary apparatus and dates of supply were discussed 
between the G.P.O. and the C.S.0. Fighter Command, and it was decided 
that at Stanmore some 400 pairs in all would be needeci. There were in 
existence approximately 80 pairs to Stanmore Exchange and 50 to Bushey, 
leaving a total of 270 to be provided. It was decided in December J:938 to 
lay a 208-pair cable to Hatch End; but after survey it was found that it 
was not possible to terminate the cable at Hatch End without extensive 
building alterations, and it was later decided to extend the cable to Pinner, 
where there was sufficient room. This entailed additional surveying and 
led to further delay. By July 1939, however, arrangements were in hand to 
complete the provision of the cable route from Pinner to a tentative pillbox. 
site at Stanmore as a matter of urgency. 

The question of providing a. protected lead-in to the underground build
ing at Stamnore was raised in April 1939. The original scheme had envisaged 
the entry of cables at depths of up to 20 feet below surface level, but experi
ence with the new underground operations room at Headquarters No. 11 
Group showed that such a scheme was unworkable, a·s it involved the laying 
of pipes in made-up ground with a very heavy weight of earth above the 
pipes; it was found that even with supptlrts placed under the pipes, they 
shifted, with consequent danger of damage to the cables.2 It wa.s therefore 
necessary to devise a new scheme in which the cables were taken down thP. 
normal entrances to the buildings. The disadvantages of this was that the 
cables were thus crowded together at the J;_ntrances only a few feet below 
the surface, so that a single bomb might •put at least half the entire com
munications system out of action. It was therefore proposed that, at Fighter 
Command Headquarters, the cables should terminate in concrete pii"i-boxes 
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just inside the camp grounds, a separate pill-box being provided to terminate 
the circuit to each outlet. From each pill-box, two cables would be laid to 
the underground block, one entering the building at the west entrance and 
the other, a reserve cable, entering at the east entrance. Thus in the event 
of the destruction of the west end of the building and the pipes around it, 
the communications could be restored in a very short time by the reversal 
of links in the pill-box and in the underground building. A meeting was 
held on :!3 l\Iay 1939 at which it was decided to adopt this system, and the 
r:;ame system was later put in force at all Fighter Command groups.1 There 
was some delay in obtaining the sites required for the erection of the pill
boxes, but most of the difficulties had been overcome by August 1939. 

Other Immediate Landline Requirements in 1939 

By April 1939 a period had been reached in the development of major 
landline schemes where many months of effort were beginning to show 
results.2 The first phase of the Defonce Teleprinter Network had already 
begun to come into action, and it was completed by the end of May. The 
riew central telephone exchange at Leighton Buzzard was ready for testing 
at the end of April and the first lines were put through early in May. 
Gradually all Central lines to Adastral House were diyerted to Leighton 
Buzzard.3 On 22 May control of the inter-command W /T system was taken 
over, and shortly afterwards the Central teleprinters were transferred to 
Leighton Buzzard from Adastral House, the Air Ministry teleprinters being 
transferred to a new London centre of Air Ministry communications in 
Whitehall. The first ten 12-channel teleprinter equipments were installed 
at Leighton Buzzard by the end of July. A teleplotter scheme was intro
duced for the Observer Corps, which effected a saving in lines and equip
ment as well as giving a better record in fighter operations rooms. The 
G.P.O. provided special staff to deal with the lines for the new forward R/T 
stations in Fighter Command, and most of these were roady by the end of 
June.' A schedule of circuits required for the new Fighter Command group 
headquarters at Newcastle-on-Tyne---No. 13 Groui:r-was prepared m 
March, and the large switch-over of lines involved took some weeks to 
organise. New sector stations were sited and local end cables laid.5 

The new Bomber Command Headquarters was connected to the main 
Post Office cable running between Hig)1 Wycombe and Princes Risborough, 
thus giving two outlets. Two spurs were provided to this main cable to 
guard against damage-one for circuits routed via High Wycombe and 
one for circuits routed via Princes Risborough. By April 1940 the transfer 
of lines to the new headquarters had been completed, as had also the trans
fer of Headquarters Fighter Commanci°"El.nd Headquarters No. 13 Group to 

1 A.M. File S.47499. 
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underground uccommodation. The,se transfers were carried out with great 
efficiency' and speed by the G.P.O., and at Stanroore about 140 operational 
circuits were transferred so that complete communication was available in 
the underground building within a minute of the signal being given for the 
transfer to take place.1 

The pro\'incial communications required for Balloon Command were dis
cussed at a sub-committee meeting of the Defence Services Line Tele
communications Board on l September 1939. It was agreed that, in view 
of the considerable difficulty which was anticipated in meeting the compre
hensive requirements of Balloon Command in the provinces, these com
munications would be met as far as possible by utilising existing private 
circuits.~ 

Abuse of Landline FaciJities 

The increasing use of the telephone led easily to abuses of landJine 
facilities. Long distance telephone calls were often made on matters · of 
minor importance and urgency, and an effort was made on the outbreak of 
war to eliminate calls of this type and to restrict the use of the telephone, 
whether by private wire or the public exchange system, to matters of real 
urgency which could not be dealt with by letter, P9stagram or signal. 
Instructions were issued designed to make fuller use of the postagram 
service. Another difficulty was that, in spite of the heavy landlines pro
gramme already in existence, demands for increased facilities to serve 
existing units and formations continued to be made. In spite of the scale 
of engineering work in progress to meet existing and anticipated needs, the 
position had been reached where the public telephone services, including 
trunk services for industry and local government use, were being seriously 
curtailed in order to provide communications for defence purposes. 
Demands were therefore carefully scrutinised in order to ensure that they 
were reduced to the absolute minimum consistent with the essential needs 
of the Ser\'ices. All commands were warned of the position by means of a 
special Air Ministry lett€r in November 1939.3 

Further Work of the Air Ministry Landline Committee 

Th~ work of the Air Ministry Landline Committee was being gradually 
carried out by the compilation, under its terms of reference, of a schedule of 
line telecommunications required for the air defence of Great Britain. lt 
was intended that t-his document should eventually be distributed to all 
departments, formations and establishments concerned, but up to the war 
it was impossible to produce anything like a complete schedule for lodging 
with the G.P.O: The rapid expansion ,,,9f the R.A.F. at home, and the 
various alterations in the different scale: of communications to be provided. 
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necessitated continual rev1s10n of landline requirements. In addition, the 
formation and expansion of the A.A. Command of the Army brought new 
and urgent requirements which the committee had no opportunity of 
examining; these lines were provided under direct War Office authority. 
No information was received on landlines for air defence purposes required 
by the Home Office. The progessive installation of the Defence Teleprinter 
Network caused considerable alteration in the inter-communication systems 
of all the defence Services. Nevertheless, progress was made with the R.A.F. 
pa.rt of the schedule, although the difficulties of making and distributing 
amendments at frequent intervals remained. 

All landline requirements of the R.A.F. were still scrutinised by the Air 
Ministry Landline Committee before submission to the G.P.O., but this 
was not so in the case of the other defence Services, so that the various 
requirements of the different Services were no longer being co-ordinated 
by the committee. When these requirements were in conflict they were 
dealt with by the Defence Services Line Telecommunications Board, of which 
the G.P.O. held the chairmanship.1 

1 A.M. File S.49645. 
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CHAPTER 3 

LANDLINES FOR R.D.F STATIONS 

A meeting was held at the Air Ministry on 5 February 1936 to decide what 
telephone or other landline facilities would be required for the proposed 
R.D.F. system. Initia'l requirements at Bawdsey had been met by the 
provision of an exchange circuit, one private telephone circuit to Orlordness, 
and an internal extension to the laboratory. It was thought then that the 
requirement consisted simply of lateral Jines to connect individual transmit
ting and receiving stations, and long-distance circuits to connect the system 
to the F ighting Area organisation at Uxbridge. 

Laternl communications consisted of single telephone circuits linking the 
stations (as Bawdsey--Grea.t Bromley, Bawdsey- Orfordness, Canewdon
Great Bromley, Canewdon- Dunkirk; Dover-Dunkirk). Trunk circuits 
required for the purpose of trials during September 1936 were three telephone 
channels between Ux.bridge and each of the receiver stations, Bawdsey, 
Canewdon and Dover. AU R.D.F. communications in 1936 were provided 
on a temporary basis, in the same manner as operational circuits normally 
provided for exercises. 

A memorandum on landlines for the R.D.F. system was produced at 
the Air Ministry in April 1937 .1 The requirements were based on the 
immediate coming into operation of the stations at Bawdsey and Dover, 
the early operation of four stations at Great Bromley, Canewdon, Dunkirk 
and North Foreland, and the ultimate operation of nine other stations whose 
siting was approximately known. Lines were to be provided on the following 
basis :--

(a) Two lines for signalling between stations and the appropriate 
fighter group headquarters filter room (t-0 be taken where possible 
through different routes). 

(b) One line for telephonic communication for operational control 
between stations and appropriate fighter group headquarters. 

(c) Two lines for signalling between neighbouri~g stations. 

{d) One line for telephonic operational control between stations. 

(e) The three stations covering the line of divisions between Nos. 11 
and 12 Groups to be connected to both groups. 

All signal'li:ng lines were to be G.P.0. 'D' tariff, upgraded to teleprinter 
standard and having upper and lower cut-offs not less than 300 to 2,500 c/s. 
and were subsequently to be placed underground. 
1 A.M. File S.37237 /I. 
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The Superintendent at Bawdsey Research Station made further proposals 
for landJine circuits in August 1937, as a result of which a meeting was held 
in mid-August at Bawdsey which was attended by the Superintendent and 
members of his staff, two representatives of the P ost Office Engineering and 
Telecommunications Staff, and representatives of the Air Ministry. At this 
meeting it was decided that the requirements could be met by using a multi
channel syst em working one high-grade four-wire circuit between the various 
points. These circuits were known by the G.P.O. as Tariff 'E' circuits, in 
which continuity of service was guaranteed, and which contained electrjcal 
values which could not be provided by Tari.ff ' D' circuits. The lines needed 
at this time were Bawdsey to Dover, Dunkirk, Canewdon and Great Bromley, 
and Bawdsey to the Air Ministry, with an extension to the new Fighter 
Command headquarters at Stanmore. This type of circuit, however, was 
of an experimental nature only, and whether such communications would 
prove satisfactory in future was to be decided after test transmissions on 
these lines had been operated for some months at least. The circuits were 
provided in October 1937. 

Liaison with the G.P .0. 

Apart from the purely financial aspect, it was important, if time was to 
be saved in providing facilities to new stations when erected, tbat the G.P.O. 
should have the earliest possible information of their location and the 
probable maximum number of lines which would be :required to them. As 
for fixing their final locations, it was very desirable that the G.P.O. be 
consulted, because although it was obviously not possible to vary the siting 
of the stations considerably, even the difference of a mile or two might save 
a great deal of time anq money in cable provision. The intention was, 
therefore, that the Senior Post Office Engjneer should be advised as soon 
as a provisional site was selected in each case. 

The necessity for a forecast to be made as soon as possible of what 
circuits would be required for the final scheme was stressed at an ea-rly stage 
by the G.P.O. Unless at least nine months notice were given to the Post 
Office prior to the completion of the R.D.F. stations themselves, it was 
doubtful whether the high grade of line required could be produced in time. 
Advice of the probable location of ten stations was given to the G.P.O. on 
27 August 1937. · 

By the end of 1937, fifteen R.D.F. stations had been approved, of which 
five were al-ready in action and a further ten were to be completed within 
twelve to eighteen months.1 But of equal importance to the completion 
of the stations was the provision of a system i>.!Jandlines for passing informa
tion to the appropriate centres. The Air Ministry were therefore most 
anxious that a system should be put forward to the G.P .0. at once, one 
which would cater for any system of control and use of these stations which 
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could reasonably be envisaged. The system now put forward provided for 
an ' E ' tariff line from each R.D.F. station to pass either into or near the 
sector station lying in its immediate rear, to which the line could either be 
run in or a parallel tail led in. From this point the line would run to the 
group headquarters of the sector concerned, and thence to Headquarters 
Fighter Command Stanmore. This system had the adYantage that, apart 
from the particular sections of the line between the R.D.F. stations and 
the sectors, the lines would run between points already connected for 
operational and administrative purposes by other lines, and therefore the 
lines would provide spares to each other in case of failure, and any spares 
laid for one set of lines would automatically be available as spares for the 
other. There was no suggestion at this stage that R.D.F. informatio_n would 
actually be sifted at sector level, but if this should ever be necessary or 
become the policy, the system allowed for it. 

A preliminary statement of the lines requirements was made by the Air 
l\Iinistry to the Telecommunications Department., G.P.O., on 10 March 1938, 
and a conference was suggested, to include representatives of Headquarters 
Fighter Command and Bawdsey Research Station. However, at this stage, 
and before a conference could be held, intimation was received at the 
Air Ministry from Headquarters Fighter Command that pending further 
trials the Commander-in-Chief wished all work in the direction of the plan
ning and laying of lines for R.D.F. stations to be indefinitely postponed. 
The conference, arranged for 30 March, was therefore cancelled. The 
situation remained, however, that unless a start was made right away with 
these lines, the R.D.F. stations would be completed but no facilities would 
be available for communicating the intelligence they obtained. 

In the ,end a working compromise was reached between the desire of the 
Air Ministry signals planning staff to give the G.P.O. reasonable warning and 
to fillsure that the lines were ready in time, and the desire of the C.-in-C. 
Fighter Command to build the R.D.F. system gradually in the light of 
experience gained in the first few months of operation with the stations 
already in existence. The C.-in-C. wanted the existing line connecting 
Bawdsey with Headquarters Fighter Command to be extended to Uxbridge 
so that both Headquarters Fighter Command and Headquarters No. 11 
Group could receive R.D.F. plots from Bawdsey simultaneously, and he also 
wanted the system to be made capable of being extended so that the A.O.C. 
No. 11 Group could switch any of his sector stations at North Weald, Horn
church, Biggin Hill and Kenley into the system. On the other hand he 
agreed that the provision of 'local ehcls' (landlines joining R.D.F. stations 
to the nearest G.P.O. centre where outlets could be provided) could be 
proceeded with., as this would be an essential part of any system whatever 
its final form. This went a long way towards meeting the Air Ministry point 
of view. 
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Local Ends 

A meeting to determine the local ends required was held at the Air 
Ministry on 8 April 1938, at which the following requirements were 
defined : - 1 

(a) Where practicable, two routes to be provided from suitable 
neighbouring G.P.O. centres to each R.D.F. station, to allow for 
the possibility of interruption to one route. Where two routes were 
laid, the circuits required to be divided to some extent between 
them. 

(b) Where t.wo routes were laid, each to consist of eight pairs, so as 
to allow the necessary circuits to be four-wire. \Vhere one route 
only was available, 15-pair cable to be provided. 

(c) At those stations situated so that they would be responsible for 
reports to more than one group, 15 pairs in each alternative ro,1te 
to be provided, to allow for the additional circuits. 

The chief circu.its to be provided were on~ main and one spare reporting 
cil-cuit, one lateral circuit in each direction, and one exchange line in each 
direction. There was also a possible requirement for two D / F circuits. These 
requirements were varied slightly to conform to individual needs. The cables 
were terminated at a Main Distributing Frame fo the receiver hut. In the 
main reporting circuit, five channels were to be provided by means of the 
special apparatus being designed by the G.P .O. and Bawdsey Research 
Station. These were one speech channel, two technical control channels, one 
signalling circuit, and one spare channel. Internal wiring and arrangements 
on R.D.F. sites were to be in accordance with the Bawdsey 111.yout. The cab)~ 
layout was individual to each site, and in general cables were run, suitably 
protected, in the same t renches as the power cables. 

On 28 April 1938 the G.P.O. were requested to begin the laying of the 
local cables as soon as possible. The principle was confirmed that in general 
each R.D.F. station should, where r easonably possible, have outlets to two 
places at which connection to long underground circuits would be possible. 
The small inter-communication requirement within the R.D.F. stations was 
also stated. High-grade four-wire circuits between Stanmore and Uxbridge, 
and Uxbridge nnd the four sector stations, were requested in May. 

Reporting Lines 

The Air Ministry continued to exert pressure on Headquarters Fighter 
Command to make provision for the longer lines, and emphasised that a 
decision must he made at once ij..,these lines were to be ready in time for the 
opening of the R.D.F. stations, bearing in mind that the special high-grade 
lines required would take a long time to provide. On 12 May 1938, at a 
conference between the C.-in-C. Fighter Command, A.C.A.S., and Air 
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Ministry Signals, the layout of R.D.F. lines for reporting purposes was 
discussed. It was decided that the central descrambling or filter room should 
be located at Hrndquarters Fighter Command. Direct lines were to he 
provided from all R.D.F. stations to this filter room, to which all initial 
plots would be reported, and from which the controller would direct the 
work of the R.D.F. stations. The reports would be plotted in the filter room, 
and from three teller's positions in this room lines would run direct to the 
three Fighter Group operations rooms and the Fighter Command operations 
room. The outgoing plots from the filter centre to the groups would be 
repeated over special direct lines to the sector stations under those groups. 
High-quality speech lines would be needed, especially in view of the fuct 
that from groups the information would have to be distributed simul
taneously to a number of sectors. The possibility of using a form of tele
printer signalling was borne in mind as a possible development. As regards 
switching at groups, it was agreed that at first the incoming plots from the 
filter centre should be automatically relayed to all sectors under the group, 
switching to be embodied if possible as the technique progressed. It was 
decided that inverted speech was not necessary. 

Air Ministry Instructions to the G.P.O. 

Instructions on the organisation of R.D.F. lines were sent to the G.P.O. 
on 24 June 1938.1 As a matter of general principle, the main outlet from 
all R.D.F. stations was to be underground. The alternative route could be 
overhead, though if it could be provided underground easily, this was 
to be done. The alternative route was to be such that circuits 
towards London could be provided on a trunk route entirely distinct from 
that involved with the main outlet. (In most cases, primary and secondary 
routeings had already been provisionally agreed with the G.P.O.) 

At all stations where two underground outlets were available, two 15-pair 
cables from the site were now required. (The meeting of 8 April had 
stipulated 8-pair cables, but 15-pair cables were now wanted so as to 
provide for the possibility of intercommunication with D /F locating 
stations.) Where only one underground route was available, one 15-pair 
cable wa.s to be provided, and the alternative route brought underground 
with a 15-pair cable a quarter of a mile from the site. Detailed instructions 
were given designed ultimately to bring the five R.D.F. stations already 
operating up to this scale, and to put tl:ie work in hand for seven other 
stations, starting with the main outlets. On the subject of main lines, each 
station required one Tariff' E' circuit (or the best avail!able at the moment, 
to be improved up to full Tariff 'E' standard when possible), equalized to 
2,700 c/s, direct to Headquarters Fighter ,C,ommand, and a reserve circuit 
on another route (and via the alternative route from the station concerned). 
Thiis reserve circuit was to be treated as a switched line available at two 
hours' notice in peace and taken permanently in war. The Air Ministry asked 
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the G.P.O. to route the speech reporting circuits from R.D.F. stations north 
of the Wash to Stanmore via G.P.0. telecommunications centres near 
Hucknall or Newcastle as appropriate, so that in the event of filter rooms 
being set up at these places, the lines could easily be diverted into them. 
The idea paid dividends later, when filter rooms were in fact established at 
these two group headquarters.' 

From Headquarters Fighter Command, one high-quality line was required 
to Oxbridge and one to Hucknall. Later, in order to handle the volume 0£ 
traffic and to pass sufficient information to meet the needs of a group and 
its &ectors, three were wanted to each group. These lines were terminated 
Rt the group headquarters on a conference amplifier, and were used to 
broadcast information from Uxbridge to the local operations room and to 
the sectors, and from Hucknall similarly. After the opening of No. 13 
Group a similar system was required there, but at first, sectors planned to 
come under the new group were added to the conference amplifier at Huck
nal1. High-quality speech lines were required from group headquarters to 
sectors to enable the information to be broadcast. It was expected that 
speech would be passed in one direction only, i.e. from group to sectors. 
but in the first place a standard G.P.0. conference amplifier was suggested. 
Resen·es were required for all lines on this system, . to be available at two 
hours' notice in peace and permanently in war. 

Communications at R.D.F. Stations 

The division of responsibility at R.D.F. stations was as follows. The G.P.O. 
dealt entirely with the main incoming trunk telephone lines to the recei,·ing 
block, including digging the trenches and providing and laying the ducts. 
(These jncoming main lines were laid in a separate trench from the incoming 
power cabl~.) The P.B.X. and terminal equipment were bought by the Air 
Ministry, who became responsible for subsequent maintenance. Within the 
R.D.F. site, the Air Ministry provided the trenching, advising the G.P.O. 
well before the work at a particular site was due to start. The site was then 
surveyed by a local Post Office engineer, who made an estimate of thE' 
number of ducts etc. required. Ducts were then supplied by the G.P.O. and 
laid by the Air Ministry contractors, supervised by the G.P.0. 

Three co-axial cables were proviaed between each receiving and trans
mitting station, ·approximately half a mile on two alternative routes (six 
co-axial cables in all), and in addition one 15-pair cable was required on 
each route. At sites where corrosion was likely to occur, protective covering 
for the cables was provided. The~anufacturers laid the co-axial cable 
and the G.P.0. supplied, laid and tested the 15-pair cable. A single four-inch 
duot was sufficient to accommodate the three co-axial and the 15-pair 
cables. 

1 Correspondence with Group Captain W. S. A,Llen (retired). 
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The planned completion date of the whole scheme, ma.in and internal lines. 
was December 1939, work being begun about August 1938. · 

Lines from Bawdsey to R.D.F. Stations 

For the early experimental work, Bawdsey Research Station was connected 
by landline direct to the other R.D.F. stations. On 7 July 1938, the Air 
Ministry raised the question whether, now that the policy was to connect 
R.D.F. stations to Headquarters Figlhter Command direct, the lines con
nocting Bawdsey to the other R.D.F. stations could be given up. It was 
thought that it would be quite possible, with the high grade of line being 
provided for R.D.F., to switch lines through at Headquarters Fighter Com
mand when stations were required for experimental work with Bawdsey. 
The Director of Communications Development agreed provided not less 
than three Bawdsey-Stanmore channels were permanently available, not less 
than three additional channels available on a rental basis, and provided that 
the existing lines connecting Bawdsey to the original group of stations at 
Dover, Canewdon, Dunkirk and Great Bromley were retained for the time 
being. The G.P.O. were warned that, since it might be neoessary for any 
station in the R.D.F. scheme to be worked from Bawdsey through Stanmore 
for experimental purposes, four-wire lines having a transmission equivalent 
of three decibels would be required to make this possible: and further, the 
requirement might oblige the Air Ministry to request, as the R.D.F. scheme 
grew, a further two Stanmore-Bawdsey lines. 

General R.D.F. Lines Policy 

The question of high-quality lines between Stanmore and Groups was 
studied at the Air Ministry in September 1938. Important factors were that 
the provision of these lines was extremely expensive, they were difficult to 
provide, and replacement in case of damage due to enemy action or other 
failure was regarded as almost impossible over some routes. Yet accord
ing to the existing plan three such lines were required to each group. 'I1he 
possibility of using tihe standard G.P.O. apparatus that would eventually 
be provided by the Defence Teleprinter Network therefore demanded close 
scrutiny. A comprehensive scheme of voice-frequency multi-channel working, 
using standard G.P.O. apparatus, was in the course of being installed for a 
combined Services network, nnd the work was well advanced. The system 
gave a considerable number of channels between commands and groups, and 
between groups and sectors and stations, and it was most desirable that any 
line of research involving the transmission of signals other tJhan speech 
should aim at employing this type of channel if at all possible so as to fit 
in with the general scheme. The new.,-Detwork was already being used for 
the remote control of transmitters, and plotting by teleprinter from observer 
centre to group was also being done. It was obviously desirable that any 
system of R.D.F. reporting planned for the future should be made to fit in 
with this system if at all possible. 
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The practicability of this was tiherefore studied at Bawdsey. It meant 
that the R.D.F. system would depend only upon a special cattier system 
such as the proposed 1 telephone plus 4 telegraph channels, but that it 
would be designed to line up witJh the general R.A.F. network depending on 
the 18, 12 or 4-channel voice-frequency telegraph system now standard in 
the G.P.0. This meant the.t the whole R.D.F. reporting system would rely 
entirely on automat.ic means of communicating intelligence. 

A re-examination of the requirements for communication between R.D.F. 
stations and the Fighter Command- filter room confirmed that these were: - 1 

(a) A good-quality speech channel. This would always have to be 
provided. Even if routine plots were passoo. automatically; the 
controller at tlhe filter room woukl still require to talk to the R.D.F. 
operator. 

(b) Telegraph channels for various purposes, including synchronisa~ 
tion, numbering of raids, automatic p lotting, and wave-change 
control. 

It was agreed at a conference at Bawdsey on 13 September 1938 that 
t.hese requirements could best be met by the proposed system of a wide-band 
line on which could be worked one speech channel and a small number of 
telegraph channels. The ,dangers with this system-that it might not be 
possible at first to provide a high-quality reserve line to every R.D.F. station, 
and that in the event of a large number of cables going faulty under war 
conditions a serious difficulty in maintaining wide-band lines might be 
encountered by the G.P.O.-were well known. The conclusion of the con
ference was that, in the event of failure of the main and reserve wide-band 
lines, it would be possible to work an R.D.F. station at reduced efficiency 
over an ordinary telephone line, and that the risk that the G.P.O. might not 
be able to maintain a wide-band line under emergency conditions must be 
accepted. 

The possibility of using teleprinters for telling from the filter room to 
groups and sectors, however, was regarded as deserving serious study 
The Air Ministry view was tha,t the teleprinter network would connect every 
group and sector wit'h Stanmore and that two telegraph channels at least 
could be allocated for R.D.F. purposes. If teleprinter channels could be 
used for telling instead of speech circuits there would be a great saving in 
lines, particularly as several lines were now required. between Stanmore, 
groups and sectors instead of the one originally planned. Moreover, an oumi
bus system was required. and this could be given far better on a telegraph 
basis. The Air Ministry felt t,hat the am~urit of time that would be wasted 
by using teleprinters instead of speech was negligible. The view at Bawdsey 
remained that telephony was the most suitable method, but they were keen 
to get experimental data on the use of teleprinters for R.D.F. purposes. 
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Hastening of the R.D.F. Chain 

At a D.C.A.S. meeting to consider all possible measures of increasing war 
readiness, held in October 1938, following the Munich crisis of September. 
it was agreed that the date for completion of the R.D.F. Chain should be 
brought forward to 1 April 1939. The Director of Communications Develop
ment promised to have 19 R.D.F. stations working by this date, subject to 
certain limitations and to the endorsement of planned emergency action, 
which included the acceleration of line provision for the main chain. The 
scope of G.P.O. emergency liaison officers was widened to include the R.D.F. 
network, and instruetions on the circuits required for a number of new 
stations were given to the G.P.O. To facilitate the working-out of the main 
and alternative routes, two G.P.O. representatives visited the sites at. an 
early stage, accompanied by representatives of Bawdsey and the local area 
G.P.O. engineers. The dates for the readiness of eleven new R.D.F. stations 
were given on 17 December 1938, ranging between mid-January and the 
end of March 1939. The G.P.O. were advised so that laying of the main 
outlet to Stanmore and the ducts for local cabling could begin. With regard 
to the main lines, in most cases the long local ends from the last repeater 
or amplifier station necessitated additional amplifiers, and it was decided 
that it would be preferable to install these in the R.D.F. stations rather 
than at some local exchange en route, especially as two distinct routes from 
the stations were required. The amplifiers were owned and maintained by 
the Air Minist,ry a.nd became part of the communications equipment of 
the R.D.F. station. At Stanmore, however, amplifiers, where they were 
necessary, were supplied and maintained by the G.P.O. The question of 
intercommunication cabling on the sites was determined by Bawdsey repre
sentatives and the local area G.P.O. engineers. 

Change of Lines Policy by G.P.O. 

A meeting was held at the Air Ministry on 15 December 1938 to discuss 
the technical provision of lines for R.D.F. 1 The object of the meeting was 
to arrive at the technical methods to be adopted to implement the R.D.F. 
communications policy already laid down, and to provide for administration 
and pos_sible future methods of plotting. The line requirement was re-stated 
as:-

(a) A speech channel of good qua)ity for the passing of plots and 
communication between operator and plotter. 

(b) A channel that would carry a synchronising signal. 

( c) A channel over which administrative messages could be sent. 

( d) Two channels over which auto~c plotting might ultimately be 
done. 

If possible, lines must be used which could be reasonably easily replaced by 
others if interrupted by enemy action, or easily re-routed in the event of 

1 A.M. File S.37237/I. 
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damage to the plotting centre. For this reason, lines having a cut-off 
higher than about 2,500 c / s were undesirable. Even under the presimre 
of emergency conditions it had taken several days, and in some cases 
weeks, for lines of the grade originally demanded by Bawdsey to be set 
up. 

The G.P.O. representatives told the meeting that the I +4 (one speech 
plus four signalling channels on one four-wire circuit), which had been 
planned, was now unacceptable to them: its practicability had, in any 
case, always been in some doubt. The suggestion put forward was that a 
circuit should be produced giving good speech, with a control signal for 
synchronisation injected into it at a suitable point in the speech spectrum, 
the whole giving a sufficiently good intelligibility to enable the necessary 
plots to be passed without repetitions. It was decided that the Post Office 
Research Station at Dollis Hill should combine with the Bawdsey Research 
Station in investigating the provision of such a circuit, the development of 
which was expected to take until December 1939. The grade of circuit 
needed was a four-wire circuit, equalised to an order of 2,500 c/s, with a 
loss of not more than six decibels without terminal amplifiers. The Post 
Office and Bawdsey were to report as soon as possible on whether the 
provision of such a ' one-in-one ' circuit, as it was known, was practicable. 
In the meantime, the existing speech circuits were used for speech plotting 
and the second circuit, an emergency one to be taken up on the outbreak 
of war, was to be used in war for synchronisation. This second circuit was 
also capable of being proYided for short periods of training and for exercises. 

Progress in 1939 

By the end of January 1939, the work of providing the main underground 
outlet ot- the first 15 R.D.F. stations had been put in hand. The permanent 
undergr, , . nd outlet already existed at Bawdsey; temporary underground 
outlets ·.1 ,·! re in existence at Canewdon, Dover and Dunkirk, and forecast 
dates for completion at the remaining eleven stations varied between Feb
ruary and Ju ·.\e. Planning of the alternative outlets at these stations was 
not yet completed. The G.P.O. did their best to keep abreast of the require
ments, and the importance of consultation with them before a site was 
cnosen was always realised, but the locality in which a station was situated 
was determined fairly closely by tactical and technical considerations a.nd 
could not possibly be adjusted to ~uit t.he G.P.O.'s lines problems. Never
theless, where alternative sites were available and practicable, the com
munications aspect was kept in view, and wherever possible sites were 
viewed hy the G.P .O. before they were purchased. In March 1939, when 
four more R.D.F. stations were authorised as an extension to the R.D.F. 
chain, alternative sites were referned to the G.P.O. for recommendations 
from the landline point of view. 

In March 1939 Headquarters Fighter Command carried out a review of 
the R.D.F. telling system anct stated their reqnirement.q for the building up 



of this system as new sectors came into being.1 They now asked for two omni
bus systems at No. 11 Group, one covering the telling from, geographically, 
Kenley to Filton inclusive, and another from Kenley to Debden inclusive. 
Two R.D.F. telling circuits were therefore necessary between Kenley and 
Uxbridge. The type of omnibus circuit now requested was the multiphone 
amplifier. This type had already been installed at Hucknall and had given 
much better results than the conference amplifier at Uxbridge, replacement 
of which had been requested in the previous month. 

The outcome of this review was that on 5 May 1939 the Air Ministry 
informed the G.P.O. that as a result of experience in working the existing 
R.D.F. system it had become evident that the network at Uxbridge for 
telling out to sectors must be split into two parts as the amount of informa
tion could not be dealt with over one channel. Further, it now appeared 
essential that sector stations on the borders of two groups should 
receive information from both. In order to effect the improvement desired 
by Headquarters Fighter Command, the following was required:-

( a) A second multiphone amplifier at Headquarters No. 11 Group. 

(b) A further circuit between Headquarters No. 11 Group and Head
quarters Fighter Command, to be used to speak from Stanmore 
into the second multiphone amplifier at Uxbridge, and to be four
wire throughout. The grouping of lines on the two multiphone 
amplifiers was: No. 1 Amplifier-Kenley, Biggin Hill, Homchurch, 
North \Veald, Debden. No. 2 Amplifier-Kenley, Tangmere, 
Filton, and one further sector to be included when established 
(Northolt). 

(c) An additional circuit Headquarters No. 11 Group-Kenley. 

(d) A circuit between Headquarters No. 12 Group and Debden. 

Emergency and Alternative Circuits 

In March 1939 the A.O.C.-in-C. Fighter Command proposed that, in war, 
a scheme of landline communications should be set up between sector and 
R.D.F. stations, so that if the Fighter Command filter room or important 
landline cables to it were put out of action, the sectors would be able to 
obtain som~ information direct from their nearest R.D.F. station if the 
normal system were interrupted.2 The G.P.O. were warned of this require
ment at the same time as the additional circuits listed above were requested. 
Emergency circuits from fifteen R.D.F. stations to their nearest sector 
stations were involved. It was envisaged that, at a later date, these lines 
would form the basis of a teleprinter R.D.F. reporting system working over 
the D.T.N. . 

Correspondence on emergency circuits had passed between the Air 
Ministry and the G;P.O. on 28 March 1939. The full schedule was not 

1 A.M. File S.37237 /II. See diagram at Appendix N0. 7. 
2 A.M. File S.37237 /I and II. 
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available, but in view of the political situation and the importance of the 
circuits it was felt that the requirements should be put immediately. The 
circuits listed were the reserves to the telling circuits already provided 
between Stanmore--Uxbridge and Stanmore--Hucknall, and between 
Uxbridge and Hucknall and their sectors. With regard to the reserve 
reporting circuits from R.D.F. stations to Headquarters Fighter Command, 
these were to be provided eventually to an alternative Fighter Command 
headquarters which was being constructed at Leighton Buzzard, but as 
this was not yet ready, and in view of continuing European tension, the 
Air Ministry had to ask for these lines to be laid for the time being to 
Stanmore. 

The alternative Fighter Command headquarters at Leighton Buzzard 
was established to guard against damage or destruction of the headquarters 
at 8tanmore. An alternative filter room was built, and in order to allow 
this to function if the filter room · at Stanmore was destroyed, and to 
allow the extension to Stanmore of the alternative R.D.F. reporting circuits 
if the main circuit was cut, six linking circuits to Stanmore were provided. 
The programme of synchronisation was effected by the plans for an alterna
tive Fighter headquarters, and a second synchronisation plant was provided 
there. 

The Air Ministry also suggested the establishment of reserve sector plot
ting rooms for the same reason, the idea heing that these should be situated 
at G.P.O. centres near the sector stations and thus be readily available in 
case of damage to the main plotting rooms. The lines passed through such 
centres anyway, and it was a simple matter to arrange for them to be 
switched to an emergency plotting room. The G.P.O. backed the scheme, 
but Fighter Command rejected it on the ground that the plotting room must 
remain at the sector station, and their view prevailed. In the event, when 
sector operations rooms were knocked out or damaged during the Battle 
of Britain-as occurred at Biggin Hill and elsewhere-alternative plotting 
rooms had to be quickly established at the first place readily available, 
diverting labour and effort from expansion and repair work just when it 
w.as most needed. · 

By the end of June 1939, G.P.O. enqumes regarding the prov1s10n of 
alternative outlets at R.D.F. stations had been completed and the Post 
Office Engineering Department's propos~ls for each station were notified to 
the Air Ministry. 

In order to comply with the policy that emergency circuits from R.D.F. 
stations should be routed to Leighton Buzzard, and having regard to the 
agreed principles that permanent circuit~'11hould be wholly underground and 
that emergency circuits should be set up in completely alternative routes, 
it became necessary to re-route certain permanent circuits to give alternative 
routeings, with the result that in some cases the new outlet became the 
permanent one. It was expected that all stations would h.ave their full 
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provision of lines, including alternative outlets in most cases, by December 
1939, and in all but one instanoo the alternative outlet was to be by an 
underground route. But late in the year no steps had been taken to provide 
the permanent alternative outlets from the majority of R.D.F. stations, 
although alternative lines to Stanmore were already working on temporary 
outlets. Hastening action was taken by the Air Ministry. 

In addition to the importance of duplicating lines between R.D.F. stations 
and Fighter Command, there existed a similar need for alternative lines 
between Command, groups and sectors. The information passed over these 
lines was just as vital, and arrangements had to be made to replace a line 
if it failed for any reason. To save laying a separate special line, ordinary 
private wires were upgraded. They were still used normally but were 
provided with quick switching-over facilities. 

Voice Frequency Telegraph Channels 

The R.D.F. lines meeting at the Air Ministry of 15 December 1938 had laid 
down the policy that eventually R.D.F. stations should be linked in to the 
nearest Fighter Command Voice-Frequency Centre (it was known that 
generally these would be sector stations) by voice-frequency four-channel 
equipment. This was followed up by a proposal from Ba~dsey Research 
Station on 3 April 1939 that, in view of the likely development of automatic 
plotting equipment, each R.D.F. station of the Final Chain should be 
equipped with a voice-frequency telegraph terminal connected to the D.T.N. 
at the nearest sector station. Such apparatus would not only provide com
munications channels for the automatic plotting method when developed 
but would also provide immediate teleprinter circuits for administrative 
purposes. 

At the next meeting on R.D.F. lines at the Air Ministry on 4 May 1939, 
it was agreed that three voice-frequency channels plus one spare be 
provided from R.D.F. stations to their nearest sector station, of which two 
would be extended to group and command. The Air Ministry promised 
to provide one four-channel voice-frequency telegraph equipment for each 
station. with duplicate, when available. Teleprinter installation for R.D.F. 
stations, however, could not be contemplated until the Observer Corps 
teleplott.er system was complete, but the voice-frequency four-channel lines 
were put in, the planned date of completion under the D.T.N. programme 
being June Hl40. 

Teleprinter plotting from R.D.F. stations to filter rooms was later 
developed and was used for a time to a considerable extent. Under this 
system. apparatus was designed and installed at R.D.F. stations which 
received the plot from a set of push-buttons.at the R.D.F. plotter's position, 
converted it into five-unit form and transmitted it by a voice-frequency 
channel to the filter room. Here it w.as received on a small teleprinter 
receiver, the printed tape being delivered direct to the filter room plotter 
through a slot in the table. The method was good, but the teleprinter 
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rooeivers used gave a great deal of trouble a.nd this led to the scheme being 
discontinued.1 

Position in Summer of 1939 

In May 1939 the position on the Intermediate Chain was that nineteen 
stations had heen provided with lines, and underground outlets had been 
provided in all but four cases. Service conditions on these lines, however, 
showed an extremely high fault liability, and measures taken to improYe 
serviceability included daily checks and weekly transmission measures. 
These nineteen stations were working on a 24-hour basis. Four more stations 
were in immediute anticipation, all sited, ITIB.king a total of 23, and two more 
were envisaged which might not be sited for some time. With the formation 
of Headquarters No. 13 Group at Newcastle it had been possible to resolve 
the last queries about the teller circuit routeings, and to regularise the 
general situation with regard to financial sanction. There remained, how
ever, one major outstanding comm.itment;--..the provision of the line terminal 
equipment which, following the R.D.F. lines meeting of December 1938, 
Bawdsey Research Station had been working on in conjunction with the 
Post Office ReseRrch Station at Dellis Hill. 

Line Terminal Equipment 

Owing to the investigation of the proposed one-in-one telephone system 
by which it was hoped that speech reporting and a synchronising signal 
could be passed over the same telephone circuit, it had been impossible 
to take any steps towards the provision of the telephone terminal equip
ment. Research was still in progress in May 1939, and although Bawdsey 
suggested at this time that the Dollis Hill Research Station be given 
authority straight away to provide the necessary eqnipment for the Final 
Chain, the Air Ministry after consultation with the G.P.O. decided that 
nothing could be done until the final scheme was settled. However, on 
27 June Bawdsey stated that the scheme was now finalised, and gave details 
of the equipment the one-in-one system comprised.a A full specification 
was later provided by Bawdsey, and on 24 August the Air Ministry 
r_equested the G.P.O. to arrange for production to proceed as soon as possible. 
Some difficulty was found in obtaining certain stores, but it was expected 
that the whole installation would be completed by January 194.0. In fa.et, 
cont.ract action had not been completed by this date, but the equipment 
was in production. Contract action was completed in early February and 
delivery effected shortly afterwards. The allocation of equipment was:-

Single Station Terminal Equipment 

R.D.F. stations to Fighter ~mmand 
Alternative Fighter Command 
Spare for B.R.S. 

1 From correspondence with GToup Captain W. S. Allen (retired). 
2 A.M. File S.372m /TI. . 
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Central Station Terminal Equipment 

Fighter Command and Alternative Fighter Command-Equipment 
· for working to 25 outstations· at both. 

Voice-operated Relays 

Voice-operated relays were used t-0 provide ringmg on all circuits between 
R.D.F. stations and Fighter Command. The use of this type of equipment 
had been discussed several times, and on 9 June 1939 the Air Ministry 
requested that approximately 75 such relays be allocated for use on R.D.F. 
circuits, installation to start in August. The voice-operated relay presented 
the best answer to the problem of signalling on these circuits, an outstand
ing advantage being that these relays were expected to reduce fault hability 
of signalling and afford greater flexibility of circuit routeing in the event 
of breakdowns. Arrangements for provision were put in hand by the G.P.O. 

C.H.L. Advance, Intermediate and Mobile Stations 

The lines commitment for the new Chain Home Low stations was discussed 
in Octoher 1939. Twenty-four C.H.L. installations were to be provided-
23 at C.H. sites and one at Ravenscar. Base Maintenance Headquarters 
were asked to produce details of all extra telephone facilities required for 
C.H.L. operation, and arrangements were made for the necessary ducts for 
piping telephone and power lines to C.H.L. buildings to be obtained by the 
Works contractors from the G.P.O. and laid under G.P.O. supervision. 
However, later in the same month the whole C.H.L. programme was com
pletely amended t-0 counteract the enemy's use of minelaying aircraft. Tht
original intention of erecting one C.H.L. set on each C.H. station had to 
be abandoned, new sites being selected so as to combat the enemy tactics. 
Owing to delay in the production of the C.H.L. sets, G.M. (modified gun
laying sets) were used in lieu. The stations covered the areas Firth of 
Forth, Harwich, Humber, Dover, Tyn&-Tees, Southwold-Channel, and 
were sited in proximity to suitable C.H. stations. Each C.H.L. station was 
linked by telephone lines direct to the filter room. Seven more C.H.L. 
stations were demanded in January 1940 and all were working a month 
later. The use of voice-operated relays for the C.H.L. stations, giving simple 
re-routeing facilities, was particularly important as these stations were not 
provided with alternative routeing. For the advance and intermediate 
stations established t-0wards the end of 1939, landlines were provided to 
connect these stations with adjacent main stations. Mobile stations were 
also established about a mile from each l'Q&in station in case both the main 
and standby station on the main site should be put out of action. The 
sites were chosen in proximity to either the main or alternative outlet and 
provision was made to enable the mobile station to be connected to one 
or other of these routes in emergency. 
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Evacuation of Bawdsey Research Station 

The lines required at Bawdsey for scientific research on operational an d 
other R.D.F. problems were stated in July 1939. However, in the following 
month the possibility of evacuating the Research Station to Dundee was 
suggested, the reasons being the deteriorating political situation and t he 
proximity of Bawdsey to the coast and the continent. The move was agreed 
and the G.P.0. provided switchboards, local telephones and lines. Opera
tional research was discontinued and the lines requested for t his purpose 
were cancelled. 

Further Extensions to the R.D.F. Chain 

Before the end of 1939, enemy aircraft were making deeper. penetrations 
ranging over the western districts of Engla.nd and the Irish Se~, resulting 
in an urgent requirement for R.D.F. cover in these areas. The C.A.S. 
approved a list of 8 additional C.H. stations and 12 new C.H .L. stations to 
fill the gaps. In order that the siting and routeing problems arising from 
the proposed ext1msions could be resolved, a special survey party was 
formed, with representatives from the Director of Signals, Fighter Com
mand, the Director of Communications Development , the Director of 

.· Works, irnd the G,P.0.1 Such liaison between the interest ed departments 
at so early a stage had never been achieved before.2 

The work of providing satisfactory communications for the Home R.D.F. 
·chain up to 1940 has been fully recounted because this was a new commit
ment and one in which good communications p layed an absolutely vital 
part. From 1940 on, the work was .almost entirely one of expansion; the 
type and scope of communications required had long been agr~ and it 
was mainly a question of provision. The £ull story of the operation and 
expansion of the Home Chain is told elsewhere.3 

1 A.M. File S.44282. 
2 A.H.B./IIE/64. 
3 See R.A.F. Signe.ls History, Volume IV: ' Rade.r in Re.id Report,ing '. 
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CHAPTER 4 

LANDLINE C01\1MUNICATIONS 1939-1945 

The Defence Teleprinter Network 

The Defence Teleprinter Network (D.T.N.) was an administrative inter
Service teleprinter network in the United Kingdom providing a means of 
connecting stations to each other through the medium of teleprinter switch
boarde.1 It extended over the whole country on a switching basis. Stations 

.were connected to switchboards, and inter-switchboard junction lines (mainly 
·'~han.nels in the voice-frequency carrier system) provided the linking media.1 

The system was an integrated one between the three Defence Services, 
circuits between the principal switchboard6 being provided on a common-user 
basis; additional circuits were provided between the individual switchboards 
of each particular Service:3 The control of traffic over such a network was 
a complex subject, contrasting with the comparatively simple organisation 
of an operational tied teleprmter network confined in a relatively small area 
to traffic concerning a few stations and their headquarters.' While point-to
point communication was accepted as the only means of ensuring the speed 
required by the operational commands for the disposal of operations traffic, 
the D.T.N. switching system was considered suitable for administrative 
traffic.~ Under this system, the maximum use was made of the ml).in_ junction 
circuits, and traffic circulated over defined routes, the provision of such 
routes being in accord with the strictest economy in line plant al)d 
installation.6 

The switching system had been advocated for the administrative network 
on the supposition that the number of stations and the volume of traffic 
would be limited and that messages would, in the main, be for disposal to the 
next highest formation 'in the chain of command. This did not prove to be 
the case, and mainly due to the decentralisation of command, the function_al 
rather than r egional chain of command (each operational and non
operational comma,nd covered the same areas within the United Kingdom), 
and the.high volume of traffic that resulted from total war, the system failed 
in its original conception.7 However,. the system was developed and extended 
to meet the changed circumstances, and in· the main provided excellent 
facilities combined with economy in line plant through the medium of the 
voice-frequency channel system.6 

_1 A.H.B ./IIE/252. 
2 A.H.B./IlM/B26/IA. 
' A .H.B./IIE/252. 
• A.H.B./IIM/B26/1A. 
5 A.H .B./IIE/252. 
6 A.H.B./IIM/B26/lA. 
7 A.H.B./IIE/252. 
~ A.H.B./IIM/B26/IA. 
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The outbreak of war threw a heavy load of traffic on the D.T.N., and the 
rapid expansion of all the Defence Services which followed was accompanied 
by greatly increased demands on the Post Office for channels of communica-
tion.1 The fall of Fance, and intensified measures for the defence of the 
United Kingdom, rendered even more important the provision of adequate 
and secure telecommunications facilities in this country. A vast increase in 
landlines was necessary in order to provide operations, intell igence, meteoro• 
logical and administrative channels for the rapidly increasing nwnber of 
stations under the control of Fighter Command, Bomber Command, and to 
a lesser degree Coastal Command. Similar increases were needed by the 
other Services, and later, heavy bombing led to demands for communications 
to serve alternative and emergency accommodation for Service establish• 
ments. Many of these urgent requirements had to be met by diverting 
telephone circuits from the public service to the exclusive use of the Services, 
imd additional plant was provided as rapidly as possible in areas where the 
demands were the greatest. But as it would have been impossible to meet 
all the requests for essential defence communications by the provision of 
speech circuits without virtually closing down the public telephone service, 
wherever possible use was made of teleprinter communication over voice• 
frequency channels. 

The cumulative effect of these circumstances was that the D.T.N. consider
ably outgrew the original conception.1 This growth was carefully guided 
by the Defence Services Line Telecommunications Board, and new plant 
was laid out systematically to meet the combined interests of the three 
Services (the R.A.F. remaining by far the largest user); but the vital 
neeessity for providing communications for a continually expanding service 
regardless of the capacity of the system gave rise to conditions which 
seriously reduced the effective availability of lines and equipment, and, in 
consequence, the traffic handling capacities of the system. The network was 
strained to the utmost by these conditions. 

The network was built up in phases, each covering broadly one financial 
year, and by the end of 1941 Phases I·III had been completed. Detailed 
proposals for Phase III, covering a vast number of circuits throughout the 
country, were produced in December 1939.3 Phase IV, which was ~cheduled 
for completion in Morch 1942, extended in fact well into the year 1942 / 43. 
This phase included the establishment of a new North•West Central 
Switching Centre near Old Boston.1 Further new requirements, many of 
them urgent, were put in hand as Phase V, but limitations of manufacturing 
and installing caps.city compelled deferment of much of the work until 
1943/44. Included in Phase V was the establishment of a new South•West 
Central .Switching Centre in the Corsham Caves.• Phase VI was planned in 

1 A.M. File S.37•801/II. 
2 A.M. File S.37801/II. 
3 A.M. File S.1457. 
1 A.M. File S.6262. 
s A.M. File CS.12'701/1. 
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October 1942, and Phase VII a year later.1 As well as additional voice
frequency equipment, which constituted the ma.in item, there was the 
provision of landlines, teleprinter instruments, and other miscellaneous 
items. But the circuiU, utilised, whether long distance or local, were almost 
entirely in cables which had already been provided, either before or after 
the outbreak of war, to meet the general needs of defence and public tele
phones and telegraph services and not specially to serve the D.T.N.2 

The administrative teleprinter organisation, considered from the traffic 
angle, came under five general headings. These were Organisation, Traffic 
Handling, 8ignals Office Organisation, Staffing and Watchkeeping, and 
Control and Liaison. 

Organisation 

All R .A.F. stations at home whose traffic was such that it warranted the 
installation of teleprinter facilities were provided with one or more tele
printers according to the scope of the particular station. Generally speaking, 
the volume of administrative traffic varied directly as the extent of the 
operational functions of the station varied. The problem resolved itself into 
the fact that there were a vast number of teleprinters throughout the 
country which might require to establish communication with almost any 
other, however geographically remote it might be. In actual fact, such 
exclusive commWlication was not generally demanded, but was confined 
to a ce-rtain number of key stations.3 However, it was impracticable and 
uneconomic to set up point-to-point communications for these essential 
stations, and the network as originally conceived was based on a main 
switching centre known as' Central'.' The voice-frequency telegraph equip
ment and associated power plant at this centre were augmented under 
successive phases up to May l 942. By this time, however, having regard 
to the immense number of R.A.F. stations in the country, the growth of 
the network and considerations of reliability necessitated the opening of two 
more large switching centres, one known as North-West Central, in which 
the installation of equipment began in the summer of 1942 and which was 
completed in 1943, and a !lecond known as South-West Central, which was 
not completed until 1944.5 

By the end of 1940 it became apparent that, with the ever-increasing need 
for communications in the north-west of England, for the R.A.F. and also 
to a lesser extent for the Army and :Navy, it was necessary to establish a 
central teleprinter and telephone -exchange, on the lines of Leighton Buzzard, 
in the area between Manchester and Liverpool. The new centre gave com
munications for R.A.F. operational, maintenance and training units in the 
north-west and in Northern Ireland, s~_plied part of the communications 

1 A.M. Files CS.116655 and S.20002/1. 
~ A.M. File S.31801/II. 
s A.H.B. / IIM/ B.2&/lA. 
• A.H.B./IIB/252. 
• A.M. File S.3780l/lI. 
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for No. 9 (Fighter) Group at Preston and No. 18 (Coastal) Group at Liver
pool, and also catered for Admiralty establishments in connection with the 
Western Approaches, War Office establishments in the north-west, and 
meteorological services in the area. It gave considerable relief to the pressure 
on Leighton Buzzard, which was left to concentrate on the eastern half of 
England, where communications were already congested and could not be 
extended.1 

New Central Switching Centres 

The site for the new centre was chosen at Blackbrook, near Old Boston, 
some 17 miles from Liverpool. The need for the centre was agreed in prin· 
cip1e by the Defence Services Line Telecommunications Board in 1940 and 
finally confirmed on 28 Februe.,ry 1941, but there was considerable delay 
in starting construction of the necessary buildings due to disagreements as 
to the type of building to be constructed. A site was chosen at the edge of a 
colliery tip, which gave considerable protection, but it was felt by the 
Signals Directorate that the building itself should also be strengthened and 
protected to some extent. After some months of discussion, t he plans were 
agreed in August 1941 and a contract arranged. Further delays followecl 
due t-o labour difficulties.2 

By the end of 1941 the lack of this new centre, with its many inter
Service commitments, was causing delays to traffic in the north-western area. 
Damage to cables in this area had been sustained in air attacks in the spring 
of 1941, disrupting communications, and the danger to communications from 
further attacks of this kind was extremely serious. A temporary arrange
ment was made in the summer of 1941 by installing a limited amount of 
equipment at the G.P.O. repeater station at Old Boston, in order that a 
number of circuits, both existing and projected, could be routed clear of 
Liverpool and Manchester; but space in this station was restricted and no 
real security was afforded until the new centre opened.3 The first phase of 
the transfer of landline circuits to the new centre was completed on-1 
September 1942, and the temporary centre at the G.P.O. repeater station 
was closed. The majority of circuits were completed by early 1943. An 
additional commitment over and above that for which the centre was 
originally agreed was the new American stations in the north-west, the 
Americans having chosen this area for their main maintenance, supply and 
personnel depots.' 

Towards the end of 1941, nearly twelve months before the opening of the 
North-West Signals Centre, there emerged a need for a similar signals 
establishment in the south-west, an area which the Air Ministry considered 
was likely to become increasingly importm'ft from the Services' aspect as 

l A.M. File CS.8110/J. 
i A.M. File CS.8110/I. 
3 A.M. F,le CS.9420. 
• A.M. Ftle CS.8110/11. 
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the war progressed. Details of the requirements for a second new centre 
were given by the Air Ministry in the schedule for Phase V of the D.T.N., 
the actual site to be decided after viewing the accessibility of main cable 
routes. At a meeting of the Defence Services Line Telecommunications 
Board on 6 February 1942, the site of the new centre was discussed. It was 
not practicable to extend the existing D.T.N. switching centre at Chelten
ham, where all available accommodation and equipment was being rapidly 
absorbed. The Air Ministry signals centre at Gloucester had been established 
because of the proximity of the Cheltenham D.T.N. switching centre and 
the bulk of its work was to be transferred to the new centre. The recommen
dation of the Board was that the new centre should be established in the 
Corsham Caves, Wiltshire, alongside the new underground accommodation 
provided for No. 10 (Fighter) Group, Rudloe Manor. This site, later known 
as Hawthorn, was chosen because it was desirable from the cabling point of 
view, excellent protection was afforded by the caves, and good accommoda
tion was available. 1 

Originally it was thought that the telephone switchboard at Headquarters 
No. 10 Group could be used for the switching centre as well, but by 
November 1942 it had become apparent that such an arrangement would 
be altogether unsatisfactory. The south-west was an area in which, although 
the number of air force establishments had not greatly increased, the 
number of personnel had increased considerably, and this increase was 
expected to continue as preparations for the landings in Europe developed. 
The original target date for the opening of the centre was 1 January 1943, 
but building difficulties, mainly due to labour shortages, again caused 
delays, and the centre was eventually opened in August 1943, with an 
establishment of 400 other ranks, mostly W.A.A.F., and 20 officers and 
senior N.C.O.s, slightly under that for the North-West Signals Centre.2 

A considerable number of additional teleprinter and telephone positions 
were later required.3 

The establishment of these two new centres gave three main switching 
centres at focal points at which all the teleprinter circuits in the area were 
collected on a switchboard. These switching centres carried main junction 
circuits J,o the other switching centres, the main junction circuits being 
provided as demanded by the circulation of traffic to and from the area.4 

The main advantage of the switching system was that it enabled, within 
certain technical limits, the station of origin to be connected, via inter
mediate switchboards, to the station of destination, and thus avoided re
transmissions.5 The success of the syst€m was mainly dependent upon the 
provision of circuits and terminal instrl]Jl'l-ents in sufficient numbers to 

1 A.M. File CS.12701/I. 
2 A.M. File CS.1270'1/I. 
3 A.M. File CS.12701 /II. 
4 A.H.B./IIM/B26/1A. 
5 A.H.B. / IIE / 252. 
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avoid 'engaged' conditions, and the adoption of routeings to avoid t he 
technical limitations ·of the circuits. Immediate confirmation that a message 
had been received by the station of destination was obtained, thus avoiding 
the necessity for station-to-station check sheets. Economy of equipment 
and maintenance was effected by the grouping of line equipment at certain 
focal points. A common method of operation was emp1oyed and inter
change of traffic between the Services thereby facilitated. 

The institution of switching centres resulted in an economy in line plant, 
but it presented another problem: a large number of teleprinter stations in 
any one area were competing for the use of a limited number of junct ion 
circuits.' The incidence of unavoidable traffic peaks of long duration at 
numerous stations throughout the country resulted in a surge of traffic of 
widespread direction throughout the network.1 Conditions in which a 
number {:If stations required connections to the same station at the same 
time persisted and resulted in saturation of circuits and teleprinters, 
followed by inevitable delays. The provision of apparatus, personnel and 
accommodation on a scale sufficient to avoid these conditions was im
practicable and uneconomic, even by wartime standards. One of the worst 
manifestations of this delay was the preponderance of ineffective calls. 
This persisted throughout the war, and instances in which stations passed 
as many as twenty ineffective calls to one effective were common. The 
primary causes of ineffective calls were the impracticability of u nlimited 
provision of personnel and equipment, the impossibility of limit ing incoming 
calls to the capacity of any particular station, and the cumulative effect of 
other ineffective calls.1 In addition to occupying the local and intermediate 
switchboard operator's time, ineffective calls also occupied the terminal 
station and switchboard t eleprinters, not only against outgoing calls, but 
also against incoming calls. A considerable proportion of calls were in
effective at the final switchboard after having been set np via a number of 
switchboards over trunk circuits. The time occupied in establishing and 
then disconnecting each call frequently extended to two or three minutes, 
during which time the trunk and local circuits were ccn1pletely ir,e.ffective. 
The loss of line time that resulted from these conditions was so serious in 
the ea.rly stages of the war that through switching was restricted to major 
stlttions only. Minor stations dropped all traffic--except that for stations 
connected to their own switchboard-at an appointed Signals Centre and, 
in effect, operated on a point-to-point basis.~ Of the many expedients 
resorted to in an endeavour to alle~iate the strain,· signals centre working 
was by far the most successful.~ But ineffective calls were by no means 
eliminated. 

• A.H.B./IIM/B26/lA. 
2 A.H.B./IIE/252. 
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The Signals Centre System 

The Signals Centre system of control was a zoning system of traffic cir
culation, under which traffic handling centres of varying sizes were set 
up throughout the country. These signals centres were provided with 
additional instruments in order to carry the increased load of traffic cir
culating through the centre to and from other centres. Generally the 
signals centre was directly associated with a switchboard and existed on 
the same site. Switchboards were usually installed at operational group 
headquarters with connections to other stations in the same area. The 
group administrative teleprinter room was made the signals centre for 
stations connected to its switchboards. A signals centre was defined as a 
teleprinter station that had been made responsible for all traffic emanating 
from the terminals of a particular switchboard which was for disposal to 
terminals of distant switchboards. The demand for junction circuits 
between switching centres was thus restricted in the main to the signals 
centres. This gave economy in line time, a saving in switchboard operating 
time, a more efficient use of junction circuits, and a consequent reduction 
in message transit time. In addition to the signals centres there were sub
signals centres, chiefly established where the volume of traffic handled was 
too large to circulate via a signals centre. Sub-signals centres could com
municate directly with other signals centres or sub-signals centres. A station 
which did not come in either category was called a terminal station.1 

All three Services found it necessary to introduce a booking procedure to 
guarantee some orderly form of securing connection and as a means of 
reducing the enormous volume of switchboard traffic which resulted from 
the continued repetition of calls. The booking arrangements at the central 
switchboard alone necessitated the allocation and consequent loss to general 
use of four switchboard positions per watch. Despite the introduction of 
this system, however, many priority calls booked during the evening were 
still outstanding even as late as 0800 hours next day, due to the immense 
volume of traffic and the fact that routine and other traffic was being trans
mitted although priority traffic awaited disposal. The impossibility of 
breaking down existing connections for the purpose of establishing priority 
calls was one of the most serious disadvantages of the switching system. 
Orice a connection was established between two stations the only means 
of ascertaining the type of traffic in course of transmission was by monitor
ing. In view of the number of connections and the time involved, this was 
impracticable, and two connected stations could therefore clear low prece
dence traffic to the exclusion of high precedence traffic awaiting trans
mission at other stations.2 

Several methods were introduced 'flr'try to overcome this difficulty, one 
of which was to disconnect existing calls in favour of calls of 'Immediate' 
priority and above. The chaotic conditions that resulted necessitated the 

1 A.H.B./HM/B26/1A. 
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rule being immediately rescinded, and facilities for clearing the line were 
afterwards accorded only to messages of precedence ' Emergency ' and 
l:I bove. Other measures taken included instructions to stations which had 
obtained connection as a result of a booked priority call to clear down on 
completion of transmission of priority traffic, regardless of whether either 
had further traffic for the other, and instructions to switchboard operators 
to monitor existing connections after fifteen mmutes if priority calls for 
either station awaited connection, and to clear the connection unless 
priority traffic was still in the course of transmission. Both these measures 
were difficult to enforce and therefore had little effect.1 

With through switching it was impossible to say at any time how much 
and at which stations traffic for any other station might be awaiting trans
mission. It might be that ten or twenty widely dispersed stations each 
having two or three messages for one pa.rticular station were all experiencing 
difficulty in obtaining connection. Before the introduction of signals centres, 
this state of affairs existed almost continually. It was almost impossible 
for all these stations to report to a central traffic control for instructions, 
and it would in any case have been extremely difficult to control so many 
widely dispersed stations. The only real relief afforded came with the 
introduction of the signals oentres, collecting traffic as they did from a 
number of terminals. These signals centres had greater facilities than the 
average station and frequently had alternative outlets; access to the 
trunk network was limited to these centres. They generally had access to 
the traffic control section at Headquarters No. 26 Group, and the fact 
that the traffic was in bulk at one point enabled the traffic control section 
to deal with any congested situation, either by diversion via other offices or 
by despatch rider, etc.2 

Switchboard Routeings 

Having established the switching and signals centres, the next step was to 
arrange switchboard routeings: if this had not been done, it would have 
meant that unnecessary connections would be set up a.JI over the country . 
If switchboard 'A' wished to reach switchboard 'B ', to which it had no 
junction circuit, the connection could be patched via a third switchboard 
'Z ', which had circuits to both 'A' and 'B '- This might be satisfactory. 
but if ' Z's' direct circuit to 'B' was engaged it would extend the caller 
through to a fourth switch board • Y ', knowing that ' Y ' also had a direct 
circuit to ' B '. Such circuitous routeing could be performed almost ad 
infinitum and a dangerous state of affairs would exist, aggravating engaged 
conditions and delaying traffic. It was found essential to confine such 
switchboard routeings to the mini.Plum required in setting up any connec
tion, and this was generally restricted to two or three switchboards. Every 
D.T.N. switchboard was therefore provided with a routeing schedule, which 

1 A.H .B. /UE/252. 
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laid down a primary, a secondary, and in some cases a tertiary route to 
every other switchboard.1 These circuits were arranged according to the 
circuits provided on each switchboard, and according to the loading of 
traffic, which was determined from statistics compiled at Headquarters 
No. 26 Group after a.n analysis had been made of the tapes returned weekly 
from each switchboard. A fairly representative assessment of the loading 
on junction circuits and terminals could be made by examining the switch
board tapes. 

Every teleprinter station and switchboard was allotted a D.T.N. code 
or call-sign, by which it was known. These call-signs were as self-evident 
as possible and were allotted by Headquarters No. 26 Group to all the 
Allierl Services. They were always used for setting up a call, and were fitted 
with automatic 'answer-backs' on each R.A.F. teleprinter. In order to 
assist in visual discrimination between the two types of circuit--terminal 
and junction-the terminal labels were coloured white and the junction 
labels yellow. Calls from terminal stations for stations on other switch
boards could be connected via any one of the three assigned routes, but 
calls from junctions for other switchboards could be routed via t he primary 
routeing only : if this was engaged the calling station was told and the 
line cleared down. Thus no connection could include more than the mari
mum of three switchboards. Any difficulties that aros.e in arranging route
ings to conform with this limit were resolved by the three main switching 
centres and their attendant signals offices. The thr~ main centres (Centre.I, 
North-West Central and South-West Central) all possessed multi-position 
switchboards with junction circuits to the smaller switchboards ,vithin their 
area (such as the switchboards at group headquarters) .2 They had terminals 
to stations not directly connected with an operational group headquarters, 
and ' long tails' to the more important signals centres as required. 
' Long tails ' was the term given to a speeially provided terminal con
oectoo to a distant switchboard in order to facilitate the disposal of traffic 
circulating between terminals on that switchboard and the distant terminal. 
The int er-switchboard junction circuits were thus short-circuited, relieving 
the load on those circuits and the loa<l at the signals centres. ' Long tails' 
were only provided in special cases. They were used, for instance, to sub
signal centres which handled a large amount of traffic with a wide cir
culation, such as the Aircraft Equipment Depots ( A.E.D.) .3 These depots 
were provided with ex-directory circuits, since a large volume of traffic was 
passed to and from them.' Only A.E.:O. traffic was passed over these lines, 
resulting in an acceleration of disposal and a lightening of the load over 
normal channels. Such a segregation of certain lines from universal use 
wa.s a necessary departure from the standard organisation; a similar 
a rrangement was made for the R.A.F. and U.S.A.A.F. Transport Com-
mands. r--• 

l A.H.B. /HM /B26:/lA. 
~ A.H.B./IfM/B26i/lA. 
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Multiple Address Me55ages 

The three main switching centres were fitted with improved broadcast 
apparatus for the disposal of large multiple-address messages, such as 
messagee addressed to 'All Home Units'. Up to the end of 1943, only 
Central had multi-broadcast equipment, and it was therefore responsible 
for all multi-address traffic, but in February 1944 similar equipment w.as 
installed at North-West and ,South-West Central.1 Terminations were 
arranged on t hese boards so that there was an equitable distribution of 
traffic within each area. Broadcast circuits were generally routed via the 
normal D.T.N. switchboard and switched from one to the other as required. 
In many cases, where the volume of potential broadcat-t traffic was high to 
a particular sw.tion ( such .as a group headquarters), a special tied line 
from the broadcast switchboard was provided. Broadcast facilities on a 
smaller scale were also provided on the small D .T.N. switchboards usuA.lly 
provided at signal centres. These embraced all the local stations on that 
board to which broadcasts might have to be m.ade. H ence a message 
addressed to ' All Home Units ' was broadcast by one of the t hree main 
switching centres to the main signals centres, who in t urn broadcast to the 
terminals on their own switchboard. 

One of the chief difficulties in controlling signals traffic was the unequal 
flow over the 24 hours. The peak p eriod covered about eight hours of the 
day, and certain delays were bonnd to accrue in t.hat time, unless full 
facilities were provided to d eal with the maxium period, which would have 
been uneconomic. Statistics were essential before requirements could 
be properly assessed, and certain returns were therefore made to Head
quarters No. 26 Group by all teleprinter stations. The switchboai:d tapes 
have already been mentioned; in addition certain returns were made of 
check sheets and of the time taken in answering on switchboards. On the 
first Wednesday and Thursday in each month, every teleprinter stat.ion 
sent in a duplicate copy of its In, Out, and (in the case of signals cen tres) 
through check sheets. These provided valuable data in compiling 
statistics. A record was kept for each teleprinter station summarising the 
amount of traffic handled, the number of transmissions involved, and the 
number of priority and deferred messages handled in each category.~ 

T he provision of teleprinters was basied on the average traffic passed 
during 24 hours, although the majority of traffic was handled during a n 
eight-hour period ending at about midnight. As a general rule the basis 
of provision was 250 transmissions (not messages) per machine. This again 
was dependent on the proportion of priority messages and the importance 
of the t raffic handled. An attempt was made t-0 reduce peak periods by 
introducing the ' Deferred ' system. Thi~4"&S in many ways disappointing, 
since only a.bout 3 per cent of the total traffic handled was marked 
' Deferred '. Congestion d uring peak periods might have been eased by 
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the use of automatic apparatus (i.e. auto-transmitter heads and reperfora
tors) but owing to supply difficulties this type of apparatus was not used 
to any great extent. Other minor causes of congest.ion were the use of 
the D.T.N. for messages which could have been dealt with by postagram 
or letter, and the. misuse of precedence markings. Abuses of this kind 
were closely watched by the traffic control section at Headquarters No. 26 
Group.1 

Traffic Handling 

All D.T.N. stations in the R.A.F. were shown in C.C.O. 1 Part II Section 
A, which was known as the Teleprinter Routeing Directory.2 This con
sisted of a preface, a list of switchboards, and a main body which showed 
the required routeings. The preface explained the manner in which the 
directory should be used and gave instructions for the disposal of multiple
address traffic. The list of switchboards indicated all those switchboards 
to which each was connected; this was purely for information and guidance 
and did not supersede the separate Switchboard Routeing Schedule. All 
the U.S.A.A.F. teleprinter stations were also included in the schedule, 
since these were incorporated within the D.T.N. and worked in close 
liaison with the R.A.F. Amendments to C.C.O. 1 were sent out daily by 
signal to all teleprinter stations. 

Strict observance of the instructions on the handling of multiple-address 
traffic was essential if signals centres were to clear traffic with a minimum 
of delay. Multiple-address traffic divided itself broadly into three 
categories; that addressed to two or more stations, that addressed to all 
teleprinter stations, and that addressed to certain specific stations (such 
as stations within a command or group or special messages concerning par
ticular units). To assist in the distribution of such traffic, the Multiple 
Address Responsibility Schedule was drawn up and became Section ' B ' 
of C.C.O. 1 Part II.3 The first part of the schedule contained a list of stations 
for which Central was responsible; these were mainly signals centres, each 
of whose responsibilities were set out in the second part of the schedule. 
When North- ,vest and South-West Central broadcast facilities were 
opened in 1944 the scheme was sub-divided, but the principle remained 
that large multiple-address traffic went to a central distribution point for 
diffusion to the required stations. Special treatment was afforded to 
messages addressed to 'All Flying Units', which were often of an opera
tional nature. The rule for disposal of traffic via the appropriate signals 
centres was only revoked when a long message or a number of messages 
were on hand for transmission to any one station, or when all traffic on 
hand for a particular signals centre was for disposal to one station on that 
switchboard. In this way additional transmissions were avoided where 
there was no advantage in disposfr:Tg of the message or messages via a 
signals centre. 

1 A.H.B./I[M/B26/1A. 
2 A.H.B./IIM/B26/IA. 
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Generally speaking the i!nstructions applying to plain language and 
cypher messages were the same, but in many cases, due to the lack of 
cypher facilities on some stations, different routeing instructions had to 
be applied for cypher messages. Stations with cypher staffs undertook 
responsibility for stations in their area with such staffs. This was by no 
means a simple matter and was often extremely difficult ; the alternative 
was to arrange for a parent station or group to take over the task even 
though it was some distance away. Separate routeing for cypher messages 
was always shown in the Teleprinter Routeing Directory.1 

Certain other schedules were issued in connection with traffic handling. 
These were the Emergency Schedule (C.C.O. 1 Part II Section ' D '), the 
Petrolewn Board Schedule, and the Emergency Disposal of SAcurity 
Messages. The Emergency Schedule provided alternative routeings for 
all teleprinter stations directly concerned with operations, and was brought 
into service automatically whenever a station became isolated from the 
teleprinter network. Stations not included in this directory had emergency 
routeings arranged for them by Headquarters No. 26 Group when required. 
The Petroleum Board Schedule was a facility conceded to the majority 
of the mf\in Petroleum Board premises whereby use was made of the 
R.A.F. teleprinter network when there wa.s a failure of normal communica
tions. Finally there was a system for the emergency disposal of Security 
Service messages. 

By March 1944 the volume of traffic on the home teleprinter netw('T~: 
was saturating the system and causing heavy delay to all types of messagP.. 
Additional lines, personnel and apparatus could only be made avaihible 
in very limited numbers at this stage in the war, and in any case did not 
allow the provision of sufficient additional facilities to meet the increase 
in traffic expected as a result of ' Overlord '. It was therefore essential to 
reduce existing traffic in order to relieve the existing congestion and provide 
a margin of capacity for the forthcoming operations.2 

A scrutiny of traffic at this time revealed that- the network was carrying 
many communications more appropriate to the postal and despat-ch rider 
services. In addition, a number of messages dealing with subjects for 
which the use of the signals service was forbidden ( such as requests for 
documents, messages dealing with accow'lts, mail and laundry, normal 
replies to correspondence, non-operational returns etc.) were still being 
originated for transmission by teleprinter .3 It was realised in March 1944 
that it might be necessary to introduce the ' Minimize ' procedure laid 
down in 1941 , and a study of this procedur~was ordered so that personnel 

t A.H .B./IIM/B26/1A. 
2 A.M. File CS.22075. 
3 Examples of correspondence not to be sent by signals channels were given io 
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concerned would understand it and be able to take the appropriate action 
~hould_ it be introduced.1 

Prior to the invasion, the establishments of certain signals centres were 
reorganised, so as to provide adequate supervisory staff and properly
organised traffic offices and to allow sufficient personnel to operate known 
and anticipated requirements; the signals centres concerned were those 
at Central, North-West and South-West Central, Cardington, Chicksands 
'B ', and Birdlip.~ 

Signals Office Organisation 

A copy of the instructions for operating on the D.T.N. was held by every 
teleprinter station. The document was a revised publication and conformed 
to the Combined Teleprinter Operating Procedure known as C.C.RP.4.3 

It contained instructions for op~rating, fault reporting, and routine testing, 
and one of the essentials of good operating was a rigid adherence t,o these 
instructions. Such small points as the methods of calling and clearing, 
and vigilant attention to switchboard clearing lights, vitally affected the 
efficiency of the D.T.N. The same applied to the handling of a message. 
When a message was handed in for transmission at a signals office it w-as 
given an office serial number which remained with it .throughout the course 
of its transmission. After entry in the check sheet the message was routed 
to the home signals centre responsible for that signals office, irrespective of 
the addressee, unless that addressee was at a terminal on the home switch
board (but if the message was addressed to several addressees which were 
t~rminals on the home switchboard, the small signals office with only one 
or two teleprinters would be involved in several transmissions; if t.l:us 
meant heavy delay on the message and general congestion the signals office 
was encouraged to pass the message to the home signals oentre). 

When the message was received at the home signals centre it was routed 
to the signals centre responsible for the addressee. All the routeings indi
cated by the Teleprinter Routeing Directory (T.R.D.) were marked on 
the message, also the routeing for direct disposal where this was applicable.' 
It was essential that all the routes given in the T.R.D. were marked, since 
each route had to be attempted in turn when engaged conditions were 
experienced. Common sense was the guiding factor in many actual route
ings. If the message bore several addressees and its disposal involved 
three or more transmissions to dist!!nt signals centres, it was transmitted 
to Central (or North-West or South-West Central when these began 
operating) for disposal under the multiple-address responsibility schedule. 

1 A copy of the Office Instruction on ' Minimize ' procedure is reproduced at 
Appendi:x N-0. 3. ....-, 

~ A.H.B. /IIM /B~/I-H.G. No. 26 Group O.R.B., 1940-1•944. 
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The procedure for bookings was fully explained in the D.T.N. instructions. 
Messages below ' Emerg-ency ' precedence were booked if no free line was 
available, and the booking was marked on the message with the time and 
the initials of the booking operator. Special treatment was accorded to 
all priority traffic of precedence ' Emergency' and abo\'f': this was known as 
' Clear the line' traffic and the procedure for dealing with such traffic was 
set out in D.T.N. instructions. Any terminal which had ' Clear the line · 
traffic was authorised to attempt direct transmissions, thus by-passing the 
signals centres. (Any terminal having a large number of messages or a 
very long signal might attempt direct transmission, but if engaged condi
tions were met it dropped the message or messages at its home signals 
centre.) 

An important factor in handling traffic in signals offices was to separate 
priority messages from other traffic, since all types of precedence traffic 
had to be given preferential treatment. Various methods were used for 
drawing attention to such messages: - 1 

(a) Pinning coloured slips, marked with the degree of precedence, 
on the message. 

(L) Chalking on a board those stations for which preceden ce traffic 
was awaiting transmission. 

(c; Allotting ~pecial precedence pigeon holes where a traffic rack 
was used. 

(dJ Identification in a traffic rack by a coloured tab of those pigeon 
holes holding messages marked with a degree of precedence. 

( e) Segregation in a separate rack or on .a separate table. 

(f) Allowing them to float on the teleprinters where the signals office 
was a small one. 

All messages after being transmitted were checked .and the serial number 
crossed off on the check sheets, although the checking did not extend 
to the actual text of the message, which was entirely the responsibility 
of the operator. Checking was confined t-0 the preamble and the 
acknowledgments. Other facets of signals office working included batch
working, 'np and down' working, and duplex working. 'Up and down' 
working was especially useful for passing long signals which reqnire<l 
checking before they wer~ acknowledged. In duplex working, use was 
made of one circuit by terminating a teleprinter on en.eh end of the send· 
ing and receiving legs at both stations ; in this manner transmission was 
made on one machine and reception on the other. D11plex numbers were 
used and acknowledgments were given at the end of each hour, except- in 
the case of meissages of a precedence of emergency and above, which were 
acknowledged immediately. This method was invahiable where a large 
amount of traffic was passed between two points on a tied line.2 

1 A.H.B./IIM/B26/IA. 
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Staffing 

Close liaison was maintained ·by Headquarters No. 26 Group with 
Records Office, Gloucester, on the movements of teleprinter personne:. 
Returns were submitted each month from every teleprinter station giving 
fult particulars of the staffing position; these returns were examined at 
Headquarters No. 26 Group, and adjustments were made as required and 
implemented by the Records Office.' Due to the shortage of manpower, 
however, the strengt,h of operators could never be kept at par with the 
establishment, but where a shortage seriously affected the efficient working 
of a signal office every attempt was made to increase the strength. 

All teleprinter operators were trainE:sd by the R.A.F. before being 
mustered to the trade. It was. found, however, that many operators who 

reached N.C.O. rank, although efficient as operators, did not possess the 
basic knowledge of the D.T.N: system which was essential for efficient 
superv1s1on. Tn orrler to rectify this a teleprinter N.C.0.s' course wi\s 
initiated , so that a thorough knowledge of D.T.N. principles, traffic hand
ling, and signals office organisation could be instilled in all N.C.O.s. After 
the course, which was of a fortnight's duration, N.C.O.s returned to their 
units with a far better grasp of the principles on which the D.T.N. was 
built and with bi:-oadened outlook, both of which were reflected in the 
more efficient working of s ignal offices.1 

By the middle of 1943 the shortage of teleprinter operators had become 
acute, and it was further aggravated towards the end of the year by the 
installation of new switchboards .and D .T .N. equipment in connection 
with the formation of the A.E.A.F., extreme difficulty being found in 
February 1944 in supplying the teleprinter operators to meet the many 
new commitments. Another difficulty was the parallel increaf:e in the 
volume of traffic from month to month. ·with a view to relieving the acute 
shortage of operators, a survey of the less busy stations was undertaken by 
Headquarters No. 26 Group to ascertain which might be either closed 
Ol' amalgamated with a neighbouring office, or placed on a restricted watch. 
The results of this review were most promising, and proposals were sub
mitted t.o the Air "Ministry which led in March 1944 to considerable. 
economies in staff.3 

Additional stations connected to the D.T.N., however, were averaging 
20 a month in th.is period, and a further source of delay was the unsatis
factory standard of teleprinter operating. In May l 944 a letter was sent 
to all R.A.F. stations drawing attention to the urgent need for improving 
the standard of D.T.N. operating pro~ure and suggesting ways of effect
ing snch improvement--♦ 

1 A.H.B. / IIM/B26/ IA . 
~ A.H.B./IlM/B26/IA . 
3 A.H.B./IIM/B26-/ 1. H.Q. No. 26 Group O.R.B., 1940-1944. 
' A.H.B. /IIM/ :826/ 1. 
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Control and Liaison 

A duty officer was always availa.ble in the Traffic Control section of 
Headquarters No. 26 Group to advise on routeings, and on diversions of 
traffic resulting from breakdowns of communications through enemy action 
or other causes; and to enable these duty officers to carry out their task a 
complete and up-to-date record was kept of the location of every unit in 
the R.A.F. and the U.S.A.A.F., both at home and overseas, a record of 
every available landline in the- United Kingdom, and a record of all avail
able wireless circuits.1 Besides controlling the administrative teleprinter 
traffic organisation, advice and assistance was given on most matters per
taining to the organisation of teleprinter offices. Such matters as the lay
out of teleprinter rooms and traffic offices, and the planning of D.T.N. 
switchboard face-layouts, were subject to the recommendations of Traffic 
Control. A visiting officers' branch was also established with the object of 
maintaining as close a contact· as possible with the conditions and diffi
culties obtaining in all teleprinter offices.2 These officers made routine 
visits to stations to investigate the local organisation at first hand and to 
advise individual signals officers on the various aspects of traffic handling. 
Visiting officers' terms of reference included such matters as observance 
of standard signals instructions, correct routeings and efficient traffic dis
tribution. elimination of waste of line time, correct teleprinter and switch
board operating, the adjustment of facilities to requirements, staffing and 
supervision, and general examination of traffic for misuse of the signals 
service. In addition to routine visits, special visits were occasionally under
taken to investigate outstanding traffic problems, or to assess request s for 
additiona1 facilities. Only by ~nsuring a close liaison between signals 
offices and traffic sections was an efficient system maintained. 

Comparison of Traffic Levels 

In September 1939, the average number of messages passed daily over 
the D.T.N. was 2,000; of these some 500 were passed through the Central 
Exchange at Leighton Buzzard. By October 1941, shortly before the open
ing of North-West Central at Blackbrook, Leighton Buzzard was dealing 
with 6,000 messages dajly, twelve times its 1939 figures. T he pressure on 
L~ighton Buzzard was considerably relieved when North-West Central 
opened in December 1941; in its first month of operating the new centre 
dealt with an average of 600 transmissions daily, rising to a peak average 
of 5,000 in May 1944. The position was eased still further in September 
1943 with the opening of South-West Central at Hawthorn; this centre 
averaged 1,200 messages daily in it s first mont h of operating, rising to a 
peak daily average of 4,200 messages in ,June 1944. In the quarter includ
ing D-Day, well over one million mes&ages were dealt with, ' In', 'Out', ......... 
a nd ' Through', on the D.T.N.3 

1 A.H.B. /HM/B26/ lA. 
2 A.H.B. /IIM/B26/ 1A. . . 
' The traffic returns of the three Centrel Exchang86, in quarterly totals, a~ illustrated 

in Appendix No. 4. 
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The level of traffic on the D.T.N. remained high following D-Day, and 
was about the same even after' V.E.' Day, but had begun to show a steady 
dt"Crease by August 1945.1 

Summary 

The major changes during the war years were due first to expansion, 
finally resulting in the opening of two new switching centres, and secondly 
to the introduction of a limited system of point-to-point working within 
the D.T.N. by the establishment of the signals centres, which helped to 
alleviate many of the disadvantages of the switching system, and which 
gave immediate benefit in traffic clearance.2 

It remained the policy throughout the war years to encourage the use 
of teleprinter circuits instead of telephone circuits, chiefly because of the 
greater number of channels that could be provided with the same absorp
tion of line plant.l Many of the fa.cilities requiroo were for the trans
mission of urgent operational messages, and had the D.T.N. not been 
available, telephone circuits would have had to be provided. Apart from 
the serious effect SUC'-h a course would have had on the public telephone 
service, the use of th(l cheaper teleprinter facilities resulted in large 
economies, even though it was still necessary to rent telephone circuits on 
a large scale for purposes for which teleprinter working was unsuitable. 

Landlines in Fighter Command 

The expansion that took place in Fighter Command prior to September 
1939 was continued in the early months of the war, itnd the procedure for 
demands for additional landlines for new and existing stations remained 
the same, requests continuing to be made by Headquarters Fighter Com
mand through the Air l\1inistry. 

The features of the expansion which took place in 1940 were the forma
tion of No. 10 Group with Readquaru,rs at Rudloe and the transfer of 
stations from one group to another to maintain an even distribution. 
Sectors that came under the control of No. 10 Group were Filton, Middle 
Wallop, St. Eva! and Pembrey. The Group was formed in August 1940. at 
which time, in view of the transfer of the Middle Wallop sector from 
Vxbridge to Rudloe, Debden was transferred from No. 12 to No. 11 Group 
and Church Fenton from No. 13 to No. 12. A new sector station under 
No. 12 Group was opened at Coltishall in June 1940. The Headquarters of 
No. 12 Group was moved from Huckoall to nearby Watnall. A further 
new sector in t.his group was opened at Kirton-in-Lindsay. New sectors 
formed under No. 13 Group (Newcastle) included Dyce, Aldergrove and 
Ouston. In .July 1940. a number oFriew fighter sectors were planned for 
the north-west coast. Landline circuits for all these stations were provirled 

1 A.H.B./IIM/B26'/2. H.Q. No. 26 Group O.R.B., 1945-1~46. 
2 A.H.B. / ITE /252. 
3 A.M. File S.37801/II. 
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to the standard scale in the command. 1 Emergency operations rooms were 
provided for all sector stations in the command. 

Modifications to the System of Telling 

It was decided in December 1940 to make certain modifications to the 
telling system employed in the filter room at Stanmore. Individual tellers 
were responsible for telling information to Nos. 11, l 2 and 13 Groups, but 
the work load was uneven, .and modifications were designed to increase 
general efficiency. The new principle was that a single teller should be 
responsible for telling information on a certain part of the filter room 
table, the information going simultaneously to ever,yone requiring to 
receive it. There were to be no ar~as on the table in which information 
was told by more than one teller. 

Two multi-phone systems were available for telling radar informa
tion to Headquarters No. 11 Group and its sectors, but they could not 
be employed. separately, . as desired, with the existing allocation of 
lines so as to distribute the information correctly. Under the new 
system, it was necessary to sub-divide the area covered by the No. 11 
Group teller, as this was far too large, and it was .at the same time neoes
sary to provide additional lines into Headquarters No. 12 Group and its 
sectors so that information in the No. 11 Group area which was essential 
to No. 12 Group should reach No 12 Group without being told by more 
than one teller. A number of new speech circuits were required to cover 
the new lay-out. The Air Ministry, however, pointed out a number of 
objections to the modified system. Although it was agreed that it was 
possible to provide the additional lines, it was thought that it might not 
be possible to maintain the new system in the face of damage to cables due 
to h~vy air attacks. There had been occasions when No. 11 Group sectors 
had had to function on two lines connecting them to the Group Head
quarters, and under these circumstances the lines were taken for multi
phone .and operations use. Under the new "cheme, a. minimnm of two lines 
was needed for telling only. A still greater difficulty was apparent on lines 
to obseiver centres and to sectors outside No. 11 Group, as there were 
no reserves at all to cover failure of these circuits and it was impracticable 
to provrde them; the passing of information to these stations would be 
interrupted by any landline fault or minor breakdown. Again, it was 
impracticable to provide sufficient circuits to put the new scheme into 
operation at the other fighter groups. · 

It was finally decided that the improvement of the method of telling 
radar information from No. 11 Group inherent in the new scheme was 
sufficient, justification for its adoption. J:,he G.P.O. were advised of the 
circuits required on 13 March 1941 and most of them were provided in 
the foilowing month.2 

1 A.M. File S.3182/Tf. 
1 A.M. File S.:3'182/TII. 
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One of the major problems of landline provision at this time was the 
increasing number of urgent requests for landline circuits. Urgent requests 
were made by signal, and complete details of the circuit required could not 
be given in a signal and it was therefore impossible for such requests to be 
properly checked at th!l Air Ministry before authority was given to the 
G.P.O. to proceed. The Air Ministry did not wish to withdraw from com
mands the right to make these urgent requests when necessary, but it 
was of vital importance that the facility should not be abused if it was to 
rontinue to function successfully. The Air Ministry t herefore introduced 
legislation requiring the chief signals officers of commands to authorise 
a ll such requests personally, confirming them by letter with full par 
ticulars ; all such r equests were to be kept to a minimum. 

The increased range of operation of figh ter aircraft resulted in demands 
for a dditional Observer Corps landlines. As an instance, it became neces
sary for the southern sectors of No. 12 Group to have Observer Corps 
information of enemy aircraft flying over large .areas of No. 11 Group not 
covered by the existi·ng network of lines between the No. 12 Group sertor 
stations and the No. I I Group Observer Corps centres. A number of addi
tional landlines were provided to meet this need.1 

Group-to-Command Liaison Scheme 

On 7 June 1941, Headquarters Fighter Command asked for the setting 
up of special direct speech lines to form a group-to-command liaison scheme 
whereb_v up-to -the minute information could be passed by the groups to 
headquarters. At this time the scherre had been in operation experi
mentally for one month, using existing lines; but this was causing delays, 
and special lines were wanted for Nos. 9. 10 and 12 Groups. No. 11 Group 
~!ready h ad a special line for this purpose, and the amount of t raffic for 
Nos. 13 and 14 Groups was light and could be handled on the existing 
lines. 

In view of the number of direct speech lines already provided for various 
purposes between Fighter Command and its groups (seven to No. 9 Group, 
t en to No. 10 Group, and nine to No. 12 Group), the Air Minist ry were 
r eluctant- to provide these addi tional lines. However, s ince the d~centraliza
tion to groups of filtering and plotting, Headquarters F ighter Command had 
been deprived of a good deal of informat ion which they had previously 
received automatically . It was agreed by the Air Ministry that there was 
an operational requirement for facilities to enable Headquarters Fighter 
Command to keep in moment-t.o-monwnt touch with the progress of 
operations in the various groups. 

'"'""' The matter was exomined at length, and in view of the necessity for 
giving the service, both at Sta nmore and at the alternative Fighter Com
mand Headquarters at Leighton Buzzard, and of its likely extension later to 

1 A.M. File S.3 182/lV. 
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Nos. 13 and 14 Groups, it was decided to set up, as had already been done 
in Bomber Command, a liaison system between the groups themselves anrl 
the command h~adquarters; this was to be done by taking the most con
veniently located group (Watnall) and setting up there a liaison operational 
P.B.X. with lines to the other groups and to command. Watnall was 
chosen because of the comparative immunity of its cable lines to the effects 
of enemy bombing. A P.B.X. was therefore set up there with lines to Nos. 
9 and 10 Groups, a local line to No. 12 Group, and the line to Stanmore. 
Under this system, in the last resort, if both Stanmore and Leighton Buzzard 
were to be out of action, the operational side of Fighter Command would 
still be capable of carrying out a very considerable part of its function. 

Liaison Officers were appointed at Headquarters Fighter Command and 
at each of the group headquarters concerned, in order to collect the essential 
information. Up to August 1941, existing communications were utilised 
in that the floor supervisor's line was made available for part-time use by 
the liaison offioer (except at Headquarters No. 11 Group, where a special 
circuit was already provided). A stage was reached, however, at which these 
facilities proved inadequate, and on 19 August 1941, the G.P.O. were 
requested to provide additional circuits between operational switchboards, 
with extensions to the liaison officers. Investigation showed that, in order 
to provide these circuits, it would be necessary to appropriate further circuits 
from the public service, which was already suffering heavy delay through 
depletion to meet defence requirements. The G.P.O. suggested the use of 
Ministry of Home Security liaison circuits already provided over these routes 
in connection with the air route warning scheme. These circuits were 
relatively lightly loaded, and Fighter Command agreed to use them for 
liaison purposes. 

Night Fighter Stations and Forward Airfields 

The supply of teleprinters and the allocation of channels in the D .T .N . 
system did not permit the automatic inclusion of teleprinters in the com
munications planned for all stations. Each station was treated on its merits . 
However, on 28 November 1941, Headquarters Fighter Command asked for 
lines .to be provided, where practicable, from night fighter stations and 
forward airfields direct to their group headquarters, on the basis of one 
teleprinter and one speech line for all such stations. A schedule of lines, 
covering some 20 night fighter station's and 15 forward airfields in the six 
fighter groups, was attached. 

The majority of these types of station were connected to their parent 
sector by two speech circuits, with a teleprinter circuit to their group head
quarters in some cases. Elsewhere, on o~rations lines, considerable difficulty 
was experienced with administrative and routine communications due to the 
limited periods at which these lines were free, and due also to the delay 
experienced in obtaining connection to the sector-to-group speech lines. 
It. was therefore agreed by the Air Ministry, that, wherever provision was 
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practicable, each forward airfield and night fighter airfield should have one 
speech and one teleprinter circuit direct to its group headquarters. 

Due to the general shortage of line plant, it was only possible to establish 
lengthy private wires at this time by the appropriation of public service 
circuits; and in view of the important traffic carried by this service for the 
various government departments and supply organisations connected with 
the war effort, and the limited number of circuits available, the withdrawal 
of further circuits for the exclusive use of Service departments was only 
regarded as justified when the private lines were necessary for urgent 
operations concerned with the active defence of the country. The G.P.O. 
regarded the speech circuits requested for administrative traffic as lacking 
in the requirements necessary for exceptional treatment. They made alter
native proposals which included the switching of other circuits or the estab
lishment of prolonged trunk calls when normal communications were 
severed. 

The Air Ministry replied that these night fighter stations and forward 
airfields were under the immediate control of parent sectors for operational 
flying, but were controlled in every other respect from their group head
quarters; they were independent formations of a size comparable with that 
of a sector. Up to this point their speech communications with their group 
had been through their parent sector station, but this had overloaded the 
group sector circuits, and caused difficulties at the sector without providing 
what was needed at the forward and night fighter stations. The Air Ministry 
therefore requested that the telephone circuits be provided even at the 
expense of the public system. The G.P.O. reiterated their statement that 
these circuits could only be provided by appropriating further public circuits 
from routes where the demands of Service departments-chiefly the Air 
Ministry-had already caused serious deterioration in the standard of ser
vice available to government departments and war industries. The G.P.O. 
made further alternative proposals, including the use of teleprinters for 
this admittedly administrative traffic, and they also suggested that the 
requirement could be met by the daytime use of speech circuits between 
airfield and sector and between sector and group which were provided chiefly 
fqr operational use at night. Alternatively, the switching of suitable 
Observer Corps or anti-aircraft liaison lines during the day was suggested. 
But Headquarters Fighter Command rejected these suggestions on the 
ground that all these lines were in frequent use at all times. 

The situation had thus reached a stalemate; on the one hand, Fighter 
Command and the Air Ministry were satisfied that these communications 
were essential, while, on the other hand, the G.P.O. felt that they did not 
measure up to the operational i~ortance necessary to make further 
inroads into the public service justifiable. Correspondence had been carried 
out over a period of six months, and the matter was referred to a meeting 
of the Defence Services Line Telecommunications Board, who decided on 
l 8 May 1942 that the original policy of rout.eing all administrative traffic 
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t,hrough the appropriate sector should be reverted to. A new scale of speech 
circuiti; from sector to grnup was introduced, allowing two speech circuits 
to group for sector;; with one forward and night fighter station, and three 
speech circuits for sectors with two or more forward and night-fighter 
stations,1 

The adjustment of group bo:indaries, the transfer of stations from one 
command to another, and the revision of the function of certain stations. 
all caused changes in landline requirements. The Air Ministry delegated 
authority to Headquarters Fighter Command in November 1942 to approve 
and order short private-wire speech circuits not exceeding ten miles in 
length, requests being forwarded to Headquarters Fighter Command via 
the appropriate group headquarters; but all other requests were still chan
nelled through the Air Ministry. A review of cable outlets from sector 
stations was carried out in September 1942, and these were increased where 
necessary. In order that communication to alternative airfields could be 
established at short notice, arrangements were made for prolonged uninter
rupted telephone (P.U.T.) calls to be set up over the public network. Close 
investigation into all new landline requirements remained essential because 
of the general shortage of line plant, and investigations were also made into 
the necessity for all existing landlines at various times. 

Friendly Fighter Plotting Organisation 

It was considered necessary in September 1941 to set up an organisation 
known as the Friendly Fighter Plotting Organisation, first, to ensure that 
each fighter sect-Or was fully informed of the movements of aircraft in other 
sectors which might enter ·its area, and secondly, to ensure that a sector 
which was controlling an aircraft was fully informed of the position of 
night-fighter aircraft in other sectors through which its own aircraft might 
pass in the course of a pursuit. Previously, such information had been 
passed by lateral circuits between sectors, but such circuits were inadequate 
in number and it was necessary for each sector to be connected to all other 
sectors adjacent to it. This called for a complicated network of circuits and 
led to difficulties in the interchange of information between sectors. Con
sideration was therefore given to the development of a system which would 
provide each sector with adequate information with the m inimum landline 
provision. The only method which appeared to meet both requirements was 
for each sector to tell the positions of its own aircraft to a central point where 
they could be plotted and told out to all other sectors simultaneously. It 
was pt◊posed to put such a system into operation in No. 11 Group on a trial 
basis, using existing lines for telling and plotting. The G.P.0., however, 
while agreeing that facilities for a trial--,in No. 11 Group could be provided 
without undue difficulty, felt that, if the trial were successful, demands for 
similar facilities would arise in other fighter groups which, because of line 
plant shortage, could not be so readily met. They therefore suggested that. 

1. A.M. File S.3182/V. 
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the system be designed on a basis of t~leprinter working. The G.P.O.'s 
detailed proposals were agreed by the Air Ministry in October 1941.1 

Landlines in Bomber Command 

The growth of landline communications in Bomber Command during the 
war was immense, partly due to expansion and partly to the increasing con
trol exercised by command and group headquarters as operations became 
more complex. The primary organisation of command-to-group-to-station-to
satellite, however, remained unchanged until 1943. 

Up to the outbreak o( war, the landline facilities for Bomber Command 
grew steadily on the basis of an accepted grouping of stations, but con
tinued expansion resulted in a new plan being put into operation in Septem
ber 1939 which completely altered the layout of Nos. 1, 2 and 6 Groups. 
The new signals requirements were met as far as possible on a short-term 
basis, but it was apparent that drastic reorganisation of signals facilities for 
these groups would be necessary. However, Air Ministry Signals did not 
feel justified in planning or making any wide changes as it was known that 
further expansion was in prospect and that the existing organisation was 
not permanent. The problems facing Air Ministry . Signals at this time, 
including the very extensive nature of the landline requirements of the 
three operational commands, made it essential that planning take place a 
year in advance of the actual requirement. If sufficient notice of major 
reorganisation W/;lS not given, or if there were frequent changes of plan, 
speciRl measun,s had to be taken, and these were often extremely un
economical and even then did not always give the service needed. 

Bomber Command's difficulty was that the location of a number of new 
stations in a particular area might so increase the load on one or more 
groups that it might become necessary to form a new group or .at least 
alter the grouping of existing groups. Bomber Command liked to keep 
their groups on a functional as well as a geographical basis, and as long as 
they adhered to this policy, stations were always liable to be switched 
from one group to another as re -equipment took p lace. 

The system of communications was generally a 12-channel system work
ing back to command headquarter~ through Central from each group, 
and 4-channel systems working out from the group to e9.ch station. Until 
it was known how many groups there were t-0 be, it was impossible to 
install the requisite _apparatus at Bomber Command, and the same .npplied 
to the n111nber of stations in each group. Air Ministry Signals went on 
pressing for some sort of finalised plen throughout 1940. The absence of 
such a plan during this period caused severe -embarrasment to signals 
staffs, and was sometimes re.<-ponsible for delays in connecting up new 
stations. 

1 A.M. File S .3182/IV. 
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Expansion 

A memorandum on the expansion of Bomber Command up to December 
1941 was eventually produced in November 1940. The proposals were 
made after consultation with representatives of the Director of Signals; 
and considerations of the availability of signals facilities exercised an over
riding factor in the selection of new locations, particularly for group head
quarters. 

The new organisation placed the six operational groups at Doncaster, 
Norwich, Exning, York, Grantham and Huntingdon, and the three O.T.U. 
Groups at Abingdon, Wilmslow and Stratford. To provide teleprinter 
channels for the greatly increased traffic resulting from expanding opera
tional activities, the four heavy bomber groups were connected to Bomber 
Command direct by 12-channel equipment and the three O.T.U. groups 
plus Nos. 2 and 8 Groups by 4-channel equipment; this was in addition 
to the 12-channel linkage through Central. To provide rapid communica
tion between groups, 4-channel inter-linking equipment was provided on 
a lateral basis. For the increased communication which resulted in the 
maintenance and administrative units, which lay mainly in the west and 
north-west, direct linkage was provided from Headquarters Bomber Com
mand to the switching centres at Cheltenham, Preston and Liverpool. The 
schedule covering these and other lines and apparatus for Bomber Com
mand was prepared hy the Air Ministry in December 1940, and the full 
landline schedule listed some 600 existing and 600 new circuits of all 
kinds; of the existing circuits, some 250 were due for recovery as the new 
organisation took shape. Private telephone wires were provided on the 
following basis: 

(a) Groups with ten or more stations, one operational, one intelli
gence and two P.B.X. 

(b) To smaller operational groups, and between groups and stations, 
one of each. 

As a result of the advanced apparatus which had already been installed 
under the development programme, a Yery large proportion of the com
munications apparatus required was already in existence; but there 
remained a major installation requirement at the new Headquarters of 
No. l Group at Bawtry Hall, and to a lesser extent at two of the O.T.U. 
group headquarters.1 

Other refinements carried out early in 1941 included the installation of 
operations switchboa.rds at Com~nd and group headquarters, and the 
provision of an alternative outlet' cable route at each group headquarters, 
which allowed facilities for at least one circuit to Command and one to 
each station to be re-routed in emergency. 

1 A.M. File CS.10112/I. 
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The final location of No. 2 Group had been the subject of several changes 
of plan and continued to be unsettled. Norwich had originally been chosen, 
but. its exposed posit,ion near the East Coast was not regarded as a desir
able location for a group headquarters. The situation that had to be 
envisaged was t.hat some of the stations on the East Coast might have to 
be evacuated or withdrawn; under these circumstances a headquarters 
located further west might still be able to exercise control of such stations 
by W /T or other means. Such control would be more difficult to maintain 
if the group headquarters itself had to move. The existing headquarters of 
No. 2 Group was at Huntingdon, to which it had been planned to move 
Xo. 8 Group Headquarters when No. 2 Group moved to Norwich, but it 
was decided in June 1941 to leave No. 2 Group at Huntingdon and to move 
No. 8 to a new headquarters at Brampton Grange. 

By mid-1941, the scale of communications for operational satellite air
fields came under review, and it was apparent that a considerable increase 
in communications would be necessary at these stations. The number of 
tie lines already in existence between parent and satellite stations was two; 
but it was decided that the needs of operational, administrative, meteoro
logical and defence traffic demanded the provision of a third speech line. 
The connection of satellite stations to their parent station by teleprinter 
for operations and intelligence traffic was also desirable, but extensive 
G.P.O. commitments and the general shortage of landlines precluded this. 
It was decided that urgent operational traffic between station and satellite 
should be handled by despatch riders where the road distances did not 
exceed 15 miles. Three despatch riders were established for each link, 
non-urgent traffic being despatched by routine M.T. runs. It was rare for 
a satellite to be at a distance greater than 15 miles from its parent station, 
but where this occurred a teleprinter circuit was installed in lieu of the 
three despatch riders, together with sufficient teleprinter staff to maintain 
a 24-hour watch. The inclusion of satellite stations in the \V /T standby 
point-to-point organisation was not considered essential, and the result of 
this policy was a considerable economy in signals and cypher personnel. 

At this time, the further expansion of Bomber Command under a series 
of successive ' target forces ' was being planned; and as this expansion pro -
gressed it became of increasing importance that the A.ir Ministry Signals 
Branch be kept fully informed so that they could make their own plans 
accordingly. The increasing number of stations demanded .a major adjust
ment to the organisation, and it was at first decided to increase the number 
of operational Bomber groups to eight, and subsequently .as revised targets 
became known, to nine. Headquarters sites for the three new operational 
groups thus envisaged. plus a site for the till.J"l O.T.U. group headquarters, 
were chosen, and the whole lay-out of operational groups in Bomber Com
mand was reorganised on the basis of seven ' clutches ' in each group. each 
clutch to consist of one parent and two satellite stations. But with the 
entry of America into the war in December 1941 and the resultant planning 
of t,heir future contribution to the overall bomber effort, further major re-
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organisation was necessary. The U.S.A.A.F. began to move to stations in 
the No. 8 Group area in the spring of 1942, and when this .area was filled to 
capacity they occupied two of the three new group areas planned. They 
subsequently expanded into the No. 3 Group area, No. 3 Group being 
reformed at Morton Hall, near Swinderby, in the third new Group Head
quarten,. The two headquarters for the Americans were not ready at once, 

· c1,nd a temporary headquarters h.ad to be provided at Old Catton, Norwich, 
formerly proposed as the headquarters site for No. 2 Group. The target 
date for the occupation of the two new headquarters (l\f.arks Hall, near 
East Colne, and Elvedon Hall, near Huntingdon) was August 1942. The 
target date for the move of No. 3 Group to Marks Hall was September 
l 942. It was decided that the final total would be seven British bomber 
groups and six American. 

Bomber ' Base ' Stations 

The probability of the need for further reorganisation m Bomber Com
mand was evident throughout 1942, and in November, final plans were 
crystallised and a Telecommunications Instruction issued by the Air 
Ministry.1 Under the new organisation, the principle of the Bomber 'base 
station' was established. The seven operational group headquarters each 
controlled five bases, each base comprising a total of three stations. This 
involved a considerable increase of responsibility at the base station. The 
situation at the group headquarters was little changed, but the establish
ment of the base stations required considerable reorganisation. The in
creased circuit requirement was met by a fresh basis of provision at bases 
of 28 pairs in the main outlet and 20 pairs in the alternative outlet. Stations 
other than bases had one outlet, generally of 20 pairs.2 Arrangements also 
had to be made for additional outlets by Headquarters Bomber Command, 
where main underground networks reached saturation point.. Bases were 
located at existing parent stations and the old satellite stations were brought 
up to full station status. The organisation began to come into force straight 
away but was not fully equipped until 1944.3 

The final scale of circuit provision in the private-wire network in Bomber 
Command was : ~ 1 

Command to Group 

Group to Base 

Base to Station 

2 Ops. 

I Ops. 
2 Ops. 

2 Admin. 
4 Admin. 

2 Admin. 

The majority of these circuits were 4-wire amplified circuits with an overall 
transmission equivalent of 3 decibels. J.png-distance teleprinter circuits 
were provided to the following scale: -

1 A revised Instruction dated 7 December 1942 is at Appendi.x No. 5. 
2 A.M. File CS.10H2/l. 
1 A.M. File DS.10111'2'/II. 
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Command to Group 
Group to Base 
Base to Station 

2 Ops. 

2 Ops. 
I Ops. 

3 Admin. 
3 Admin. 
1 Admin. 

I Met. 
I Met. 

Speech and teleprinter facilities were also given from Command and group 
headquarters to one or more of the main switching centres, and Command 
was connected to the Air Ministry and to other Services and commands. 
In order to facilitate the provision of the long-distance net'-vork, D.T.N. 
centres were established at Command and at each group. At Headquarters 
Bomber Command the signals equipment was accommodated in a protected 
underground building, while at groups the equipment was accommodated 
in surface buildings of many types. Many difficulties were experienced in 
finding suitable accommodation at group headquarters, wooden huts . 
..lonverted stables, and specially designed brick buildings all being used. 
Eventually, in order to obtain a building which could be quickly erected 
with a minimum of labour, it was decided to use a 30-foot Nissen hut, which 
gave a reasonably satisfactory layout. This hut was erected in the immediate 
vicinity of the main headquarters building. The layout of the equipment 
and facilities waE ~'. ':)signed by mutual co-operation between the Post Office 
and the R.A.F. to meet the particular traffic requirements of each formation. 

Alternative routeing had always been the policy, and each D.T.N. centre, 
and many of the airfields, had at least two outlet cables to the main network, 
travelling by separate routes. Similar arrangements to these were adopted 
at group headquarters. The routeing of private wires was so effectively 
designed that at no time were the communications from Command to any 
of the group headquarters completely cut. Mobile D.T.N. and operational 
equipment was available to facilitate the restoration of commun:~ations in 
emergency. 

The maintenance procedure followed for the private wire network con
formed to standard practice for all normal circumstances, but a special 
procedure was used in the event of a major breakdown to ensure that the 
restoration of communications required for current operations was as 
expeditious as pra.cticable. Under this scheme, all major failures were reported 
to Headquarters Bomber Command, who were in a position to assess the 
comparative urgency of the repair work in accordance with the current opera
tional requirements. When the oecessity arose, Headquarters Bomber 
Command allotted a priority for restoration and advised the Air Ministry 
of the situation. The Air Ministry then reviewed the requirements of all 
commands and arranged with the G.P.O. for the essential circuits to be re
routed. The use of this procedure was rigidly controlled at Headquarters 
Bomber Command and it was rarefy' necessary to request re-routeing as 
administrative private wires were diverted to replace faulty operations 
circuits as far as possible. This was liable to produce congestion on the 
administrative network, and under these circumstances special steps were 
taken to restrict the volume of administrative traffic. 
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The Headquarters Bomber Command P.B.X. installation was originally 
a 5-position one, but this was later extended to twelve positions plus facilities 
for a supervisor and an enquiry desk. At group headquarters a 3- or 4-
position P.B.X. was sufficient. Bases had a 3-position P.B.X. and operational 
and O.T.U. stations 2-position. Enquiry traffic on these exchanges was dealt 
with by providing an extension telephone to the supervisor.1 

At the beginning of the war, the operations speech network was termin
ated on keyboards at command, groups and stations. Two keyboards wert> 
provided at each formation, one for the operations staff and one for the 
intelligence staff. The keyboards were operated by the respective operations 
or intelligence controllers, and gave good service until 1941, when it was 
decided, for a number of reasons, to provide an Ops. P.B.X. Traffic had 
increased to such an extent that controllers had difficulty in performing 
their duties in the time left to them between telephone operating; the key
boards were not designed for the interconnection of private wires and no 
supervisory facilities were provided; the increase in the number of officers 
engaged in operations matters made it ne<ltlssa.ry to provide additional local 
extensions beyond the capacity of the keyboards; greater circuit efficiency 
could be obtained by providing a centralised P .B.X. service to both 
operations and intell igence; and conference facili ties had become essential. 
In the early days of the war, successful conferences were held by throwing 
a number of line keys on the Ops. keyboard to bunch the required circuits. 
The transmission equivalent of the private wires was such that this arrange
ment met the requirement so long as the maximum number of lines did 
not exceed six; but with the expansion of the bomber force it became neces
sary to introduce conference amplifiers, and this was done at the same time 
as the provision of the Ops. p rivate branch exchanges. The first amplifier 
installed wa.s unsatisfactory, and eventually a 32-way conference amplifier 
with key switching was introduced in 1942. Further improvements in design, 
permitting the holding of two simultaneous conferences, were introduced in 
1944. At group headquarters, 8-way conference amplifiers were installed 
to ~nable conferences to be held with bases, but it was found that this did 
not fully meet the requirements of the operational groups. The requirement 
was eventually met by the provision of new equipment known as Flight 
Planning Conference equipment, providing full intercommunication facilities 
between three telephone points at group headquarters, one telephone point 
at each base, and one at each station. Loudspeaker reception was provided 
at group, base and station. · 

Intruder Warning System 

In order to land returning aircraft.cl the bomber force at night, it was 
necessary to use thti airfield lighting system, and this invited the attention 
of the intruder. The success achieved by the enemy in this form of warfare 
did not compare with that achieved by the R.A.F. , but even so, the enemy 
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intruder was a. potential danger .at all times. A number of schemes wer& 
therefore evolved to warn airfields of the approach of intruders and to 
divert returning bomber aircraft, and the final intruder warning scheme 
relied on information from R.O.C. centres and Fighter groups being passed 
to the relevant Bomber group so that information could be broadcast to 
stations and aircraft diverted where necessary. Communication to the 
R.O.C. centres was established by so-called prolonged unin terrupted trunk 
calls {P.U.T.), since the facilities were only required in the hours of dark
ness. The information was passed to the stations over the flight planning 
conference network, where this existed, and otherwise was hro.adcast over 
the administrative private wire network. 

Airfield Communications 

The size of airfields increased considerably in the coui:se of the war and 
the policy of dispersing both aircraft and living quarters involved con -
siderably increase_d cabling work to provide the necessary communications.l 
The cabling work to be provided comprised, first, an outlet cable, or wnere 
practicable two outlet cables on different routes, to give access to the air
field from the G.P.O. cable network to provide private wires and excha.nge 
lines. These cables were either 28-pair, 20-pair and 14-pair on alternate 
routes, or a 14-pair for satellite airfields. The cables were usually seve-ral 
miles long. Secondly, a distribution network was required to serve local 
extensions, also a perimeter cable to serve aircraft dispersal points, defence 
posts etc. This perimeter cable was 10-pair originally, but was later in
creased to 20-pair and finally became 38-pa.ir for all new airfields. The lay
out of the cable was the subject of much debate and a standard arrange
ment was finally agreed in which blocks of pairs were allocated for the 
various services and all of these pairs were taken in and out of each point at 
which the service was required; for example, four pairs were allocated for 
the airfield controller and all were made available at the end of each rnn -
way. Thirdly, remote control cables were required to the wireless trans
mitting station and to the H.F. D/F station or stations. 

Landlines in Coastal Command 

In I 939, a new Coastal Command Headquarters was sited at Eastbury 
House, Northwood, Middlesex. After discussion with the G.P.O. and exam
ination of the cable facilities available, it was decided to lay a cable from 
Northwood to Watford of .approximately 150 pairs to cover the require
ments of the new Headquarters and those of the G.P.O. The Air Ministry 
rented 100 pairs between Northwood and Eastbury House and 100 pairs 
between Eastbury House and WaJ.ford, the remaining p.airs being available 
for the public servire. At Northwood, access was available to the Air 
Ministry Central Exchange at Leighton Buzzard, the West of England, 
Midlands, and the !-forth via Aylesbury, to Bentley Priory via Hatch Rnd. 
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and t-0 London. Coastal Command's teleprintel· requirements were met by 
physical tails off R.A.F. repeater stations Nos. 1 and 2 at Bentley Priory 
and Uxbridge in Phases 1 and 2 of the D.T.N. This gave all the required 
circuits to Chatham, Plymouth, Donibristle, the Orkneys etc.1 

The General Reconnaissance (G.R.) groups in existence at the outbreak of 
war were No. 15 at Plymouth, No. 16 at Chatham and No. 18 at Donibristle. 
Because of the vulnerable position of the headquarters at Chatham, a scheme 
was introduced in November 1939 for the control of No. 16 Group com
munications in the event of Chatham and its communications being damaged 
beyond immediate repair. In such an emergency the group was to be re
formed at Northwood, and circuits were provided to allow skeleton control 
of the group from this location.2 

The first Area Combined Headquarters were formed at Donibristle. 
Chatham and Ros;vth, and the scale of landline and teleprinter provision was 
laid down by the Air Ministry Landline Committee before the war. The 
standard provision between an Area Combined Headquarters aod each unit 
was one speech and two teleprinter plus one meteorological teleprinter 
circuit. 

In June 1940, jt was decided that control of the Western Approaches both 
north and south should be vested in the C.-in-C. Western Approaches, Ply
mouth, with a small headquarters operating under him at Greenock. A small 
R.A.F. wing headquarters was formed at Greenock, controlling stations at 
Aldergrove, Oban, and Stranraer. Circuits connect ing Greenock to Plymouth 
were pooled between the Services. In September 1940, it was decided to move 
the C.-in-C. Western Approaches and the Headquarters of No. 15 Group to 
Liverpool, and teleprinter and speech circuits were re-routed as necessary. 
In consequence of the move of No. 15 Group Headquarters, it was decided 
in December 1940 to form a new Coastal Group Headquarters, No. 19 Group, 
at Plymouth, to control G.R. stations in the west, including Pembroke Dock, 
St. Eval and Mount Batten. No. 15 Group at Liverpool controlled stations 
at Aldergrove, Benbecula, Eglington, Hooton Park, Limavady, Obn.n, Port 
Ellen, Stoma way, Stranraer, and Tiree. No. 16 Group at Chatham controlled 
Bircham Newton, Detling, Felixstowe, North Coates and Thorney Island. 
No. 18 Group, now at Pitreavie, controlled Dyce, Invergordon, Leuchars, 
Sullum Voe, Sumburgh, Thomaby, and Wick. The transfor of Area Combined 
Headquarters and Headquarters No, 18 Group from Donibristle to Pitreavie 
took place towards the end of 1940, a schedule of lines to be transferred 
being given to the G.P.0. and the circuits being transferred in three stages. 

The standard allotment of landline communications for stations in Coastal 
Command was accepted np to SeptiQilier 1941 as being one speech circuit 
and one four-channel Voice Frequency (V.F.) telegraph circuit (or equivalent 
Tariff 'A' circuit) from station to group. The speech circuit was allotted as 
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the reserve V.F. telegraph circuit. This scale of provision was felt to be too 
small. The taking over of the only speech line to maintain the telegraph 
circuits left a station with no operational communications, and it was the 
experience that the small scale of provision led to considerable difficulties 
when there were cable breakdowns, stations frequently being completely 
isolated. The addition of a further line for each Coastal station had been 
under consideration for some time, and it was left to Coastal Command to 
decide whether they preferred a new speech line from each station to its 
parent group or to one of the main inter-Service exchanges. To connect all 
these lines to Central would have meant very long lines in most cases and 
would also have clogged lines outwards from Central. Coastal Command 
asked for these circuits to be provided from station to group by a different 
route from the existing speech circuit, to minimise the effect of local damage 
to cable. Each station was discussed separately, and where a direct station
to-group line could not be easily provided, a connection was made to a 
convenient main inter-Service exchange. Arrangements for the laying of the 
second speech line, which acted as a reserve V.F. telegraph circuit, were 
completed by the G.P.O. in January 1942.' 

Other Coastal Command responsibilities included a trammg group---No. 
17-at Gosport, and stations in Iceland. Stations in No. 17 Group included 
Abbotsinch, Calshot, Catfoss, Chivenor, Greenock, Gosport, Helensburgh, 
Silloth, and Squires Gate. The siting of the headquarters at Gosport, in a 
group where the majority of the stations were in the north, raised consider
able communiDations difficulties, and the headquarters was later moved to 
Edinburgh, and stations in the south relinquished. The main outlets from the 
new headquarters were via the switching centre at Cambuslang. This was 
not always satisfactory and led to serious delays. A number of new stations 
were opened in No. 17 Group in 1942 / 43, including Crosby, Castle Kennedy, 
Cranwell, East Fortune, Haverfordwest, Invergordon, Long Kesh, and Turn
berry. A teleprinter circuit was provided for each station. 

Iceland was placed under the operational control of No. 15 Group, Liver
pool, to fit in with the new area controlled by C.-in-C. Western Approaches. 
The arrangements necessitated an increase in operational and point-to-point 
laRdline and W /T facilities for No. 15 Group. A number of transmitters 
were allotted at Symington for Headquarters No. 15 Group, with remote 
control circuits linking Liverpool a~d Symington. 

Considerable expansion took place in Coastal Command in the course of 
1942, new stations being built at Talbenny-, Banff, Skitten, Holmesley South, 
Zoyland, \Vig Bay, Dunkeswell, Mullaghmore, Davidstowe Moor, Langham, 
Dallachy and Tain. Dates for the o~ing of each station were notified to 
Air Ministry Signals, who arranged provision of standard speech and tele
printer facilities with the G.P.0.2 
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In 1942, a new signals and operations block was built underground at 
Northwood. The existing operations room was retained and the underground 
operations block designated an emergency operations room, enabling the 
existing emergency operations room to be relinquished. The administrative 
switchboard, the D.T.N. switchboard, and the teleprinters were all moved 
into the new underground block. Remote control lines, D.T.N. keying cir
cuits, and other appropriate lines were extended from the existing to the 
new underground block in February 1943.1 

A marked increase in the volume of traffic followed the opening up of the 
new stations, and was swelled by an increase in P .R.U. traffic and intensifi
cation of the anti-submarine campaign. Duplex teleprinter facilities were 
therefore provided between Northwood and the operational group head
quarters at Liverpool, Pitreavie, and Plymouth, in 1943. 

When the standby vV /T organisation was generally suspended in January 
1045 it was still retained as a standby to landline to the onter isles of Scot
land. No. 18 Group had stations at Stornoway, Sumbw-gh, and Sullum Vof'. 
Under normal fault conditions it was possible to restore the line communica
tions serving these stations on a reduced scale within a few hours, but under 
abnormal conditions stations were liable -to become isolated.2 

Transport Command 

Prior to the outbreak of war, signals facilities had been set up throughout 
the world for a rapidly expanding network of Civil air-routes. About 100 
radio stations were in operation along the British Empire Routes alone, 
whilst in Europe some 500 miscellaneous installations had been established 
by 1939. On the overrunning of Europe and the entry of Italy into the war, 
British external air services were curtailed, or diverted through t erritories in 
which there had been little need to establish civil signals facilities before the 
War. At the same time an expansion of the R.A.F. overseas signals organi
sations occw-red and the Air Force assumed general control of telecommuni
cations, portions of the civil signals system being employed to serve R.A.F. 
opero.tional purposes, including reinforcing and delivery routes. The position 
on the formation of Transport Command in March 1943 was that control of 

. the telecommunications for British civil and military air transport services 
was in the main ,·ested in the R.A.F. and requirements were met by a com
bination of R.A.F. and pre-war civil aviation installations. In addition, the 
British Overseas Airways Corporation (B.0.A.C.) had been permitted, where 
no other course lay open, to erect and operate certain stations on an agency 
basis on behalf of the proper authorities. 

Hilherto the major signals planning and organisation for Brit ish reinforce
ment and delivery routes had b~,undertaken by the Air Ministry, because 
the various sections of the routes lay under the authority of different R.A.F. 
commands (and partly because of the remote location of R.A.F. Ferry Com-
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mand in Canada). As for the routes operated independently by B .O.A.C., 
re.;;ponsibility rested with the Director General of Civil Aviation (D.G.C.A.) 
in conjunction with D.G. of S. With the setting up of Transport Command 
in England, and by virtue of the provisions of the White Paper issued at 
that time defining the responsibilities of the Command with respect to 
B.O.A.C., the procedure for planning, organisation, control and operation of 
telecommunications for reinforcing, delivery and air tra.nsport routes was 
revised. 

In order to regularise the position regarding communications for Civil 
Aviation and to pro,·ide a signals system to cover the needs of Transport 
Command, the aim was the provision of a signals organisation to serve British 
Transport routes during the war and the immediately ensuing period, the 
organisation to be capable of adaptation to the probable requirements of 
Civil Aviation in peacetime. Considerable expenditure on stations and equip
ment had been incurred in the past by Dominion, Colonial and Foreign 
administrations in building up a signals organisation for Civil Aviation, and 
it was clearly uneconomic not to consider them in the signa.ls requirements 
for Transport routes. In certain territories (e.g. Bermuda) the local govern
ment had accorded to Cable and Wireless Ltd. a monopoly of civil tele
communications and the company was in possession of first-class cable and 
wireless facilities. Due regard was therefore paid to the part which Cable 
and Wireless could play in the air transport signals organisation. In provid
ing communications for B.O.A.C. on routes which crossed or terminated in 
neutral countries, special problems arose, and negotiations were required 
with which it was inexpedient for military authorities to deal. Point-to
point and air/ ground communications had to be maintained between British 
and neutral ground and aircraft stations, and these could only be carried 
out by British civil stations. Control of civil signals stations in the United 
Kingdom was exercised by the Air Ministry (D.G. of S.). 

To ensure a h omogeneous organisation, the planning of the signals organi
sation for Transport Command and Civil Aviation services operating over 
routes under the control of the Command was made the responsibility of 
Headqu!l-r ters Transport Command, these plans being agreed with Air 
Ministry (D.G. of S.) t o enable co-ordination of arrangements to be made 
with other commands and other governments. Detailed planning of require
ments within the United Kingdom to m~t Transport Command and Civil 
Aviation services was also the responsibility of Headquarters Transpor t 
Command. The planning of stations and their requirements took into 
account existing R .A.F. stations, Dominion and Colonial stations and the 
facilities available from civil communica)i.9ns companies. The facilities 
afforded by these stations, and their strengthening to moot requirements, 
were examined for inclusion in the plan before consideration was given to 
the planning of new stations.1 
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Landlines for Regional Control Stations 

The landline facilities afforded to regional control stations in 1940 were 
one speech line to the No. l H.F. D /F station, one speech line to th e No. 2 
H.F. D / F station, one speech line to station signals, two speech lines to the 
station P.B.X. and one speech line to the meteorological section. Experienc~ 
in the operation of these stat ions, however, showed that rapid communica
tions between individual regional control stations were absolutely essential if 
the safety of aircraft returning from operational flights was to be secured, 
especially when aircraft had to be diverted away from their home stations 
as a result of local or general deterioration of weather conditions. It was con
sidered that the function of these stations in assisting aircraft in distress 
through navigational errors, fuel shortages, or diversion, could only be ful
filled if tie-lines were provided between individual stat ions. The ideal was 
for all these centres to be directly interconnected, as all operational t ie
li.nes were already subject to heavy demands, and delays were frequent. 
Unfortunately the heavy demands which operat ional needs were making on 
G.P.O. line construction in general made the laying of direct t ie-lines bet ween 
regional control stations prohibitive. A compromise was reached in which 
three additional circuits connecting regional control centres were provided. 
together with the introduction of a special priority for use by regional control 
officers when passing urgent calls: this priority to9k precedence over 
'Imniediate' calls but not over' Most Immediate' calls.' There were eleven 
regional control stations in existence at t his time, and tie-lines connecting 
them were still regarded as being ultimately necessary. 

The regional control scheme was revised in J uly / August 1940, giving n 
small increase in standard telephone facilities; and later a 10-line magneto 
switchboard was authorised for all regional control offices. But great em
barrassment to the efficient working of the system continued to be cauised 
through the lack of direct tic-lines between c~ntres. As an instance, on t he 
night of 16 / 17 October 1940, fourteen heavy bombers crashed on their return 
fro.in operations against the Atlantic ports, mainly as a result of encountering 
unexpectedly adverse weather conditions in Yorkshire and East Anglia: 
the weather at St. Eval was favourable, and had there b een reR-1\0nable 
telephone facilities available between the groups concerned and St. Eva! it 
was considered that a number of the aircraft affected could have been safely 
diverted and several crashes avoided. In the event, calls to St. Eva! using 
control priority were almost impossible to get through, and the diversions 
could not be made. However, it remained impossible to provide any more 
landJines before January 1941 at the earliest, and it was therefore arranged 
for regional control traffic to be given priority on the administrative tie-line 
between St. Eval and Headquarters No. 10 Group, Rudloe, it being possible 
to provide at once a direct line linki~,Rudloe with the regional control 
station at Bascombe Down. 

Early in 194.l, a requirement arose for a loud-speaking intercommunica-
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tion system to enable the W /T opero.tor on aircraft safety guard duties at 
regional control stations to pRss mct'sages direct to the control officer in an 
adjacent room without leaving his seat. To meet this requirement, Ediswan 
speaker-phones were supplied and installed by the G.P.O. Later, i:1 April 
1941, a requirement arose for similar communications between the regional 
control officer and the H.F. D/F stations umler his control; and at the same 
time the operator on aircraft safety guard was moved to one of the H.F. 
D /F stations. As a result, a master loud-speaker was installed in regional 
control offices with an extending speaker at each D /F station. 

Up to April Hl41, communications for regional control purposes were set 
up mainly on the RA.F. administratve network. In order to improve these 
facilities, it was proposed to make the movement liaison service network 
of communications available to regional control stations, and with this object 
in view, a number of circuit rearrangements were made by the G.P.O. in 
Jurn! 1941. Keyboards were now required for each main (Type 1) regional 
control station, and later, in September 1941, smaller keyboards were 
instalkd at Type 2 stations. The primflry purpose of the keyboards was 
to avoid the use of a large number of separate telephone instruments in the 
regional control room. 

Communications for eight new regional control _ stations were planned in 
August 1941. In most cases outlets to the movements liaison service already 
existed, or could be provided easily. Loud-speaker ui.cilities remained stan
dard at all Type 1 stations. By the end of 1941, there were over 30 Type l 
regional control stations in all commands and just under 30 Type 2 stations. 
By March 1942 it was the policy that every airfield in the country, with the 
exception of relief landing grounds and a few others, should have regional 
control facilities, the great majority (about 400) being Type 2 stations. The 
release of H.F. D/F fixer and H.F. R/T relfiy $tations by Fighter Command, 
on the general fitting of V.H.F. in that Command, resulted in many of these 
stations being transferred to provide H .F. D /F facilities for regional control 
purposes, with an attendant transfer of lines. TE>n-line · keyboards were 
provided at the Type 1 stations and 5-line keyboards at the Type 2.1 

Landlines for Cathode-Ray D/F Stations 

In December 1939 it was found necessary to give long-distance bomber 
and reconnaissance aircraft improved Ut.cilities, and this was done by means 
of Cathode-Ray D /F stations. The greatly increased range of the latest type 
of operational aircraft necessitated the bas0lines of these D /F systems being 
long, to make the angie of cut of the D /F bearings as large as possible at long 
range. Owing to the length of these bastlines it was decided to link their 
extremes by wireless rather than 'landline. Remote control circuits, how
ever, wne needed to the associated transmitters. The chief landline require
men ts were: -
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(a) Telephone lines from each D / F station to the nearest suitable 
radio transmitting station. 

(b) Keying lines from each D /F station to its associated transmitters. 

( c) Telephone lines from each T) / F hut to the local exchange. 

(d) Telephone lines from each control D /F point to the Headquarters 
of both Bomber and Coastal Commands, either direct or via the 
nearest communication point. 

( e) Base-line linkage. This was given by the use of T .1087 trans
mitters, for which keying lines were required. 

To maintain communication with aircraft at long range, powerful W /T 
transmitters were required, and the housing, power supply, and aerial 
systems for these transmitters were the chief factors in deciding their 
location. The main control centre was fixed at Butser; this site was selected 
because it gave a good D/F location and short landline connection to a 
convenient ,v /T station at Stubbington, near Lea-on-Solent, where accom
modation existed for the installation of two high-power transmitters. The 
third Butser transmitter was located at Dagnall, and two more transmitters 
were located at St. Eva!. The results of plots were communicated by Butser, 
by landline, direct to Headquarters Bomber Command and via Gosport to 
Head quarters Coastal Command; and by St. Eval, to Headquarters No. 15 
Group at Plymouth and thence to Headquarters Coastal Command. 

The cathode-ray D /F system was reorganised in February 1943, first 
because the introduction of radar aids in Bomber Command had taken the 
pl~cE of cathode-ray D /F in that Command, and secondly, because long
range D /F facilities were required for the newly formed Transport Com
mand. A central control plotting station was formed at St. Helens, with 
cat.bode-ray D /F stations at Sandgerdi, Dyce, Ballywattick, St. Eval and 
Butser. The control station at St. Helens was linked to the North-West 
Central switching centre by speech and teleprinter circuits, for communica
tion with the parent groups and stations of the aircraft concerned. St. Helens 
was also provided with reception facilities on all the air-to-ground frequencies 
ir use on the system. Adequate speech and teleprinter circuits were pro
vided between North-\Vest Central and Transat,lantic Aircraft Control 
(T.A.C.) Prestwick, Overseas Aircraft Control (O.A.C.) Gloucester, and 
Headquarters No. 15 Group. Latrr, St. Helens was connected direct to He-ad
q11arters No. 15 Group. 

By October 1943, the passing of bearings from the cathode-ray D /F 
stations to the control station at St. Helens by point-to-point W /T had 
become congested, and direct lBmthne circuits to St. Helens from Dyce, St. 
Eva!, Butser and Ballywattick were requested. These circuits were provided 
in 1944, and a combiner unit was installed at North-,Vest Central from wl-iich 
>l single line was taken to St. Helens. In order to avoid congestion on this 
line. all cathode-ray D /F line.;; were extended to teleprinters at St. Helens. 
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The cathode-ray D/F system was again reorganized in June 1944. In 
order to operate the new organisation, four voice-frequency channels were 
provided between St. Helens and each group of cathode-ray D /F stations 
(Dyce, Ballywattick, St. Eval, Butser); one speech circuit was provided from 
St. Helens to each of T.A.C. Prestwick, O.A.C. Gloucester, and Headquarters 
No. 15 Group; and two telephone circuits were provided from St. Helens to 
T.A.C. Prestwick and one to O.A.C. Gloucester and Headquarters No . 15 
Group. The W /T point-to-point circuits provided were one medium power 
H.F. circuit from St. Helens to Sandgerdi (for which there was no landline 
available) and standby circuits for all the landline reporting circuits. The 
syEtem of air-to-ground communications was also revised under this 
reorganisation. 

Remote Control Lines 

Prior to the war, the Air ·Ministry we.re operating a number of wireless 
stations for communicat~on to overseas R.A.F. stations and for communi
cation with aircraft. Most of these were small stations having both receiving 
and trammitting sections in the same area, the connecting cable for re-mote 
control being provided by the Wcrks Department of the Air Ministry . At 
the more powerful stations, however, where the separation distance between 
the receiver and transmitter had, for t.echnical reasons, to be greater, circuits 
for remote control were hired from the G.P.O. With the growth of these 
stations, both in power and nnmber. and the need for control over longer 
d;stances, together with the advent of the D.T.N .. it was desirable that the 
G.P.O. should supply and fit the necessary remote control lines rmd appara
tut;. The immediate requirement,s in May 1939 were concerned with the new 
,v IT stations at Leighton Buzzard, Dagnall and Dunstable. Control of the 
transmittns at Dagnall was required at Leighton Buzzard and at Dunstable, 
and also at Headquartes Bomber and Coastal Commands and at Bomber and 
Coastal groups, the routeing of these lines to be over the D.T.N. into Leighton 
BuzZHrd. at which pr,int the channels ,vould be switched to control the 
transmitter or transmitters required. This meant a switchboard at Leighton 
Bnzza1d to which all line!'- to Dagnall were connected, a relay rack at Dagnall 
to carry the relays c0ntrolling transmitters, and a small jack field at Dun
stable for permanent lines and apparatus. Cable provigion was made and 
a)paNt\ts scipptied and maint:iined by the G.P.O. 1 

Normally, each group headquarters controlled its own transmitter, but it 
wc1s realised that, under conditions of emergency, it might become necessary 
for any group t.o take control of t.ro.nsmitters usually associated with other 
groups. A new scheme was therefore devised in ,June 1940 which necessitated 
a changeover panel at groups. D.T.N. cha~ls between groups and a central 
switching point at Leighton Buzzard were earmarked for remote control 
purposes, but so that they should not remain idle when not required for 
remote control, they were connected to the D.T.N. switchboard via the 
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changeover panel at groups and the jack field at Leighton Buzzard. The 
methods of keying transmitwrs by remote control were not standardised, 
and as a result a meeting was held at the Air Ministry on 31 October 1941 
to discuss .the various methods of !'€mote keying and control then in use 
with a view to deciding on a standard method in order that simple inter
change between controlling stations and controlled transmitters would be 
possible. 

Originally, double current keying had been used, but due to severe inter
ference from key clicks, this system was abandoned in favour of impedence 
keying, which became more or less the standard system. Impedence keying, 
however, was only satisf~tory up to a maximum of about two miles, and 
because transmitting stations often had to be sited more than two miles from 
receiving stations, difficulty was experienced in making the impedence system 
work satisfactorily in all cases. Towards the end of 1940, a new system was 
designed by the R.A.E. using tone-to-line keying. This system was at first 
put to use at two or three stations only, but in October 1941 it was proposed 
to make it the standard system. It was essential that some form of standard 
control be introduced as rnon as possible at all big Air Ministry W / T 
stations; and as nothing so far had been arranged for the control of trans
mitters at the new station at Winstone, it was a convenient moment to 
introduce whatever systRm was finally decided, starting with Winstone and 
bringing existing installations into line with the new system subsequently. 
The types of control necessary at Birdlip were : - 1 

(a) Control of various types of transmitter at Wins tone from receiver 
positions at Birdlip. 

(b) Control of high power t ransmitters only, from any part of the 
country, via the D.T.N. system with terminal equipment at 
Birdlip. 

It was agreed at the Air Ministry meeting of 31 October 1941 that the 
new tone-to-line keying system would be the best method of me-eting the 
first requirement, while the second requirement was met by devising an 
inter-connecting unit to go between the output of the D.T.N. equipment 
and the receiving end of the tone-to-line system. Both systems employed 
the double cuITent method, the D.T.N. being transferred to double current 
before coming up on the jack field. 

Up to this time, no standard jack field had been provided to cater for 
complete flexibility of connection between D.T.N. and tone lines, an<l a 
scheme was therefore devised which involved the following features : -

(a) Every transmitting and receiving station requiring both t-0ne 
and D.T.N. keying was fitted with a remote control panel. 

(b) Every transmitting and receiving station was fitted with a 
remote control panel on which cross connections between trans
mitters and lines were carried out in the normal manner. 
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( c) Each receiving position at the receiving station was fitted with 
a special type control unit for tone keying purposes and also an 
auxiliary jack for D.T.N. keying. 

(d) At D.T.N. centres where the switching of lines for remote control 
was necessary, a small changeover panel was fitted to facilitate 
rapid inter-connection of D.T.N. lines (this type of panel was 
only installed where there was no receiving or transmitting 
station nearby). 

All control circuits terminated on the standard jack field, and all signals 
passing through were double current. To cater for full flexibility a larger 
number of channels were required, which were used to carry alternative 
teleprinter traffic, being routed in such a manner as to allow them to be 
picked up at a moment's notice on the jack field. 

It was some time before the installation of the new standard equipment 
could be completed, and in May 1942 Headquarters No. 26 Group com
plained of the delay and pointed out that installation had become a matter 
of extreme urgency, upon which depended the rapid and successful carry
ing out of any diversions of W /T services in emergency. Agreement on the 
proposed system, using double current throughout, and on the details of 
circuits and the supply of equipment, wfts reached in June 1942, and the 
new system was first tried out on the Birdlip /Winstone control link. 
Subsequently the larger Air Ministry \V /T stations nsed these two basic 
types of remote control only-keying via D.T.N. and keying to tone. 

At the end of the war, the standard installation for the remote control 
of all small local continuous wave (C.\V.) and R/T transmitters remained 
tone-to-line keying, using the control unit Type 88 at the receiving station 
and control unit Type 10 at the transmitting station, multi-power cable 
being provided between the operating room and the transmitting station 
at the rate of one pair per transmitter. At main \V /T inter-command 
stations, and at transmitting stations at which individual transmitters 
might need to be keyed by any one of several receiving stations or forma
tions ( especially if these keying positions were widely separated from their 
associated transmitters), the double current system, employing 80 volt 
negative and 80 volt positive for mark and space respectively, was used. 
All the R.A.F. inter-command tran:;mitters at home were keyed in this 
way, the result being that any main receiving station in the U.K. could 
key any of the transmitters at a~y of the main inter-command trans
mitting stations if required. Similarly, Bomber Command group trans
mitting stations conld key the transmitters of any other group as occasion 
demanded.1 

Telephone Lines at New Stations 

It was decided in January 1942 to delegate the responsibility for arrang-
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ing the detailed provision of local telephone and landline facilities a.t new 
R.A.F. stations to Headqm1.rters No. 26 Group and instructions to this end 
were given by the Air Ministry on 10 February 1942, to be brought into 
force on 15 March 1942.1 As soon as a new site was selected for considera
tion, D. of Tels. notified the G.P.0., forwarding a location plan, in order 
that any serious objections on the grounds of inaccessibility, necessity for 
diversion of main cable routes etc. could be stated. The G.P.O. then 
indicated all overhead routes existing within one mile of the tentative 
boundary of the new airfield and any main cables which might require 
diversion, either if the boundaries remained as planned or if the runways 
were extended at 1,ome future date. The G.P.O. also indicated the most 
suitable area for the termination of their cable; the terminal point was 
norm.ally in the technical area, or the operations block if this was sited 
away from the technical area. If necessary, the G.P.O. gave reasons why 
they would prefer to avoid any particular area. They also advised the 
Air Ministry which telephone manager would be concerned with the actual 
installation work if the site was accepted. 

As soon .as possible after the site was accepted and its funct ion decided, 
Ai1· Ministry gave the G.P.O. a site plan showing the proposed location of 
the technical area and operatiom block together with d etails of t he main 
requirements : -

(a) Outlet cable. 

(c) Size of P.B.X. switchboard. 

(b) Perimeter cables. 

(d) Maximum number of exchange lines likely to be required. in· 
eluding provision for the resident engineer m advance of the 
opening of the station. 

( e) Particulars of any overhead telephone or telegraph routes in t he 
vicinity which were flying obstructions and which must be 
diverted or placed underground. 

(f) Any available information regarding extensions of runways 
likely to affect the proposals for the diversion of overhead routes 
or main cables. 

(g) Particulars of operat ions room requirements (keyboard or 
special P .B.X.. etc.), except in the case of figh ter sector stations. 
which were dealt with separately in view of their complex 
character. 

Five copies of the site plan, together with a copy of t he letter to the 
G.P.O. giving the main requirements, were sent to Hearlquarters No. 26 
Group, who forwarded three of J.llese copies, together with d etails of t he 
local telephone requirements, to the telephone manager. One copy of the 
plan, and of the'letter to the telephone manager. was sent to the command 
under whose control the new station fell. Every effort was ma.de to include 
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in the particulars sent t.o the telephone manager the details of all remote 
control circuits, as these sometime.s affected the size of the outlet or other 
cables: to th.is end, wireless stations were genera.Uy sited if possible in the 
early stA.ges. Other responsibilities of No. 26 Group included arranging 

. meetings on site with the local G.P.O. representative to decide layout 
details and to watch progress, Iru\intaining liaison with commands; and 
advising the Air Ministry of .any major difficulties. 

Particnlars of the agreed facilities at all types of station were promul
gated in March 194.2.' Variations in detail were permitted but addit ions 
to the provisional establishment needed Air Minist ry authority. 

Communications for the American Air Force 

The scale of communications at formations and bases of the U.S.A.A.F. 
was, broadly speaking, the same as that agreed for British formations and 
bases of a similar nature. The major requirement was for the VIII Bomber 
Command, aod in the course of 1942 / 43 the Americans were in the process 
of setting up a number of air divisions, the equivalent of R .A.F. Bomber 
groups. The plan was to form four air divisions in all, ea.eh controlling five 
or six comhat wings (the equivalent of Bombe-r Command base stations). 
which in tnrn controlled a clutch of three groups (the equivalent of Bomber 
Command sub-stations or satellites). The chain of operational and admin
istratiYe control was : -

(a) Air divi1;;ions exercised control over combat wings, and each 
nombat wing over its three groups. 

( b) Administrative control was direct between air divisions and 
groups t.hrough the administrative facilities of the combat wing. 

An Engineering Instruction was issued by the Director of Telecommunica
tions. Air Ministry, on 19 June 1943, giving full details of the tele
communications arrs.ngements for VIII Bomber Command. 

American stations were joine<l to the D.T.N. in exactly the same way as 
R.A.F. stations. However, the production of the British type of teleprinter 
by Creed's was not sufficient to satisfy t.he demands of both Services, and 
at an inter-Service meeting hP.ld at the Air Ministry on 7 December 19-i2, 
a Technical Sub-Committee was formed to investigate the difficulties to be 
overcome in working American ~letype machines to the British Creed 
teleprintei-. This Commit.tee was subsequently taken over as a Sub
Committee of the British Joint Communications Board. It was essential 
that complete flexibility of working between the types of machine be 
achieYed, as they could not be segregated in the various theatres of war, 
due: to distribution and maintenance difficulties. Modifications to the 
American telety-pe maC'hine were carried out so as to make it operate 
satisfactorily at the speed of the British teleprinter. The only other diffi-

1 The provisional telephone establishments at the two biggest types of operational 
~t.ation-bomber stations and fighter secto r stet-ions- are shown at- Appendi~ No.6. 
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culty involved traffic procedure; and joint procedure regulations were laid 
down 1n 19-13.1 

Meteorologjcal Service 

Under the arrangements existing in 1938, the te1eprinter circuits over 
which meteorological reports were collected by the meteorological office and 
distributed to R.A.F. and civil airfields terminated at a Meteorological 
Communications Centre situated at the Air Ministry. However, it was 
regarded as essential to afford similar safeguards to meteorological com
munications as to other forms of landline communications, and a new 
centre outside London was therefore proposed. Also, in view of the new 
main telecommunications centre in the p rocess of being built at Leighton 
Buzzard, it was obviously more economical to site the l\foteorologicsl 
Teleprinter Centre as near as possible to the main D.T.N. Centre. In Novem
ber 1938 it was decided, for reasons of security, economy and ease of cable 
communicat.ions, to site the Meteorological Centre near Leighton Buzzard, 
though not so near as to make the two centres a combined target. A site 
was chosen near Dunstable, and plans for permanent buildings were pre
pared. These were under discussion in July 1939 when it was decided, on 
grounds of urgency, to erect temporary buildings so as to have the centre 
in operation at the earliest possible date. These so-called temporary build
ings were occupied early in 1940 and remained in use throughout the war.2 

The old meteorological centre in London had its reserve centre at Birming
ham; this was already established before the outb reak of war. In spite of 
the decision to erect only temporary buildings at Dunstable, t he accom
modation was not ready when the war began, and in view of the expected 
concentration of air attacks on London, the Meteorological Communications 
Centre there was closed and moved to the reserve cen tre at Birmingham. 
The work at Dunstable was pressed forward, and the transfer of cir cuits 
from Birmingham to Dunstable was eYentua1ly carried out on 4 February 
1940, with only a ten-minute interruption. Birmingham was retained for 
the moment in its original role as a reserve centre.3 

Receivers for the reception of international meteorological information 
were set up at Dunstable and Leighton Buzzard. The receiving room at 
Dunstable was laid out to accommodate a minimum of ten receivers. The 
aerials installed were half-wave dipoles, direc tional on the stations required, 
which included Washington, the Middle East, Europe, etc.~ 

The meteorological broadcast system extended to all stations a t which 
flying took place, and by January I 941 the increase in the size of t he 
Meteorological Teleprinter Network (M.T.N.) necessitated the modification 
of existing procedure in order that information could be passed to and from 
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all meteorologioal stations with the least possible delay.1 It was decided 
that the required increase in the rate of transmission should be given by the 
installation of a second teleprinter circuit between all meteorological centres 
(generally situated at group headquarters) and Dunstable, the second 
channels utilising the existing teleprinter at Dunstable and the existing 
channels to terminate on the Dunstable broadcast switchboard. Thus two 
teleprinters were necessary at all groups. The additional machines were 
to be fitted with a key strip in order that the following facilities could be 
provided:-

(a) The second group teleprinter could obtain direct communication 
with Dunstable or any single out-station without interfering with 
the general broadcast from Dunstable to the group and station 

except the out-stations connected on the individual transmission. 

(b) Both group machines could collect information simultaneously from 
the out-stations, thus halving the time for the collection of synoptics 
during breaks in transmission from Dunstable. 

(c) Broadcast transmission from the group to its out-stations could 
incorporate transmission back to the associated Dunstable tele
printer (the second group machine and also the broadcast circuit 
from Dunstable being idle during this period.) 

Enquiry from the G.P.0. showed that insufficient cable pairs were avail
able between Leighton Buzzard and Dunstable to provide the scheme 
immediately, and an interim scheme was devised utilising a second tele
printer and associated switching panel at groups. The additional machine 
gave the following facilities: -

(a) Transmission from the second teleprinter at the group to Dunstable 
and transmission and reception with Dunstable on the existing 
group teleprinter when no broadcast was being sent out. 

(b) The second teleprinter was able to collect information from any 
out-station during a broadcast or when the first teleprinter was 
performing a similar function. 

(c) Broadcasts from existing group machines to all out-stations to 
incorporate transmission back to Dunstable. 

(d) So that existing procedure could be reverted to on the failure of 
either machine, a. key was fitted on the group switching panel to 

operate the single facility.· 

A list of groups at which these modifications were to be carried out, 
together with an order of priority, was sent to the G.P.O. on 20 January 
1941. 

There was, however, considerable delay in the provision of the new 
facilities due to shortage of the equipment required to modify the existing 
switchboards and build new-type switchboards. The policy was to replace 
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the existing switchboards with the new type at the most important centres, 
and to modify existing switchboards elsewhere. Most of the groups were 
operating with two teleprinters by the end of 1941. Modifications were 
later made to enable groups to broadcast on the second channel to any one 
out-station while Dunstable was broadcasting on the first channel, and also 
to enable a duplicate broadcast from Dunstable to be made on the second 
line to groups.t 

In order to provide facilities for incoming meteorological reports to be 
collected in the event of landline failure, it was agreed at a meeting of the 
C.S.O.s of all commands, on 30 July 1940, that the standby W / T point-to
point organisation could be used in emergency for passing these reports. 
The fust two minutes in every third hour. were therefore reserved, subject to 
operational requirements, for the transmission of these reports, and in
structions to this effect were issued in September 1940, and later embodied 
in C.C.0.l / 1941.~ 

Following a minor breakdown of landlines in February 1941, further 
discussions were held at the Air Ministry between Signals, Operations and 
Meteorological staffs, to discuss the collection of meteorological reports by 
W /T in the event of teleprinter failure. A new procedure for the collection 
of reports was agreed at this meeting, and co-operation between Group, 
Signal-s, and Meteorological offices was arranged.3 The new procedure was 
that, in general, if a teleprinter breakdown occurred, endeavour was made to 
pass station reports by la.ndline or despatch rider to a station on the M.T.N. 
whose communications were oot interrupted, or direct to Dunstable. If this 
proved impracticable, the reports, after being encyphered, were passed by 
means of the standby W /T organisation. Stations were then divided into 
two categories, those which passed their reports direct to Dunstable, and 
those which passed their reports to the group centre, or Type I Meteoro
logical Centre, as it was now known. Full instructions for th e passing of 
meteorological reports under all foreseeable circumstances were issued in 
June 1941. Subject to urgent operational requirements, a period of three 
minu~s was now allowed on the W /T standby system for the passing of 
meteorological reports at or immediately after every third hour. In this 
period-the group W /T station collected reports from individual stations in a 
pre-arranged order, each station transmitting its report a fter the preceding 
station had completed its transmission. 

Another safeguard was provided in April 1942, when arrangements were 
made for the provision of a low-power standby transmitter at the Meteoro
logical Centre at Dunstable, to come into use in the event of a breakdown 
of remote control lines between Dunstable and Dagnall or other outside 
transmitters. A frequency was allotted ~ an organisation drawn up which 
included all commands and operational groups. Additional receivers were 
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required in some cases. Weekly exercises were carried out and a suitable 
cypher was selected. The instructions issued in June 1941 were revised in 
August 1943, by which time there were 275 reporting stations on the M.T.N., 
59 of which reported direct to Dunstable. 

The provision of teleprinters and lines for meteorological communications 
for the 8th U.S.A.A.F. was started in July 1942, and on 9 September 1942 
a meeting was held at the Air Ministry to discuss requirements. In view 
of the shortage of teleprinters, it was necessary to determine the general 
order of priority of all the known requirements, American and British, so 
as to agree on a procedure for allocat ing teleprinters as they became avail
able. Only about 75 teleprinters were expected to become available in the 
ensuing four to five months. A month-by-month list of priorities was drawn 
up, and the Air Ministry undertook to arrange the provision of the required 
circuits with the G.P.0. so that as far as possible the teleprinters could be 
connected up as soon as they were available. Provision continued on this 
basis.1 

Meteorological Broadcasts by W /T 

The transmission of meteorological information by the W /T broadcast 
method to certain overseas stations, and the reception of reports from over
seas, was a routine commitment at Dunstable from its earliest days. From 
26 August 1942, broadcasts of meteorological information were made in 
accordance with a new schedule covering four British stations, plus Iceland, 
Fa.roes, Greenland, Spain, Azores, and Canadian and American stations. 
These transmissions were made in confidential meteorological code. Units at 
Gibraltar, Lisbon, Iceland, the Farces, and G.H.Q. Home Forces received 
the broadcasts regularly, and other units from time to time. The trans
missions were known as 'Altig Issues', and were specially designed for the 
use of meteorological stations overseas and for mobile stations. On the 
introduction of the new schedule, separate provision for emergency broad
casts from Dunstable in the event of landline failure was abandoned and 
it was arranged that, if a major breakdown occurred, the scheduled 'Altig ' 
broadcasts would continue but would be made in a cypher of more general 
distribution, and would thus be available as an emergency service pending 
the restoration of the M.T.N. 

'Alfig' broadcasts were timed to ,fit in with special and 'K' broadcasts 
so as not to overlap. By September 1943, 2nd T.A.F., United States 8th Air 
Support Command, Malta, the Middle East , North African Air Force, and 
the American Forces in North Africa, Bathhurst and Rabat Sale were 
also receiving the 'AJ-6g ' broadcasts. 

In Oetober 1943, proposals were put forward and agreed for meteorological 
communications for the American and British Transport Commands. The 
new arrangements provided facilities for a 'North Atlantic' broadcast from 
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Prestwick, the broadcasts from Dunstable remammg as before. For the 
new service, Prestwick acted as the controlling station broadcasting to and 
receiving information from Gloucester, St. Mawgan and Harrow, these 
statjons acting as the backbone of the system. A number of other stations 
received a part of these broadcasts as a matter of routine. 1 

An examination of the meteorological services for A.E.A.F., carried out in 
April 1944, showed that an extra schedule of W /T transmissions in addition 
to the existing ' Alfig ' schedule would be required for the A.E.A.F mobile 
stations. A suitable transmitter at Dagnall (a T.1190), with keying facilities 
from Dunstable, was provided in May 1944. The new schedule, which covered 
reports from Canada and America, the Mediterranean, Iceland, Spain, Green
land and Great Britain, was known as' Bulfex '. 

With the move of Headquarters M.A.A.F. units into the south of France 
in August 1944 under Operation 'Dragoon', the information contained in 
the ' Bulfex ' transmissions was also required in this area. An SWB8 at 
Hartlebury was allotted, to be keyed simultaneously with the T.1190 at 
Oagnall on a frequency suitable for reception in Southern France. The new 
transmitter began operating on 18 September 1944. Many units experienced 
great difficulty in receiving the ' Alfig ' reports at night, and as a result a 
B.B.C. transmitter at Brookmans Park, which was tuned to 583 kc/ s and 
was used for a broadcast service during the day, was used for the trans
mission of ' Alfig ' reports outside broadcasting hours, and proved satis
factory. French collective messages were introduced into 'Alfig' in Novem
ber 1944.2 

Land.line Circuit Maintenance 

The danger of the isolation of units from the command and control of 
their parent formations through damage to landline communications under 
wartime conditions was always a serious one. Before the war, when the land
hne systems were being built up, the system of W /T communication between 
units (which had preceded landlines) was retained as a standby, and. with 
first the threat and then the actuality of war, a W /T standby system was 
kept in being. However, there were few illusions about the potentialities 
vf this emergency system; it was recognised that it could not be expected 
to carry more than a tiny fraction of the vast traffic handled daily by tele
phone and teleprinter. The precise vulnerability of the landline system to 
enemy bombing was unknown, '!!Jut the G.P.O. were confident that there 
would be few cases where lines could not be re-routed or restored within 
24-48 hours. Nevertheless, the fear of a serious disruption in communications 
remained; and it was recognised that such disruption was likely to take 
place at times when good communications were particularly desirable . ....,., 

With the collapse of France and the withdrawal of Britain's forces within 
her own frontiers, a further danger threatened-that of the cutting of com-
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munications by the direct action of enemy forces in areas invaded by sea
borne or airborne troops. This danger in fact never materialised; but it 
remained pr~sent for some years, and was a factor in the retention of the 
W /T standby system, besides prompting the introduction of emergency 
\V /T and R/T systems such as' Beetle' and' Panda'. 

Howt,ver, the makeshift nature of all these emergency systems only served 
t-0 undE,rline the importance of prompt and well organized servicing and 
maintenance of landlines. This was the responsibility of the G.P.O.; and 
one of the functions of the G.P.O. liaison officers appointed to the staff of all 
command and group headquarters was to serve as the advisory link between 
the R.A.F. and the G.P.0. when landlines were interrupted for any reason. 
But although the responsibility for the physical maintenance and repair 
of landlines lay with the G.P.0., the advice of the R.A.F. on priorities was 
continually needed. This to some extent might be provided by the C.S.O. 
of the command concerned; but in any major landline breakdown, more than 
one command was affected, and the work of assessing the relative importance 
of circuits and allocating priorities as between one command and another 
could only be undertaken by the Air Ministry. 

In July 1940, the Air Ministry warned all commands and units at home 
of the damage to landlines which might be expected to resu1t from operations, 
within the United Kingdom, bringing the failure of teleprinter and telephone 
communications. If such failure occurred the W /T standby point-to-point 
system was to be brought into use; but since this system was capable of 
handling only a small proportion of normal signals traffic, it was to be used 
for urgent operational messages only, the length of which was to oo reduced 
to a minimum. A Despatch Rider Letter Service to cover all units in the 
United Kingdom was also brought into use; this service was normally used 
for ordinary non-urgent administrative messages, but in emergency it was to 
carry all administrative and non-urgent operational messages. To overcome 
possible cyphering delays it was foreseen that urgent operational messages 
sent by the W /T standby system might have to be transmitted in p lain 
language, time rather than secrecy being the ovei:riding factor.' 

A number of exercises were carried out to test the capacity of the standby 
system to maintain a fair measure of contact. One such exercise was carried 
out in Bomber C-Ommand on J 8 /) 9 July 1940, in which the teleprinter 
service ootween C-Ommand H.Q. and the operational groups was regarded as 
out of action. Urgent operational reports were sent by W /T; and one of 
the pri.ncipal objects of the exercise was to ascertain the effect on the 
W /T and cypher organisation o~ heavy load of traffic. No special 
restriction was placed on telephone traffic, except that routine messages 
normally sent by teleprinter were not allowed to be passed over the tele
phone. Some important reports were sent by air. 
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The exercise proved a success, and was followed by a suggestion that a 
similar exercise should be carried out in which telephone links were also 
regarded as cut. It was thought, however, that the complete failure of the 
whole land.line system, both telegraph and telephone, was hardly possible, 
except by enemy occupation of the whole area concerned, since all main 
teleprinter circuits had alternative routeings, and main telephone and 
teleprinter cables ran on separate routes. The most serious danger lay at 
the main terminals (i.e. at group headquarters) where in some cases all 
communications ran in 11. common route between the nearest G.P.O. cent re 
and the headquarters. To cover this danger, exercises were held in which 
telephone lines were regarded as out of action for short periods. Generally 
speaking, however, the difficulties attending the running of exercises side 
by side with operations did not allow for the exercises to be held in number 
or duration sufficient to give useful results. One fact t,hat did emerge was 
that the average time spent in sendjng an average-length message of ninety 
groups by W /T, including cyphering, transmitting and receiving, and de
cyphering, was two hours and forty minutes. Headquarters Bomber Com
mand therefore decided to rely primarily on an extended D.R.L.S. in the 
event of a major breakdown in landline communications, employing W /T 
for short urgent messages only.1 

The practice of the G.P.O. of laying their main trunk route lines to follow 
main roads led to severe. damage to communicatjons when the enemy began 
the bombing of cities and towns along these roads. and to overcotne this, 
lines were subsequently laid along less vulnerable routes, large ring cables 
being laid around cities. and cables being fed from protected switch boxes 
to the main exchanges/ But the first effects of enemy bombing were felt 
before these precautions had been completed. The first serious damage 
occurred in the Kenley sector of Fighter Command on 18 August 1940, 
resulting in the G.P.O. Liaison Officer at Headqua.rters F ighter Command 
being called upon for a report.3 

The main concern of the R.A.F. 8ignals Branch was for the rapid restora
tion of important circuits, leaving the question of how this was to be 
effected to the G.P.O.: but- i t soon became apparent that overall control of 
the situation was essential at. Air Ministry level. Restoration of landline 

·circuits was rendered necessary by three general conditions: -

(a) One line failing due to a routine fault (the line being sufficiently 
important to warrant restoration over an alternative route before 
the fault was cleared). 

(b) A number of lines to one station failing as a result of damnge 
to a main or local cable (some of the lines being sufficiently im
portant to warrant altMJmative routeing before the damage wns 
permanently repaired) . 
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(c) All lines to one station failing as a result of damage to a main 
or local cable (in this case some lines had to be routed alterna
tively iu order to allow the station to operate). 

Action to restore landlines differed .according to the three main condi
tions. First, in the case of a minor fault, if there was no alternative com
munication ( such as an .administrative line), and the responsible officer 
insisted that immediate restoration was necessary, the G.P.O. engineer 
at the controlling station arranged for alternative routeing. In the case 
of a number of lines failing due to damage, the G.P.O. Regional D.T. Con
trol ascertained which lines had to be restored and arranged alternative 
routeing. In the case of a complete fai lure, the G.P.O. liaison officer re
ported the position to the Engineer-in-Chief, G.P.0., who decided, in con
sultation with the Air Ministry (Signals 3), which lines had to be restored, 
and made arrangements accordingly. 

It had always been understood at the Air Ministry, and indeed had been 
confirmed hy the G.P.O:, that damaged cables would norm.ally be repaired 
within 24 hours, and that even in difficult cases there would be a maximum 
interruption of 48 hours. However, during the Battle of Britain, fault 
durations were often very much longer, .and several times fighter opera.tions 
were seriously hampered by prolonged faults. 1 Some of the difficulties 
encountered by the G.P.O. may perhaps be mentioned. The electrical 
characteristics of a damaged line had to be determined, and the line had to 
b~ replaced over another ronte by a line of similar characteristics; this 
might necessitate taking a circuit from the public service between two 
exchanges and connecting it to the undamaged sections of the faulty line, 
or a complete alternative line might have to be set up. For the longer cir
cuits, usna.11:v four-wire circuits, great care was necessary, and numerous 
instruct.ions had to he issued by telephone to the various exchanges or 
repeater stations en route . Some time was bound to elapse before an 
alternative line could be set up, and the number of lines to be restored at 
any one time was an important factor. Complete restoration of a damaged 
cable pre~ented varying problem,;. The men engaged on repair work were 
often severely hampered by the presence of large quantities of sewage. The 
clearing of debris and the consolidation of road surfaces was another source 
of delay. Information as to the location of fallen bombs was not always 
avail.able, and it was sometimes necessary for G.P.O. engineers to make 
extensive surveys to determine whether G.P.O. plant was affected; in one 
case a bomb fell almost immediately over a main cable route but the crater 
was filled in before a G.P.0. inspection could be made. Unexploded bombs 
were another rl.ifficulty: areas were sometimes roped off and delays of 
several days occurred before access could b~ granted. The G.P.O. was not 
consulted before the detonation of une,tploded bombs, with the result that 
damage was cau!'.ed to G.P.O. plant which might have been avoided or con
siderably lessened. Escaping gas was another source of delay. No undue 
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lighting restrictions were imposed, but it was often impracticable to carry 
out repair work at night. 

Further serious Cilhle damage occurrE:d in September 1940, and experi
ence showed that insufficient information was being received at the Air 
Ministry on the extent of the dislocation caused. Consequently, it was not 
possible to dTaw the attention of the G.P.O. to the more urgent aspects of 
the repair work necessary or ·to give them comprehensive instructions on 
the priority of restoration. After consultation with the G.P.O., a new pro
cedure for the reporting of landline failures was therefore introduced in 
all home commands on I October 1940. Under this procedure, when there 
was a general failure in the landline communications a t an R.A.F. stat ion, 
the station signals officer first established from the local G.P .0. engineer 
whether the damage was in local cabling to the station or whether it was 
caused by a major breakdown in the G.P.O. system. If the former, he 

ascertained the probable time of repair of the cable and nobfied the group 
duty signals officer; this officer notified command, who in turn notified the 
Air Ministry, for information only. If the latter- that is, if a major break
down was involved-the station signs.ls officer notified group that his com
munications were affected by a breakdown beyond the cont.rol of his local 
G.P.O. engineer, stating the circuits out of action.1 This informat ion was 
passed by group through command to Air Ministry Signals. The com mand 
duty signals officer, in passing the information to t he Air Ministry, com
mented on the ctegree of . urgency of the repair work and gave a priority 
list of the circuits out of order. Air Ministry Signals were t hus in a posi
tion to gather information together from all commands and deal with the 
G.P.O. headquarters on the repair work in a general w.a.y, indic11.ting where 
necessary which work was to have precedence and keeping a check on the 
speed of restoration. Concurrently with this procedure the G.P.O. reports 
of cable damage were also passed to Air Ministry Signals so that informa
tion from the two sources could be collated and used in detailing repair 
work. 

The new system effected considerable improvement, but in mid-October 
the Air Ministry was still worried by the slow rate of repair of main cables 
after damage by enemy bombing. In the main, groups and stations were 
-connected by more than one circuit, routed through a variety of cable so 
that a single cable breakdown could not put a vital link completely out 
of action; the system was working well generally .and there had been few 
instances of a station being completely cut off. The danger was, however, 
that if damaged ma.in cable routes were not restored· within four or five 
days, the insurance of having more than one circuit entirely d isappeairw, 
and further damage might rusrupt even the most vital communications
including those on which the def~ of London depended. 

On 2 No,·ember 1940 there were in Fighter Command over a hundred 

1 A major breakdown was defined &s one in which 50 per cent of a st11tion's lines were 
out of action. 
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circuits which had been out of action for a week or more, and 132 circuits 
out of action in all. · The G.P.O. was unable to keep pace with the requests 
for restoration, and on 3 November, as a result of a survey made by the 
Air Ministry, all outstanding requests for the urgent restoration of circuits 
were cancelled and new priority lists substituted! In general, first priority 
was given to R.D.F. reporting circuits and operational control circuits such 
as controller to controller between groups and squadrons or stations. 
Secondly, also with a high priority, came the replacement or repair of the 
main circuits carrying multi-channel V.F. teleprinter channels, and thirdly, 
the restoration of administrative circuits/ 

For the repair and re-routeing of circuits which were faulty due to normal 
causes and not to main cable breakdown, it was the considered practice 
of the Air Ministry to include these circuits in all priority lists for two 
reasons: first , because the Air Ministry did not necessarily know, without 
causing the G.P .O. considerable trouble in investigation, whether a par
ticular circuit was faulty due to a cable breakdown or to a routine fault; 
and secondly, because the repeater station staffs responsible for the re
routeing of circuits faulty due to cable breakdowns were the same siaffs as 
those responsible for locating and rectifying normal faults and therefore 
needed to be informed of the relative importance of these normal faults as 
against circuit re-routeing in connection with cable breakdowns. 

The areas most affected by damage to cables were the Chatham area and 
south-east England generally, due to the persistent bombing of cables 
within ten miles of Central London . These areas were of great importance 
as Chatham was the Headquarters of No . 16 Group, Coastal Command, the 
group responsible for the protection of shipping in the Channel and North 
Sea, and many of the fighter stations concerned in the defence of London 
were situated in this area. In the latter part of 1940 some 50 per cent of 
the total circuits serving these formations were affected for long periods, 
and urgent action to provide a separate outlet from Central London was 
requested by the Director of Signals on 18 November 1940. The provision 
of a new cahle along a separate route, however, could not be achieved 
quickly in the prevailing condition::;, and when the situation was studied 
by the G.P.O. it, was decided to provide a cable through the completed 
pilot tunnel of the deferred Dartford--Gravesend tunnel, thus giving a new 
and valuable line from north to south of the Thames. Circuits interrupted 
on one side of the riYer could thus be re.routed from London on the other 
side and then across the river via the new cable. The laying of a 200-pair 
cable was completed in February 1941. 

Meanwhile, however, further serious damage to cables in south-east 
England occurred in the last few days ef'-1940, 124 R.A.F. circuits con
tained in 12 cables being put out of action on 29 December. Thirteen of 
the most vital circuits were given to the G.P.O. for re-routeing, but of 
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these only t.lnee had been restored by 2 ,January, and only 31 of the total 
of 124 circuits were restored over a week later. Action by the G.P.O. to 
improve the overall situation included the Dartford-Gravesend cable, 
V.H.F. wireless links between Rochester and Brentwood, the laying of 
cables in tube railway tunnels, and a special cable tunnel under Whitehall 
to give government offices direct protected cable access to these tube cables 
at Trafalgar Square. The whole sit uation was fully discussed at a meeting 
at Headquarters Fighter Command on 10 January 1941, the main outcome 
of which was a decision that each group should prepare a list of vital 
circuits which they wanted re-routed in the most secure cable available, 
the list being restricted to the absolute minimum of circuits necessary for 
operational purposes. These lists were forwarded to the Air Ministry by 
Headquarters Fighter Command on 20 March 1941.1 

Bomber and Coastal Commands were also asked to submit a statement 
of the minimum number of circuits in the various classes which would 
meet essential operational requirements in emergency, pending the rest-0ra
tion of full-scale facilities, giving the relative priority ; Bomber Command 
produced a list ten days later and Coastal Command in the following 
September. The system remained thllt there was permanently on duty at 
Signals 3, Air M.inistry, an officer to whom the commands reported break
downs in their landline communications; this officer used t.he lists of 
essential circuits compiled by the three operational commands as a guide. 
One command to group and one group to station speech line were first 
priority in each case, and other vitally important lines included lines to 
other formations, remote control lines to ,v / T stations, lines for regional 
control stations, and movement liaison service lines? 

Although the procedure that reports were made to the Air Ministry by 
Commands only remained generally in force, exceptions to this rule in
c,reased. Already Leighton Buzzard was reporting direct on behalf of the 
A.M. W /T stations in its area, and No. 11 Group was also allowed to 
report <lirect to the Air Ministry, by-passing Headquarters F ighter Com
mand. The opening of new switching centres resulted in a d ecision to 
handle information on land.line breakdowns occurring at these centres at 
Headquarters No. 26 Group, who reported direct to the Air Ministry, 
pa(!sing a summary of the ]andline position with recommendations. The
establishment of the- R.A.F. Traffic Control Section at Headquarters No. 26 
Group gave this group a special ability to advise on the effect of landline 
breakdowns and indicate to the Air Ministry where the greatP-st difficulties 
lay. 

In the early stages of the German bombing offensive it was Fighter 
Command's communications which ~ered most, and naturally this com
mand received flrst priority in the restoration of circuits. However, it was 
recognise,j that the interruptjon of Bomber Command communications 
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during an operation might result in serious loss of aircraft and crews, and 
this fa.et was underlined when Headquarters No. 3 Group lost all their 
communications and were isolated from their stations through bomb 
damage at the Newmarket exchange in February 1941. Following this 
incident, the Air Ministry raised the question with the G.P.O. of the 
alternative routeing of circuits from Bomber Command to groups and from 
groups to stations; such alternative routeing was already provided satis
factorily in Fighter Command. A survey of existing lines was needed, but 
this was delayed by the pressure of work on the G.P.O. in the provision 
of lines to new stations and in the transfer of various operational establish
ments to new accommodation. In January 1942 the G.P.O. prepared a 
review of the communications between Bomber Command and its groups, 
as a result of which the Air Ministry pressed for and later obtained several 
addition.al circuits and the diversion of others.1 

When the Americans began to operate in the United Kingdom in 1942, 
the procedure followed in the R.A.F. for the restoration of faulty and 
damaged lan<lline circuits was explained to them .and their concurrence in 
the scheme obtained. The prime function of fault control at the Air 
Ministry remained to liaise between the air forces and the G.P.O. for the 
prompt restorfl.tion of essential and urgent lines, with a G.P.O. liaison 
officer at the commands and groups and equivalent U.S.A.A.F. formations 
to deal with circuit foilure under normal conditions.2 

Another source of damage to cables, unrelated to enemy action, was 
the damage caused at air force stations by contractors and other working 
parties; this became particularly severe in 1943. In order to assist the 
local Works representative, a scheme was brought into force whereby all 
stations kept an up-to-date set of plans suitably marked with the G.P .O. 
cable runs, and close liaison was maintained between the local Works 
representative and the station signals officer. 

A meeting was held early in 1944 to discuss the landline maintenance 
policy for A.E.A.F.; it was attended by representatives of the G.P.O., Head
quarters A.E.A.F., t.he Admiralty, the War Office, and the Air "Ministry. 
At this meeting it was reiteratE:<l that re-route and repair priorities in the 
United Kingdom would be decided by the three ministries only, and later, 
on the continent, by S.H.A.E.F. At home, many other commands besides 
A.E.A.F. were involved, the scheme had worked well throughout the blitz 
periods, and the Air Ministry had ,gone to great lengths to have exhaustive 
records compiled, including a system of quick appraisement charts. A fault 
control was established at Headquarters A.E.A.F. in the United Kingdom, 
which also absorbed that of A.D.G.B., but this fault control continued to 
work through the Air Ministry ( the responsible branch was now Tels. 3a), 
where there were special circuits ~d facilities available for this purpose. 
This in no way cut across the local work of the G.P.O. liaison officers.3 
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The overall effect of the wartime expansion of the whole landlines 
system, the reinforcement of main routes u.nd the ring system of cahles 
round cities was particularly noticeable dur.ing the Vl and V2 blitze::l of 
1944, in which very little inconvenience was caused to communications. 

Communications in Northern Ireland 

Up to June 1940, the landline communications serving the R.A.F. units 
based in Northern Ireland were provided exclusively by the G.P.O. The 
R.A.F. units were mostly training units, but they included a Coastal 
Command operational station at Aldergrove, and might be expected to 
include Fighter and Bomber squadrons in the event of an invasion of 
Northern lreland or Eire. It was felt that, in the event of hostilities in 
Northern lreland, the existing methods of provision would be unreliable, 
and that the situation might become such that the Army would have to 
take over all landline communications. Again, if forces were required to 
move down into Eire, there was a likelihood that a considerable reconstruc
tion of lines would be necessary. In order to secure landline communica
tions it wa.s therefore decided with the fall of France to send one of the 
two Air Formation Signals Units returning from France to Northern 
Ireland. Line and Wing Signals Sections of the A.F.S. were sent sub
sequently. ma.king the function of the A.F.S. in Ireland :-1 

(a) To provide the necessary Army signals personnel to discharge 
the Army responsibility of providing, operating and maintaining 
landline communications in an air component in the event of 
invasion. 

(b) To assist in the provision, maintenance and operation of e:icisting 
landline communications. 

The main R.A.F. requirements in Northern Ireland were communica
tions between Headquarters No. 61 Group, Maintenance Command and 
the Air Ministry; between Headquarters No. 61 Group and Bomber Com
mand; internal communications between the various units; communica
tion between Aldergrove and Dunstable for the meteorological system ; 
W /T and D/F for aircraft; and communication from Aldergrove to Head
quart~rs Fighter Command aod from Aldergrove t-0 Greenock and Head
quarters Coastal Command. To meet these requirements the following were 
provided or expanded : -

(a) A land line teleprinter and telephone system. 
(b) A standby W /T system. 
:c) An A.D.L.S. system between Northern Ireland and England to 

supplement (a) and (b). 
(d) W /T, R/T and D/F faciliti~''for aircraft. 

Schedules of land.line ancl W /T circuits wer e prepared in July 1940. 
The G.P.O. continued to serve Northern Ireland as a region in exactly the 
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rnme way as any other G.P.O. region in England. Mobile pack sets 
(T.1083/R.1082) were provided initially for the standby W /T circuits. In 
mid-1940, the standard of operating and procedure with these circuits was 
distressingly low, ruid in an effort to improve the situation, coooentrated 
W /T practices were held, until at lengtJh the -system was made to work 
satisfactorily. The exercises served the dual purpose of training personnel 
and of keeping the mobile equipment serviceable.1 

In the Ja ther part of 1940, the security communications in Northern Ireland 
caused great concern, and at a sub-committee meeting of the Defence 
Services Line Telecommunications Board on 8 October 1940, 1:ihe establish
ment of an Inter-Service Signals Centre for Northern Ireland was suggested. 
The weakness of the existing system was that the main underground cables 
in Northern Ireland, although few in number, all centred on Telephone 
House, Belfast; and, in addition, all cables from t!he mainland were 
terminated in this building. If this centre were destroyed, either by enemy 
bombing or by sabotage, communications to and within Northern Ireland 
would be completely dislocated. 

In any case, it was apparent that the growth of the R.A.F. in Northern 
Ireland made it essential to establish a major Signals Centre at a con
venient site, with teleprinter and telephone switdhboards serving all R.A.F. 
stations and linking in Naval and Army Centres. It was therefore decided, 
in January 1941, to establish a new centre at Dundonald, five miles outsidP 
Belfast. It was considered that this area would be reasonably secure from 
bomb damage, and would be easier to guard than a building in the centre 
of Belfast. A site was ohosen and buildings and power supplies planned. 
However, by an extraordinary coincidence, a stray high explosive bomb 
dropped by ~n enemy plane blew a large crater in this carefully selected 
site, resulting in a delay in the commencement of work while the site was 
levelled out again. Further delays followed due to an unsatisfactory con
traotor, and at length the original contract was cancelled and a new contract 
let. The new centre was opened in 1942, and known as the Dundonald 
Signals Centre. It was considerably expanded over and above the original 
plan as a result of increasing commitments in Northern Ireland.2 

The original requirement for W /T, R/T and D/F facilities for aircraft 
was met by the installation of low and medium power equipment. HoweYer, 
a requirement soon arose for high power \V /T facilities for long range 
aircraft, first, for Coastal Command' reconnaissance and escort and, later, 
for Ferry Command. Following a reorganisation of units in Northern 
Ireland, a new W /T station was built at Eglington. where two Marconi 
SWBS's were installed. 
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CHAPTER 5 

INTER-COMMAND WIRELESS 

Prior to Hl26, there was no official organisation in existence for a 
co-ordinated system of point-to-point wireless telegraphy between the 
various commands of the Royal Air Force. Each command had its own 
internal W /T point-to-point system, but until the introduction of the short
wave technique, the only inter-command W /T organisation in existence 
was a long-wave routine split into two systems, as follows:-

(a) Inter-command (European system). For this system the Air 
Ministry carried out four routine periods daily with Kalafrana 
(Malta) and 4100 and 4800 metres, and Kalafrana had four 
routine periods with the Army W /T station at Cairo on 4800 and 
3000 metres, the Army station handling the Headquarters R.A.F. 
Middle East traffic experimentally. 

{ b) Inter-command routine { Asiatic system). Regular routine inter
command communication was established daily between HBad
quarters Middle East and Headquarters Palestine, Headquarters 
Middle East and Jerusalem, Headquarters Iraq and Jerusalem, 
and Headquarters Middle East and Amman. 

From this it will be seen that the only direct inter-command communica
tion afforded to the Air Ministry was to Kalafrana (Malta). This was due 
to the limitations imposed on long distance communications by the high 
power and expensive aerial arrays required for the long wave-lengths then 
in use. Nearly all important Air Ministry traffic was sent by cable, long
wave communication was just possible with Egypt at night, though not 
sufficiently reliable for use as a regular means of passing traffic, and all tele
grams for Aden and India were automatically sent by cable.1 

Short-wave Experiments 

By 1923, amatems all over the world had discovered the uses to which 
the shorter wave-lengths could be put, and to meet requirements in Iraq 
chiefly connected with reconnaissance reports from frontier outposts, a 
Flight Lieutenant Durrant, then stationed in Iraq, constructed a short
wave set, and also communicated 'with various amateurs. At about the 
same time, a Flight, Lieutenant Rodney was working on similar lines at 
Cranwe!L and the pioneer work of these two men was followed almost 
immediately by similar work by various \,V /T personnel at home and 
abroad. These men quickly got intJ;l.-:W /T contact with one another, and 
it soon became apparent that trnffic could be passed under certain con
ditions where t.he ex.isting long-wave organigation was unable to givfl service. 
W /T personnel throughout the Service began making up sets at their 
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own expense and exchanging signals outside normal duty hours. At first, 
communication was only possible during the hours of darkness, but in 1925 
daylight working was established using what were then known as ultra
short wave-lengths. An N.C.O. from Mosul, trained in short-wave work, 
was posted to India. where he installed similar apparatus and carried out 
further experiments with Iraq and the United Kingdom. Two more experi
mental !ltations wore opened up in Palestine and Malta in 1925. The 
situation was appreciated early on the the Air Ministry, and the R.A.E. was 
approached and asked what wave-lengths they thought would be most 
suitable for a point-to-point service. It was apparent at this stage, however, 
that suitable waves, if they existed, would only be found by trial and error, 
and by keeping watch over lengthy periods.\ 

It was undesirable for W.fT personnel to continue on the existing basis of 
keeping watch after normal duty hours, and it was suggested by Head
quarters Middle East that in order to make full use of the short-wave 
\-V /T system for inter-command working, a definite organisation be intro
duced. Short-wave stations were in the habit of communicating with 
amateurs in various countries on v,a.ri0us wave-lengths, as a rusult of which 
these stations were sometimes not available when Service traffic was waiting 
to be passed. It was therefore proposed by Headquarters Middle East that 
each headquarters short-wave station be allotted a certain wave-length and 
period of watch, during which only Service stations should be communicated 
with. 

Meanwhile in England, Flight Lieutenant Rodney was collecting informa
tion and carrying out experiments with the object of developing inter
command communications. Beginning with Malta and gradually extending 
e!lstwards to India, very satisfactory results were obtained, and a large 
number of official telegrams were transmitted and received under an Air 
Ministry short-wave organisation laid down in March 1926. Finally. in 
June 1926, communication was established with Australia. By 30 July 
1926, the R.A.F. had the following short-wave stations working on a daily 
routine:-

Great Britain 

Malta 
Egypt 
Aden 
Palestine 
Transjordan 
Iraq 
India ... 

Cranwell, Gosport, Leuchars, Lee
on-Solent, and Flowerdown. 
Ta Silch 
Cairo ( later Isrnailia) 

Ramleh and Bir Salem 
Amman 
Baghdad, Basra 
Delhi, Simla 

The R.AA.F. were now being worked daily from Cran well, their station being 
at Melbourne. It was found that serious interference was encountered. on 
wave-lengths above 40 metres, and the 34-39 metre band was found more 
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suitable. In July 1926 nearly all the short-wave stations were operating 
on wave-lengths between 35-37 metres.1 A considerable saving was being 
effected in cable rates. Services to Canada, South Africa and New Zealand 
were being planned, and the service to Canada opened up later in the 
yea.r.2 During the whole of this period, apparatus in use at the variotis 
short-wave stahons, both at home and abroad, was of local construction 
and was privately owned, except for transmitting valves and H.T. 
generators, and no extra personnel were provided to maintain watches.3 In 
addition to the R.A.F. short-wave services operating from the Air Ministry 
to stations in the Middle East, India and Australia, and the inter-command 
network within the Middle East, the Admiralty had been assisted, at their 
own request, with their communications to central China during the 
operations in Hankow. The short-wnve transmitter at Kidbrooke was used 
for direct communication between the Air Ministry and Shanghai and also 
for communication via Australia. War Office traffic was a lso handled, and 
in addition to the strategic value, considerable saving resulted in cable 
charges.• This was.generally true of all short-wave communication; a record 
kept for a period of three months in the second half of 1926 showed that 
an average of £300 per month was being saved in cable charges through 
the operation of the R.A.F. short-wave services, and the appreciation of 
the Air Council was conveyed to a- number of officers and N.C.0.s who 
had pioneered the work. 

In order to continue experiments in a manner likely to furnish reliable 
data., it wa.~ essential to have a transmitter and receiver of standard design 
at the various stations engaged in the work.5 Early in 1925, orders had been 
given to the R.A.E. to proceed with the development of a standard short
wave set, following a conference at which the general details were decided. 
The Type' A 'short-wave set was the ont.come.6 The original design of thE> 
Type ' A ' short-wave transmitter, receiver and wavemeter aimed at 
simplicity, ense of manipulation, the use of as few non-Service components 
as possible in manufacture, and standardisation. Flight Lieutenant Durrant/ 
who was postoo ba ck to the lTnited Kingdom in 1925, having been sent 
first as an instructor t o the Technical and \Vireless School with orders to 
continue short-wave t.rials, was posted to K.idbrooke to supervise the con
_struction of the Type 'A' set. By October 1926, 12 t ransmitters, 12 receivers 
and 12 wavemeters were being constructed _.at Kidbrooke to designs 
developed by Flight Lieutenant Durrant. The first completed model was 
shipped to Malta. where some time was devoted to tests between 20 and 30 
metres in order to determine the optimum wave for daylight work. It was 
realised that Malta. formed an iroportsmt- link station for the east. On 
1 October 1926, the new Type ' A ' transmitter was operated successfully 

1 A.M. File S .25137. 
~ A .M . File 907692/ 29. 
~ A.M. File 728439/26. 
• A.M . File S.28105. 
~ A .M. File S.25137. 
6 A.M. File S .25137 . 
7 A.M. File 72'8439/26. 
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by remote control from Kingsway, and good contact was maintained with 
Malta, Egypt and Baghdad. In addition to the installation at the Air 
Ministry and Malta, the new sets were subsequently installed at Ismailia, 
Baghdad, India, Aden, Shanghai, Australia and New Zealand, and a series 
of tests was carried out.1 The most gratifying result of the tests was that 
communication was regularly established with low power between points 
not in direct W /T contact before the introduction of short-wave working, i.e. 
England, Baghdad and India, Aden and Ismailia, Khart-Oum and lsmailia. 
and the Far East, England and Australia, and England .and Canada. It 
was found that a lower wave-length was required for daylight working than 
at night. With the new equipment 23 metres was used in daylight and 
42 metres .at night. Communication at night was reliable, but daylight 
working suffered from a considerable weakening of signal in the middle ·of 
the day.2 

Organisation for Overseas. Working 

In 1927, a detailed organisation for overseas working was drawn up and 
subsequently included in Confidential Communication Order No. 1 for 
1929. The daily short-wave traffic was now reaching such proportions that 
it could not be handled at Kingsway, and reception was carried out at 
Kidbrooke. A temporary building was secured and remote control land
lines laid. The policy now was to develop the inter-command short-wave 
system to provide a channel of rapid communication available at all times 
betwet>n the Air Ministry and R.A.F. commands overseas.3 

By 1929_, the situation was that a 24-hour guaranteed service from the 
Air Ministry to MaltA. was in force all the year; Malta was in continuous 
contact with Egypt also. A 24-hour service from the Air Ministry to Egypt 
was operated from January t-0 April and from October to December; 
between May and September, direct working was liable to be interrupted 
for about two to three hours at midday owing to absorption by the Heaviside 
layer. A direct service was possible from the Air Ministry to Baghdad, 
India and Aden after sunset, and a direct service with Australia for four 
periods in each 24 hours, of two to three hours in each case, the exact times 
varying according to the time of year. The Air Ministry was also in constant 
touch with R.A.F. troopships through short-wave equipment; this followed 
a. suggestion made by Flight Lieutemmt Durrant in 1926. A considerable 
saving of time and money was thus effected, all telegrams regarding person
nel. postings, instructions from O.C. Records etc., being transmitted by 
short-wave.' 

1 A.M. Files S.24300 and S.28105. 
2 A.M. File S.25137. 
3 A.M. File S.26411. 
' By the end of l,927 the amount of traffic passed by ~hort-wave would have cost 

£6,000 to £7,000 a month had it been transmitted over t-he cable routes. 
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Improved Transmitters 

Various modifications were incorporated in the new standard transmitter 
and receiver, with a useful improvement in performance. The chief modifi
cations were high-frequency amplifying attachments for the receivers, 
remotely controlled transmitters which gave greater efficiency, and the use 
of a new type of djpo[e aerial, first produced at Aden and later copied by 
all inter-command stations, giving greatly improved results. 

By 1931 , a second experimental transmitter, the T.27, was in use for inter
command short-wave services and long distance short-wave services with 
aircraft, but already this equip ment had been declared obsolescent, the 
jntention being to replace it with the Naval type T.26 medium power short
wave inter-command transmitter, which incorporated six spot crystal
controlled frequencies and a standby master-oscillator-driven circuit variable 
between 18,750 and 5,000 kc/s. In addition, a high-power automatic high
speed short-wave transmitter was under consideration for installation at 
the Air Ministry and Ismailia to accelerate communication. 

Because of its central position geographically, Ismailia was now designated 
control station on inter-command frequencies. All R.A.F. main high-speed 
channels operated on 13,500 and 6,750 kc/s. An additional high-speed 
channel on 13,900 and 6,950 kc/ s was operated by the Air Ministry, 
Ismailia, Singapore, Melbourne, New Zealand, and South Africa. The inter
command equipment at Malta, which included both the T.27 and the Type 
'A' set, was now remotely controlled at Valletta. In Iraq, an inter-unit 
short-wave routine was operated between six stations in the command, using 
Type 'A ' transmitters. A Type ' A ' transmitter was in use for inter
command services at Aden. Communication on 13,500 k c/s was success
fully established between Hong Kong and Singapore, using the Type ' A' 
and locally manufactured short-wave apparatus, in 1931.1 

Multi-channel working was introduced on the main circuits in 1930, 
because of the volume of traffic, and the new T.26 transmitter was general
ly introduced, after considerable difficulties due to low-power, in l!l33. New 
receivers and amplifiers, the R.64 and A.65, were issued in 1932, but the 
~ew receiver had a high noise level and was insufficiently selective on the 
low and medium frequencies, and a new general purpose receiver, the R.52, 
was developed in 1934.2 

Directional Aerials 

By the beginning of 1935, the improved transmitters and receivers were 
beginning to provide more reliable inter-command communications. The 
end of the first stage of the task of providing inter-command communications 
was thus in sight. It was clear, however, that jamming, either intentional 
or unintentional , could disorganize the existing system completely, and some 

1 A.M . File S.24.828. 
2 A.M. File S.24828. 
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solution to this problem was therefore sought. The most likely metho~ 
seemed to be the use of highly directional receiving aerials and i,.ssociated 
apparatus. Such aerials and apparatus, often costly 6.~d elaborate, w~re 
already being used by commercial companies, but because of their static 
nature, and for reasons of economy, it seemed desirable to avoid their use 
in the Service if possible. H owever, since the use of highly directional 
receiving aerial systems seemed practically the only technical solution, it 
was intended that opportunity should be taken of the erection of new 
arrays at Cardington to make experiments. Another suggestion, to work in 
conjunction with the use of directional arrays, was to make use of relay 
stations in order to avoid the transmission path passing over possible enemy 
countries. F or instance, for communication between the United Kingdom 
and Malta, whatever the type of receiving system used, there were great 
advantages to be gained from using Gibraltar as a relay station. It was 
thought practicable that discrimination against interfering signals could be 
aided by the use of Adcock direction finders at Gibraltar and Malta, and tests 
were carried out at \Vaddington which confirmed this.1 

A conference was held to discuss the general problem at the Air Ministry 
on 17 November 1936, at which it was agreed that directive aerials were 
essential for inter-command purposes. However, it was not possible to lay 
down hard and fast rules on the type and disposition of aerial systems 
without precise knowledge of local conditions. Each inter-command station 
had to be-treated separately, and it was therefore decided to send an R.A.E. 
representative to overseas inter-command W /T stations to collect and 
collate the necessary local information to enable the appropriate aerial 
systems to be installed. A representative of the R.A.E. left England .in 
February 1937 on a tour of the Middle East (including Aden and Iraq), 
India, and the Far East, his tour lasting for six months.2 

Further tests carried out at Cardington early in 1939 to see to what extent 
the use of directional receiving apparatus would prevent deliberate jamming 
of the inter-command system showed that considerable immunity would be 
provided. It was eventually decided to establish an H.F. D / F installation 
near t.he main wireless receiving stations at Leighton Bnzza.rd, Ismailia. 
Khartoum, Malta, Habbaniya, Aden, Singapore, and Ambala. These instal
lations were to be used only to overcome jamming, and were independent 
of the normal inter-command service and also of the D / F service to aircraft. 
In September 1939 a contract was placed with Marconi's, and the Air 
Ministry informed the respective overseas commands that H .F. D / F instal
lations Type D.F.G. 12 were being provided for erection as near as possible 
to the inter-command receiving stations, for directional reception to over
come inte.rference. The C.S.O.s of the overseas commands concerned were in
structed to select suitable sites ip..,..open places about 300 yards clear of metal 
obstructions and aerials. Unprotected buildings were provided at Malta, 
Ismailia, Khartoum and Habbaniya, and protected buildi1_igs At Aden and 

1 A.M. File S.350~9. 
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Singapore. By April 1940 the sets for Leighton Buzzard and Khartoum had 
been installed and those for Ismailia, Malta, Habbaniya, Aden and Singapore 
had been despatched. The set for Ambala was despatched later in 1940.1 

In order to satisfy the demand for reliable two-way inter-command com
munication between the Air Ministry and all R.A.F. commands overseas, 
it was found necessary in the face of increasing interference on the high 
frequencies to equip inter-command stations with controlled frequency 
transmitters having an aerial input 2.5 to 3 kW. By 1937, the types in use, 
in addition to the T.26 were the Marconi SWBB and the Standard Tele
phones M.15. The 13,500 and 6,750 kc/s frequency bands remained in use 
for day and night working respectively, a 5 kc/s separation being observed 
between channels. To facilitate the supply of spares, the two main types of 
transmitter were redistributed so that all commands east of Suez had the 
T.26 and west of Suez the SWBB. No further transmitters of the obsolescent 
T.26 type were made, and those used east of Suez were gradually replaced by 
the SWBB.2 

The distance between Ismailia and Khartoum necessitated the use of a 
medium power transmitter at both ,stations to ensure reliable communicR
tion, and in 1937 it was decided to equip Khartoum with an SWBB. Thi.,; 
not only met the requirement for communication between Egypt and the 
Sudan, but also made it possible to bring Khartoum into the inter-com
mand organisation in the event of Ismailia being put out of action by 
deliberate jamming or other cause. At the same time, a second medium 
power station was provided for Ambala, which although intended primarily 
as a standby, provided an additional channel for certain inter-command 
traffic and an improved local service. A further standby service was 
provided by the medium power transmitters coming into use for long-range 
communication with aircraft; these had become necessary because of the 
increase in the number of long distance cruises undertaken by land-based 
aircraft and flying-boats, satisfactory reception at long range being guaran
teed by the use of inter-command types of transmitter. These sets were for 
the most part located at inter-command ·stations, where they also 
functioned as a standby for the main transmitters.3 

At the outbreak of war, the inter-command network consisted of a total 
of 104 circuits of which 20 terminated at the Air Ministry. Those 20 circuits 
were operated without the use of a linking station, direct contact being 
maintained with Singapore, Melbourne, Habbaniya, Ambala, Wellington, 
Malta, Khartoum, Ismailia, Aden, Ottawa, and Pretoria. Links via Ismailia. 
were available to the French station~t Tunis and Algiers. The remaining 
circuits were linking circuits between overseas commands.' 

1 A.M. File S.2060. 
2 A.M. File S;3496l. 
3 A.M. File S.:M-961. 
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Automatic High Speed Channels 

An automatic high speed channel between the Air Ministry and Ismailia, 
to operate on frequencies of 10,000 and 9,9'70 kc/ s, was first suggested in 
1931. Various other frequencies were tested, and subsequently special 
automatic equipment was ordered from Marconi's. This was delivered in 
the spring of 1934, and tested up to 200 words per minute between the new 
Air Ministry W /T station at Greenford and Ismailia. But the service 
was not established permanently until April 1939. By 1937, however, owing 
to the expected increase in traffic that would result from an emergency, 
and the need for the speedy disposal of traffi0 during the limited working 
periods possible with some commands, the possibility of introducing the 
automatic system of transmission and reception on all ma,in inter-command 
channels was considered at the Air Ministry.1 The provision of 25 special 
\V /T receivers for automatic high speP-d morse communications was 
arranged by letting a contract to Murphy's early in 1937, and orders for 
further supplies of the Marconi SWB8 were placed.2 However, the only 
automatic channel in operation at the outbreak of war was that between 
the Air Ministry and Ismailia.3 

On 13 July 1940, Headquarters Middle East suggested that, because of 
the pressure of traffic on the automatic Air Ministry to Ismailia service and 
the lack of any standby service, a direct automatic high speed service 
should be provided between the Air Ministry and Headquarters Middle 
East. Equipment for use at the Middle East end of the channel was hired 
locally from Marconi's, and by October 1940 the new channel was operating 
satisfactorily.' 

However, the service to the Middle East was only a part of the problem. 
The enormous increase in the volume of traffic on the main R.A.F. inter
command W /T channels during the early months of the war necessitated 
the early provision of automatic high speed morse equipment at all the 
main inter-command stations. Serious delays in mail services to overseas 
stations further aggravated the problem. It was also expected that the 
auto system would assi,st in neutralising enemy interference and contribute 
t-0 keeping the ether as clear as possible.5 In the first place, effort was 
concentrated on completing an efficient and up-to-date installation at 
Leighton Buzzard, where expert technical advice from a number of 
specialists was available. The next problem was to introduce similar equip
ment in the overseas commands and to provide specialised technical assis
tance while the new equipment was being installed. 

! A.M. File S.34961. 
2 A.M. File S.4780. 
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3 A diagram showing the Air Ministry inter-command channels m use m 1940 is at 
Appendix No. 8. 
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Propornls for the introduction of automatic communications on all R.A.F. 
ma.in W / T channels wne formulated in October 1940.1 It was decided that, 
in t,he first instance, the system used would be high-speed morse signalling, 
usmg perforated tape for transmission and ink recording by undulator for 
recoptiou; a system of direct printing over radio links was to be considered 
for introduction lat0r, but first it was regarded as essential to establish the 
antc.matic high spee<l morse circuit on a reliable operating basis. The W / T 
stations to be equipped were: -

Air Ministry (Leighton Buzzard, Cardington, Dunstable, Birdlip, 
Whitehall). 

Cairo 
Ismailia. 
Khartoum 
Malta 
Aden 

Habbaniya 
Ambala. 
Singapore 
Ottawa 

The Air Ministry W /T station at Leighton Buzzard had already bet>n 
fitted with apparatus to enable all these circuits to be operated, and the 
channels to Cairo, Ismailia and Ottawa were already operating. Arrange
ments the;refore had to be made for the provision of automatic W / T 
ope,-rating rooms at the remRining stations. Automatic operating rooms were 
normally sited in the main \,V /T receiving stations adjacent to the traffic 
office In order that. all the commands concerned should have advance 
knowledge of the scheme, the type of apparatus to be used, and the method 
of working. an introductory letter was prepared, together with appendices 
and drawings and despatched to commands in October 1940.2 The main 
equipment was still on .Jrd.er from manufacturers in the United Kingdom. 
There had been considerable difficulty in the execution of the contract for 
the 25 Murphy receivers, and as no sets were forthcoming, it had been 
decided in May 1940 to purchase eight high grade Marconi RC.67 (R.A.F. 
Type R.1164) receivers so that the immediate needs of the automatic 

· services could be met. The order for the Murphy sets remained, and these 
sets (Type R.1129) were finally delivered in .January 1941, whereas the 
Marconi RC.67 receivers were even further delayed. The initial model was 
unsatisfactory and had to be re-designed and it was not until September 
1941 that the first r eally satisfactory model was delivered.3 

Various other types of instrnments required for automatic vV / T working 
were selected and mannfactW'ers visited and given detailed information; 
arrangements were also made !or the despatch ot the necessary stationery 
and mat~r1als-chiefly undulator and perforator paper, message forms and 
undulator ink. Among the instruments ordered were keyboard perforators, 
automatic morse transmitters and relays from Creed's, substantial deliveries 
of which were not obtained until-,August 1941; also undulators, and a better 
and more expensive type of morse transmitter, from Marconi's, the produc-

- ---- ----- -·· 
1 The provisi: ne.l organisation is ~hown nt Appendix Xo. 9. 
~ A.M. File C.5.l-0'6-96/1. 
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· tion of which was delayed due to enemy action, '30 ·that the undulators were 
not delivered until July 1941, and none of the new transmitters before 1942. 
It was therefore impossible to supply all the stations in the scheme with 
even the minimum quantity of gear required before the second half of 1942.l 

In December 1940, howeYer, the especially urgent need for automatic 
\V /T installations at Malta and Singapore was realised, and arrangements 
were made for the minimum amount of apparatus required to equip these 
two stations to be procured from Marconi's and Creed's. The equipment 
was shipped in January 1941, rt.nd Malta came into operation as an automatic 
\V_IT station late that year. The equipment for Singapore did not arrive 
there until the auttunn of 1941. The minimum requirements for Habbaniya 
~nd Aden were despatched in August 1941, and the bulk of t he apparatus 
required by the other stations wD.s sent in lute 1941. 

Tn March 1941 a post was established for a travelling inspector to assist 
with the development and installation of the automatic W /T stations in the 
Mirldle East. The ast'istance of a Marconi engineer was also enlisted, in the 
Middle East and Far East.~ The R.A.F. travelling inspector went to the 
Ivliddlc East ,in May 1941 and gave assistancE: in improving existing automatic 
installations there pending the delivery of equipment at Malta. Meanwhile 
~ casf: had been put by Headquarters Middle East for a permanent establish
ment of a technical adviser to assist with the installation and testing of 
automatic equipment at the various stations concerned; this establishment 
wa!'- o.greed on 31 May 1941.3 Subsequently the travelling inspector went to 
Malta to arraQge tests and establish the automatic-circuit bet ween that 
stntion and th~ Air Mmistry, and in December 1941 he flew to the Far East 
to 1,npcrvife the finnl installation of the sw·B~'s and rhombic aerials at 
Tangah.' 

The only automatic circuits working ut the end of 1941 were the United 
Kingdom-Ma.lta, Cairo and lsmailia circuits, which were working on a 24-
hom basis, each carrying 30,000-50,000 groups per day; the United Kingdom 
-Ottawa circuit; and the United Kingdom-Melbourne circuit, which was 
working on an 8-12 hour basis, alth~ugh inward working on this circuit was 
largely at hand speed owing to the fact that Melbourne had only a com
p':trntively low-power tranf:mitt.er available. The state of progress varied at 
th~ other stations. At Singapore the auto W /T A.pparatus and transmitters 
were in the process of being installed, under the guidance of the Marconi 
engineer, and rhombic aerials were, being erected. Three auto-mechanics 
had already arrived in Singapore and the first batch of seven auto operators 
was on the way. Apparatus and transmitters for Aden, Habba11iya and 
Ambala had been shipped some months earlier but not all of it had arrived 
and in other cases there was delay in locating it .5 One of the major difficulties 

1 A.M. File CS.10096/I. 
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lay in effecting the final delivery of apparatus. This also occurred in the 
Middle East, where large dumps consisting of hundreds of cases of stores 
were piled up in the open desert, making identification extremely difficult; 
usually crates had to be opened before it could be discovered what was 
inside. In one case, some twelve signals were exchanged over a period of 
two and a half months before six special typewriters en route for Isrnailia 
were located. Information was extremely hard to come by, many hours 
being spent in telephoning maintenance Wlits, and in obtaining shipping 
details. Arrangements were later made to create machinery by which 
departments were supplied with the requisite information automatically. Of 
the apparatus sent in 1941, all the Murphy receivers sent to Malta and the 
Middle East (there were five at Headquarters Middle East, three at Ismailia, 
and two at Khartoum) were damaged in transit, and as a result their perfor• 
mance was generally poor. Several were out of action due to lack of spares.1 

Most of the new services, however, came into operation early in 1942.2 Great 
efforts were made to complete the installations at Khartoum and Habbaniya 
as soon as possible, so that automatic communications could be maintained 
with the United Kingdom should the Middle East campaign go against us. 
While the new -automatic services were still in the development stage they 
were controlled by the Air Ministry, who had carried out all the planning 
and experiments up to this time. \Vhen the services were working on 
reliable and well-established bases, control was handed over to Head• 
quarters No. 26 Group.3 The three bottlenecks in the completion and 
expansion of the automatic W /T services wete the production of apparatm 
other than the actual transmitters and receivers, shipping_ time-this was 

t A.M. File CS.10096/I. 
1 The new service& were:~ 

Air Ministry to ArobaJa and Singe.pore 
Ambala to Air Ministry 
Singapore to Air Ministry 

Air Ministry to Ha.bbaniya. a.nd Aden 
Ha.bban.iya to Ah- Ministry 
Aden to Air Ministry 

Air Ministry to Malta and Khartoum 
Malta to Air Ministry 
Khartoum to Air Ministry 

Day Night 
17,345 8,770 
17,495 8,660 
17,535 8,926 

(17,345 9-!ld 8,770 had' already been 
used· for trial purposes at ha.nd'-speed) 

17,995 8,545 
17,645 8,815 
17,910 9,225 

or 16,325 
14,920 8,715 
12,910 6,383 
12,910 6,383 

(The Air Ministry to Malta circuit 
was already working forked with 
Ismailia on a limited basis) 

Air Ministry to Melbourne and 
Melbourne to A,ir Ministry 
Wellington to Air Ministry 

Wellington 11,615 8,080 

Air M.inistry to Pretoria. 
Pretoria. to Air Ministry 

(A.M. File S.6249) 
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11,655 7,950 
11,695 8,170 

(The Air Mirustry to Melbourne cir
cuit W6S already wOTking on a limited 
be.sis) 

18,095 9,495 
17,574 8,787 

or 17,748 or 8,874 



the worst of all-and personnel. One watch on an automatic circuit 
involved the employment of seven ainnen.1 

Operation of Automatic W /T Equipment 

Automatic reception consisted of recording transmitted signals on a paper 
tape, a recording instrument known as an undulator being operated by a 
special wireless receiver. Recording apparatus, however, did not possess 
the high degree of discrimination of the human ear, and signals that 
sounded quite strong did not record well if the noise level was high. For 
this reason aerial arrays were generally used with automatic reception cir
cuits, the favourable ratio of signals to noise level, rather than the actual 
gain, being the important factor.2 The audio signal produced by the receiver 
was fed into a signal rectifying unit which converted it into D.C. impulses 
which in turn operated an undulat or. The requirement on the transmitting 
side was that it must be possible to key a transmitter some distance away 
either with a hand key or an automatic transmitter fed with perforated 
tape. The perforator operator perforated the message on a Creed keyboard 
perforator, an instrument with ·a keyboard like a typewriter which, when 
actuated, produced perforated morse signals on a paper tape. By receiving 
this tape through the auto-transmitter, the relay of the wireless receiver 
at the di,;tant station was actuated. An auto-key switch allowed keying of 
the transmitter by hand when required. 

Automatic working between two or more stations called for a modifica
tion to the existing standard procedure and operating, and full instructions 
were circulated. Whereas in hand operating, the whole channel was under 
the eyes of two operators, one at each terminal, with automatic working a 
group of operators were located at each terminal point. The group consisted 
of the following:~ 

(a) Perforator operator-to perforate the message received for trans
mission on to a perforator slip, together with the preamble and 
time of origin. 

(b} Key operator-to control the automatic transmitter, maintain the 
log, operate the hand key, and to keep the transmitwr slips 
rolled up in order of transmission. 

(c) Receiving operator-to obtain the best possible signals on the 
undulator recorder, to keep the receiver log, to inform the distant 
station of conditions by means of a signal service message, and 
to roll up received slip in order of reception. This operator 
received aU signals ma.de by hand by the distant station. ,,~, 

(d) Slip typist-to transcribe messages from the received undulator 
slip. 

1 A.M. File CS.10096/I. 
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(e) Check clerk-to check the number of groups, operate the che<>k 
sheet, stamp priority markings where applicable, and originate 

signals messages and queries on received messages. 

Where the receiver was located adjacent to the automatic set, the receiY
ing operator could maintain the receiver at the best settings, but another 
operator (who could attend to several receiving channels) was necessary 
where these conditions did not obtain.1 

Up to the beginning of the war there were no training courses for 
automatic W /T operators or mechanics, the only stations in the R.A.F. 
using automatic equipment being those at Leighton Buzzard, Ismailia, and 
Cheadle. Shortly after the outbreak of war, when it was decided to send 
two mobile high speed W /T stations to France to operate with Head
quarters B.A.A.F./ a number of experienced operators were withdrawn 
from Leighton Buzzard and Cheadle to help man these two stations and, 
in addition, a number of men were lent by the G.P.O. to fill the gap. Sub
sequently a number of civilian operntors were engaged for Leighton Buzzard 
on a temporary basis.3 

Training of Personnel 

The fust batch of 80 automatic W /T operators trained for the original 
' Blue Trains ' were lost to automatic working; they were absorbed into 
the Service for other work, their documents had not been annotated, and 
all efforts to recover them for the automa-tic services failed.' However, with 
the more general introduction of automatic high speed telegraphy planned 
10 October 1940, it was essential to make early provision for the training 
of suitable wireless operators to handle the h ighly specialised apparatus 
i;nd procedure used. The need was to superimpose on a fully trained WU'e
less operator the following additional qualifications:-

(a) At least 30 words per minute on teleprinter and keyb<:,· rd morse 
perforator; touch typing was essential. 

(b) Undulator morse slip reading and direct typing at 30 words per 
mtnute. 

(c) Experience in handling high-speed-type W /T receivers and 
associated equipment-. 

The total requirement as envisaged in March 1940 was expected to be 
some 200 operators and 50 mechanics in the ensuing year, plus some 40 
W.A.A.F. morse slip readers, who would replace airmen at home.' Arrange
ments were made for 70 operators at a time to be trained by Cable and 

1 A.M. File S.6249. 
" These were known as ' Blue Trains '. Ar, account of their formation and operntion 

is included in Chapter 11-' Mobile and Transportable Signals l'.nit!< '. 
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,virelesi; on four- month courses, and this covered the requirement for the 
ensuing year. Cable and Wireless also accepted four wireless electrical 
mechanics fo( training as auto-mechanics. The W.A.A.F. slip readers were 
trained at the London Radio College. Regular visits were paid to the Cable 
and Wireless School by a representative of the Air Ministry Central 
Exchange at Leighton Buzzard to ensure that training was proceeding on 
th<.> right lines. At the same time, an automatic W /T course fer signals 
oF.icers was begun at Leighton Buzzard. The course lasted eight week~, of 
which three were spent at the transmitting station at Da.gnall. Provisional 
establishments for specially trained wireless operators and wireless electrical 
mechanics for the Air Ministry W /T stations and the overseas inter
command stations were laid down by the Air Ministry in November 1940. 

It wa.s established in March 1941 that in addition to the airmen and air
women already trained or in the course of training (some 300 in all) there 
was a further requi1~ment for another 300 by June 1942, of whom 100 
would be vY.A.A.F. This would cater for all the inter-command circuits 
planned plus four heavy mobile automatic W /T stations (these four mobile 
stations, numbered 1 to 4, included the original No. l, which had gone to 
He11.dquarters Middle East, and the original No. 2, which had been sent to 
Northern Ireland). Arrangements were made to train the additional 300 
per);onnel at Cttble and Wireless and at the London Radio College, but the 
Cable and Wireless School was bombed and severely damaged on the night 
of the 10/ 11 May 1941, and this made new arrangements essential.1 

Training for airmen was transferred to the London Radio College, but it 
was arranged that after completing their training the airmen should be 
attached to Leighton Buzzard and employed on automatic circuits until 
they were considered proficient, when they were drafted overseas to fill the 
various vacancies. The scheme did not work well at first, but improved 
when taken over by Headquarters No. Z7 Group.1 

The automatic W /T scheme depended to a great extent on the efficient 
maintenance and adjustment of the apparatus. Unfortunately the position 
with auto-mechanics was even worse than with operators, as although a 
tentative plan had been made. no mechanics had been trained up to the 
end of l 940. Records were unable to supply any suitable mechanics t o take 
the course, and in February 1941 Cable and ·wireless were asked to pick 
out the most promising operators on the operators' course and train them 
as auto-mechanics. When Cable ,and Wireless were bombed out in May 
1941, a small course in maintenance and adjustment of equipment was 
arranged at Leighton Buzzard. A first-clfl5S instructor, a former civilian 
wireless mechanic, was available at Leighton Buzzard, and excellent results 
were obtained.=1 As a result of this course the despatch overseas of auto
matic W /T Rpparatus in 1941 Voll(?S· followed by the posting of specially 
trained mechanics. These mechanics were posted to Malta (two), Middle 

1 A.M. l.<'ile S.2766/I. 
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East (four), Iraq (two), and Singapore (two), in September 1941. This 
was particularly valuable as instances had already occurred in which auto
matic W /T apparatus was damaged due to unskilled personnel attempting 
its adjustment. Mechanics were subsequently posted to Aden and India.1 

By the end of 1941, the requirement for automatic W /T operators had 
considerably increased. Four more mobile units were to be formed ; an 
automatic circuit linking Prestwick with Iceland was opened; and Head
quarters Middle East were to have a telecommunications centre (T.M.E.) 
similar to that at L eighton Buzzard. In all, it was calculated that an 
additional 200 male operators were required. Furthermore, a considerable 
number of the W.A.A.F. slip readers were subsequently commissioned and 
thus lost to automatic working. It was decided in January 1942 that, 
from the opening of No. 7 Signals School in April 1942, the new school 
would cater for the training of airmen, leaving the London Radio College 
to cater exclusively for the W:A.A.F. In the interim period, R.A.F. per
sonnel only were trained at the London Radio College.2 By early 1942, 
the requirements for R.A.F. and W.A.A.F. personnel, including those 
already trained, amounted to about a thousand in all by early 1943, but 
there was still a serious shortage of operators due to Records having been 
unable to keep courses full. New arrangements were made in an endeavour 
to keep courses well supplied.3 

Further Expansion of Inter-Command W /T Services 

Owing to the expansion of the R.A.F. overseas, and the consequent 
increase in the volume of overseas traffic, the existing point-to-point 
facilities were proving inadequate, and additional facilities were also 
required for aircraft reinforcement routes.' A thornugh check was kept on 
the situation at Leighton Buzzard, where reports were received three times 
daily on the overseas W /T traffic position, and once a day a special report 
was compiled. In December 1941, because of pressure on the existing link, 
a second automatic high-speed ehannel was established from the United 
Kingdom to the Middle East. Another major development, the outbreak of 
war in the Far East, resulted in all channels serving this area being 
extremely active. The cable service, although restricted, remained open to 
Government priority traffic, and this was used as an alternative to the 
hand-speed W /T channels during periods of bad W /T conditions. Singa
pore closed down on inter-command channels on 4 February 1942.5 

By this time, an appreciation of the overall position on the overseas 
point-to-point services had been made at Headquarters No. 26 Group. 
The first and most pressing need P:S for the improvement of the inter-

1 A.M. File CS.10696/I. 
2 A.M. File S .2766/I. 
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command services to and from West Africa. Traffic between West Africa 
on the one hand and Gibraltar, the United Kingdom, Canada, South 
America, and the Middle East on the other, was analysed and a plan drawn 
up and submitted to the Air Ministry, who approved it and began putting 
it into effect. The plan called for a main inter-command station at Accra, 
in succession to Takoradi, which was the existing centre and operated hand
speed channels only. Later it was decided to build only a comparatively 
small station at Accra and to establish the main station for this command 
at Freetown, to which the main services were transferred early in 1942.t 

The United Kingdom-Gibraltar~Malta services were studied primarily 
with a view to improving direct communication between Gibraltar and Malta. 
As a result, Malta was taken out of the existing Leighton Buzzard--Gibraltar 
-Malta hand-speed circuit and a new direct circuit between Gibraltar and 
Malta was opened. West Africa was brought into the Birdlip--Gibraltar
Headquarters No. 19 Group section in order to afford communication be
tween Gibraltar and West Africa. There was a big increase in traffic early 
in 1942 between the United Kingdom and Australia, calling for a revision of 
communications on this route. It was arranged for traffic to be routed via 
Iraq, and a new circuit between Iraq and Australia was set up, a.s a result of 
which a big increase in the hours of working to Australia was obtained.l 

In March 1942, Headquarters No. 26 Group produced a plan for the 
entire overhaul of the main inter-command services. The plan included 
proposal;, for the general dissolution of the inter-command hand-speed 
channel system working on 13,500 and 6,750 kc/s. However, the Air 
Ministry decided to J·etain this system.3 Some other criticisms of the plan 
were offered and amendments made, but the general plan of expansion was 
approved by the Air Ministry on 11 May 1942 and issued on l 9 July, the 
existing system forming the basis of the plan.4 The provision of the new 
station at Cairo, to be known as Telecommunications Middle East, was 
finally agreed, comprising 11 automatic and 5 hand-speed channels, using 
S\.VB8 transmitters. New main stations were established at Khartoum and 
Pretoria, Khartoum being a focal point for reinforcement aircraft and 
Pretoria being convenient from the labour and material point of view and 
we!~ suited to act as a link between the United K ingdom and the Far East 
in the event of our losing the existing link through Egypt, as seemed 
possible at the time. The circuits operat€d from Pretoria were to the 
United Kingdom, Khartoum, Mombasa, and the Indian Ocean Is1ands. 
A new main W /T station was provided at Shaibah, which joined the inter
command hand-speed channel in August. A second main inter-command 
station for India, in addition to Ambala, was opened at Delhi, also in 
August 1942. The circuit was not enJ4r.ely satisfactory at first but made_ 
gradual improvement. At this time Wellington was attempting to work 

1 A.M. File CS.1454-5. 
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two-hour periods daily with Leighton Buzzard, staggered with the Mel~ 
bourne schedules. Wellington was at first equipped with hand duplex, but 
automatic equipment was later installed. 

The volume of traffic to be expected on each individual circuit was care
fully assessed in order to decide whether simplex, duplex, or high-speed 
automatic working was required. The Air Ministry worked out the new 
establishments necessary in conjunction with Headquarters No. 26 Group, 
ond the C.S.O.s of the overseas commands issued instructions to implement 
the plan locally.1 By January 1943 the site for T.M.E. had been acquired 
and contracts were being negotiated. The intention was to allow Ismailia to 
foll into disuse as an inter-command station, while retaining a certain 
amount of the equipment there for standby use. The equipment for T.M.E. 
was in the main shipped direct f.rom the U.S.A.2 

The requirements for automatic personnel were further expanded to 
cope with these increases, a total of over 2,000 R.A.F. and W.A.A.F. per
sonnel being called for ;3 but the plan of ,July 1942, although accurate at 
the time, did not represent a final requirement. In the twelve months 
following, several new commitments appeared. North Africa came into 
the picture, and during November 1942 Birdlip and Leighton Buzzard 
began listening wat-ches on frequencies to be used by the forces involved 
in the' Torch 'operation. A direct W /T channel Birdlip-Algiers was estab
lished, first as a simplex, then duplex, and eventually as an automatic 
circuit.' The entry of the Allied forces into North Africa opened up a new 
reinforcement route to the Middle East, and several new circuits were 
opened for aircraft movements traffic. New stations were also planned in 
the United Kingdom.s A W /T circuit usually began as a hand simplex 
circuit requiring one W /T operator per watch at each of its t erminals. As 
the Yolume of traffic grew this developed into a hand duplex circuit requiring 
two operators per watch at each terminal. When the traffic to be handled 
increased beyond the capacity of a hand duplex circuit, it was replaced by 
a high-speed channel, and there was an immediate increase in the personnel 
requirement to man it. However, there was an ultimate economy in per
f.onnel in that an automatic circuit was capable of handling 100,000 groups 
in 24 hours, five times the capacity of one hand duplex circuit. But the 
airmen wireless operators employed on automatic high-speed working had 
never been properly established for this kind of work. The airmen con
cerned were simply normal wireless operators given a high-speed course and, 
after annotation of documents, posted against establishment vacancies. 
Early in 1943, however, approval was given for the introduction of a new 
Group I trade of 'high-speed telegraphist', the duties of which included the 

1 A.M. File S.2766/II. 
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manning of both automatic and hand channels.1 W.A.A.F. p ersonnel, who 
were still employed exclusively in the United Kingdom, belonged to the 
special trade of morse slip reader, in which a knowledge of aural rnorse 
was not required.2 

AeriaJ Arrays 

Early in 1943, the policy concerning the prov1s1on of wireless ground 
stations overseas, particularly those used for long distance point-to-point 
communications, was under r~view, and in March 1943, it was decided that 
commands overseas should ·~ontinue to be largely respons ible for the de
Yelopment of their main, as well as their airfield, W / T stations. The most 
important single factors at this time were the securing of the maximum 
improYement in the technical standard of the main installations, because of 
the more exacting requirements of the automatic W /T service vis-a-vis the 
audio W /T services, and the need for expanding the daily periods of reliable 
communications.3 .Automatic working required a far more favourable signal
to-noise ratio than hand-speed working with audio reception, and in order 
to fulfil this requirement, high gain aerials were essential. It was originally 
intended to use Koornan's arrays overseas, but in many CMes this was not 
practicable owing to the difficulty of procuring high steel masts in wartime. 
Generally speaking, overseas W /T stations were left to produce high gain 
arrays as best as they could. Single rhombic arrays were used at most 
station$.• It was in an effort to promote improvement in general technica! 
standards that the Air Ministry issued at this time a new handbook giving 
concise and accurate information on various aspects of short-wave com
munications.~ 

Com:.nunication on all long distance circuits, particularly on the automatic 
services, was in most cases capable of considerable improvement. Since 
transmitters of standard design were used, the field for improvement lay 
mainly in the selection of suitable aerial arrays to give optimum results. 
The selection of an array was generally influenced by the size and contour 
of the site, the availability of materials, and sometimes by the lack of 
skilled personnel. It was not always possible to control these circumstances 
from the United Kingdom, particularly as rapid changes were sometimes 
·necessary, -and responsibility for the technical arrangement-s at oversP~S 
terminals belonged to the C.S.O.s of the command concerned. 

It was axiomatic that the tran~mitting station should give the receiving 
station the strongest field possible within the limits of transmitter power and 
aerial sizes, and that receiving stations should erect arrays to provide sa.tis
fact-ory reception. In the case of a one-bay, one-tier Kooma.n's aerial (in 
effect a dipole having a.o overall le,tgth of one wa.ve-length), the aerial would 

I A.M .0. A.92/1944. 
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have a certain predictable gain over a half-wave vertical aerial. When this 
system was doubled and made into a two-bay, one-tier array, an additional 
gain of approximately three decibels was obtained. In order to get a further 
three decibels the system was doubled again, becoming a four-bay, one
tier array. Above this the increase in the number of elements was out of 
proportion to the small additional gain. The largest and highest gain array 
considered practicable was the four-bay, four-tier Kooman's with reflector, 
giving 17 decibels. 

Having radiated the best signal, the problem of reception remained, com
plieated as it was not only by natural interference noises but also by various 
other interference factors, accidental and deliberate The difficulty was that 
no amount of gain at the receiving end could imi:,-rove the signal to noise 
ratio, and therefore receiving arrays were necessary. These arrays acted as a 
sort of funnel, collecting the stream of energy coming from the direction of 
the distant station, by reason of their polar diagram, and rejecting unwanted 
energy comir_g in from other directions. It was this discrimination, or 
favourable signal-to-noise ratio, which was required from receiving arrays, 
as much as the actual gain. 

The second method of improving reception was by the provision of diver
sity reception to mitigate the effects of fading. The phenomenon of fading 
was chiefly caused by the fact that the rays of transmitting energy arriving 
at the receiving station by different paths were sometimes in phase and some
times out of phase, causing the signal to become weaker or to fade. Signals 
differing in frequency by a very few cycles differed with regard to fading, 
and to take advantage of this fact the two chief long-distance point-to-point 
transmitters, the SWB8 and the ET.4750, were provided with so-called 
' frequency wobblers '. By wobbling the carrier over a narrow band of 
about 600 cycles at a frequency of 500 times per second, fading was rendered 
less troublesome. The fading of a given signal also varied at different sites; 
the signal might be momentarily weak at a given place, but quite strong a 
few hundred yards away at the same moment. To take advantage of this 
phenomenon, diversity reception was used. Two or three receivers were 
connected to two or three well-spaced aerials respectively, and the output 
circuits were so connected that, the receiver with the strongest signal at any 
one moment predominated. If fading was very bad, triple diversity was 
used, but in many cases dual diversity was sufficient. The spacing of aerials 
for diversity reception was a function of the wave-length and decreased as 
wave-length increased. 

In order to achieve simplification it was desirable to keep the number of 
types of aerial employed down to a minimum, and to this end the Air 
Ministry issued a list of recommended types in March 1943, as follows 

For Transmission r,-, 

Kooman's 4 bay, 4 tier, with reflector. 
4 bay, 2 tier. 
2 bay, 2 tier. 
I bay, 2 tier. 
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Rhombic. 
Marconi-Franklin, with reflector. 

For Reception 
Kooman's arrays as above, with reflector. 
Rhombic. 
Fish bone array. 
Ma.coni-Franklin array, with reflector. 
Hurizontal dipole, with reflector. 

Presumlng the availability of materials, labour, and no limitations inherent 
in the site, the choice depended first on whether the frequency was a settled 
one or likely to be varied. In the first case the best type of aerial was the 
tmied array, preferably the four-bay Kooman's with reflector, the number 
of tiers depending on the angle of radiation desired. But an array of this 
type lacked frequency flexibility, and if the frequency of the circuit was 
likely to be varied, the rhombic aerial was generally used. Sometimes, iR 
the case of a circuit using four frequencies, when it was not practicable to 
erect four Kooman's arrays, a Kooman's array was erected for the frequency 
serving the longest period of the day and a rhombic aerial provided to cover 
the other frequencies. The Marconi-Franklin aerial was useful because it 
was simple to erect and feed and occupied very little space. It was usefully 
employed at sites where many frequencies had to be worked or where space 
was limited.1 

Direct Reperforating and Printing 

As a result of an Air Ministry decision in January 1943 to adopt direct 
reperforating and printing on the main automatic circuits as soon as possible, 
orders were placed with Creed's for the necessary equipment.2 The method 
was designed to eliminate manual operation and to reduce signal handling 
time and the number of errors caused by the human factor. The principle 
of this method was that the incoming signal operated a reperforator as well 
as an undulator, which produced an exact replica of the perforated tape 
passed through the transmitting head.3 The method was only possible, 
however, on high-power circuits employing very favourable methods of 
reception. Power of the order of 11 kW. was required, and even then diver
sity methods of reception and fairly highly directive aerials were needed. 
When circuit conditions deteriorated\ discretion had to be used as to whether 
this method could be continued, or whether typing from slip or another 
method known as the gummed slip method should be used. 

Creed morse reperforators and printers were sent to Headquarters Middle 
East, India and Melbourne in 1944 . ..-Mechanics specially trained at Creed's 
in the maintenance of the Creed reperforator and printer were also sent. 
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Reperforating and printing was in use on a number of circuits, including Air 
Ministry to T.M.E., Air Ministry to Casert a and Caserta to T.M.E., in 1945.1 

The Gummed Slip Method 

A meeting was held at the Air Ministry on 27 J anuary 1944 to decide if 
the time was ripe for the introduction of gumming as opposed to slip typing. 
In the existing method, the morse signals of a message were received on an 
undulator tape, transcribed on t o a typewriter by a morse slip reader, and 
subjected to more typing processes by teleprinter and Typex cyph er opera
tors. Consideration was given to the possibility of eliminating one or more 
steps, in order to reduce delay, Nimove sources of error, and ultimately to 
effect an economy in personnel.~ It was decided that diroot reading from the 
gummed-down undulator tape should be introduced on an experimental basis 
as soon as possible, subject to certain conditions. Arrangement s were made 
to tl-ain cypher personnel to enable them to decypher on the Typex direct 
from the gummed-down undulator slip, and C.S.O.s of overs€as commands 
were asked to select and train locally as many cypher personnel as possible 
and to introduce the scheme on an experimental basis. 

The new method was given a prolonged trial at two stations in the United 
Kingdom and, on 28 March 1944, it was explained to overseas commands. 
The trial period at home had shown that a message reached the teleprinter 
room or cypher office 15 minutes earlier than by the normal method. After 
a roo.sonable amount of training, teleprinter and cypher personnel were able 
to teleprint or decypher from the undulator sli-p at speeds comparable with 
those obtained from Roman character copy. 

The treatment of multiple address traffic by this method presented some 
difficulty; until an efficient device should become available for producing 
rapidly a number of copies of the message while it was still in the form of a 
gummed-down undulator slip. For this type of traffic it was necessary to 
reintroduce the rnorse slip reading/ typing method at the appropriate st age, 
though since the message would by then have been converted into a single, 
easily-handled sheet and also checked, the typing could proceed at a good 
speed: 

Difficulty was experienced in the general introduction of the new method 
mainly in the training of exist ing personnel in t he reading of the undulator 
tapes. Overseas commands were, however, urged to make every effort to 
train sufficient personnel to introduce the scheme on selected channels. The 
gumming-down process could not be wholly replaced when the direct reper
foration and printing gear was introduced; there would always be periods 
when direct reperforating and _;;µ:in ting were not possible, and on some 
circuits it was uneconomic in any case.i 

1 A.M. File a;.217'93. 
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The training of 20 cypher officers and clerks code and cypher was carried 
out m March at No. 5 Radio School, Oxford, in the transcription of morse 
undulator slip on to the Typex machine in place of the normal typed copies 
of signals. Pupils had to learn the morse symbols, learn to touch-operate the 
Typex machine, and carry out transcription of high-speed auto W /T signals 
from the morse recorded on the undulator tape - three new operations for 
them. All but four were regarded as suitable at the end of a 23 days' course. 1 

Courses were also started at the Middle East Signals School, and the first 
batch of 21 clerks G.D. (code and cypher) were made available to M.A.A.F. 
in June 1944, and were posted to Headquarters M.A.A.F. Signals Centre, 
Caserta, where the new system was put into operation. Training began with
in No. 10 Signals Centre, Algiers, in May, and in three weeks the staff there 
were sufficiently advanced to begin taking messages. Steps were taken to 
train R.A.F. operators in gummed slip reading, and for these airmen to 
replace the A.F.S. personnel manning No. 10 Signals Centre. Teleprinter and 
teletype circuits at Headquarters M.A.A.F. Signals Centre, Caserta, were 
largely manned by U.S. personnel.2 

No more personnel were available in the Middle East for posting to cypher 
courses after the first 21, and efforts were made to train cypher and W /T 
personnel at stations in the Middle East where auto reception was employed, 
but results were disappointing. Both teleprinter and cypher personnel were 
under establishment, they could not be withdrawn for courses, and spare 
time was limited. 

The situation at the various stations m the Middle East handling auto 
traffic in September 1944 was : -

(a) T.M.E. 35,000--40,000 groups per day (plus 15,000-20,000 
received by reperforation and printing). Of this the majority went 
to the typex room. Only about 6,000 groups went to teleprinters. 
and this included a large proportion of the printed traffic. The 
obstacle to the introduction of the gummed slip method was the 
training of cypher personnel. 

(b) Khartoum. 8,000-12,000 groups per day, two-thirds of which were 
retransmit.ted at hand speed by W /T. Since the training of wire
less operators in this method was a simple process, this station was 
the best placed to introduce it; but no progress was made. 

' 
(c) Habbaniya. 5,000-8,000 groups per day, nearly all of which went 

to cyphers. Level of traffic too low for any benefits to result from 
the introduction of the gummed slip process. 

Later, in November 1944, traimng was being continually interrupted by 
postings etc., and in the whole Middle East the only use of the gummed slip 
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method was for mcommg traffic at T.M.E. from Habbaniya, about 6,000 
groups daily.1 

The introduction of the gummed slip procedure also led to many difficulties 
at home with the employment of airmen in various trades, and in May 1944 
it was decided to introduce a new Group II trade, which would be comple
mentary to the new Group I trade of high-speed telegraphist, to be known as 
Telegraphist II. The qualifications required were aural reception and hand 
transmission of morse, ability to type direct from aural morse, and know
ledge of hand-channel procedure; reading of undulator civil perforator morse 
slip, the operation of perforators, and auto-channel procedure; teleprinter 
operating and procedure; and sufficient technical knowledge to be able to 
tune receivers and to set up automatic circuits. Personnel for the new trade 
were recruited from W /T operators (M.S.R.), who were given conversion 
courses, and W /T operators ex ab initio training, for whom it was necessary 
to arrange full-length courses. The first conversion courses were undertaken 
at No. 1 Radio School, Cranwell, and by mid-1945 courses were also being 
held at No. 3 (Compton Bassett) and No. 5 (Oxford) Radio Schools.2 

Single Side-Band (S.S.B.) and Frequency Shift (F.S.) Equipment 

By early 1944, the requirements of operations and of Transport Command 
indicated that multi-channel links working on radio teleprinter between the 
United Kingdom and India and the United Kingdom and Egypt had become 
necessary. This was in addition to the high-speed automatic working already 
in use, which would continue to carry the bulk of ordinary traffic. It was 
intended that the radio teleprinter links would provide direct means of 
communication between Chiefs of Staff in the United Kingdom and Com
manders-in-Chief overseas, and would also provide a means of connecting 
the D.T.N. to the teleprinter networks of the new overseas commands. 

A method of working was arranged known as the single side-band sup
pressed carrier system, by means of which six separate channels were carried 
on one radio link. A contract was placed with Marconi's for the development 
and production of the high power transmitting equipment, while the G.P.O. 
produced the receiving equipment and the associated landline apparatus. 3 

Two Marconi engineers were engaged to supervise installation of the single 
side-band equipment in the terminal stations at New Delhi and Cairo, and 
to set up the circuits in the overseas W /T terminal at Air Ministry, White
hall. Two R.A.F. Signals officers were given special training at Dollis Hill, 
and they assisted the Marconi engineers on the maintenance side; and an
other two officers and 18 other ranks, following similar training, assisted in 
installing the equipment, and subsequently took over the running and main
tenance after the installation had begcompleted! 
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It was _regarded as too early to lay down a definite policy for future 
ground communications, due to the uncertainty of supply of equipment and 
its untried nature; but in J aouary 1945 it was regarded as probable that 
all main inter-command links, and all tributary channels other than he.nd
speed links, wo,1ld be fully opera tive on the radio teleprinter within 18 
months.1 It was thought unlikely, however, that much of the existing equip
ment could be dispensed with before the end of the war, and a long interim 
period, during which a few main links operated as S .S.B. and only a few 
tributary links on the radio teleprinter, was unavoidable. Requirements for 
auto-high-speed equipment were reviewed with the idea of cutting down the 
quantities in favour of the radio teletype system. Teleprinting on radio 
Jinks required even more power than that required for direct reperforating 
and reprinting, and this gave rise to serious production problems.~ However, 
rnuin links between United Kingdom-Cairo and United Kingdom- India 
were expected to be operating on S.S.B. in the latter part of 1945.3 

The introduction of radio teleprinting on the tributary links by the use 0£ 
frequency shift equipment was still in the planning and provisioning stage 
in the early part of 1945. Only small modifications to the SWB8 transmitter 
were necessary. Items common to both the S.S.B. and F.S. systems were the 
cyphering equipment and the traffic handling equipment. The first batch o( 
'Rocke:x' equipment was brought into use for special traffic, and the produc
tion of eight Service trial models of the new GP.28 cypher machine was in 
hand.· No design had yet been begun for the traffic handling equipment.• 

Inspectorate of Inter-Command Telecommunications 

The Inter-command Telecommunications Inspectorate and Development 
staff was formed within Headquarters No. 26 Group, in July 1944. to pro
Yide overseas commands with advice and assistance in the planning, siting. 
engineering and operation of overseas main communication centres. It W1:t:ci 

also responsible for the development and control of all associated specialist 
equipment. The establishment included a High-speed and Typex Develop
ment Section which incorporated the existing Ty pex D evelopment Section 
at West Drayt-on, which had been formed for the purpose of developing exist
ing cyphering and automatic signalling systems and modifying and adapting 
such apparatus to meet new requirements. A party representing the new 
Inspect9rate began the first tour of overseas inter-command stations on 
15 September 1944. They carried with them triple diversity receivers for a 
number of stations, beginning with New Delhi. After spending six weeks in 
India and Cey1on, the party proceeded to Cairo, and later to Malta and 
Caserta (Headquarters -M.A.A.F.), where they also installed a triple diver
sity receiver and assisted in the design of¥.ansmitting and receiving aerial 
arrays for the automatic high-speed W ;f sta-tion there. The party's sub-

1 A dia.gram showing ,bhe fut! schedule of services planned· is at Appendix No. 11 
2 A .M . File CS.19510. 
3 A.M. File C .26349 /<H>. 
• A.M. File S.2766/I. 
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sequent reports dealt chiefly with the introduction of new signals methods in 
the overseas commands visited.1 

Technical Monitoring Section 

A Technical Monitoring Section was established at Leighton Buzzard in 
February 1945.z Its main functions were: -

(a) The monitoring, by means of a check undulator, of all inter-com
mand auto W /T sets terminating in and emanating from the 
United Kingdom. 

(b) The examination, by means of a cathode ray oscilloscope, of signal 
formation on these circuits. 

(c) The examination of line conditions. 

(d) Recording and analysis of operating and circuit conditions. 

(e) Advising radio terminals and remote receiving stations on fre
quency changes necessary to maintain communication. 

(f) Ensuring that, as far as possible, optimum signals were being 
received and transmitted. 

(g) Forwarding to Headquarters No. 26 Group any information 
required affecting security, signalling discipline and technical 
operation. 

(h) Maintaining and operating the frequency checking organisation 
(already established at L.B., now incorporated in the Technical 

Monitoring Section). 

General Review of Inter-Command Circuits--1944-45 

In the latter stages of the war, the inter-command wireless system had 
become a yast network of circuits connecting the Air Ministry with R.A.F. 
forces in all theatres, connecting one command to another, and, in 
A.C.S.E.A., connecting widely separated units on a point-to-point system 
exactly similar to the inter-command network. During 1944 the function of 
some of the Air Ministry W /T stations changed considerably. Commitments 
in some stations increased, but decreased in others to such a point that it 
became no longer economic to operate them. The courses of instruction in 
9rogress at Leighton Buzzard had always t ended to overcrowd this station, 
and to interfere to some ext ent with its operational function, and in the 
course of 1944 the auto-maintenance and S.S.B. instnictional facilities at 
Leighton Buzzard were transferred to Ca.rdington. At the same time, all 
·w /T operational circuits and their associated teleprinter outlets were 
removed from Cardington and re-established at Leigh ton Buzzard, while a. 
n\1mber of hand-speed circuits were transferred from Leighton Buzzard to 
Birdlip. The reorganis1J.tion was completed by February 1945.3 

1 A.RB. /IIM/B26/1A. 
2 A. H.B. /IlM/B26 / l A. 
3 A.H.B. /lIM/B26/lA. 



A large number of circuits were provided for Transport Command, 
operated mostly from Prestwick, Winstone and Hartlebury. The chief 
circuits were to Montreal, Gander, Iceland, Gibraltar, T.M.E., H eadquartera 
No. 216 Group, Rabat Sale, Castel Benito, the Azores, and later, circuits to 
·the continent. All these circuits, apart from the Prestwick-Iceland circuit, 
were operated at hand speed. There were also a number of automa.tic 
circuits opened to the Continent in 1944 in support of' Overlord', to H ead
quarters 2nd T.A.F., to the Base Signals Centre, to A.E.A.F. Main, and to 
S.H.A.E.F. A circuit from the United Kingdom to Moscow was also opened, 
which Habbaniya joined when help was required in keeping contact. 

During 1944/45 a great deal of auto equipment was sent to B.A.F.S.E.A., 
and by May l 945 some twenty auto terminals were operating in India. The 
progress of the war in the South-East Asian theatre demanded the provision 
of many new circuits, and there was a period of extreme difficulty due to 
shortage of equipment and spares. The collapse of the Japanese after ffiro
shirna only served to increase the demand for equipment, as existing com
munications had to be maintained and new links were necessary to areas 
taken over from the Japanese.' In the United Kingdom and Middle. 
East, however, the end of hostilities resulted in a. number of circuits being 
closed or reverting to hand-speed operation. 

Signals Facilities in Iceland 

Following the British Government's decision to occupy Iceland, an 
advance party arrived in Reykjavik early in 19.41 and moved on down to 
Kaldadarnes, where, with the help of the Royal Engineers, an airfield was 
constructed. The first channels of communication with the United fungdom, 
using T.l087's and simple aerial systems, were established by the end of 
March 1941. 

The three main signals needs in Iceland were the collection and dissemina.
~ion of meteorological information, the provision of radio aids to navigation, 
and aircraft W /T control. The internal la.ndline system was fairly extensive 
but was generally of the common-user type, and was unreliable and unsuit
able for Service use.1 It consisted almost entirely of overhead lines liable 
t,o -frequent breakdown in severe winter conditions. Siting difficulties for 
W /T ~tations were immense. Owing to its geographical position, Iceland 
was liable to severe and sudden hig};i. frequency black-out periods; and the 
geological composition was such that ground conductivity was poor. W / T 
had of necessity to be in the vicinity of aircraft bases and as there were only 
two or three areas from which landplanes could operate, W /T stations were 
mostly located on the sloping side of fields, resulting in almost complete 
ll.erial screening. The majority of opentions in the east and north of Iceland 
were carried out by flying boats and float-planes using the long narrow fjords 
as anchorages. Owing to the mountainous country .it was not always possible 

1 A.M. File A.788(>00·/ 45 . 
. i A.H.B ./IIM/B26-/ lA. 
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Lo site D /F stations near to the bases they were to serve. Another problem 
was accommodation. In most cases none existed in the vicinity of the air
fields planned, and buildings and power facilities had to be provided. 

The communications requirements included a fixed operational service to 
the United Kingdom and a fixed automatic service for meteorological and 
administrative traffic, fixed services to Newfoundland and for internal point
to-point traffic, and various aircraft and navigational aid services. The 
internal point-to-point, aircraft control and navigational aid services were 
provided in varying measure at a number of bases. The transmitters used 
were. in the main, the SW·B8 for long distance and the T.l 087 for point-to
point and ground-to-air communications; the receiver used was the R.1084.1 

Shortly after the first temporary transmitting station had begun operating, 
a new transmit,ting station was built; but no sooner had it been completed 
than it became obvious that the ever increasing demands of Atlantic opera
nons a.Pd the North Atlantic Ferry Route would exceed its capacity. A third 
station was therefore built and the second station used solely for aircraft 
"ervices. It was not. until 1944 that these changes crystallised into a \V /T 
organisation which could be said to be wholly satisfactory.~ 

---------------------
] A.H.B./IIE/25. 
2 A.H.B./IIM/B26/lA. 



CHAPTER 6 

SIGNALS IN FRANCE 1939-1940 

Conversations and detailed correspondence took place with the French in 
the course of 1938 on the accommodation in France of an Advanced Air 
Striking Force (A.A.S.F.) of the R.A.F. in the event of hostilities. The force 
was to consist of twenty bomber squadrons, which were to be established 
m the Rheims/Nancy area. The provision of communications formed an 
important part of these exchanges. The Advanced Air Striking Force was 
to operate from 10 main, l O satellite, and four refuelling airfields, and one 
depot airfield. The establishment of a communications organisation on these 
bases was dependent on the following: - 1 

(a) Landlines for telephone and teleprinter services between the air
fields allotted to the A.A.S.F. and their satellites, the refuelling 
and depot units, and the United Kingdom. 

(b) Telephone exchanges and internal telephone systems at the selected 
airfields. 

(c) Telephone and telegraph lines, to carry not less than two speech 
and two teleprinter channels for the sole use of the A.A.S.F., 
between the Base Area (Nantes) and Headquarters, A.A.S.F. 
(Rheims). 

(d) W /T services at airfields in the event of landline failure. 

(e) The availability of French D/F stations. 

(f) The accumulator charging facilities, the nature of power supplies, 
etc. 

(g) The availability of French signals and D /R personnel pending the 
arrival of R.A.F. and Air Formation Signals units. 

(h) The allotment of frequencies for aircraft and point-to-point 
services. 

The French authorities confirmed that telephone, telegraph, radio and 
tlectrical facilities would be ready for use at each main, satellite, and refuell
ing airfield. All such airfields would be connected to the general French 
telecommunications network, and it would therefore be possible to com
municate from any one of them with all the others and with England by 
means of the existing Paris-London cable. Only a part of the telephone lines 
;,erving the selected airfields, however, ~ould be suitable for teleprinter 
working. The question of cable communications between the two countries 
had been considered by the Imperial Communications Committee in 1937. 
when attention was drawn to the vulnerability of existing cross-Channel 

1 A.M. File S.44933/I. 
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cables in the neighbourhood of Dover and Calais. New G.P.O. cables were 
iu the course of being laid to the Channel Isles, and these were extended to 
France.1 

The French authorities went ahead with the installation of an internal 
telephone system at the selected airfields, with French operators. Each air
field had an underground telephone exchange, with six lines to the local 
exchange and with the possibility of more. All lines to the airfields were 
buried. The French authorities asked for an interpreter to be provided at 
each airfield exchange to overcome language difficulties. They confirmed 
that two speech and two teleprinter circuits would be available between the 
Base area and Headquarters A.A.S.F. 

For W /T services the French offered a signals and communications detach
ment of the French Air Force at each main airfi-eld to operate the field radio 
and D /F stations, which would be placed entirely at the disposal of British 
units. In addition, two despatch riders and two liaison cars were provided 
together with personnel, for communications between airfields. The French 
suggested that this W /T section should, for technical reasons, be taken over 
by the R.A.F. when the British formations were established. It was event
ually decided to transfer pack and aircraft sets for field communications, 
with personnel, from the United JGngdom at the same time as the transfer 
of squadrons.2 The French authorities promised that the telephone com
munications would be established at Headquarters A.A.S.F. and at each air
field by 0-Day plus I. A teleprinter was to be flown to France and installed 
at Headquarters A.A.S.F. for cross-Channel working on D-Day plus 1, or as 
soon as possible thereafter. No provision was made for cross-Channel W/T 
communications during the early days of an emergency.3 

Air Raid Reporting Systems 

Another matter discussed with the French authorities in 1938 / 1939 was 
the linking up of the British and French air raid reporting systems. Early 
in 1939, an air raid reporting liaison service was formed with sections at 
Headquarters Fighter Command, Rouen, Lille and Dunkirk. The role of 
this organisation was to ensure that British information of any hostile raids 
which might affect France was passed immediately to the French authorities. 
and vice versa. To enable information to be passed quickly, special circuits 
were provided between Stanmore on the one hand, and Rauen, Lille and 
Dunkirk on the other. The system was also used for the passing of aircraft 
movements traffic, etc. A short test of this co-ordinating machinery was 
made on 19 July 1939. For this purpose, the six scheduled telephone lines 
allocated to the liaison scheme w~ taken up for two hours by the G.P.O., 
linking the three French centres to Headquarters Fighter Command.4 

1 A.M. File S'.44933/IH. 
3 A.M. File S.4493G /I. 
3 A.M. File S.449l3 /III. 
• A.M. File S.2544. 
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Air Component Field Force 

In addition to the Advanced Air Striking Force, an Air Component was 
required for the specific task of the air defence of the British Expeditionary 
Force in France. This was known as the Air Component Field Force 
(A.C.F.F.). A meeting was held in Paris between French and British Staff 
Officers on 28 August 1939 to discuss the British plan for this component. 
The French authorities concurred in the British plan, which required nine 
airfields and three satellites in the initial stage, concentrated in the area St. 
Omer-Lille--Valenciennes-Beauvais-Dieppe. The main communica
tions required for implementing the first stage of this plan were summarised 
in the form of schedules of operational and adminii:.trative lines. These lines 
connected the wing operations room at Amiens with fighter sectors at Havre 
and Rouen, plus various information and administ rative circuits.1 

Two T.1087 /R.1084 mobile sector R/T stations were operated with the 
Air Component, one with No. l Squadron and one with No. 73. The 
T.l 087's were converted to crystal control in December 1939. The vehicles 
had been designed for W /T point-to-point work, but they were success
fully employed in this R/T capacity. The R/T was strong and of good 
quality. The sets were remotely controlled over up to six miles of French 
telephone Iine.2 

In order to ensure close co-operation between t he British and French 
signals services of all arms, a Franco-British Telecommunications Commit
tee was established in October 1939. The W /T Board had been considering 
the methods by which the communications requirements of the Allies 
could best be co-ordinated and a Committ-ee with representatives of the 
Chairman of the W /T Bol:\rd, the Director of the Signals Department 
Admiralty, the Deputy Director of Staff Duties (Signals) War Office, and 
the Director of Signals Air Ministry, together with their opposite numbers 
in France, was formed. The Committee had the power to co-opt other 
interested parties and to invite representativ$ from other Allied countries. 
The functions of the Committee were : - 3 

(a) To allocate frequencies of all British and French services with a 
view to limiting interference. 

(9) To establish common regulations rel-ative to the routine aspects 
of signals. 

( c) To allocate to the armies outside the wne of operation the 
necessary means of communi.cation. 

(d) To exchange all information of a military or technical nature 
concerning telecommunications. 

The principal problems affecting the R.A.F. discussed by this Committee 
were the arrangement of frequencies to· ensure freedom from interference, 
the landline requirements in France, and R.D.F. in France. 

1 A.M. FiJe S.44933/III. 
2 A.M. File S.4365. 
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l'ios. 1 and 2 Air Formation Signals 

As soon as they were established in France, Nos. 1 and 2 Air Formation 
Signals Units became responsible for R.A.F. landline requirements, provid
ing and maintaining all such lines down to and including squadrons and 
their dispersal points. They also manned all telephone exchanges down to 
squadron exchanges, which were manned by the Royal Air Force.1 Poin t
to-point W /T communication was only used as a standby to }8,ndline, 
and then only for urgent traffic which could not be passed by oth er means. 
Periodic tests were carried out, however, using sites at first not less than 
20 to 25 miles and, later, not less than l O miles from any operational head
quarters or station. As a pnicaution against direction finding by the 
enemy, these tests were never carried out at the normal sites. Mobile and 
transportable T.1087 /R.l084's and T.1083 / R.l082's were used.2 

When Headquarters British Air Forces France (B.A.F.F.) was formed 
some degree of centralisation of the standby W / T organisation was neces
sary. Headquarters A.A.S.F. and Headquarters A.C.F.F. continued to 
arrange communications to their lower formations and units and to their 
aircraft, but centralisation was achieved by the introduction on l February 
1940 of a point-to-point organisation controlled by Headquarters B.A.F.F., 
which linked Advanced Headquarters North B.A.F.F., Advanced Head
quarters East B.A.F.F., Headquarters A.A.S.F., Headquarters A.C.F.F., 
No. 2 Base Area, Nos. l and 2 Heavy Mobile W /T stations (local point-t-0-
point only), No. 3 Mission, and Headquarters Bomber Command.3 The 
final organisation comprised 13 sections, two controlled by Headquarters 
B.A.F.F. covering all major forma.tions, one controlled by A.A.S.F. cover
ing four wing headquarters, one controlled by each wing headquarters 
covering three to four squadrons in each case, two controlled by A.C.F.F. 
covering its groups, wings and formations, and one each for these groups 
and wings covering their squadrons, etc. There were also a numbPr of 
training sections.' None of the sections comprising the organisation was 
operated regularly, however, and one of the outstanding lessons of R.A.F. 
experience in France was the rapid deterioration of the W /T operating 
standard owing t-0 lack of practice.• 

Seavy Mobile Automatic W /T Stations 

Two heavy mobile automatic W /T stations were provided in October 
1939 as an insurance against the possibility of a serious interruption of land
lines and cables between the United Kingdom and France. A service of 
this nature was .first provided in October 1939 by a duplex short wav~ 
automatic high-speed circuit between Leighton Buzzard and the Eiffel 
Tower W /T station. This service~ superseded by the heavy mobile W / T 

1 A.M. File S.5304. 
2 A.H.B. /IIH.2/ 1>92. 
3 A.H.B. II1H2/199. 
4 A.H.B./IJH2/210. 
~ A.M. File S.5304. 
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stations later in the same month. The heavy mobile W /T stations were 
produced by Marconi's at very short notice, the first being provided in nine 
days and the second in six days. 1 The serviceability of the cross-Channel 
cables was good, however, and these stations were rarely used for the pur
pose for which they had been sent to France. In the second half of May, 
however, No. 2 H.M.U. did excellent work in clearing operational traffic.g 

On 26 October 1939 a chief signals officer of the rank of group captain 
was established in France to co-ordinate Signals activities, in particular 
in conjunction with the Army and the French military authorities, and in 
general to aot as deputy to the Director of Signals, Air Ministry, in com
munications matters in the French War Zoll!e.3 C.S.O.s were allready 
appointed to the A.A.S.F. and the air component, but these were respon
sible only for R.A.F. communications within their separate forces. Up to 
t-he time of this appointment considerable difficulty was experienced in 
arranging for R.A.F. communications which did not form part of general 
arrangements made by the Army. 

Extension of R.D.F. Chain 

It was decided in March 1940 to extend the R.D.F. chain, the French 
authorities supplying the lines and cable for two new R.D.F. filter centres 
at Arras and Rheims. It was planned to set up a chain of R.D.F. stations 
between Calais and the Swiss border, reporting to these two centres. The 
air raid reporting liaison service was reorganised as a result.4 

Experience in the operation of the A.A.S.F. squadrons up to March 
1940 showed that communication by telephone was insufficient, an addi
tional teleprinter organisation being essential. The A.A.S.F. role in 
operations in support of the Army called for a great deal more communica
tions than had been used in France up to this time, and an exercise which 
was carried out to practii;e this role indicated that the bottleneck in com
munications was the wing headquarters. This was because all operational 
and intelligence reports from squadrons were telephoned to wings, where 
they were collated and the relative matter transmitted by teleprinter to 
Headquarters A.A.S.F. It was requested by the Air Officer Commanding 
A.A.S.F. that. teleprinter circuits be installed between all squadrons and 
their respective wings.5 

Because of the shortage of teleprinter operators, the possibility of meeting 
this requirement by means of the despatch rider service was considered; 
each bomber sqnadron had an establishment of three despatch riders and 
each wing one despatch rider, wings also having an Army signals section 
on their establishment. However, ~ing to the backwardness of satellites 

' A.M. File S.2194. 
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and I heir lack of accommodation, all reinforcing squadrons had to go to the 
ten main airfields, and for these airfields a telephone link was inadequate, 
even if supplemented by D.R. It was thought that operations and intelli
gence reports of bomber squadrons might prove to be the most important 
source of information available for the direction of bombing operations; 
and it was thernfore decided t<, try to obtain a teleprinter link between 
wing headquarters and each of the ten main airfields. This requirement 
wus noted and the extra equipment was included in the new establishment, 
but the installation of teleprinters was not possible before the collapse.1 

Some teleprinters, howover, were introduced from Headquarters B.A.F.F. 
to certain formations at the end of May 1940, nnd teleprinter traffic was 
passed to and from the Air Ministry.2 

An Air Despatch Letter Service was instituted soon after the establish
ment of R.A.F. headquarters in France. The object of the service was to 
provide a rapid means of passing signals messages and despatches normally 
handled by the R.A.F. Signals Service which could not be passed by other 
methods due to congestion, and urgent official despatches and correspon
dence for which normal methods of despatch were unsuitable.3 

A main shuttle service operated from the United Kingdom to a focal point 
in France, from which point other services were run to cater for the main 
R.A.F. headquarters and formations. The service operated once daily irt 
e:ich direction. Car and despatch rider services linked outlying formations 
t-0 the terminals. All despatches were properly registed. When the A.D.L.S. 
was unable to operate due to had weather, an alternative sea and road 
:;ervice was put into effect. Emergency D.R. services were ready to be put 
into operation in France by Army and R.A.F. vehicles and personnel if 
landlines were disrupted.' 

1 A.H.B. /IIH2/ 174. 
2 A.H.B./IIH/173. 
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CHAPTER 7 

MIDDLE EAST 

General Review of Communications Organisation 

Signals resources in the Middle East prior to the war were meagre in 
the e:,treme. There was no modern equipment available or in use, and such 
signals organisations that did exist were necessarily of an improvised and 
primitive nature. The whole of the Middle East was still restricted to M/F 
working as late as 1937, and at this time there was only one specialist vehicle 
in the whole command. The entire signals staff at Headquarters in 1939 
comprised one G.D. officer, one cypher officer, and a flight sergeant. There 
was no radar equipment in existence, and no radar staff. 

In the course of 1939, however, combined plans were laid for the defence 
of Egypt and the Nile in the event of war. These plans involved the expan
sion and reorganisation of Middle East Command, and it was at once 
apparent that the existing R.A.F. communications were altogether inade
quate to meet the war operational requirements involved in the plan. Under 
the Anglo-Egyptian Treaty of 1936, political considerations involving the 
permission of the Egyptian Government for all fixed services had tended to 
keep signals facilities to the minimum compatible with peacetime require
ments. A review was therefore made of the whole question of communica
tions facilities for the R.A.F. in Egypt, with the object of making provision 
for adequate landline and wireless facilities to meet all administrative and 
operational requirements in peace and war. 

A detailed Signals plan was evolved which would meet the requirements 
of the plans for R.A.F. expansion. This plan involved the construction of 
additional landline systems, the earmarking of existing civil circuits, the 
construction of permanent fully protected buildings for operations rooms, the 
provision of R.D.F. and \V /T stations, and of large quantities of technical 
equipment together with adequate Signals personnel to operate and main
tain it. It was intended that, wherever possible, operational and administra
tive communications between permanent R.A.F. war stations in Egypt 
should be provided by landline, with alternative r-0utes for all operational 
circuits, and with alternative standby wireless links. The particular needs 
of the R.A.F. in desert warfare were studied and mobile wireless equipment 
was to be provided for all mobile units' and attachments. All sector head
quarters were to have direct landline and W /T communication with each 
other, with their fighter squadrons and with their fighter group operations 
room. R.D.F. stations were to be connected by direct landline and W /T 
to the R.D.F. filter room, to the neares,t,.-sector headquarters, and to each 
other. Other landline and W /T circuits were to be provided for Egyptian 
observation posts for the co-ordination of artillery and fighter defence, an 
air raid warning system, Intelligence and a meteorological network. The 
combined plan provided for the A.O.C.-in-C. Headquarters R.A.F. Middle 
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East in Cairo to exercise command of air unit-5 in the Mediterranean, Iraq, 
Palestine, Transjordan and Aden, and traffic between these units was to be 
by R.A.F. W /T and by civil cable systems! 

Shortly before September l 939, · certain squadrons in the Middle East 
were ordered to take up position at their advanced landing grounds in the 
Western Desert. Each squadron had to provide W /T facilities at its advance 
base to maintain a 24-hour point-to-point service with its rear base and with 
other squadrons in its group, and also provide W /T and R/T communica
tions with its aircraft. New specialist W /T vehicles were to be part of the 
standard equipment of these squadrons, but these vehicles had not yet 
been delivered, and the squadron had to construct, from . the equipment 
available, two general purpose pack sets for simplex working. The design 
and construction of these pack sets was left to the discretion and ingenuity 
of individual squadron signals personnel. 

The equipment in general use in the Middle East at that time was the 
T.1083 /R.1082, The main requirements of the design were mobility and 
sturdiness, together with e. construction that would allow the quick setting
up of the equipment itself and the speedy erection and handling of ancillary 
equipment. The transmitter and receiver were mounted on thick -sorbv 
rubber, securely held by expansion cording, clamped to the shelf of a 
cabinet which was bolted to the floor of a Ford lorry. Underneath the shelf 
were housed a generator, smoothing unit, condensers etc., with accumulators 
bolted to the bottom of the cabinet. A 30-ft. telescopic mast supported the 
aerial system, and a wide range of frequencies was available. Short-range 
working between vehicles in convoy was possible. In spite of adverse 
conditions, communication with rear bases e..t a range well in excess of 
200 miles was maintained. Later, when the specialist vehicles, including 
power lorry and transmitter and receiver tenders, arrived from the United 
Kingdom, they replaced the improvised equipment to some ex_tent, although 
mobile pack sets made up from the T.1083/R.1082 continued to be used for 
many purposes.2 

lmmedi.ately on the outbreak of war in September 1939, a Signals 
Instruction was issue<! which gave the order of battle and probable location 
of units, with fuJI details and diagrams 0£ the existing wireless, tie-line, and 
defence landline communicat ions.3 Progress with the plans for the expansion 
of communications was slow; however. Due to the poor landline facilities 
between Ismailia and the Western Desert, some links in the organisation 
were heavily loaded, almost to saturation point, with administrative traffie:. 
A further disadvantage was the siting of the Command W /T Station at 
Ismailia a.way from the H e~guarters in Cairo, and this caused serious 
delays, in spite of there being two landlines aTid two W /T circuits between 

l A.M. File S.48.'>'92. 
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th,e Headquarters and Ismailia. Drastic control of traffic was necessary, 
aud other remedies applied included the institution of an air mail service, 
aud the provision of a despatch rider service, for which motor cycles were 
allotted to all units. By early 1940, only five of the specialist mobile trans
mitting and receiving units on order had arrived in the Command, and in 
many ' cases units moving to their war stations could still not be supplied 
with their specialist vehicles; communications were maintained over the 
comparatively short distances involved by the G.P. pack sets which 
had previously been installed in Ford lorries. Other important factors were 
a shortage of wireless equipment, particularly of T .1087's and R.1084's, and 
the need for re-building the Command W /T Station. By this time, however, 
there had been a considerable increase in the number of through lines 
between Cairo and Alexandria and Cairo and Ismailia, and a line had also 
been laid from Alexandria. to Mersa Matruh. With one or two exceptions all 
stations in Egypt were now connected to a line telegraph and teleprinter 
organisation.1 There was, however, a very serious shortage of personnel. The 
situation altered very little in the ensuing months, and in August 1940, com
munioations were mostly being maintained by the use of 130 G.P. pack-sets, 
the majority of which were of local construction. The supply of specialist 
vehicles had not improved -and some 35 pairs were needed. There was also 
a great deficiency in power vehicles. Of the specialist R/T vehicles required 
for the Army Co-operation squadrons, two were held but a further eight 
were needed. The personnel shortage remained acute. 

It was fully realised that the three essentials for successful operations in 
0})€'n terrain such as the Western Desert were : -

(a) Adequate base communioations for the internal organisation of 
the Command and for direct links to the Air Ministry and the 
subordinate Commands in Palestine, Aden, Malta, East Africa, 
Iraq, and Sudan. 

(b) An adequate ground-to-air R/T and W /T organisation supported 
by wireless navigational aids. 

(c) Fully mobile low-power communications for the forces operating 
in the field. 

The i"mplementation of these requirements was hindered principally by the 
shortage of equipment--a general shortage throughout the Royal Air Force 
and not a factor confined to the Middle ,East, though it was considerably 
aggravated in the ,Middle East by the priority accorded to home demands 
and the loss at sea of important cargoes. Every possible source of supply 
was therefore examined by the Chief Signals Officer of the Command.2 A 
considerable amount of equipment was obtained from Australia, India and 
So,uth Africa, but by far the most prolific !ource of efficient radio apparatus 

1 A.M. File S.40,J9 . 
2 Group Captain W. E. G. Mann, lawr Air Commodore Mann. Group Captain Mann 

ho.d been in the Middle Eest since 1936 and he remained C.S.O. until transferred to 
Mediwrranean Air Command in April 1943. 
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was direct purchase from America.1 This policy was endorsed and en
couraged by the Air Ministry. 

'fhe base communications had already been provided on an adequate 
sotue by August 1940, An automatic high-speed service was about to open 
between the Middle East and the Air Ministry, and for the internal organisa
tion _of the Command, direct W /T links existed from the Headquarters to 
the subordinate commands in Palestine, Aden, Malta, East Africa, Iraq, and 
the. Sudan. These links were capable of handling all essential W /T traffic. 
Within Egypt, W /T networks were in existence and operating efficiently 
between Command Headquarters and the headquarter s of the operational 
groups, with outward links down to wings and stat ions. 

:Because of the great distances involved, emphasis was placed on the 
importance of W /T communications, but these were supplemented in the 
base area by la,ndlines. These were on a meagre scale by United K ingdom 
standards. Originally these landlines had been provided by Egyptian St ate 
Telegraphs, but their quality was low, and efforts were made to improve 
them sufficiently to allow teleprinters to operate on them. The teleprinter 
network connected Headquarters R.A.F. Middle East, the Inter-Command 
W /T Station at Ismailia, and static groups and stations in Egypt including 
maintenance and equipment units. After the outbreak of hostilities the 
responsibility for providing 1andline communications for the R.A.F. fell 
jointly on the Army and the Egyptian P. and T,, but the general shortage 
of both cable and terminal equipment restricted installation largely to the 
base area of the Delta and the coastal zone towards th e Western Desert. 

Communications for ground-to-air working on W /T were reasonably 
satisfactory, but the aircraft R/T set, the T.R.9, made really effective 
ground control by R/T difficult and often impossible. The greatest weakness, 
however, lay in mobile equipment for air forces operating in the field . 
Advanced headquarters and landing grounds were still dependent on semi
obsolescent mobile W /T equipment housed in mechanical transport which 
was generally unsuitable for operations in the Desert. 

An important event which took plact: in August 1940 was the arrival 
in the Western Desert of a skeleton Air Formation Signals Company.~ Prior 
to the arrival of this company, all line and telephone requirements had been 
obtained by direct liaison between the C.S.O. of the R.A.F. group concerned 
and the appropriate Army C.S.O. All squadron internal telephone require
ments and the laying of internal extensions had been carried out by the 
squadrons themselves, and R.A.F. ·speech channels between squadron and 
group headquarters were frequently shared wit-h various Army units. Direct 
tie lines between squadron and group headquarters were non-existent. 

1 American equipment proved in nearly a'fi;"nstances superior t<> Bribish. Most of it 
had been designed originally for use by amateur rnc.iio enthusiasts , but its perfor
mance was excellent, andl although not always robust- in appearance, it stood up to 
the rigours of mobile warfare remarkably well. (Narrator's intervi~w with Air Com
modore Mann.) 

. 1 A.H.B./IIM/Al3/ID, 1939--March 1941. 
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War in the Middle East 

This was the e-0mmunications ,situation when the first Italian offensive 
began in September 1940. The Western Desert Force could not prevent a 
limited advance and the enemy was soon able to e.st:6.blimi a. line from Sidi 
Barrani to Sofafi. 

The next commitment resulted from the 0ntbreak of war between Italy 
anct Greece, necessitating the despatch of certain air units to Greece. A 
communicf!tions organisation was established between Egypt, Crete, Athens 
and Ankara and the squadrons operating in Greeoe.1 A W /T organisation 
was brought into force with Ismailia as Control Station over Athens and 
Heraklion; other W /T circuits included Headquarters No. 201 Group ancl 
Suda Bay, Rnd Headquarters R.A.F. Middle East controlling Headquarters 
No. 202 Group and Eleusis. Aircraft guard and D / F facilities were also 
arranged. Further communications were provided under an outline Signals 
plan issued in November 1940, including two specialist vehicles with T.1087 
transmitters and G.P. pack sets. Line requirements down to squadrons and 
units were catered for by a wing section of Air Formation Signals. 

Meanwhile, in the Middle East, the situation had stabilised and a number 
of new operational telephane circuits were quickly established by Air Forma
tion Signals and brought into use. By November 1940, every squadron in tht, 
Western Desert had a direct tie line to its group headquarters, and fighter 
squadrons had two speech channels, one direct to the group opesrations 
section and one to the P.B.X. Fullerphones were superimposed on the 
exchange line and every squadron worked a buzzer through to its group 
headquarters by this line, thus avoiding the need for an internal W / T organi
sation except for standby purposes. The line responsibility at this time 
included the following unit exchanges and their subscribers: -

4 Fighter Squadrons 

5 Bomber Squadrons 

1 Army Co-operation Squadron 

An advanced Group Headquarters 

A rear Group Headquarters 

A Squadron H.Q. separated from its Flights 

An Air Stores Park 

A Repair and Salvage 'Section 

A Medical Receiving Station 

In addition, a line was run to and a telephone installed in each of the 
following: -

3 Supply and Transport Sections 

3 Heavy Bomber Operational Airfields 

1 A.H.B./l!M/A13/ m, 1939-March 1941. 
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A Detached Fighter Flight 

1 Mobile Radio Unit 

.. l H.igh-s~ed Launch_ Mooring 
. 1 Navigational Beacon 

1 Special Dummy Flarepath Circuit 

With certain exceptions, telephone channels were carried on permanent 
air line, those lying east and west of the group headquarters being on the 
main route along the railway, the rest being on spur routes specially built for 
the R.A.F. The responsibility for maintaining the main routes lay with the 
Corps or L. of C. Signals, but Air Formation Signals assisted them whenever 
breakdowns occurred in R.A.F. channels. The responsibility for other per
manent air line and cable groups belonged to Air Formation Signals. AW /T 
communications organisation was set up in November 1940, using G.P. pack 
sets, to pass aircraft sighting reports from the wireless observer screen to 
the Air Report Centre in Alexandria. 

In December 1940, the Western Desert Force went over to the offensiYe, 
and in the following month an Advanced Fighter Wing was formed for 
Operation 'Western Desert', point-to-point communications being provided 
from the limited number of specialist vehicles and pack sets available. In 
the same month, No. 5 Medium Heavy Mobile Unit was attached to Head
quarters No. 202 Group, the headquaxters of the A.O.C. Egypt, to provide 
a high-power wireless link from Headquarters No. 202 Group to Head
quarters R.A.F. Middle East and other headquarters and formations in 
Egypt. This unit consisted of one transmitting vehicle, one receiving vehicle, 
one power trailer, one Crossley 3-ton vehicle, one 15-cwt. van, two motor 
cycles and one 32-seater coach. Meanwhile, in Egypt, the shortcomings of 
the inter-Command station at Ismailia had been appreciated and construc
tion was approved of a new Command Transmitting Station at Helmieh, on a 
site to accommodate six SWB8's and six T.l087's. The receiving station 
remained at first at Headquarters, but a new station was later built at 
Helmieh. The shortage of wireless equipment, however, was still acute, and 
was only partly relieved by the decision to purchase American equipment. 
This induded R.C.A. ET.4331 transmitters, a number of which had already 
been purchased and were in use, several types of Hallicrafter receiver, and 
a number of Phillips' petrol/ electric charging sets. The shortage was 
aggravated by severe losses of British equipment in transit at sea. 

The main R.A.F. wireless station used in the East African campaign was 
that situatoo at Khartoum. There was very little signals equipment avail
able. One pair of specialist vehi~ was transferred from the Middle East, 
also two wireless observer units, consisting of some fifteen posts each, 
equipped with pack sets. These W.O.U.s acted with flights as communica
tions units, and were for a time the only communications available to the 
Army at advanced positions. Pack sets were also used at advanced landing 
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· grounds and at headquarters. Captured Italian wireless stations were 
adapted for use by British forces.' 

General We.veil's advance in the Western Desert brought in its train 
further equipment demands. The military situation had undergone a marked 
change by March 1941, by which time a new Signals organisation had been 
produ-0ed which allowed for fixed permanent groWld stations to be erected 
at Benina, Bl Adem, and Mersa Matruh, using the T.1087 /R.1084 for point
to-point communications. Headquarters R.A.F. Cyrenaica was formed and 
was given No. 5 Medium Heavy Mobile Unit- for point-to-point and aircraft 
communications.: 

By April 194-1, the operational efficiency of units and of air defence was 
being affected by the lack of good line communications-speech, teleprinter 
and telegraph. Wireless channels were not capable of handling any con
siderable increase in traffic, and were comparatively inefficient over short 
ilistances due to cyphering delays. Direct telephone circuits were essential 
between aH air defence organisations and units, and a plan was introduced 
with the object of providing landline circuits for all possible channels of 
communications. There were a munber of inter-group lines which, owing to 
difficulties -of distance, under-water cabling, etc., could not be provided, and 
these included lines to Greece, the Sudan and further south; but the plan 
covered line communications between units in Egypt, Iraq and Cyrenaica. 
ScheduJes of internal air defence lines were drawn up for the various organi
sations in Egypt (including Headquarters No. 252 Wing ; operations, 
administrative and provisioning lines for Headquarters R.A.F. Middle East ; 
and Headquarters No. 202 Group); for Cyrenaica; for Palestine and Trans
jordan; for Greece; for the Sudan; and for East Africa. The plan absorbed 
one A.F.S. unit and two and a half companies. Lines in Egypt, Palestine and 
Transjordan, and Cyrenaica were scheduled to be completed within six 
months.3 

The operational situation, however, was now undergoing a fundamental 
change. Forces under Rommel had entered the Mediterranean theatre in 
January 1941, and on 30 March the Axis Forces began to advance from El 
Agheila, forcing the Western Desert Force to withdraw from their recently 
won positions, and by 10 April they were back at the Egyptian frontier. 
At the same time the R.A.F. units in Greece came under increasing pressure 
as the German forces gained the upper hand. 

Signals organisation in Greece and Crete 

The RA.F. Signals organisation in Greece continued in e.xistenoe up to 
about 9 April 1941. Immediately pllRn' to the withdrawal to the Athens 
area, all R.A.F. units were instructed to keep in touch with Headquarters 

1 NaITator's inte-rview with Air Commodore Mann. 
2 A.H.B. /IrM/Al3/lD, 193-9-March 1-941. 
_3 A.H.B. /IIM/ Al3/ ID. 
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B.A.F. Gree,ce, and this they succeeded in doing, communication being estab
lished whenever units were halted. Unfortunately, a good deal of signals 
equipment was lost in the withdrawaJ, either before units left their bases, 
due to immobility of equipment, or on the road, due to poor surfaces and 
r,ongestion. On the arrival of units in the Athens area, a new signals instruc
tion was issued which prepared for the evacuation of units from Greece and 
for a gradual reduction in communications. Landlines in the Athens area. a.od 
all W /T communications continued to operate satisfactorily at- this stage. 

The ev~uation of unit personnel by their own aircraft continued from 
the time units arrived in the Athens area until approximately 21 April. 
Throughout this period scheduled communi-cations continued to operate. 
On about 20 April, an R.A.F. W /T station was set up at Argos, to which 
place all remaining R.A.F. personnel in Greece were transferred by road, 
with the exception of a skeleton staff Headquarters R.A.F. Greece, which 
included Signals and Cypher personnel. The last stage of R.A.F. evacuation 
began with the closure and destruction of the main W /T station at Head
quarters B.A.F. Greece on 23 Aprcl. An advanced Headquarters was formed 
at Argos on a mobile basis, acting as a, central signals station for the three 
Services. Two W /T channels were operated with Headquarters R.A.F. 
Middle East, two to Crete and one to Force Headquarters A.N.Z.A.C. Corps. 
Other channels were operated to the air attaches at Athens and Ankara, 
plus a number of internal services and mobile pack sets. Communications 
operated as organised except that Argos was not able to operate continuously 
due to enemy action. A rear headquarters was formed at Canea in Crete, and 
communication maintained with the advanced headquarters. On 29 April, 
due to the military situation, it became impossible for communications to be 
maintained with personnel remaining in Greece.' 

As the situation in Greece deteriorated, W / T equipment previously ear
marked for Greece was diverted to Crete, and, while the arrival of this 
diverted equipment wa.s awaited, low-power sets which had been taken over 
were quickly installed. By 20 April, Heraklion, Retiino, Maleme, and two 
radar stations were in communication with the rear headquarters formed 
at Canea. A medium-power transmitter for communication to Headquarters 
R.A.F. Middle East, and H.F. and M.F . facilities for aircraft, had a1ready 
been installed at Canea. The diverted W /T equipment arrived about 21 
April and was used to establish a medium power circuit. for controlling air-
craft. · 

In the course of enemy bombing attacks during the next two weeks, the 
W / T Station at Heraklicm was hit and considerable damage was done to 
.W /T masts and buildings, but litt~amage was done to wireless equipment. 
which was transferred to a cave, where point-to-point services were main
tained, although the D.F. services had to be abandoned. The headquarters 
in Canea was withdrawn by 12 May and a new headquarters formed in seven 

1 A.H.B./IIM/A13/1D. 
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small shelters under cover of a cliff. The wireless station still functioned, 
however, and continuous communication was maintained with Egypt and 
with other units in Crete. ' By 20 May, all security R.A.F. cyphers had 
been destroyed. Only Syko was held, and the ·submarine cable from ·Egypt 
to Crete was manned by Army Signals personnel, so that messages of a most 
secret nature could be passed in plain la nguage. On 25 May, however, 
n>.asonably secure cypher was delivered to H ead9.ua.rters R.A.F. Crete·. 

No more difficult country could be found to maintain commwtications 
whf,n continually on the move, than t he mountainous terrain and the 
impassable roads of Crete, with the consequent necessity of manhandling 
Signals equipment. In spite of this, communications were ma intained 
throughout and traffic cleared wit h a minimum of delay. The work of 
Signals personi:iel in Greece, too, 0arned high p raise, particularly for the 
maintenance of communications by the humping of pack-sets into boats and 
across the Peloponnese in most difficult condit ions. 

The C.S.O., Headquarters B.A.F. Greece ma.de a number of recommenda
tions following the evacuation, among which were that signals officers must 
bE' in the confidenc1..' of thEc' contro !ling staffl:i . and in possession of ·all facts 
regardir.g plans, movement of units and other relevant information. He· 
conf';idered that all unitR, inclt1ding headqnartera, should ha.ve a light wire
less vehicle fitted with at least a G.P. set complete with spares and charging 
set capable of operating on the move. A comprehensive signals p lan with 
alternatives should be ready to meet a.ny emergency. 

It was clear that one of the main duties of signals officer s, · pa.rticular1y 
C.S.O.s, lay in anticipating requirements, senior signals s taffs needing to be 
men capable of evaluating a broad situation, and always endeavouring to 
be one step ahead of stated requirements. Orderly routine planning was 
not always possible, and C.S.O.s had to gain the confidence of senior head
quarters staff so that they were never caught out by unexpected demands. 

Reorga~isation in the Western Desert 

With the withdrawal from Cyrenaica in April 1941 , the Air Forces in t he 
Western Desert were reorganised, and the existing arrangement of main 
anu su bsidiary airfields was superseded by a new organisation.2 An advanced 
air headquarters was to be established in the Maaten Bagush area, a rear air 
headquarters at Burg-el-Ara.b, Headquarters No. 253 Wing (fighters, bombers 
and Army Co-operation aircraft of the Air Component) at Mersa Matruh, 
Headquarters No. 204 Group (striking force of bomber s and fighters) at 
Maaten Bagush, replacing H eadquarters No. 202 Group, Headquarters 
No. 257 Wing (heavy bombers) at Shallufa, and H eadquarters No. 257 
Wing (Advanced Element.s) at FukC-and W adi Natrun. Squadrons were 
tu operate from operational landing grounds (O.L.G.s); administration and 

• A.H .B. /lIM/B26/ IA. Personal account of Wg . CdT. Hurst, Chief Sign~ls Officer, 
R.A.F. Crete. 

2 A.M. File CS.9728/ I . 
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maintenance of squadrons was to be carried out at base landing grounds 
(B.L.G.s). In addition, there were to be refuelling and re-ar.µung landing 
grounds (R.L.G.s) in the forward area, and dispersal lailging grounds 
(DL.G.s). Land.line communications between landing ground~, were practi
cally non-existent at this time, the sole means of comrounica~on being by 
W /T. A large number of landing grounds existed in all areas, Jp.e occupants 
were continually changing, and even if the equipment had b~ available to 
tie all landing grounds by landline to various centres to prov:i~ int er-com
munication, the continual change of occupants would have thr#n any such 
scheme into confusion. W /T was therefore used and in the forwiiird areas this 
had of necessity to be of a highly mobile nature. To this 'find, as light 
vehicles became available, W /T pack sets were installed in t.hern. 

A Signals Instruction was issued in April 1941 to provide;:f}'ireless and 
landline communications for the newly organised Western Des~ Air Force. 
W /T point-to-point communication provided normal operatiei.i.)al and ad
ministrative channels from Air Headquarters (Advanced and :&.'.8ar), to the 
headquarters of groups and wings, squadrons and maintenance $tits. Land
lines provided telephone and telegraph circuits between Headqu~ers R.A.F. 
Middle East and Air Headquarters Advanced and Rear, and ttirough sup
porting headquarters to all squadrons, units and landing groun~. This line 
organisation was additional to the existing A.M.E.8. and N.~ 252 Wing 
operational lines. As the telegraph circuits became available, W'¾:T channels 
were closed or relegated to standby. Orders for the posting of}ignals per
sonnel, and the use of cyphers and equipment arrangments, we're included 
in the signal-s plan. No. 4 Medium Heavy Mobile W/T Unit ,t,as allotted 
to Advanced Air Headquarters and No. 5 to Rear Air Headqu~rs. Other 
signals equipment in use included specialist vehicles, power v~i-.icles and 
pack sets. , 

Confirmation of the proposed establishments for t he reorganisiit1Air Forces 
in the Western Desert followed in the same month. The indiv'ilual units 
established in the oourse of the next few months included A~1.anced. Air 
Headquarters, Rear Air Headquarters, Group Headquarters, \\1ng Head
quarters, and Bomber, Fig~ter_ a_nd Army C?-operation Squadro~j with for
ward and rear bases. The md1v1dual establishments ranged fro~ the three 
Sig_nals Officers, five Code and Cypher Officers, 12 N.C.O.s, and ~ !airmen of 
Advanced Air Headquarters (with · an equipment establishmi. t of four 
specialist pairs, two 7 kV A. power vehic}es, two vans, six _moto~t, · cles, and 
three 30-cwt. trucks to accommodate five duplex or ten simplex.,: . /T pack 
sets) to the two Code and Cypher Officers, five N.C.O.s and ten ~ij-men of a 
forward fighter squadron base (one specialist pair, one 7 kV A. pow~r vehicle, 
two motor cycles).' 

There were still, however, grave shor'f.ages of equipment . A'.i\umber of 
major items had been .Jost in the evacuation of Greece and Crete/ including 
six T.J087's, six T.77's, 14 R.1084's, truee specialist pairs, four oufrlex pack 

1 A.M. File CS.9728/1. 



sets, 25. simp)ex pack sets, together with three H.F. D /F stations and a 
quantity orpower vehicles and charging sets. Replacement of these losses 
was urgently;required. In addition, the reorganisation and expansion taking 
place in the :t,1iddle East, coupled with the responsibility for the new West 
African reil)rorcement route, called for large quantities of wirnless equip
ment. Sornei of the outstanding requirements on I May I 94 1 inclucled 45 
T.l 087's, 10 ~.l 084's, 20 Meadow's petrol/ electric sets, 40 pairs of specialist 
vehicles, 40 power vehicles, 40 duplex pack sets, 10 simplex pack sets, 40 
transportable H.F. D /F stations, and 35 T.l 090's. The specialist vehicles 
were to be _equipped with T.l087's/R.l084's and were urgently required.1 

By July 1941, 14 specialist pairs had been shipped from the United King
dom plus 16 power vehicles and 150 small petrol/ electric sets. Large quan
tities of wireless equipment were ordered from America and Australia, 
including 20 R.C.A.4331 's, 50 R.C.A.4332's, and some 250 Hallicrafter 
receivers of various types. W /T equipment was also supplied from South 
Africa. It was also decided that Middle East Command should produce its 
own specia:1ist vehicles, given the necessary vehicles and equipment. The 
American Cj:illins 18Q set was ordered in large quantities for ground mobile 
use, both irj vehicles and in pack sets. The shortage of T.l087's remained 
acute.2 

Amended:;establishment proposals to meet the reorganised signals facilities 
were produt:ed in June 1941, but great difficulty was experienced in shipping 
sufficient p~rS-Onnel from the United Kingdom to fill these establishments 
and thus i>mplete the target force proposed and approved. It became 
necessary ti, signal the priority in which personnel for the various units were. 
to be despiitched. Demands for signals personnel had to take their place 
behind mariy other priority requirements of other branches. By July 1941, 
the strengt~ of signals personnel in the Middle East and Iraq was just under 
5,500, of which about 2,900 were wi1·eless operators, 830 wireless electric 
mechanics, ~30 electricians II, 530 radar operators, and 330 radar mechanics.3 

Line communications in Egypt remained weak, and with the additional 
squadrons and units being provided it became essential to expand the land
line system··as soon as possible. Large stocks of poles, copper wire, insulators 
and spindles were ordered from the G.P.O. to form a stock of equipment 
from which Egyptian State Telegraphs could draw to meet the communica
tion requir~ments of the Service~, and much of this equipment had been 
shipped or was awaiting shipment by July 1941. There was still a serious 
shortage of telephone and line equipment, however, and a quantity was 
obtained from American sources. The bulk of R.A.F. landline communica
tions in Palestine and Transjordan was furnished by the Palestine Posts and 
Telegraphs, but this W~S not re~ed as likely to be satisfactory ii the 
situation in Palestine were to change, and the posting of an Air Formation 

1 A.M. File S.4834. 
t A.M. File S.4834. 
3 A.M. File CS.9673. 
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Signals unit to Palestine was agreed in June 1941.1 A maintenance group 
was formed in Egypt in June 1941, necessitating the further provision ofline 
communications and standby point-to-point channels. 
Air Support 

The policy for communications between R.A.F. units operating with the 
Army and the Army formations themselves was laid down in publications 
such as the R.A.F. Manual of Army Co-operation.! Normally, an air com
ponent was allotted to an army in the field, comprising Army Co-operation, 
Bomber and Fighter squadrons, and the headquarters of the a ir component 
was kept in direct touch with Army headquarters by Air Formation Si:gnals, 
which provided line communications from air headquarters to unit head
quarters and down to but excluding squadron headquarters. Communica
L.:,;-,.;, in squadrons were provided by R.A.F. personnel, but equipment was 
normally prcvided, installed and maintained by Royal Corps of Signals 
personnel. The landli.:ie facilities were ba~ked up by point-to-point W /T, 
which was provided and operated by the R.A.F. 

The most efficient methoa cf communication betwe€n a detachment or 
column commander and an operat;or,c.! air base at this time was by means of 
a vehicle fitted with an R.A.F. W /T pack set. These wer.:: known as' Rodex' 
vehicles. Rodex were employed with convoys, escorts and· co~~1mns on opera
tions in areas where contact with the enemy was expected. \Vhere the 
columns were operating away from roads, the Rodex was stationed at the 
nearest convenient point and a W /T or other link provided betwe<>n the 
column commander and the Rodex. The pack sets commWlicated direct with 
the group or unit headquarters providing the close support aircraft, and 
although the method was not regarded as ideal, a fair measure of success 
was achieved. 

Following the 'Battle-Axe' offensive of June 1941, the whole question 
of air support for the Army came under review, both in the Middle East and 
at horn£." In order to ensure that the maximum effect was obtained from 
direct air support, an Air Support Control (A.S.C.) was formed to meet, 
modify or reject requests for ~•1pport received from various sources. Th~ 
control was to be exercised by command vehicles equipped with R.A.F. 
Signals offices, which were to be attached to ,division and brigade head
quarters, where they would provide channels of communics.tion forward to 
advanced Army units on Army frequencies and back t-0 R.A.F .. airfields 
and airborne aircraft. Such vehicles would also accompany division and 
brigade commanders of Army mobile formations. The Air Support Control 
itself was to be formed from the headquarters iUf-0 R.A.F. formations which 
might be called upon to give direct air support, plus one or more mobile 
advanced air headquarters, combined with an Army element. The R.A.F. 
element comprised the formation commander or his deputy, plus a smaU 
operational staff, together with Forward Air Support Links (F.A.S.L.s) for 
controlling support aircraft in the air and for liaison with reconnaissance 

1 A.H.B./lIM/Al'3•/lD, April-December l-94l. 
i A.H.B./IIM/AJl3:/1'D, 1939--March l~l!. 
3 See A.H.B. Monograph,' Air Support' (A.P. 3235}. 
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aircraft, Rear Air Support Link.s (R.A.S.L.s) for communicating direct to 
r-clected landing grounds, and a number of other wireless links at the 
selected landing grounds. The scheme was held up at first because the 
Army was unable to provide A.S.C.s on the basis of one to each Corps and 
one to the Armoured Division. 

In order to test the system, a signals exercise was carried out on 11 / 12 
July 1941, Signals equipment being assigned to Army formations, together 
with R.A.F. liaison officers. Nos. 1, 2, 3 and 4 R.A.F. Armoured W /T Units 
were formed to provide the first F.A.S.L.s. These units consisted of 
armoured fighting vehicles of the Marmon Herrington type plus wireless 
equipment and personnel to ensure that the nnit was fully mobile and 
capable of being used in any theatre of war. It was found that R/T facilities 
were- also r0quired betw~.n ground and support aircraft as well as tactical 
reconnaissance. aircraft, and the signals organisation was modified accord
ingly. The unit normally accompanied the commander of a division or 
brigade in the field. The composition of the unit was: -

(a) Personnel: l Squadron Leader G.D. to command. 

l Driver M.T. 

1 Sergeant W .E.M. 

2 Corporals W. Op. 

(b) Equipment: 2 G.P. Pack Sets. 

( trained in ground· 

) gunnery duties. 

l Hallicrafter S.29 R/T Receiver. 

l Petrol/ Electric Charging Set. 

The officers commanding also acted as R.A.F. liaison officer& and advisers 
t-0 the commander to whose force they were allotted on all questions of 
air support.1 The scheme could not be fully developed in 1941 because of 
the shortage of vehicles. 

Lessons of the Early Campaigns 

A review of the lesson" learned in the first twe!Ye months of the Desert 
campaign was carried out by the Command Signals Officer in September 
I 941. In order to maintain satisfactory point-to-point communication 
bEtween the Command and its groups, experience had shown that two 
ch:innels with one-to-one wor'king with each group were required, thus 
sepa.rating operational from administrative channels. A general lowering 
of the standard of wireless operating since the outbreak of war made this 
doubly necessary. However good the standard of communications them
i;elves, the octual amount of tr~c passed was dependent on the speed and 
accuracy of the operators at either end. A one-to-one W /T channel, under 
war conditions, was overloaded when traffic exceeded S,000 groups a day, 
and two channels were then required. Every landline circuit required a 

1 A.H.B./lIM/Al3/lD, Apdl-December 1941. · 
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W /T standby channel, and it was desirable for every operational speech or 
telegraph circuit to have a one-to-one standby if possible. For continuous 
communications, different frequencies for day and night working were 
required in Egypt and the Eastern Mediterranean generally. In the Sudan, 
however, good point-to-point communications were maintained over 
distances of up to 800 miles with low power \V /T pack sets using only one 
frequency. For aircraft working, it was apparent that each group and wing 
operating independently needed an aircraft and D.F. organisation of its 
own. This was uneconomical in equipment and frequencies, but necessary 
to avoid congestion. 

Mobile Signals Units 

The following types of specialist vehicle were in use: 

(a) Standard W /T specialist vehicles, twin channel, using trans
mitters T.1087 and receivers R.1084. 

(b) General purpose W /T R/T vehicles of a standard type for Army 
Co-operation work. 

( c) Brockhouse power trailers with Meadows 9 kV A petrol/ electric 
sets. 

(d) Power prime movers with Meadows 9 kVA petrol/electric sets. 

Pack-set equipment was the duplex and simplex field transportable 
T.1083/R.1082 equipment (Kidbrooke Pattern); and universal simplex 
T.1083 /R.1082 (Aboukir pattern). 

Experience gained during the Libyan and Abyssinian campaigns showed 
that. the standard pattern W /T and Army Co-operation specialist vehicles 
with T.1087 transmitters were unsuitable for operating over rough ground 
at the speeds necessary for mobile warfare; they were built for operation 
on good roads, and their overall height and length were too great. During 
the Greek campaign, the combination of these fa-Otors was responsible for 
slowing down convoys to approximately six miles an hour, and only by 
extreme care and in some cases manhandling were these vehicles prevented 
from becoming a total loss when operated on the hair-pin bends character
istic of these mountainous regions. Good roads were practically non-exis
tent in the Western Desert, and considerable damage was caused to wire
less instruments when moving over desert tracks. Experience showed that 
it was imperative for all W /T and power vehicles to be prime movers. In 
the event of a sudden quick move, there was not always a prime mover 
available for the towing of a trailer. W /T pack sets generally were also 
insufficiently mobile. 

It was decided to produce a W /T vehicle containing equipment specially 
designed for mobility and not, as previously, normal ground station equip
ment. In addition, squadrons were to be supplied with highly mobile vehicles 
6.ttP,d with G.P. equipment on the basis. of three vehicles per squadron. A 
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number of highly mobile low power W /T vehicles had already been produced 
in the Middle East at No. 103 M.U.; these were Ford 3-ton vehicles contain
ing the following equipment and fittings: -

Transmitter T.1083 
Receiver R.1082 
Generator Type ' E ' 

~ and ancillary equipment. 

'Chorehorse ' petrol/ electric set complete with charging board. 
Steel chest for secret and confidential publications. 
Desk for cypher officer. 
Desk for traffic superintendent. 
Steel cupboard for stationery, etc. 
Stowage for distilled water. 

The aerial was designed in such a manner that the W /T equipment could be 
operated while the vehicle was in motion. These locally constructed mobile 
units stood up to the conditions better than the U.K. vehicles. The engines 
were equally powerful, the Ford vehicles were half the weight of the Leyland 
vehicles of the U.K. pattern, and the interior stowage of the radio equipment 
was at-Outer. 

Also constructed was an Army Co-operation vehicle. This again was a 
Ford 3-tonner, and, in addition to t he equipment listed above, it contained 
a transmitter T.1090 and a Hallicrafter S.29 receiver. Experiments were also 
being made with a view to producing a suit.able medium power W /T station. 
This was to consist of three Ford 3-t-0n vehicles instead of the existing two 
Crossleys; one vehicle would contain -the Meadows power unit and switch
board, a second vehicle the transmitters and control pa.nets suitably modi
fied, and a third vehicle the receivers. Experience in Greece and Crete had 
also demonstrated the need for a highly mobile pack set which could be 
carried by hand and be operated for reasonable periods without charging 
apparatus. It was decided to manufacture a pack set using the TR9D tnms
mitter and a Hallicrafter S.29 receiver. The transmitter was modified so 
that C/W as well as R/T could be used. This pack set gave a range of about 
50 miles on C/W and 20-30 miles on R/T, and was used by isolated detach
ments for communication with adjacent Army and R.A.F. formations. The 
Hallicrafter S.29 was a lightweight, battery operated, high-gain commercial 
broadcast receiver fitted with a beat frequency oscillator for C /W reception. 
The set could be either battery or ma.ins operated, and provision was made 
for charging the battery where a suitable mains supply was available. The 
S.29 receiver was also used as a battery ground set for art illery reconnais
sance purposes. as it was well snited to use as an R/T receiver for ground
to-a.ir communication. 

The lessons learned in the 1941/42 winter campaigns resulted in the re
organisation of air support unit-s, w~p subsequently operated as mobile 
signals organisations, capable of providing any information which the Army 
and R.A.F. commanders considered necessary to effect co-operation between 
the air and the ground forces.1 

1 A.H.B./IIM/Al3/2D. 
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Landline Organisation 

In the course of the campaign, advance parties of Air Formation Signals 
were sent forward to prepare lines, first in the Sollum area, then in the 
Tobruk area and finally in the Benghazi area. In the Sollum area it was 
necessary to lay a cable to nearly all units, and although the majority was 
Italian cable found running in the right direction, it took a great deal of 
work to put this cable into good order. In the Tobruk area, Air Formation 
Signals were primarily concerned in replacing broken parts of Italian poles. 
Again, in the Benghazi area, the majority of telephone channels were carried 
over Italian permanent routes. 

A number of lessons were learnt in this first advance. The average satis
factory length of cable used for telephone pairs was found to be about 12 
miles, owing to maintenance difficulties. Field cable in the desert was par
t.icularly liable to damage by vehicles, animals, etc ., causing poor insulation 
and breakages. It was found to be a slow job to repair Italian cable as a 
means of putting a circuit through for the first time. It was qu,icker to Jay 
a new cable and deal with the captured cable later. Much unnecessary cable 
was laid in some squadrons owing to the dispersal of offices without regard 
to the telephone system. 

One of the most important factors to emerge was the extreme vulnerability 
of overhead telephone lines to ground strafing by fighters. German fighters 
made deliberate attacks on overhead telephones and many wires were 
damaged as a result. It had not previously been thought possible to destroy 
overhead telephone lines by this means. 

Protection of Signals Stations 

It was found in Greece and Crete that insufficient attention was paid to 
the protection of W /T stations. 'I1hese were subjected to the first really 
heavy bombing and ground strafing attacks experienced in the Middle East, 
and those W /T stations that were not sufficient,ly protected from blast and 
gplinters were quickly put out of action. It was apparent that receiving 
and transmitting stations must either be built underground, hidden away in 
buildings near airfields, or plaood in specially constructed buildings sunk a 
few feet into the ground, sandbagged and camouflaged. It was also necessary 
to protect mobile wireless specialist vehicles when used with stationary or 
semi-stationary units, and the practice in the Western Desert became to dig 
a pit into which the prime mover or trailer was run. The pit was then sand
bagged round the edges to the height of the vehicle, and the top of the 
vehicle was then covered with ~ing and camouflaged. This was compara
tively easy in places where the ground was fairly soft, but was more difficut 
on rocky ground. When it was not possible to dig a pit, a thick wall of sand
bags was built on three sidBs of thB vehicle and camouflage netting spread 
over it to break up the shadow. Whenever possible, advantage was taken 
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the equipment required to establish t,hi.s network had been despatched from 
of any natural cover, even when this meant the erection of a station ;;ome 
miles away from an airfield.1 

Landlines for the Defence of Egypt 

A conference was held at the Air Ministry on 24 September 1941 , attended 
by rep1·esentatives from tlhe Middle East, to discuss the provision of line 
communications for the air defence of Egypt.2 The air defence of Egypt 
comprised a fortress defence of the Delta area, communications for which 
were to be entirely separate from other communications in the area and from 
mobile defence communications for the Western Desert and other areas. 
The improvement of defence communications in the Middle East, and par
ticularly in the Nile Delta area, had been under consideration for some t ime, 
and t-he basic communications requirement was the minimum needed for the 
operation of a fighter group. This was far beyond the resources of Egyptian 
State Telegraphs, and proposals were therefore formu1ated for the construc
tion by the Anny of a landline, telephone and telegraph system, including 
repeater stations, voice frequency telegraph apparatus, etc.3 

A schedule of landlines and communications facilities required for t he 
R.A.F. was prepared, and to provide these facilitiee it was necessary to con
struot a large underground cable network. By 21 November, the bulk of 
factories in the United Kingdom for shipment. Great assistance was given 
by the G.P.O. in preparing the apparatus sent to Egypt and .in giving advice 
in designing the scheme. The schedule of communications included approxi
mately I 00 'D' tariff private wire circuits and I 6 voice frequency circuits. 
Mobile D.T.N. equipment was provided for Heliopolis, consisting of a power 
and audio van and a V.F. telegraph van, and mobile telecommunications 
equipment( M.T.E.) vans, consisting of switchboard, teleprinter, etc., were 
supplied for Ismailia and Wadi Natrun. 

Owing to shortages of cable, and to changes in the military situation, the 
immediate plan for improving defence line communications was modified in 
Kovember 1941, the plan taking shape in three phases. Phase 1 was the 
immediate construction of 600 miles of air line; this was completed in 
December 1941 and met immediate requirements. Phase 2 was the con
struction of the backbone of the underground trunk system consisting of 
single 14/40 cable running from Alexandria to Amriya to Wadi Natrun to 
Heliopolis to Ismailia, with spurs from l<smailia to Port Said, Ismailia· to 
Shandur, and a tail from Heliopolis to Cairo. Phase 3 covered separate air 
defence and air line communications. Repeater stations were supplied by 
the R.A.F. at Amriya, Wadi Natrun, Heliopolis, Ismaitia, P ox:t Said, Shandur 
and Geneifa. The R.A.F. manned the terminals while Air Formation 
Signals were responsible for the planning, construction and maintenance of 
communication in the same- way as the'<1'.P .O. at home! 

1 A.H.B./IIM/Al3/ lD, Aipn1-December 1941. 
• A.H.B./IIJl/ 183/5 (A). 
3 • .\.M. File CS.9728/1. 
• . .\.H.B./ HJ l /183 /5( A). 
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Up to the end of February 1942; sufficient equipment had been despatched 
to the Middle East to fit out one group operations room, two wing operations 
rooms, six sector operations rooms (Heliopolis, Amriya, Port Said, Shandur, 
Wadi Natrun, Mex), and two wing filter rooms. The question of the expan
sion of air defence communications in Palestine, Syria, Iraq and Iran was 
also raised at the Air Ministry Conference of September 1941, and by Febru
ary 1942, equiprru:mt had been supplied for filter rooms at Aden, Cyprus, 
Malta, Iraq, Palestine, and Syria.1 

•Crusader' 

Part of the preparation for the ' Crusader' offensive which began in 
November 1941 included an Outline Signals Plan aimed at providing W /T, 
R/T and landline communications for those units which would be based 
in Cyrenaica and the Western Desert after the offensive had achieved its 
objective. At the outset of operations, W /T communications were good, 
except for a bad period in the early mornings. The major difficulty arose 
through frequencies not being always suitable for the distances involved; 
distances depended on the forward moves of units and were difficult to 
predict accurately. Frequencies were allotted which appeared satisfactory 
in theory for estimated distances; when they proved unreliable in practice, 
adjustments were made as far as possible. 

The volume of traffic depended largely on the relative pos1t10ns of the 
operational units and the various headquarters. Where ample line facilities 
could be provided, the telephone saved a great deal of signalling, especially 
to the fighter wings, and in arranging co-ordination between bombers and 
fighter escorts. In these circumstances an artificially" low level of traffic was 
reached. The daily totals of W /T traffic at Advanced Air Headquarters 
Western Desert varied considerably during the advance, peaking to 21.000 
groups and dropping to 9,000 even before more static conditions were 
reacherl 

The W /T channels provided in the Signals Plan proved ample for the 
traffic passed. Only when W /T conditions became unfavourable at night, 
or when it was impossible to open up a forward W /T station in a new 
position before a main party moved forward, were there any gaps or delays 
in signalling. The bottleneck was always cyphers, coupled with the necessity 
for originating many operatiQna.J signals at the end of the day, just when 
W /T conditions were apt to deteriorate. 

The old-type W /T specialist vehicles gave considerable trouble, but this 
had· been expected. The recently constructed general purpose W /T vans 
were the mainstay of wirel6ifo-.communications, their chief fault being a 
lack of low-pressure sand tyres, which were in short supply. The provision 
of adequate power both for wireless and battery-charging was another con
tinm1l source of worry. Pow"r plants were of the high-speed petrol/electric 

1 A.:\'1. File CS.9728/I. 
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type, and they failed continually under desert conditions. The Germans 
used a slower-running diesel/ electric set of higher output, with tropical 
radiators and filters for sand protection, and after the advance some of 
these gave good service to our own forces. 

In providing the R.A.F. requirements for telephone communication, Air 
Formation SignaJs worked in great harmony with the R.A.F. and gave a. 
most expeditious service. The principle was followed of laying D.8 lines 
between wings and their squadrons after every forward mov~. and between 
Advanced Air Headquarters and the wings when distances permitted. Wing 
sections of A.F.S. were allotted to eooh fighter and bomber wing, while at 
Advanced Air Headquarters there was an operating section with line main
tenance parties to maintain lines in the vicinity. Line construction sections 
were chiefly engaged on the main routes and were attached to Advanced 
Air Headquarters. Wherever possible, temporary lines were replaced by 
permanent and semi-permanent construction provided they were likely to 
form part of the rear network. ' Through ' trunk facilities to the back areas 
were provided in conjunction with the Royal Corps of Signals. As the 
quality of the lines to back areas improved and new routes were built it 
became possible, using carrier equipment, to provide teleprinter services 
to Rear Air Headquarters and eventually to Headquarters R.A.F. Middle 
East. Where telephone lines functioned successfully it was necessary to 
maintain the strictest discipline over tiheir use, otherwise there was a 
tendency for lines to become overloaded with administrative traffic to 
the detriment of operations. 

In the forward areas long landlines were impracticable, it being still found 
that any line over twelve miles in length was difficult to maintain. Heavy 
transport, tanks, etc., cracked lines and desert dews caused frequent earthing, 
and line parties were continually employed in repairs. The bombing of road 
and rail communications by the enemy remained a frequent cause of damage 
to telephone lines and poles and often interfered seriously with their 
operation. 

Because of the time factor in the installation of lines in the forward areas, 
combined with maintenance difficulties, the conviction grew that the 1highly 
fluid warfare of the Desert demanded a direct means of speech communica
tion SU{:h as mobile R/T, using some form of directional aerial which would 
prevent the enemy from monitoring transmission. 

' 
Before the original Signals Plan for ' Crusader ' could be fully implemented, 

the enemy made a recovery in the form of a successful counter-attack at 
El Agheila on 21 January 1942, and by February the Western Desert 
Forces had been pushed back as far a.s Gaza.la. Communications were, how
ever, maintained throughout, and the orgarfi'sa.tion of a salvage party, which 
had a roving commission behind the front line, resulted in the collection 
and return to base areas of much captured enemy W /T and electrical equip
ment. No undamaged R.A.F. signals equipment was left in the path of the 
enemy advance. Nevertheless there were heavy losses due to casualties. 
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The first aim now .became the security of lines and communications in the 
Pelta area.· The M.idqJe East air forces, however, were being depleted due to 
squadrons _fully eql!-ipped with specialist vehicles and signals personnel being 
sent to India and the Far East. In addition, quantities of aircraft, equip
ment and personnel had been diverted from the Middle East theatre. As a 
result, the Air Forces were considerably weakened. Whereas in February 
1942 air superiority had been held, in the following month it was in the 
ba.lance. The effect of this on. communications was that the enemy were 
orice again able to cu·t overhead lines by infiltration and by aircraft machine-
gun fire.' . . 

The equipment situation was still causing concern. Over 2,500 wireless 
and electrical equipments were on order from America, but with the ent~y 
of America into t,he war, some of the equipment had already been taken up 
by the United States Signal Corps. and it was not certain whether the 
Americans would be prepared to release the remainder. It soorned inevitable 
that there would be a severe shortage of W /T equipment throughout 1942, 
and it was expected that, in particular, reliance would have to be placed to 
a large extent on salvaged aircraft equipment for R/T and W /T communi
cations in the field. 

Air Formation Signals had the problems of line construction well in 
hand, and although they were unable to cope with line construction between 
units that were up to 200 miles apart, they continued to provide internal 
telephones and lines ·to nearby wing headquarters and units in spite of the 
rapidity of movement. There was a great improvement in Signals main
tenance and in R/T communication in the Western Desert in March 1942, 
full advantage being taken of the lull in mobile operations to bring this 
about. · 

There was a considerable increase in the number of teleprinter links in 
the Middle East theatre in 1941 and early 1942, and in April 1942 it was 
decided to introduce standard teleprinter procedure based on that in use on 
the D.T.N. in the United Kingdom. The stations on the Middle East D .T.N. 
now included Headquarters R.A.F. Middle East, Air Headquarters Egypt, 
Air Headquarters Jerusalem, Air Headquarters Levant, Almaza, Aquir, 
Maaten Bagush, Beirut, Fayid, Haifa, Heliopolis, Helwan, Ismailia, Lydda, 
Shallufa, ·suez ·Road, and headquarters groups, wings and maintenance 
units! 

Lessons of the Winter Campaigns 1941-1942 

Following the review of lessons learnt in the early Desert campa1gm,. 
various measlll'e-S were taken designed to benefit from these lessons and 
recommendations, and a review of these ~;lSUres, together with further 
recommendations, was made following the Western Desert and Libyan 
campaigns of the winter of 1941-42. 

1 A.H.B,/UM/Al3'/~, January-June 1'942. 
~ A.;\'l. File CS.13'2'7.'i. 



Following the recommendation that a minimum of two one-to-one W /T 
channels were needed for point-to-point communication from Command to 
groups and wings, two operations and one administrative channel were 
provided. This provision proved adequate, but failures still resulted due to 
operators, many of whom were comparatively unskilled, being unable to 
keep in touch over tihe necessary distances on the frequencies provided with 
the equipment available. This problem became more acute as forward units 
advanced and lines of communication became extended. Delays were also 
caused by the slow handling of traffic in unsuitable accommodation, both 
at advanced locations and on the move. There was a need for frequencies to 
be more carefully allotted and operators on important links to be more 
carefully selected. There was also a need for semi-permanent medium-power 
linking centres, suitably located, at which types of highly efficient aerial 
and other aids to continuous and successful communication incompatible 
with mobile units could be employed. More care was needed generally in the 
erection of aerials. It had become apparent that accommodation must be 
provided in prime movers for traffic offices, cypher offices, telephone 
exchanges and teleprinters. 

In communications with aircraft, each group or wing had been provided 
with an operational aircraft guard and D /F station, but many aircraft were 
still hampered by the continued use of the T.1083/R.1082, which was much 
inferior to the Bendix aircraft set and the new Marconi T.1155 /R.1154 in 
use in some aircraft. The T.1087 had proved unsuitable for long distance 
working and an early replacement was needed. Fighter aircraft were finding 
the air-to-ground combination of the TR.9-T.1087 incapable of providing 
the R/T ranges required in mobile warfare; better results were obtained 
with the small Collins 18M, due to its greater band width. The fitting of 
fighter aircraft with V.H.F. equipment was urgently required. The short 
life of H.T. batteries in mobile warfare was a further problem. _ 

The development of speeialist vehicles to meet earlier recommendations 
had not been entirely -successful and a restatement of the requirement was 
made. Vehicles must be very strong and hold the road well, must be fitted 
with low pressure sand tyres and must be fitted with W /T sets of a mu.eh 
smaller size and weight than previously. The T.1087 was still in use but was 
much too heavy and too large, and a compact modern transmitter delivering 
about 400 watts to its aerial was needed. A sensitive mains receiver was 
required as a replacement to the R.1084, simple to use and capable of being 
driven by mains or battery. Both Meadows and Ford engine powered 
vehicles had continually failed under normal working conditions. 7½ kVA. 
was no longer sufficient for the varied wireless services and greatly increased 
charging requirements of squadrons, and a slow running diesel set was 
needed with an output of 12-15 kV h:-;-fitted with tropical radiators and 
adequate filters for sand protection. The Army Co-operation vehicle proved 
altogether unsuitable; it was much too large and insufficiently robust. The 
T.1083 gave good service but bhe R.1082 was inselective and insensitive and 
frequently caused failures, and a replacement was needed. New vehicles to 
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houae the Army Co-operation low power general purpoRe equipment were 
in the course of production at No. 103 M.U. m large quantities, but were 
not ready for the 1941 / 1942 winter carnpaign.1 

Landlines were continually disrupted in this period by machine gun 
attacks by fighters, in spite of attempts to provide adequate blast and 
camouflage protection wherever possible. Landlines remained highly vul
nerable to both bomb and machine gun attack and the policy became that 
where they could not be buried, duplicate lines were to be laid over geo
graphically separated routes. Landlines were laid at lea~t 200 yards from 
roads or railways and cables at 50 yards distance. 

All kinds of wireless equipment used in the Desert were subjected to 
serious deterioration through thfl penetration of sand and dust. Every 
effort was made to make vehi.cles and apparatus dust-proof, but this could 
only be achieved by the complete exclusion of air, and exhaust fans were 
needed to dissipate the heat generated by transmitter valves. Dust covers 
were provided for all transmitters, receivers and power supplies; this protP.C
tion was particularly valuable when vehicles were on the move. 

There followed a period in which both sides were engaged in building 
up t,heir strength for offensive purposes. During this period the construction 
of Signals specialist vehicles for mobile Desm warfare continued steadily. 
The small general purpose W /T vehicle designed to operate on the move, 
a mobile cypher office, Typex (Coding) vehicles, and mobile operations 
rooms were all turned out at No. 103 M.U. in preparation for future cam
paigns. 

Rommel's main pre-oocupation in this period was with the threat that 
Malta represented to his supply shipping, and the very heavy bombing 
of Malta which took place in April 1942 threatened to cut tJhe island's W /T 
communications with the outside world. Although there was little possibility 
of the actual transmitting and receiving stations being damaged, control 
lines, co-axial feeders and aerial arrays were extremely vulnerable. It was 
therefore decided to operate one of the Eastern Telegraph Company's spare 
cables between Malta and Alexandria. Traffic for all the Services was 
·handled, being distributed by teleprinter from the cable heads. Trans
missions over this cable were considered absolutely secure, and with the 
combination of teleprinter :links, much of the existing cypher traffic between 
Malta and Middle East could now be passed in plain language. The cable 
heads were manned by R .A.F. personnel. By employing specially selected 
personnel, and secure teleprinter links, it was possible for the A.O.C. No. 201 
Group in Alexandria to pass a short message to the A.O.C. Malta and to 
receive a reply within 15 minutr. Provision was also made for Service 
cable communications to be established between Alexandria and Haifa, and 
Beirut and Nicosia, should the need arise. 

1 A.H .B./IIM/Al3/2D, Ja.nuary-JWle 1942. 
2 Narrator's interview with Air Commodore Mann . 
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The heavy bombing of Malta during this period played havoc with the 
internal communications system on the island, however. Several major 
breakdowns of mains cables and remote control and telephone lines occurred. 
The Signals organisation was severely strained as a result of the damage, but 
the essential communications channels were kept going, often under emer
gency conditions. All available telephone lines had to be commandeered for 
fighter control. Telecommunications power supplies depended largely on 
the use of small chore-horse charging plants and accumulators. During til1e 
critical period, alternative ground communications between fighter sector 
headquarters and the airfields were improvised using V.H.F. R/T aircraft 
sets, with satisfactory results. Energetic action was taken by Headquarters 
R.A.F. Middle East to supply replacement signals equipment by air, and by 
the end of May the situation had improved considerably, a1! urgent signals 
equipment requirements having been met and the telecommunications 
situation being practically normal again. Trying to maintain vital telephone 
links in the face of attacks of the weight Malta WM receiving in April 1942, 
however, proved a most strenuous task. Many lines had to be relaid two and 
sometimes three times in the same day. But the vital communications for the 
control of fighters were maintained, playing their part in exacting a heavy 
toll from the attacking formations . 

By May 1942, a number of new V.H.F. sets had been supplied and fitted 
in fighter aircraft and, in addition, most new aircraft now arriving in the 
Command were already fitted with V.H.F. This equipment had first begun 
to arrive in the Command in January 1942, and two months later ground 
mobile transmitters and receivers and mobile D /F equipment had all been 
tested and the fitting of aircraft equipment was under way. However, a 
large number of sets were still wanted for retrospective fitting as more and 
more areas and squadrons changed over to V.H.F . The co-ordination of the 
changeover to V.H.F. included the fitting of V.H.F. equipment in cruisers 
and flotilla leaders of the Mediterranean Fleet for fighter direction over the 
sea. The conversion to the much more efficient V.H.F. equipment continued 
well into the summer of 1942, and the increase in efficiency of operation of 
fighter and tactical reconnaissance aircraft so fitted was soon demonstrated 
by the improved co-operation achieved between the Army and the R.A.F. 
_As an instance, on 31 May 1942, when No. 73 Squadron were airborne with 
orders to attack a certain position, the Army captured the point, and within 
fourteen minutes the squadron had been successfully redirected to another 
target. Such control was rarely possible using the old H.F. equipment. 

Telecommunications Centre Middle East 

'""' The intention to establish a Telecommunications Centre in the Middle 
East on the lines of Leighton Buzzard in the United Kingdom was first put 
forward and agreed in principle early in November 1941, when it became 
apparent that the rapidly expanding Signals Section at Headquarters R.A.F. 
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Middle East could no longer be housed efficiently or satisfactorily m the 
Headquarters building.1 

T.M.E., as the new centre was known, opened in June 1942. Fortunately 
the building had been planned on a generous scale, as many additional com
mitments arose in the months between the planning and the completion of 
the centre. At the same time, a Traffic Control Section was formed to analyse 
nnd collate reports on delays and irregularities in communications and to be 
1esponsible for outlining proposals based on these reports.2 

It was thought at first that considerable economy could be effected by the 
building of this central communications centre for other formations in the 
Ca.iro-Heliopolis area, leaving these formations to operate an essential mini
mum of operational channels only; personnel thus thrown up were to be 
used to cover the war establishment for T.M.E. In the event, the building 
of T.M.E. barely kept pace with the increase of communications requirements 
which was a natural development of subsequent operations in the Western 
D~sert and the occupation of North Africa. Later, in 1943, plans for special 
amphibious operations called for more and more communications channels 
~nd further increnses resulted as operations in the Mediterranean area 
developed. Some increase in the administrative facilities provided by T.M.E. 
ior subordinate formations in the Cairo-Heliopolis area was made, but the 
expansion of the Middle East sphere of influence was such that the respon
sibilities of these sub-formations were so increased that no cutting down of 
staff was possible. Two instances may be cited: that of Air Headquarters 
Egypt, which was originally responsible for the a ir defences and admin istra
tion within the Delta area and which later, as Air Headquarters Ee.stern 
Mediterranean, controlled the fighter defencee between Tripoli in Syria and 
Tripali in Libya through four subordinate group headquarters, as well as 
administering the majority of unil:6 in Egypt and Cyrenaica; and that of 
Headquarters No. 216 Group, which was originally formed to control the 
West African and Indian reinforcement routes but whose commitments were 
doubled with the opening of the route across North Africa in 1943. 

T.M.E. thus became the centre of the Middle East communications system 
and, in addition, formed an integral part of the R.A.F. overseas network. It 
wai. also responsible for the following units : -

(a) H.Q., R.A.F. Middle East Signals Centre; 

(b) Teleprinter Exchange Trunk Signals Centre; 

(c) Signals Production Unit; 

( d) Inter-Service Cypher Product.ion Centre; 

(e) Command Secret and Confidential Publications Unit; 

(f) General W /T Fitting Parti!€; 

(g) Command Traffic Control Section. 

1 A.M. File CS.10696/1. 
A .H.B./IIM/ A 13/2D, Je.nuary~une 1942. 
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By the middle of May 1943, the technical side of T.M.E. included a main 
receiving station operating 11 automatic high speed and 31 manual W /T 
channels, and 34 teleprinters; and two transmitting stations, located at 
Helmieh, the first consisting of medium and low-power transmitters, and 
t.he second housing high, medium and low-power transmitters, with a total 
of 60 transmitters in all . The layout of this second transmitting station 
comprised three separate transmitter buildings, each with its own power 
plant , arranged in a triangle half a mile apart. In the centre of the triangle 
was a workshop, standby power plant and key line distribution centre.1 

Control of Communications Channels 

All signals planning was considered from the Services point of view by 
the Inter-Service Wireless Sub-Committee, and by taking advantage of all 
military and civil channels of communication, and routeing traffic by the 
most rapid and efficient means, economy in equipment and an increase 
in the efficiency of communications was effected. Nevertheless, the Combined 
Signnls Board was worried by the political background regarding the setting 
up of communications for various British and foreign organisations. It was 
apparent that there was insufficient control and co-ordination on an inter
Service and inter-Allied basis of communications facilities, both externally 
and internally, affecting the Middle East, and the action required to obtain 
the necessary additional control lay outside the scope of the powers of the 
Combined Signals Board. There was a danger that the clash of interests 
between the Services on the one hand and political and commercial con
siderations on the other would prejudice the development of the telecom
munications system a-s a whole. This was bound to be so when so many 
authorities were providing communications facilities; these included the 
Royal Navy, the Army, the R.A.F., Cable and Wireless (and their Associated 
Company, the Marconi Radio Telegraphy Company of Egypt), Egyptian 
State Telegraphs, Palestine and Transjordan Posts and Telegraphs, Sudan 
Posts and Telegraphs, Iraq Posts and Telegraphs, Iranian Posts and Tele
graphs, Service Telephonique of Syria, the Iraq Petroleum Company, the 
Anglo Imnian Oil Company, Radio Orient at Beirut, Pan American Airways, 
and the United States Army Air Corps. 

· Service requirements and political a:1d commercial interests were in some 
respects conflicting. The Services welcomed the development of communica
tions facilities to meet existing needs, to provide for future expansion, and, 
by establishing alternatives, to ensure against the interruption of any par
ticular channels. They were not concerned whether the link was a paying 
proposition or not; they were not directly interested in political questions, 
and within certain security limits it was immaterial to them to whom cir
cuits belonged or by whom they Ure operated. On the other hand, firms 
like Cable and Wireless had to safeguard their financial position and status, 
both eurrently and for the future. Commercial encroachment, under the 

1 A.M. File S .79894. 
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guise of meeting wartime needs, had to be resisted. Political factors also 
operated. The Marconi Company, being an Egyptian company, were par
ticularly interested in their position vis-a-vis the Egyptian Government, 
while the British Ambassador was concerned that the terms of the Anglo
Egyptian Treaty should be observed. 

The pre-war policy of the British Government, on the recommendation 
of the Imperial Communications Committee, had been to keep telecom
munications in the Middle East, including some internal wireless services. 
in British hands. But now encroachment by American companies, and 
also by the French, was threatened. Many of these factors were outside 
the scope of the Services, who were nevertheless concerned in that the 
smooth running of communications facilities might be affected. In thP; 
interests of the Services, the Combined Signals Board therefore decided to 
set up an inter-Service and inter-Allied Sub-Committee, with the following 
objects: -

(a) To consider the wireless layout in the Middle East as a whole, 
existing and projected, and to make recommendations as t0 
how equipment and channels should best be used to meet require
ments. 

(b) To examine and report on the question of local purchase of 
wireless equipment (there had already been a small measure of 
inter-Service competition). 

( c) To produce information regarding the routeing of traffic to 
ensure that all channels of communication were used to their 
full capacity and that traffic was distributed in accordance with 
the communications situation. 

The Board was only able to deal with matters directly concerning the 
Services, and was powerless to deal with any political, diplomatic or com
mercial aspects. A further measure of control and co-ordination was there
fore provided by the appointment of a small advisory staff to the Minister 
of State.1 

Signals in the Retreat 

· Towards the end of May 1942, Rommel began his attack and the 
Western Desert Forces were thrown on th6 defensive. The forces available 
to the A.O.C.-in-C. Middle East Cpmmand in June 1942, excluding those 
based on Malta, comprised three main components. There was the tactical 
air field striking force of the Western Desert Air Forces-fighters, fighter 
bombers, and light bombers; No. 205 Group's strategical force of medium 
bombers, supplemented by a smaJl number of heavy bombers; and No. 201 
(Naval Co-operation) Group's mix4!lt coastal force employed on shipping 
strikes, convoy escort and sea reconnaissance work. There was also a 
small force under Air Headquarters Egypt for defensive duties. In the 

A.H.B./IIM/Al3/2D, January-June 1942. 
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course of the retreat to the El Alamein line, particularly good work was 
done by Signals units in maintaining communications and in completing 
an orderly withdrawal. R.D.F. mobile stations, for instance, which passed 
their plots by means of W /T pack sets, continued to pass plots in many 
cases until the last possible moment, one station passing 744 plots in seven 
hours and holding its position unt il r:lirectly threatened by the enemy. This 
typified the morale of signals personnel at this time. Army/ Air Co-opera
tion collapsed during the retreat, but this was not the fault of R.A.F. 
communications. The system broke down under tihe strain and confusion 
of a retreat in which the Army often lost track of the whereabout-s of their 
own units: 

A number of precautionary signals arrangements were made in the 
course of June 1942. The C.S.O. Western Desert was made responsible 
to the C.S.O., R.A.F. Middle East for all communications in the Western 
Desert, in Rear and Advanced Air Headquarters Western Desert, and at 
operational landing grounds, during the fluid situation that existed in this 
month. In consultation with the C.S.O.s of Nos. 201 and 205 Groups, and 
the Senior Signals Officer, Rear Air Headquarters, Western Desert, he 
amended and modified existing organisations M he considered necessary. 
Of the medium heavy mobile units, No. 4 was stationed at Maaten Bagush 
and was placed under the control of C.S.0. Advanced Air Headquarters 
Western Desert; No. 5 was moved to No. 1 Signals Centre Burg el Arab, 
under the control of the C.S.O. Western Desert. Four light mobile W / T 
units were formed, each consisting of one specialist pair or trio and two 
very low power vehicles, in addition to two special W /T units which had 
already been formed. Sufficient cypher staff were posted to each unit to 
maintain four continuous W / T channels. Two signa.1-s officers, each to be 
in charge of two light mobile and one special W /T unit, were also provided. 
One section of three units (two light mobile and one special) was based at 
Burg el Arab and the other section of three units was based at No. 2 Signals 
Centre Amriya. All were placed at the disposal of the C.S.O. Western 
Desert. A third Signals Centre was at Wadi Natrun.2 These three signals 
centres were established to provide communications for the numerous ad
ministrative and maintenance units based along the Western Desert road. 
No. 1 was set up first at Burg el Arab, and No. 2 was intended to be at 
Meri;a Matruh, but the battle moved eastward and it was set up at Aroriya . 
No. 3. at Wadi Natrun, served the many units concentrated in this area 
in mid-1942. 

As a result of the land situation, Delta Force was formed at the beginning 
of July 194-2 to hold the western edge of the Delta, to prevent the enemy 
securing Alexandria., to oppose the penetration of the Delta, and to strike 
at the enemy's flank should the Eighth Army be forced to withdraw from 
the El Alarnein line in the direction~£ Cairo. An air support unit was 
attached to the Delta Force to co-ordinate requests to Air Headquartern 

1 See A.H.B. Monograph, 'Air Support' (A.IP .3236) . 
2 A.H.B./ IIM/ Al3 /2D, January- June 1942. 
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Western Desert from G.O.C. Delta Force, and aircraft were operated from 
the new Force Headquarters when airborne. It was necessary to maintain 
communications between formations and with aircraft while maximum 
air support was being given to land operations and shipping. 

The existing W /T organisation of all formations was maintained, and no 
pooling of services took place. Mobile signals equipment continued to be 
used, and C.S.O.s improvised low power mobile equipment by every means 
in their power, using any aircraft equipment available, so that fixed stations 
were duplicated and could continue to operate on a mobile basis at short 
notice. The air support unit at Delta Force Headquarters opened W / T 
links with Air Headquarters Western Desert and with airfields from which 
close support aircraft were operating. Existing W /T and R/T facilities 
for aircraft were left undisturbed. Air support units maintained R/T com
munication with close support bomber aircraft in flight on squadron R / T 
frequencies wherever possible. No reliance was placed on line communi
cations: they were regarded purely a.s adjuncts to wireless, which in this 
situation was necessarily the primary method of communication.1 

In the event of Headquarters R.A.F. Middle East being forced to mon, 
it was to divide into three headquarters-rear at Gaw, soutbem at Khar
toum, and main at Almaza and then Ismailia, and subsequently to join 
rear at Gaza. The organisation and revision of W /T and landline com
munications for the three headquarters were -planned on 2 July 1942. The 
operational and administrative communications required for rear head
quarters were to be provided by a mobile signals centre to be set up at 
Ramleh; strategic communications for rear headquarters were to be pro
·vided at Helwan W /T station. The communications required by main 
headquarters were to be provided by T.M.E. while the headquarters was at 
Almaza, and by Ismailia W /T station when the main headquart~rs moved · 
to Moascar. Other units were to make way for the various moves. Details 
of signals equipment to be moved, such as heavy and medium heavy 
mobiles, specialist vehicles, and pack sets, were also listed. Responsibility 
for the maintenance of the various W /T channels was clearly allocated. 
W /T and landline channels between T.M.E.-Ismailia.-Ramleh were 
strengthened to enable them to act as signals centres during the initial 

. movements. Orders for the destruction of equipment, etc., on evacuation 
were also given. 

This remained the emergency. plan throughout July l 942, but early in 
August it was cancelled, and it was then decided that in the event of a.n 
emergency move, Headquarters R.A.F. Middle East would divide into two 
echelons-' Y ' and 'Z '-and that Headquarters R.A.F. Middle East 
would at t-he same time provide reinforcements for Air Headquarters Egypt 
in the event of that headquarteJlfrmoving southwards. The two echelons 
would be approximately equal and each would be capable of operating and 
administering the air forces in the Command for a short period. In the 

1 A.H.B./IIM/Al3/2D, January-June 1942. 
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event of the evacuation of the Cairo area, ' Y' echelon was to move to a 
location r.ear Ramleh and was to be prepared to operate and administer the 
air echelon in the Command. ' Z ' echelon would remain in Cairo until 
ordered to leave. Communications would be provided by Ramleh Signals 
Centrr until equipment and personnel were transferred from T.M.E. A 
small tactical headquarters might be required for the A.O.C.-in-C.; this 
was to be formed from 'Z' echelon, with communications provided by No. 
5 Medium Heavy Mobile W /T Unit. A Nile river steamer was equipped 
as an A.O.C.-in-C.'s headquarters, complete with cypher office and signals 
centre. Complete W /T and landline communications for all stages of the 
move for both echelons were laid down. 

A Signals Instruction was issued by Air Headquarters Egypt on 2 
August 1942, giving full details of landline and wireless communications, 
W / T plotting, telling and operational sections, sector R / T and D / F fixer 
stations, V.H.F. organisations, etc. The regular testing, maintenance and 
exercising of lines were a feature of this Instruction. All operational land
Imes were permanently manned, and communication tests were carried 
out every fifteen minutes on all plotting and telling lines. W /T standby 
circuits were ready to open immediately in the event of landline failures. 
All possible precautions were thus taken to ensure against the results of 
landline breakdown.1 

Signals plans at this period, in addition to the possible withdrawal from 
Egypt, catered for the entire reorganisation of communications in the 
Middle East, including the withdrawal of cypher and communications per
sonnel and some equipment from squadrons and the centralising of com
munications on a wing basis in mobile areas and on a signals centre basis 
in static areas. It was hoped that this reorganisation would achieve better 
control in communications, greater flexibility and mobility, and con
siderable economy in personnel and equipment. However, the expansion 
and efficiency of communications continued to be seriously hampered by 
the lack of personnel and equipment. Incoming drafts were still much 
below standard, and new wireless operators frequently needed a two-month 
refresher course, partly due to the operators having been passed out at 
too low a speed initially and partly due to lack of practice on the long 
s"ea voyage. In view of the acute shortage of equipment, liaison visits were 
paid by Signals staff officers to London and Washington. Lease-Lend pro 
cedure was not working satisfactorily and it was apparent that much of 
the equipment ordered over a year earlier would never be delivered. Never-
theless, everything possible was obtained. Supplies of V.H.F. equipment 
were now arriving steadily, and four-channel transmitters and receiver~ 
and a triangle of D /F fixer stations were in operation at the Haifa, Gaza. 
Port Said, El Adem, Shandur, Htfilopolis and Alexandria sectors. Addi
tional equipment had also been issued to the sectors at Fayoum, HurghadR. 
and Cyprus. One fighter group in the Western Desert was equipped corn-

: A.H.B./IIM/A32/l(J). 
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plete. The aircraft equipment situation was not so satisfactory, and only 
three fighter wings in the Western Desert were fitted plus one day and two 
night fighter squadrons in the Delta. A V.H.F. R/T link was established 
between Headquarters R.A.F. Middle East and Air Headquarters Western 
Df'sert. 

The resources of trained Signals personnel in the Middle East were fur
ther strained with the arrival of the American air forces in July 1942 with
out cypher staff, signals equipment or personnel. Adequate communica
tions had to be provided for them and local R.A.F. signals officers assumed 
responsibility for their communications as necessary. Eventually, in return, 
American equipment was supplied in some quantity. The training of 
American wireless operators was undertaken to ease tihe personnel situation. 

Air Formation Signals companies continued to be reinforced, and one 
task at this period was to cover gaps in line communications over the 
Sinai Desert due to base landing grounds of heavy and medium bomber 
squadrons mov-ing back to Palestine, and to the arrival of the U.S.A.A.F. 
squadrons. 

Advance from El Alamein 

In October 1942, in view of the preparations being made to deliver a 
knock-out blow to the enemy and to establish British forces as far west 
as Tripoli, a Signals plan was prepared to provide the extra W /T and land
line channels required to ensure adequate communications along the L. of C. 
and to reinforce the existing communications between Headquarters R.A.F. 
Middle East and Advanced and Rear Headquarters Western Desert.1 In 
comparison with the previous year's inadequate equipment for 'Crusader'. 
the Signals organisation was now on a lavish scale. All the equipment was 
adequately mobile. The ground W /T apparatus was modern and efficient. 
Aircraft control on V.H.F. was excellent and highly satisfactory ground-to
air ranges were being obtained. Two medium heavy mobile and one heavy 
mobile W /T unit were to be employed as mobile signals centres; one 
medium heavy mobile unit was later located in the Mersa Matruh area. 
and this was leap-frogged by a second which was located and operated at 
El Adem. When the military situation allowed it, a fixed signals centre 
with staging post facilities was to be set up at Mersa Matruh and the first 
medium heavy mobile unit thus released for use elsewhere. The heavy 
mobile unit was used later to' provide communications at Benghazi. Radio 
aids to navigation and meteorological stations were to be provided at 
Mersa Matruh, El Adem and Benghazi, and R.D.F. cover was to be provided 
at Mersa Matruh, Daba, Sidi Barrani, Tobruk, Martuba, and Benghazi. 

Three signals centres for W]T communications along the route to the 
forward areas were provided at the three main staging posts at Mersa 
Matruh, El Adem and Benghazi, using low power mobile equipment, mostly 

1 The outline Signals Plan is at Appendix No. 12. 
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T.1087 /R.1084's and T.1083/R.1082's, with V.H.F. at the sectors. Thus 
the policy of centralising communications, begun with the conception of 
T .M.E., was carried forward into the desert, providing a solid signals backing 
to operations. In addition, W /T communications were provided for the air 
transport organisation and for sector and sub-sector control. Until the 
advance reached El Agheila, everything to the west of Mersa Matruh was 
provided on a mobile basis, while plans for works services for fixed accom
modation were prepared later. 

Considerable reconstruction of landlines was necessary in re-occupied 
areas as the advance moved westwards, and schedules of main landline 
services to be provided were prepared. A V.H.F. R/T link was provided 
from Air Headquarters Western Desert to the most westerly termination 
of the main pole or underground route carrying the Western Desert-to
Cairo speech channels. Standby-to-line R/T channels between Advanced 
and Rear Air Headquarters Western Desert and their groups and wings 
were also provided, though these were insecure. 

The advance took place at a speed out of all proportion to the speed 
of landline construction and all communications initially were therefore 
provided by W /T. R.A.F. signals were better organised and equipped for 
this advance than ever before, but the personnel situation remained acute, 
there being a serious shortage of cypher clerks and wireless operators. 
However, Signals security had improved greatly, and W /T discipline on 
point-to-point channels reached a high standard. 

During the rapid moves of the mobile headquarters of Air Headquarters 
Western Desert the possibility of a breakdown in normal communications 
was always present, and it was decided on 27 November 1942 to provide 
a direct operating channel between A.O.C. Advanced Air Headquarters 
Western Desert, A.O.A. Rear Air Headquarters Western Desert, and A.O.C.
in-C. Headquarters R.A.F. Middle East for operational communications, 
removing the linking arrangements at T.M.E. For this purpose, a single 
receiving position was set up near the operations room and went to the 
A.O.C.-in-C.'s office at Headquarters R.A.F. Middle East, from which a 
transmitter at Helmieh was keyed. 

Between the battle of El Alamein and the end of 1942, traffic delays 
between Headquarters R.A.F. Middle East and Air Headquarters Western 
Desert were one of the biggest headaches. Advanced Air Headquarters had 
insufficient equipment to maintain all the essential operational channels 
during an advance which was so rapid that rear and advanced parties were 
separated for most of the time: the advance party moved forward, but by 
the time the rear party was ready to joiff""it, the advance party had moved 
forward again. Consequently, for long periods all the commitments for an 
air headquarters had to be met from half the total amount of equipment 
planned. Mobile conditions made demands which not all personnel had the 
experience or resource to meet. The increased number of channels in use 
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by the Army and R.A.F. in the Western Desert further emphasised the 
need for a more selective receiver than the R.1082. The signals organisa
t10n was not able to fall back on an efficient air-mail service to clear 
accumulated non-priority traffic, while Advanced Air Headquarters did not 
make sufficient use of 70-foot masts and good aerials. Steps were taken to 
improve all these matters and by January 1943 an air mail D.R. service was 
working well.1 

The V.H.F. standby-to-line channel from Air Headquarters Egypt to Air 
Headquarters Western Desert was a failme. The speed of the advance 
altogether outstripped the speed of line construction, so that in a few days 
the gap between Advanced Air Headquarters and the L. of C. was too great 
to be bridged by V.H.F., even with the use of a relay station. Within 
limited areas, however, H.F. and V.H.F. R/T was extensively and success
fully used as a standby-to-line. Both H.F. and V.H.F. R/T for communi
cation with aircraft were used successfully, ranges of over 100 miles being 
common on H.F. with the Collins 18M.2 The communications of the Army 
Air Support Control Unit attached to the Eighth Army were highly success
ful and the point-to-point communications of groups and wings were also 
excellent, the only major delays occmring between Advanced and Rear 
Air Headquarters and T.M.E. The Signals Centres at Mersa Matruh, El 
Adem, and Benghazi strengthened communications in addition to providing 
navigational aids for transport and reinforcement aircraft. 

Special security measures were devised for the El Alamein battle and 
~ubsequent advance. A verification procedure for point-to-point \V /T was 
introduced to enable any ground station to verify the authenticity of any 
other station. Other codes, including an air support control code, devised 
locally, proved successful. A new aircraft movements code came into force 
on 1 December 1942.3 

The saving grace in mobile operations remained the small single-channel 
'.ow power W /T station with the small lattice mast attached to the roof 
,,f the vehicle with an R.E. pole extension giving an effective height of 
,tpproximately 30 feet. These stations were capable of going into action 
within five minutes of arrival on site. The vehicles were small and self
contained, with G.P. sets, a petrol electric generator, and wireless opera
tors. The specialist pairs, equipped with T.1087 /R.1084 and a crew of 
six wireless operators and two meehanics, were also used considerably, but 
were much slower on the route in convoy, took at least one hour to get into 
action, and were more of a second line of advance communications, the small 
G.P. vehicles filling the gap until the speciaJist pairs came into operation. 
Each pair had equipment for three W /T channels, sufficient for a wing. 
Much use was made of the Collinf""°i8M, working off a power pack. This 
equipment was small and compact and was used for controlling fighters 

1 A.H.B./ITM/Al3/3D. 
2 This was a very low power battery-operated American set. 
3 A.H.B./IIM / Al31/2D, Julv-December 1·942. 
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by H.F. R/T. V.H.F. pair_s were also in use. All units were provided with 
Meadow's petrol/electric sets or an equivalent. 

The landlines for the Western Desert Air Force were provided by No. 4 
Air Formation Signals. This unit consisted of three composite companies, 
iour line sections, two line maintenance sections, two operating sections, 
one despatch rear section, seven wing sections, one telephone maintenance 
section, and one light aid detachment. W /T communications maintained 
while static included 13 channels by Advanced Air Headquarters and eight 
by Rear Air Headquarters. In addition, V.H.F. R/T backed up by H.F. 
R/T was available as a standby in tJhe event of landline failure. V.H.F. 
R /T was reliable up to distances of 25 miles, and capable of taking the 
place of landlines over these distances. 

As the advance progressed, signals centres were installed at Mersa Matruh 
and El Adem. These centres were equipped with H.F. D /F, M.F. beacon 
and specialist pairs, and acted as linking stations along the L. of C. They 
were sited adjacent to good landing grounds so that their navigational 
facilities were of assistance to the L. of C. air route. They acted as focal 
points for the area in which they were situated for A.D.L.S. and D.R.L.S. 

Forward Control during the advance was sited as far forward as possible, 
with a suitable operations table or board, and was equipped to control 
both V.H.F. and H.F. R/T fighters. Wherever possible, the forward control 
was connected by landline to the group operations room. The controller 
did all his controlling in the receiving vehicle, in which were situated an 
R.1132 for V.H.F. control, two Collins 18M for H.F. control, and one R.1082 
for receiving H.F. D /F plots. Wireless units were deployed at about five 
miles spacing between posts, and considerable value was attached to their 
reports, which supplemented and often amplified the R.D.F. plots. 

In spite of the much more generous supply of equipment and personnel 
during this campaign, traffic delays were unduly heavy. Signals traffic 
~vas high owing to the lack of faith in air mail, the sending of unnecessary 
signals. and the excessive number of addres~ees. Tliis resulted not only in 
delays but in the excessive use of high priorities, which introduced further 
delays. 1

-

By the middle of December 1942, the majority of the communicat.ions 
organisation laid down in the Signals plan's prepared before El Alamein had 
been set up, and the three new signals centres were all in operation. A 
backbone organisation on which tlhe mobile Western Desert Forces could 
move forward beyond Benghazi was therefore available. However, the 
majority of this communications organisa~ was on a mobile basis, and a 
change-over to a static basis was necessary. In addition, amendments to 
the original organisation were necessary in the light of experience, and 
provision had to be made to cover a forward move of the Western Desert 

1 A.H.B./IIJI/335/2/5(B). 
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.l<'orces beyond EI Agheila. It was essential that all administrative com
munications in the static area from the Delta to Benghazi be provided as 
far as possible on a common user basis, so as to economise in equipment and 
personnel. The existing facilities were converted to a static basis, and as 
many as possible of the W /T channels were converted to landline, thus 
releasing W /T equipment for the advance towards Tripoli. Further signals 
sectors were planned to provide local communications at forward locations 
and outlets to base areas at Sirte and Misurata (later No. 7 Signals Centre 
was established at Sirte and No. 8 at Castel Benito). 

By the end of the year, the military situation in North Africa and 
Tripoli had reached a stage at which it was essential that operational co
ordination between Headquarters Eastern Air Command and Headquarters 
Middle East be put on a firmer basis to give adequate and efficient com
munication.1 The move of the Western Desert Forces into Tripoli, coupled 
with the advance of the Allied Forces in North-West Africa and Tunisia. 
had confined the ports and communications systems available to the enemy 
for supplying his forces to an extremely small area, and in consequence our 
forces in North Africa, Malta and Cyrenaica were operating coincidentally 
with each other. Speedy communications between all the formations was 
therefore essential for proper co-ordination. 

There were four distinct communications requirements between North 
Africa, Malta and the Middle East. These were strategic channels for the 
co-ordination of all operations to be carried out by major formations; 
operational channels for immediate tactical co-ordination of operations by 
formations in contact with the enemy; channels of communication to give 
effective co-ordination of G.R. and anti-shipping operations; and com
munications for air transport reinforcement aircraft. Between the area of 
Cairo and t,he area of Algiers there were in existence three separate and 
distinct channels under different control, serving the R.A.F., Army, and 
U .S.A.A.F. Headquarter,s in the two ttreas. These channels were necessary 
because the various headquarters formations were widely dispersed and a 
speedy system of passing traffic between the different locat-ions was not yet 
in operation. The total volume of traffic did not warrant three channels, 
arid the re-planning of these channels on a common-user basis was the 
ultimate aim. Meanwhile, a new air force organisation for strategic and 
tactical communications between the Middle East and North Africa was 
introduced. 

Other major communication needs concerned cable communications and 
reinforcement aircraft. It was essential that the task of restoring the 
disused cable system throughout the Mediterranean was pursued with all 
speed. The passage of traffic in plafrilanguage between Malta and Alexan
dria had allowed the operation of a 'flash' service, and a similar system 
was wanted elsewhere. The main breaks in the cable system were in the 

1 Operation ' Torch ', the Allied landings in French North Africa, had taken place in 
November 1942. 
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area of the Bone-Malt.a-Tripoli triangle, and these could not be repaired 
while the enemy was in occupation of Tunisia, Pantelleria and Tripoli. As 
the capture of these locations was achieved, repair of damaged cable pre
sented little difficulty.1 Planning for the opening of a new reinforcement 
route across North Africa through Casablanca, Oran, Algiers, Tunisia, 
Tripoli, Si:rte, etc., was in progress.2 

Air Headquarters Egypt assumed control of Cyrenaica in December 1942, 
and an advance signals organisation for Cyrenaica was brought into force 
in the same month.3 Landline policy was to create line switching centres at 
each sector, centres being established at Tobruk, Cyrene and Benghazi. The 
W /T organisation was split up· into two parts - basic and special. The 
basic was a permanent network which was majntained irrespective of the 
provision of landlines, and was brought fully into use in the event of land
line failure, though it was not regarded wholly as a standby but as a part of 
the normal communications system and given a reasonable load at all 
times. It catered for movements, intelligence, orders, liaison and R.D.F. 
traffic. The special W /T organisation was provided for communications to 
units with inadequate landlines, and was primarily used for administrative 
traffic. 

Advance into Tripoli 

In January 1943, preparations were made to give signals support to 
another blow at the retreating Axis forces and to establish Western Desert 
forces in Tripoli. The division of control of units was that Air Headquarters 
Egypt were responsible for sector controls on a mobile basis at Misurata 
and Tripoli, though it was intended that both these sectors should sub
sequently be handed over to Air Headquarters Egypt. Headquarters No. 
216 Group were to set up staging post facilities at Marble Arch and Trip0li; 
signals centres on a mobile basis were to be set up at Sirte and Tripoli and 
sector controls for coastal defence and protection of the L. of C. to be set 
up at Misurata and Tripoli. Meteorological units were located near signals 
centres. No. 6 Signals Centre Benghazi was expanded on a static basis and 
all new signals centres, staging posts and sectors were also established as 
soon as possible on a static basis, mobile signals units being provided mean
while.4 

On two occasions during the .advance of the Eighth Army into Tripoli
tania, an offensive fighter wing operated from a landing ground to which 
the R.A.F. had not yet gained access by road. The tactical requirement was 
t,he same on each occasion: the advance of the Eighth Army had been 
tomporarily checked, the enemy had thep...heeri forced to give way, and had 

1 Stat<1 of Cable Communications in the Mediterranean in December 1942 is shown 
at Appendix No. 13. 

2 A.H.B./IIM/Al3/2D, July-December 1942. 
3 A.H.B. /IIM/ A32/ l (A-J). 
' A.H.B./IIM/ Al'3·/3D. 
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found himself with no alternative but to retreat some hundred miles or so 
before attempting to hold a new line; in the course of this retreat, an 
admirable target was presented to those of our fighter bombers who could 
get within range, and four K.ittyhawk squadrons, together with the neces• 
sary supplies, were flown to forward landing grounds immediately they 
were secured by our forward troop~. Appro.rimately 30 Dakotas were made 
available for the air lift of equipment and supplies. The signals facilities 
provided included R.D.F. cover for each landing ground, together with 
operating personnel; a small Air Formations Signals party equipped with 
field cable and telephones and a ten-line switchboard; and wireless com• 
municntions consisting of one H.F. R/T channel for controlling aircraft and 
one H.F. R/T point-to-point channel to fighter group headquarters (a 
Collins 18M was used for both purposes), and one W /T point-to-point 
channel to fighter group headquarters, for which a T.1083 /R.1082 pack set 
was used. The Signals personnel to operate the wireless communications 
were one N.C.O. (W.O.M.), two W /T operators and one R/T operator, and 
the ancillary equipment included aeritJ.l masts, accumulators, batteries, 
spares and a 350 W. charging plant. A cypher officer accompanied the 
party. 

In each case the operation was carried out aceording to plan, and resulted 
in our aircraft regaining contact with the retreating enemy forces some 24 
hours earlier than would have been possible in a normal move, though the 
advantage was considerably reduced by the time taken in clearing landing 
grounds of enemy mines. A number of lessons were learnt with regard to 
the air control of such an air lift, and on the signals side the Collins 18M. 
proved suitable but the W /T pack set T.1083/R.1082 proved unsatisfactory 
at night. mainly due to the poor performanC'-e of the receiver. A replacement 
in the shape of a Collins l 8Q or TR. l 154 / 1155 was necessary .1 

In Febru11,ry 1943, it was decided to provide communiMtions and R.D.F. 
on a mobile basis for a composite fighter group headquarters, a fighter 
wing, and a number of airfields, as the Middle East Command's contribu• 
tion to the Sicilian invasion force. The list of signals units included a fighter 
wing headquarters signals section, a group headquarters signals section, a 
mobile signals servicing unit (M.S.S.U.), four advanced landing ground 
signals sections (A.L.G.S.S.), four field force heaquarters signals sections 
(F.F.H.Q.S.S.), and some 30 mobile signals units of various types.2 

Stabilisation of Middle East Communications 

With the movement of the theatre of operations to Tunisia, landlines in 
the Delta a.rea were established on a static basis. In the three years of 
Desert War, a large point-to-point telepnnter and line telegraph network 
had been built up in the Delta area, but careful planning of this network 
had been made difficult by the varying reqrurements and the fluctuating 

1 A.H.B./IIM/Al3/3D. 
1 A.H.B./HE/25. 
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campaigns which had resulted in frequent changes in the location Rnd 
number of units within the area. The majority of units in the Delta area 
were located in one of three zones, Cairo, Alexandria and the Canal Zone, 
and a primary necessity was the provision of adequate circuits to link each 
of these main zones with the remaining two. This was one of the tasks 
carried out in 1943.1 

In March 1943, Air Headquarters Egypt was reformed as Air Head
quarters Air Defence Eastern Mediterranean, responsible for the whole air 
defence from the Turkish border to Tripoli. The setting up of the many 
sector and group headquarters required to maintain this organisation, 
together with the necessary communications, threw a great strain on the 
available resources of equipment and personnel.~ 

The channels of communication laid down in C.C.0.1 (M.E.), excluding 
radio aids to navigation, fell into two categories; those required by the 
Air Ministry to implement the world-wide communications systems of the 
R..A.F., and those required by Headquarters R.A.F. Middle East to maintain 
the essential communications organisation within the Middle East Command. 
The main W /T station was still situated just outside Cairo at T.M.E., 
exercising the function of control station on the main communication 
channels of the Command. Ismailia, formerly the inter-command station, 
had now become a component part of T.M.E.3 

<\!so based at T.M.E. was a Traffic Control Section, first formed in 1942 
and accorded the status of a separate section of T.M.E. in 1943. This was a 
permanent central control organisation where a complete record of all 
factors affecting the Command system was kept. Although based at T.M.E., 
this section came under the operational control of Headquarters R.A.F. 
Middle East and functioned as part of the Signals Branch.' The section 
produced a complete Signals Routeing Directory for the whole Command, 
which, among other things, indicated the type of cypher held by units and 
the channels by which signals should he routed. The section was also 
responsible for working out the most economical Signals organisation from 
·1 daily study of the traffic levels handled.5 

W /T Fitting Parties 

A number of W /T fitting parties were established in the Middle East. to 
cover such activities as the installation of high power, general purpose and 
D / F wireless installations, the erection of masts and the rigging of aerials and 
D /F calibration and training. Seven parties were in existence early in 
1941,6 but more were urgently required, some of the outstanding work 

1 A.H.B./IIM/Al3/3D. 
2 A.H.B. JIIM/ A!S/3D. 
3 A.M. File CS.131275. 
' A.M. File OS.ln75. 
5 A.H.B. /TIM/ AlG/3D. 
6 A.H.B. /TIM/ Al3'/ lD, Jl939-March 1941. 
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being at the new main transnuttmg station at Helmieh. Other co,.nmit
ments included a total 0£ 40 H.F. D /F stations, an underground standby 
transmitting station at Isrnailia, transmitting, receiving and D /F stations 
on the West African reinforcement route, a Vi-' /T station at Nicosia, and an 
inter-command station at Khartoum. Three fitting parties were sent to carry 
out installations on the West African reinforcement route in May 1941. By 
early 1942, there were twelve fitting parties in existence, work being under
taken in the Levant, Abyssinia, West Africa, Cyprus, the We.stern Desert, 
Khartoum and the Sudan, East Africa, Air Headquarters Egypt, Head
quarters R.A.F. Middle East, and Palestine. There was also a newly formed 
V.H.F. fitting party. After the formation of No. 3 Signals Depot/ the 
parties were administered by the new depot, but Headquarters R.A.F. 
Middle East continued to exercise technical control over all installation 
work. 

There were five parties rernammg in the Middle East Command in 
November 1943, the nominal strength of each being one officer and 31 other 
ranks. This was a useful size for large electrical constructional projects, 
but for most tasks the parties were sub-divided. The work consisted of 
electrical installations, the erection of aerial arrays, and th., wiring of 
buildings such as operations blocks and instructional workshops. Quite 
apart from actual fitting, much improvisation was done, gear unobtainable 
locally 1,eing specially constructed. The men had a considerably higher 
standard of training and experience than th("c avP-rage. 

The headquarters of the fitting parties was at Helmieh, where a base work
shop was maintained; and a drawing -0ffice, which produced the blueprints 
and diagrams to whioh the parties in the field were required to work, was 
situated at Headquarters R.A.F. Middle East and came under the eye of 
the Signals Engineering Section there.2 Work was being undertaken in Aden, 
East Africa, Palestine, Cyprus, and El Hagg, where the construction of a 
new main transmjtting station was in progress. Other parties were assembled 
for transfer to North Africa. 

The parties_ were based at Helmieh until May 1944, when they were 
transferred to various maintenance units, where they retained the:i:r identity 
but came under the signals radar sections of the M.U.s. Increased personnel 
were obtained from M.A.A.F. in November 1944 to carry out insta:llations 
on Transport Command routes.3 At this time there were 15 small fitting 
parties at various stations distributed from Castel Benito to Bah.rein, from 
Sharjah to Athens. The overall strength of the parties was two officers and 
80 men. 

1 This was formed in l&-42 to undertake the design, development and construction of 
specialist signals equipment, but WM 1.atm- disbanded, signals squadrons being formed 
at maintenance unif-9 to undertake the construction and, repair of signals equipment . 

2 A.H.B./IIJl'/1•831/5,{A). . • ·· 0 
• • • • • • : \ ,:, • • • • 

3 A.H.B./IIM/A13/4D, November-December 1944. 
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Training 

A Middle East Signals School was established. at Isma,ilia in 1940, mainly 
with the object of making first-hand operators out of inexperienced Signals 
personnel arriving in the Command.1 The enforced idleness of the long 
journey via the Cape was the main cause of operators being below standard. 
The school was not concerned with operational training. The school was 
bombed out towards the end of 1941 and was re-established at Helwan in 
March 1942.2 During the crisis of the summer of 1942 the school was moved 
to Palestine, returning later to Helwan. 

Wireless operators continued to arrive in the Command barely able to 
receive 15 words per minute and with their hand-sending appalling, and the 
school was expanded. early in 1942 at Helwan to accommodate 400 pupils 
per month. At the same time a High-Speed Training Section was opened, 
due to a shortage of automatic operators to meet new commitments. Training 
in the operation and maintenance of American signals equipment was also 
carried out, and a technical school staffed by American volunteers was 
opened at Ismailia and subsequently transferred to Helwan. Special training 
was instituted for desert warfare. By the middle of 1942 the average number 
of pupils in the school had reached. 800.3 

In 1943 a scheme was introduced at No. 22 P.T.C. to provide wireless 
facilities, mock-ups and technical literature to crews awaiting posting to 
operational squadrons after O.T.D., the approximate time spent in transit 
being three weeks. In view of the growing deficiency in manpower, a high 
standard of efficiency was essentiail to make the most of the personnel avail
able. At the Signals School the total number under training dropped in the 
course of the year to about 550. 

A new establishment for the School was approved in 1943 of 950, and a 
fresh policy was required to fill the vacancies. A steady input was main
tained of all Signals tra.de-s for conversion and refresher courses, the number 
of pupils in September 1944 being kept at 600. In view of the proved effi
ciency of the school and the need for trained personnel in the Far East, 
every effort was made to keep up a steady input.' 

Middle East Pigeon Service 

A decision to operate a pigeon service in the Middle East was taken in 
1942, and in mid-1942 the ~rvice was going ahead on an inter-Service basis, 
with a member from each Service on the Middle East Pigeon Staff. Birds 
were trained in the Western Desert, Gaza and Beirut, and by August 1942 
new lofts had been opened at AleXJW'ldria and Port Said and airmen had 
been trained as pigeoneers. Highly successful tests were carried out with 

1 A.M. File CS.9673. 
2 A.H.B./IIM/ Al3/2D, January-June 194-2. 
~ A.H.B./IIM/ Al31/2D, January~une 1942. 
' A.H.B. /JIM/ Al3/3-D. 
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birds over the Desert and the Mediterranean. Pigeons from all lofts were 
macle available to all Services. R.A.F. roquirements included air/ sea rescue, 
the location of and rescue operations for force-landed operational and rein
£orooment aircraft, and naval and army co-operation. The training of per
sonnel was carried out at the Middle East Pigeon School at Diggla, and full 
equipment for each operational loft was supplied by the Army. A sample 
sea rescue container was sent from the United Kingdom and manufacture 
was arranged in the Middle East through the Army Ordnance Depot. Para
chute containers were also manufactured. R.A.F. Pigeon Centres were 
established at Mai.ta. and Nairobi. 

An unexpected ·and valuable use of pigeons was found by Repair and 
Salvage Unit personnel, wfrlo carried a .pigeon with them whenever they 
went out into the desert searching for crashed aircraft. The pigeon was 
released with a message as soon as a crashed machine was located and this 
saved about four days in getting the salvage party together and salvaging 
the aircraft. It also greatly reduced the risk of equipment being looted.1 

Following an Air Staff decision to retain the R.A.F. Component of the 
Middle East Pigeon Service, a revised establ-ishment was promclgated on 
24 March 1943, and lofts were esta,blished a.t Benghau, Mersa Matruh and 
Gambut, taking over a proportion of tlhe Army commitment in the Western 
Desert. Message containers, marked with a distinctive colour code to indicate 
the loft from which the pigeon was operating, were distributed. This was 
in line with practice in the United Kingdom. A notable performance was 
put up in this period by a young pigeon on special duties. This involved 
flying between points 450 miles apart, the direct route being over sea all 
the way; by any other route, at least 200 miles of open sea had to be 
covered. The pigeon chose the direct route, completed the flight succf'55-
fully, and maintained an average speed of 40 miles per hour. 

A limiting factor in the use of pigeons, especially in mobile warfare, was 
the length of time required to settle and train birds to an area. As a. result 
of considerable experiment and trial, a system of 'Nomad' training was 
evolved by the Middle East Pigeon Service, and was the subject of a 
memorandum which was distributed to all air headquarters in the Middle 
East and other interested Commands. The system provided pigeons who 
were trained to. trap to a distinctively marked portable 'retriever' cage. 
Regardless of the locality, 'Nomaq' trained pigeons could be settled and 
opere.-ted in an area in a mat-ter of hours, and they were a.loo trapped to 
cages at sea. 

To meet the probability of increased dema.ncls in the Western Desert, 
four more mobile lofts were sent to ilenghazi in June 1943, and a redundant 
Army mobile loft was moved frnm Tripoli to Misura.ta. The ·Army con
tinued to serve the Tripoh area from fixed lofts. T he re.scu.e of a . cr.ew of 
a Baltimore of No. 203 Squadron at this time was directly attributed to a 

1 A,H.B./IIM/A13/2D, July-December 1942. 
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message brought in from them by a carrier pigeon. This message gave the 
information that the crew had safely launched their dinghy, and gave a 
location about 30 miles distant from the first H.F. D / F fix. The original 
searoh based on the H .F. D / F fix was unsuccessful, ·but a launoh was sent 
out in response to the message brought in by the pigeon, and it successfully 
located and rescued the crew: 

The pigeon loft at Benghazi had supplied over 1,000 pigeons to opera
tional aircraft up to June 1943, and three wings were using pigeons by the 
following month, the Americans being by far the greatest users. The Pigeon 
Service WRS abandoned in the United Kingdom at this time, but it was 
decided to retain it in the Middle East for a further twelve months. 

Reorganisation of Mobile Signals Units 

By April 1943 it had become evident. that the Mobile Signals Urut organi
sation in Middle East Command was in a confused state, and it was there
fore decided to hold a conference to clarify the position. It was necessary 
t-0 review the whole of the organisation in the light of the experience gained 
under the mobile conditions of the Western D eser t campaign since El 
Alamein. 

The problem was complicated by the fact that standard mobile signals 
units were being bu'.ilt in the United Kingdom for the European theatre 
and for Mediterranean Air Command, none of which were on the same 
pattern fl.S those designed in the Middle East. It was therefore desirable 
for proposals for the re-design of Middle East equipment to be referred to 
a larger conference which should include representatives of the Air Ministry 
nnd Mediterranean Air Command, so that the standardisation of mobile 
signals units throughout the Royal Air Force could be achieved. A pre
liminary conference was held at Headquarters R.A.F. Middle East on 17 
May 1943, when it was a.greed that the existi-ng organisation under which 
nine different types of mobile signals unit were allotted to the various 
formations in sufficient numbers to meet individua:l requirements was un
wieldy. It was more economical, both in personnel and equipment, for 
separate signals sections to be formed on the establishment of those for. 
·roatioos requiring to maintain mobile communications. 

It was decided that mobile signals units in the Middle East should be 
abolished in their existing form, .and that a signals section in accordance 
wjth the number of signa1s channels to be maintained shou'ld be included 
in the establishment of air, group and wing headquarters, and that a num
ber of supplementary signals uruts, to be known as ' Advanced Landing 
Ground Signals Sections ' arid 'Field Force H.Q. Signals Sections', should 
be established in addition to the »ain -Signals Section.2 Thus any of th06e 
formations suddenly needing extra channels for any reason, such as a 
squadron or other unit operating from an advanced landing ground or other 

1 A.H.B./IIM/Al3/3. 
2 A.H.B./HM/Al3/3. 
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advanced location, would have ready-made signals units able to take over 
the commitment, on a. temporary or semi-permanent basis. 

The training of Advanced Landing Ground Signals Sections and Field 
Force Headquarters Signals Sections was carried out at Almaza, and most 
of these units moved to the North African theatre towards the end of 1942. 
Final training was completed in early June, and the units were held in 
readiness in North Africa for embarka.tion on Operation 'Husky '.l 

Following the reorganization of mobile signals units in the Middle East, 
details of the new policy were forwarded to Mediterranean Air Command 
for comm~nt and onward transmission to the Air Ministry, the ultimate aim 
being standardisation of mobile signals units throughout the R.A.F. Papers 
covering the various proposals were also forwarded to India £or information. 
It was decided that an increased number of specialist vehicles and mobile 
and transportable equipment were to be manufactured in the Middle East, 
so as to supply the whole Mediterranean area, including North-West Africa, 
Palestine, Iraq, East Afri-ca, and the Eastern Mediterranean. 

Four vehicle types were now standardised in the Middle East, all being 
considered suit-a-ble for mobile operations in any theatre. Three of these 
were 3-ton chassis on which were mounted transmitting, receiving, and 
power equipment respectively, either £or H.F. or V.H.F. The fourth type 
was a general purpose vehicle on a 15-cwt. chassis in whioh either very 
low power H.F. or V.H.F. or a combination of both could be fitted. The 
15-cwt. vehicle could be adapted to act as a cypher or signals office. In 
addition to these basic types, an earlier type of V.H.F. D /F tender (Type 
105) was still in use. 

Production in mid-1943 was 6 trios (i.e. 18 3-ton vehicles and 20 15-cwt. 
vehicles) complete per month, and provisioning in hand allowed for a further 
60 trios and 180 15-cwt. vehicles to be provided by March 1944. Production 
was however dependent upon a regular supply of equipment. By Septem
ber 1943 Headquarters R.A.F. ~iddile East were making all the M.A.C. 
requirements for No.i:th Africa and Southern Europe, both 3-ton and 
15-cwt.2 

In August 1943, a Base Signals Unit was formed at Helwan to provide a 
location where mobile signals units could he formed, fitted and trained. In 
addition, the unit provided a base at which specialist signals and R.D.F. 
units could be accommodated while in transit. The unit had a very different 
function from the Base Signals Unit in the United Kingdom. A mobile 
signals unit was sent from B.S.U. Helwan to Tripoli later in the same month 
for despatch on call from the Mediterr~ean Air Command to provide 
signals facilities that might be required £or an advanced command post in 
Sicily. 

1 A.H.B./IIM/ Al3 /3D. 
~ A.H.B./IIJI- / 183/5 (A). 
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There were two Anny air support controls operating with the Western 
Desert Forces in the final campaign in North Africa, Nos. 2 and 5, and 
they operated on a Corps basis, with one R.A.F. mobile signals component 
(Nos. 50 and 51) attached to each. In July 1943, the Eighth Army decided 
to amalgamate Nos. 2 and 5 Anny Air Support Controls and operate them 
on an Army as distinct from a Corps basis, and the two R.A.F. signals com
ponents were likewise amalgamated and oper.a.ted as No. 50 / 51 M.S.U.1 

Signals Traffic following Victory in North Mrica 

The invasion of Sicily began on 10 July 1943, and 'minimize' procedure 
was introduced on the following day, all formations being instructed to 
restrict signalling to the minimum consistent with operational efffoiency. 
Three days later the traffic at T.M.E. had been reduced by 34 per cent. 
At the same time, congestion on the high frequency bands had reached 
such proportions that adjacent channels could not be separated by more 
than 5 K/cs, and it therefore became essential that all W /T and R/T 
stations operate on their allotted frequencies and that any tendency to 
operate off frequency be immediately checked. A frequency checking ser
vice was therefore operated from T.M.E., and in its first report, which was 
issued at the end of July 1943, it was disclosed that 25 per cent of all 
frequency checks had revealed off-frequency operation. The stations at fault 
were informed. 

A 'Fastair' system was introduced in July 1943, on the lines of similar 
systems completed during the advance from El Alamein, for the despatch 
of messages to and from certain airfields in North Africa and Malta and 
thence as rapidly as possible by local signals arrangements to units in the 
immediate vicinity of t'hese airfields. The service was of use to a large 
number of formations and units in the Delta area. The signals service at 
this time was overloaded with low priority traffic, and the ' Fa.stair ' service 
was a valuable contribution to the cutting down of signalling and did much 
to improve the transit times of the more urgent communications. The 
routine air services scheduled at 20 July 1943 were: -

(a) Cairo West---Benina-Castel Benito. Twice dai!y m each 
direction. 

(b) Cairo West-El Ad-em-Marble Arch-Castel Benito. Daily m 
each direction. 

(c) Cairo West-Marble Arc°h-Luqa. Twice daily in each direction. 

(d) Cairo West-Marble Arch-Biskra-Maison Blanche. Four times 
weekly in each direction. 

(e) Cairo-Benina-Castel Benito--Biskra-Ras-el-Ma. Daily m 
each direction. 

The service was used to units in the immediate vicinity of staging posts, 
and modified services of this kind continued in use into 1944. 

1 A.H.B./IIM/ Al3/3D. 
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A further easing of wireless channels was provided by the extended use 
of cables. Traffic for the Tripoli area was being passed in plain language 
over the Alexandria-Malta and Malta-Tripoli ca,bles by June 1943, thus 
decreasing delays and relieving the load on the cyphering offices at the 
terminals. Transmission on this type of network was considered secure, 
and all traffic except ' Most Secret ' could be passed on these links in plain 
language provided the a,ddressees were linked to the cable terminal by a 
secure landline. The Malta-Bizerta cable began operating on 21 July 
1943. Transmission on all these cables was satisfactory. 

Manpower Reductions in the Middle East 

When Operation 'Husky' was being mounted, the Middle East reduced 
its personnel to the barest minimum to operate its essential commitments. 
'Husky' absorbed over 1,500 Middle East Signals personnel, and 'Ava
lanche ' a further 670. Iraq, the Levant and East Africa were all combed 
and reduced to provide their quota. With the expulsion of Axis Forces 
from North Africa and the demands of operations in southern and western 
Europe, further large reductions were necessary. Signals establishments 
and strengths in the Middle East were ordered to be reduced by 17 ½ per 
cent-a reduction of about 2,000 personnel. 

Three yea.rs of war on African soil had left in its wake a network of Air 
Force communicatiDns stretching from Somaliland to Sierra Leone and 
from Persia to Casablanca. The wireless stations involved numbered some 
300 and the R.D.F. stations about 100, absorbing some 17,000 signals per
sonnel. The areas covered, however, varied in operational importance, and 
the time had come for the paring down of facilities in areas of past impor
tance. This could only be done by complete reorganisation on a high level 
as the fullest economies had already been practised. A start wa., made by 
the transfer of a large number of mobile signals units to the Mediterranean 
Allied Air Forces and the disbandment of others. A number of wireless 
units were also disbanded. 1 

The contraction of forces in the Middle East was complicated by the 
expansion of certain Middle East responsibilities, particularly the establish
ment of a number of operational traiping units which in turn required the 
provision of landlines, wireless channels, etc. Four O.T.U.s, Shandur, 
Ismailia, Abu Sueir and Gianaclis, were already open in September 1943, 
and five others were planned, plus heavy conversion and air gunnery units. 
These training establishments were provided with a 50-line switchboard, 
two outlets to the most appropriate"tlrunk centre, at least two outlets to 
t.he most appropriate R.A.F. switchboard, and one telegraph outlet to the 
most appropriate R.A.F. signals centre.2 

1 A.H.B./VD/85/2. 
2 A.H.B./IIM/Al3/3D. 
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Reorganisation of Air Formation Signals 

Several Air Formation Signals units were moved from the Middle East to 
the North African theatre in the course of 1943. No. 9 A.F.S. was sent to take 
over all commitments and to be responsible for the area from Marble Arch 
to Tripoli in March 1943, so as to leave No. 4 A.F.S. free for its mobile 
role with the atta{!king air force. This meant withdrawing one company 
from Palestine and one from Teheran. No. 6 A.F.S., which had been re
sponsible for Iraq, was now made responsible for Persia as well. There was 
now no A.F.S. unit which could be made available for the new operation 
unless some existing commitment was dropped. In September 1943, No. 6 
A.F.S. was released by Headquarters R.A.F. Middle East, for employment 
in Mediterranean Air Command, and in the following month No. 8 A.F.S., 
although remaining in the Middle East, was earmarked as a reserve for 
either the Middle East or M.A.A.F .. This left No. 3 A.F.S. responsible for 
Egypt and Cyrenaica, and No. 5 A.F.S. responsible for Palestine, Syria and 
Cyprus. 1 

Manpower Reductions Continue 

In January 1944, the Air Ministry asked for 10,000 men from the Middle 
East and M.A.A.F. for the building up of the Allied Expeditionary Air 
Forces for operations in Western Europe. 6,000 were to be found by Middle 
East and 4,000 by M.A.A.F. Heavy demands were made on the signals 
trades, and personnel were required to sail by I February 1944, so that, of 
the Middle East quota, only personnel already in the Delta could be c!eared 
in time. The Delta formations therefore suffered heavily until the personnel 
situation could be reorganised. 

Hitherto the R.A.F. had worked on the basis of being an expanding 
force. The stage of the limit of expansion had now been reached, and the 
recruiting programme could do no more than replace casualties. The avail
able resources could be redistributed as necessary but new sources could 
no longer be found. Thus the Air Ministry now decided the total allocation 
to a particular theatre, the manpower ceiling being fixed for each command. 
Increases in the ceiling of one command could only be met hy decreases in 
the ceiling of another. If there was a transfer of responsibilities from one 
command to another, a corresponding transfer of personnel was required. 
It was the duty of the Air Ministry to assess the relative priorities to be 
accorded to competing claims. From this point on, skilled personnel could 
only be found by training unskilled personnel already serving; therefore 
a gradual increase in the proportions of skilled to unskilled men was inevit
fl.ble. The resulting deficiencies were rrufcfe good wherever possible in the 
Middle East by the use of civilian P.O.W. and non-European labour.2 

1 A.H.B./J1IM/A!l3/3 and A.H.B./IIMJ/A!l3/3D. The organisation of Air Formation 
Signals throughout M.E. Command, in February 1944 is shown at Appendix No. 14. 

2 A.H.B./VD/85/2. 
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Further Reorganisation of Middle East Communications 

The Middle East Command was the largest in the R.A.F., covering one
tenth of the world's land surface and embracing every kind of signals 
activity. Its responsibilities included anti-submarine warfare in the Eastern 
Mediterranean and the Western Indian Ocean, air defence, the backing up 
of M.A.A.F., the backing up of A.C.S.E.A. in India and Ceylon for the war 
against Japan, training for M.A.A.F. and A.C.E.A. operations, assisting 
Headquarters No. 216 Group in implementing the signals plans for Trans
port Command, and rehabilitation in the Balkans and Dodecanese. The full 
efficiency of all these commitments had to be maintained, and at the same 
time the maximum economies had to be effected. 

From the end of 1943 there was, therefore, a progressive run-down of 
signals facilities in the Middle East, except for air route communications for 
American, civil and R.A.F. aircraft. Nos. 6 and 8 Signals Centres were both 
disbanded and cable services took over much of their work. Other signals 
centres in the Middle East had already been disbanded after the end of 
hostilities in North Africa. 

By April 1944, a considerable amount of traffic was being passed over 
civil submarine cable circuits in the Mediterranean, some of which were 
manned by Service personnel and others by specially selected civilians. 
These cable circuits, which were considered to be secure, and over which 
Service traffic of a security classification up to and including Confidential 
could be passed in plain language, included Alexandria to Larnaca, Alexan
dria to Malta, Malta to Brindisi, Malta to Bizerte, Malta to Algiers and 
Malta to Naples. However, as traffic congestion on Service routes cleared, 
and in view of the cost of using the cable services, the Air Ministry ruled 
in May 1944 that civilian-manned submarine cables were to be used only 
in emergency, and that where Service W /T channels existed, fnll use was 
to be made of them, 

Middle East Standing Orders were re-promulgated in March 1944, cover
ing all aspects of the signals war organisation. Procedure was now covered 
by a series of Combined Communications Board Publications which 
-included the following: -

C.C.B.P.1-Combined Radio-Telegraph Procedure. 

C.C.B.P.2-Combined Operat~ng Signals. 
C.C.B.P.3-Combined Radio Telephone (R/T) Procedure. 
C.C.B.P.4-Teletypewriter(Teleprinter) Procedure. 
C.C.B.P.5-Combined Visual Signalling Procedure. 
C.C.B.P. 6--Com l.Jined Visual fegnalling Procedure (Abridged). 

Not all these publications had yet been universally introduced, however 

All problems relating to traffic control, routeing, etc., continued to be 
referred directly to the Command Traffic Control Section, still located at 
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T.M.E. but remammg under the direct control of Headquarters R.A.F. 
Middle East, to which it was responsible for the efficient functioning of the 
Middle East Command Signals organisation. The detailed duties of the 
Command Traffic Control Section were: -

(a) To examine signals traffic passed over R.A.F. channels in order 
to ensure that these channels were being used to the maximum 
advantage. 

(b) To maintain a careful check of the traffic levels of all the main 
channels of communications and to recommend any changes m 
the organisation essential to maintain maximum efficiency. 

(c) To issue up-to-date signals and cyphers routeing instructions to 
major W /T stations. 

(d) To analyse and collate reports on delays and irregularities ex
perienced over the . communications system and from these 
analyses to issue instructions about alternative routeing, etc., 
to overcome such difficulties. 

(e) To assist subordinate formations with traffic problems arising 
in their internal organisation and to suggest improvements where 
necessary. 

Landline faults and unserviceability were dealt with by Air Formation 
Signals, a standard reporting procedure being laid down. Maintenance, 
installation and recovery of telephone equipment on static R.A.F. stations 
and certain mobile formations was also an A.F.S. or Royal Corps of Signals 
responsibility. A system of priority calls was in use. Service telegrams 
passed over civilian channels had to be authorised by an officer or the 
captain of an aircraft, and could only be passed where Service channels 
were not available. C.C.0.1. (M.E.) was re-issued by Headquarters R.A.F. 
Middle East and contained details of the communications organisation with
in the Middle East and such portions of the organisation of adjacent 
commands as affected the Middle East organisation. 

The W /T organisation was now divided into six main categories: -

(a) Communications required to implement Air Ministry short and 
long term planning. 

(b) Communications required for the conduct of operations in areas 
under the control of Heaa.quarters R.A.F. Middle East and for 
liaison with adjacent commands. 

(c) Communications required by Transport Command for reinforce-
ments. 

(d) Standard world-wide opetn'rional communications. 

(e) Radio aids to navigation and rescue organisation. 

(f) Internal organisation of air and independent group or wmg 
headquarters. 
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Frequency Allocation 

To prevent severe interference between radio stations and the fighting 
Services, civil administration, broadcasting services, etc., rigid control in 
the use of frequencies was essential. This control was exercised by inter
Service Communications Boards, located in Washington, London, and in 
the main areas abroad in which the Allied Services were operating. In 
Africa and adjacent countries, Communications Boards were established 
in North West Africa, West Africa, East Africa, the Middle East, Iraq and 
Persia, and India; and to simplify the work of these Boards, Communica
tions Committees under their control were established in Egypt, Cyrenaica, 
Tripolitania, the Levant, the Sudan, and Aden. These Committees had 
the power to allot frequencies for use within the areas under their juris
diction provided the frequencies were not in excess of 7 .5 megacycles and 
the power output of the transmitter was not more than 10 watts. Each 
communications committee was also allotted a block of frequencies in 
certain bands for local allocation to channels on which transmitters of a 
power output rating of up to 250 W. was contemplated. Very high frequen
cies were allotted by the Air Ministry on a block system. Frequency control 
and checking and general radio interference problems were dealt with by 
special staffs. Monitory watches were employed to check procedure and to 
guard against breaches of security.' 

Meteorological Signals Organisation 

The meteorological W /T channels had been completely reorganised in 
May 1943, with reception at Almaza and transmission at T.M.E., so that the 
meteorological organisation was completely independent of normal signals 
administrative channels. Full details of the organisation appeared in the 
re-issue of C.C.0.1. (M.E.). The times at whieh the various broadcasts were 
made were laid down by the Command Meteorological Officer. Meteorologi
cal Flights and Meteorological Reporting Centres passed their information 
to the appropriate broadcasting unit by telephone, and where no telephone 
circuit was available, by the most expeditious means. The forecasting unit 
in each geographical area maintained continuous watch on point-to-point 
channels, exchanging meteorological information and broadcasting collec
tives at scheduled times, for the benefit of all other meteorological units 
within reception range. The control unit in each area maintained a con
tinuous point-to-point channel with Almaza, exchanging meteorological 
information and broadcasting at scheduled times its own collectives and 
those of the other meteorological units in its area, primarily for reception 
at Almaza, but also for reception at other meteorological units too distant 
to receive the original broadcast. Almaza issued broadcasts at scheduled 
times, transmitting simutnlneously on three or four allocated frequencies, 
in order, as far as possible, to ensure good reception at points over widely 
different ranges. These broadcasts consisted of collectives from Egypt and 

1 A.H .B./IIM/A13/4D . 
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Cyrenaica and repetitions of such other Middle East collectives as were found 
by experience to be necessary in order to ensure reception by the more 
distant stations. Urgent non-routine meteorological information was some
times broadcast by Alrnaza at non-scheduled periods, the point-to-point 
channels, on which continuous watches were maintained, forming a medium 
by means of which all meteorological units could receive special instructions 
to listen out for non-routine broadcasts. Meteorological information was 
passed to operations rooms, squadrons, etc., in plain language by landline 
where possible. Where landline circuits were not available, the most expedi
tious W /T channel was employed.1 

Middle East Inter-Service Teleprinter Network 

In the interest of economy and efficiency, all teleprinter circuits in the 
l\'liddle East were concentrated on five switchboards in October 1944, at 
G.H.Q. Middle East, T.M.E., Alexandria, Moascar, and Ramleh. These 
main switchboards were inter-connected by trunk circuits for the purpose 
of clearing traffic between subscribers connected to different switchboards; 
these trunk circuits also ensured flexibility in the event of breakdown. 
Four main signals centres were established for traffic handling purposes. at 
T.M.E., Air Headquarters Middle East, No. 107 M.U., and at Telecommuni
cations Centre Levant at Ramleh. 

Other Signals Responsibilities 

Although the operational importance of the Middle East had declined, 
many responsibilities remained, including the planning of operations in 
adjacent areas. The Allied successes in Italy, and the imminence of the 
Second Front in Western Europe, brought about a favourable change in 
relations with Turkey, and in order to take advantage of possible develop
ments, it was decided in May 1944 to build up the Army and Air Forces in 
Northern Syria. Signals and landline organisations were therefore outlined 
to be set up at once in the Aleppo area for controlling the Air Force forma
tions. Again, consequent upon the withdrawal of defences from Kirkuk and 
Abadan, it was necessary to plan a fighter defence system which could be 
in operation within seven days should a threat develop, and a signals plan 
was therefore prepared. Another plan concerned the landing of an airborne 
force "in Athens with a signals component, and the provision of an air 
support network for Army forces engaged in operations in Palestine against 
terrorism. In November 1944, a mobile signals unit was located at Army/ 
Air Headquarters Jerusalem, forming in effect an air support signals unit. 

Malta 

Proposals had been submitted for c~,truction of an underground cen
tral receiving station at Siggieui in Malta, about two miles from Luqa, in 
October 1936, together with proposals for the accommodation of all the 
required transmitters and a telephone exchange underground at Kalafrana, 

1 A.H.B./IIM/Al3/5D, January-May 1945. 
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and by the outbreak -o{ war the undei:ground works were practically com
pleted. The installa.tio·n, of a. number of transmitter&--SWB's, T .1087's, 
etc.-was made in 1940, two SWB8's having been in operation for some time 
in a barrack block at Kala&ana. The provision of underground cabling 
and telephone exchanges also went forward. 1 The main R.A.F. receiving 
station remained at Valletta, also underground, and of the 250 personnel 
on the war establishment of the inter-Command station at Malta in mid
] 942, two-thirds were employed at Valletta. 

The siting of wireless stations in Malta was one of peculiar difficulty, 
since there were several airfields, and runway approach funnels had to be 
avoided. However, towards the end of 1944, when representatives of the 
Inspectorate of Inter-Command Telecommunications visited Malta mainly 
with the object of investigating the position with regard to the meeting of 
the future requirements of both Air Headquarters Malta and Transport 
Command, it was apparent that a new receiving station would be needed. 
It was decided to build the new station above ground. The question to be 
decided was when the new station was to be built and what circuits were 
to be catered for. The site at -Siggieui had two important advantages : a 
number of pairs of underground cable conductors ~xisted and more could 
be made available, and the underground station could b e used in ca-se of 
hostilities. In addition, this site was a good distance from any transmitting 
station and within reasonable distance of Valletta, where Air Headquarters 
was sit-uated, and Luqa, the Transport Command airfield. This site was 
therefore chosen. The new station was to house the main receivers of Air 
Headquarters and Transport, Com.me.nd.2 

At the same time the transmitting station at Ka1afrana was inspected. 
The main transmitting hall was underground, but a small overflow building, 
above ground, accommodated a few low-power transmitters, and was in 
the course of being extended. All the required services could be run with 
the transmitters already installed. Control lines were being Jajd to connect 
Luqa.-Kalafrana, Air Headquarters- Kalafrana, Siggieui-Luqa, and 
Siggieui-Air Headquarters. The final location of Air Headquarters had 
still to be decided. 

Gibraltar 

By early 1941, Gibraltar had assumed 'a position of great importance in 
connection with long-distance operational and reinforcement aircraft, and 
it became necessary to provide high-power short-wave transmitters to 
carry out the following functions: - 3 

(a) Fixed W /T services with Malt~nd the United Kingdom, and 
with Bathurst, Freetown and Takara.di. 

1 A.M. File S.35322. 
2 A.H.B./IIJ5/ll3/l/23. 
3 A.M. File S.67982. 



(b) A number of aircraft channels, including G.R. operational waves, 
for the North Atlantic and the Western Mediterranean, and 
communications for aircraft on non-operational flights between 
the United Kingdom-Lisbon-Gibraltar-West Africa and from 
Bermuda to Gibraltar or Bathurst, and for aircraft on mail and 
delivery flights over the routes United Kingdom to Gibraltar 
and Malta, and from Gibra.ltar to Malta. 

It was essential that these services be carried out on separate frequencies, 
but it was impossible to provide an SWB8 for each function. However, 
two SWB8's were provided immediately and installed in a new naval under
ground W /T transmitting station inside the Rock. This was a. specialised 
operation, concentric feeders having to be used when transmitters were 
installed underground, and a Marconi engineer was provided in April 1941 
to supervise the installation. Three T.1087's and a T.77 were installed in 
the naval underground station in the following month for the remaining 
circuits. 

Early in 1943, due to the volume of traffic being handled on the existing 
hand channels, it became necessary to open an automatic circuit between 
Gibraltar and the United Kingdom. The equipment was shipped from the 
United Kingdom in mid-1943. In May 1943, a new transmitting station 
was completed at Camp Bay and an RCA E.T.4331 for the Bathurst circuit 
was installed there, together with four T.1190's for communications to 
Morocco and North Africa.1 Signals facilities were also provided for control 
of G.R. aircraft in Agadir and Port Lyautey. By the end of 1943, in 
addition to the low-power transmitters, there were four SWBS's and three 
E.T.4331 's in constant use at Gibraltar on the various long-distance point
to-point and long range aircraft channels. 

Aden Command 

Aden Command remained the responsibility of Headquarters R .A.F. 
Middle East. The signals facilities at Aden were divided between Telecom
munications Centre Aden and the Combined Operations Room, which was 
completed in 1944.2 The policy was to operate all administrative circuits 
from T.C.A. and all operations circuits from the Combined Operations Room. 
T.C.A. was housed in a reinforced concrete building on sandy desert land 
which made air conditioning essential The' Combined Operations Room 
was built on a generous scale but the accommodation for cypher and signals 
staff was not so lavish or comfortable. Communications at T.C.A. were 
generally satisfactcry but reception conditions were poor at the Combined 
Operations Room due to an extremely high ii,a.tic noise level · from nearby 
electrical plant. Strenuous efforts were made to reduce this. A teleprinter 
switchboard was installed in the Combined. Operations Room with circuits 

> A.M. File S.67982 . 
1 A.H.B./IifM/Al3/4D, July-August HlH. 
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from the adjacent Signals office t-0 Khormaksar, T.C.A., the Naval ·Base, 
and Cable and Wireless Ltd. In addition, there was a tied circuit between 
teleprinters at T.C.A. and the Combined Operations Room. 

The transmitting station at Aden was a building of the blast-proof type, 
solidly constructed in stone and reinforced concrete. Transmitters in use 
included two SWB8's, one E.T.4331, and eleven T.l087's. 

Stations under the control of Aden Command included Khormaksar, 
Masirah Island, Salalah, Riyan, Bandar Kassim, Scuiscuiban, Socotra, Ban
dar Alula, Hargeisha, and Ras-el-Hadd. Both R.A.F. and American equip
ment was operated at Masirah, the R.A.F. equipment being mostly T.1087 / 
R.1084 with TR.1196 for R/T control. Most of the transmitters in use at 
Salalah and Riyan were T.l l 90's. Bandar Kassim and Scuiscuiban had a 
mixture of T.ll90's, T.1087's and T.l083's. Similar facilities were provided 
at Socotra, Bandar Alula, Hargeisha and Ras-el-Hadd. 

Signa1s Facilities at Stations in the Persian Gull 

The conditions under which Signals personnel worked at Habbaniya and 
stations in the Persian Gulf were extremely poor. Receiving and trans
mitting stations were small, ill ventilated, and in many cases not even 
weatherproof. Even at permanent stations such as Habbaniya, Signals 
buildings were most crudely designed. However, under the Transport Com
mand expansion programme of 1944, Habbaniya and stations en route to 
India were completely re-designed and the new layouts proved most effi
cient. The only remaining difficulty was that at Desert stations such as 
Habbaniya and Shaibah, local unit requirements had not been taken into 
consideration in the Transport Command reinforcement route planning, 
so that the Transport Command requirements were efficiently operated 
while the station proper was often forced to work under the same bad con
ditions as before. To overcome the difficulties of the split in the Signals 
responsibility for these stations between Transport Command and Air Head
quarters Iraq and Persia, it was decided to place the Signals responsibility 
for any one station under one single authority, establishing a unit signals 
section responsible to the station commander for this purpose. 

The signals organisation at Habbaniya was complicated by the usual 
problems affecting all stations shared by Transport Command with another 
Command, and in addition to this, the construction and layout of the 
inter-command W /T station was bo.th inefficient and inadequate. The 
receiving station consisted of two blast-protected buildings erected in the 
middle of a palm-grove adjacent to one of the main routes passing through 
the camp. One building contained ofm· high-speed reception channels, land
line circuits, traffic office and cypher office, and the other contained the 
high-speed W /T transmitter. With the exception of a rhombic aerial 
directed on Cairo, which was erected in a small adjacent field, all the 
aerials were slung between 70-foot steel masts which protruded above the 
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tops of the palm trees, thus substantially reducing their effective height. 
There was no other space where these aerials could be erected. In all, the 
receiving station was most unsatisfactory, both from a traffic handling and 
a W /T reception point of view. There were two transmitting buildings 
approximately 500 yards apart. No. I was a pre-war building which was 
satisfactorily air conditioned, but the aerial space was very limited, and 
it was impossible to erect rhombic aerials without very long feeder lines 
over main routes passing through the camp. No. 2 was a smaller building, 
with the advantage of having greater space around it for the erection of 
aerials. Transmitters in use included SWB8's for the Cairo high-speed auto
matic circuit, for the Moscow-Air Ministry-T.M.E. circuit, and for the 
meteorological broadcast circuit, together with E.T.4331 's, T.ll90's and 
T.I087's for the shorter point-to-point circuits. 

At Shaibah, the Signals organisation was poor; the receiving building 
was small, and of the two transmitting stations, one was virtually useless. 
The main transmitting station, however, was regarded as large enough to 
house the total number of transmitters required for future commitments at 
Shaibah, and it was satisfactorily air conditioned. Transmitters in use 
included E.T.433l's for the longer distance Transport Command circuits to 
Karachi and Cairo West, and T.1190's and T.1087's for point-to-point and 
aircraft guard. 

At both Habbaniya and Shaibah, a new control tower was built which 
was designed to house all the Transport Command air-to-ground and point
to-point channels. It was decided to accommodate in this building the 
receivers for all channels of communication at these stations. 

New transmitting stations were built at both Bahrein and Sharjah, where 
the accommodation and conditions in the old stations were very bad indeed. 
These stations operated E.T.433l's, E.T.4332's, and the usual British point
to-point transmitters. Other stations in this Command included Jask, where 
the traffic consisted mostly of meteorological reports and where there was 
one W /T circuit linking the station with Sharjah, Masira.h, Ras-el-Hadd 
and Muscat; and L.G.H.3, where the Signals organisation was confined to 
H.F. and V.H.F. airfield control and an M.F. beacon. There was telephonic 
communication with Habbaniya, but this was not always reliable. 

East Africa 

In May 1942, m view of the ,Japanese threat, to India and Ceylon, it was 
decided that fighter and G.R. forces were to operate on the East African 
coast for the defence of naval and air bases, and that in addition long
range G.R. forces were to be based there for operations over the Indian 
Ocean. An order of battle was therefore drawn up and an organisation 

. . ..... , 
for \V /T and Jandlme commurucat1,ms was prepared. 

The main formation was to be a wing headquarters located at Mombasa, 
which was to have fighter sector and G.R. operations rooms. A second 
fighter s.ectO'r was to be located at Dar-Es-Salaam, and other stations 
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planned included Changahwe, Tanga ;lnd Zanzibar, Lindi, MacK.innon 
Road, and Kalifi. At Mombasa, V.H.F., low-power, medium power and 
long-ranbe point-to-point, and short and long-range G.R. aircraft guard 
facilities, were set up. Low power W /T was provided by the T.1083 / 
R.1084; medium power W /T and short-range G.R. aircraft guard channels 
by the T. l 087 / R. l 084 or the Collins l 6EA / Haili crafter SX.28; and long
distance point-to-point and long range aircraft guard channels by the 
E.T.4331 or SWB8 with R.1084 or Hallicrafter SX.28 receivers. The other 
stations employed T.1087 /R.1084's, Collins 16EA/Hallicrafter SX.28's, and 
T.1083/R.1082's, with V.H.F. for fighter squadrons. A plan of signals 
personnel required to man these channels was produced and a line plan 
for fighter control and for wing operations and administrative circuits was 
prepared by Air Formation Signals. 

Installation of W /T stations went forward in the latter part of 1942, but 
by the end of the year the threat to our shipping in the Indian Ocean had 
increased, and a corresponding increase in the air forces in East Africa was 
decided upon. A new outline plan was therefore produced in January 1943. 
An Air Headquarters East Africa was formed and located at Nairobi. with 
two wings, the one at Mombasa to control G.R. and fighter squadrons and 
a new one at Diego Suarez with responsibilities for the R.A.F. units that 
were to be based on the Indian Ocean Islands and in Madagascar. There 
were some twelve reconnaisance bases and four fighter sectors, plus a 
number of Fleet Air Arm bases and some training units. Additional stations 
to be established included Mauritius, Pamanzi, Seychelles, Tulear, 
Rodriguez, and Voi. Separate operational and administrative landline com
munications were provided, together with sector lateral communications 
where necessary. 

In the initial stages on the mainland, W /T was the primary method of 
communication, but as }andline facilities were developed the W /T links 
became the auxiliary means of communication. Between the mainland and 
the island bases in the Indian Ocean, W /T was the main method of com
munication, but full use was made of cable facilities where they existed. 
Meteorological communications were also provided. Standby W /Tor R/T 
communications for R.D.F., V.H.F./D.F. and M.F./D.F. were provided by 
the-T.1083/R1082. Some 50 per cent of the total communications had heen 
installed by January 1943, the remainder being completed in the ensning 
months. The main W /T items included some 60 T.1087's and 80 R.1084's. 
Signals facilities in East Africa, as ih the Middle East, suffered inevitably 
from inertia and when the need was greatest the supply of equipment and 
personnel was inadequate, but a state of comparative plenty obtained when 
the dangers had receded. 

T .M.E. Transmitting Stations 

A new main transmitting station for T.M.E. was built at El Hagg, 
design(;(} to accommodate four high power, 25 medium and 25 low power 
transmitters. By June 1944, however. proposals for the inter-command 
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radio teleprinter network had been formulated, and it was apparent that 
the new transmitters could not be housed at El Hagg without building 
additional accommodation. Under the terms of the Anglo-Egyptian Treaty, 
we were bound to withdraw to the Canal Treaty Zone at the conclusion of 
the European \Var, and it was at first decided to defer the question oi a new 
building until a new transmitting and receiving station could be erected in 
the Canal Zone. Later, a third transmitting station, to house transmitters 
for the radio teleprinter network was built at El Hagg. 

By August. 1944, the trnnsmitters in use r.t T.M.E. included SWB8's for 
the Air Ministry, Accra, civil aviation, Caserta, Algiers, the Balkans, 
Ambala, meteorological broadcast, radio teleprinter, and Naval Intelligence 
broadcast circnits; E.T.4750's for Air Ministry automatic circuits; 
E.T.4331 's for Djerba, Moscow, Habbaniya, Malt a, Bari, Khartoum, 
Gibraltar - Birdlip, Castel Benito, Shaibah, 'Bahrein, meteorological broad
casts and 'Z ' broadcast circuits; and E.T.4332's and Collins 16EA's for 
low power internal circuits and as spares. 

In February 1945, although no information was yet available on the 
probable location of R.A.F. Headquarters in the Canal Zone or on the dis
tribution of airfielus, certain .asswnptions were made for planning purposes 
and in order to get nhead with the new communications centre. For plan
ning purposes the circuits were assumed to be 15 inter-command channels 
using SWB8's and E.T.433 I's, 20 internal channels using the TR.1190 or 
its equivalent, 5 high power relay transmitters of output 10-20 kW., plus 
suitable transmitters for the operational airfields. A receiving station and a 
signals centre were planned to cover this commitment p lus about 20 internal 
te-leprinter circuits. Tt was intended to select a transmitting sit e as soon as 
possible. with a recf<iving site near Ismaiba. The trunk telephone system 
and teleprinter network requirements were to be considered in conjunction 
with the requirements of the other Services. However. when the Signals 
instruction for the withdrawal of units from the Nile Valley to the Canal 
Zone was drawn up in July 1946, it was decided that T.M.E. should ren,aio 
at its existing location for the present and should continue to serve as the 
main command "r/T station. A standby transmitting station giving certain 
commnnications in the Canal Zone was constructed at Spinney ·wood_ 
Ismailia.1 

After extensive tests with dummy traffic, including the testing of reper
forating facilities and the internal organisation at T.M.E., the radio 
teleprinter service opened for R.A.F. traffic on the 1 October 1945.2 

Aircraft Reinforcement Routes 

When the West African Reinforcement Rout1rWas opened in September 
1940. the signals organisation along the roote consist ed almost entirely of 
civil channels. These consisted of an airorait and D /F wave of 333 kc / s 

i A.M. File C.2.'ffi00/45. 
2 ..\.M. File CE.23550. 



a.nd a joint aircraft and point-to-point frequency of 6593 kc/s. These 
channels were standard in the Gold Coast, Nigeria and the Sudan, and were 
the responsibility of the government concerned. It was appreciated, how
~ver, that this organisation was altogether inadequate to meet the require
ments of the flow of aircraft planned for this route, and an R.A.F. signals 
organisation was prepared. The final organisation was to be: - 1 

ta) One point-to-point channel between Takoi-adi and Khartoum. 
(b) One point-to-point channel linking all staging posts between 

Takoradi and Abu Sueir. 

(c) An additional point-to-point channel between staging posts for 
the sole purpose of passing meteorological and navigational 
messages. 

(d) An H.F. aircraft channel on 4575 kc/ s, with D / F at all main stag
ing posts. 

( e) D / F loops, giving bearings on 333 kc / s at subsidiary staging 
post.s where civil M.F. D /F was not available. 

In addition to R .A.F. requirements, Pan Americ&n Airways were under 
<.:ontract to provide an air transportation s~rvice and to supply their own 
commnnicntions, and they set up a chain of radio beacons and point-to-point 
~ervices t-0 this end. And as the flow of R.A.F. aircraft increased, t he R.A.F. 
communications were correspondingly expanded. Then, with the entry of 
America into the war, a parallel organisation to that operated by the 
R.A.F. was set up by the U.S.A.T.C. Thus a route that had originally been 
a weak civil route was gradually transformed into a Service air route strong 
in communications and navigational aids. 

The existing route point-to-point communications between the Sudan and 
Egypt were inadequate and they were drastically reorganised in January 
1942, when it was also decided to make a. number of alterations to the 
existing strat-egic point-to-point channels between Headqwi,rters R.A.F. 
Middle East and East and West Africa. The reorganisation entailed the 
nse of a munber of additional SWB8's on long-distance point-to-point chan
nels, additional T.l087's on the medium channels, and a network of short
range point-to-point channels within the Sudan using T.l083's. 

The vital factors in the expansion plans were the availability of equip
ment, manpower and materia.J, and in order to co-ordinate these matters 
from the communications aspect as soon ,as possible, it was decided in May 
1942 as an interim measure to form an Inter-Allied Sub-Committee of tJ1e 
Combined Signals Board. But since the true function of the Combined 
Signals Board was to co-ordinate communications between the three British 
Services, it was later decided to set up a Cairo Ixiter-Allied Communications 
Committee to co-ordinate the effort an~esources of the Allies. The 
supreme anthorities on inter-Allied communications matters were the 

1 See R.A.F. Signa-1s History, Volume llI: 'Aircraft Radio', for details of the D / F 
organisation. 
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Washington Communications Board and the London Communications 
Committee, and the channel of approach was to one or other of these bodies 
as appropria.te. On all major matters of communications policy, London, 
Washington and Cairo were in complete agreement. 

The flow of reinforcement aircraft from the United Kingdom and the 
U.S.A. to the :\fiddle East and India continued to increase, and No. 216 
Group was fonned as a ferry group in May 1942, and expanded in the 
course of the year, to cope with the task of concentrating ferry and trans
port operations under a single authority. The group was responsible for 
the operation. administration and communications of a ll reinforcement 
routes throt1gh the Middle East, the signals organisation and the provi!:'ion 
of local landline communications for all these routes coming wider its 
control. The group headquarters was established in Cairo, with wingfs in 
Cairo, West Africa, Khartoum, and Hahbaniya. The group worked in 
liaison with the ferry group in England (No. 44) and Ferry Command in 
Montreal. On the formation of Transport Command in 1943 it became a 
part of that command. 

In September 1941 it was decided that aircraft being erected at Port 
Sudan were to be ferried to No. 108 M.lJ. and Hurghada via Atbara and 
Wadi Haifa, and new staging posts with point-to-point and aircraft services 
were established at Port Sudan, Atbara, No. 108 M.U., Summit, Wadi Halfa 
and Hurghada. T.1087 /R.1084's were provided for the wireless services. 
A main base was also established at Asmara for R.A.F. and civil aircraft 
services operating in East Africa and between Aden and Egypt, with point
to-point, aircraft and meteorological communications. An SWBS was put 
into Service on the main aircraft frequency. A reinforcement route between 
Iraq and Egypt was also established in the summer of 1941 , with full point
to-point, D /F and radio beacon facilities. Main staging posts for this route 
were established at Shaibah. Habbaniya, Aqir, and Abu Sueir, where 
T.1087 /R.1084's were installed. Refuelling posts on this route used mobile 
pa.ck sets. This route was later extended to India via Basrah, Bahrein, 
Sharjah, ,Jiwani, Karachi.1 Habbaniya, Sharjah and A.H.Q. India acted as 
control stations, staging posts being established at other stations. 

A southern route to India and the Far East, known as the South Arabian 
"route, was decided upon in February 194 l, and in order to provide bases 
for air operations over the Arabian Sea and staging posts for short range 
aircraft traversing the route, a mJmber of a irfields were developed bet ween 
Aden and Karachi. Point-to-point, .aircraft guard, and navigational facili
ties were provided at Riyan, Salalah, Masira, and Jiwani, where the route 
joined the northern route. Low-power facilities were provided initially, from 
Middle East resources, using duplex and simplex T.1083 / R.1082 pack-sets, 
medium-power facilities being prmded later on a permanent basis with 
T.1087 /R.1084's and T .77's. However, it was some time before the agreed 
facilities could be provided, and a serious shortage of equipment on this 

1 A.H.B./II'llf/Al3/lD, April-December 1941. 
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route persisted. At one station on the route the equipment in use in 1942 
consisted of a T.21 /Tf pack-set, a T.19B, and a short-wave Type 'A'. 

With the defeat of the Axis forces in the W.estern Desert and in North 
Africa a new reinfo~cement route was opened across North Africa. The first 
staging posts to be established were at M.ersa Matruh and El Adem in 
December 1942, foJlowed by B.enghazi. The signals channels were found 
partly with equipment issued by Headquarters R.A.F. Middle East and 
part.ly through the signals centres at. Mersa Matruh, Tobruk and Benghazi, 
the staging posts being linked to their respective signals oontres by ]andline. 
Signals equipment provided inc1uded T.1090's for permanent installations 
and T.1154/R.1084 and G.P. pack-sets for less permanent installations. 
Further staging posts were formed at Marble Arch and Castel Benito in 
February 1943, first by mobile signals units and later with static facilities 
provided by W /T fitting parties. The permanent equipment provided in
cluded T.1190/R.119'7B's for point-to-point and R.C.A. E.T.433l's for long
range aircraft guard. In March 1943 the establishment of staging posts was 
decided upon at Ras El Ma (Fez), Tafaraoui, and Biskra, the idea being to 
provide the minimum essential communications first and permanent facili
ties later. Administrative traffic was routed over North-\Vest African 
internal channels. The essential communications were set up by the use of 
transportable equipment provided by No. 216 Group (T.1154/R.1082 and 
T .1083 / R. l 082 transportables), provisioning action being taken for perman
ent equipment by Headquarters R.A.F. Middle East. D /F facilities were pro
vided by N.A.A.F. switchboards and field telephones were provided by the 
use of pack-ups, and local Air Formation Signals units provided camp exten
sions and outlets to the main trunk system, connecting up with the existing 
North-West African teleprinter network. 

A route in use throughout the war W«.S the civi:l route from the Cape to 
Cairo, where thf' vV /T organisation was such that, along the Middle East 
portion of the route, either the air/ ground frequency was used for point--to
point traffic, or alternatively messages were passed over R.A.F. operational 
or administrative channels when and where they existed. This procedure 
was not satisfactory, and at an informal meeting between the Director of 
Signals, Union Defence Force, and the C.S.O., R.A.F., Middle East, on 
30 August 1944, which was held specially to discuss the signals organisation 
required on the Cape-Cairo air transport route, it was agreed that an inter
,taging post point-to-point channel shou'ld be set up throughout the route. 

Further Manpower Reductions 

In December 1944, the Air Ministry instructed Middle East Corruna,nd 
to carry out a ruthless examination of all unit establishments with the object 
of determining whether their ret~n at this staige of the war was justified. 
The Air Ministry objective was to cut the R.A.F. and Middle East by a 
total of 15,000 men. The Signals aspect of this reduction was studied and 
proposals were prepared. These included the reducti()n of several sector 
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operations rooms and mobile A.M.E. stations to a' Number only' ba.sis, the 
reduction of all static A.M.E . .stations to a' care and maintenance' basis, the 
closure of all V.H.F. D /F fixer services at Air Headquarters Eastern Mediter
ranean except the V.H.F. homers at Abu Sueir, Benina, Derna, Gamil, and 
Tocra, the closure of R.A.F. Stations at Berka, Tocra, Mersa Matruh and 
Gambut. the abandonml:'nt of all R.A.F. stations and communications in 

. Syria north of a line Damascus - Beirut (with the exception of a small 
maintenance party a•t Aleppo), a greater centralisation of radar work, the 
reorganisation of the Command commmunications system, the closure of a 
number of stations in Ea-st Africa, the disbandment of British Radar Control. 
Turkey, reductions at the O.T.U.s and the Middle East Signals School, 
the closure of H.F. D /F and V.H.F. D /F fixer services in Cyprus, and 
the re<luction of the number of Middle East Commaind M.A.A.F. circuits 
to one. Concurrently, Air Formations Signals in the Middle East was com
pletely reorganised, providing for the retention of the Chief Signals Officer 
and staff, the provision of liaison officers at Eastern Mediterranean, the 
Levant and Egypt, and the retention of a small nucleus for internal securit~· 
and special commitments. The responsibilities of Nos. 3 and 5 Air Formation 
Signals were taken over by Area or L. of C. Signals on 10 February 1945. 
These nspo-nsibiJities covered Cyrenaica, Egypt and the Levant. The reason 
for the transfer of responsibility was that Air Formation Signals was 
designed to operate with the R.A.F. on a mobile or semi-mobile basis, 
whereas the R.A.F. formations in these areas had become static.1 

1 A.H.B./JiIM/ A,13/5D, January-May 1946. 
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CHAPTER 8 

NORTH AFRICA AND THE MEDITERRANEAN 

Operation 'torch' was mounted on 8 November 1942. The basic aim 
was to create a situation which would enable the Allies to seize and occupy 
the French North African province and Tunisia, and to control the sea 
communicat,ions between Gibraltar and Tunis. The role of the R-Oyal Air 
Force was to : -

(a) Provide air cover and support for the naval and land forces 
engaged in the initial assault upon Algiers from such time as 
advanced landing grounds were secured. 

(b) Protect the base of Algiers and lines of communication 
against air attack, and, in conjunction with the naval forces, 
against attacks by submarines and sw-face raiders. 

( c) Provide air co-operation and support . for land operations sub
sequent to the assault phase. 

( d) Provide an offensive air striking force for strategic bombing. 

In view of the possibility that the French might offer resistance, it was 
decided to equip the Royal Air Force units engaged on the assumption that 
all civil landline communications would be out of act.ion, and that the only 
method of communication would be by W / T until such time as the Anny 
re-established the trunk routes. 

The initial signals planning for Operation ' Torch ' was carried out by 
the Combined Signals Board of Allied Forces Headquarters .at Norfolk 
House, the RA.F. Chief Signals Officers appointed for the operation 
together with staff being posted to Norfolk H ouse and being members of 
the Board. A member of the staff o[ D.G. of S. assisted the Board with 
R.A.F. matters, and a11 the facilities available to D.G. of S. were at the 
disposal of the R.A.F. planning staff. Headquarters Combined Operations 
were available to advise on signals planning in the assault. The control o[ 

_signals planning through a Combined Signals Board proved on the whole 
to be satisfactory and was generally considered to be the best method. The 
Board, however. was not fully representative at first, and this led to delays 
in the outline signals plan, as a result of which the training of units in 
their operational role was not begun soon enough.1 Close liaison between 
the R.A.F. members of the Combined Signals Board, D. G. of S. and Head
quarters Combined Operations was the ideal ; but this was not .always 
achieved in the planning of 'Torch', due primarily to the rigid security 
regulations laid down, which restifted in the R.A.F. Signals Officer on the 
staff of Headquarters Combined Operations not being able to hold frank 
discussions on relevant ma.tters with the planning staff at Norfolk House. 

1 A.H.B./IlJJ5/49. 
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Similar security restrictions hampered the initial planning for the employ
ment of the headquarters ship. 

An Advanced Signals Party was sent to Gibraltar on 23 September to 
set up ground equipment, which arrived three weeks later, for point-to
point communications between Gibraltar and Headquarters Ship Eastern 
Task Force, the R.A.F. Headquarters ashore at Algiers and the Centre and 
Western Task Force.s. The R.A.F. provided all the equipment at Gibraltar 
for these links, those to the two Task Forces being operated by American 
personnel. The equipment comprised six T.ll90's, one SWB8, and seven 
R.l084's, housed in tenders, the T .l l90's being mounted in pairs with one 
Meadows' petrol/electric set. Nearly all this equipment was unserviceable 
when unpacked, the faults revealing that thorough servicing and testing 
had not been carried out before packing. 1 Although considerable difficulty 
was experienced in siting the extra equipment at Gibraltar, it was set up 
and ready to work by D minus 1. Communication with the headquarters 
ship was opened satisfactorily. 

Owing to the lack of accommodation at Gibraltar, the Combined Signals 
Centre could not be established as planned, except for teleprinter services. 
The position was aggravated by the inexperience of individual signals 
officers, the different methods employed by ea.eh Service, the general un
familiarity with the equipment provided, and the time that the more senior 
controlling officers were forced to devote to technical matters at the expense 
of the broader organisation of message handling. During the early phases 
of the operation, the A.O.C. was established at Gibraltar, and all com
munications between the theatre of operations and the United Kingdom 
were routed through channels already existing at Gibraltar. The intention 
was, first, to establish point-to-point communications between Gibraltar 
and Algiers, together with W /T and R/T control of aircraft in the Algiers 
area during the assault phase, and, secondly, to build up and maintain a 
point-to-point and air-to-ground communications system, together with an 
R.D.F. coastal chain supplemented by a W /T inland reporting system. 

The landings required the despatch of a large number of R.A.F. and 
U.S.A.A.F. aircraft, responsibility for the despatch of which was delegated 
to No. 44 Group. BPCause of the number of agencies involved, communica
tions -were an important factor; and special point-to-point facilities, an air
to-ground organisation, and landline communications between departure 
airfields, forward posts, and No. 44 Group, were provided. Between 6 
November and the end of the year, nearly 1,000 aircraft were despatched, 
with very few losses.2 

Communications in the assault pha.se were concentrated in a he!td
quarters ship which had no conflicting lrghting role, and the advantages of 
this arrangement proved themselves.3 The immediate aim of R.A.F. signals 

1 A.H.B./IITJ15/44/2. 
2 A.H.B. Narrative ' The North African Campaign, November 119-4-2-May 1943 '. 
3 A.H.B./IIJ15/49. 
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in the assault landings was to provide facilities for the control of aircraft in 
the Algiers area. The following services were to be provided : -

(a) W /T and R/T communication between the headquarters ship 
and the landing beach, and \-V /T between the beach and 
Gibraltar. 

(b) V.H.F. R/T facilities at the airfields at Maison Blanche and Elida. 

(c) Two radar light warning sets to broadcast plots by W /T for 
reception at the airfields and elsewhere as required. 

( d) A skeleton field telephone service between the temporary opera
tions rooms at the two airfields and the dispersal points. 

The signals units which were to provide the above services were two 
field force headquarters signals section (F.F.H.Q.S.S.), each consisting of 
two officers and 27 other ranks, with four vehicles; two advanced 
landing ground signals sections ( A.L.G.S.S.), each consisting of one officer, 
21 other ranks, and three vehicles; and two light warning sets with radar 
personnel. The F.F.H.Q.S.S. consisted of a T.1087 or T.1190, three pack
sets and a V.H.F. set, and the A.L.G.S.S. consisted of three pack-sets, a 
V.H.F. set and a V.H.F. homer. The light warning radar stations com
municated by means of pack-sets. These units, together with two servicing 
commandos and two A.A. flights, were to form the advanced party of Nos. 
322 and 323 \-Vings, and they sailed with the assault convoy. The role 
of this advanced party was to operate five fighter squadrons from Maison 
Blanche until the arrival of the main body of personnel. 

These units were to land on ' Charlie' beach, the most easterly of the 
three main beaches selected for the landing at Algiers. The first units to 
commence operations would be No. 2 Field Force Headquarters and one of 
the light warning sets. These two units were to proceed sufficiently far in
land to be clear of the beach, and they were then to establish an Advanced 
Wing Headquarters, at which \V /T or Y.H.F. R/T would be established 
with the headquarters ship on pack sets, and with Gibraltar on a T.1087. 
The light warning set was to prepare to broadcast radar plots as soon as 
possible on the radar wave. Meanwhile, the four remaining units (i.e. No. 
I F.F.H.Q.S.S .. Nos. I and 2 A.L.G.S.S.s and the second light warning set) 
werl:l to drive clear of the beach and shelter or disperse until the road to 
Maison Blanche was reported clear by the Army, when the two A.L.G.S.S.s 
and the light warning set were to proceed to the airfield. On arrival, No. I 
A.L.G.S.S. was to establish a tempor;ry operations room and to open com
munication with the headquarters ship and with No. 2 F.F.H.Q. and the 
first light warning set (L.W.S), using a W /T pack-set. No. 2 A.L.G.S.S. 
was to open W /T point-to-point communication with No. 34 Division. The 
second light warning set was to be ~blished adjacent to the temporary 
operations room, pass plots in by telephone, and also broadcast plots by 
\V /T on the radar wave. Telephone lines between the temporary operations 
room and the dispersal points were to be provided from the equipment held 
h:v the A.L.G.S.S.s. 
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When signals facilities were satisfactory at Maison Blanche it was 
planned that No. 2 F.F.H.Q,S.S. would move from the landing site to the 
operations room at Maison Blan{}he until relieved by the arrival of a wing 
signals section with the main party. While the signals units were being 
erected it was expected that R.A.F. fighter aircraft would arrive, and No. l 
A.L.G.S.S. was to be prepared to control and home them on V.H.F.1 No. l 
F.F.H.Q.S.S. was to be prepared to move to Elida .airfield on receiving 
instructions. 

Unfortunately, when the assault took place on 8 November 1942, the sea 
conditions for 'Charlie' beach were too rough to land the R.A.F. equip
ment as planned. Many landing crafts were wrecked, and this prevented the 
landing of ,v /T vehicles, with a consequent breakdown of communications. 
Neither point-to-point W /T stations nor radar light warning stations could 
be landed. The only communication between the beach and the command 
ship, which was lying off the main beaches west of Algiers and out of visual 
signalling touch with 'Charlie' beach, was a small Army set. Communica
tion between Gibraltar and Algiers was conducted entirely through the 
headquarters ship, as was the early warning of the approach of enemy 
aircraft and fighter control. To improve communications, a Walrus was 
flown to l\laison Blanche .and was used as a W /T station until late on the 
9th. 

The immediate objectives in the drive towards Tunis were the airfields at 
Djidjelli and Bone.~ The forces detailed for the occupation of Djidjelli in
cluded an advanced Ia.nding ground signals section, and for Bone, a detach
ment of a field force headquarters signals section. 

Follow-up Convoys in ' Torch ' 

The first follow-up convoy was planned to arrive at Algiers on D plus 4. 
The signals units included in this convoy were two Air Headquarters Signals 
Sections, two Wing Signals Sections, a Wireless Observer Unit (W.O.U.), 
a Mobile Signals Servicing Unit (M.S.S.U.), two Ground Controlled Inter
ception (G.C.I.) units and one L.W.S. Unit.3 The air headquarters signals 
se<:tions were to take over the functions of No. 2 Field Force Headquarters 
Signals Section, which was then to move east to strengthen No. 2 A.L.G.S.S. 
or to. Elida to strengthen No. 1 F.F.H.Q.S.S., according to the situation. The 
air headquarters signals sections were to be set up in Algiers to provide 
the major communications services for the AiT Headquarters. No. 322 Wing 
Signals Section was to take over the functions of No. l A.L.G.S.S. at Maison 
Blanche,' and No. 323 Wing Signals Sect-ion was to operate under the 

1 A.H.B./IlM/A36/1-IA. 
2 See A.H.B. Narrative 'The ::---orth Africa~paign: ):ovember 1942-Ma.y 1943 ' . 
l A.H.B. /IIJ15-/ ll. 
• Because of delays in unloading equipment brought by follow-up convoys, Xo. I 

A.L.G.S.$'. wus not relieved until midi-December 1942, when it retJurned to Algiers 
for rest and refit, having operated continuously and most tenaciously in the front 
line, in the course of which it sustained six fatal casualties and the loss of all its 
equipment due to enemy action. (A.H.B./IUJ15/4.4/4.) 
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Advanced Element of No. 323 Wing, superseding No. 2 A.L.G.S.S. One of 
the G.C.I. units and the wireless observer unit were to provide a warning 
system for Algiers. The other two radar units were to provide cover for 
the a.dvanced forces. 

The second follow-up convoy was planned to arrive on or about D plus 14, 
disembarking a light bomber a,nd a G.R. wing signals section, an M.S.S.U., 
and Headquarters No. 242 Group Signals Section at Algiers; two radar units 
at Phillipeville; and a wireless observer unit, a fighter wing signals section, 
and two more radar units at Bone. At this stage develQpment of the final 
R.A.F. communications would begin. The third follow-up convoy was to 
arrive on or about D plus 28, disSembarking an M.S.S.U. and a heavy mobile 
W /T 'l.lilit at Algiers; an M.S.S.U., a fighter wing signals section, and two 
radar units at Phillipeville; and th-ree radar units at Bone. The heavy 
mobile unit was to be sited in Algiers to maintain communications with the 
United Kingdom. 

The total R.A.F. signals units involved in 'Torch' were two A.L.G.S.S.s 
and two F.F.H.Q.S.S.s, two W.O.U.s, some twenty G.C.I.s and M.R.U.s, ten 
L.W.U.s, two A.A.S.C.s, and a heavy automatic W /T unit. In addition, 
each of four mobile wings had. an M.S.S.U., with an establishment of 6 officers 
and 130 O.R.s. The total number of R.A.F. signals personnel involved was 
well over 2,000.1 

As 1:Jhe resu1t of the difficulties in landing a.l.read.y mentioned, no communi
cation between headquarters ship and the R.A.F. landing party was avail
able through R.A.F. cha-nnels until D plus 2. There was thus a delay of two 
and a half days in fully establishing the R.A.F. communications for the 
assault stage, due to failure to land vehicles and equipment a.nd, to some 
extent, to the unsuitability of the signals equipment. The built of R.A.F. 
traffic for Algiers wa.s therefore routed via headquarters ship until D plus 3. 

Difficulties in the Development of Communications 

Four ma.in factors affected the development of R .A.F. communications 
in North Africa. These were the ra.pid advance and taking over of airfields; 
the establishment of sections of the air staff in three different localities; 
delays and disorganisation in unloading ships; and the non-flexibility of the 
t:nit establishment arrangements for signals sections. 

Equipment and personnel to deal with the r apid advance and capture 
of airfields was provided, and the pa.eking e.nd shipping of equipment was 
generally satisfactory. But the conditions of unloading at the docks were 
chaotic, and loading of cargoes 'h~a been unsystematic, signals equipment 
being invariably the bot tom cargo. Equipment was unloaded arbitrarily over 
a large dock area and d ispersed to various dumps in Algiers, and the C.S.0. 
had to a-rrange his own parties to search the dock .area and dumps in order 

1 See A.H .B . Narrative 'The Nor th Africa n Campaign : November 1942-May 11943 '. 
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to collect his signals equipment together. It was over a week before many 
signals personnel were a,bJe to find their vehicles, and when they found them 
they could not drive them away because they had no petrol. Having solved 
thil" problem, they found that there was no acid in the batteries, and they 
could not tra;ce the acid. When they found the acid they discovered the.t 
the batteries were new and required an initial charge. The obvious lesson 
was that the staff of signals units should always ac-0ompany their vehicles 
in the same ship, petrol tanks should be full and batteries topped up with 
acid and fully cfa1rged.1 This lesson was applied later in the Sicilian 
campaign. 

Spares provisioning generally met requirements but nearly all items of 
signals equipment with the exception of the Marconi T.ll54/R.1155 requi,red 
ex.tensive servicing before they could be put into operation. The ne.ture of 
the faults was such that simple tests would have revealed them before 
despatch. The short notice of the operation may ha.ve accounted 
for the absence of testing. Once serviced, the reliability of equipment was 
good. 

The scale of transport was altogether inadequate and mobile units were 
forced to operate under field conditions less domestic equipment and with 
only the lightest scale of spares; full sets of spares were sent forward later 
as space became available in road convoys. The signals staff was almost 
completely immobilised for the first 14 days by lack of transport, and the 
siting of radar stations was held up for the same reason. 

Communications were prov ided by splitting up the small signals sections 
which had already been landed, and the consequent delays were due to con
gestion and not to the technical failure of equipment. As a result of the 
unloading delays, the entire campaign was run on the assault equipment 
until D plus 10, when the first few No. 323 Wing items were unloaded. 
Thereafter, the Air Headquarters Signals Section and Nos. 322 and 323 Wing 
Signals Sections provided a skeleton network to the limit of their resources. 
Air Headquarters clearing some l 6,000 groups daily. The equipment in the 
second follow-up convoy remained unloaded, and from D plus 12 to D plus 
28 the air forces in North Africa operated on the equipment provided for 
the assault and first follow-up convoy.2 

The Meadows petrol/ electric charging sets, for which no spares were 
available, failed to stand th e strain of long running. Thia failure had already 
caused great inconvenience in the Middle East campaigns, but fue lesson had 
not been applied to the new campaign. It was well known in the Middle 
East, from bitter experience, that the-Meadows set would not stand up 
to heavy work, yet this was the power supply provided for ' Torch ' . The 

1 Narra.tor's interview with Air C-Omrnodore Mann. 
2 In addition to the R.A.F, commitments, R.A.F. signals units provided equipment 

and communications for the U .S . Air Forces at YouksAes-Bains, who arrived with 
no signals equipment. 
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failure of these sets was a particularly serious handicap, as local power 
supplies were not available. 

Replacement by diesel was needed, and 12 set6 were urgently requested, 
together with towing vehicles, which were needed because of the transport 
shortage and the distances involved, satellite a i-rfields being up to 100 miles 
from Wing Headquarters. The G.P. pack-set receiver was inadequate under 
lCX!al conditions and proved difficult for inex.perienced men to operate. The 
need was for a really transportable pMk-set, but twenty-four R.l 084 
receivers were urgently requested as a stop~gap. The V.H.F. position was 
sound but the distribution of crystals was almost impossible, as squadrons 
were moved to operate irrespective of their parent wings. Fortunately, the 
distance between airfiel<ls was so great that the entire force could operate 
efficiently on one frequency without interference. 

All personnel suffered in efficiency from the short time that had been 
available for training and the absence of a. proper formation and training 
scheme for mobile field units. The standard of field training was low, know
ledge of practical aerial construction being particularly lacking. Few per
sonnel had any conception of the effect of nearby mountains or corr ugated 
iron structures on the efficiency of low power sets working over long 
distances, and they showed little enterprise or drive when unable to establish 
W /T contad. Operators had not learnt the art of searching for the required 
signals, and were apt to give in too easily if the station they were calling 
did not reply strongly at once. Their basic training was sound, but lacked 
attention to the difficulties of mobile warfare. There was a lack of competent 
N.C.0.s, and of initiative in junior officers, due to the easy conditions under 
which they had worked previously. The signals personnel engaged in the 
operation were mostly accustomed to a routine and static life in the United 
Kingdom, and it was some time before the team work, initiative and in
genuity demanded of mobile operations were developed.1 

The inflexibility of the unit establishment system as applied to signals 
sections was responsible for further delays in the development of communi
cations. It was difficult to operate satisfactorily on a wing basis when 
wings were continually moving, not necessarily with their own squadrons.1 

Signals personnel and equipment were estaWished as part of unit establish
ments, but after experience in 'Torch' it was contended that all signals 
units for operations in the field should be on a self-contained mobile estab
lishment, the total requirement forming a signals component under a head
quarters in the base area. The signals esta,blishcrnents generally were cut 
too fine, and while they gave an initial saving, resulted in inefficiency under 
operational conditions.3 The difficulties were not altogether unanticipated 
but the time availa.ble for the mo~g of 'Torch' was t oo short to allow 
the setting up of separate mobile and self-contained signals units on a 
separate signals component basis. 

1 A.H.B./IIJ15/33/9. 
~ A.H.B./IIJ15/44/4. 
~ A.H.B./IIJH,/33/9. 
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The priority of landing signals units needed to be clearly laid down in 
the operational plan; any tendency to advance the priority of fighting troops 
at the expense of signals units resulted in the essential framework of com
munications not being established, making the commander unable to secure 
control at the outset of the operation.1 

The misuse of priority markings of messages by staff officers and unit 
commanders was widespread and persistent in the early stages of 'Torch'. 
The effect was to reduce the level of all traffic to that of virtually no priority 
at all. Having reduced the value of priority markings in this manner, 
originators then aggravated the situation by enquiring into delays and 
originating further signals to expedite replies. The remedy was for orders 
to be issued at an early stage givmg the priorities to be accorded to all 
types of signals messages. 

The whole o,f the Algerian posts, telegraphs and telephone (P.T.T.) 
systems was taken oYer intact, but the facilities this system offered were 
meagre and the equipment old-fashioned and badly maintained. The lines 
themselves were generally good, and ran underground as far as Constan
tine; forward of Constantine and all along the coast they were above 
ground. In the period immediately following the assault, the First Army 
developed the main arteries, but as the Army advan<:ed, N os. l and 2 Air 
Formation Signals took over and developed the lines required for R.A.F. 
purposes. The allotment of lines was controlled first by the Army L. of C. 
and later by First Army. Control in the base areas was later assumed by 
Allied Force Headquarters (A.F.H.Q.). The procedure was for Air Formation 
Signals to indent on either Allied Force Headquarters or First Army 
for the P.T.T. and trunk lines, and· this arrangement worked satisfactorily. 
Within a very short time, a sound working landline and teleprinter organi
sation had been insta1led by Air Formation Signals and the Royal Corps of 
Signals. 

Co-operation with the Army on landline and signals matters was excel
lent, and Air Formation Signals did excellent work at all stations, their 
duties being to provide the line and despatch rider communications re
quired by the R.A.F. They were responsible for manning and operating 
s,;ch communications down to wing 'level, though under some conditions 
certain telegraph channels were manned by R.A.F. operators. In some 
cases an A.F.S. unit was allotted on a functional basis to an R.A.F. forma
tion, in others it was allotted J.;o an area. The former method was the 
more usual during active operations, as it permitted the unit to travel 
with the R.A.F. formation to which it was allotted; the latter method was 
more practicable and economical in areas where conditions were stabilised 
and there were no active operations.2 

During the assault stage, and throughout the period when combat was 
necessary to hold an area, radio plus organisational telephone and tele-

I A,H,B. /IIJil.5/49. 
2 A.H.B. / IIJI /23'8 / 4 / 41. 
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graph facilities was used. The majority of the telephone and telegraph 
facilities available consisted of tactical switchboards and field wire lines, 
with the addition of commercial facilities in areas dominated by Allied 
forces. Later, an A.F.H.Q. line network was established by using existing 
commercial facilities and by adding circuits to the existing pole line. 
Development necessitated the provision of an extensive line network requir
ing considerable construction and the provision and installation of a large 
amount of terminal equipment.l 

Although a much larger number of long distance circuits was provided 
for the sole use of the R.A.F. than had been anticipated before the opera
tion, it was generally impossible to provide more than one tine between 
stations. Consequently lines provided: for operational use had to be made 
available for the passing of essential administrative traffic when the opera
tional staff were able to release the lines.~ 

Experience in Operation 'Torch' showed that the amount of signals 
traffic imposed on the headquarters became excessive unless strictly con
trolled. Such control, to be effective, needed to be exercised not only at t he 
superior Force Headquarters but also at any other headquarters responsible 
for passing traffic. During the assault ph~, many long encyphered 
messages were received which had only a minor bearing on the critical 
operations in progress. The only solution appeared to be to establish at 
e11ch higher headquarters an agency of the general staff with full knowledge 
of the operations .in progress, charged with th~ responsibility for determin
ing which messages should be accorded priority considering the facilities 
available. Priorities also needed to be agreed between the demands of pre-s~ 
and propaganda agencies and operational needs. 

Unlike reserves of other personnel and equipment, signals reserves needed 
to be greatest when the tactica'l success was greatest, because it was then that 
movement of headquarters was most accelerated and demands for signals 
services most urgent. When the tactical success anticipated in 'Torch ' was 
accomplished, the amount of signals personnel and equipment was in
adequate to oope satisfactorily with the rapid movement of head.quaroors.1 

Frequency allocation for all Forces in the entire operation was made by the 
British and U.S. radio officers of the Chief Signals Officer's staff. Require
ments as to the number of channels and sets o( each arm of the Service were 
obtained together with data on pow~r, antenna and frequency range, all 
transmitters being classified according to their power; the frequency, power 
and location of all principal and useful enemy fixed stations was deter
mined from Intelligence reports; the best ionospheric predictions for the 
latitude of the operation and the tim.-,,..()( the assault were obtained; locR
tions of principal ports likely to be used and the probable location of 

l A.H.B. /IlAI /25•/3'/ 112, 
1 A.H.B./IIJ15/4'4/ 16. 
3. A.H.B./ID/7/238. 
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A.F.H.Q. were obtained so that the approximate location of high power 
fixed stations could be determined. Channels were allocated on the principle 
of a frequency separation of not less than 10 kc/ s. Frequency allocation 
zones were laid out geographically so that duplication of channels could be 
safely accomplished; it was recognised that because of the large demands for 
frequencies in the 2-8 megacycle band, all channels in this band would have 
to be duplicated, some many times over. This method was considered 
superior to a 5 kc/ s separation between channels, which was regarded as im
possible to maintain under field conditions. Two officers, one British and 
one American, handled the entire co-ordination of frequencies in 'Torch', 
allocating and revoking frequencies as required without the delay inevitable 
where reference was made to frequency boards or committees.1 Due to the 
proposed frequencies for point-to-point stations in North Africa not having 
been co-ordinated with the W /T Board, London, however, interference was 
caused to a number of British fixed stations of long standing.~ 

W / T Organisation 

After the landings in French North Africa, a telecommunications centre, 
known as Telecommunications North Africa (T.N.A.), was set up in Algiers 
on a stop-gap establishment of I 00, and became of comparable importance to 
T.M.E. The W /T organisation was at first controlled by Eastern Air Com
mand (E.A.C.), which consisted of an Air Headquarters, Headquarters No. 
242 Group, and six wings. By 23 November E.A.C. Algiers was operating 
W /T channels to the Air Ministry, Gibraltar, Maison Blanche, Blida, No. 380 
\Vireless Unit, and the Headquarters Ship; Bone; and the First Army Com
mand Post at Jemmappes. Also operating or planned was a circuit to Air 
Headquarters Western Desert, the addition of Malta to the Algiers
Gibraltar circuit, 1rnd circuits from Bone to the First Army Command Post, 
Souk el Arba, Djidjelli and Phillipeville.3 

A number of changes were madP to the organisation towards the end of 
November, so that by 2 December tue North African W /T organisation con
nected Algiers to Birdlip; Advanced Air Headquarters Western Desert, 
Malta, Air Headquarters No. 235 Wing, and Headquarters No. 201 Group; 
Gibraltar, Malta, Bone, and First Army Command Post; a separate channel 
to First Army Command Post; and a local circuit embracing Maison 
Blanche, Blida, and all units in the Algiers area. The Bone channels were 
unchanged; these channels were being operated on G.P. pack-sets due to 
losses through enemy action. Other facilities included R/T control at air-

1 A.H.B./ID7 /238. 
2 A.H.B./IIJ15/49. 
s The greater part of the R.A.F. fighter stre~, which totalled six squadrons, was 

concentrated near Souk el Au-ha by mid-December: there was one squadron at 
Djidjelli, one at Plhillipeville and three at Bone. The four Bisley Bomber squadrons 
were concentrated at Canrobert, and, were largely employed on tactical recon
naissance for the ATmy. The procedure was for the aircraft to fly from Canrobert 
to the landing ground at Souk el A,rba and to proceed! from there on their various 
tasks, often heavily escorted by the Spitfires. 
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fields, a delivery flight frequency at Maison Blanche, a bomber aircraft fre
quency at Bhda, M.F. D /F at Maison Blanche, and a naval help wave at 
Maison Blanche and Djidjelli, Phillipeville and Bone. Further channels were 
to be opened on receipt of equipment, but development of communications 
was still handicapped by the slowness of unloading at docks. Nos. 322 and 
323 Wing Signal Sections were providing this skeleton network to the limit 
of their resources, and in spite of difficulties were giving a satisfactory ser
vice, as evidenced by the clearance of an average of over 16,000 groups 
daily by Air Headquarters Eastern Air Command. Cypher traffic was the 
bottle-nook, Typex machines being scarce and deliveries well under esta.b-
1ishment.1 

The location of signals sections at 2 December was that Eastern Air Com
mand was at Maison Carree just east of Algiers. No. 1 F.F.H.Q.S.S. was at 
Elida, No. 2 with the R.A.F. Component of the First Army Command Post 
at A.in Seymour. No. 1 A.L.G.S.S. was at Souk e1 Arba, No. 2 at Djidje1Ji. 
No. 323 Wing Signals Section was at Maison Blanche, and No. 322 was at 
Bone, and was also serving Phillipeville. No. 87 W ireless Observer Unit was 
sited to give reports in an arc up to 60 miles east to south-east of Algiers. 
No. 301 M.S.S.U. was near Maison Blanche. No signals equipment had yet 
been unloaded from the second follow-up convoy. All airfields were served 
by landlines to local R.D.F. stations, observer units, dispersal areas, internal 
offices, and outlets to their nearest Army and local P.T.T. Exchange. By 
11 December, all airfields were connected to a teleprinter sysl€m, linking 
E.A.C. to 'Maison Blanche, Elida, Djidjelli, Phillipeville, Seti£ and Bone. 
GCI/COL stations were sited at Algiers, Djidjelli, Bone and Phillipeville ; 
light warning sets were sited at Algiers, Phillipeville and Bone. All were in 
telephone communication with their local airfield.2 Headquarters No. 242 
Group signals section was still in Algiers, pending a. decision on its forward 
location. 

Existing under-water cables were brought into use as quickly as possible 
and the Algiers-Gibraltar cable was working on 26 November. Soon after
wards it was broken by a ship dragging anchor at Algiers but repairs were 
completed within a few days. By the end of the mont h the Oran-Tangiers · 
-Gibraltar cable was working, and it had been established that the Gibral
tar-Casablanca cable was repairable. 

The shortage of receivers persisted'. The Eastern Air Command W / T 
Station at Algiers had ten transmitters and only six receivers, due to the loss 
of two in transit at sea and the mislaying of two in transit by air. On 15 
December, the Air Ministry agreed to send six R.1188's by air . At this time 
Headquarters No. 242 Group signals s~n was moving forward, and altera
tions were planned to the W /T organisation to relieve the existing overload 
at Eastern Air Command when Headquarters No. 242 Group was sited. 

1 A.M. File CS.17524. 
2 . A.H.B./IIJ15/44/4. 
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By December 1942, the military situation in North Africa and Tripolitania 
had reached the stage where adequate and efficient communications for 
operational co-ordination between Headquarters Eastern Air Command and 
Headquarters R.A.F. Midd]e East were an urgent requirement.1 The mov~ 
of the Western Desert Forces into Tripolitania had provided ba.ses from 
which heavy bomber effort could be concentrated on the enemy's ports, and 
this, together with the efforts of the Allied Forces in Nort h Africa and 
Tunisia, had confined the enemy's supply and communication lines to an 
extremely small area. In consequence, forces based in North Africa, Ma.lta 
and Cyrenaica were operating virtually together. Speedy communication 
between all formations concerned was therefore essential in order that the 
proper degree of co-ordination and efficiency could be attained . 

Inter-Command Requirements 

There were four distinct communications requirements between- North 
Africa, Malta and the Middle East : 

(a) Channels of communication which allowed strategic co-ordination 
of all operations by the main formations. These were the channels 
by moons of which long-term operations were plan ned and co
ordinated. 

(b) Operational channels of communication which provided facilities 
necessary for the immediate tactical co-ordination of the operations 
being carried out by those formations in contact with the enemy, 
namely Advanced Air Headquarters Western Desert. Air Head
quarters Malta, and Headqua.rters No. 242 Group (the main supply 
formation of Headquarters Eastern Air Command, responsible for 
operating the Air Forces working in conjunction w:ith the armies in 
TunisiR. ). 

(c) Channels of communication which allowed the effective co-ordina
tion of all operations of a general reconnaissance nature, including 
shipping strikes. 

(d) Communications which met the requirements of air transport and 
reinforcement aircraft.2 

The point-to-point organisation was stabilised in January 1943 a~ 
follows 

(a) A.M. 14 Algiers-Birdlip. This was a high-speed automatic chan
nel opernted by No. 11 Heavy Mobile Unit. A peak load of 35,000 
groups per day wA.S reached in April 1943. 

(b) Algier&--Malta-Advanced Air Preadquarters Western Desert and 
Headquarters No. 242 Group. 

1 The ehannels o[ communication between H.Q. l£astern Air Command a.nd H.Q., 
R.A.F., Middle East, in December 1~4.2 are shown at Appendix N-0. 15. 

3 A.H.B./IIJt/33:3/2/6. 
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(c) Algiers-Gibraltar. Later, Malta., El Adem and Castel Benito 
joined this channel for aircraft movements traffic. 

(d) Cairo (T.M.E.), Algiers. 

(e) Algiers, Malta, First Army Command Post. 

(f) Algiers, Headquarters No. 242 Group, AdYanced Air Headquarters 
E.A.C. 

(g) Algiers, Advanced Air Headquarters E.A.C. 

(h) Command Guard : linking Algiers, Djidjelli, Seti£, PhillipeviUe, 
Blida and Maison Blanche. 

(i} Headquarters No. 242 Group to Advanced Headquarters No. 242 
Group. 

(j) Headquarters No. 242 Group, Souk el Arba, Bone. 

(k) Headquarters No. 242 Group, Youks les Bains, Canrobert, Setif. 

(1) Command and meteorological broadcast channels.' 

In order to operate a ferry contro~ unit (F.C.U.) at Marrakesh, some 100 
miles south of Casablanca, a number of point-to--point circuits were set up in 
January 1943. A point-to-point circuit linked Headquarters No. 44 Group 
in the United Kingdom (through Birdlip) to an R.A.F./U.S.A.T.C. Unit at 
Marrakesh. The R.A.F. provided the equipment and personnel at Birdlip, 
and U.S.A.T.C. provided equipment at Marrakesh, where personnel were 
prov ided jointly. The circuit controlled. U .S.A.T.C. aircraft routed via the 
South Atlantic to and from the United Kingdom, U.S.A.T.C. reinforcement 
aircraft routed via the South Atlantic to the United Kingdom and French 
North Afriea, any R.A.F. Ferry Command aircraft using this route, and 
B.0.A.C. aircraft flying from the United Kingdom to West Africa. The 
Birdlip - Marrakesh circui t was provided for passing all messages between 
0.A.C. Gloucester and F.C.U. Marrakesh. Other circuits and facilities in
cluded a point-to-point channel Marrakesh, Casablanca, Gibraltar, primarily 
for the passing of aircraft movement signals; and aircraft watches at 
Marrakesh and Casoblanca. The reception of meteorological broadcasts at 
Marrakesh was also arranged.2 

Plans for a reinforcement route spanning North Africa wel·.:: !!lid io March 
J 943 . The route was to traverse Africa via Ras el Ma, Tafaraoui, Biskra, 
Castel Benito, Marble Arch, Benina, El Adam, Mersa Matrnh, and LG.224, 
with ferry controls at Ras ~l Ma, Castel Benito, and LG.224. Signals require
ments for the route as visualised in March 1943 were point-to-poin~ from 
Ras el Ma to the United Kingdom, Bathhurst, Bermuda, Gibralta~, Casa
blanca, Marrakesh, Ta.foraoui, Biskra, Castel Benito, and T.M.E.: Castel 
Benito to Gibraltar, Malta.,.J.,G.224, and Marble Arch; Marble . Arch to El 
Adem and Benina; El Adem to Mersa Matruh and Mersa Matruh to LG.224. 
Short. range air transit watch with D /F, V .H.F. R/T control and homing 
--··----- ------ ---------- - ------
1 A.M. File OS.17524. 
2 A.M. File CS.18000. 
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0hannels, M.F. beacon and local airfield control was to be established at 
staging posts, plus long-range air transit watch at the three ferry control 
units. Equipment requirements were stated at the same time. SWB8's were 
required for the long-range channels from R as el Ma and to the United 
Kingdom, Bathhurst, Bermuda and T.M.E. E.T.433l's were required at 
Castel Benito and Ras el Ma for the inter-connecting point -to-point channel 
and for long-range aircraft g uard. The remainder of the point-to~point 
transmitter equipment was T .1190. V.H.F. equipment was required for the 
whole route. 

Formation of Mediterranean Air .Command 

In February 1943, it was decided to form in North Africa a Headquarters 
Me.diterranean Air Command (M.A.C.), which was to comprise the North 
West African Air i<'orces (N.A.A.F.), M.iddle East Air Command, and Malta 
Air Command, with H eadquarters at Allied Forces Headquarters (A.F.H.Q.) 
North Africa .1 This He-idq ua r ters n eeded first-class communications to 
adjacent commands, and the aim was to provide automatic W / T channels 
and subsidiary hand-speed W / T channels. T wo h eavy mobile automatic 
W / T stations (Nos. 12 and 13) and a mobile signals unit Type 'A' wete to 
be provided. The co-ordination, assembly and despatch of a1l equipment 
and M.T. was undertaken by the Air Ministry and Headquarters No. 2.6 
Group, who had formed, trained and equipped. all units required by the end 
of March 1943.2 

An assessment was made of the requirements for main point-to-poin t chan
nels in April 1943. A total of 68 transmitters was :required in N .A.A.F., 
T.N.A., and the Air Command Post, half of which were·to be supplied and 
manned by the Americans, with the R.A.F. supplying and manning the 
remainder, plus equipment and personnel for five static sectors, three G.R. 
units, one coastal group and 12 associated airfields between Algiers and 
Gabes. This was in addition to the equipment and personnel requirement 
for the reinfo:l'Cement route. For the main channels M.A.C. required, over 
and above what was already in the command, two heavy mobile units, four 
twin channel low power mobile units, two mediwn p ower static automatic 
units, two medium power hand static units, seven low power hand static 
units, and four twin channel m obile units. For the L. of C. coastal defence 
a r~as the appr oximate needs (~part from M.F. and H.F. aids to navigation) 
were ten twin V.H.F. transmitters and receivers, 25 V.H.F. D / F fixing and 
homing stations, 132 low power static sets and 93 very low power W /T
R/T sets fer standby-to-line. To economise in wireless operators, it was 
intended to nse R / T stirnd by-to-line wherever possible, but transmission 
conditions in Tunisia wne di~t and som ething more powerful than the 
G.P. pack-set was needed. The American B .C.191 transmitter with rectifier 
and H.R.0. receiver was suggested as being the i-deal, and the· possibilit,v. qf 

1 A.H .B./IIM/A45/ lJE. 
2 A.H. .B ./ITG/25. 
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supplying such a pack-up in quantity for adoption as the standard equip
ment for standby-to-line on all essential circuits in M.A.C. was investigated. 
The personnel requirement for these commitments amounted to 500 wire
less operators, 120 automatic operators and 100 personnel of the wireless 
electrical trades. As many p ersonnel as possible were drawn from the com
mand itself and from the Middle East. 

Mobile equipment was in short supply, and the policy ruling was that 
settled areas were allotted fixed installations, thus releasing mobiles for 
areas where fighting was actually in progress.1 The Air Ministry had already 
sent a quantity of mobile units of various kinds, including V.H.F. and diesel 
power trailers, and in April 1943 it was decided to reinforce M.A.C. by the 
despatch of signals and radar units, in preparation for further amphibious 
operations. These reinforcements included an F.F.H.Q.S.S., four A.L.G.S.S.s, 
an M.O.R.U., an M.A.R.U., and various types of M.S.U. These units, which 
were assembled at Ch.igwell, were given field and operational training prior 
to despatch, which began in June 1943 .2 

At the beginning of May, a considerable amount of equipment was ready 
to be despatched from the United Kingdom, including four static SWBB's, 
various diesel / electric sets .for standby power for the static signals services, 
7 Type 105 V.H.F. D/F vehicles, 15 twin-channel T.ll90 vehicles and 15 
twin-channel H.F. receiving vehicles, 90 transmitters T.ll90 and 90 receivers 
AR.77, together with 100 masts and aerial gear. Nos. 12 and 13 Heavy 
Mobile Units were on their way to the Command and No. 14 was being trans
ferred, without personnel, from the- Middle East. Much of the equipment, 
however, was still awaiting shipment at the end of June.l 

Operation ' Husky ' 

Consideration of a site for a combined headquarters to control an amphi
bious assault on .Sicily was begun in February 1943. The primary difficulty 
was the length of time that would be required to establish naval communica
tions in the Tunisian area, whereas such communications already existed at 
Malta, which therefore seemed the obvious choice. In a:U amphibious opera
tions there was a period during which the Navy had complete control of the 
land and naval forces, when comp1ete dependence was placed on naval 
communications. For this reason, nothing less than perfection in naval 
communications could be accepted. Unless a considerable delay was ac
cepted in the mounting of the assault it was possible to provide these com
munications at Malta only. Against this, Malta could not possibly be con
sidered as a practical general headquarters : the major air forces and the 
higher direction of air operations would be located in North Africa, and re
inforcing ground formations would come from that area.• The main opera
tional headquarters was therE!!o're established in the Tunis area. 

1 A.M. File CS.18000. 
t A.H.B. /IIE/25. 
s A.M . File CS.18000. 
' A.H.B. / ID'l /203(P). 
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The code name of 'Husky ' was given to the operation. Two important 
factors which affected the mounting of the operation from the signals point 
of view were: _L 

(a) That the responsibility for equipping the air forces engaged was 
divided between Headquarters Northwest African Air Forces m 
Constantine and Headquarters R.A.F. Middle East in Cairo. 

(b) That the interval planned to elapse between the conquest of 
Tunisia and the assault on Sicily was to be as brief as possible, but 
that during this period the islands of Pantelleria and Lampedusa 
were to be reduced. 

Supreme command of all air forces was exercised by the Air Commander
in-Chief from the joint Mediterranean Air Command and Northwest 
African Air Forces command .post located at La Marsa. Command of the 
air forces acting in direct support of the Seventh U.S. and Eighth British 
Armies was vested in the A.O.C., Northwest African Tactical Air Force 
(N.A.T.A.F.). A command post for this purpose was set up at La Marsa in 
conjunction with 15th Army Group (in command of the two armies engaged). 

Under the command of the Tactical Air Force were : -

(a) The Desert Air Force, composed of British and 8outh African 
Fighter Wings, and U.S. Fighter Groups, to be equipped and 
maintained by Middle East and embarked from the Delta and 
Tripoli. 

(b) The XII Air Support Command (A.S.C.), composed of U.S. Fighter 
Groups to be equipped by Northwest African Air Forces and em
barked from Oran. 

(c) The Tactical Bomber Force (T.B.F.), composed of U.S., British and 
South African Bomber Groups and vV:ngs from both Middle East 
and Northwest African sources. 

During the planning stages of the operation the Air Commander-in-Chief 
and his Headquarters were situated in Algiers; thus the initial policy plan
ning was carried out from there. At the same time, in view of the divided 
responsibility for supply, for training and for movements, two independent 
detailed planning staffs were set up in Cairo and Mostaganem (near Oran). 
This wide geograph~cal separation betwe0n the planning staffs concerned 
led to great difficulty in the production of the signals plan, which had of 
necessity to be most closely co-ordinated.2 

The necessity for limiting the time which should elapse between the con
clusion of the Tunisian campaign and the all""ault on Sicily led to the greater 
part of the planning being carried out by the planning staffs without direct 
reference to the requirements of the Signals staffs of the tactical units to be 
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involved. While this step caused considerable comment at the time, it was 
not considered that this factor had any ill effect on the final plan for the 
following reasons : _:_ 

(a) Any signals plan must conform to the requirements of the air staff 
plan, and would thus have the same broad outline no matter by 
what experienced signals planning staff it was conceived. 

(b) The planning staffs concerned had at their disposal full details of 
recent signals experience in the Western Desert and Northwest 
Africa. 

(c) Main strategic channels of communication, frequencies and call
signs, which required a large part of the attention of any signals 
planning staff, did not require the attention of the executives. 

The need, however, for the employment of XII Air Support Command and 
Tactical Bomber Force units in the operations for the reduction of Pantel
leria, rendered it extremely difficult to equip and mount these forces in time 
for' Husky '. 

The Air Command Post, La Marsa 

On 21 May 1943, a signals plan was drawn up to provide W /T and land
line communications for a Mediterranean Air Command Post at La Marsa, 
near Tunis. Located at the Air Command Post were the Air Commander-in
Chief and the Commanding General Northwest African Air Force, with an 
operations staff and liaison officers from Malta, the Middle East and the 
Ninth Air Force U.S.A.A.F. Headquarters N.A.A.F., N.A.T.A.F., Northwest 
African Coastal Air Force (N.A .C.A.F.) and Troop Carrier Command came 
directly under the Air Command Post for operations. Headquarters T.A.F., 
Strategical Air Force and Coastal Air Force were located in close proximity 
to the Air Command Post. Headquart-n ·s No. 242 Group was at Bizerta and 
the Troop Carrier Command at Kairouan. An air signals office was set up 
adjacent to the Air Command Post, comprising a teleprinter room, operations 
telephone exchange, cypher office and traffic office. The wireless communica
tions established included two high speed automatic channels, one to the 

·Air Ministry and one to Headquarters R.A.F. Middle East, and low power 
hand speed circuits to Malta, Gibraltar, Advanced Headquarters Mediter
ranean Allied Air Forces (M.A.A.;F.), and T.N.A., with a number of reserve 
channels. Wireless equipment was provided by Nos. 12 and 13 Heavy 
Bomber Mobile Units and by a Type 'A' (8-channel) mobile signals unit. 
These circuits were in addition to the existing duplex circuits between the 
United Kingdom-Algiers and United Kingdom-Constantine. Communica
tion between the receiving site and-·the air signals office was by teleprinter. 
Teleprinter and speech lines to supporting formations were included in the 
plan. Teleprinter lines connected the air signals office to the Air Command 
Post W /T station (two lines); to Headquarters No. 242 Group Bizerta; to 
the cable head Tunis (two channels); Strategical Air Force, Medjez-
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el-Bab (two channels}; to Advancod Headquarters N.A.A.F. Constantine 
(two channels}; and to T.N.A. Algiers (two channels). Speech lines con
nected the Air Command Post to Headquarters No. 242 Group Bizerta, the 
Tactica.l Bomber Force in the Souk el Arba area, the Strategical Air 
Force, Advanced Headquarters N.A.A.F., T .N.A. and Troop Carrier 
Command Kairouan. F r equencies for the W /T channels were allotted by 
Headquarters N.A.A.F., and the provision of line circuit s was carried out by 
Air Formation Signals .' The landline situation in western Tunisia was better 
than had been anticipated, and the co-ordination of a ll R.A.F. landlines was 
going forward and the construction of routes was proceeding. The entire 
plan for the fighter -defence of Tunisia, for instance, was nearly completed.2 

Submarine Cables 

In February 1943, there were three submarine cables working between 
Malta and Alexandria and on e between Malta and Tripoli. There were two 
further Malta-Alexandria cables, but these were broken. No cables were 
working from Malta westward. There had been five cables between Gibraltar 
and Malta nnd two betlween Bone and Malta, but all were cut in the Sicilian 
Channel. One of the Gibraltar- Malta cables had a lready been partly 
diverted to provide the Gibraltar- Algiers cable. The repair of the other 
cables was considered to be feasible, and als.o it was considered possible t o 
divert certain enemy cables, depending on the capacity of cable ships, of 
which there were two at Gibraltar and two at Port Said. 

In April l 943, it was decided that three of the Gibr·,tltar-Malta C'l rlf'~ 
sho\1ld re!ltain, leaving one already divert,ed to Algiers and another diverted 
to Bizert-a. The Italian Nabuel-lgalo cable was to be diverted into l\folt~ 
with an overland extension from Nabnel to Tunis: a link was to be provided 
from the Tunis cable oftrce to La. Marsa. Thi:- projl·Ct was p lanned well in 
advance, but delay in provid ing equipment and personnel and in reconstruct
ing the o\·erland port,ion of the route prevented t-he circuit being in ui;e by 
D-DAy. It came into operatiol') lat,er. Another Italian cable "''RS later 
d iverted to provide a connection between Syrnc'l1s1:-lVh1ta. Two Malta
Sicily cables Wt;re to he reins tnted, nnd two Bune- l.\faita. cabk.3 were C..:i
vertP-d t 0 join Bizerta to Maltfl.. Sugge.stions to cfo·ert further Gibraltnr
M.a\t.a cah)es we·re resis(,ed in view of t,he importaTJce of th£se cables for 
throngh t raffic to India nnd the Fur East.~ 

By micl.-June 194:3, H cadquart-ers Force 141, tl1<~ Nort.h African component 
of the 'Husky '.assault force, was about to beco1ne operational, and signals 
communications in North Africa in support of the air forces gradually be
cam<s more and more extended. As force 141 moved into Tunisia it moved 
away from the Alliect Force He11.dqua~.:i at Algiers. The reqn.irements of 
Fore€ 343, the Amuican Componc.nt, c\lso bed to be met.. In spite of the 
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efforts made it was impossible to provide all the circuits required by these 
forces, or for the various other formations concerned, which included the 
British and U.S. navies and six operational air headquarters. For Head
quarters Force 141 and the R.A.F. alone it was necessary to bury 84 pairs of 
wire out of Tunis in addition to overhead provision. 

The landline plan in North Africa provided for the linking of major foml8.
tions in north-west Africa with their Advanced Headquarters and with the 
Air Command Post. The plan was drawn up at the beginning of June, but 
it was found impossible to -realise it except to a very small degree. Even the 
lines that it was possible to provide were most unreliable. Destruction on all 
routes in eastern Tunisia had ·been severe, and the work of restoration and 
reconstruction proved a formidable task.1 

As Force 141 would be almost completely dependent on wireless in the 
early stages, with the inevitable use of cypher, serious operational delays 
caused by the blocking of circuits could only be avoided by rigid adherence 
to orders. On 19 June Headquarters M.A.C. reported that the vast number 
of signals which were being despatched had completely overloaded the head
quarters facilities and' precipitated a situation which was causing serious 
delays in signals traffic . A careful analysis of W /T traffic showed that the 
degrees of priority were badly degraded, 75 per cent of all traffic carrying 
some degree of priority, and 'Emergency' being the only degree of pr&
cedence which was at all effective. ' Immediate' messages could be regarded 
as' Routi:10 ', while all others had the equivalent of' Deferred'. On 8 July, 
thirty-six hours before the operation, the A.O.C. directed that full signals 
traffic control was to be enforced and the number of signals and the use of 
priorities reduced to that essential for current operations.~ 

The key wireless stations in the Mediterranean were T.N .A. at Algiers , the 
Air Command Post W /T Station at La Marsa, Malta W /T station, and 
T.M.E. It was calculated that any one of these stations might be called upon 
to bear the heaviest load of traffic at different periods of the operation and, 
therefore, each would require to have ample reserve channels. No major 
additions were required at T.N.A. or T.M.E ., as both these centres already 
operated channels to main formations, but at Malta equipment and personnel 
were provided for 12 channels -additional to the normal complement of 25. 
At La Marsa, the two heavy mobiles and the Type 'A' M.S.U. giving eight 
low-power channels proved inadequate, and the station was augmented by 
two American mobile transmitters and additional operators and cypher 
staff. 

In designing the linking of formations in the main strategic communica
tions plan the governing factor-was the chain of command, but of high im
portance were the lateral links, and these were determined by careful exam
ination of the inter-dependence of formations at various phases of the 
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operation. The fundamental layout of the W /T network was not influenced 
by the landline plan, though it was taken into consideration in deciding the 
number of channels to be provided on any given -section of the network. The 
principle of considering lines and W /T channels as supplementary to each 
other and not as alternatives proved its worth during the operation. The 
plan involved a total of 65 wireless channels embracing 20 formations; one
to-one links were provided in all cases except when it was an operational 
need to have more than two elements on one channel. 

Traffic HandJing 

Some indication of the intensity of signalling as the operation progressed 
is indicated by the figures of traffic handling at the Air Command Post. On 
D minus 1 (9 July) the total traffic was 65,000 groups, of which 21,000 were 
cypher and 16,000 teleprinter. There was an increase on D-Day, but not a 
violent one as 'Minimize', a general request to all stations to reduce traffic 
to the absolute minimum necessary for operations, had been put into force 
from the Command Post on the previous day. From D-Day, traffic rose 
steadily to a peak figure of 120,000 groups on D plus 20. Teleprinter traffic 
did not reach 30,000 groups until D plus 8 and averaged this figure until 
D plus 20 when it reached 50,000 groups, due to the highly unsatisfactory 
line situation. Air Ministry traffic averaged 30,000 groups daily, but Middle 
East traffic was lighter at less than 14,000 groups daily up to D plus 4. 
Between the Air Command Post and Malta, traffic rose to 9,000 groups per 
day on D minus 3 and to 12,000 a day on D plus 3; thereafter it dropped to 
an average of 4,0-00. Two point-to-point channels and one flash channel were 
operated between the Air Command Post and Malta; the flash circuit was 
reserved for Air C.-in-C. and his Deputy and the A.O.C. Malta, and pro
vided the most rapid communication possible in cypher. Traffic on this 
channel did not exceed 300 groups per day and messages of 30 to 50 groups 
each were passed from originator to addressee in less than 30 minutes. 

Generally speaking, the main strategic channels worked successfully and 
according to plan, the introduction of ' Minimize ' preventing congestion in 
the rnrly stages of the operation. The delays which occurred were mostly 
due to the inadequacies of equipment and staff in signals traffic offices; at 
the Air Command Post, in spite of the most careful attention to layout, the 
traffic office was the limiting factor in message handling. Of particular value 
during the operation were the intercept channels provided for listening to 
the main tactical wireless channels, as an additional means of providing the 
Air Commander with information on local situations and as a means of anti
cipating the needs for signals reinforcements.1 

Control of Aircraft in' Husky' 

At the outset the Spitfire squadrons of the Desert Air Force were located in 
Malta, and came under the command of A.O.C. Malta. The remaining 
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squadrons were held in Tripoli until such time as they could be brought for
ward. The Spitfire Wing of XII A.S.C. was located on Gozo under the com
mand of A.O.C. Malta, one group of P.40's was located on Pantelleria, and 
the remaining groups on the Cape Bon peninsula under the command of C.G., 
XII A.S.C. The whole of the Tactical Bomber Force was located in Tunisia. 

In view of the difficulty of providing telephone lines from La Marsa, 
through Tunis, to Rear Headquarters XII A.S.C. at Korba and Headquarters 
T.B.F. at Nabeul, it was decided to set up the Headquarters T.A.F. opera
tions room at Hamrnamet, and the main W /T Station was also located there. 
All signals to and from the Command Post at La Marsa had therefore to be 
passed to and from Hammarnet on two teleprinter plus speech lines pro
vided between the two elements of the headquarters. This imposed a dalay 
on all signals, and gave rise to difficulties in distribution.1 

Cormnunications for the control of bombers, troop carriers, and coastal 
aircraft, were mostly on standard lines; but the arrangements for the con
trol of fighters during the assault and in the days immediately fo1lowing 
were more experimental. Communications in the first stage of the assault 
were provided by British headquarters ships, which were responsible for the 
forward direction of fighters. The standard R.A.F. communications of these 
ships were : - 2 

4 T.1131/R.1132 
1 TR.1143 

1 T.1190/R.1084 

1 T.1179/R.1084 

I T.1190/R.1084 

} for V.H.F. R/T communication with fighters, 
for listening to tactical reconnaissance reports, 
and for V.H.F. R/T communication between 
controllers at headquarters ships and the 
Controller Malta. 

for H.F. R/T communications between con
trollers headquarters ships and the Controller 
at Malta. 

for R/T communication with fighters fitted 
with H.F. only (this channel was not in fact 
used). 

for W /T point-to-point working to Malta, for 
fighter patrol programmes, aircraft move
ments, Sitreps etc. 

Other facilities provided were two common-user W /T base waves to Malta, 
receiver~ for listening to the Maha and ships' radar broadcasts and the 
assault air warning broadcast, and in one case a listening watch for meteoro
logical broadcasts. 

- - --- --- --- --------------
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Communications ashore in the early stages were provided by the Field 
Force Headquarters Signals Sections and Advanced Lancting Ground Signals 
Sections. The United Kingdom conception of a. Field Force Headquarters 
Signals Section, as used in 'Torch', was an assault section of some 25 men 
with one T.1190/R.1084 and a number of pack-sets. The Middle East ver
sion, which was used in Operation 'Husky', was on a heavier scale, with 43 
men, 7 specialist vehicles and 2 pack-sets for use in emergency. The function 
of these units was to ad as a signals centre for their area pending the arrival 
of wing signals sections, which was scheduled to take place on D plus 3. 
They had channels to Malta, their associated A.L.G.S.S . and adjacent 
F.F.H.Q.S.S., and were planned to have lines to the local R.A.F. embarkation 
units, and t-0 beach signals stations.' 

The landing of these units was carried out satisfactorily but it soon became 
apparent that sites should have been pre-selected, as all good W /T sites in 
tJie vicinity of the beach were found to have been booked already by the 
Army. The technical equipment proved ideal, the Collins 18Q enabling quick 
communication to be established while higher power T.1190's were being set 
up. The two H.F. W /T pack-sets were insufficient and it was agreed that 
four were required, together with a second 3-ton vehicle for personal and 
domestic kit, food etc. It. was also found that each R.A.F. beach briok 
embarkation unit needed its own signals section, owing to the distance at 
which it might have to operate from the nearest F.F.H.Q.S.S. These R.A.F. 
embarkation unit signals sections needed communications to base, to ad
jacent embarkation units, and to the principal R.A.F. units they were sup
plying-usually the local wing. They also required to be in direct communi
cation with the main beach signals station. 

It thus became clear that the ideal Middle East R.A.F. assault signals 
section was the embarkation unit or beach brick signals section, a specialist 
unit trained for combined operations. Behind this unit, who also landed on 
D-Day, w01.llld come the ' A ' party of the unit signals section, who, when 
the area. had been cleared, would proceed inland to their airfield or advanced 
landing ground and establish communications on the airfield, local flying 
control, R /T to aircraft, and external channels, to embarkation unit signals, 
to base 0 to the locaJ sector and laterals to other wings. 

In the Sicilian operation, A.L.G. Signals Sections were used to provide the 
communications required by forward fighter controls as well as local com
munications at an airfield. The United Kingdom establishment of six pack
sets, a V.H.F. homer, and 25 men was increased in the Middle East to fiye 
specialist Yehicles including a V.H.F. homer, five pack-sets, and 44 men. 
The V.H.F. equipment used was the air~t set, whi,ch proved unable to 
stand up to the continuous working, and replacement by ground equipment 
wa.s desirable for the future.2 

- - - - - --- --- - --- ----- -· --
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At approximately D plus 3, group and wing s~ls sections were landed 
in Sicily to take over responsibility for W /T oommunications from the 
A.L.G. and F.F.H.Q.S.S.s. W / T communicati-ons were oot good in the 
P-arly days in Sicily, partly due to the terrain, partly due to frequency diffi
c11lties, a.nd partly to lack .of a Mobile Signals Servicing Unit (M.S.S.U.), 
which was not scheduled to -land lliilti'1 D plus 14. Landlines were provided 
by Air Formation Signals, except that R.A.F. signals units carried varying 
qoontities of tele_phone cable. The Air Formation Sign.a.ls units met with a 
number of difficulties, and although lessons were :Jea.rned whioh it was 
thought would improve line communications in sub.sequent operations of a 
similar nature, it was obviously unwise to rely on line communications i.n 
the early stages of a combined operation.1 

It had been originally intended to use the new combined. W / T procedure 
on all channe!ls, but it proved impossible to distribute the books and train 
all the personnel in time, and the procedure was only used within the 
U.S.A.A.F. and for inter-Service communication. Normal R.A.F. W / T pro
cedure was used withi-n the R.A.F. The new combined R/T pI10Cedure was 
used by aH Servioes. The frequency planning of a,ll tlhree Services was delayed 
owing to difficulties in making ,1p the compositi.on of the frequen<:-y board. 
In o:rder that the majority of the commitments of the AHied Air Force oould 
be met, the existing frequencies we.re re-distributed, although it was s-till 
necessary for some units to share frequencies. A ruumber of primary frequen
cies proved unsatisfa~tory, but little could be done to improve matters as 
there were no spare frequencies available. F-0rtu:nately the main strategic 
plan turned out to be an accurate prediction of the requirement and few 
changes were necessary. The necessity for the appointment of an R.A.F. 
officer with experience of frequency work to tbe Combined Signals Board 
during the planning stages o-f ,an operation was apparent. 

It was originally intendel to move Advanced Headquarters, T.A.F. into 
Sicily to commence .operations on 27 July. Rear Headquarters W.T. Station 
at Hammamet was clo.!;ed and divided into two pa-rties. Party 'A', con
Si$ting of 8 oha.n.nels, was due to arrive in Sicily >n time to open watch on 
27 July, and Party 'B ', consisting of 12 oha,onels, was due to arrive four 
days later. Due, however, to diffioulties in shipping, it soon became evident 
th11t it would not be possible to fulfrl this programme. At mid-day on 25 
July, the Air Staff being anxious to proceed to Sicily at the earliest possible 
moment, instructions were given for' an attempt to be made to fly i.nto the 
island a skeleton W.T. Station. 

Owing to the .£act that all the Headquarters W /T equipment, was packed 
for shipment (Party ' A ' was by this time emba rked), three G.P. pack-sets 
were obtai-ned from No. 303 M.S.S.U..In addition one SCR.188, which had 
been originally issued t-0 a radar station, but which had been exchanged by 
T.A.F. for a G.P. pack-set, was obtained. A party of 30 officers and men 
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from Pa.rty 'B ', equipped with tentage, -rations for ~ days, fuhl kit and 
arms. was assembled at Harnrnamet landing ground at 0800 hours 26 July, 
and was emplaned in four DC-3 aircraft of No. 216 Group together with the 
W /T equipment mentioned above. This party was flown to Cassibile, 
arriving at about 1200 holll's. Transport was borrowed from the A.D.R.U., 
and by 1800 hours the personnel and equipment were on site. Work was 
immediately started and by midnight good contact had been established 
with La Mars.a on the SCR.188. During the next few hours contact with 
Malta, Desert Air Force (D.A.F.) and XII A.S.C. was made. 

It was not possible, however, to advise the air staff to prooeed to Sicily 
owing to the fact that while good communieations were esta.blished with 
La Marsa on the SCR.188, and with Ma.ilta on a G.P. pa.ck-set, it was not 
possible to maintain any degree of reliability on the two G.P. pack-sets 
working to D.A.F. and XII A.S.C. (Both these places, however, could be 
worked on the SCR.188.} 

This move was an excellent example of the possibilities of flying forward 
a small W.T. Station, capable of maintaining itself for ten days, at very short 
notice. 1 It was also an example of how effort and initiative could be ent irelly 
wasted owing to failure t-0 provide suitable equipment. A re.placement for 
the R.A.F. G.P. pack-set was urgently required, a.nd this fa.et was p:r;ov~d 
time and time again tlhroughout thi:l Northwest African campaign. 

Party' A' eventually arrived on 29 July, and opened we.tch on the evening 
of 30 July. Party 'B' arrived on 5 August, and by the evening of the 6th 
the Advanced Headquaxters W.T. Station was complete. 

Landlines in Sicily were plaood under the control of No. 242 Group A.F.S. , 
under C.S.O., N.A.C.A.F.2 The state of the lines in Sicily was extremely bad. 
Adv,anced T.A.F was in oommu.ni-cation with Advanced D .A.F. at Lentini 
and with T.B.F. ,1-t, Comiso. Advanced D.A.F. and T.B.F. were also linked 
by landline. It had not been possifble, however, to establish any contact 
with XII A.S.C. on the north coast of Sicily. 

The Landings in Italy 

Signals planning for various possible seaborne assaulti\ o-n Italy began 
at Algiers at the end of June 1943, and in the next two months plans were 
dirawn up for no Ies-s tha,n five major amph

0

ibious operations. These included 
such projects as the invasion of Sardinia, a direct assault into the town of 
Naples (assuming the sudden oollapse of Italy), and invasions of the toe and 
heel of Italy. The planining for 'Availanche ', a seaborne assault at Salerno, 
was begun on 4 August. At this time it.-,had not been decided whetiher 
'Avalanche' or 'Buttress' (a seaborne assau1t on the toe of Italy) would 
be mounted, and consequ~ntly, planning for botlh operatio-ns was carried 
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out simultaneously and. ruirangements were made to load the convoys to 
sail from North Africa for either operation. On 17 August, planning for 
Operation ' Buttress ' was dropped and a,ll signals planning concentrated 
on mounting' Avaia.nche' by 9 September. After a conference at Algi&s on 
22/23 August, attended by representatives of all branches of XII Air Sup
port Command and N.A.T.A.F., the detailed planning for 'Avalanche' was 
taken over by XII Air Support Command as previously arra,nged. 

In ' Avalanche ', unlike ' Husky ', the Allied ai!r forces engaged were all 
under the operational command of Northwest African Air Forces. Conse
quently, the higher command netiwork of main W /T and line communica
tions was neither so extensive nor so complex for the second operation. Both 
XII Air Support Command and the Desert Ai.T Force were simultaneously 
engaged in the offence in Italy and the weight of communications was 
from Headquarters N.A.T.A.F. downwards. The higher direction of the 
air forces was exercised from the Air Command Post at La Marsa, and the 
fundamental communications ll"equirement, apMt from the standing 
Command channels, was good links by which hour to hour information could 
be fed to the Command Post from naval and military as well as air force 
sources.1 

The importance of sound intelligence links had been apparent in the 
invasion of Sicily, a,nd during 'Avalanche' the Air Command Post was 
linked by W /T to XII Air Support Command Advanced Headquarters, 
which was set up first in the headquarters ship and subsequantly ashore. 
The Air Command Post was also linked by W /T and cable to Headquarters 
N.A.T.A.F., and by W /T and teleprinter to the Headquarters of both the 
C.-in-C. Mediterranean and the 15th Army Group at Bizerta. These intelli
gence links to the Air Command Post proved very satisfiactory, and were 
a vital factor in enabling an early decision to be .made to use the strategic 
air force in direct support of the ground forces when the enemy thirust to 
the beachhead threatened the success of the operation. This decision was 
the critical one of the whole operation. 

The heaviest vo1ume oi traffic was experienced at Headquarters 
N.A.T.A.F., where the cyphe(I" office handled nearly 50,000 groups on D plus 
2. ' Minimize ' procedure was introduced on D plus 4 as a precautionary 
measure. There were some delays in traffic from XII A.S.C. to the Air 
Command Post due to incorrect routeing. 

An 6l"ror which might have had the most serious consequences occurred 
in the arrangement for .passing messages to the headqtrerters ship after she 
sailed. The ship maintai~ W /T silence but kept a listening watch on one 
of her channels with N.A.T.A.F. N.A.T.A.F. received no reply to their caJ.ls 
and as a result decided not to pass traffic. Fortunately, there were no changes 
in plan and timing after the headquarters ship sailed. 
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The headquarters ship, the U.S.S. Ancon, sailed from Algiers on 6 Septem
ber. The convoys for the assault sailed from Oran, Bizerta and Tripoli, 
joining into one force north of Palermo on D minus 1. The convoy was 
spotted by the enemy on the morning of D minus 1 and when attacked, wire
less silence was broken to allow Ancon to take over control of night 
.fighters. The assau1lt took place in Salerno Bay at 0300 hours on 9 Septem
ber. Wireless silence was broken on all channels and Ancon resumed her 
full function as the main fighter directing ship and advanced headquarters 
of the XII Air Support Command. All air force W/T channels on board 
Ancon were successfully esta:bli:shed ·by D plus 1, but operating speed was 
severely restricted by heavy interference between channels, 45 channels 
being in operation in all. Fortunately, the traffic level was not high, about 
9,000 groups per day, and although operating was slow, traffic did not 
accumulate a,nd there were no serious delays. On D plus 5, three squadrons 
of Spitfires and a group of P.40's were established on landing strips near 
the coast, and this was increased in the next two days to two Spitfire wings 
(each less one squadron), one P.40 group, one A.36 group, and half an 
R.A.F. Tac/R squadron and hrulf a U.S.A.A.F. observer squadron. Com
munications at the landing striips were provided by the 'A ' parties of R.A.F. 
wings, and by group signals sections in the cai.se of U.S.A.A.F. units.1 

The Control of Fighters 

The control of fighters was exercised from Ancon, where there were two 
operations rooms, one of which acted as a fighter operations room housing 
the operations board and a filter board, the other being a mains operations 
room for the directing staffs. Information for the filter table was obtained 
from the ship's radar, from other ships fitted with radar and from the sea
b0me G.C.I.s, the first of these sources being by far the most fruitful. Close 
liaison was effected between Ancon and the other two headquarters ships, 
using V.H.F. R/T and H.F. R/T. Liaison with Sicily through a mobile 
operations reporting unit on the island was a failure, the range being exces
sive for the operation of H.F. R/T. 

The major faults in the organisation were the establishment of both 
operations rooms on the heaidquarters ship, which resulted in congestion, 
controllers being besieged for information i,nstead of use being made of the 
main operations room. The remedy was for the control of fighters to be 
exercised from a separate ship to that µsed as a headquarters ship, so that 
fighter controllers and headquarters staff were separated, and this was done 
in subsequent amphibious operations. Secondly, the standby fighter director 
ship, which had all the facilities necessary for the control of fighters, received 
insufficient radar information, so that it would have been difficult for this 
ship to have taken control in emergen<J5)":-' 

The eontrol of fighters on shore was exercised by the 64th Fighter Wing 
U.S.A.A.F. This unit landed with al:l low power signals equipment for the 
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control of fighters with the exception of a V.H.F. D /F fixer lay-out.· .Good 
communications to aircraft were established from the outset, vindicating the 
policy of establishing a full fighteir control organisation at once without 
finst putting in a nucleus organisation employing very low power equip~ent. 
New methods which were developed in the unloading of vehicles on the 
beaches proved that all normal signa:ls vehicles could be landed in good 
weather over any beach suitiable for an assault. The 64th Fighter Wing was 
connected by landlines to the I.anding strips, G.C.I.s, and to Headquarters 
XII A.S.C.; but these Jines continually failed and resort bad to be made to 
t-he standby W /T channels, which had been provided in every case. · 

The a:rrangements for passing info:rrnation of aircraft movements were 
unsatisfactory. It was proposed during the !>Janning stage that a broadcast 
for this ,puirpose should be operated by the Strate,gical Air Force and the 
Tactical Bomber Force, but neither of these broadcasts was put into opera
tion, and as a result fighter d~recting sh1ps received no information on the 
movements of friendly aircraft in their area. The need for some form of 
broadcast to fighter directing ships and to fighter control when established 
ashore wasS apparent. Up to D plus 7, very few movement signals were 
received by the 64th Fighter Wing, and those that did arrive were mostJy 
too late to be of use. They had been passed over normal channels, addressed 
to the XII A.S.C., where they were de-cyphered and re-transmitted . 

No. 7 Army Air Support Control (A.A.S.C.) accompanied the XII A.S.C., 
requests for support being received on Army tentacles from X Corps a.nd 
British Divisions and on ·air support party links in the case of VI Corps and 
American Divisions. These requests were then co-ordinated with Head
quarters Fifth Army and submitted to XII A.S.C. The speed and accuracy 
of communications on these links was good; normal channels were used for 
passing back instructions for air support to air force formations. Signals 
passed on the normal channels were subject to delay, however, and better 
re:mlts might have been obtained had No. 7 A.A.S.C.'s rear Jinks been 
employed. 

The tactical reconnaissance broadcast from .Sicily failed completely in 
the early stages of the operation; portions of R /T from this broadcast were 
received by the Ancon but they were too mutilated to be of any vaJue, and 
no W /T broadcast was heard. T>ac/R reports had to be passed over the 
normal channels and they suffered a delay of about four hours. More use 
might have been made by pil~ts of V.H.F. R/T during flight, by means of 
which much valuable information might have been made available in the 
early stages. As soon as tactical reconnaissance and observer flights began 
to operate from the mainland, broadoasts were set up at the a,ppropriate 
landing strips and the systernmnctioned smoothly. Spotting for the artil
lery was carried out successfully by Spitfires, using V.H.F. R/T. 

The landline situation throughout the beachhead was extremely difficult, 
and there were few lines which did not suffer from almost continuous break-
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down, due to the fact that the advance was slower than had been 
anticipated and that the unloading of units was nevertheless continued, 
resulting in severe congestion of all forms of transport in a very restricted 
area. Almost all line failures were caused by motor transport and track 
-vehicles. The situation might have been improved if more care had been 
taken with the initial laying of lines. In almost every case, lines were run 
out in a hurry, and subsequently required continual attention and in some 
cases had to be almost entirely re-laid. Better communication would have 
been obtained if more care had been taken over road crossings and the 
carrying of lines over tracks. Fortunately the communications required 
were covered by the W /T standby network. Once again, it was shown that 
no reliance ·could be placed on landlines in the early stages of a.n amphi
bious operation and that a comprehensive wireless organisation was 
essentiAl.1 

Signals Organisation Aboard the H.Q. Ship 

The s.ignals organisation on board Ancon was good. Runners were 
dispensed with almost entirely and their places taken by pneumatic tubes 
for the distribution of action copies of mess.ages and an extensive teleprinter 
i-ystem for information copies. In various points in the ship, including the 
main operations room, remotely controlled teleprinters were installed with 
a n_P.vice to enable an image of the message being printf'Ci to be thrown on 
to an illuminated screen. This screen could accommodate some 25 lines of 
about 15 words each. which could easily be read from one side of the opera
tion$ room to the other. Three such s~reens were installed in the main 
operations room, one for the use of each Service. This disp€nsed with a 
Yast a:nount of paper work and enabled messages for information to be 
passed rapidly throu!shout the ship without the hindrancE> of a large 
number of runners. 

A combined nies.;;age centre wo.s in operation on board. This system 
worked extreme}y well and the few difficulties caused by the diffe-rent ways 
of handling messages were soon resolved. Considerablfl space wal' allot ted 
to the main wireless reception room, the distance between the benches on 
which the sets were mounted being 13 feet. It was found that this use of 
spS.ce was amply jm:tified by the freedom of movement gained. 

Once units were established on shpre, good communications depended as 
much on good organisation as on any technical factor. Clear instructions 
on the moves of units enabled advance parties to site W / T stations and 
avoid long breaks in communications. No essential signals vehicles were 
lust in the operation. but- there was a noticeable lack of reserve W / T and 
R /T 'pa.ck-sets. A number of Arm~e 22 sets had been obtained for 
this purpoge by Re~dq·uarters M.A.A.F .. but due to a planning failure they 
never :reached the units requirin,r 'them. Four of the units coming from 
~Orth Africa (three R.A.F. beach brick signals sections and an A.L.G . 
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signals section) received no briefing whatsoever. As a result they were 
inoperative for some days. 

It was found that when the signals staff of the Services concerned 
assembled on board the Ancon there were still a number of outstanding 
points to be settled. Even after the most comprehensive planning, this was 
always liable to occur and the only remedy seemed to be for staffs to 
assemble at least two days before sailing to allow time for any last minute 
difficulties to be settled. This was particularly important when the voyage 
was short. 

Once again the air force frequency allocation was made too late. There 
was no time to make a thorough check of all frequencies allotted, and it 
was discovered when the signals staffs assembled on board that there were 
two clashes in inter-Service frequency allocation. Altogether the Ancon 
had 45 wireless channels in operation, and the resultant interference was 
appalling. No air force channels were actually rendered inoperative but 
the operating speed was greatly reduced. Fortunately, traffic was not 
high and no serious delays resulted. There was severe inflation of prior
ities on all channels, as in 'Husky', and the enforcemfmt of the correct 
use of priorities by the checking of individual cases of misuse was the only 
solution. 

Formation of Mediterranean AJlied Air Forces 

After the invasion of Sicily, it was at first planned that the Mediterranean 
Air Command Post at La Marsa should move into Sicily and that Head
quarters N.A.A.F. should remain at La Marsa. It was subsequently decided 
to retain the Air Command Post at La Marsa, and to form a new Head
quarters Mediterranean Allied Air Force, to be a joint R.A.F./U.S.A.A.F. 
policy headquarters, with a full R .A.F. operational and administrative and 
executive staff. An air commodore was appointed as Chief Signals Officer 
with a deputy C.S.O. from the U .S.A.A.F., and a group captain tele
communications and a. group captain radar, with U .S.A.A.F. counterparts. 
The establishment of the R.A.F. Signals staff was roughly equivalent to 
that of Headquarters R.A.F. Middle East in 1942. The majority of the 
U.S. executive communications staff were on the strength of the Twelfth 
Air Force.1 The Air Command Post was amalgamated with Headquarters 
N .A.A.F. and, from December ).943, was known a.s Advanced Headquarters 
M.A.A.F. La Marsa.2 The former Mediterranean Air Command became 
Rear Headquarters M.A.A.F . Algiers. 

Headquarters M.A.A.F. exercised operational and administrative com
mand throu@:h Headquarters Tft-etical and Coastal Air Forces and R.A.F. 
Midd]e East. but only operational command through Strategical Air Force. 
The administratiYe command of the R.A.F. part of the Strategical Air Force 
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w.as direct to Headquarters No. 205 Group. R.A.F. maintenance was con
trolled through three maintenance groups located in North Africa, Italy 
and the l\liddle East. The Air Force planning, maintenance and supply 
staffs were located with the Rear Liaison Section of Headquarters M.A.A.F. 
Algiers alongside Allied Force Headquarters. 

A preliminary examination of communications commitments indicated 
that a signals station for the headquarters at La Marsa would be required 
to operate 30 command channels and four or five high-speed channels. 
Small communication centres were needed at Algiers and Tunis.' Most of 
the signals equipment and personnel were found from M.A.C. and N.A.A.F. 
sources. The Air Command Post was not to be set up in Italy at once but 
to remain for the present at La Marsa. 

The main headqURrters .and formations to be served in the Algiers area 
were Allied Force Headquarters, Rear Headquarters M.A.A.F., Head
quarters No. 217 (Coastal) Group, and Headquarters No. 218 (Main
tenance) Group; and in November 1943 it was decided to centralise the 
administrative communications in the Algiers area by forming No. 10 
Signals Centre, and to determine the basic teleprinter and W /T require
ments for units in the Algiers area. The former T.N.A. was therefore ex
panded to become a teleprinter switching centre and a main W /T station, 
to which all headquarters and maintenance units in the Algiers area were 
connected. Standby\\' /T communications were provided where necessary, 
and main trunk W /T or teleprinter outlets were provided from No. 10 
Signals C6ntre t.o the United Kingdom, T.M.E., Malta, Naples, Bari, Tunis, 
and to British and U.S. Army switchboards. The teleprinter links connected 
No. 10 Signals Centre to all local headquarters, wings and units, Maison 
Blanche, Blida and Tunis. Air Formation Signals installed a teleprinter 
switching centre and made arrangements for the installation of the tel&
printer links. Over 40 units in the Algiers area were served by the newly 
formed No. 10 Signals Centre. At the same time, since it was the ultimate 
plan to move the Air Command Post, Advanced Headquarters M.A.A.F. 
and Headquarters Mediterranean Allied Tactical Air Forces (M.A.T.A.F.) 
inl/.) Italy, and since R.A.F. communications in the Tunis area were central
ised to Advanced Headquarters M.A.A.F. , it was decided to form No. 9 
Signals ·Centre at Tunis to provide administrative communications for the 
units in the Tunis area. Teleprinter links were installed to units in the 
area and to No. 10 Signals Centre Algier~.2 W /T communications were set 
up to the Air Command Post when it moved to Caserta, to No. 8 Signals 
Centre Tripoli, .and to Algiers. 

The ei:;tablishment of the signals section of Headquarters M.A.A.F. 
Algiers was designed to deal with avel)\ge daily cypher traffic of some 
27.000 g;roups, and up to the middle of January 1944, the average traffic 
handled was about 23,000 groups a day and thus well within its capacity. 
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Short periods of peak traffic up to 29,000 groups occUITed, but they were 
infrequent .and of short durat10n and no accumulation of delayed traffic 
resulted. About the middle of January, however, traffic began to rise, 
averaging 28,000 groups with peak days of up to 33,000. This imposed 
considerable strain on the signals section, who nevertheless managed to 
keep traffic under control. There was a further slight increase in February. 
As Headquarters M.A.A.F. was split into three parts, tlie cypher personnel 
situation was already strained, and there was no means of obtaining addi
tional cypher personnel. Thus a situation was reached at which the satura
tion of cypher staffs was threatened. 

The situation was especially difficult before the move of Advanced Head
quarters M.A.A.F. to Caserta, during the period when the headquarters 
was virtually split into three. Until this move took place, strenuous efforts 
had to be made to curtail signalling, to ensure that all possible traffic was 
passed by letter, postagram or microgram, and that full use was made of a 
special daily air courier service which linked Headquarters M.A.A.F. Algiers 
to La Marsa and Caserta.1 

Plans for an assault at Anzio :were laid early in January 1944, and a 
command post was set up at Caserta from which the Air Commander-in
Chief directed the operation. A communication centre, maintaining a high
speed and ah.and-speed W /T link with Advanced Headquarters M.A.A.F. 
La Marsa, and teleprinter links with Twelfth Air Force and 15th Army 
Group, was already in existence at Caserta, together with receivers, trans
mitters and personnel capable of opening up a further 12 hand-speed W /T 
channels. A flash W /T channel, direct \V /T links, and direct teleprinter 
and telephone circuits, were provided from Caserta to units and formations 
engaged in the operation. 

As Corsica increased in operational importance units were transferred to 
the island from Italy and from North Africa, and it was decided at the end 
of January to provide a signals centre in Corsica for the handling of com
munications during and after the build up. No. 14 Signals Centre was thPre
fon, set up in Bastia on a semi-static basis. The centre accepted traffic for 
units on their initial arrival, or as a permanent traffic handling agency, and 
was sited to provide an alternative outlet for operational channels. It pro
vided local very low power channels to units that could not be served with 
landlines and relayed their traffic to distant headquarters. The facilities 
provided at Basti.a included low power channels to Air Command Post 
Caserta, Advanced Headquarters M.A.A.F., and No. 10 Signals Centre, with 
spare low power and very low power channels, and teleprinter channels 
to local units where practicable. 

Move from La Mersa to Caserta 

In February it was decided to move M.A.A.F. Headquarters clirect from 
La Marsa to Caserta. Thus Caserta ceased to be available as a relay station 
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and became the home of Unit Signals, M.A.A.F. Headquarters. There thus 
arose the need for a signals centre at Naples to provide administrative 
communications for the R.A.F. units in the area. No. 12 Signals Centre 
was therefore established there, to provide teleprinter communication to 
Headquarters M.A.A.F. Caserta, No. 11 Signals Centre Bari, and main
tenance units and staging posts in the Naples area. W /T communication 
was established with No. 10 Signals Centre Algiers and No. 14 Signals 
Centre Corsica, with tt W /T standby-to-line channel to N"o. 11 Signals 
Centre Bari, which was the first of the signals centres to be established in 
Italy. It had been decided to set up this centre in November 1943, in anti
i:-ipation of the mo,·e into ::iouth-east. Italy of a number of maintenance 
units comprising No. 214 Group. This group was made responsible for 
the maintenance and supply of R.A.F. units in Italy. A large quantity of 
administrative traffic for units in south-east Italy was already being routed 
via Headquarters M.A.T.A.F. at Bari, and the Bari signals centre was set 
up to handle trus traffic. Hand-speed W /T communications were opened 
up with No. 10 Signals Centre Algiers, T.M.E., No. 8 Signals Centre Tripoli, 
Headquarters M.A.T.A.F. when it moved to Caserta, and Advanced Head
quarters M.A.A.F. when it was established at Caserta. Teleprinter chan
nels were flstahlished to Caserta, the Headquarters of Nos. 205, 214 and 
242 Groups, and other major units in the Bari area.1 

Headquarters M.A.A.F. La Marsa joined up with Headquarters M.A.A.F. 
Caserta over a period of four days commencing 24 March 1944:. All W /T 
channels operating from Headquarters 1\1.A.A.F. La Marsa were closed or re
routed to Headquarters M.A.A.F. Caserta or No. 9 Signals Centre; tele
printer circuit{:; were closed or re-routed to No. 9 Signals Centre. The equip
ment and personnel released from La Marsa were employed to augment the 
facilities at Caserta and to strengthen No. 9 Signals Centre to enable it to 
handle the additional communications during the transit period and later.. 
A high-speed automatic channel was opened bHween Caserta and No. 10 
Signals Centre Algiers. In April a W /T ' flash ' channel between the 
Deputy Air Commander-in--Chief at Algiers and Caserta was set up using a 
simplex h.and-speed c-hannel. All signals traffic at each terminal was 
handled under special supervision, and clerks and runners were provided 
for typing and delivery of messages direct. 

Owing to the large area under the control of M.A.A.F., the responsibility 
for the operation and adrninistra'tion of signals centres was delegated to 
lower formations on a geographical basis. Headquarters No. 214 Group 
were responsible for signals centres in Italy and Headquarters No. 218 
Groun for those in North Africa and Corsica. Signals centres were set uo 
on the authority of the Air Si~ Officer-in-Chief (A.S.0.-in-C.) Head
quart.ers M.A.A.F., after consult~tion with the telecommunications section 
and the Chief Air Formation Signals Officer (C.A.F.S.O.). The ooening of 
additional channE'l::i and circuits was decided and authori8ed only by HE'ad-
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quarters M.A.A.F. Telecommunications Section, Headquarters M.A.A.F . 
was responsible for deciding the W /T equipment, call-signs, frequencies 
and routeing instructions necessary. Air Formation Signals M.A.A.F. pro
vided the telephone and teleprinter switchboards and circuits, and was 
responsible for staffing all switchboards, teleprinters, D.R.L.S. etc. 
The R.A.F. provided personnel for manning trnffic offices, W /T channels, 
maintenance ek., and certain D.R.L.S. 

By June a number of non-operational units not normally provided with 
their own signals facilities began to move into the Rome area. A W /T 
detachment established a W /T channel to No. 12 Signals Centre Naples, 
and a site was selected for use as a static signals centre, accessible for land
line communications and capable of good wireless communications. Until 
landlines were available W /T communication was provided to Head
quarters i\f.A.T.A.F., Headquarters D .A.F., and No. 11 Signals Centre. in 
addition to No. 12. The unit operated first as a mobile signals centre and 
later became static as No . 13 Signals Centre, with teleprinter facilities 
to local R.A.F . units. 

Landlines in Italy 

The system of obtaining air force lines in Italy was for application to be 
made to the C.S.O., 15th Army Group via C.A.F.S.O. at Bari or C.S.O. L . of 
C., in respect of all trunk line requirements. The control of all lines used 
by all branches of the Services in Italy was exercised through these head
quarters, who allotted certain lines to each lower formation as far as pos
sible, in accordance with their individual needs, having due regard to the 
overall requirements along any particular route. 1 The authorities entitled 
to demand circuits were C.S.O. A.F.S., M.A.T.A.F. on behalf of all 
M.A.T.A.F. units, O.C. No. 2 A.F.S. for the Mediterranean Allied Coastal 
Air Forces (M.A.C.A.F.), and Os.C. Nos. 6 and 7 A.F.S. for R.A.F. units 
other than those in M.A.T.A.F. or M.A.C.A.F. M.A.C.A.F. controlled radar 
units, filter and operations rooms, and informa.tion centres, for the air 
defence of southern Italy, except in the forward area, where control was 
exercised by M.A.T.A.F. The division of responsibility for the provision of 
communications facilities was closely defined on 27 December 1943. 
M.A.T.A.F. was responsible for the provision of landlines and standby W /T 
to enable information on the movements of enemy and unidentified aircraft 
to be passed without delay to the nearest R.A.F. sector or U.S. fighter wing 
under the control of M.A.C.A.F. M.A.C.A.F. was responsible for the pro
vision, installation and operation of communications equipment in R.A.F. 
sector and U.S. fighter win~,adjacent to the area under the control 0£ 
M.A.T.A.F., to enable these sectors or wings to exchange information on 
plots and aircraft movements with M.A.T.A.F.'s air warning centres. The 
A.O.C. M.A.T.A.F. was responsible for the expansion of landlines by reason 
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of the forward movement of M.A.T.A.F. units, keeping M.A.C.A.F. informed 
accordingly .1 

It was necessary for one officer at Headquarters M.A.C.A.F., or his deputy 
in the field, to be responsible for the co-ordination and planning of 
M.A.C.A.F. landline requirements and for approaching C.A.F.S.O. or the 
appropriate C.S.O. On 25 January 1944, an instruction was issued to clarify 
these responsibilities. C.S.O. A.F.S. M.A.C.A.F. was made responsible for 
the drawing up and co-ordination of all Coastal Air Force landline require
ments in Italy. Having drawn up the plan, made application for the lines, 
and seen that the air force requirements were met as fully as the overall 
landline position allowed, he delegated to C.S.O. XII Fighter Command 
responsibility for the implementation of the American portion of the plan. 
In order to relieve C.S.O. A.F.S. M.A.C.A.F. of having to centralise the 
entire control of Italy from Headquarters M.A.C.A.F., the O.C. No. 2 A.F.S. 
on the spot normally acted as his deputy and was responsible for imple
menting line plans and for all negotiations with C.A.F.S.O. and the C.S.O.s.2 

Headquarters M.A.T.A.F., together with Headquarters 15th Anny Group, 
moved from Bari to Caserta in mid-January 1944. The W /T of both head
quarters remained for the time being at Bari, W /T traffic being passed to 
and fro by teleprinter. A six-channel voice frequency telegraph system 
was established between Bari and Caserta,3 of which three channels were 
allotted to M.A.T.A.F. 

Operational formations continued to provide their own communications, 
but the signals centres provided a complete organisation to handle all 
maintenance group and unit traffic, air movements administrative traffic, 
and traffic for the numerous smaller units that formed part of the active 
theatre. This traffic reached a formidable volume, but through the signals 
centre organisation it by-passed the traffic offices of the major headquarters, 
leaving t,hem free for their own higher level administrative and operational 
traffic. Every effort was made to tie the units and centres together by 
teleprinter, to reduce W /T traffic and cypher work.' Signals centres were 
not regarded as static, either in location or content; they expanded or con
tracted according to the number of units in their district, and, as in the 
case- of the North African signals centres, were closed pennanently when 
the units they served moved on to more forward areas. Nos. 1 to 8 Signals 
Centres had all been closed by the end of 1943. The equipment installed 
at the signals centres at Tunis, Algi;rs, and in Italy included SWB8's on 
automatic circuits, with T.1190'-s and R. l 084's on most other circuits.5 

In June 1944, it was decided to move Headquarters M.A.C.A.F. to Italy, 
where it functioned as a policy head(l\larters and maintained a watching 
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brief on day-to-day aircraft operations. To administer units and to control 
aircralt operat.ions in North Africa, Headquarters No. 210 Group was 
formed at Algiers. W /T communications were provided in both instances. 
For Headquarters No. 210 Group, the equipment already on site at the 
former Headquarters M.A.C.A.F. transmitting and receiving stations was 
earmarked for use hy the new group. All channels were worked by the 
T.1190/ R.1084 except the convoy escort wave, for which an SWB8 was 
used. .Personnel were recruited from within the command. M.A.C.A.F. 
communications were provided with similar equipment, an SWBS and 
seven T.ll90/R.1084's being used to meet the commitment of operational 
administrative channels to superior and equivalent command headquarters 
and to group headquarters. Personnel were transferred from the existing 
M.A.C.A.F. heRdquarters station.1 

Introduction of Airgram Service 

T,he congestion on signals channels throughout M.A.A.F. increased in 
1944 and became an acute problem. Although repeated requests were made 
to units to reduce the number of signals, these had little effect and the 
volume of traffic showed no decrease. The result of the congestion was 
to slow down the time taken in the transmission of messages, to such an 
extent that by June 1944 the average time taken between Caserta and 
Algiers for non-priority messages was 21 hours. 

In the same month an Air Ministry Order (A.M.O.) was issued drawing 
attention to the necessity for avoiding the unnecessary use of signals and 
ordering that all messages be scrutinised before being handed in to signals 
offices.~ The A.M.O. gave a list of examples of correspondence which, in the 
United Kingdom, must not be sent by signals channels. The difficulty in 
.M.A.A.F. was that mails services had been erratic and no quick or reliable 
alternati,•e to the use of signals facilities had existed. This situation, how
ever, was so improved by the end of June 1944 that transmission times 
for mails along the prin{!ipa:l routes compared well with those of normal 
signals. The time had arrived when most of the correspondence banned 
from signa.ls channels at home could be similarly banned in M.A.A.F. and 
sei:it by air mail. A new type of message was introduced known as the 
'Airgram '. This was similar in all respects to a signal, was handled through 
signals registries, but was despatched by courier aircraft and treated as 
urgent arr mail. Times of receipt and despatch were recorded on the air
gram form so that delays could be checked · and investigated .. The service 
was inaugurated on 7 July 1944, and all branohes of M.A.A.F. Headquarters, 
and all formations and units in the command, were urged to make the 
greatest possible use of the service. Delivery of airgrams was effected by 
despatch rider or other faster meantclirect to the addressee signals section 
where practicable, or otherwise through the nearest air mail centre, a 
number of which were quickly set up. The air mail centre registered and 
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despatched the airgram by the first available aircraft or the fastest road 
service where applicable, to the air mail centre serving the addressee. 1 

Operations in the Balkans 

A number of communications facilities were arranged in June 1944 in 
readiness for the possibility of special operations in the Balkans. The 
occupation of a number of airfield strips up to a possible total of seven was 
contemplated and messages were required to be passed from any of the 
strips to any other strip, to Headquarters M.A.A.F., and Headquarters 
No. 334 Wing. One corporaJ wireless operator and one A.C. wireless operator 
mechanic were established for each airfield strip. The equipment to be used 
consisted of an Army 'B' set for W /T point-to-point and the TR.1143 for 
V.H.F. R/T flying control, with a 500 W. Onan petrol/electric set for 
charging purposes. Headquarters M.A.A.F . .Signals Centre, No. 11 Signals 
Centre, Bari, and Headquarters No. 334 Wing were each required to make 
available a suitable transmitter and receiver to form a network with the 
airfield strips, Headquarters M.A.A.F. Signals Centre remaining on the net 
only until a new Headquarters Balkan Air Force (B.A.F.) was in a position 
to assume operational control. Communications for an Italian Air Force 
Component of the Balkan Air Force were also arranged. 

Meteorological Signals Organisation 

In February 1944 it was decided to transfer the central R.A.F. Meteoro
logical Service from its existing location at La Marsa to Bari, where it was 
in close proximity to the U.S.A.A.F. weather centre. At La Marsa the regular 
broadcast of meteorological information was carried out by sharing the 
equipment and frequencies employed by M.A.A.F. for the Command broad
cast; but with the transfer of Adivanced, Headquarters M.A.A.F. to Caserta 
and the meteorologicaJ service to Bari, independent broadcasting facilities 
for the meteorological service were required. An SWB8 transmitter and 
T.1190 with automatic keying devices were made available for the sole use 
of the meteorological service and installed at No. 11 Signals Centre Bari. 

The meteorological signals organisation in Italy was that M.A.T.A.F. 
supplied to Bari and the Air Ministry a consolidated picture of observations 
recorded throughout the T.A.F. area, including D.A.F., and also supplied its 
own units with information and forecasts tegarding weather conditions in 
the operational area. These broadcasts were also received by D.A.F., Eighth 
Army, Twel'fth Air Force and Fifth Army. In many cases, American units 
took theii:e broadcast-s in addition to their own. The meteorological section 
at T.A.F. operated two broadcast frequencies, two continuous reception 
c:hannels, and a network to four mobile meteorological detachments. The 
point-to-point network received recordings and observations from the field 
units and passed to them general information relevant to the areas on 

1 A.M. File CS.21409. 
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which they were reporting. Much of this traffic was passed by telephone, 
but W /T facilities were maintained in view of, the mobility of the force. 

A meteorolog:iical unit was also operating at H .Q. D.A.F. This did not 
broadcast the general picture to its units since it was already covered by 
T.A.F., but the unit prepared charts and made forecasts specifically for the 
needs of D .A.F. operations. They were passed by telephone to operations 
staffs at headquarters and to mobile operations room units. D.A.F. also 
controlled a. point-to-point network with four meteorological observation 
units, from which it collected information. It then passed a consolidated 
picture to T.A.F. 

The W /T network for the meteorological organisation thus connected 
T.A.F. to four field units plus the unit at D.A.F., and connected the unit 
at D.A.F. to four other detaichments. A third continuous reception channel 
was provided in the winter of 1944, so that information from Malta which 
had previous1y been passed via Bari could be received direct from Malta. 

Signals Equipment 

Every effort was made to ensure that the limited amount of W /T com
munir.ations equipment available was disposed of and employed to the best 
advantage, and from October 1944 the issue from base maintenance units 
of R.A .F. signals equipment and specialist vehides was controlled by the 
Air Signals Officer-in-Chief.1 A special procedure was laid down for the 
obtaining of initial and replacement issues of signals equipment and 
vehicles in M.A.C.A.F., D .A.F ., B .A.F., Nos. 202, 205 and 214 Groups 
(responsible for all units in Italy), and No. 218 Group (which was respon
sible for all units in North Africa, Malta, Sardinia, Corsica and Sicily). The 
supply of signals vehicles was limited, and it was not always possible to 
provide vehicles to the scale published in establishments. When vehicles 
could not be provided, every effort was made to provide equivalent equip
ment in the form of transportable or static stations. 

Signals vehicles continued to he used extensively by operational units 
in Italy. Some of these vehicles came from the United Kingdom but a 
large number were built in the MiddJe East especially for the Mediten-anean 
theatre. The types in use included low power and very low power H .F ., 
V.H.F., V .H.F. D /F, telephone, teleprinter and typex vehiieles, petrol/ 
elect-ric and diesel/ electric generators, and signals offices. Bad roads resulted 
in considerable damage to equipment, and an M.S.S.U. was provided in Italy 
and attended to running repairs, No. 4 Base Signals Unit providing the 
necessary maintenance baclcing in North Africa. 

Operation ' Dragoon ' 

Towards the end of 1943, it was decided that an operation should be 
launched from the Mediterranean theatre against southern Europe, intended 

1 A.H.B./IIM/ A.36/22. 
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primarily as a diversion for 'Overlord'. This operation was given the code
name 'Anvil', which was later changed to 'Dra,goon '. In the preliminary 
stages of planning there were three alternatives under consideration-an 
assault in the Toulon area followed by either an overland or amphibious 
assault in the Sete area, a direct assault in the Sete area, and an unopposed 
landing (assuming the collapse of the enemy) in the Toulon- MarseiUes 
area.' 

The signals planning statf consisted of a Group Captain R.A.F. (Signals) 
and a Colonel U.S. (Signal Corps), with a Squadron Le'!l,clt,r (Telecom
munications), and a Squadron Leader (Radar), and a Major (Air Formation 
Signals). The staff moved from La Ma.rsa to Algiers in December 1943, and 
on 8 July 1944 moved again to Caserta in order to be alongside the Allied 
F orce Headquarters and other major formations. This meant t hat the Air 
.ForC'c plsmning staffs were remote from their executive staffs--a disadvan
tage which was outweighed by the advantage of proximity to the other 
main headquarters, and which was largely overcome by frequent liaison 
visits. By the second week in June it was decided that final plans for Anvil 
would be produced and that the operation would consist of an amphibious 
assault mounted from North Africa, Corsica, Sicily and Italy against 
southern France east of Toulon with the object of seizing a suitable port as 
a base and subsequently advancing towards Lyons and· Vichy or westwa.rd 
to the Atlantic coast as determined by developments. The ultimate object 
was to join up with Allied Forces in northern France. The final outline 
signals plan was completed on 23 June. Early in July it was decided 
that the operation was to be mounted in the middle of August. The 
production of detailed signals instructions and! co-ordination with other 
services on detailed aspects of the operation was now undertaken in con
junction with M.A.T.A.F., M.A.C.A.F. and XII T.A.C. 

Preparat<-ry moves in connection with the operation, some of which were 
complementary to air support operations on the Italian mainland, involved 
a large scale transfer of air forces to Corsica and Sardinia. These moves 
entailed the construction of some 15 airfields, and the planning of. extensiv" 
landline and W /T communications. An existing submarine cable between 
Corsica and Sardinia provided one speech and telegraph cirouit for the air 
forces on the island, but this was inadequate and an additiona-1 four-pair 
cable was laid between the islands in January 1944. 

' 

OutJine planning in connection with the landline requirements in Corsica 
and Sardinia was carried out by IM.A.A.F. in conjunction with Allied Force 
Headquarters, but detailed circuit and construction planning were under
taken by M.A.T.A.F. and M.A.C.A.F. 1~ complete programme to meet the 
requirements of the air forces, both in their support role for current Italian 
operations and for their ultimate role in support of Operation 'Dragoon', 
was completed by 11 A.,pril I 944. This in.eluded aU landline communications 
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for airfield control, fighter control , air defence, and control of offensive 
operations. Some 2,500 miles of line were laid in Corsica alone. 1 

. An estimate of the air forces frequency requirements was made in 
February 1944. These requirements were in excess of existing allocations 
and 63 additional frequencies were allocated to enable them to be met. Since 
ai1 force,;; operating in support of ' Dragoon ' would ultimately be in juxta
position to those of the Allied Expeditionary Air Force (A.E.A.F.), 
co-ordination between Headquarters M.A.A.F. and Headquarters A.E.A.F. 
was necessary, and representatives of A.F.H.Q. and Headquarters M.A.A.F. 
visited the United Kingdom for conferences with Headquarters A.E.A.F. 
When it was decided to move A.F.H.Q., C.-in-C. Mediterranean, and Head
quarters M.A.C.A.F. to the Naples area before the operation was mounted, 
readjustments to these frequencies were necessary and were agreed at an 
inter-Service meeting in Naples on 15 July 1944. 

Aeting on previous experience gained in amphibious operations in the 
theatre, it was agreed that sepa.rate fighter director ships would be used 
for the operation. Two such ships were available in the Mediterranean and 
a third was provided from the United Kingdom.~ 

All questions of landline supply and construction prior to D-Dav were 
cleared through Signals Plans M.A .A.F. From D-Day to D plus 30 the 
air force responsibility was undertaken by the Communications Officer 
XII T.A.C., and from D plus 30 onwards by the C.S.O. M.A.T.A.F. Cables 
out of southern France were known to exist from Toulon to Ajaccio, Cap 
d' Antibes to St. Florent, and also from Marseilles to Algiers and Oran. The 
looation of breaks in the cables was known but both from security reasons 
11nd cons1deretio'ls of the safety of cable ships it was not possible to repair 
these breaks before the operation. Work on the repair of cables was begun 
on high priority after D-Day. The St. Florent-Cap d'Antibes cable was 
restored soon after D plus 6, but the Toulon termination of the Ajaccio
Toulon cable was so damaged that repairs were not attempted. One cable 
from Marseilles to Algiers was restored soon after Marseilles was captured 
and, later, the two Marseilles--Oran cables. 

There was no substantial change in main strategic communicat.ions for 
this operation. The H.F. links from Headquarters M.A.T.A.F. to the H.Q. 
ship were tested by listening on, a receiver installed in an M.T.B. which ran 
in under cover of darkness to within half a mile of the coast of southern 
France carrying an R .A.F. W /T crew. Messages intended for Advanced 
Headquarters ailoat from M.A.T.A.F ., No. 87 Fighter Wing and XII T .A.C. 
/Rear) were transmitted to XII T .A.C. (Rear) with routeing instructions to 
pass to the other headquartelll'rconcerned . This system persisted until 
XII T.A.C. (Advanced) intimated that it was ready to take messages direct 
after the lifting of wireless silence. This gave operators two opportunitiei 

1 A.H.B. /IIJl/90/3'4 . 
2 A list of the communications on board each type of ship is at Appendix No . 16. 
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to intercept messages and prove reception on more than one channel. The 
system worked well, and during the time XU T:A.C. was afloat up to the 
time of tihe lifting of radio silence, a total of approximately 40 hours, some 
10,000 groups were intercepted.1 

After the lifting of radio silence, channels on board the H.Q. ship opened 
according to whedule, and were in general highly satisfactory. A certain 
amount of mutual interference was inevitable with the large numb-er of 
transmitting and receiving arrays which were crammed together on board, 
but tests made beforehand helped to reduce this. The total traffic han~led 
by H.Q. Ship on D-Day after breaking W /T silence was over 75,000 groups, 
and on D plus 1 and D plus 2 the totals were 102,000 and 93,000 respectively. 

Headquarters XII T.A.C. (Advanced) was opened ashore on D plus 4. 
Prior to that time radio sets had been installed ashore, had joined the net 
being worked by the H.Q. Ship, and were standing by to take over. An 
innovation was the institution of a radio teletype link between Headquarters 
M.A.A.F. and Corsica, using three channels in all. Traffic averaged about 
20,000 groups a day, very much less than the ca,pacity of the system. The 
channel between Headquarters M.A.A.F. and Headquarters M.A.T.A.F. 
worked extremely well and provided excellent traffic hanclJing results, both 
in speed and volume. 

Landline construction personnel and equipment were unloaded aocording 
to schedule, and by D plus 4, communications for Headquarters XII T.A.C., 
fighter sector groups, and airfields had been constructed. The existing 
open wire system was generally in good condition, but inadequate, and 
construction work was started promptly, although progress in some ar!:ias 
was slow due to their being heavily mined, Existing pole routes provi~ed 
the quickest means for establishing open wire lines. 

The first move of XII T.A.C. Command Post was the oniy one in which 1t 
was possible to maintain a solid landline network. Subsequent moves were 
too rapid for landline communications to be built by the personnel available. 
Trunk routes providing circuits for the air forces as well as the Army were 
the responsibility of Seventh Army, but Army signals personnel were able to 
provide only minimum Army requirements and none for the Air Force. Air 
Force units were called upon to provide more than was anticipated, as the 
main axis visualised in the landline plan was not followed by the Seventh 
Army, and consequently airfield sites were· well removed from the maiti 
Army axis, entailing the construction of long spurs from main trunk routes. 
Widespread destruction of lines in the Rhone valley made line communica
tions impossible in that area, and entailed the setting up of duplicate 
Command Posts for Air Force units, with V.H.F. radio teletype links joining ..... 
the two Command Posts. Thereafter a slowing down of the advance enabled 
Jandline communications to be. established. The phasing of signals supplies 
was based on the expected progress of the advance. Actually this was much 

1 A.H.B./lIJl/90/34. 
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moro rapid than was anticipated, resulting in less destruction to pole lines, 
and a surplus of some types of material and a shortage of others. 

The draft Signals Plan for ' Dragoon' was produced more than three 
months before tihe operation was actually launclled, and the outstancling 
lesson learnt from the srgnals planning aspect was the immense advantage 
of starting the planning early, even when there was no final firm decision to 
mount the operation. The benefits derived from a plan prepared, 
co-ordinated as for as possib-le with the other Ser-vices, and issued, even in 
draft form, to lower formations in ample time for co-ordination and current 
consultation to be undertaken at their level, greatly outweighed considera
tiQns of time wasted on plans that were not in the end put into pra.ctice. 
Comparatively small planning staffs were involved, and there was enough 
routine planning work to justify the staffs continuing in being so long as 
there remained a possibility of the launching of further amphibious opera• 
tions.1 

The operation showed that signals personnel embarked in H.Q. and fighter 
director ships should be established on a generous scale, and that where 
standby channels were catered for, extra. personnel to man these channels 
must oo included in the establishment, even though they might not be ea.lied 
upon to operate. In the initial stages of an assault, both afloat and a.shore, 
communications were of necessity entirely by raclio; training in wireless 
operating was -therefore required to be maintained at a high level, even in 
static periods when good landline c<Ymtnunications existed. 

Withdrawal of Air Formation Signals from North Africa 

It was decided to withdraw Air Formation Signals personnel from North 
Africa entirely in mid-February 1945. L. of C. (Army Signals) were to under
take most of the maintenance work, but a number of gaps h11d to be filled 
by the R.A.F. L. of C. Signals were to undertake teleprinter maintenance 
at. R .A.F. units in the Algiers area and to operate existing scheduled despatch 
rider services in the sa-me district. Line maintenance was also taken over 
by the L. of C. 

_ Teleprinters existing at R.A.F. units in North Africa at this time numbered 
16, installed at No. 10 Signals Centre Algiers (4), with one ea.eh at Head
quarters Nos. 210 and 218 Groups, No. 284 Wing, Setif, B.P.O., Bone, Blida, 
Maison Blanche (2), (one at the maintenance unit and one for the staging 
post), No. 351 M.U., El Aouina and Biskra. All these teleprinters were in 
the Algiers district except those at Setif, Bone, E l Aouina and Biskra. It 
was decided to install Fullerphones instead af teleprinters at Bone and ~tif; 
this, with a standby-to-line W / T link which was al.ready established, 
provided adequate facilities for the-existing traffic levels. Teleprinters were 
already manned by R.A.F. personnel. No switohboarda w-ere entirely 
manned by A.F.S. personnel, but the ma.in exchange at Headquarters 

1 A.H.B./rIJI/90/34. 
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.M.A.A.F. was partly manned by them, and it was decided to move the 
exchange board to No. 10 Signals Centre, establishing additional R.A.F. 
personn{I] for its operation. 

The responsibilities for regional flying control previously assumed by 
No. 210 Group were transferred to No. 10 Signals Centre in February 1945. 
The commitment consisted of a W /T channel to Gibraltar, two aircraft 
safety flash channels, one air/ ooa. rescue channel and one convoy control 
channel.1 

- - - --·-----·-------·------·-·-------
A .H.B./ITM/ A36/32. 
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CHAPTER 9 

SIGNALS COMMUNICATIONS IN THE FAR EAST 

Singapore and Malaya 

Communications in the Far East at the outbreak of war were of 
a rudimentary nature and consisted principally of the inter-oommand W / T 
stations situat~d at Singapore and Ambala and the civil telephone systems 
provided by the Malayan and Indian Governments. In Singapore, however, 
proposals for the provision of underground telephone cables for the defence 
services -had been under consideration from 1934. 

In April 1937, the Air Ministry decided, in conjunction with the War 
Office, to install in Singapore a teleprinter voice-frequency sysbem similar to 
that planned for the United Kingdom. The suggested establishment wa.s 
two teleprinter units complete at the Headquarters Signals Offioo in Singa
pore and one unit at the airfield at Seletar. One t:ieleprinter unit was also to 
be installed at both Tengah and Sembawang when these airfields were 
completed. Telephone facilities for these two stations were also to be 
provided. Provisioning action for the supply of seven teleprinters and 
associated equipment was taken at the Air Ministry in August 1937 J 

By the middle of 1940, all three stations on Singapore Isl-and-Seletar, 
Tengah and Sembawang-were operating aircraft and sta.nd'by point-to
point services, using T.1087 /R.1084's. Seletar was also operating long-range 
short-wave inter-comm-and circuits using T.26 transmitters. Further sta.tions 
were under consideration at Kuantan, Alor Star, Kluang and Kallang. At 
Kuala Lumpur, which was scheduled to be an engine repair depot and equip
ment holding unit, it wns proposed. that signals facilities should be provided 
main·Jy by civil and Army -channels (the Army had a teleprinter circuit to 
Singapore) .1 Air Headquarters Far East were ulso investigating the possi
bility of the provision of an extended teleprinter organisation by Posts and 
Telegraphs Malaya, although it was expected that R.A.F. teleprinters would 
have to be used. Only the seven teleprinters provisioned in 1937 were held 
in· the command, and these were all fully employed. A W /T standby system 
for the teleprinter network was proposed. Other new stations scheduled at 
this time included Kota Bharu, Mergui and Kuching (Borneo). By February 
1941 the R.A.F. stations in o,poration in Far East Command were Seletar, 
Tengah, Alor Star, Kota Bhal'l,l, China Bay in Ceylon, and Kuching in 
Borneo. The total equipment in use in the command included eighteen 
T.1087's and twenty-three R.1084's, plus the long-range equipment at 
Seletar. _...,... 

1 A.M. File S.27495/I a.od, II. 
2 Civil stations were in existence or planned- at Alor Sta.r, Kuala Lumpur, Penang, 

Ba.tu Pahat, Kluang and Kota Bharu in Malaya, plus a number in Burm.a and 
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Shortage of Equipment and Personnel 

There was a serious shortage of wireless equipment and signals personnel, 
to which the C.-in-C. Far East drew the Chief of the Air Staff's attention in 
December 1940. For many mo::iths there was only one officer on the Air 
Headquarters signals staff, and throughout the five-year period 1937 - 1942 
there were sel<lom more than two. Apart from radar specialists, only three 
signals officers arrived in the Command in this ,period, and two of these were 
replacements. One -officer arrived to supervise the installation of SWB8's, 
but there were no fitting parties (except those locally formed) and little 
specialist advice from the Air Ministry.1 

In March 1941, it was decided that the next draft to the Far East should 
include 55 wirPless operators and four wireless mechanics. The general 
shortage in thA trade of wireless mechanic severely limited the number 
that could he sent. Further provisioning was requested in April 1941, the 
following equipment being uTgently required: -

45 T.1087 /R.1084's in Malaya, plus ancillary W /T equipment; 

40 T.1087 /R.1084's for Burma; 

15 T.1087 /R.1084's for Borneo. 

Personnel were also required in large numbers for all these commitments? 
At this time there was good liaison between the British, Dutch and 
Australian forces, and subsequent to a visit to Singapore by the Director 
of Signals, R.A.A.F., and a return visit to Melbourne by the C.S.O., Air 
Headquarters Far East, the R.A.A.F. undertook to provide 12 signals 
officers, about a hundred airmen signallers, 50 transmitters and 40 receivers, 
to the R.A.F. in Malaya. By September 1941, six of the signals officers and 
some of the receivers had arrived. 

W /T Communication Requirements 

The total number of airfields originally planned for Malaya was 12 perma
nent, 9 concentration, and. 5 satellites. Since it was desirable that squadrons 
should be as mobile as possible, the intention was to provide fixed ground 
facilities at all these airfields, so that the mobile ground equipment could be 
reduced to a minimum. The actual W /T communication requirements 
were:-3 

(a) Air Headquarters Far East.,Fixed services to the United Kingdom; 
Melbourne and Wellington; group headquarters in Malaya and 
Burma; Colombo, Mombasa and Durban; Manila; B-Orneo; 
Batavia; and India. Aircrruft services for inter-command flights, 
long range operational Indian Ocean flights, long range operational 
flights over the China Sea,'fftld operational flights in Malaya. A 
local point-to-point organisation. H.F. and M.F. D /F services. 

1 Narrator's interview with Group Captain T. F. Moloney (Retcl.). 
2 A.M. File CS.9685. 
3 A.M. File CS.10556. 
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(b) Group Headquarters Malaya. Fixed services to Air Headquarters 
Far East and to the group statwns. Aircrad't services to include a 
group operational wave, and channels for inter-command and 
cross-country flights. 

(c) Point-to-point service8. These were required to and from all air
fields in Malaya, with suitable W /T facilities for squadrons likely 
to operate from these areas. 

The stations already open in May 1941 were Alor Star, Butterworth, Kota 
Bharu, Kalla.ng, Tenge.h, Seletar and Sembawang in Malaya; Minga.ladon 
in Burma; China Bay, Kogalla and Ratmalana in Ceylon; and Kai Tak in 
Hong Kong. A number of other stations, mostly in Bunna, were sufficiently 
advanced to enable units to operate from them, but the aetual opening of 
these stations depended on the arrival of reinforcements and the operatwnal 
movements of existing squadrons. Siti.ng of the new stations, specially llhe 
D /F stations, was almost a major operatwn in many cases, involving one 
or two days' journey by sea, then a march of two miles or more through 
t.he jungle or through shoulder-high lalang, followed by perhaps another 
mile through flooded padi fields, the whole journey being made at a tem
perature of jnst under 100 "F. and in high humidity. Sometimes when the i;ite 
was eventually reached it was found to be unsuitable.1 The personnel 
situation at this time was clearly stated 'by Air Headquarters Far East. 
Strength was well below existing establishments, being 182 wireless opera.tors 
against an esta1blish.ment of 252, 64 wireless electrical mechanics against an 
establishment of 133, and so on. This ctid not take into account future 
requirements. A list of communications channels required for the stations 
for Far East Command was compiled in June 1941. There were to be some 
20 stations in all in North and South Malaya, all requiring teleprinter and 
W /T point-to-point channels. 

By June 1941, the total number of squadrons in the Far East was three 
bomber, one general purpose, one fighter bomber, two torpedo bomber, three 
G.R. land-plane and one G.R. flying boat squadron. Four fighter squadrons 
were also forming, all of which were to be equipped with Bdfalo aircraft. 
The locations of these squadrons were Alor Star (Blenheim.s), Mingaladon 
lBlenheims), Seletar (Vildebeest torpedo bombers), Singa,pore (flying boats); 
Kota Bb.a.ru. (Rud.sons), Tengah. (Blenhe.ims), China Bay (Vildebeest, one 
flight only), Kluang and Sungei Patani (Bnffalos) , Kallang (Blenheim 
fighter-bombers) and Sernlbawang (Hudsons and Wirraways). A considerable 
expansion -0f these forces was intended, and new stations were planned for 
this purpose. The whole air defence of Malaya was in the course of being 
strengthened by the construct i.:M"' of these new airfields, and it became 
apparent that R.D.F. cover, £or which there was a scheme in hand which 
included only Singapore and Penang, would have to be greatly extended. 

1 Narrator's ioterview with Group Captain Moloney. 



Communications for R.D.F. 

Detailed consideration of R.D.F. facilities for Malaya began in 1941, when 
an officer was sent out from the United Kingdom to supervise the first 
installations. Skeleton ,oommunications requirements were in operation by 
August 1941, by which time requirements for R.D.F. cover in the Far -East 
were estimated on the following basis: - 1 

(a) Malaya 

(i) A main air ded:ence operations room covering the Malay 
Peninsular, together with a southern area filter room, at 
Katong. A standby southern area filter room at Kallang. A 
southern sector fighter control at Tebrau, with a standby at 
Kallang. 

(ii) A group air defence operations room covering North Malaya, 
together with a northern area filter room, at Kuala Lumpur. 
A northern sector fighter control at Sungei Patani or Machang, 
with a standby at Sungei Bakap. 

(b\ Burma 
A main air defence operations room embracing a sootor control and 
filter room at Rangoon. Standby sector controls at Mingaladon and 
N amsang Toungoo. 

The main air defence operations room at Katong was scheduled to have 
two telephone lines and one teleprinter link to the sector operations rooms 
at Tebrau and Kallang, with three telephone lines and one teleprinter link 
to the northern air defence operations room at Kuala Lumpur. Numerous 
local liaison circuits were required in Singapore. The group air defence 
operations room at Kuala Lumpur was scheduled to have two telephone 
lines and one teleprinter link to Sungei Patani and Machang, and local 
telephone links from Sungei Patani to the standby at Sungei Bakap. Local 
telepl ,or,e links were required from Koti:t Bharu to Machang. Numerous 
local liaison circuits were required in Kuala Lumpur. No R.D.F. facilities 
were so far envisaged for Ceylon, Hong Kong or Borneo. 

The proposed R.D.F. filter room at Katong for Southern Malaya was 
:-;cheduled to have telephone links to ten A.M.E. stations, each with an 
alternati°vEJ route to the operations rooms. The proposed R.D.F. filter room 
at Kuala Lumpur for Northern Malaya was scheduled to have five telephone 
links to A.M.E. stations, again with an alwrnative route to the operations 
rooms. Duplex workiug on V.H.F. R/T with scramblers was to duplicate 
the telephone system throughout, standby W /T being considered impractic
able for this purpose. One telephone link with an alternative route as stand
by was to join the filter rooms at Katong aqii..Kuala Lumpur. 

Where several A.M.E. stations existed in the same area, all were to report 
down the same trunk line, with local filtering; between such A.M.E. 
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stations there would be one telephone link with an alternative standby rouoo. 
Later there might also be a standby V.H.F. R/T link. The filter A.M.E. 
station was to have one parallel teller telephone link, with an alternative 
standby route to the local standby fighter sector control. Again, there was 
to be a standby V.H.F. R/T link. The general V.H.F. R/T requirements 
were in the course of compilation, Australia being regarded as a possible 
source of supply. The air observer centres at Kuala Lumpur and Singa
pore were to report direct to their local air defence operations room. 

Development of this radar organisation needed to be closely allied to 
that of the signals and fighter organisations; but it was apparent that there 
would be considerable delay before the radar organisation could become 
operationally useful. Communications by landline were difficult to obtain, 
and when obtained the lines were bad. W /T and R/T links for point-to
point operation were not yet available, and the difficult climatic conditions 
imposed limitations on the type of set that could be used. Ground-to-air 
communications did not compare with existing home standards, no V.H.F. 
R /T being made available. In spite of strong representations by the 
C.-in-C., the Buffalo fighters were fitted with T.R.ll's, which limited the 
distance over which they could be controlled to about 20 miles. 

Filter rooms were to be in the same buildings as operations rooms, but 
sites for these buildings had not yet been chosen. Filter room personnel 
were not available, and could not be obtained unless they were specifically 
posted to the command for radar duties. It was hoped that some personnel 
might be provided from Australia. The Army agreed to accept respons
ibility for the installation and maintenance of internal telephone equipment 
in the filter and fighter operations rooms and observer centres on Singa
pore Island, and for the provision of equipment for installation by Malayan 
Posts and Telegraphs for those up country. The main sector and opera
tions rooms were not expected to be ready until 1942. 

In November 1941, the Army submitted their landline scheme for 
Malaya to the War Office. The scheme embraced the minimum R.A.F. re
quirements for fighter, radar, air observer, bomber, G.R. and trunk systems. 
However, it was anticipated that there would be a delay of at least 18 
months before the necessary equipment could be obtained for the com
pletion of these circuits. 

Some µrogress was made ih August and September 1941, but on a very 
small scale. A temporary filter room was in use at Kallang up to the end 
of September, and was then moved to the permanent site at Katong. The 
installation of plotting lines for the first four A.M.E. stations was well 
advanced, and during fight~, exercisos information from two of these 
stations was successfully filtered. However, general lack of progress with 
the laying of landlines, coupled with the unreliability of those that existed, 
indicated that telecommunications would be the major limiting factor in 
the expansion of R.D.F. cover. 



The Air Ministry had informed Air Headquarters Far East that no V.H.F. 
R /T equipment would be available for shipment before June 1942; but 
in an endeavour to ease the telecomm.unicati,ons problem, an officer com
manding one of the A.M.E. stations devised a complete standby reporting 
system using locally produced V.H.F. equipment, whi<:h provided duplex 
telephony using voice scra.ml:iler equipment between the filter rooms at 
Katong and Kuala Lumpur and their respective stations. These sets were 
of simple design, and links were installed between transmitting and receiv
ing centres which were established in the Cathay building in Singapore, 
and all existing A.M.E. stations. The transmitters and receivers were 
constructed by a group of radio mechanics, using locally obtained oom
ponents, and quotations for production were sought from l,ocal manufac
turers. Wherever these links were installed, communications never failed 
right up to the time of the withdrawal or demolition of the stations 
concerned. 

Provision of W /T Equipment 

The provision of equipment to meet the W /T and R/T requirements 
under the outline signals plan for Malaya was studied at the Air Ministry 
in November 1941. It was estimated that, excluding Singapore Island, there 
was a requirement in Malaya for fifty-one T.1087 /R.1084 installations and 
five mobile ground stations using similar equipment. In Burma the require
ment was estimated at 23 perma,nent T.1087 /R.1084 installations. Stations 
where a fighter fixer service was to be operated (suoh as Tebrau and Sungei 
Patani, and Mingaladon in Burma) required D.F.G.12 installations for H.F. 
D/F. In the course of 1941, some sixty-three T .1087's and seventy-eight 
R.1084's ·had already been despatched to the Far East, but the point-to-point 
organisation was still held up through non-delivery. At the suggestion of 
Air Headquarters Far East, financial sanction was given for the purchase of 
transmitters and receivers in Australia to speed installation.1 

Air Headquarters Far East considered that the Air Ministry had under
estimated their W /T requirements. The estimate would only be correct if 
adequate landlines were avai!lable, but bhis was not the case. And even 
when the new lamdlines scheme for Malaya was installed, it was considered 
that adequate W /T ,channels must be available as a standby and to augment 
the landline system. It was therefore thought that two W /T channels per 
station were essential. The Air Ministry ,had been amxious to keep the 
provision of mobile installations to a minimum, but Air Headquarters Far 
East considered that their use was necessary and would in fact save a total 
of 1 0 transmitters and receivers. 

On 14 November 1941, Air Headquarters ~r East submitted a new equip
ment plan. For Malaya, excluding Singapore Island, the plan suggested that 
each squadron should have one mobile installation; there were 17 squadrons, 
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and as each mobile unit consisted of two T.1087 /R.1084's, a total of 34 set,s 
of each wa.s involved ; one of ea.eh set was wanted for nine permanent 
stations; 11 more sets were wanted for coasta!l reconnaissance cross countrv 
and inter-{)ommand flight channels and for three fighter ho~g stations a,nd 
the H.F. D /F network; one set of each was wanted for five stations which 
on conoontration were to have one squadron each: seven of each were wanted 
for the operation of ZZ facilities at selected' stations: two mobiles were 
wanted for Dutch squadrons, and eight mobile units for satellite stations. 
These satellite stations were also to act as standbv stations: but a further 
five mobile units were added to the plan ior wast~e, ma.King 1:1, tota.i of 91> 
T.1087 /R.1084's wanted for Malaya, exclusive of Singapore. 

In Burma, the Far East plan required seven combined. sets at the group 
headquarters, one mobile unit at each of the four squadrons, one combined 
installation at eaich of three permanent stations and three concentration 
stations, three at fighter homing stations, four for the H.F. D /F network, 
eight for ZZ, four mobiles for satellite stations and cross country flights, and 
one mobile for wastage-a total of 46 combined installations. Air Head
quarters Far East asked for early agreement to these proposals, a,nd a,lso 
asked whether the equipment would be provided from United Kingdom 
sources or whether they could approach Australia; they pointed out that 
lower power sets than the T.1087 would be suitable for some requirements, 
such a& point-to-point and ZZ, and that a suitable type of 100,v transmitter 
was being manufactured in Australia. The installations for ZZ facilities were 
specially asked for on the basis of the personal ex,perience in Mayala of 
the C.-in-C. Far East a.nd the A.O.C.; Ford lorries were available in Malaya 
to house these units. 

Because the number of mobile units asked for could not be supplied except 
over a long period, a,nd because of the severe limitations on shipping space, 
the Air Ministry were forced to reject this plan. Since Air Headquarters 
Far East agreed that the Air Ministry plan would be satisfactory if an 
efficient landline system was available, Air Ministry now proposed to 
provide two point-to-poi,nt channels at all stations, plus the transmitters 
requested for fixer stations and ZZ. This made a total for Malaya of 80 
T.1087's. The adjusted requirement for Burma was 25, for Singapore Island 
20, and for Borneo 6, making a. grand total of 131 sets. Of these, as already 
recorded, 63 had already been despatched. Air Headquarters Far East had 
stated that Australian sets woU'ld meet the point-to-point and ZZ require
ments, which totalled 56 sets; the purchase of 30 Australian sets had already 
bPC'n a1ithorised, and authority was now given for thirty lOOW tr~nsmitters 
and associated receivers to ·be ordered from Australia, provided 18 months' 
spares were available. This co)'$red the point-to-point an.d ZZ requirement 
a,nd left a few spare sets. A further twelve T .1087 transrmtters were needed 
to make uip the grand tota, of l 31 and these were to be supplied from the 
United Kingdom. The mobile units to be supplied tota'lled five for Malaya 
and nine for Burma. The total H.F. D /F requirement for Malaya, Singapore 
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and Burma was 23 sets, of which 8 had already been shipped. The rernai.nder 
were to be des.patched from the United Kingdom in December and January. 
Other outstanding requirements at this time included four SWB8's and 
twelve power trailers. 

The actual situation in Malaya was that, of the 63 T.l 087's and 78 R. I 084':; 
already &hipped, only 34 transmitters and 46 receivers had been unpacked by 
mid-November. However, it was impossible t.-0 state what equi.pment had 
arrived because a vast number of cases were as yet unpacked. Air Head
quarters Far East asked for packing case nwnbers and the names of ships 
by which the balance of equipment had been despatched.1 These detads were 
eventually supplied by-the Air Ministry, though they took some time to 
produce, underlining the need for marking cases with recognisable code 
numbers and sending shipping details on despatch. 

When the outline signals plan for the Far East was known, establishment 
action was requested. for personnel to man the communications equipment 
detailed. 'Ihe operators for inter-station point-to-point working were 
.established on station estab-lishments. Sufficient wireless operators were 
established on squadron establishments to operate aircra~ channels. 
Operators for mobile equi,pment were established on the group headquarters 
in Malaya to form a Signals Ppol. But the general shortage of personnel 
continued, strengths being generally much below establishments, and the 
signals staff took what action they could to improve the situation locally, 
building mobile equipment, enlisting the help of a Posts and Telegraphs 
engineer, constructing an amplifying system for the unsatisfactory island 
cable, and obtaining all possible assistance in personnel and equipment from 
Australia. 

Five filter officers arrived in the Far East in September 1941, and under
took some training of existing filter roam personnel. But when the Japanese 
war began, signals officers in India and the Far East had mostly been in the 
theatre for a considerable time, and they were inevitably out of touch to 
some extent with the latest developments in the United Kingdom. In 
addition. there were far too few officer s to deal with the many problems that 
arose u~der war cond1tions. The Air Ministry decided in December 1941 
to stiffen the two commands by sending out some of the best signals officers 
in the United Kingdom. The •men chosen included one wing commander, 
one squadron leader and two flight lieutemi.nts from Fight€r Command, a 
squadron 1ead:er from Leighton Buzzard, and the Deputy C.S.O. Bomber 
Command. The posts weTe established quickly so that thb men could be 
0own out without- delay. Such action! howtJver , could only bear fruit 
over a period; it was unrealistic to su~se tihat the infusion of new blood 
at this stage could ha.ve any considerable inunediate consequence, especially 
with the continued shortages of equipment. 
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Communications in Singapore 

The services which it was proposed to operate from Singapore itself 
were:-

(a) a high-speed automatic service to the Air Ministry; 
(b) an inter-command channel; 

(c) a point-to-point channel to Trincomalee, Mombasa and Durban; 

(d) a point-to-point channel to Melbourne and Wellington; 

(e) a point-to-point channel to Rangoon, Hong Kong and Borneo; 

(f) a general reconnaissance channel covering the China Sea; 

(g) a general reconnaissance channel covering the Indian Ocean; 
(h) a long distance aircraft wave; 
(j) a point-to-point channel to Batavia; 
(k) a point-to-point channel to Manila; 

(1) a Malayan aircraft wave; 
(m) a Malayan point-to-point organisation. 

In August 1941, it was the intention to operate these services from the 
following transmitting stations: -

(a) Old Seletar. This transmitting station had been built in 1931, 
but was unprotected. Attempts were made to provide some sort 
of protection. The station would work the point-to-point service 
to Rangoon, Hong Kong and Borneo, and two G.R. aircraft 
channels, and the long distance aircraft channel. The equipment 
to be used inc1uded three T.26 transmitters, three T.1087's and 
two T.77's. 1hr~ receiving and control station was at Seletar. 

(b) Sembawang ( Woodlands). This was a new building nearing 
completion. The station would work inter-command, point-to
point Batavia and Manila, and Malayan point--to-point channels, 
using two SWBB transmitters and two T.1087's (in addition, two 
SWB8's which were eventually to go into the new Seletar station 
would first be fitted at Woodlands). There was some doubt about 
the final arrangements for this station, as the Admiralty wanted 
to take it over, using existing R.A.F. transmitters. The receiving 
and contrnl station was at Sembawang. 

(c) New Seletar. This was a fully protected building for which 
provisioning action had been' taken in 1938, but which could not 
be ready before September 1941 at the earliest. This station was 
to work the automatic service to the Air Ministry, the point-to
point service to Trincomalee, Mombasa and Durban, the point
to-point services to Melbo~nd Wellington, and the Malayan 
aircraft wave. The equipment would be four SWBB's and two 
T.1087's, and a further eight T.1087's and three T.77's were to be 
housed eventually. The receiving and control station was the 
new Air Headquarters Far East location at Bukit Timah. 
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A change to this plan was necessitated, firstly because the Admiralty 
wanted to share the use of Sembawang and, secondly, because the new· 
station at Seletar was delayed and not likely to be ready until mid-1942. 
The eventual plan was that some of the services which were to have been 
operated by Sembawang would be shared out between New Seletar and 
Tengah, the old Air Headquarters Far East location. Tenga.h was to operate 
further additional transmitters temporarily until New Seletar was ready. 
The W /T equipment actually in use for Singapore at this time was two 
T.26's and three T.1087's with five R.1084 associated receivers at Old 
Seletar, and three T.l 087's and five R.1084's at Tengah.1 

The Far Eastern war began on 7 Dooember 1941, and all communications 
facilities were at once fully loaded. In spite of the many difficulties arid 
the shortages of equipment and personnel, the communications net work 
had been expanded from the original two stations at Seletar and Kai Tak 
to a total of seventeen stations 'by the outbreak of the Japanese war, and 
all the SWBS's were installed and tested.\) 

On 18 December, in view of the rapidly changing situation, the Air 
Ministry asked for information on future signals requirements in the Far 
East. Air Headquarters Fa'r East were satisfied that the equipment on 
order would meet their requirements, provided Australia were able to 
$Upply their quota of transmitters and receivers. There was, however, 
a shortage of ancillary equipment. Experience under war conditions at 
once underlined the necessity for mobile W /T equi-pment, none of which 
had been provided; Air Headquarters Far East .promised that, if sets cou1d 
be provided, they would pass an equivalent amount of static equipment on 
to Burma. Two miits equipped with the T.1087 / R.1082 were constructed 
locally, with generating sets borrowed from the R.D.F. organisation. One 
of these units was sent to Ipoh and provided the only link with the squadron 
there, and later during its flights back to Kluang, finally becoming the 
Air Headquarters set at the SE:'Cond site to which the headquarters moved 
on 12 February 1942. The other unit was shipped to Bandoeng and was the 
last set to clos~ down when the C.-in-C.'s staff was evacuated. 

In the later stages of the struggle, before the final eva.-cuat ion, men 
worked almost continuously in dismantling or re-installing equipment, in 
addition to their se.ven-hour watchkeeping schedules. In this way the last 
SWB8's were dismantled under ,shell-fire, and pa-eked, transported and 
loaded on to ships under the same conditions. Many of these men were 
subsequently taken prisoner. 

Every effort was made by the personnel available to fulfil communica
tions requirements in the Far Easti,.J>ut the war was fought almost entirely 
with the equipment that had been already in the command in December 
1941. In an effort to improve the situation, the Air Ministry proposed to 
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send ground V.H.F. equipment for two squadrons plus 50 aircraft sets as 
soon as supplies permitted, and this was ready by February 1942, but by 
this time it was too late and the equipment was diverted to Burma. Similar 
diversions to Burma, and later lndi&, were made of large quantities of 
equipment originally intended for Malaya. 

India, Burma and Ceylon 

With the collapse of Hong Kong, Malaya, Singapore and BUl'ma, all 
between December 1941 and May 1942, Air Headquarters Far East ceased 
to exist and Air Headquarters India took over command. The few signals 
personnel who escaped- from Malaya were withdrawn to India, and units 
and equipment in transit were diverted wherever possible. 

The role of the air forces in I ndia up to 1939, iliat of tribal operations 
within India's borders, was. not one which demanded a high priority in the 
supply of modem equipment. The air forces in lnd-ia thus remained dor
mant during a period of great t<-,.;hnical advance in other theatres. There 
were only a few squadrons and stations, and no first-line operational air
craft. There was no more than a primitive point-to-point organisation 
between the small group of stations and no specialist equipment. The 
bigger airfields were all located in the north-west, and no provision had 
been made for the building up of signals and land:line communications 
outside that area. As a result those units that moved to Bengal early in 
1942 found themselves without the most elementary means of communica
ting with each other or with higher formations.1 

Communications Requirements 

By April 1942, however, pla.ns were being laid for an all-embracing pro
gramme of expansion and modernisation. New aircraft were sent out to 
India, airfield expansion was given a high priority, and the task of provid
ing signals facilities of all hlnds was begun. Thr~ main categories of wire
less communications were urgently required; first, the provision of wireless 

_ aids to navigation; secondly, the setting up of W /T stations for air-to-
ground and point-to-point organisations; and thirdly, R/T communications 
for the control of fighters. The broad organisation of forces in accordance 
with current ideas of operation'al control was effected by the setting up 
of No. 221 Group to control fighters, and the reconstitution of No. 224 
Group, which had come out of Bum1a, to control bombers and G.R. 
operA.tions. 

Landliue facilities in India. w!!ire ruclimentary, and the general shortage 
of circuits m eant that, for the time being, wireless links for point-to-point 
communications for all services were imperative. Wireless thus became 
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at the outset the primary means of communication, physical circuits being 
merely a standby to W /T until it was possible to build up an efficient 
chain of telephone/ telegraph carrier systems. The existing civil facilities 
were, however, hastily conscripted to a.id communications and navigation. 

Up to March 1942, there was no radar equipment in existence in India. 
Two A.M.E. stations became operational in Ceylon in that month. and 
within another three months .a total of 36 equipments had arrived in India. 
Filter rooms were established in April 1942 at Colombo and Trincomalee 
in Ceylon. and in Calcutta. Further filter rooms were sited and plans were 
in process oi implementation at Bombay, Madras, and Cochin, and several 
more were envisaged.1 An observer corps system was in existence in the 
north-west region, hut notrung was yet in existence in the east. However, 
an Indian ObserveT C',0rps {I.O.C.) natwork was brought into operation at 
CAlcutta and around the industrial areas of Jamshedpur and Asansol, using 
the railway telephone network for the passing of plots. This network was 
not really suitable and Air Headquarters India asked on 18 March 1942 for 
a number of .R.A.F. wireless units to be sent out. By the end of the year 
they were operating on the coast south and south-east of Calcutta, largely 
replacing the Indian units. By this time over 50 A.M.E. stations had been 
set up, with filter rooms at Calcutta, Colombo, Trincomalee, Bombay, 
Madras, Imphal, and Camilla. Thus by the end of 1942 a system of plotting 
and recording the tracks of enemy a.ircraf~ was on the road to full develop
ment.' 

There was no V.R.F. ground or aircraft equipment at the outset, and 
fighur control was effected at first by making use of three H.F. D /F 
equipments as fighter fixer stations, the aircraft being fitted with H.F. R / T. 
By December 1942 Hurricanes operating in the Calcutta area had been 
provided with V.H.F., and this equipment gradually came into service 
elsewhE:>re in India and Ceylon, though shortages persisted. 

There was a shortage of transportable W /T stations, and on 18 March 
1942. Air Headquarters India asked for fifty G.P. pack sets aod twenty 
l\f.arC'oni pack sets to be sent out on the next convoy.3 In the following 
month a request waf'! sent for fifty teleprinters on emergency priority as 
the only hope of providing satisfactory R.A.F. communications quickly. 
Telephone speech secrecy equipment was also requested. Air Headquarters 
India asked for the voice-frequency equipment which had originally been 
intended for Malaya; this would have to operate on carrier cixcuits, as no 
four-wire circuits were available. By September the majority of newly 
constructed airfields were equipped with pack sets for point-to-point com
munications, but even by the end of tbe year there were very few tele
prinwrs and fnllerphones in India, and the few that were installed were 
rende.r~ practically useless by persistGt line faults.' 

1 See R..A.F. Signals History, Volume 1V : 'Radar in Raid &porting'. 
~ A.H.B/IIJS0/47 /21. 
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Main point-to-point W / T stations were set up and working at Ban:ack
pore, Calcutta and Asansol by September 1942, a.nd shortly afterwards 
high-speed automatic circuits were opened between Air Headquarters India 
and Air Headquarters Bengal, and then between Air Headquarters India 
and the United Kingdom, Colombo and Bombay. A high speed automatic 
channel hetwet,n Delhi and the Air Ministry had been opened in the 
previous month.1 Hand-speed W /T circuits were employed to link 
command and group headquarters, the network being further extended 
from groups down to stations. The W /T network thus developed on 
standard lines. Where possible, physical circuits were used as standby 
teleprinter links. 

The davelopment of a comprehensive scheme of landline communications 
was begun by the Indian Posts and Telegraphs (P. and T.) Departnwnts ; 
in this they were aided by the Army. Over 10,000 miles of line was 
planned in Bengal alone, and some progress had been made by the end of 
1942.2 Nevertheless, line facilities over the distances involved remained 
one of the major problems of the theatre. The greatest limiting factol'll in 
the development of landline services were shortages of equipment and 
personnel. Both the Army and the Indian P. and T. Department were 
reinforced in 1942 / 43, but landlines remained scarce and unreliable. 

To provide the local line communications at R.A."F. units, a number of 
Air Formation Signals units were formed, partly with Indian Air Force 
personnel, with a nucleus of personnel of the Royal Corps of Sign.a.ls. The 
employment of these units fell under two distinct headings. First, in India., 
they had the static role of providing communications for the units and 
formations which were concentrating for the subsequent offensive against 
the Japanese. Their second role, for which such units were really designed, 
was to provide landlines for the R.A.F. mobile groups and units engaged in 
operations in East Bengal and later in Assam and Burma. · 

The Outline Signals Plan 

A comprehensive signals plan for India and Ceylon, as the main supply 
base from which attacks were to be developed against the Japanese, was 
ready in September 1942, prepared a.t the Air Ministry from information 
supplied oy Air Headquarters India. Fortunately the enemy in tum was 
engaged in consolidating his position in Burma and Malaya, and the build
up of forces and communications in India went forward without interference 
from enemy action.3 

The number of squadrons to be provided for in India was based on 
an estimate for the end of 1942, but the commW1ications facilities allowed 
for considerable expansion. The main fo~ions planned for the ::R,.A.F. 
organisation in India were Air Headquarters India. and Air Headquarters 

1 A.H.B. / IIM / A16/ 1. 
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Bengal, four operational groups (a fifth operational group was to operate 
in Ceylon), one maintenance group and one training group. Some 51 
squadrons and 100 airfields were involved. The lack of long distance 
landline facilities and the need for mobility made W /T links essential. 
The main \Y /T inter-command and inter-group communications channels 
planned for India were: -

(a) A.H.Q. India (Delhi) to Air Ministry (high-speed) 
Bengal Command ( using a mobile 
high-speed W /T set). 
H.Q. No. 225 Group (hand-speed). 
Karachi and H.Q. No. 223 Group 
Peshawar (handaspeed). 
Bengal Command (hand-speed). 
Command Wireless Station Ambala 
(hand-speed). 

(b) A.H.Q. India (Ambala) to Middle East (high-speed). 
Melbourne (high-speed). 
Chunking (high-speed). 
Bengal Command (hand-speed). 
H.Q. No. 222 Group, Ceylon (high
speed). 

(c) Bengal Command to H.Q. No. 225 Group, Bangalore (hand-speed). 

(d) H.Q. No. 222 Group, Ceylon to H.Q. No. 225 Group, Bangalore 
(hand-speed). 

The high-speed terminal at Bengal Command was to consist of a mobile 
W /T station and the remainder of the equipment for Bengal Command and 
for Chunking was put in easily transportable form. 

The \V /T requirements for Bengal Command (which included two 
operational groups, Nos. 221 and 224) comprised six main point-to-point 
channels, plus bomber and G.R. point-to-point channels between Head
quarters No. 221 Group and four groups of airfields, fighter operations 
point-to-point channels between Headquarters No. 224 Group a:\!-d three 
groups of fighter airfields, local point,-to-point channels between 18 main 
airfielas and their satellites, local point-to-point between Observer Corps 
centres, and aircraft guard, D.F., and V.H.F. R/T and homing facilities. 

In India, point-to-point facilities were required for Nos. 223 and 225 
Groups. Point-to-point channels were required between Headquarters No. 
223 Group and three groups of airfields, s~tor point-to-point was required 
between six sector stations and their satellites, local bomber point-to-point 
was wanted between the group head4uarters and four bomber stations 
in the Lahore area, also four in the Jacobabad area. Point to-point channels 
were required between Headquarters No. 225 Group and three groups of 
airfa,Jds. There were to be 11 main airfields, each linked by point-to-point 
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to a number of landing grounds in their area. There was the usual require
ment for aircraft guard, D/F and V.H.F. 

Landlines 

It was decided to construct a defence teleprinter network (D.T.N.) 
and a mass of new speech circuits involving the construction of 
oorne 35,000 miles of twin-wire line and the building of some nine main 
communications centres with suitable apparatus. The immediate plan was 
to provide R.D.F. group and sector lines in the Ceylon and Calcutta areas, 
and R.D.F. and filter room lines etc. in Madras, Bombay .and Cochin on 
a single line basis. Within a year it was hoped to complete R.D.F. stat ion 
linkage to filter rooms and sectors and other formations on a single line 
basis, and also linkage of air headquarters to groups and new stations as 
these were completed, together with the initial phase of the defence tele
printer network. The completion of the R.D.F. system, the full D.T.N. 
system, et meteorological system by teleprinter broadcast, and a system of 
alternative routeings, was planned within two years. The number and 
type of circuits between units and formations wai; laid down in the plan. 
Observer centres were to have one speech plotting and one speech liaison 
circuit to fighter wings and sectors. Radar stations were to have two 
speech circuits to their filter room. One speech circuit on a multi-phone 
basis wa.s to link the filter room to wing headquarters and all sectors in 
the area. Filter room was to be linked to filter room by two speech 
circuits for inter-telling and movement liaison purposes. Two operational 
and one administrative speech circuit and two teleprinter circuits would 
link the fighter groups to their wings. Fighter wings would have two 
speech and two teleprinter circuits to their sectors. Sectors would be 
linked to satellites by two speech circuits. Two speech and two 
teleprinter circuits would link bomber groups to their wings. Bomber 
wings would be linked to bomber stations by two speech and two tele
printer circuits, one of each to be provided immediately and the second 
later. Air Headquarters was to be linked to its groups and wings by two 
operational speech and three teleprinter circuits. Groups and wings were 
to have rapid switching facilities on speech and teleprinter systems to 
giye communication to maintenance units and supply depots.' 

To provide good line communications for formations in the Bangalore 
area, to give altemRtive communication between Northern and Southern 
India not passing through Madras (which was vulnerable to air and 
seaborne attack), and to increase communications facilities to Ceylon, a 
communications centre was required at Wadi. This centre provided a 
line switching centre to serve BaQSa,lore, Madras, Poona, Secunderabad, 
and Bsgumpet, and through services from the north and Bombay to 
C:eylon. 
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The main D.T.N. circuits were to be shared with the Army, in accordan~ 
with an agreed scale. These circuits were as follows: -

Delhi to Karachi 12 voice-frequency channels 

Delhi to Bombay 18 voice-frequency channels 

Delhi to Lahore 18 voice-frequency channels 

Delhi to Calcutta 18 voice-frequency channels 

Mobile: Two 18 V /F channels at Delhi 

Wadi to Bombay 12 voice-frequency channels 

Wadi to Bangalore 12 voice-frequency channels 

Wadi to Begumpet 6 voice-frequency channels 

Wadi to Madras 6 voice-frequency channels 

A list of the main trunk private wires for operation.al and administrative 
traffic between the main headquarters and depots in India was included 
as a part of the plan. These connected Air Headquarkirs Delhi to Air 
Headquarters Bengal, to Calcutta, Allahabad, Ambala, Karachi, Bombay 
and Lahore; Lahore to Peshawar; Bombay to Bangalore; Air Headquarters 
Bengal to Begum pet, Madras, Cochin and Colombo ; Calcutta to Raipur 
and Nagpur; and Bhopal to Nagpur, Bomhay and Allahabad. Teleprinter 
circuits were to be superimposed on the Calcutta-Raipur, Calcutta
Nagpur, and Bhopal-Nagpur circuits. 

Meteorological Communications 

W /T and landline communication facilities were required. to disseminate 
meteorological information within the Royal Air Force in India. The 

. organisation consisted of an administrative headquarters at New D elhi 
with 24-honr forecast centres at Karachi, Delhi, Calcutta, the headquarters 
of Nos. 2.21, 222, 223, 225 and 227 Groups, and Air Headquarters Bengal. 
These centres received meteorological data .and transmitted forecasts etc. 
to the subsidiary forecast centres situated at Headquarters No. 224 Group 
and a large number of bomber, fighter sector and balloon barrage centres. 
Some of these subsidiary forecast centres transmitted in their turn t o other 
subsidiari formations. Regional transmissions began on a temporary basis 
in J,me 1943, using two T.1190 transmitters installed at Barrackpore.1 

W / T equipment was provided on the basis of two receivers ( one spare) 
and part use of a transmitter at the subsidiary forecast centres. Mobile 
equipment was provided at- Air Headquarters Bengal and Air Headquarters 
No. 221 Group, and at all subsidiary forecast centres within these two 
formations and in No. 224 Group, some 30 centres in all. In addition, there 
were regional synoptic reports, intemationafsynoptic messages, route fore
casts and actual broadcasts by the civil stations at Calcutta, Delhi, Poona., 
Karachi, and by stations on the trans-India and South India routes. 
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.. A system for collecting and broadcasting meteorological information 
'in clear by landline was also installed, with a central meteorological station 
in Delh.:. A teleprinter network incorporated in the D.T.N. system was 
installed giving Delhi a direct line to Calcutta, Lahore, Karachi and W adi. 
Nos. 221 and 224 Groups were connected in parallel at Calcutta. Delhi 
was provided with facilities to work Calcutta, Lahore, Karachi, Wadi 
and Bombay in omnibus. The network also connected Wadi directly to 
Begum pet, Bangalore, Madras and Colombo, W adi being the collecting 
centre for these stations. This landline system had its own W /T standby 
point-to-point organisation. 

Ceylon 

Up to the end of 1939, W /T facilities required by the R.A.F. in Ceylon 
were provided by the Royal Navy. Early in 1940, however, it was decided 
to establish an R.A.F. W /T station at Trincomalee to provide facilities for 
a G.R. squadron to be based there. These facilities were:-

(a) A point-to-point service to Singapore (SWB8/R.1084). 

( b) A transmission to enable aircraft to take D / F bearings. 

( c) Ground-to-air communications on H.F. 

To carry out these services, three transmitters type T.1087 and three 
receivers R.1084, were provided, together with a G.P. pack-set. This equip
ment was installed in a temporary W /T building, and arrangements were 
then put in hand to increase the scope of the station. M.F. and H.F. D /F 
were planned and by mid-1941 both were completed and in operation. A 
receiving W /T station was provided in a new operations block, and a 
new W /T transmitting building was erected. The following services were 
in operation at the end of 1941 :-

(a} Point-to-point services to Mombasa, Singapore, Aden, and islands 
in the Indian Ocean. 

(b) Two operational channels for G.R. aircraft. 

( c) Aircraft H.F. and M.F. D /F services. 

(d} H.F. and M.F. channels for naval co-operation. 

(e) An aircraft long-distance service. 

(f) W /T and R/T for Fleet Air Arm aircraft. 

The equipment provided to meet these requirements included two S\-VB8's, 
four T.108'i's, two T.77's, five R.1084's, and a D.F.G. 10 and D.F.G. 12. 

Following the collapse in the Far East, an outline signals plan was 
prepared for Ceylon at the ~e time as the plan for India. In Ceylon, 
accommodation and facilities were required for some 16 squadrons with 
a group headquarters at Colombo. The island was split into three areas: 
North-East, with a sector operations room and associated filter room at 
Trincomalee; South-West, with a sector operations room and associated 
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filter room at Colombo; and Central, with a sector operations room and 
filter room at Dambulla to link with the North-East and South-West. 
R.D.F. facilities for complete coverage were reqnired, and a 20-post wireless 
observer system was to be provided to give overland warning to Colombo. 

Foll V.H.F. and R/T homing and fixer facilities were required for each 
of the tJ1ree sectors, and mobile V.H.F. was required in three other areas. 
W /T or R/T reporting was required from the fixing stations t-0 the 
appropriate op€rations room. \V /T links were reqnired between the sect.or 
operations rooms and Headquarters No. 222 Group, bet ween the sector 
operation$ rooms themselves, between the sector operations rooms Rnd 
the three mobile areas, and between each sector headquarters and the 
stations in its sector. 

W /T point-to-point requirements included Air Headquarters No. 222 
Group to Air Headquarters India and Air Headquarters No. 225 Group; 
to stations in the Indian Ocean; point-to-point from Air Headquarters 
No. 222 Group to stations in Ceylon not connected to fighter sectors, such 
as Ratmalana, China Bay, Puttalam and Ko gall a; meteorological channels; 
and point-to-point nt Ratmalana t-0 Bangalore, Madras, and Trinchinopoly 
for aircraft movement. Communications for R.D.F. included Iandline and 
W /T channels bet,ween some 25 R.D.F. stations and their associated fi lter 
rooms. A filter room was constructed at Dambulla to replace Trincomalee, 
which later became an information centre. 

The general landline organisation was based on the establish ment of 
signals centres at Colombo and Dambulla. Speech circuits were required 
between the two filter rooms ; between t.he filter rooms itnd t,heir R.D.F. 
staticns: between Headquarters No. 222 Group and Puttatam, Trincomalee 
( fighter operations), Dambulla (fighter operations), and Kogalla (flying
boat operations); between D/F stations and their fighter sect-Or operations 
rooms: and between Colombo and Madras filter rooms. Teleprinter circuits 
were r".'quired b:::tween Headquarters No. 222 Group and Puttalam, Trin
comalee, Da.mhulla and Kogalla; Dambnlla and Trincomalee; Dambulln 
and Vavuniya airfield and Dambulla and Minneriya a.irfield.1 

Civil and Services Aeronautical W /T Organisation 

The implementa.tion of these comprehensive signals plans for India and 
Ceylon was continued for the remainder of 1942 and throughout I 943.f 44. 
By the beginning of 1943, rad.io facilities for operational aircraft had been 
provided almost- entirely from R.A.F. sources, and the civil facilities, con
sidera bl:v augmented by R.A.F. personnel and equipment, had reverted 
to their original function of providinj-.eommunications for non-operational 
aircraft. Allocations of transmitters E.T.4332 and receivers R.1084 for 
stations on the main routes were made in June 1943. This net work, which 
was known as Civil and Services Aeronautical \V /T Organisation 
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(C.A.S.A.W.) eventually provided both M.F. and H .F. D /F stations, air
to-ground channels, point-to-point communications for the passing of air
craft movement signals, and low power R/T for local airfield control. It 
was expanded rapidly to cover the whole of India, and was linked with 
the networks already established in other commands to provide facilities 
over the reinforcement routes from the United Kingdom to Calcutta and 
Ceylon.1 

Equipment Situation 

In the early months of 1943, shortages of equipment continued t-0 
prevent any large-sea.le development of the point-to-point organisations, 
the majority of channels being operated with low power sets of a mobile 
or semi-mobile type. Mobile equipment was in any case the most suitable 
for the forward areas. However, there w~re sufficient deliveries of R.A.F. 
standard equipment and of American transmitters in early 1943 to enable 
a start to be made with the installation of fixed W /T stations in the 
more static areas. In M13,rch 1943 there were only ten R.A.F. stations in 
the theatres which possessed fixed W /T installations, but a further 25 
were installed in the ensuing six months, and 21 more by February 1944. 
Similarly, the number of point-to-point channels, which had reached only 
41 by March 1943, rose to 97 in August and 217 in February 1944. 

The improvements in the facilities for the operational areas during this 
period were largely confined to increased mobility. All signals planning 
for future operations was undertaken with mobility as the keynote.2 It 
was decided to produce specia.li&t signals vehicles within the command 
designed to meet the peculiar needs of the theatre. Between March and 
August 1943, a number of prototypes were produced for different types of 
signals and radar vehicles, and a total of over a hundred vehicles were con
verted and equipped in this period. This figure was doubled by February 
1944. 

W /T point-to-point systems continued to bear the brunt of signals traffic 
throughout 1943, and the command W /T organisation improved con
siderably in the · course of the year, though there was still a general 
shortage of equipment and personnel. Landline communications continued 
to be poor, channels being extremely limited and often unserviceable. It 
was a frequent occurrence for all lines between Calcutta and Delhi and 
between Delhi and the forward areas to be completely out of action for 
long periods.3 Eventually all· telephone circuits in Bengal were taken over 
for Service use, civilian traffic being handled when conditions permitted. 
Meanwhile, full use was made of W /T links, though these channels were 
necessarily slow owing to the need for encyphering and decyphering 
messages. The conversion ofrlhe whole of the Bengal Command fighter 
R/T organisation to V.H.F. began in March 1943. 

1 A.H.B./IIJ50/47 /21. 
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Fonnation of Signals Wings 

Two Signals Wings were formed in No. 221 Group, Nos. 181 and 183, 
and one in No. 224 Group, No. 182, in August 1943. These wings provided 
the essential chain of responsibility between the group commanders and 
the signals units within their group. In No. 221 Group the wings were 
responsible for all A.M.E. stations and wireless observer units. No. 182 
Wing took over the administration and technical control of all early warning 
equipment and of all permanent W /T and D/F stations in No. 224 Group.' 

A signals centre was established at Silchar in No. 221 Group, with the 
help of Air Formation Signals, and a transmitting station and signals block 
was built at Imphal. The main stations in No. 224 Group were connected 
by a teleprinter network which included headquarters, advanced head
quarter:::, Ramu, Cox's Bazaar, Dohazari, Chittagong, Fenny and Comilla. 
Comilla relayed to Agartala. Construction was also completed in 1943 of 
a standby transmitting and receiving station for the group headquarters, 
the receiving station also housing a standby switchboard. Two W /T 
channels were employed between group headquarters and advanced group 
headquarters in addition to the teleprinter link. The supply of signals 
equipment improved but there was still a great scarcity of some items. 
Certain types of ,v /T valve were practically unobtainable, and all stations 
in No. 224 Group were out of action at one time or another for this reason. 
Most of the R.108.2 and R.1084 receivers were inefficient owing to the 
impossibility of obtaining spares. V.H.F. R/T ground equipment remained 
scarce. Continual rearrangement of the disposition of units made detailed 
communications planning difficult. There was a continuing shortage of 
personnel, and at only one W /T station in No. 224 Group was it possible 
to maintain a four-watch system. The trades particularly under strength 
were wireless operator and wireless electric or wireless operator mechnnic. 
In the latter case the strength in No. 224 Group in November 1943 was 
still only 40 per cent of establishment. A number of wireless mechanics 
arrived from the United Kingdom, but in almost all cases they were posted 
overseas direct from training school and they needed two or three months 
training before they became fully efficient. This training was carried out at 
units. A training school was opened at Ambala at the end of 1943, and 
signals officers courses in organisation and A.F.S. duties were held in Delhi; 
but the standard of training could not be raised to a satisfactory level as 
signals personnel were fully engaged· on operational commitments, and the 
greater part of essential training still had to be carried out by units in 
the field.2 

The main limitation to the operation and efficiency of Wireless Observer 
Units (W.O.U.s) was the shortage ,et spares for the W /T sets and for 
petrol/ electric generators. The generators suffered particularly from the 
effects of the high humidity. The personnel manning these units carried 
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out their duties and operated mainly at advance posts cut off except by 
W /T from all c•ontaet with the outside world for weeks at a stretch. Some 
contribution to the alleviation of the personnel shortage was made in 
July 1943 when the Indianisation of these units was begun.1 Early in 1945, 
120 Collins 18Q pack-sets were issued to the I.O.C. as replacements for the 
T.1803/R.1082, and the supply of 1260 watt petrol-electric sets was 
by this time much ·improved! 

F onnation of Air Command, South East Asia 

The eighteen months following the Japanese conquests of 1941 and early 
1942 was a period of consolidation, during which plans and preparations 
were made for the eventual re-conquest of Burma and Mo.laya. The end of 
this period of pure consolidation was in sight when, in August 1943, the 
Quebec conference decided that a unified command was needed to wage 
war in the Far Bast. South-El:lst Asia Command ( S.E.A.C.), with head
quarters at New Delhi, was formed on 16 November 1943, with Air Com
mand, South-East Asia as the snbordinate air command. Under A.C.S.E.A. 
a new operational command was formed, known as Eastern Air Command. 
This new command, necessitated by the requirement for operational inte
gration of' 10th U.S.A.A.F. and the R.A.F., was set up in December 1943 
at Calcutta to control all air ( perations on the Burma front.3 Eastern Air 
Command comprised the 3rd Tactical Air Force (also formed in December 
1943 from the two RA.F. groups and the formations already operating on 
the Burma front), the Strategic Air Force ( which was predominantly 
American), and units of Troop CMrier Command, U.S.A.A.F. In addition, 
a new air headquarters was established in Ceylon. 

The existing communications difficulties were accentuated by the large 
increase in traffic resulting from the creation 0£ these new headquarters. 
When S.E.A.C. and its associated headquarters were first formed they relied 
£or their, radio and landline facilities on those already provided for the 
C.-in-C. Eastern Fleet, G.H.Q. India. and A.H.Q. India, supplemented by 
local Post and Telegraph Services. These facilities, however, were 
inadequate, and large expansion prngrammes were started in India and 
Ceylon. Jn 3rd T.A.F., for instance, a vast network of W /T communicat ions 
was built ·up and in use by the middle of 1944. Jo addition to the auto
matic channel from Comilla to Delhi, them were main channels from Camilla 
to Imphal (three channels), Chittagong (t>Vo c,hannels), the headquarters 
of Nos. 222 and 225 G1·oups, Cuttack, Barrackpore (two channels), Calcutta 
(three channels-one to the- main ~, /T station, one to Headquarters 

Strategic Air Force, one to Headquarters No. 293 Wing) , Kunmmg, 
Kanjikoah (U.S.A.A.F.), Chandpur, Agartala and Sylhet. There was a vast 
network fanning out from Chittagong, to hlia, Hay, Chittagong a irfield, 
Ftmny, Ramu, with each of these stations controlling its own network of 

1 A.H.B./IIJ50/4-7 /9. 
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two, three or four further stations. Chittagong wai, also connected by vV / T 
to Dawli Bazaar, 81st Division Advanced Headquarters 5th and 6th 
Brigades, No. 227 Air/ Sea Rescue Unit, and through Bawli Bazaar to 
Ratnap. In addition to the two main channels to Comilla, Chittagong had 
direct \V /T circuits to Delhi, Calcutta, and Imphal. Imphal was also 
connected direct to Calcutta, and the network fanned out from Imphal to 
Jorhat, Broadway, Khumbirgram, Palel, and Silcha.r,1 

Meanwhile, the construction of long-distance overhead carrier systems 
by the reinforced Indian Posts A.nd Telegraphs Department prol".eeded. 
Static \V /T and teleprinter networks were built up and reorganised by 
establishing signals centres at Delhi, Bombay, Calcutta, Karachi and 
Colombo. these centres being made responsible for all administ rative traffic 
under their control. All these cent.res were functioning by July 1944. 
Additional high-speed channels were brought into operation between Delhi 
and Camilla and Delhi and Ceylon, and the delivery of further teleprinters 
lightened the load on W /T circuits. But shortage of personnel con
tinued to hamper the expansion of signals facilities, and in an effort to 
relieve the situation an airgram service was instituted, designed to carry 
traffic not meriting signals handling.~ 

The signals branch of Headquarters South East Asia Command consisted 
of a::1. integrated staff which included representatives of the Royal Navy, 
the U.S. Navy, the Royal Corps of Signals, and the Royal Air Force, the 
'"arious responsibilities being divided under the four senior officers. The 
co-ordination of all signals and radar matters in this theatre was carried 
out b~, a Combined Signals Bos.rd under the chairmanship of the Signals 
Officer-in-Chief. Various committees were formed to deal with matteril of 
detail and to make recommendations to the Board. 

Move to Ceylon 

In April 1944- the Supreme Allied Commander moved his headquarters 
to Kandy in Ceylon, and as the Allied Air Commander received his 
operational policy direction from the Supren . .J Commander, it was essential 
for the air staff to be in close touch with the supreme headquarters. The 
Air C.-in-C. therefore decided to move with h is air staff into a new head
quarters near the Supreme Allied Commander at Kandy. This placed an 
additional strain on signals comrpunications, much effort being necessary 
to construct new facilities right away from the active theatre of operations. 
All the signals planning and organisation staff moved to Kandy; but the 
<'0mmand wa.s still dependent on the resources of India for the major part 
of its administration and sustenance (except for technical equipment and 
R.A.F. personnel), so it was equttlly- important for the staffs o[ the admini
strative services to be in touch with the Government of India. The outcome 
was the formation in Delhi in October 1944 of Headquarters Base Air 
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Forces, South-East Asia (B.A.F.S.E.A.), which was to control all equip
ment problems, including Signals. Eventually B.A.F.S.E.A. was to become 
a separate command, controlling all non-operational units in India, with 
certain technical and supply responsibilities for the operational units. But 
for some time B.A.F.S.E.A. acted as a sort of rear headquarters to A.C.S.E.A. 
-largely due to shortage of staff, which prevented effective segregation. 
All this posed further signals problems. Cypher traffic, for instance, 
increased from 11} to 15½ million groups per month. Traffic between 
A.C.S.E.A. and B.A.F.S.E.A. was passed on the Delhi-Colombo high-speed 
channel, Kandy being connected to Colombo by teleprinter. A sub-signals 
centre was opened in Kandy in November 1944.1 

Mobile Operations 

In the planning of communications for offensive operations, mobility 
was the keynote. ,vithin the Burma theatre, roads and railways were 
almost non-existent. Those that did exist ran in a north-south direction 
along the mountain valleys, whereas a great deal of the movement required 
-especially during the withdrawal~was in an east-west direction, involving 
the crossing of high mountain ranges. Dense jungle, bush and swamp made 
surface movement extremely difficult, and combined with surface erosion 
during the monsoon periods to render wheeled vehicles almost useless. 
Under these conditions, the manhandling of equipment and the use of 
pack animals was the only transport solution; but very little of the early 
radio equipment was designed in such a way that it could readily be broken 
down for such treatment and still remain reasonably safe from damage. 
Equipment often had to be dismantled from the vehicle intended to render 
1t mobile, and the vehicle itself abandoned. Great difficulty was found in 
moving repairable E-qUipment back from the field to the servicing depots, 
and in moving replacement equipment forward. These almost insuper1tble 
difficulties bred an exceptional power of improvisation in signals personnel, 
but the need for a well organised system of mobile and transportable 
signals units remained. 

Up to the end of 1943, field units were provided with W /T pack-sets, 
which were loaded into trucks when they were required to be moved. In 
1944, however, a mobile signals unit system was introduced, similar 
to that introduced at this time in other theatres, under which specialist 
vehicles designed to meet the peculiar needs of the theatre were produced 
within the command and allocated, with personnel, in a' ready to use' state 
to groups and wings.2 A number of conferences were held in January 1944 
dealing with the building of the specialist vehicles. The result was the pro
duction of a vehicle, built fr~ chassis level, to be used as a universal shell 
body to take all communications equipment. Large consignments of 
British and American equipment were sent from the United Kingdom and 
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then assembled at the base signals units. Much delay was caused, however, 
by difficulty in identifying packing cases. M.S.U.s were fully mobile in all 
respect-5; they were robust and able to stand up to bad road conditions and 
heavy handling. The first V.H.F. animal pack-sets were produced early in 
1944 by No. 2 Base Signals Unit (B.S.U.). 

Static establishments in operational units in 3rd T.A.F. were converted 
to mobil~ units, with the result that group and wing headquarters were 
self-contained and fully mobile. Three base signals depots (B.S.D.), or 
units, provided the cadre for operational training under field conditions. 
Personnel thrown up by the Indianisation of the Wireless Observer Units 
were among the first to use these training facilities. It was thus possible to 
establish a group control centre and a mobile air reporting unit to replace 
the existing organisation in 3rd T.A.F. of group operations and filter rooms, 
etc. In April 1944, arrangements were put in hand to despatch 1,000 
Collins 18Q equipments to India to replace T.1083/R.1082's, of which over 
a hundred were allocated to the W.O.U.s. 

Mobile signals units were introduced initially into the Bengal area in 
May 1944, by which time some 180 units of all types had been formed. 
These were made up as follows: Type 'A' (8 low power H.F. W /T channels) 
4, Type' B' (4 low power H.F. W /T channels) 14; Type' C' (4 very low 
power H.F. W /T channels) 2; Type' D' (2 low power H.F. W /T channels) 
7; Type ' E ' ( 4 low power H.F. W /T reinforcement channels) 8; Type 
'G' (2 very low power H.F. W/T reinforcement chamnels) 2; Type 'K' 
( 1 very low power H.F. W /T channel) 26; Type 'L' ( l H.F. D /F 
channel) 7; Type 'M' (1 M.F. Beacon) 2; Type 'P' (2 V.H.F. R/T 
channels) 57; Type' Q' (1 V.H.F. D/F channel) 57. 

Both ttir transportable and mobile signals units were required for offensive 
operations planned for the end of 1944 and for 1945. Prototypes of a 
transportable equipment were produced at No. 4 B.S.D. Bombay, and 
when approved, construction was carried out at both No. 4 and No. 5 
B.S.D. (Calcutta). Construction was 80 per cent complete in November 
1944. To mount these operations it wA.S first essential to make up the 
deficiencies of personnel and equipment in the M.S.tJ.s of 3rd T.A.F., which 
amounted to 754 signals vehicles, 566 signals personnel and 254 non
signals personnel. An extensive signal~ vehicle production programme was 
begun at, No. 4 B.S.D., and a large percentage of the vehicle deficiencies 
had been made good by the end of November 1944. Personnel from incom
ing convoys were attached to No. 7 B.S.U. Sambre for a three weeks' 
acclimatisation and refresher course before proceeding to the 3rd T.A.F. 
area. 1 

The move into Central Burma, which opened in December 1944, and 
which gathered considerable momentum within a few weeks, kept the 
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communications facilities and mobile signals units of No. 221 Group in a 
state of perpetual activity and mobility. A mobile signals servicing unit was 
bwlt up to full establishment at No. 7 B.S.U., and acted as a central 
servicin g organisation for mobile signals units in No. 221 Group. W /T 
and cypher traffic was extremely heavy, resulting in considerable delays 
to signals, particularly to those units outside the group, such as Eastern 
Air Command in Calcutta, and No. 224 Group in the Arakan. Equipment 
from rear bases was still being delivered for assembly, the existing channels 
were overloaded, and delays were inevitable. Relief W /T channels were 
opened as quickly as possible, and considerable use was made of t he 
airgram service. S11fficient, W /T equipment was not always available for 
the tasks allotted, the shortage of medium-powered transmitters be-ing 
especially acute. Until an SWB8 was forthcoming, the highest-powered 
transmitter at Headquarters No. 221 Group, working Eastern Air Com
mand. was 350 Watts. When the advance gathered momentum in 1945, 
there were times when p riorities lost all semblance of their t rue values, 
' Immedis.te ' sigr.als in some cases hiking several days to clear. There 
were occasions when messages of a most urgent operational nature, 
cancelling some operation at short notice or laying on an immediate st!·ike, 
could not be passtid by telephone or teleprinter and had to be passed by 
W /T, with the consequent risk that vital information would not reach wings 
and squadrons in time. 

The growth and development of air supply made a further . he1wy call 
on wireless resources. Landline facilities under these circumstances rarely 
existed, and the only means of effici,mt control were point-to-point wireless 
links specially reserved for the air supply organisation. In anticipation of a 
rnpid drive back into Burma by our armies, a plan was evolved to trans
port signals equipment by air, as road conditions were hopeless for the 
transport of sensitive equipment, and it was important to get communi
cations organised quickly for the opening of new airfields and forward 
headquarters. Once essential communications wer e established, it would 
be possible to bring mobile signals units up carefully by road. The p lan 
foundered becanse very little of the air transportable equipment , except 
that madti up loca lly in No. 221 Group, w~s ready in time, t he main cause of 
delay being the inadequate supply of wooden cases and the poor quality 
of those supplied, and to add to the difficulties it was not possible to bring 
wings up to their full establishment of mobile signals units before the ad
vance into Burma began. At no time during the Burma campaign was there 
ever sufficient rnen or mat,erial to operate the signals services with full 
efficiency. It was not until a fter the campaign was over, when preparations 
for t he in\'asion of Malaya were ,i-R- progress, that all units were brought 
up to scale in mobile and transportable signals units. Air t ransportable 
equipment made in the United K ingdom had still not arrived.1 

- --- - -- - - --------
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Visual Control Posts 

The requirement for Visual Control Posts (V.C.P.) arose in October 
1944. wh~n the need was felt for a mobile means of rurect control of aircraft 
operating in a close support role. The first visual control posts were 
equipped with TR.1143 transportable V.H.F. sets and with H.F. pack
sets (Collins 18Q, and later, because this proved too heavy, Army Type 22) , 
all fitted in a Jeep trailer. Precautions were taken to ensure that the 
equipment was not adversely affected in transit, but t hese were not always 
successful and the trailer was not completely satisfactory. An improvement 
was provided by the installation of all the equipment-sets, power supplies, 
aerial and controls-in the rear of the Jeep, spares a.nd personal k it only 
being carried in the trailer. It was soon found, however, that visual control 
posts were required to operate in areas where Jeeps were useless and even 
mule transport was not always available. The TR.1143 was therefore fit ted 
as a mule pack-set, and a new V.H.F. pack-set was produced by No. 221 
Group whieh, like the Anny Type 22, could be man-carried. Fifty of the 
mule-carried pack-sets were constructed on high priority in December 1944. 
Apart from some teething troubles, this equipment gave satisfactory service. 

Each V.C.P. w.as equipped with one V.H.F. mule pack-set, one man
carried V.H.F. pack-set, one Collins 18Q pack-set, and two Jeeps and 
trailers.' The next demand was for an air transportable visual control post, 
capable of being dropped by parachute, and for this purpose the American 
AN /TRC-7 was requested. The performance of this set was almost equal 
to that of the TR.1143, and it was much lighter in weight and more easily 
transportable. It stood up well to the air drop, and to operations in heavy 
monsoon rains. 

A number of lessons were learned from experience of the use of visual 
control posts in Burma. Remote control of the R/T transmitter up to a 
quarter of a mile was desirable as the aerial was apt to give away the post's 
position to the enemy.2 The equipment must be water and dust proof. 
Adequate tools and spares for elementary servicing must be carried. And it 
was important that the personnel operating the post be instructed not only 
in the maintenance of the technical equipment but also in the servicing of 
the vehicles in which it was carried.3 

Frequencies 

The frequency problem was an acute one, particularly as the land and 
air forces built up and the call came for communications over ever-increas
ingly distances invoking a large n~ber of high-power transmitters. The 

1 A.H.B./HM/A44/l. 
2 The desirability of the remote control of all very low power transportable and mobile 

W/T equipment was agreed in, A.C.S:E.A. in, early 1945 andl a.n· irwest-igation made 
into t..he possibility of providing all such equipment- with this facility . 

3 A .H.B./IIJ50/47 /4-9. 
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control of frequencies in India and other territory under India Command 
came under the W /T Board, India, which on the formation of S.E.A.C. 
became the Combined W /T Board·, India and S.E.A.C. The main problem 
was to allocate frequencies and agree directivity and power in such a way 
as to maintain the desired separation between channels. Frequencies below 
550 kc/s were allotted on individual applica,tion. Frequencies between 550 
and 7000 kc/s were allocated on a block basis, frequencies within blocks 
being sub-allotted by the holders. Frequencies above 7000 kc /s were allotted 
on individual application, block allocation being considered unsuita,ble 
because of the central co-ordination of these frequencies by the W /T Board, 
London, to which details were forwarded from time to time. Mobile wireless 
units not exceeding 10 Watts could operate on any frequency within their 
tuning range allotted by theix controlling formatioo.1 

Growth of Landline Network 

The major difference between communications services in the Far East 
and those in the European theatre was the far greater dependence in the Far 
East on W /T communications as opposed to landlines. Over long distances, 
and during rapid advances, W / T was the only reliable means of communi
cation. Generally speaking, landlines in Burma were in the form of localised 
networks inter-connected by W /T because distances between foruiation 
headquarters and their units and between units and their subordinate 
detachments were too great for landline communications. The delays atten
dant upon the increase of cyphering and coding involved were a handicap 
that h-ad to be accepted. 

Nevertheless, from a situation at the start of the war in the Far East in 
which landline circuits in India and Burma were pradically non-existent, a 
comprehensive telephone and teleprinter system on the lines of the D.T.N. 
system in the United Kingdom had been practically completed by the en~ 
of 1943, as a result of the combined efforts of Army signals units and the 
Posts and Telegraphs Department of India. Speech thus became possible 
between places as far a.part as Delhi and Bombay, Kandy and Calcutta..t 
Even so, the great distances involved precluded the raising of tile standard 
to anything approaching that maintained in the United Kingdom: for the 
most part speech facilities were on a common-user basis; the problem of 
maintenance was -a difficult one, particularly after tropical stonns, when 
branches torn from trees played havoc with overhead lines; and the degree 
of serviceability left mu~h to be desired. Other problems included the depre
dation~ of native peoples and the destructive power of animals, particularly 
monkeys. 

The particular landline needs <1-,.the R.A.F. were provided for by Air 
Formation Signals. The first Indian Air Formation Signals unit was formed 

1 A.M. File CS.13~7. . 
2 P.rogress with tho instaHation of te'Pophone car.cier lllildl V.F. tetegr111ph systems up to 

October 1944 is shown a.t, A•ppendix No. 17. 
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in December 1941, and by the end of 1943 this had been increased to a 
total of six units. These units did especially well considering that they 
were deficient for a long period of a large number of personnel-some 7 
officers and 270 other ranks, for instance, on the 1943 target. 1 To establish 
good liaison between R.A.F. and Army Signals, and to provide technical 
adviee for R.A.F. C.S.O.s on the provision of landlines, A.F.S. staffs were 
formed for employment with a ll major R.A.F. formations.z 

It was found necessary to keep three A.F.S. units permanently employed 
in the construction of communications on the large number of airfield11 which 
were being prepared in India as air bases for the campaigns in Bw-ma and 
beyond. By the middle of 1945, local telephone communications had been 
providt-d on 122 airfields in India and Ceylon, and on some 25 of the more 
important ones, semi-permanent underground mobile systems with relatively 
large switchboards were installed. Field mobile systems, which required 
continual maintenance and rebuilding, were -built on the remainder. As only 
a proportion of these airfields were in use at any one time, wing and line 
sections were kept continuously on the move to keep pace with the ever
changing situation. The magnitude of the task can be judged from the fa.et 
that each unit was responsible for an area covering over a quarter of a million 
square miles. 

Telephone systems were installed by A.F.S. at the headquarters of Air 
Command, Base Air Forces, and groups, and operational circuits were 
provided for filter operations rooms, A.M.E. stations, and flying control and 
meteorological centres. By the end of the war some fifty private speech 
circuits and over 190 common-user trunk services had been provided. R.A.F. 
telegraph circuits amounted to nearly 300, and there were more than 50 
common-user telegraph circuits available. 

In the field, the disposition of R.A.F. forces and Air Formation Signals 
units was that, at the end of 1943, 3rd T.A.F. was stationed. at Comiila, with 
Headquarters No. 221 Group at Imphal and Headquarters No. 224 Group 
at Chittagong; No. 6 (Indian) A .F.S. unit was based at Imphal and was 
responsible for No. 221 Group -and its units, one company being detached 
to Cornilla to serve Headquarters 3rd T .A.F.; and No. 4 (Indian) A.F.S. 
was serving No. 224 Group in the Arakan. During the offensive operations 
in Burma and China in 1944, No. 6. (Indian) A.F.S. advanced some 600 miles 
with No. 221 Group to Rangoon, the leading sections often being flown 
in to forward airfields, and No. 4 (Indian) A.F.S. remained with No. 224 
Group throughout their successful operations in the Ara.kan. The Calcutta/ 
Bnrrackpore area was the responsibility of No. l (Indian) A.F.S.3 These 
six A.F.S. units, however, were ~cient to cope with increasing commit
ments in late 1944, when company headquarters, wing signals sections. line 

1 A.H.B./IIJ5O/47 /4. 
i A.H .B./IIJ50/ 4.7 /49 . 
3 A.H .B. /IIM / A42 / 2A. 
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:;ections and telephone opera.ting sections had to be withdrawn from existing 
commitments to refit and train for new formations.1 

In December 1944, No. 19 A.F.S. arrived from the United Kingdom with 
up-to-date carrier-telephony and Yoice-frequency telegraph equipment, the 
first A.F.S. unit in India to be so equipped. The unit was committed on the 
lines of communication in East Bengal and the Ara.kan, and w-as responsible 
for airfield communications for the Combat Cargo Task Forces supplying 
the FourtEenth Army in Burma. It thus offered no relief to existing 
resources. This unit later advanced to Rangoon and built up the communi
cations for Base Headquarters. and later, Air Headquarters Burma. Out
standing demands, however, still totalled three complete A.F.S. units and 
nine telephone operating sections. One new unit, No. 7 (Indian) A.F.S., was 
reAdy in September 1945. 

Experience with the operation of A.F.S. units suggested that, to meet the 
demands of both mobile and static operations, one standard type of unit, 
independent of pool transport and with 100 pe.r cent mobility, was wanted; 
the great delays encountered in moving sections by road, rail or sea trans
port necessitated the formation of air transportable sections to keep pace 
with the rapid moYement of R.A.F. forward echelons. Wing signals sections, 
whioh were always in the Yangnard of an advance, also needed to be air 
transportable, holding jeeps and jeep trailers instead of heavier transport. 
Each unit needed at least one line section organised on a light scale as an 
air transportable resen·e, to follow up wing signal seetions should the line 
commitment become extensive before the normal lines of communication 
could be opened. Adequate multi-channel carrier and ,·oice-frequency tele
graph equipment was regarded as likely to be invaluable in reducing delay 
in the provision and maintenance of circuits. Experience showed a tendency 
to undere~timate the quantities of internal wiring stores required for the 
large henrl' ! : 1arters.~ 

Owing to the shortage of Service sw itch boards, a miscellaneous collection 
of Posts and Telegraphs magneto switchboards were installed on airfields. 
By the end of 1944. howeYer, Service equipment was becoming available 
in large quantities, and this was used to replace P . and T. equ ipment, which 
by this time was becoming worn out. Units did not hold carrier and voice
frequency telegrnph eqnipment on their war equipment table, and as there 
was an acnte shor tage of overhead trunk circuits a considerable delay in the 
provision of communications w.as caused until adequate open-wire systems 
were constructed. Teleprinters were not availa,ble in sufficient quantities to 
meet R.A.F. telegraph circuit r equirements, and this shortage persisted 
until the end of 1944:, when more machines were made available from the 
United Kingdom and when American teletypes were- obtained. The supply 
of essential t-eleprinter spares 'femained critical throughout. 

Efficient mess-age distribution and traffic h andling was an important 

l A.H.B./TIM/A44/l. 
2 A.H.B. / IIJS0/47 / 49. 
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part of the signals organisation at the Supreme Allied Commander's head
quarters, and a nucleus of W.R.N.S. and W.A.A.F. who had experience of 
handling inter-Sen·ice messages at a combined operations headquarters was 
brought out from the United Kingdom. A number of United States 
W.A.A.C.s later joined the Headquarters. Although a large measure of 
co-ordination in signalling was achieved by the use of combined signals 
publications, each Service had its own signals language and detailed proce
dure, and the women traffic officers thus had to learn the work of the British 
and American Services in some detail. 

Experience showed that the use of priorities must be rigorously controlled 
from the highest level downwards, otherwise the best of communications 
systems was liable to break down. The throttle of security, too, ·needed 
cardul control , delays to signals traffic caused by encyphering and decypher
ing being very great.1 

As the Supreme Allied Commander wanted to be able to travel freely 
throughout the Far Eastern theatre, he decided that h e must have a flying 
wireless station to accompany him. Tbis was set up in a Dakota aircraft, 
using American equipment. Similar flying wireless stations were provided 
for other commanders in this very dispersed command. 

Supply, Storage and Maintenance 

The supply arrangements for signals equipment in India were never 
ent.frely satisfactory, and even in 1944 there was some doubt as to whether 
forthcoming plans could be met. At first, the theatre was hopelessly short 
of all kinds of signals equipment, but this situation improved gradually, 
large deliveries being made in 1943 and 1944. Nevertheless, all types of 
signals stores ,~ere in short supply throughout this period, resulting in many 
improvisations and the erection of temporary installations which did not 
always give efficient service and _often aggravated the maintenance problem. 
Many delays were caused through these shortages, some of which constituted 
a serious handicap to the progress of operations.2 By the end of 194:4, the 
maj0r anxieties were due to losses of shipping en route and to delays in 
delivery. These two fo.ctors considerably increased the inevitable shortages 
'.resulting from the expanding needs of the theatre and the claims of other 
theatres. There was, too, another factor which further aggravated the situ
ation-the damage done to equipment in transit and in store. 

The problem fell und er two major headings-pack-ups and general supply. 
The system with pack-ups was that equipment required for large tasks was 
despatched in cases marked witth a code-name to ensure rapid recognition; 
but difficulties arose when, as often..happened, cases arrived spread over a 
Jong period or with lflrge deficiencies. To be effective the pack-ups had 
to satisfy a number of conditions. They must normally arrive in the same 

1 A.H.B. / IIJ50/47/49. 
2 A.H.B./IIJ60-/47 /49. 
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ship, and they must be complete in all items, since local manufacturing 
capacity was limited and minor parts could not be turned out at short 
n0tice. Any unavoidable deficiencies needed t-0 be signalled ahead so that 
manufacture in India could be put in hand and the items could be ready 
when the pack-up arrived. But in practice, parts of the same installation 
were liable to get separated and arrive not merely in different ships but at 
difierent ports. Other parts suffered serious deterioration en route, and a 
great deal of equipment was lost or stolen. 

On the question of signals equipment from general supply, stores contain
ing signals equipment were, by the end of 1944, generally well filled; many 
items were in abundant supply, and it was the few deficient items which 
held up progress. The arrangements for the receipt and storage of equip
ment, however, left much to be desired. It was not unusual to find a line of 
packing cases some half-mile in length by about six cases deep, which had 
been delivered from the docks and were waiting to be dealt with. In Novem
ber 1944 there were over 15,000 cases awaiting unpacking at No. 305 M.U. 
5,000 cases were arriving each week and only 1,500 were being unpacked.' 
It was often impossible to sort out or recognise any particular packing case, 
and selective unpaoking was not feasible. In the norma.! course, any one case 
would stand in the open for some six weeks before being unpacked. The 
problem was not simply a question of personnel, since even if the unpacking 
staff could have been doubled there was not the necessary storage space 
for uncased items. There were also transport difficulties. In order to facili
tate the build-up of communications requirements pending the offensive 
planned in 1945, increased establishments of signals equipment had been 
requested, and vigorous action was needed to ease the problem of handling 
and despatch from the supply units. But what was needed above all was 
a conta.iner which would keep equipment in a serviceable condition in
dAfinitely. The troubles experienced with signals equipment were largely due 
to its inability, as packed at this time, to withstand rough handling and 
prolonged exp<isure in transit and while stored in the open. The requirement· 
was for an air-tight, shockproof container which could stand indefinitely in 
the open without damage to the equipment; such containers should be 
capable of being opened and then resealed.2 By the end of the year, a con
tainer on these lines was in the process of production by the Director of 
Communications Development; but it was not ready in time to affect the 
situation in South-East Asia before the end of the war.3 

The three base signals units or depots which were formed towards the 
end of 1943 at Bombay, Calcutta, and at Sambre, were responsible for 
prototyping and producing specialist vehicles, special equipment, spares, 
etc.; for the maintenance, o~haul, salvaging and reconditioning of equip
ment; for carrying out an air inspection service throughout the Command; 

1 A.H.B./IIM/A44/1. 
2 Report on visit of Director of Telecommunications to India, December 1944. 
3 A.H.B./IIJ50/47 /33. 
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for work of a deYe)opment, research, and experimental nature; and for 
providing fitting and installation parties throughout the theatre.1 

In aJ:l the circumstances the adequacy of the equipment provided in the 
forward areas was surprising, complaints being invariably of a few inade
quate components rather than of a whole equipment. Power packs were 
the weak points everywhere, and every signals wing and maintenance unit 
was proYided with gear for rewinding transformers; nevertheless only minor 
modifications to the power-packs were necessary. The arch-enemy of radio 
serviceability was the high humidity, condensation being particularly severe 
about dawn , when equipment not artificially heated was liable to be 
drenched. Much ingenuity was used in drying out equipment, the T.1190, 
for instance, being slowly dried out by a low input over a number of days 
after it had been standing for a long time, after which it could be operated 
normal!?. Aircraft equipment was rarely fully serviceable until it had dried 
out in flight, and where ventilation and heating failed to circulate, fungus 
grew rapidly. Insulation grew brittle in the heat and broke down. Radio 
equipment had to be specially designed to withstand heat, moisture and 
fungus; but it was not until the closing stages of the war that the tropicali
sation of equipment was tackled successfully. 

The shortage of equipment and personnel was a pressing problem through
out the Far Eastern campaign. The lack of good ground communications 
receivers was particularly acute; in the early stages the majority of ground 
~tations used the R.1084, ·but this set was replaced by American receivers 
us these became available. Another factor militating against the efficiency 
of communications was the fitness of personnel, physically and t-echnically. 
By far the 'biggest wastage was at the hands of tropical disease, especially 
in the first Arokan campaign. The sickness rate was greatly reduced in later 
campaigns by medical science, but the menace remained. And technically, 
signals personnel arrived in t,he Command having spent many weeks or 
even months at sea and in transit camps, during which time they were 
rarely afforded adequate facilities for refresher 01· specialist training. In 
many cases personnel had lost the tentative grasp of basic principles incul
cated in the shortened ab initio training courses at home; few of them had 
bad adequate training under field conditions. Thus the command had a 
bigger training commitment than it was designed for, bigger than it could 
afford to shoulder. 

1 A.H.B./ IIM / 16. 
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CHAPTER 10 

THE LIBERATION OF N.W. EUROPE 

Planning 

An inter-Service planning staff to pla((l the liberation of Europe was 
formed at Norfolk House, London, in May 1942, the staff including an 
R.A.F. signals representative. As planning proceeded, however, it .became 
apparent that there was very little hope of making a successful assault on 
the continent of Europe while the Mediterranean theatre was dominated by 
the enemy. The campc1ign against North Africa was therefore planned and 
executed first, preparations for the landings in Europe being relegated to a. 
secondary priority. 

In June 1943, the responsibility for planning the part to be played by 
the air forces in the liberation of Europe was delegated to the A.O.C.-in-C. 
Fighter Command, whose Chief Signals Officer was made responsible for the 
signals planning and organisation.' A signals planing staff was set up in 
Norfolk House, composed of specialist officers who were to study the various 
signals problems that the operation presented. In NoYember 1943, H ead
quarters Allie<l Expeditionary Air Forces (A.E.A.F.) was formed, and the 
planning staff was joined by U.S.A.A.F. staff officers. 

The telecommunications side of signals planning comprised cross-channel 
strategic and mobile communications, and landlines. A Chief Air Formation 
Signals Officer wa.s appointed, and he and his planning staff joined U)e 
existing staff at Norfolk House in November 1943.2 

It eventually became clear that the coastline between the Cotentin P enin
sula and Le Havre was the only suitable area where a beachhead might be 
established from which it would be possible to capture ports of sufficient 
capacity to maintain the considerable forces that would be involved. The 
decision to undertake an -assault at a. point some 80 miles or more from the 
English coast introduced serious difficulties from the signals point of view, 
both in respect of cables and of cross-channel wireless communications.3 

It became obvious that the supporting air forces would have to be con
trolled from the United Kingdom in the early stages of the operation, that it 
would be some hrne before headquar'ters air control centres on the Continent 
would be able to assume this responsibility, and that it would be still longer 
before aircraft would be able to operate from bases on the Continent. It thus 
became necessary to provide a communications organisation which would 

1 Group Captain R. G. Ha.rt (later Air Vice-Marshal Hart). 
1 In September 1943 the Wa.r Office, at the request, of the Air iYlinistry, recalled 

Brigadier J. H. Cameron-W~b to the U.K. from the Mediterranean theatre, where 
he had held the appoint.ment 0£ C.A.F.S .O. for nearly three years, to fill the same 
appointment at H.Q., A.E.A.F. 

3 A.H.B./IJSll/34/l. 
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ensure the efficient control of a large allied air force in England in the initial 
stages of the assault, to install cross-channel communications so as to make 
it possible to tra.nsfer control from the United Kingdom to the Continent, 
and to provide an intensive network of cornrnunioations which could be 
moved to the Continent so that complete control could be exercised from 
headquarters a nd control centres in Europe, based on information obtained 
by communication with Great Britain and from mobile radar and intelli
gence organisations in Europe. In addition to these operational communica
tions requirements, a separate network had to be planned for administrative 
purposes. 

Certain fundamental principles were followed in providing communica
tions for the air forces. Communications for operational control, intelli
gence, meteorological services, and administration were to be by landline 
whereYer possible. In order to ensure a rapid build-up of communications 
across U,e Channel, and to increase flexibility and mobility, communica
tions other than those required within the United Kingdom were to be 
provided by W /T and R /T until cables and landlines could be provided 
to replace wireless channels. R/T was to be provided for operational 
point-to-point aircraft control channels, and V.H.F. R/T was to be used 
for ground-to-air communication throughout the A.E.A.F. wherever this 
satisfied operational r equirements. High power V.H.F. transmitters, 
together with other special devices, were to be made available for use in 
the eyent of enemy jamming. 

The communications required were divided broadly into two categories, 
tactical and strategic. The tactical communications were essentially opera
tional channels required mainly during the assault phase. These were to be 
operated from a combined control centre at Hillingdon, Uxbridge (2nd 
T.A.F. and Ninth lJ.S.A.A.F.) and an executive control centre at Head
quarters No. 11 Group, to the assault forces, headquarters ships and fighter 
direction tenders (F.D .T.). The strategic communications were those to 
be used following the assault for communications between headquarters 
es tablished on the Continent and Headquarters A.E.A.F. for as long as it 
remained in the Fnited Kingdom. The strategic communications included 
a number of important administrative W /T channels. A number of high
speed automatic W /T mobile signals units were formed for use on the main 
operational and administrative links between the United Kingdom and the 
Continent. 

Communications for H.Q. A.E.A.F. 

Consideration was given in the summer of 1943 to the provision of 
administrative telephone facilities for ~eadquarters A.E.A.F. and other 
formations which were to be set up at Stanmore. The existing switchboard 
at Stanmore, which had already been enlarged on the fusion of Fighter 
Command and Arm:v Co-operation Command, was not equipped to deal 
\\·ith a further increase in traffic, and in fact needed enlarging to cope 
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satisfactorily with existing traffic. It was decided to provide separate suites 
'A' and 'B ', accommodation being found in the underground operations 
block for a six-position ' B ' suite, with room for expansion, the existing 
twelve-position switchboard being used as an ' A ' suite. The suites were 
arranged so that, to economise in personnel, the ' B ' suite could be closed 
at night. 

The main difficulty in the provision of these facilities lay in the con
siderable amount of external circuiting required. Practically all the main 
cables in the Uxbridge, Stanmore and Watford area were already taken 
up, and a new cable being laid between Colinda.le and Watford was not 
ready until the end of 1943. In addition, various cable projects already in 
progress, particularly for Bomber Command, were fully occupying all cable 
manufacturing output. It was essential that details of the external private 
wire circuits required by the new Headquarters should be decided upon as 
soon as possible. 

An attempt was therefore made in August 1943 to make a forecast and 
the requirements w&re listed under two headings - those required. by the 
end of October 1943 and those required by the end of December. An in
crease of 50 to 60 private wires in all was forecast up to the end of 1943. A 
full list of lines was sent to the G.P.O. by the Air Ministry, who agreed 
the arrangements on 24. August, 1943. A switchboard with a capacity for 
a total of 240 exchange and private wires was insta11ed. The swit chboard 
was capable of operating 24 poeitions at full capacity. 16 on the' A ' suite 
and 8 on the 'B' suite. In the event, the 18 posit ions already provided 
proved sufficient. 

V .H.F. South Coast Radio Scheme 

The setting up of a direct telephone service from the Unitecl Kingdom 
to the H.Q. Snips, F.D.T.s, and air forces on the Continent was ulie of the 
most important communications needs of 'Neptune'. A scheme was 
developed in 1943 for the provision of such a service ming V.H.F. R / T. 
The s:::herne was considered under two heads, the simplex links, which were 
to be employed during the initial phase to provide communications with 
H.Q. Ships and F.D.T.s, and the duplex links, which were to be zet up later 
for cross-channel working.1 

Sites suitable for the er~ction of V.H.F. apparatus were selected at 
various points along the south coast. The air simplex links were to be set 
up at Dover. \Villingdon Hill, Godlingston Hill, Ventnor o.nd Start Point 
to work H.Q. Ships, and a second channel was to be set up at Ventnor to 
work the F.D.T.s. The air duJ.2lex links, to provide cross-channel communi
cations with st-11tions on the- French coast, were to be set up at Dover, 
Willingdon Hi!! and Ventnor. In France, the R.A.F. plan was t.o provide 
two duplex and two simplex cross-channel lilnks, one of each to work each 

1 A.H.B./Il-S/110/9/26. 
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composite group in the early stages of the operation, finally to be absorbed 
in the main Base Signals Centre. The target date for the completion a.nd 
operational readiness of the entire scheme was 1 March 1944. 

The V.H .F. sets originally planned for use in the scheme were Admiralty 
sets, the scheme starting as a Combined Services project in which the air 
forces shared. But doubts about the provision of the scheduled apparatus 
became evident, and at a special Headquarters No. 26 Group meeting on 
11 December 1943, it was agreed that if it was decided to continue with 
Admiralty equipment, the target date could not be met. The possibility of 
substituting R.A.F. equipment was explored and it was decided to set 
up the air force part of the scheme independently, using standard R.A.F. 
V.H.F. apparatus as far as possible. 

A new list of minimum R.A.F. requirements had been agreed a fortnight 
earlier, the installations needed being seven 100 W. simplex mobile instal
lations, six 100 ,v. duplex, four 30 W. simplex and four 30 W. duplex plus 
fifteen 7 \V. simplex and six 7 W. duplex hand-cart installations. A total 
of 100 wireless and R/T operators was needed for the scheme, which in
volved some 30 channels in all. These were provided by a Radio Communi
cations Unit, specially formed and trained in No. 26 Group to meet these 
requirements. When the R.A.F. took over the scheme, the installation of 
some of the Admiralty apparatus had already been made, and two 100 W. 
Stratton transmitters were taken over by the R.A.F. at each of Dover, 
Willingdon Hill and Godlingston Hill. These were static installations. 
R.A.F. mobile equipment was to be installed at Ventnor and Start Point. 
It was decided to use 50W T.1131 transmitters with amplifiers to r eplace 
the other Stratton transmitters, with SCR.522 receivers to replace the 
G.E.C. receivers of the original scheme, and to back these circuits with 
circuits provided by 500W S.B.A. transmitters which No. 26 Group 
modified and developed to provide one R/T and one teleprinter circuit 
simultaneously. The teleprinter circuit was obtained by adapting standard 
Army S. and D. lines equipment to give a simplex two-tone teletype chan
nel superimposed on the R/T carrier. The teleprinter circuits were set 
up to operate to Headquarters Ninth Tactical Air Command, No. 83 Group 
and No. 483 Group Control Centre (G.C.C.) on the Continent from the 
telepri~ter rooms at Headquarters 2nd T .A.F. and Headquarters Ninth 
U.S.A.A.F. At, a later stage the teleprinter terminals on the Continent were 
scheduled to be re-terminated direct to the Base Signals Centre and Head
quarters No. 85 Group, and in the United Kingdom at Headquarters 
A.E.A.F. or Headquarters No. 11 Group. 

All V.H.F. R /T terminals on the far shore were provided by mobile 
signals units, which were formed and traifmd in No. 26 Group for duty with 
No. 85 Group, from which formation they were attached to 2nd T.A.F. and 
Ninth U.S .A.A.F. as required, to provide communications for these forma
tions in the assault area. Three types of unit were used. Type' T 'and 'U ' 
both used the T.1131/SCR.522, Type 'T' being a simplex installation 
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working on frequencies between 65 and 85 megacycles and Type ' U ' being 
a duplex installation working between 85 and 96 megacycles. Type 'W ' 
was the modified S.B.A. transmitter plus teleprinter working on frequencies 
in the 30---40 megacycles band; these circuits were code-named ' Race
horse' to distinguish them from the other duplex circuits. The United 
Kingdom terminations of the circuits, other than those provided by the 
static Admiralty sets, were provided by the same types of M.S.U. 1 

A meeting was held on 23 December 1943 to discuss landline and control 
facilities for the scheme. For the duplex circuits, four-wire landline circuits 
from the transmitter /receiver sites were arranged to pass through a control 
switchboard at Portsmouth Combined Headquarters (C.H.Q.), from which 
they were extended by radio telephone to the Combined Control Centre. 
Extensions were taken to the Executive Control Centre, the Air Ministry, 
and Headquarters A.E.A.F. Authority to use the radio telephone service 
was limited to officers directly concerned with the mounting or control of 
the operation. The simplex circuits were extended from the switchboard 
at Portsmouth to Uxbridge, the circuit working the F.D.T.s being termin
ated on head and breast telephone sets at a control point in the Combined 
Control Centre. The circuits working the British and H.Q. Ships were 
terminated on head and breast telephone sets at control points in the 
Executive Control Centre. 

As standby to the three V.H.F. simplex circuits, three H.F. transmitters 
and receivers were installed at Portsmouth and provided with facilities to 
enable them to be remotely operated either on radio telephone or on \V /T 
from the Combined Control Centre and the Executive Control Centre, the 
standby controls being located adjacent to the V.H.F. controls. Facilit.ies 
were provided to enable a modulated tone to be transmitted as required 
on the V.H.F. carriers to enable speech point-to-point W /T to be used 
should interference prohibit speech on any V.H.F. simplex circuit. 
Arrangements were made to enable the V.H.F. R/T circuits to be operated 
from th0 Battle Room at Headquarters A.E.A.F. or from Portsmouth 
C.H.Q. by effecting a change-over ,)f control lines at Uxbridge. Similarly, 
facilities were provided to enable the simplex R/T circuit on the F.D.T. 
liaison wave to be operated from Tangmere if the need arose, and for the 
simplex circuit terminal at Start Point on the U.S. H.Q. Ship's waYe to be 
operated from Headquarters No. ,10 Group at Rudloe. 

After the initial stages of the assault and when the major Air Fcrce 
headquarters and signals centres had moved over to the Continent the 
V.H.F. R/T duplex circuits ('Racehorse') provided by the South Coast 
Radio Seheme were used to prO'ftde the standby speech and teleprinter 
circuits to the submarine cable circuits which by this time had been pro
vided. The Radio Communications Unit in the United Kingdom and the 
Mobile Signals Units Type 'W ' on the Continent were utilised as radio 

1 A.H.B./IISl/34/1 and A.H.B./IIS/110/9/26. 
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terminals. These circuits were longer than those gnginally planned and for 
which t,he equipment had been designed, but nevertheless they worked 
satisfactorily.1 

It was decided to increase the range of these circuits much further, and 
one circuit was worked with two ' A ' units working back to back as a relay 
unit. This circuit gave fair results but was considerably impl'oved when 
the two ' W ' units were substituted by a ' C.A. ' unit which had been 
designed specially to work as a relay. The main differences between two 
' W' units working back to back and one ' C.A.' unit was that the ' S ' 
plus ' D ' and Two Tone equipment was not provided in the ' C.A. ' unit, 
thus removing a considerable amount of superfluous equipment and making 
the circuit quieter and more stable. 

It was found that a considerable amount of unserviceability on 'Race
horse ' circuits was caused by incorrect settings of modulators and volume 
controls, due to no standards being available for these to be set to, especial
ly in a circuit containing a relay point. On these circuits a terminal R/T 
operator was apt to increase the volume to overcome increased attenuation, 
when in fact the attenuation had occurred in a link over which he had 
no control. 

Experiments were carried out in co-operation with Headquarters No. 
26 Group, and a lining up procedure was drawn up detailing the standards 
to which modulation and volume had to be adjusted to give the least 
overall attenuation consistent with the most stable conditions and best 
signal-to-noise ratio. A procedure was then introduced so that the radio 
link was lined up to the~e standards daily and the overall circuit. i.e. 
terminal to terminal, was lined up weekly in co-operation with the G.P.O. 
and Air Formation Signals. 

Each cross-channel circuit consisted of three sections, each maintained 
by a different service. The United King-dom terminations and landlines 
were provided and maintained by the G.P.O., the radio equipment by 
the R.A.F., and the continental termination and landlines by Air Formation 
Signals. To prevent faults to any of these services being reported un
necessarily, terminal operators ' localised ' faults as far as possible before 
reporting- and then reported to the appropriate service, e.g. if the United 
Kingdom operator could not speak to the continental operator, but could 
speak to the radio operator at the 'United Kingdom radio terminal, it was 
obvious that the portion of the circuit maintained by the G.P.O. was not 
faulty; such faults would, therefore, be handed over to the radio terminal 
for them to deal with. 

Normal R/T procedure was use;f on the speech links. all users having 
R IT call-signs. After the need for strict security and the camouflage of 
the names of formations had ceased, R/T procedure was dropped and 

1 A.H .B ./IlE/159. 
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normal telephone procedure substituted, with the addition that users 
were still warned that these were being connected to a radio channel. On 
the teleprinter links, W /T procedure was used at first in the absence of 
any alternative, but with the issue of a procedure manual, the radio tele
printer procedure was used as laid down. The subject matter of all mes
sages was still encyphered. 

It was decided by Headquarters 2nd T.A.F. that ' Racehorse' circuits 
could be used to provide communications to the tactical groups during 
periods of advance, and a number of ' W ' and ' C.A. ' units were called 
forward to the Continent for this purpose, and quite extensive use was 
made of the facilities provided by these units during the final stages of 
the campaign in Europe. 

' Racehorse ' circuits provided an essential link in the communications 
chain during the initial stages of the assault; and although during the 
period of comparative stability of the major headquarters, when submarine 
cable circuits became more plentiful and more reliable, the services of the 
' Racehorse ' circuits were not called upon to any great extent, they never
theless provided an excellent insurance against complete isolation dur to 
submarine cable failures, and during the latter stages of the war in Europe, 
when formations were moving quickly, ' Racehorse' units once more came 
into their own and enabled communications to be maintained. vVithout a 
doubt the use of ' Racehorse' proved to be one of the most reliable methods 
of communication by both speech and teleprinter. Serviceability and per
formance were excellent and often these circuits were the only means of 
communication between the various formations using them. 

Cross-Channel Communications 

Cross-channel cable and radio speech circuits for the Air Forces were 
terminated in the United Kingdom on a switchboard at Headquarters No. 
II Group known as the cross-channel P.B.X. This P.B.X. had direct 
circuits within the United Kingdom to all major formations using the 
cross-channel telephone system, plus two speech circuits to Goodge Street 
P.B.X. giving access to the S.H.A.E.F. common user circuits. The authority 
to make cross-channel telephone calls was limited to as few officers as 
possible, and for this purpose a list of authorised users was maintained, 
each formation issuing its own individual list. Normal ' scrambler' faci
lities were available on the cable circuits.1 Cross-channel calls took priority 
over all other telephone calls, such other oalls being broken down if neces
sary. Cable circuits were used wherever possible in preference to radio 
circuits. The radio circuits eXj&t,ed primarily as a standby against failure 
of the corresponding cable circuits. There was no security on radio circuits 
and no 'scrambling' facilities. The P.B.X. operator established a call over 

t The ' scrambler ' device did not ensure the security of a conversation, but only 
prevented operators from overhearing. 
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a radio circuit only with the concurrence of the caller, and invariably 
warned officers receiving incoming calls by this system.1 

Separate W /T receiving stations were set up at Hillingdon complete 
with traffic, cypher and teleprinter offices for 2nd T.A.F. and Ninth 
U.S.A.A.F. respectively, to enable these headquarters to communicate with 
H.Q. Ships in the assault and units under their command in the assault 
and in the early stages ashore.~ In addition, the W /T receiving rooms of 
Headquarters No. 11 Group was enlarged to enable the A.O.C. to com
municate with the fighter director tenders and with G.C.I. stations which 
went in with the assault. Twenty R.1188 receivers for 2nd T.A.F. and five 
for No. 11 Group were provided and installed by No. 26 Group. Ninth 
U.S.A.A.F. provided and installed ten receivers, the installation being 
assisted by a No. 26 Group fitting party. 

A transmitting station for the combined use of the three receiving 
stations was set up at Uxbridge some two miles from the receiving sites. 
Twenty-seven T.1190's were installed, and later two BC.610 transmitters 
were provided by Kinth U.S.A.A.F. Remote control circuits were provided 
to the three receiving stations. Because of the limited area of the site the 
aerial systems were not elaborate. Two additional transmitters were made 
available for operation from the 2nd T.A.F. receiving station; these were an 
SWBS at Greenford and a 20 kW. naval M.F. transmitter at Horsea. These 
two transmitters were operated simultaneously on the area command wave, 
which functioned as a broadcast wave on D-Day and later became a point
to-point link with all headquarters ships, fighter director tenders and 
G.C.I. stations. Keying facilities were provided to enable these transmitters 
to be operated automatically at hand speed where necessary; this appara
tus was installed following reports of unsatisfactory morse sending during 
the many pre-operation exercises, and effected a great improvement over 
hand operating on long transmissions. 

It was decided to make use of the W /T station at the Combined Head
quarters, Portsmouth, as a forward W /T relay station to guard against 
the effect of ' skip ' on the main tactical vV /T links between Uxbridge and 
the Continent. It was also decided to use the receiving station as a forward 
listening post on certain V.H.F. aircraft operational frequencies and to 
• provide standby H.F. R/T facilities to be used if necessary for talking to the 
H.Q. Ships and F.D.T.s, should the V.H.F. R/T links provided for this 
purpose prove unsatisfactory. I;or t,his purpose a number of additional 
facilities were provided. Ten H.F. receiver positions, including three 
R.1188's, were provided for the reception of R/T, with facilities for switch
ing the received signa1s to line through to the combined control centre or 
0xecutiv<:: control cent.re Uxbridge; C.R.100 receivers were installed in the 
other seven positions. Three T.ll~s were instpJled for standby H.F. R/T, 
in addition to six H.F. transmitter'.:'. already availahle; but shortly before 
the operation the Joint Signnls Board imposed a ban on the use of trans-

1 A.H.B. /IIH/243/ 16'9(B). 
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mitters within three miles of the combined receivmg stations at C.H.Q., 
and it was not possible to operate them. These transmitters were held in 
reserve. A combined transmitting station for use by all Services at C.H.Q. 
Portsmouth was built, under arrangements made by the Joint Signals 
Board, outside the three mile limit, and the Air Force's allocation of trans
mitters from the combined pool was sufficient to meet all demands. The 
combined transmitting station was equipped with about 60 low-power 
transmitters installed in five sites within ten miles of C.H.Q. Four V.H.F. 
receiYers were set up for reception or. aircraft frequencies in the area, and 
were connected by uni-directional landline to the combined control centre 
at Uxbridge. The R.A.F. teleprinter facilities at C.H.Q. were increased, 
and included a special teleprinter circuit from the receiving room to the 
2nd T.A.F. receiving room at Uxbridge for the passing of intercepted 
signals traffic. The R.A.F. receiving station provided standby monitory 
watches on many operational frequencies. The R.A.F. Signals Section, 
C.H.Q. Portsmouth, was placed under the operational control of C.S.O. 
2nd T.A.F. 

The strategic W /T communications of the A.E.A.F., those circuits which 
linked the air headquarters of the Air Forces on the Continent with Head
quarters A.E.A.F. in the United Kingdom, consisted of both high-speed 
automatic W /T circuits and of circuits operated at hand speed linking 
Headquarters A.E.A.F. with the Headquarters of 2nd T.A.F., Ninth 
U.S.A.A.F. and No. 85 Group, and with the Base Signals Centre. To provide 
communications in the United Kingdom a W /T receiving station was set 
up at Stanmore and two new transmitting stations were built, one at 
Carston and the other at ,veyhill. 1 The receiving station at Stanmore had 
20 H.F. receiving positions. with an associated traffic office and signals 
distribution centre. All W /T reception at this station was at hand speed. 
Coaxially fitted vertical aerials were erected on triatics supported on 60-ft. 
G.P.O. masts near th0 receiving station; one aerial was made to serve three 
receivers simultaneously. 

The transmitting station at Garston served the receiving station at Stan
more: it was capable of holding 35 T.1190 transmitters, of which 25 were 
actually installed. In addition to housing transmitters for the strategic 
links operated from Headquarters A.E.A.F., this station provided trans
mitters for the MoYement Liaison Service and for No. 46 Group. All H.F. 
transmitter aerials were coaxially fitted verticals supported on triatics 
between 105-ft. wooden towers. The existing A.D.G.B. transmitting station 
at Bushey was arranged to provide a limited nwnber of H.F. transmitters 
for use in emergency should Garston be unserviceable through enemy act10n 
or other causes. A nwnber of mobile M.F. transmitters were set up for 
the purpose of broadcasting Triendly aircraft movements and enemy air
craft tracks to the a:;:sault forces, three being set up at Garston and two at 
Bushey as a standby. Considerable difficulty was experienced in finrlmg 
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frequencies suitable for consistently good reception, and simultaneous 
broadct1.sts on two transmitters were arranged so as to provide 100 per cent 
reception during the operation. 

The United Kingdom terminations of the high-speed automatic W /T 
links with the Continent were set up at the Air Ministry W /T Station at 
Chii::ksands, from which SWB8 transmitters installed at the new trans
mitting station at Weyhill were operated. Two duplex and one simplex 
tied teleprinter cir,euits were established between the signals centre at 
Headquart.ers A.E.A.F. and Chicksands to enable outgoing encyphered 
signals to be passed to Chicksands for transmission by high-speed auto
matic W /T and incoming signals to be passed in the reverse direction 
as quickly as possible. In addition, the teleprinter facilities at Headquarters 
A.E.A.F. and Chicksands were increased to facilitate the rapid despatch of 
signals to the main addresses in the United Kingdom, such as the Air 
Ministry, Forward Equipment Unit, and B.P.S.O. The Forward Equipment 
Unit was provided with a direct teleprinter circuit to Chicksands and the 
B.P.S.O. with a direr·t circuit to Headquarters A.E.A.F. 

A Movement Liaison Section was set up in the filter room at Head
quarters No. 11 Group, and a W /T receiving station was built adjacent to 
this filter room, housing ten R. l 188's, together with three R.1084's which 
were provided for M.F. working in conjunction with the mobile M.F. trans
mitters at Garston . At each of these positions auto W /T keying facilities 
were provided, in addition to hand keys. These facilities were provided 
because, during operation exereises, H.Q. Ships and F.D.T.s reported that 
unsatisfactory morse sending had produced faulty plots. Arrnngements 
were also made for the M.L.S. receiving station to key H.F. transmittel's 
at Garston or Bushey for M.L.S. point-to-point links to Ninth Air Defence 
Command and No. 85 Group. 

The W /T organisation of the A.E.A.F. had a number of links between 
2nd T .A.F and Ninth U.S.A.A.F., and also between Headquarters A.E.A .F. 
and the two air forces; and the policy decided on for manning these joint 
lateral links was that both terminals of any W /T lateral link between the 
two air forces were manned by operators of the same Service. In actual 
practice however, it was not necessary to enforce this rule rigidly, as the 
employment of combined procedure (C.C.B.P.l) smoothed out the differ
ences between the British and U.S. methods. 

Separate traffic and teleprinter/ teletype offices were set up at Hillingdon 
for 2nd T.A.F. and Ninth U.S.A.A.F., manned by R.A.F./W.A.A.F. person· 
nel in the case of 2nd T.A.F. The traffic office at Headquarters A.E.A.F. 
at Stanmore was run on a combined basis with a proportion of the 
U.S.A.A.F. personnel working witl~R.A.F. personnel under the control of 
an R .A.F. traffic master. The signafs distribution section was also set up on 
a combined basis. The teleprinter room was manned entirely by R.A.F./ 
W.A.A.F. personnel.1 

1 A.H.B./IIS-1/34/1. 
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znd T.A.F. and Ninth U.S.A.A.F. planned their own communications 
forward of their headquarters in both cases. Operational communications 
were centred on the main headquarters, and administrative communications 
on the rear headquarters. The communications of No. 85 Group were less 
complicated, both operational and administrative communications being 
centred on the headquarters. The communications rearward of 2nd T.A.F. 
and Ninth U.S.A.A.F., comprising links to Headquarters A.E.A.F., were 
planned by the latter headquarters. These communications were the main 
operational and administrative links to the United Kingdom. 

Heavy mobile \V /T units for the passing of operational traffic to the 
United Kingdom were based on main Headquarters 2nd T.A.F. and Head
quarters Ninth U.S.A.A.F. For administrative traffic, a special mobile signals 
unit known as the Base Signals Centre was established on the lines of an 
inter-Command W /T station, with direct hand-speed W /T links to main 
and rear Headquarten; 2nd T.A.F., Headquarters Ninth U.S.A.A.F., and tact
ical groups and ancillary units in No. 85 Group and 2nd T.A.F. such as 
A.S.P.s and R.S.U.s. The centre also had direct high-speed automatic links 
to the United Kingdom. It became the main centre of the R.A.F. base 
teleprinter network and the collection and despatch centre for all R.A.F. 
administrative signals traffic passing from the forward areas to base and 
to the United Kingdom and in the reverse direction. 

Direct cross-channel communication by \V /T and/or teleprinter was 
established in August 1944, from Headquarters A.E.A.F. in the United 
Kingdom to Headquarters 2nd T.A.F. and Headquarters Ninth Air Fnrco 
on the Continent. The Advanced Headquarters of A.E.A.F. on the 
Continent had its own W /T system direct to A.E.A.F. Rear and to 2nd 
T.A.F., manned entirely by the R.A.F. As a rule, W /T was used for all 
short messages and teleprinter for lengthy messages that could be sent in 
clear. The mobile signals units (Type 'T ') that were established for 
simplex cross-channel communications became redundant, but continued 
to fill a need on the Continent by being employed at No. 85 Group to 
alleviate the many landline difficulties experienced under conditions of 
rapid mobile warfare. 

By th~ end of August 1944, the rapid advance of ground and air forces 
in France had made it frequently impossible for landline construction to 
provide essential strategic communications from Advanced Headquarters 
A.E.A.F. back to the United Kingdom and downwards to 2nd T.A.F. and 
Ninth Air Force. An urgent operational requirement existed t-0 provide 
this essential communication by some other means. As it stood, when land
line communication could not be provided, the only alternative was 
A.D.L.S. or \V /T, neither of whic~was a satisfactory solution for communi· 
cations between such headquarters, and which were wholly unsuitable for 
personal conversation between the Air C.-in-C. and his sub-commanders. 
Shortly before this need became apparent, the War Office made available 
to the Air Ministry a newly developed pulse eommunication radio cquip-
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ment designed to provide six high quality speecJ1 eireuits or the equivalent 
number of teleprinter circuits or any combination thereof up to a distance 
of about a hundred miles.1 The equipment operated on a very narrow 
beam and the security of the speech was comparable to that of the tele
phone. This equipment was the only type likely to satisfy the requirement, 
and authority was requested to establish a mobile multi-channel communi
cation unit consisting of a headquarters and two echelons of eight sections 
each. The unit was established in No. 26 Group, trained at Chigwell. and 
later transferred to Headquarters A.E.A.F. One of the echelons linked 
routes to the cable terminal from the United Kingdom and the other pro
,·ided links laterally to 2nd T .A.F., Ninth Air Force and the Cs.-in-C. Com
mand Post, suoh as could not be provided in time by landline. Mobile 
signals units Type 'W ' and ' C.A.' had already been approved to provide 
mobile communication links between 2nd T.A.F. and its subordinate forma
tions, and the operational role of these units became complementary to 
that of the new unit. The new equipment was called Army Type 10. 
Cnfortunately, it came very late in the day, fulfilling a need that had 
existed for some time. It resembled radar equipment in essence, and 
trained radar operators and mechanics were required for its use. 

The Ninth Air Force was established at St. Cyr (Versailles) on 1 Septem
ber 1944, alongside Advanced Headquarters A.E.A.F., who had their own 
P.B.X. operated by Air Formation Signals personnel. But first there was a 
shortage of trunk routes and Advanced Headquarters A.E.A.F. used the 
Ninth Air Force lines to 2nd T.A.F. and their P.B.X. was connected to 
the Ninth Air Force exchange. They had two lines to the 12th Army 
Group trunk exchange, which joined them to the Army network. 
S.H.A.E.F. provided the lines down to their level. 

Owing to serious delays to urgent W /T messages caused by the over
loading of priorities, it became necessary in September 1944 to provide a 
further priority, to be available only to A.Os.C. and their direct representa
tive, i.e. S.A.S.O. or A.O.A. No delegation to staff of the new priority 
could be made. It was known as ' Flash ' and it had no normal operational 
or administrntiYe use. The new priority took precedence over all existing 
priorities and, in effect, messages allotted this priority were dealt with to 
th~ exclusion of all other traffic.2 

By November 1944, the number of circuits on the cross-channel telephone 
switchboard at. Gxbridge was reaching the maximum that could be handled 
on the three positions which this P.B.X. contained. There was no room for 
extending t-he P.B.X. on its existing site, and as it was anticipated that the 
demand would grow, it was decidt-~to take over the existing operations 
P.B.X. helonging tc Headquarters tighter Command at St.anmore, which 
was a six-position heavy control board, after the departure of Headquarters 
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2nd T.A.F. and Headquarters Ninth Air Force to the Continent. A new 
fom·-position P.B.X., capable of exp1msion, was installed in the under
ground block for Headquarters Fighter Command, the Fighter Command 
circuits and extensions were transferred to this P.B.X., the cross-channel 
circuits Ett ,Oxbridge were transferred to Stanmore, and the Uxbridge 
P.B.X. was recovered. At this stage the concentration point in the United 
Kingdom was split into two, Stanmore serving the needs of the R.A.F. and 
Headquarters U.S.S.T.A.F. at Bushey serving the U.S.A.A.F.1 The tram•fer 
was completed early in January 1945. 

The cross-channel communications in November 1944 consisted of five 
speech circuits by submarine cable (two to S.H.A.E.F., one to Base Signals 
Centre at Ghent, one to Ninth Air Force at Chantilly, and one to T.A.F. 
Main at Brussels); five duplex R/T radio links (four through Dover and 
one through \Villingdon, two to the Base Signals Centre, two to T.A.F. Main, 
and one to S.H.A.E.F.); two H.F. W /T links for groups and sectors; and 
three H.F. W /T meteorological interception watches. By the end of 1944, 
the total of submarine cable circuits had increased to nine.2 

The move to Stanmore, however, proved to be only a temporary one. 
It soon became apparent that a considerable increase in apparatus and 
accommodation would be required at Stanmore if it was to continue to 
house the signals equipment for both A.E.A.F. and A.D.G.B. It was there
fore for consideration whether some other site might be found which would 
be more suitable than Stanmore. An analysis and appreciation of the 
cross-channel telephone services was effected in January 1945, and a report 
with recommendations was issued in the following month. It was even
tually agre€d to form a new cross-channel signals centre at Chicksands 
'B ', which was already housing i:,tandby automatic \V /T circuits to the 
Continent. The original decision to form the new C€ntre was taken in 
November 19H, shortly after the move from Uxbridge to Stanmore. The 
first plan was £or accommodation at Chicksands to house four auto duplex 
circuits, seven hand simplex circuits, and some 25 landline and teleprinter 
circuits, with 17 typex positions, book cypher facilities, and a traffic office 
capable of handling up to 250,000 groups per day. Equipment to cope with 
the. majority of these requirements was already in existence at Chicksands 
' B ' but it was necessary to alter the layout to enable traffic to be handled 
efficiently and to providB room for expansion. Later the plans were 
expanded, so that the traffic and cypher offices could handle a peak load 
of 500.000 groups per day. The target date for completion of the buildings 
and installation was 14 MA.rch 1945. The new schedule of W /T circuits to 
be operated was one auto duplex circuit to S.H.A.E.F., three duplex circuits 
to advanced base signals centre, ba~signals centre rear and 2nd T.A.F., 
with four spare auto duplex circuits and 12 spare hand simplex circuits. A 
schedule of landline and teleprinter circuits was prepared for the G.P.O., 

1 The American cross-channel swikihing centre was l<ater moved· to Hi.gh Wycombe . 
. 2 A.H.B./IIH/2431/16'9(B). 
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eight of which were via the D.T.N. and cross-channel cables, and four via 
' Racehorse '. 1 However, these requirements were considerably reduced in 
April 1945 in view of developments in north-west Europe. The transfer of 
circuits from Stanmore was not finally completed until August 1945.2 

Base Signals Centre 

The function of the Base Signals Centre was to enable a large volume of 
signals traffic to be passed between the forward and base areas on the 
Continent and the United Kingdom. Operational control was vested in 
No. 85 Group. The Centre had a RA.F. W /T section and an Air Formation 
Signals Company responsible for the manipulation of the teleprinter organ
isation nnd telephone cable system. The R.A.F. section was formed by 
amalgamating two heavy mobile W /T units and three mobile signals units 
1':<;pe ' A ', providing in all two duplex high-speed automatic circuits and 
24 hand-speed simplex circuits. It was planned that the Base Signals 
Centre would litter take over the operation of the radio telephone and 
teleprinter duplex circuits of the V.H.F. south coast radio scheme, and 
would beeome the main RA.F. cable and teleprinter switching centre in the 
base area and a terminal to the D.RL.S. and A.D.L.S. systems. A large 
traffic office staff was therefore provided, capable of handling at least 60.000 
groups daily. Experience gained during the training period resulted in the 
amalgamation of the mobile signals units into one establishment, eliminat
ing their individual status and effecting a considerable saving in technical 
personnel. 

The four beach squadrons were equipped with transportable H.F. W /T 
Rnd R/T apparatus, to provide R/T communications between sections and 
beaoh flight headquarters and R/T and W /T between beach flight head
quarters and beach squadron headquarters. The beach squadrons' head
quarters opened watch with the ' A' Echelon No. 83 Group, with Ports
mouth C.H.Q., and later with Main Headquarters 2nd T.A.F. A standby 
H.F. \,V /T link was arranged to enable the beach squadrons to operate to 
H.Q. Ship and Headquarters 2nd T.A.F., but this link was not needed. 

The static communications were exercised as much as possible foT a 
considerable period before D-Day to enable weaknesses and faults to be 
remedied and W /T operators and cypher staffs to obtain practice. Many 
communications exercises were arranged in the three months prior to 
D-Day, and these \\ere mainly conc

0

erned with exercising those communi
rntiom channels which were scheduled to be set up between the H.Q. Ships 
and F.D.T.s and the United Kingdom during the operation. Many diffi
culties were overcome in this period, mainly in the selection of frequencies. 
Communications between shore a~ ships and ground and air were 
exercised to maximum capacity in some fifteen exercises between February 
and May 1944. 

1 A.H.B./IlM/B26/1A. 
1 A.M. File CS.23,930. 
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The majority of communications which opened on D-Day were W /T and 
R /T links controlled by Headquarters 2nd T.A.F., Headquarters Ninth 
U.S.A.A.F. and the Combined Control Centre. The first V.H.F. R/T duplex 
circuit, between the radio P.B.X. at Uxbridge and No. 483 G.C.C., was 
established on D plus 7. Initial communication was brief but good results 
were obtained next day. ' Racehorse' No. 1 was set up on D plus 8 to No. 
83 Group. R/T to the radio P.B.X. was good and the teleprinter worked 
successfully within 48 hours. The quality of speech on the cross-channel 
V.H.F. R/T circuits was very good, but calls via the radio P.B.X. were 
comparatively few, due to the restriction on users of the service and the 
lack of security on radio telephone circuits. Communications were success
fully established in nearly all cases on the Task Force, H.Q. Ship and F.D.T. 
waves, although some interference was caused from radar transmissions. 
The interference was cleared by changing the frequency of the interfering 
radar station. 

The W /T links were established between the 2nd T.A.F. and No. 83 
Group Main Headquarters, and between Headquarters Ninth U.S.A.A.F. 
and the Ninth Tactical Air Command, in accordance with the Signals Plan. 
The scale of communications was ample and signals delays were small. 

In order to deal with the many communications requirements from the 
signals staffs at 2nd T.A.F. and Ninth U.S.A.A.F., a Signals War Room 
was set up at Headquarters A.E.A.F. on D plus 2. All W /T and R/T chan
nels scheduled to be set up between the two headquarters and their sub
ordinate formations were displayed. Reports of the state of W /T and R/T 
circuits were made twice daily by 2nd T.A.F. and Ninth U.S.A.A.F., and 
sohedules were amended aocordingly for inspection by staff officers of 
A.E.A.F. 

Aircraft W arniog and Control 

The amphibious nature of the early stages of 'Neptune' made it neces
sary to plan for a complete aircraft warning and control organisation, 
installed in ships, to cover the assault areas and the shipping lanes. The 
organisation had to be designed in such a manner that it could fit in with 
a.nd act as an extension of the static organisation in the United Kingdom, 
to be transferred to the far shore without any break in the continuity of 
either warning or control. The major difficulties encountered with H.Q. 
Ships and F.D.T.s were the insta1lat'ion of technical equipment and the 
selection of suitable frequencies to avoid mutual interference between 
signals and radar equipment. On the British site three H.Q. Ships, each 
with a standby, took part in the operation. The communications available 
on H.Q. Ships and F.D.T.s were ~ollows :-

(a) Air Command Wave: This wave was controlled from the Combined 
Control Centre, Uxbridge, and was installed specifically for the 
use of the Air Force Commanders. It was also provided as an 
Air Force wave. \Vatch on this channel was maintained in all 
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H.Q. Ships and F.D.T.s. It was used mainly as a broadcast 
channel and only stations specifically addressed answered calls. 

(b) H.Q. Ships and Air Base Wave: One W /T Air Base wave operated 
by the Combined Control Centre was shared by British Head
quarters Ships. This wave was provided as a means of passing to 
other H.Q. Ships and back to the United Kingdom those signals 
which for security or other reasons could not be sent by R /T. 

(c) H.Q. Ships Air Liaison Wave: This was a V.H.F. R/T point-to
point channel between the Commanders in the United Kingdom 
and their representatives in H.Q. Ships. 

(d) H.Q. Ships Standby Liaison Wave: This was an H.F. standby to 
the V .H.F. air liaison wave. 

(e) H.Q. Ships/ F.D.T.s Liaison Wave: This circuit was for communi
cation between controllers and Air Force representatives in H.Q. 
Ships and F.D.T.s. 

(f) Aircraft Waves: Five V.H.F. R/T channels were available for 
communi,cations with aircraft for operation of the controller in the 
operations room in H.Q. Ships and four channels were fitted for 
use by the F.D.T. controllers. 

(g) Home Shore Plot Broadcast: This was a liaison wave for M,F.' W /T 
plots from the United Kingdom of enemy and identified' aircraft, 
made from the No. 11 Group filter room for reception by all H .Q. 
Ships and' F.D.T.s. 

(h) M .L.S. Broadcasts : This was a similar broadcast to the home 
shore plot broadcast for passing movements of friendly aircraft 
originated from the No. 11 Group filter room. 

(j) F.D.T . Plotting Wave: An inter-F.D .T . H .F. W /Tor R/T plotting 
wave. 

(k) Far Shore Plot Broadcast: A watch on the liaison wave was 
kept by H.Q. Ships and F.D.T.s t-0 receive the broadcast of tracks 
from Nos. 83 and 85 Group formations on the far shore. 

(l) F.D.T. Air Base Wave: This was an H.F. W /T channel for com
munication between the Combined Control Centre and F.D.T.s. 
and was later extended to Base defence g;:-oup units on the far 
shore. 

(m) F.D.T. Air Liaison Wave.: This was a V.H.F. R/T or W /T 
channel similar to the H.Q. Ship air liaison wave, but in this case 
shared by the F.D.T.s. 

(n)' F.D.T. Air Liaison Standby Wave: This channel used H .F . R/T 
or W /T, was brought into operation on D-Day, and worked well. 

The communications plans envisaged a decentralisation of control from 
the Combined. Control Centre and Executive Control Centre at Uxbridge to 
southern sectors of the A.D.G.B., to H.Q. Ships and F.D.T.s, and later to 
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A.E.A.F. units on the far shore. For this reason, the communications pro
vided between the United Kingdom and H.Q. Ships and F.D.T.s were 
duplicated in F.C.C.s, Composite G.C.C.s, and No. 85 Group Base Defence 
sectors ashore, and in order that there should be no break in the conti'nuity 
of communications responsibi1ity for t'he control of air support and air cover 
in the assault areas was transferred from the F.D.T.s and H.Q. Ships to the 
Allied Air Comm001der on the far shore. 

Radio communications in H.Q. Ships and F.D.T.s were generally satis
factory, and the internal communications proved entirely adequate. Tannoy 
speech amplifier equipment was not supplied in all cases but was found to 
be extremely useful where it existed. The ac-commodation availa:ble for 
R.A.F. personnel was inadequate, and this applied not only to working 
conditions b~1t also to the space available for recreation and exercise. 
Standby H.Q. Ships were provided with sufficient communications equip
ment to take over from the H.Q. Ships in the event of the latt~· becoming 
casual ties. 

Mutual Interference 

As the planning for Operation 'Neptune' progressed it became appu:;ent 
that there would be a greater concentration of communications equipment 
and radar installations in the assault area than had ever been the ease 
in previous operations. It became clear that if the radar and communica
tions equipment were to function satisfactorily, a detailed study of inter
ference possibilities must be made and careful control exercised in the 
allocation of frequencies and in the siting of equipment. 

A meeting was held at the War Office on 27 September 1943, at which 
representatives of the three Services discussed the degree of interference 
which might be anticipated between radar communications equipment in 
a congested bridgehead area. Although much was already known about 
interference between radar and wireless equipment, little experience had 
hitherto been gained of the interference which might be expected when large 
quantities of equipment were used within a confined bridgehead. It was 
.therefore decided that a practical trial should be conducted at an early 
date in which radar and wireless installations of 21st Army Group, 2nd 
T.A.F. and the Navy would be assembled together in a layout which would 
simulate the conditions in the early stages of a beach landing. 

The trials were conducted in December 1943 near \Vhite Waltham, 
Berkshire, and an interim report was published on 29 December. This 
report provided information for ~,~~ guidance of planners and resulted in 
certain modifications to equipment being undertaken with a view to mini
mising interference. The final report on the trials was not available until 
early in March. It contained the complete data available as a result of the 
trials, and it included a guide to the siting of the radar and communications 
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equipment so as to aYoid mutual interference, based on the results of the 
exercise.1 

Although the trials provided milch valuable information, they did not cover 
a number of equipments whioh were scheduled for use in the early stages of 
the assault. Further, the possibility of mutual interference between various 
communications networks u~ by the three Services had not been 
adequately covered. A paper was therefore presented to the Combined 
Signals Boa-rd by the Signals and O.R.S. staff of Headquarters A.E.A.F., 
pointing out the necessity for further trials and asking that a committee 
be appointed with adequate powers to perform the task. Pending the formal 
approval of the Combined Signals Board to the formation of a Mutual 
Interference Sub-Committee, investigations into the terms of reference were 
continued by inter-Service discussions and by the Radar Sub-Committee ol 
th~ Combined Signals Board. A meeting of the Radar Sub-Committee on 
14 March listed a number of interference problems requiring special investi
gation. They inch.:ded interference to radar and communications equipment 
from the SCR.268; mutual interference in and between the V.H.F. point-to
point communications system and the V.H.F. south coast scheme; inter
ference between V.H.F. ground/air communications and radar equipments; 
interference between naval radar equipment and the V.H.F. south coast 
scheme; and interference to radar and communications equipment by R.C.M. 
jammers. It was agreed that detailed investigation was required into all 
the problems listed and that practical trial& would in some cases be neces
sary. In order that the work should start at once, a Technical Working 
Suh-Committee wos formed to study the interference problems in detail and 
to organise the various trials required. 

At a meeting of the Combined Signals Board on 15 March 1944, it 
was agreed tha t a separate Sub-Committee should be set up with the 
following terms of r eference; -

(a) A Mutual Interference Sub-Committee of t he Combined Signals 
Board should be formed under the Chairmanship of the Air 
Signals Officer-in-Chief, A.E.A.F. 

(b) This Co~mittee to deal with trials, research and the technical 
study of mutual interference with the object of provid ing informa
tion that would enable the users of radio and radar to avoid 
interference inherent in the use of radio and radar equipment. 

(c) The Secretariat to be provided by the Basic Sub-Section Signal 
Division, S.H.A.E.F. 

(d) This Committee to consist of members from Signal Division, 
S.H.A.E.F., A.N.C.X.F., A.E.A.F., E.T.0.U.S.A., First U.S. Army 
Group, and 21st Army Group. 

(e) Scientific and other membffl to he M-opted by members as 
required. 

(f) Reports to be submitted to the Combined Signals Board so that 
the necessary instro~tions could be issued. 

1 ·A.H.B./IISl/34/1. 
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There was very little time left in whioh to organise trials if the results 
were to be of Yalue in Operation' Neptune', and many of the problems were 
solved as far as possible by theoretical calculation. In order to facilitate this 
work and to organise the various trials, a Tactical Study Group, consisting 
of selected members of the Committee, was set up on a full-time basis. The 
problems of interference were dealt with by the Committee under eleven 
major headings. 

G.L. Mark II on the far shore was dealt with by restrict,ing the frequencies 
on which it was to operate, trials showing that these restrictions enahled the 
equipment to be safeiy operated. without causing serious interference; and 
no serious interference was in fact caused in the bridgehead area by this 
equipment. The same restrictions could not be applied to G.L. Mark II 
in the United Kingdom without imposing serious limitations on the operation 
of the equipment, and individual G.L. Mark II sets were checked and their 
frequencies modified where necessary. Only one case of interference was 
reported, and the trouble was located and cleared quickly. Severe inter
ference to V.H.F. receivers of the south coast scheme wa,; caused by the 
Naval Type 281 sets in trials and the frequency of operation of these sets 
was restricted, so that during 'Neptune' the V.H.F. south coast scheme 
was clear of interference from this source except for one brief and isolated 
case. The interference which V.H.F. ground/air and point-to-point com
munications equipment caused to radar equipments was reduced by the 
fitting of suppressors to the R.A.F. equipment. 

The V.H.F. south coast scheme was originally planned on the assumption 
that no other communications equipment would be used in the frequency 
ba.nd of 65-69 me/ s. After the original scheme was worked out, it became 
clear that a large number of equipments operating in this band would be 
required for point-to-point communications on the Continent, and in 
addition, further demands were received from the Services for increases in 
the number of cross-channel circuits and point-to-point circuits working 
from south coast sites. The question of possible interference to the V.H.F. 
south coast scheme required. the most careful investigation, and the Technical 
Study Group therefore conducted practical trials from which firm recom
·mendations could be made· which were submitted to the Combined Signals 
Board for approval and were accepted by all Services. The policy was that 
every endeavour must be made. to avoid the use of frequencies whose 
harmonics would cause interference if transmitted within certain specified 
distances of the receiving cross-channel service. Further demands for 
additional cross-channel facilities were made the subject of similar investi
gations, and all the original circuits were able to operate throughout the 
assault phase without interferen~rom other communications equipment. 
Two cases of interference by Gee stations were reported, but in each 
case the trouble was located and cleared without difficulty. From the 
information obtained in this investigation, it was found possible to produee 
a chart showing the necessary siting and frequency limitations to be observed 
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in the bridgehead for interference-free point-to-point communications as 
well. 

The powerful Gee/ GH transmitters were capable of causing serious inter
ference to communications, but after an investigation specific frequencies 
were agreed whioh avoided interference except in one or two cases of 
frequency drift. Frequencies were selected for C.H. stations on the south 
coast which allowed these stations to operate without causing interference 
to the south coast scheme. A number of tests were carried out to establish 
the interference likely to accrue from the use of R.C.M. jammers, and a 
chart was produced showing interference capabilities of all forms of R.C.M. 
jamming equipment in use. 

Despite the precautions taken it was felt that real danger of interference 
still remained during the early days of the assault and special staffs were 
set up to determine and eliminate any instances of interference without 
delay, one at Portsmouth at the main terminal of cross-channel communi
cations, and two in the bridgehead, one with the First U.S. Army and the 
other with the Second British Ar:ny. Useful work was done by all three 
parties. The far shore staffs assisted in siting equipment and tracing local 
interference, and the Portsmouth staff dealt with some 90 cases of V.H.F. 
interference between 5 and 18 June. 

As a result of the precautions taken, very little interference was ex
perienced in the use of radar and wireless communications in the assault 
phase of' Neptune'. The three Services were thus enabled to take advantage 
of the vast assortment of communications and radar equipment which had 
been planned for their use. t 

Allocation of Frequencies 

A tentative frequency allotment for the Services taking part in the 
operation was discussed at a meeting at Norfolk House on 8 December 1943. 
The allotment covered the band l ·5 to 8 me/ s, this being the most useful 
band for communications purposes, and therefore the band which presented 
the most acute problems. Allocation was spaced at 5 kc/s, omitting only the 
most essential frequencies employed by the Admiralty, War Office and Air 
Ministry formations, and broadcast stations. Zones were quoted in which 
the frequencies might be employed, and maximum power limitations were 
listed against each registration. 

Bids for the number of frequencies required had previously been made by 
the various Services and these far exceeded the number of frequencies 
available, so that a large amount of inter-Service sharing was resorted to. 
Of the 420 frequencies originally allotted to the air force, 189 were shared 
with other Services. This inter-Service ~}faring was undesirable in view of 
the co-ordination which it necessitated and tihe difficulties this co-ordination 
presented. A smaller number of frequencies specifically allotted to individual 

t A.H.B./US·l/34/1. 
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Services was preferable. The deficiency of frequencies required by the Air 
Force was particularly severe in the 3 to 4 me/ s band, and it was ultimately 
agreed by both ground and air forces to reduce the spacing of frequencies 
between 1·5 and 4 mc/s to 4 kc/s. In addition, a mutual exchange was made 
between Air Force and Army groups of certain allotted frequencies between 
4 and 8 me/ s. This produced small blocks of consecutive frequencies, in 
which the spacing was again reduced to 4 kc/ s. The final allocation was 
conduded in mid-April 1944, approximately 385 frequencies being allotted 
to the Air Force, all unshared by other Services. Estimated requirements 
were obtained from each of the formations concerned. and blocks of suitable 
frequencies allotted. The formations included the Headquarters of A.E.A.F., 
Ninth Air Force, 2nd T.A.F., Nos. 85, 46, 38 and 60 Groups, and No. 80 
Wing, H.Q. Ships, and the R.A.F. Regiment. Priority was given to 
frequencies for H.Q. Ships because of their complex systems. Medium 
frequencies were specially selected and cleared for M.L.S. broadcasts. 

The need for a sub-committee to plan frequency allocation became 
increasingly apparent on the Continent, and a Frequency Allooation Su:b
Committee of the Combined Signals Board was set up in Paris in September 
1944, and all requests for additional frequencies or for exchanges were con
sidered by this Sub-Committee. Frequencies for circuits having terminals 
in the United Kingdom and the Mediterranean were cleared with the British 
Joint Communications Board (B.J.C.B.) or A.F.H.Q. as appropriate. The 
reduction of frequency spacing from 5 to 4 kc/ s did not greatly increase 
interference. Transmissions were crystal controlled wherever practicable. 
The frequency requirements of 1st T.A.F. (Provisional), British and Ameri
can Transport Commands, a.nd other formations which subsequently came 
under Air Staff Control, were met by sharing within the block air allotment 
as far as possible and by obtaining a few additional frequencies from the Sub
Committee. 

The congestion in the ether in ' Overlord ' was greater t,han in any previous 
operation. Throughout the entire operation the officers engaged in frequency 
allocation wrestled with a problem which at the outset appeared to be 
JUIDost insoluble, and it was mainly due to their skill and perseverance that 
the Services of the Allied nations were able to derive so much benefit frorr. 
telecommunications, radar and radar navigational aids throughout all phases 
of the operation. 

Submarine Cables 

Submarine cables were plann~ to be laid across the channel under 
arrangements made by the War Office and the British Post Office under 
the general direction of the Supreme Comander. Allocations were made 
by the S.H.A.E.F. Combined Signal Board to all major arms, i.e., Army, 
Navy, Air Forces, Press, Foreign Office- etc. Difficulties were f.'xperienced 
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initially because of the number of wrecks on the sea bottom and the mines 
encountered, but the ultimate programme was completed as follows: - 1 

Cable 
Completed 

No. 

1944 
Southbourne-Longues 1 13 January 4 channels 

South bourne-Longues 2 18 January 3 speech and 
6 teleprinter 

Swanage--Cher bourg 4 5 August 12 channels 

Swanage---Cherbourg 5 3 August 12 channels 

Cuckmere-Dieppe 6 12 September 12 channels 

Dover-Andreselles 7 23 October 12 channels 

Dover-Sandgate 8 24 October 12 channels 

1945 
DoYer-Sandga te 9 11 January 12 channels 

DoYer-Sandga te 10 17 January 12 channels 

Cuckmere-Dieppe 12 I 6 March 12 channels 

St. Margaret's Bay- 1926 cable 
La Panne rehabilitated by 16 circuits 

23 December 1944 

St. Margaret's Bay- 1930 cable 
La Panne rehabilitated by 14 circuits 

31 November 1944 

It had been proposed to lay the No. 10 cable to La Panne, but the retention 
of the Dunkirk area by the Germans prevented this from being accomplished, 
and in consequence a second cable was laid to Dieppe. The rehabilitation 
of the 1926 and 1930 La Pal'Jle cables was not entirely successful owing to 
their proximity to shipping lanes into A,ntwerp, and in consequence one was 
retained out of service as a standby to the other. In addition two Type 10 
links were installed by vVar Office Signals across the channel to serve as 
standby against oa'ble failures. During the latter phases of the campaign, 
equipment was installed on the Cable No. 11 to Calais to provide 60 
speech channels on one cable, and a second wa,s being converted at the time 
of cessation of hostilities. 

It was decided to maintain one or two centres in the United Kingdom to 

1 A.H.B./lIE/159. 
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act as switching centres for cross-channel circuits, so that the service could 
be made available to the greatest possible extent. It was deemed 
impracticable to do this on the Continent owing to the difficulty in provid
mg and maintaining high grade circuits from any switching centre on the 
Continent. In this way it was also considered that greater control would 
be exercised over the users of cross-channel facilities. 

The difficulties which were experienced with cross-channel submarine 
cable circuits were mainly confined to the Continental extensions from 
the cRble head. In dealing with long distance landline communications 
generally, considerable use had to be made of French civil cables, which in 
the vicinit.y of the initial beachhead were very badly damaged. Early E-x
tension could be made from Longues on overhead constructions, but 
as the advance progrt'':'SP,(l beyond Paris this became impracticable. 
The cables at Longues and Cherbourg had to be relied upon until after 
the capture of Dieppe, as it was not pracdcable to lay a concentric cable 
to any intermediate point owing to the distances involved. As it was, 
only four channels were available on each Longues cable, compared with 
twelve in the Cherbourg area, on account of the additional distance. 

The route which could be used for extension eastward was either Carentan 
-Bayeux-Falaise-Rouen-Paris, or Carentan-St. Lo-Avranches
Rennes-Le Mans-Chartres-Paris, and whereas the former was seriously 
damaged during the fig'hting, the latter was only 'badly damaged over the 
Carentan-St. Lo--Avranches portion. The former route was used for the 
extension of circuits to the British Forces, when suitably restored by the lay
ing of cable east of Bayeux, and the latter was used for extension to the 
American forces by building an overhead rapid airline route from Carentan 
to Laval. Cross-channel circuits for the Ninth Air Force took the Laval route, 
and were successfully extended through Paris to Verdun on underground 
cable, and thence to Luxembourg on overhead routes, and though the ser
viceability at times was indifferent, operational contact was maintained 
throughout the summer and autumn. The extension of circuits to 2nd T.A.F. 
was more difficult, and after t,he Headquarters had moved north of the Seine, 
communication was unsatisfactory until the completion of the Dieppe cable. 
Once 2nd T.A.F. was installed in Brussels communications gradually 
improved both in quality and quantity as additional cables became avail
able. The fact, however,• that the centre of gravity for Continental com
munications moved north and east caused serious difficulties owing to 
the inadequacy of the main cables to Belgium from the Pas de Calais, 
and so the rehabilitation of the La Panne 1926 cables in December 1944 
proved most valuable to 21st Army Group and 2nd T.A.F. r 

The provision and maintenance of teleprinter circuits to the United 
Kingdom proYided a special problem. In the initial stages use was made 
of ' S ' plus ' D ' equipment in order that the small number of speech circuits 
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could be used to the greatest effect, and although in certain cases satisfactory 
telegraph channels were obtained, it was found that unless the speech and 
telegraph channels were to work between the same points, the telegraph 
channel could not be guaranteed reliable. On the other hand, voice frequency 
channels are not capable of indefinite extension, and it was decided to open 
up a 12-channel system from the Base Signals Centre at Ghent to Stanmore 
(owing to equipment shortages at Stanmore, it was finally installed to 
Uxbridge). This sy::item provided the bulk of the telegraph circuits to 2nd 
T.A.F. Headquarters, Eighth Air Force, Fighter Command and No. 72 
Wing, as extensions were engineered on direct Air Force systems from the 
Base Signals Centre to the formations involved.1 

With the amalgamation of S.H.A.E.F. and A.E.A.F. in October 1944, 
C.A.F.S.O. was made responsible for the co-ordination of all cross-channel 
requirements of the Allied Air Forces. This work was carried out by the Air 
Fo,rces Landline Priority Committee under the chairmanship of C.A.F.S.O., 
and all sub-alJocations to Air Forces and formations were made on an 
individual circuit basis. The requests had to be examined in detail to ensure 
that operational requirements obtained highest priority. During the latter 
part of 1944 and early 1945, however, there were increasing demands for 
c:,~m1mmications by formations operating non-operational aircraft, as well 
as the requirements of the Joint Continental Airways Traffic Board, which 
had been set up in London to handle the control of aircraft flying between 
the United Kingdom and the Continent. Joint Airways Traffic Centres 
were set up in London, Paris and Brussels which required cross-channel 
communications and which to a certain extent duplicated and conflicted 
with those already requested by the various organisations associated with 
the operation of tran~port aircraft such as U.S.S.T.A.F., A.T.C., R.A.F. 
Transport Command and Continental Flying Control. In consequence a 
meeting was called by C.A.F.S.O. in January 1945, as a result of which it 
was decided to utilise the Joint Airways Traffic Centres at Paris and 
Uxbridge as Switching Centres for the various operating formations. It was, 
however, found possible to provide telegraph channels to meet individual 
needs, partly because they were more numerous and partly because the 
switching of telegraph circuits had not proved altogether successful or 
economical. 

As the campaign came to a close the submarine cable facilities were so 
improved that consideration could again be given to the provision of the 
individual requirements in the Paris area because they could be provided 
on cross-channel cables in the Western Group, which for geographical and 
engineering reasons could not be extended into Germany. 

Long Distance Continental Landline Coffi"°munications 

Army Groups, Tactical Air Forces and Com. Z ~ were each responsible for 
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developing a main line network, either by building new routes or by the 
rehabilitation of existing plant in their respective areas, according to a 
pre-arranged scheme calculated to meet the requirements of all formations 
and headquarters .as they were phased over the Continent and moYed 
forward along their axes of advance. 

In the first instance the main line network was built by Army Group/ 
Tactical Air Force Signals as a series of overhead routes following the main 
axes of advance ; but as the advance became more rapid these overhead 
routes were linked up to existing underground cables which had been hastily 
rehabilitated. The work of rehabilitation was mainly carried out by Army/ 
,;.ir Force Signals personnel, later assisted to an increasing extent by the 
French P.T.T. In this connection the achievements of Ninth Air Force in 
extending two cross-channel circuits from Carentan to Luxembourg is 
worthy of note; the Headquarters never lost touch by telephone with the 
cross-channel switchboard in Stanmore except for limited periods of 
nnserviceabi:ity. 

In the early stages the cnly line communications outside the Army Group/ 
Tactical Air Force sphere of responsibility were those serving echelons of 
Headquarters A.E.A.F., S.H.A.E.F., and Headquarters U.S.S.T.A.F., and 
the allocation of resources to meet these requirements was ma.de by C.S.O., 
S.H.A.E.F. Up to the fall of Paris the numbers of extra Army Group/Com. 
Z circuits was very small, but afterwards, consequent upon the moves of 
various headquarters and fcrmations to the Continent which were not under 
the command of the Supreme Commander, in addition to the normal base 
organisation, the allocation of long distance circuits passing through more 
than one of the Army Group/Com. Z areas became extremely difficult. With 
effect from I September 1944, the Supreme Comma,nder assumed responsi
bility for the direct control and co-ordination of the main trunk tele
communication network on the Continent. A.E.F. Long Lines Control wai, 
therefore set up by C.S.O., S.H.A.E.F., in the Head Office of the P.T.T. in 
Paris to control the Com. Z allocation, the rehabilitation of the French 
P .T.T. system, and the allocation of cable pairs on certain specified main 
mutes, up to and including designated forward repeater stations. Rehabili
tation of cables and allocation of pairs beyond these stations on the main 
routes, and similar work on other cables in the Army Group areas, were 
handled by the appropriate Army Group/Tactical Air Foree. A senior 
officer representing C.S.O., S.H.A.E.F., was responsible for the Long Lines 
Control and officers were attached from each of the Army Groups. Respon
sibility for the operation and maintenance of landline facilities was shared 
by Army Group /Tactical Air Force and Com. Z . Boundaries of responsibility 
were agreed upon and varied to correspond with the forward moves of Army 
Headquarters. As it was evident tlfat a large number of long distance Air 
Force circuits would have to be cut up in the base area, C.A.F.S.O. made 
arrangements with C.S.O., S.H.A.E.F. for a part of C.A.F.S.O.'s staff to be 
detached for duty with A.E.F. Long Lines Control to look after the interests 
of the Air Forces. At the same time careful consideration was given to 
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the possibility of establishing Air Formation Signals or U.S. Air Force 
Signals personnel at each of the main repeater stations, to assist the Com.Z/ 
Army Group/P.T.T. :staffs to look after the Air Forces' long distance circuits. 
The scheme, however, was found impracticable owing to manpower con
siderations, but the principle was agreed that wherever possible subordinate 
Air Forces should detach teuhnical personnel to repeater stations handlin;; 
their own circuits; and in consequence a small detachment of No. 18 A.F.S. 
was associated with the Paris Repeater Station. Subsequent experience 
proved that this action had achieved excellent results, particularly in the 
maintenance d Air Force circuits and the clearance of faults on them.1 

Up to the amalgamation of Headquarters A.E.A.F. and S.H.A.E.F., 
C.A.F.S.O. haJ only been responsible for communications of Headquarters 
A.E.A.F. and the Tactical Air Forces. Afterwards, however, he was made 
responsible for the co-ordination of all Air Force landline requirements in 
the theatre, which included Headquarters U.S.S.T.A.F., A.A.C.S., Air 
Transport Command, R.A.F. Transport Command and Eighth Air Force 
Fighter Command. This co-ordination could not be carried out at A.E.F. 
Lung Lines Control and in consequence an Air Force Landline Priority Sub
committee was set up under the chairmanship of C.A.F.S.O. consisting ol 
D/C. A.S.O .(I), D/C. A.S.O.(Il) and C.A.F.S.O., for the purpose of examin
ing all requests for long distance landline circuits required by Air ForcE 
headquarters and formations other than the Tactical Air Forces. The 
Committee also dealt with conflicting requirements over routes controlled 
by A.E.F. Long Lines Control by the assessment of circuit requirements on 
a priority basis. This increase in the responsibilities of C.A.F.S.O. meant 
that the Air Force representative at A.E.F. Long Lines Control had to be 
reinforced and two additional officers were attached there. 

The decision in January to move part of the Allied Airborne Army from 
the United Kingdom to the Continent created a special problem because the 
responsibility for providing long distance communications was partly Army 
and part,ly Air Force. It was therefore agreed with C.S.O., S.H.A.E.F. that 
the Air Forces would be responsible for tihe communications required within 
Ninth Troop Carrier Command on the Continent as well as any long 
distance- circuits required by the ground forces which terminated on air
fields. The First Allied Airborne Army had no construction personnel for 
main lim, construction, but considerable bu,ilding effort was saved by locating 
two of the Tl'oop Carrier Wings and their associated Groups at stations and 
airfields previously occupied by Ninth Bomber Division formations. Necess
ary construction in the American area was performed by Com. Z Signals 
personnel. T'he Third Wing was accommodated in the Amiens area, and 
C.A.F.S.O. was able to make arrangementhith C.S.O., A.F.S., 2nd T.A.F. 
for the loan of some Air Formations Signals construction persunnel to 
provide communications for the 52nd Troop Carrier Wing. Although time 
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was short, the First Allied Airborne Army expressed their satisfaction with 
the landlines set up for Operation ' Varsity '. 

The shortage of signals construction battalions within the American Air 
Forces was of a serious nature. Originally, the Ninth Air Force had 
six signals construction battalions, which were distributed one to each 
of the two Tactical Air Commands, one to the Ninth Air Force Service 
Command, one to the Ninth Air Defern:ie Command, and two to the 
Ninth Air Force Headquarters.1 In order to simplify construction and 
maintenance, trunk lines which were common to the Air Force and 
ground forces were constructed under the supervision of the ground forces' 
headquarters, pooling the Air Force and ground force constiuction units that 
could be made available. This was nota,ble in the case of circuits between 
Air Force and Tactical Air Command Headquarters, which largely coincided 
in routeing with the circuits from Army Group to Army Headquarters. 
Below Tactical Air Command Headquarters' level, many of the Air Force 
circuits were along routes differing from those used by ground forces by 
virtue of the fact that Wing and Group Headquarters were located so as to 
be near to airfields, whereas the Corps and Division Headquarters were 
located to be in favourable positions with respect to front line ground 
troops. This pooling of construction personnel was felt to be of material 
advantage in meeting construction requirements. The chief signals officer 
of the Ninth Air Force estimated that he obtained use of over 50 per cent 
of the circuits constructed in order to meet the large Air Force requirements 
but had contributed only about one-third of the construction troops involved 
in building these lines. 

The construction effort available to the Ninth Air Force was reduced upon 
the formation of the Headquarters, XXIX Tactical Air Command (Prov.) 
to operate with the Ninth Army, and again when the Headquarters First 
Tactical Air Force (Prov.) was formed. A signals construction battalion 
assigned to each of these two headquarters resulted in a corresponding loss 
of two construction battalions from those previously serving Headquarters, 
Ninth Air Force, Ninth Air Force Service Command and Ninth Air Defence 
Command. In order to compensate for this loss a request was made through 
U.S.S.T.A.F. in November 1944 for three additional signals construction 

·battalions to be assigned to the American Air Forces in the theatre. 

The shortage of signals construction battalions was felt more strongly when 
Ninth Troop Carrier Command '\Vas moved to the Continent without any 
construction units available for assignment to that Command. The situation 
was still further c.omplicated by Eighth Air Force units being brought to 
the Continent without signals construction units. In the United Kingdom 
the Eighth Air Force had relied on the G.P.O. to meet all line requirements. 

In March 1945, it was learned t~t no signal construction battalions could 
be made available from the United States for a period of six months. It was 
found, however, that two construction battalions could be obtained from 
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the Mediterranean Theatre, and these were brought in. The first was 
assigned to the Ninth Air Force and the second to the First Tactical Air 
Force (Prov.). By this time it was evident that the war would not last for 
a further six months in Europe and the request made on the United States 
for additional battalions was cancelied. 

The or-iginal six battalions assigned to the Ninth Air Force would probably 
have been sufficient if the original organisation had been continued. The 
introdnction of additional Air Force headquarters into the theatre without 
the accompaniment of additional signals units, however, caused a severe 
weakening of the signals organisation. The lesson was that the formation 
of additional headquarters must always be accompanied by the provision 
of additional signals units to serYe those headquarters. 

Handling of Traffic on Landlines 

Until the provision of submarine cable circuits, a,11 traffic between the 
Cnited Kingdom and the Continent was routed by ,v /T, thus causing un
avoidable delay due to encyphering and decy.phering. The provision of 
submarine cablP circuits eased the situation, but initially these circuits 
were not too reliable due to fau1ts while continental cables were being
rehabilitated, and to the movements of the continental terminations. 

Traffic from the United Kingdom formations was passed to the Cross
Channel Signals Centre at Stanmore in plain language. This not only avoided 
the United Kingdom formations having to hold all the cyphers in use on the 
continent, but avoided the useless encyphering of messages which would be 
routed via the cable circuits, Stanmore being the only centre knowing the 
minut&-to-minute serviceability of the channels necessary to determine the 
routeing. 

After the move forward in autumn 1944, communications between the 
United Kingdom and the major Air Force headquarters, and between these 
headquarters and their lower formations, became very unstable and con
siderable difficulty was experienced in disposing of traffic by normal means, 
so that frequent diversions to A.D.L.S. had to be made. Extensive re
arrangements and extensions of the United Kingdom Cross-Channel Signals 
Centre, Stanmore, combined with the increased serviceability of the existing, 
and the provision of additional, cable ,circuits, however, enabled this critical 
period to be overcome. No further major difficulty was experienced in 
handling cross-channel traffic after this period. 

One of the major difficulties in the handling of signals traffic was the 
lack of knowledge of the location of u!J?ts. Routeing was done by formation 
rather than location, traffic being routed to the superior headquarters of 
the unit addressed, irrespective of the location of the unit. As a result some 
signals followed a circuitous route, but the advantage was that no widespread 
dissemination of unit locations by a central traffie; control was necessary. 
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The method caused some confusion, however, during transition periods, 
when some units of major formations were on the Continent and some in the 
United Kingdom. ' 

Various minor d ifficuHics existed between the major Air Force Signals 
~entres, mainly due to differing interpretation of instructions and 18.<!k of 
knowledge of the composition of some of the organisations. The difficulties 
were overcome by holding a series of conferences attended by officers dealing 
with traffic handling at the major headquarters and signals centres. 

The large amc,unt of through traffic which was handled at the major 
S.H.A.E.F. signa1s centres, coupled with the possibilitv of cable circu.its 
oecom.ing unclassified, made it desirable to introduce some scheme t.o reduce 
the t:me taken to h andle messa.ges at intermediate centres. This could be 
accomplished in two ways, by the switching of teleprinter/ teletype circuits, 
a.nd by the use of a tape relay system. For the operation of the first of 
these systems it was essential that the speed of all machines should be 
identical. Switching was carried out to a limited extent between British 
and American formations, but owing to the d.Ifference in speeds between 
the British teleprinter and tbe American teletypewriter, it could not be 
introduced throughout t:he theatre. The British equipment had the advan
tage that switching could if necessary be made with the United Kingdom 
and also with German machines, which ran at the same speed. A number of 
American t eletypewriters were adjusted to work at the British speed. The 
advantage of the system was that the time taken by intermediate stations 
to re-transmit was cut out, thus not only speeding up the t-ransmission of 
the message but also saving line and typewriting time and reducing the 
possibility of transmission errors. The disadvantages, apart from the 
necessity for all machines being capable of operation at the same speed, were 
t-li~t- n. slight increase in circuit provision was necessary, and switching could 
on:y be carried out Yia one intermediate centre.z 

The tape relay system involved the receipt at the intermediate station 
of all through messages on a reperforator, and of obtaining a punched tape 
which could be fed through an auto transmitter to the next station. This 
system was also used to some extent, mainly by the American forces, as 
shortage of the necessary equipment prevented its introduction to an~
great extent within the R.A.F. Once agwn, British and American equipment 
was not fully interchangeable . . The advantage of the system was that. no 
increase in the number of circuits was required to cater for peak traffic, 
as dUTing these periods traffic could build up and be di-sposed of in its turn. 

Within the United Kingdom the D.T.N. was regarded as secure, classified 
material being carried in plain ~guage. The possibility of interception by 
the enemy was considered remote. On the Continent, h owever, the situation 
was different as the enemy had had time to prepare plans for intercepting 
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our landline channels. Yarious instructions were issued to ensure the security 
of classified traffic. 

With the prov1s10n of cross-channel cable circuits, the circuits on the 
radio P .B.X. at Uxbridge were gradually replaced until practically all radio 
circuits, except for a small number of ' Racehorse' circuits, were closed. 
The name of the P.B.X. was changed at this stage to the 'Air Force Cross
Channel P.B.X. '. Later it was found that the P.B.X. at Uxbridge was too 
small to cope with expansion and it was moved to Stanmore. 

Signals Facilities for Transport Command on the Continent 

The role of Transport Command in operations in support of the liberation 
of Europe was six-fold: the towing of gliders for individual operations, 
emergency supply dropping, transport of emergency supplies and personnel 
reinforcements by air, the ferrying of reserve aircraft and personnel, the 
evacuation of casualties, and the maintenance of Air Stores Parks (A.S.P.) 
in the field. The first two of these responsibilities were carried out by Nos. 
38 and 46 Group~ togtther, the last four by No. 46 Group alone. No signals 
facilities were required on the Continent for No. 38 Group, but for the more 
routine tasks undertaken by No. 46 Group, staging posts on the Continent 
with mobile signal:; facilities were essential. As a general rule, Transport 
Command did not make use of A.E.A.F. operational airfields, and an indepen
dent signals organisation for the aircraft of No. 46 Group was therefore 
required. 

The requirement in England was for medium power aircraft guard, emer
gency standby point-to-point between group headquarters and their res
pective squadron airfields, and, for No. 46 Group, a number of low powf'r 
point-to-point channels providing communication with Transport Command 
llirfields and headquarters formations on the Continent. The requirement 
on the Continent was met by the allocation of air transportable signals units 
and mobile signals units for point-to-point, H.F. D /F, M.F. D /F, M.F. 
beacons, etc. The provision of line communications on the Continent was 
the responsibility of the A.E.A.F. 

To meet the Transport Command requirement in the United Kingdom, 
three T.1190's belonging to the A.E.A.F. and operated from Garston were 
allocated for use by Headquarters No. 46 'Group, to be operated from its 
Headquarters near Stanmore; and a further five T.1190's belonging to 
A.E.A.F. and operated from Ux'bridge were earmarked for the use of No. 46 
Group when no longer required by 2nd T.A.F. or Ninth Air Force. As these 
formations moved overseas their require~t for cross-channel point-to
point circuits decreased, and the laying of cross-ohannel cables further eased 
the situation, so that it was possible for the five T.1190's to be transferred 
to Garston and used by No. 46 Group in June 1944. The minimum opera
tional requirements of No. 46 Group following the invasion were met by an 
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SWB8 at Northwood, remotely controlled from No. 46 Group Headquarters, 
and by the three T.1190's at Garston.' 

Transport Command forward staging posts were established on suitable 
air.fields near Headquarters 2nd T.A.F. and the Headquarters of Nos. 83 , 8<! 
and 85 Groups. There was a requirement for three types of W / T station, 
tne air transportable signals unit (A.T.S.U.), the mobile W / T station, and 
the transportable W / T station. The A.T.S.U. was flown in to forward air
fields to establish temporary point-to-point services and navigational aids 
before the arrival of. more powerful and more durable equipment in the 
&hape of the mobile W /T stations, which accompanied all the major head
quarters. Transportable W /T stations were necessary in the base area 
for the main base airfields. 

A number of additional channels were provided for increasing commit
ments .in the course of 1944, and there was a general build up of A.T.S.U.s, 
mobiles and transportables. In addition, a special channel was opened to 
link the stations concerned in the evacuation of casualties from the Con
tinent with the R.A.F. hospital at Wroughton. It wa.s also decided that 
Transport Command units overseas must be able to receive all meteorological 
broadcasts, and also •be in a position to broadcast ' actuals ' themselves. 
The existing facili ties in the various signals sections allowed for only one 
meteorological broadcast receiver, and it wa-s decided in October 1944 to 
form Meteorological Broadcast, Reception and Transmission Signals Units 
(M.B.R.T.S.U.s). Untit these units were formed, reception watches were 
carried out as far as possible from existing resources.. 2 

In October 1944 it was decided to form a Continental Aircraft Control 
Centre (C.A.C.) to a ct as a safety and flying control centre for inbound 
and outbound non-operational Transport Command aircraft flying over the 
Continent of Europe. A six-position exchange at Uxbridge, thrown spare by 
the departure of Headqua,rters 2nd T.A.F. for the Continent, was taken 
over for this purpose. The scale of operational and administrative speech 
and teleprinter circuits to airfields under the C.A.C. sphere of influence was 
agreed, together with cross-channel teleprinter lines and remote control 
keying lines. On the W /T side, medium and short range day and night air
to-ground circuits were arranged, plus point-to-point circuits for aircraft 
movements, meteorological and administrative services. The transmitters 
in use at Uxbridge for No. 46 Group, which by this time amounted to nine 
T.1190's, were transferred to Gar~ton, and new transmitters for C.A.C., 
including six T,1279's and two L.M.300's, were installed at Uxbridge in their 
place. The transfer took place in January 1945. 

Additional requirements arose as the advance on the Continent continued 
and as ~he flow of aircraft to the ~r East _increased. In JanuafJ'. 1945 a 
Joint. Air Traffic Cent.re was set up at Uxbr1dge, to operate m conJunct1on 
with C.A.C, and to organise the movement of aircra.ft of all commands, 
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T;.S.A.A.F. and R.A.F., on non-operational flights to the Continent.1 It was 
considered essential that C.A.C. should exercise W /T control over all aircraft 
flying under their organisation unti.l they reached their first stop. In order 
to embrace all existing and visualised air services, long range transmit ters 
were required, and to accommodate these transmitters a number of existing 
transmitters used for training purposes and as spares were recovered. By 
April 1945 the total transmitter requirement for C.A.C. had been agreed, 
and included point-to-point channels for north-west and western Europe, 
and long and medium range aircraft guard circuits, plus a number of point
to-point channels connecting C.A.C. with t he main Continental airfields.~ 

Landlines for Radar Navigational Aids 

In the early conception of the role of No. 72 Wing it was emphasised that 
the Wing could only function effectively with landline <!Ommunications, but 
a tihorough investigation of the probable movements of the \1/ing and its 
stations indicated that the stations would be widely dispersed and would 
in the main be well within the tactical areas where good communications 
could not be guarante€d. A modified scheme was therefore prepared to ut,ilise 
radio wherever practicable until such time as landlines could be provided 
to the required scale. 

No. 14 A.F.S. was allotted to the Wing and was able to provide local 
routes, but the long distanc1:: circuits had to be provided through the Long 
Lines Control organisation, No. 14 A.F.S. being called upon to Link up the 
stations with the Terminal Repeater Stations. Long distance communica
tions in the British Zone were therefore arranged through 21st Army Group, 
and in the U.S. Zone through Long Lines Control, Paris. Two main diffi
culties were soon apparent. The first was that due to the fact that the main 
requirement for long distance circuits was parallel with the front and the 
main rehabilitation programme had been organised to build up the main axes 
of communications for the advancing armies and army groups, i t was 
difficult, if not impossible, to obtain allocat ion of circuits. Secondly, the 
radar sites themselves were situated without any regard to the location 
of terminal repeater stations, with the result that long extensions had to 
be built, sometimes over mountainous country.3 

In consequence of these difficulties it was decided to open a switching 
centre at Jeme11e in the Ardennes, to which all Oboe stations could be con
nected, to provide a flexible system and to 'economise in communications. 
This centre was conne<!ted to No. 72 Wing and Ninth Bomber Division 
by speech and teleprinter lines, and by teleprinter to No. 8 Group in the 
t'nited Kingdom. It proved to be quite effective, but had to be abandoned 
during the German push in the Ardennes int;t.he close of 1944. The Oboe 
Stations were then concentrated in the Mons area. 
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With the subsequent advance into Germany by the Allies, the Oboe 
Stations were again redeployed, but by that time Jemelle could no longer 
serve them as a switching centre, and the old plan had to be taken up again. 
Movement was, however, so rapid, and provision of communications so 
difficult, that nothing more than a skeleton network was built up by' V.E.' 
Day. 

Movement Liaison Service 

Information on the movements of friendly aircraft flying between the 
Continent and the United Kingdom was needed by those formations con
cerned with identifying friendly and' enemy aircraft, so as to a.void useless 
intercept sorties and the engaging of friendly aircraft, and to ensure that 
enemy raids were intercepted. For aircraft flying from the United Kingdom 
to the Continent, the United Kingdom Movement Liaison Service (M,hS.) 
organisation at Hill House, Stanmore, was utilised, information being trans
mitted in advance to the Continent by W / T .1 

M.L.S. Hill House was connected to the main operational Commands in 
the United Kingdom by teleprinter, and information of aircraft movements 
was passed to the M.L.S. When received at Hill House the information was 
encoded and transmitted on the M.L.S. Medium Frequency Broadcast. 
Adequate arrangements were made to see that traffic levels were maintained 
so that the enemy could get no information of impending raids from traffic 
peaks. 

It was decided to split the M.L.S. broadcast into two halves, one trans
niitti.ng movements which were mainly of interest to the U.S. Zone, and one 
to the British Zone. In practice the rules governing the overlap of the two 
Zones were so broad that all movements had to be tra.nsmitted on both 
frequ encies. Later this caused considerable trouble, as the numbers of 
sorties were so large that messages got seriously delayed. Effort s were then 
ma.de to reduce the overlap messages to ensure that only those movement;; 
were transmitted to the respecti-ve Zones which would definitely interest 
them. 

~ ovement messages were given serial numbers. The object of this was 
to enable units to check that they had received all messages. If they missed 
one they could ask for a repeat on an H.F. channel upon which M.L.S. 
Hill House kept permanent watch. · Hill House kept a listening watch on 
one H.F. channel for the British Zone and one for the U.S. Zone. 

" 
The system as originally established worked satisfactorily throughout the 

operation in so far as the Briti&h Zone (North Western and Northern France, 
Belgium, the Netherlands, and NortYi Western Germany) was concerned. 
The only change made was to install a higher power M/ F transmitter to 
counter attenuation as the distances increased, a.nd to overcome the inter-
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ference from German sources as our forces approached these sources and 
moved away from Hill House. 

In the U.S. Zone the system worked satisfactorily at first, but as distances 
increased, particularly when U.S. forces approached the Swiss and Southern 
German frontiers, it became unsatisfactory. Some of the difficulties 
experienced were outside the scope of pure signals, but the fact also remained 
that the distances involved, the erratic areas of reception, and the inter
ference from German sources, made reception of broadcasts difficult. 

To try to overcome the difficulty both changes in frequency and increases 
in transmitter power in the Hill House broadcast to the U.S. Zones were 
tried, but neither was satisfactory over the whole 24 hours. It was thus 
clear that retransmission from the Continent would be necessary. 

The Ninth Air Force had set up at Le Bourget an internal Continental 
Movements and Flying Control Organisation. It was decided to adapt this 
organisation to include the movements of aircraft from the United Kingdom 
to or through the U.S. Zone. The M.L.S. Broadcast from Hill House was 
received at Le Bourget and passed over an H/F network to the interested 
Ninth Air Force units. Ninth Air Force were also made responsible for 
passing the information to First T.A.C.A.F. units. Later a teleprinter circuit 
was provided between Hill House and Ninth Air Force, M.L.S., and wire 
circuits from Le Bourget downwards. 

In the U.S. Zone the Ninth Air Force not only passed the information to 
Tactical Control Centres (T.C.C.), but also to the Air Force A.A. Brigades 
which would be affected by particular flights. A.A. Gun Operations Rooms 
(G.O.R.s) were notified· from T.C.C.s through the Army A.A. Liaison officers 
on duty in the T.C.C. operations room. 

Although the U.S. Continental system as described in the preceding para
graphs worked very well in its final form, some difficulties were encountered 
at first which caused, or at least contributed to, the unnecessary loss of 
mutual friendly aircraft. 

· Due to an apparent misunderstanding of S.H.A.E.F. and of Ninth Air 
Force instructions, the W /T transmitters from Le Bourget were used only 
as a ' standby ' to direct receptipn of the Hill House broadcasts by the 
T.C.C.s, and were used only on the requf:lst of the T.C.C. concerned. Since 
t-his was a negative use in that it was manifestly impossible for the T.C.C. to 
know ii it had failed to receive a complete Hill House message, many com
plete messages failed entirely to reach the T.C.C.s and G.O.R.s. Also, in the 
c:ase of at least one T.C.C., the respmtsible officers had not been informed of 
the presence of an M.L.S. station at their location, and were depending upon 
operations channels from their Tactical Command Headquarters to supply 
them with M.L.S. information, which often arrived too late to be of value. 
rpon discovery and correction of the faults quoted above, the Movements 
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Liaison Service on the Continent operated satisfactorily to the end of the 
war in Europe. 

It was considered that the complications of a wireless organisation for 
reporting movements to ilie United Kingdom would be so great as to make 
such a system unworkable and it was therefore decided to rely on the use 
of corridors for flights to the United Kingdom. The condition of the enemy 
Air Force helped to make this system satisfactory. 

Air Formation Signals 

It was realised in 1942 that the original Air Formation Signals Charter 
was out of date, and in 1943, with the need for a detailed plan for R.A.F. 
communications on the Continent following an invasion, an attempt was 
made to outline a provisional organisation. This was based on the principle 
that all operational ancillary units of the R.A.F. operating on a given Army 
front would come under the command of the A.O.C. of the composite group 
associated with that Army. The composite group included fighters, fighter 
bombers, support bombers, and reconnaissance aircraft, and the group 
headquarters was sited with the Army Headquarters and moved wiili it, 
being divided into Rear and Advanced Headquarters as in the case of the 
Army. The control of squadrons by the Advanced Group Headquarters was 
carried out through sectors, each wihh its own Mobile Operations Room 
Unit (M.O.R.U.). Rear Group Headquarters was responsible for the adminis
tration of all R.A.F. units and groups in the area. Although it was accepted 
tha,t R.A.F. communications must be capable of being provided by wireless, 
a comprehensive landline system was required to replace and augment the 
wireless system as soon as possible. Landlines were required for operationai 
use between Advanced and Rear Group Headquarters, from Advanced 
Group Headquarters to each M.O.R.U., from M.O.R.U.s to adjacent 
M.O.R.U.s, from Advanced Group Headquarters to the Rear for the control 
of heavy and medium bombers, perimeter cables at airfields, laterals between 
Advanced Group Headquarters, and local operational lines from Advanced 
Group Headqu1:1.rters and M.O.R.U.s to Mobile Air Reporting Units 
(M.A.R.l.1 s), A.A. Gun Operations Rooms (G.O.R.s), etc. Fo:- administra
tion, lines were required from eaoh airfield, each M.O.R.U., each R.A.F. 
installation (e.g., Air Stores Parks) and each Headquarters, to the nearest 
Army Exchange. The resp

0

onsibility for the provision of landlines on the 
Continent lay with S.H.A.E.F., from whom it was delegated to the Signals 
Corps of the Armies. It followed that the Army line network must be supple
mented to carry R.A.F. traffic, and that area exchanges or line centres were 
required as early as possib~n the lines of communication and in G.H.Q. 
areas, wherever there were groups of airfields . In the early planning stages 
for the invasion, diagrams of telephone and telegraph circuit requirements 
and provisional signals layouts at the various R.A.F. formations and units 
were drawn up. 



Two new Air Force Formations, one British and one American, were set 
np to form the Allied Expeditionary Air Force, and demands for landlines 
for these new formations were co-ordinated by a department under the 
chairmanship of the Air Signals Officer-in-Chief, A.E.A.F., which was set 
up in October 1943.1 

The necessity for establishing and training units of Air Formation Signals 
within the A.E.A.F. was recognised, and the War Office, at the request of 
the Air Ministry, agreed to provide t>he requisite nwnber of units. It was 
not until the autumn of 1943, however, that these units began to receive 
the specialist training necessary for the tasks that lay ahead. 

In September 1943, Brigadier J. H. Cameron-Webb, who had been 
C.A.F.S.O. in the Middle East since 1940, was recalled to the United King
dom specially to be appointed Chief Air Formation Signals Officer, A.E.A.F., 
and a branch was formed under him. The staff was an integrated one, 
covering both British and American aspects. The initial planning of Allied 
Air Force line and D.R.L.S. requirements was then carried out, in close 
collaboration with Headquarters 21st Army Group and Headquarters 2nd 
T.A.F. 

In October 1943, many of the A.F.S. units had still not joined their 
respective Air Force formations, and they were getting little or no practical 
knowledge of R.A.F. organisation and requirements. Negotiations were 
therefore begun between the War Office and the Air Ministry which resulted 
in the handing over of all the required Air Formation Signals units to the 
R.A.F., where they were placed under the command of the Air C.-in-C. At 
the same time, C.A.F.S.O., A.E.A.F. took over responsibility for the tactical 
training of all A.F.S. units. 

By the beginning of 1944, the majority of Air Formation Signals units 
had been moved away from their forming-up stations and had joined the 
Air Force formation to which they had been allotted. By 1 April, the 
allocation of units was: -

No. 11 A.F.S. 

12 A.F.S. 

13 A.F.S. 

15 A.F.S. 

16 A.F.S. 

18 A.F.S. 

17 A.F.S. 

No. 83 (Composite) Group. 

H.Q. 2nd T.A.F. 

No. 84 (Composite) Group. 

No. 2 (LB) Group. 

No. 85 (Base) Group. 

H.Q. A.E.A.F. 

Theatre Reserve. 

No. 85 (Base) Group was rather late'ti. forming by comparison with the 
other groups, but it soon became apparent that its responsibilities on the 
Continent, which would entail not only the air defence of the Base and L. of 

1 A.H.B./IIS/110/3/79. 
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C. but also heavy administrative responsibilities, necessitated the allocation 
of a second unit. As a result, No. 17 A.F.S. was allotted to the Group on 
30 May and a request was made to the Air Ministry for the allocation of No. 
14 A.F.S. as a tl1ea.tre reserve in its place. Detailed planning was carried 
out by headquarters and groups and ·by the A.F.S. units allotted to them 
under the general d_irection of C.A.F.S.O. and two Chief Signals Officers, 
A.F.S., one of whom was appointed to Headquarters No. 85 (Base) Group 
and one to Headquarters 2nd T.A.F. These two officers, like Cameron-Webb, 
were experienced men specially recalled for the Mediterranean theatre, and 
they were able to give units the benefit of their knowledge and experience 
and so avoid many of the mistakes made in previous campaigns. 

During the planning stages it was apparent that the territorial restrictions 
on the beachhead would bring aibout confusion if all Air Formation Signals 
personnel were not under one command, and yet it was important that 
elements of No. 16 A.F.S. with No. 85 Group units should go into the beach
head on D-Day ·so as to construct the communications which they would 
ultimately have to maintain when the beachhead had been expanded. In 
consequence those elements of No. 16 A.F.S. which went ashore in the early 
phases were placed under command of O.C., No. 11 A.F.S. with No. 83 
Group. Furthennore, as the campaign progressed it was necessary to place 
C.S.O., A.F.S., Base Area under the operational control of C.S.O., A .F.S., 
2nd T.A.F., which arrangement remained throughout the campaign, due to 
the change whereby No. 85 Group was placed under command of the Air 
Marshal Commanding, 2nd T.A.F; Henceforth, the build-up of A.F.S. units 
on the continent continued until by the end of September 1944 all units had 
moved to the continent except No. 15 A.F.S. with No. 2 (LB} Group.1 

Some difficulty was experienced due to the original conception that there 
ahoukl. be one A.F.S. unit for every fifteen squadrons. · Whilst this was 
considered to be a good guide, the large number of headquarters which 
had to be served in the A.E.A.F. me.de such a definition impracticalble. 
C.A.F.S.O. obtained Air Ministry authority to treat the reserve unit, No. 14, 
as a Theatre R eserve for t raining purposes, without it being specifically 
allotted to A.E.A.F. 

The decision to send No. 72 Wing to the continent precipitated further 
negotiations, for Air Ministry laid down that although No. 72 Wing could 
function with only very limited landline communications, it was imperative 
to provide a general link-up of the No. 72 Wing stations, despite the 
distances involved, otherwise only very poor results would be obtained. Air 
Ministry authority was therefore obtained in September 1944 for No. 14 
A.F.S. to be allotted to No. 72 Wng, and to come under the operational 
control of C.S.O., A.F.S., Base Area. 

ThE¼ setting up of an organisation for No. 33 Wing was expected to require 

1 A.H.B./IIE/159. 
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a Composite Company of Air Formation Signals, and in view of the fact 
that there were to be only two echelons of Headquarters A.E.A.F., or later 
Air Staff, S.H.A.E.F., on the Continent, No. 3 Company of No. 18 A.F.S. 
was loaned to 2nd T.A.F. to cover the initial provision of communications. 
In January 1945 it was possible to withdraw the Company and to allot it to 
No. 107 Wing of Transport Command (which had been set up in Paris), for 
its asso<:iated staging posts throughout France. 

Later, ,·arious other minor commitments arose in the Paris area, such as 
Continental Flying Control at Le Bourget, and the Joint Airways Traffic 
Centre. All these were conveniently covered by the company with N o. 107 
Wing. When No. 87 Group was formed by 2nd T.A.F. to administer all 
R .A.F . units in France, No. 3 Company, No. 18 A.F.S., was transferred to it 
from No. 107 Wing. By this time the commitments in the Paris area had 
grown to such an extent that the Company was not strong enough to deal 
with the additional responsibilites of No. 87 Group. This was only a tem
porary situation, because in due course Air Ministry planned to replace all 
Ai:r Formation Signals operating personnel by R.A.F. or W.A.A.F. in accor
dance, with the normal agreed policy. The Company was, therefore, rein
forced by a section on loan from 2nd T .A.F. 

By the time the decision had been made to move No. 80 Wing to the 
Continent, the Air Formation Signals and Army Signe.ls manpower situation 
had become very acute. Communications had -become very stretched, rapid 
advance ha.d necessitated hasty improvisation, the Ardennes battle had 
necessitated considerable rehabilitation, and technical personnel had to be 
left- behind in the r ear areas to help the French Postes and Telegraphes to 
esta'blish and rn,e.jntain long distance and cross-channel landline communi
cations. It was therefore quite out of the question to provide Air F ormation 
Signals personnel for No. 80 Wing from Continental resources. C.A.F.S.0. 
therefore took up the case with the Air Ministry in December 1944 for the 
1:dlotment of an additional A.F.S. unit in this theatre. No. l Air Formation 
Sif?JOals had just returned to the United Kingdom from Italy, and the Air 
~hnistr:v and War Office agreed to allot it to No. 80 Wing, but on reduced 
establishment, there being insufficient time and trained personnel available 
to make this unit up to strength. 

During the initial planning for Operation ' Apostle' ,1 it had been visualised 
that there would be no requirements for Air Formation Signals personnel 
for the.t operation, as Scottish Command had accepted responsibility for 
providing all landlines for the R.A.F. elements. Early in 1945, however, 
Fighter Command commenced detailed planning, and when C.A.F.S.0. was 
consulted he recommended to Fighter Command that there should be an 
Air Formation Signals Composite Cp.wpany added to t-he Order of Battle, 
and a small Air Formation Signals staff established on the Headquarter,; 
of the A.0.C. Air Ministry then requested Air Staff, S.H.A.E.F., to provide 
this Composite Company, as well as another Composite Company for Head-

1 Code name for ocoupetic;,n c.f Norway, Febroary to May 11>4/\. 
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quarters, Air Division C.C.G. (B.E.). These commitments could only be 
accepted on the basis that ' Apostle' would not be mounted until some 
forty days after 'V.E. ' Day, that No. 60 Wing would be withdrawn after 
• V.E.' Day, and that C.C.G. (B.E.) would not require any Air Formation 
Signals before 'V.E.' Day. 

Air Ministry gave a policy ruling regarding the withdrawal of No. 80 
Wing, and C.A.F.S.0. was able to go ahead with the planning and instruct 
C.S.O., Air Formation Signals 2nd T.A.F. to earmark the company. As it 
happened, Operation ' Apostle' was mounted earlier than was planned, and 
considerable difficulty was experienced in getting the Composite Air Forma
tion Signals Company to the communication area in the time available, with 
no small amount of disorganisation of communications, particularly at 
No. 87 Group, due to the sudden withdrawal of sections. 

By the end of thP: cumpn.ign there werP, on the Continent nine A~r Formo.
tion Signals units under C.A.F.S.0. totalling some 330 officers and 7,130 
other ranks.1 The redeployment of these units was a matter of considerable 
difficulty. £or apart from the need to reorganise them to enable complete 
units made up of suitable men to go to the Far East as a matter of some 
urgency, the operational signals commitments showed no signs of reducing 
for some time. · 

The fundamental organisation of A.F.S. units remained the permanent 
allocation to various headquarters and wings, etc., of appropriate types and 
numbers of sections, the principle being that these sections formed part of 
the formations to which they were attached and moved with them. The 
build-up of A.F.S. units was therefore broken down into sections o.nd parts 
of sections, and the appropriate elements accompanied their R.A.F. forma
tions, simplifying the allocation of shipping space. 

The line communications laid down in the operational plans and signals 
instructions were successfully installed on lhe Continent and the major 
difficulty experienced was through the constant cutting and destruction of 
cables and lines by Allied traffic, tanks, bulldozers, etc. In spite of all these 
difficulties, A.F.S. units succeeded in maintaining communications at a 
highly satisfactory level. 

1 A.H.B ./IIE/159. . .. 1::, 
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CHAPTER 11 

MOBILE AND TRANSPORT ABL;E SIGNALS UNITS 

Use of Mobile Units Pre-War 

The use of mobile signals sections with R.A.F. units in the field was 
customary from the earliest days of wireless telegraphy in the Royal Air 
Force.1 Their chief use in the years immediately following the first world 
war was with armoured car units in lraq, and for point-to-point a-nd ground
to-air · communications .in army co-operation squadrons. 

Wireless tenders for W /T and R / T communications with aircraft con
sisted of four different types, each specially constructed for differing classes 
of communication. The wireless apparatus in use included the T.25 and R.31 
for mobile ground R/T, and the T.32 and R.27, and later the R.40, for 
mobile ground W /T.2 However, in 1935, a new transmitter, the T .1090, was 
produced, ostensi•bly to meet the Army requirement of R/T communication 
from ground-to-air in the artillery reconnaissance band. Four of these 
transmitters, mounted in Morris six-wheelers with improved layout and 
accommodation, completed Service trials in the same year. The general 
results were so satisfactory that the possibility of producing one standard 
wireless tender to carry out all functions was considered, and after further 
tria.1s it was decided to proceed with the design of a. general purpose wireless 
tender to cover all operabonal communications requirements for army co
operation aircraft. The standard Albion 2-ton chassis was used, and by 
1936 the body design was complete, and the first design under construction. 
The main points of the layout were : - 3 

(a) Transmitter T.1090, with a battery driven generator of 200 watts, 
and one of 80 watts for low power operation and standby. 

(b) Two receivers, one for permanent operation in the vehicle and one 
fitted on to a crate for removal and use a t the end of a remote 
control line. 

(c) Remote control up to a quarter of a mile with telephones, and 
a quarter of a mile of line for connecting to the G .P.O. or l_ocal 
telephone system. 

(d) Petrol/ el€ctric charging !et. 

This general purpose wireless tender marked a great advance m wireless 
tender design. 

It was also decided on the grou~ of mobility that, in addition to the 

i The use o[ mobile sia;nals units in France, the Midd\e East and North Africa, the 
Far East o.nd in A.E.A.F., is further described in the cha.pters dea.Jing with those 
theatres. 

z AM. Fifes S .23564 and S.25783. 
s A.M. File S.34961. 
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ground-to-air stations, point-to-point stations operating with the army co
operation squadrons should be mounted on a 3-ton prime mover and tra.i.ler 
of an improved type. It was decided to use Crossley 3-ton lorries, and the 
layout of the equipment was : - 1 

(a) One 7 kW. petrol/electric alternator. 

(b) One T.77 transmitter. 

(c) One T.58 transmitter, to be replaced as soon as possible by a 
T.1087 transnutter, with R.1084 receiver. 

(d) A quarter of a mile of remote control cable. 
Also mast gear, telephones, and charging apparatus for the 
wireless batteries. 

Apart from the T.1090, which was specially built for army co-operation 
purposes, the equipment used in these mobile W / T stations was ordinary 
Service equipment and not specially constructed for mobile use. Of the new 
wireless tenders, none was delivered to the overseas commands before the 
outbreak of war. 

Mobile Automatic High-Speed Stations-' Blue Trains' 

Concern was felt immediately after the outbreak of war for the main
tenance of communications with the R.A.F. forces operating on the Con
tinent in the event of enemy bombing being directed against land.line com
munications. Cable and telephone traffic with France was a War Office 
responsibility, and the War Office had made some provision for W / T sets 
for emergency communications, but it was clear that in emergency the War 
Office could handle only a fraction of the normal landline traffic. It was 
decided in October 1939 to despatch two high-power high speed mobile W / T 
stations to France.2 Action was taken at once for the provision of the 
equipment and vehicles, wruc.h were fitted out at Marconi's. The units were 
styled Nos. I and 2 Heavy Mobile W /T Sect ions, and were formed at No. 2 
Wireless Station at Yatesbury in mid-October. Each section comprised one 
officer and 77 other ranks. Two heavy tenders carried the transmitter unit, 
one heavy tender with fuel and mast gear towing the power trailer, and 
thr-ee single-deck buses of the 'Green Line ' type housed the receiving 
equip~nt--ma.lcing a total per section of six prime movers and one trailer. 
The W /T equipment was the SWBSB, giving approximately 2½ to 3 kW., 
with receiver and ancillary gear giving full duplex high-speed automatic 
reception and transmission. One complete watch per section was sent 
overseas initially, the balance being made available to be despatched rapidly 
by air should they be required. Both units went to France in October 1939. 
In the event, neither unit was uti1i~ to its full capacity, but it was con
sidered that the units would have been capable of handling as much traffic 
as circumstances demanded. The M/T was not altogether suitable but the 

1 A.M. File S.34961. 
2 A.M. File S.2173. 
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W /T gave good service. All W /T equipment with the exception of aerial 
and mast gear was evacuated safely to the United Kingdom, but M.T. and 
ca.rop equipment was left behind.1 No. 2 Unit was re-formed in August 1940 
at No. l Signals Depot and posted to Aldergrove in mid-August? No. l 
was sent to the Middle East. No. 3 Unit was formed to go to the Narvik 
area. in May 1940; the greater part of its equipment was lost in the subse
quent evacuation.3 

Proposals in August 1940 for reserve W /T equipment to meet emergency 
requi.reroents included four medium heavy mobile wireless stations, which 
were des.igned to provide emergency point-to-point and aircraft communica
tions in the event of main overseas stations being put out of action. The 
only suitable transmitter which could be provided in reasona;ble time to 
meet this requirement was the R.C.A. E.T.4331. The stations were con
structed at No. l M.U. Kidbrooke, and were numbered consecutively 4, 5, 
6 and 7. Each of these stations was required to provide two W /T services, 
a long distance main W /T channel using the E.T.4331 and a local W /T 
channel using a low power transmitter serving as a standby to the main 
equipment, and providing for a local point-to-point service from the mobile 
station to any other mobile or fixed W /T station operating in the area.~ 

By December 1940, not only had No. 1 Heavy Mobile Unit gone to the 
Middle East and No. 2 been sent to Northern Ireland, but two of the four 
reserve medium heavy mobile stations had also gone to the Middle East. 
An-angements were put in hand to replace these four stations on the reserve, 
and an additional requirement included mobile high power transmitters 
type SWB8 for the five operational bomber groups, so that they might 
operate a second high power W /T channel wh('n required, and six emer
gency and reserve transmitters for use in any desired location in the event 
of any of the main Air Ministry ,v /T stations at Greenford, Dagnall, 
Bodmin, Stubbington and Symington being damaged; these were also to be 
mobile S\VB8's. 

A number of other requirements, mostly overseas, necessitated t-he forma
tion of several more heavy mobile automatic W /T stations as the war 
progressed. ~os. 8 and 9 were formed in December 1941 at No. I Signals 
Depot, West Drayton, for use in Iraq; personnel were withdrawn from No. 2 
in Northern Ireland to provide a nucleus of experienced personnel.' Early 
in January 1942, it was decided to divert No.' 8 to India, and No. 10 was 
formed to take its place in Iraq.6 No. 11 was formed to meet a special 
oommitment in connection with 'Torch' in 1942, and Nos. 12 and 13 were 
sent to North Africa early in 1943 to provide headquarters coromunica-

1 A.M. File S.2173. 
t A.M. File S.64259. 
3 A.M. Files S.61016 and S.3620. 
' A.M. File S.5066. 
1 A.M. File S.2766/l. 
1 A.H.B. /IIE/ 151 /13-14. 
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tions.1 No. 14 was formed in January 1943 at No. 1 Signals Depot for 
despatch to Tunis; the personnel were provided by H.Q. Middle East, who 
transferred them from No. 6, which was withdrawn to Cairo for refitting.z 

The despatch of these units overseas meant that there were now no heavy 
mobiles left in the United Kingdom, and it was decided in 1943 to fonn two 
new mobiles for the future requirements of Headquarters Tactical Air Force, 
to provide adequate communications back to main stations. The two units 
were formed in Fighter Command, using manpower resources released by 
the disbandment of two G.C.I. stations. On completion of training, the units 
were transferred to the Tactical Air Force. A further heavy mobile unit 
was supplied to Headquarters Ninth Air Force, to provide one high-speed 
auto channel between Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Air Force and 
Headquarters Ninth Air Force; this unit was manned by U.S.A.A.F. person
nel.3 Further units were formed at Chigwell as an operational reserve, and 
a number of units were sent to B.A.F.S.E.A. By 1945, some 25 heavy mobile 
units had been formed in all. 

Transportables 

By March 1940 :t had become apparent that in meeting certain emergency 
requirements, circumstances might arise in which wheeled vehicle mobile 
W /T stations could not be employed. In some theatres, the available ship
ping facilities could not handle large vehicles; in others, roads and tracks 
suitable for mechanical transport did not exist. There were also cases where 
a \V /T ;;ervice was needed on a semi-permanent basis only, and the us~ of 
vehicles was extraYagant. In all such circumstances the solution was to 
employ transportable stations which could be broken down to units of such 
size and weight as could be transported by air and handled by men and 
pack animals. Small transportable pack sets, mostly using the T.1083 / 
R.1082, were already in existence, but these were of insufficient power for 
the envisaged point-to-point requirements and wholly unsuitable for ground
to-air services. It was therefore decided to make use of the new Marconi 
T.1154, which was coming into service in large quantities, and a duplex 
st?tion using a T.1154/R.1084 combination was mocked up for trials in 
a standard sectional H.F. D /F hut. Four stations were made at Kidbrooke, 
and 50 in all were ordered on 28 March 1940. The commitment included 
four stations on islands used by the G.R. squadrons in the Indian Ocean, 
and quantities for Leopard Force,1 the Far East, Aden, the Middle East, 
India, and the United Kingdom. Half were made with H.F. D /F huts 
and half without; each unit was self-contained in its own packing case, the 
total weight being approximately 6. cwt. The power supply was provided 

1 A.M. File S.93'261. 
• A.M. File S.92'76.'5 and A.H.B./IIE/Ji.51/17. 
s A.M. File S.93Wl. 
4 Code name for the large air striking force which was to be sent to Turkey in the 
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by petrol/ electric generator sets. By the middle of 1940 the first few sets 
were a!ready being nsed in the field. 1 

By the end of 1942, it had become apparent that the policy on the 
provision of ,v /T pack sets needed fresh consideration. In the intervening 
years a variety of types had been built according to the availability of 
equipment, particularly in the Middle East, and used more or less 
indiscriminately. The types available were the T.1083/R.1082, T.1087 / 
R.1084, T.1154/R.l 155, and the T.1154 with a variety of receivers other 
than the R.1155. A. new type, the T.1403/R.1224, was about to be tried 
out. A meeting was therefore held at the Air Ministry on 31 December 
1942.·i The production of ultra-light sets was not considered as the view 
was that thE\ R.A.F. requirement was different from that of the Army, where 
a man might be required to carry a, wireless set and fight at the ·same time. 
The R.A.F. problems were simply those of getting a suitable set to the 
point at which it was to operate and of getting the maximum output which 
could be obtained from a set which a man could carry. There were t wo 
d.istinct requirements, first for the R.A.F. Regiment, which was closely 
allied to the Army requirement sine~ only short ranges were needed; and 
secondly, requirements for ground-to-air a.nd point-to-point communications 
when it was impracticable to use standard transportables or radio vehicles 
owing to the part,iclllar type of operation or to difficult terrain. The types 
of unit likely to 'be engaged on such operations were Advan-ced Landing 
Grollnd Signals Sections and Field Force Headquarters Signals Sections.3 

At t-he meeting at the Air Ministry on 31 December 1942, the types of 
trnnsportable set required were classified as:~• 

(a) Pack-set. This was defined as 'Equipment capable of animal 
transport '. 

(b) Light tr?-Usportable. This requirement was for equipment needed 
where M.T. could not travel (beach lanclings, mountainous 
country, jungles etc.) and for which the governing factor was 
that it must be capable of being manhandled. The power input 
was bound to be small as the power unit would have to be 
carried. No single load must be greater than 40 lb. 

(c) ~Iedium transportable. The requirement was that no one package 
was to exceed 120 lb. in weight and that each package should be 
designed for ease of handling by not more than two men; and 
that, in nddition to compactness, 'the design should include safe
guarding of internal fittings and components under conditions of 
general transportation. 

In addition to these special requirements, the essential features of pack 
or transportable sets were that transmitte~ust have both crystal and 

1 A.M. File S.36&2. 
2 A.M. File CS.17914/I. 
3 A.M. File OS.17•914 and A.H.B./I.IE/15'1/65(A). 
1 A.M. File CS.17914. 
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master oscillator con t rol ; that A.C. mains units were required for medium 
transportables and for a limited number of light transportables; that remote 
control facilities were required on both ligh t and medium transportables; 
that some fonn of click-stop tuning mechanism on transmitters was 
essential; and that every effort must be made to attain the minimum power 
drain. 

T here was no suitable pack-set in existence that met the pack-set 
specification ; t he nearest approach to the light transportable requirement 
was the Army Ty;pe 22; and the American Collins I SQ seemed the most 
suitable medium transportable. Although it was hoped to make use of 
both the Army Type 22 and the Collins 18Q, the supply of b oth set s was 
uncertain, and it was therefore necessary first to make the best possible use 
of existing resources. I n the case of the pack-set it was clear that for such 
uses as wireless unit communications the T.1 083 /R.1082 must continue to 
be used in large numbers.1 

It was realised that the previous policy of using obsolescent aircraft radio 
equipment for transportable W / T stations, and of converting Army and 
American equipment for R.A.F. use, could never be expected to meet 
operational requirements fully, and in May 194.3 the Director of Com
munications Development (D.C.D.) was asked to provide newly-designed 
H.F. apparatus to cover the three main types of transport.able \V /T station. 
Production of such equipment, however, could not possibly be expected 
to begin until late 1944, and it was therefore necessary to continue to 
improvise with existing equipment in the best possible manner to meet 
operational requirements over the in ten·ening period .! 

An instruction was issued on 17 May 1943 by the Air l\f.inistry on tbe 
building of transport.able W /T and R/T stations, clarifying responsibility 
for the construction of equipment. It was decided that the Air Ministry 
should cover the provisioning and authorise the issue of the animal pack
set (T.1083/R.1082), the existing contract being allowed to lapse on 
completion of cunent orders; and that Headquarters No. 26 Group should 
prototype six other types: -

(a) A light t ransportable W / T station embodying the Army Type 22 
equipment. 

(b) A hand·cart transportable W /T station embodying the Army 
Type 22 equipment. 

(c) A medium t.ransportable W /T station embodying T.1154/R.1155 
equipment. 

(d) A medium t~sportable \\7 / T station embodying American 
Collins l 8Q equipment. 

1 A.M. File C.." .17914. For a description of the work of Wireless Umts, see R.A.F. 
Signals History, Volume V-' Fighter Control and Interception ', Appendix No . 5. 

2 A.H .B./IIE/ 4~. 
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(e) A medium transportable W /T station embodying T.1154/H.R.O. 
equipment. 

(f) A medium transportable R/T station in the standard Army hand
cart embodying TR.1143 equipment. 

At the same time, planned construction figures for 1943 were decided. 
·, .. 

The prototyping of equipment was carried out by Headquarters No. 26 
Group in the summer of 1943, but by the end of the summer it was apparent 
that, partly as a result of the non-availability of equipment, the production 
programme agreed in May 1943, and being carried out by No. 26 Group 
units, wll,s very seriously in arrears. The original programme had been 
based on anticipated delivery dates of equipment the supply of which had 
fallen short of expectations.' 

Production of most items did not begin until October 1943; this was 
carried out at the two signals depots, No. I Signals Depot taking much the 
largest part.2 By the beginning of October, a revised building programme 
had to be issued.3 The equipment accorded the highest production priority 
for 1943 was the medium transportable Collins 18Q. 

In addition to the six equipments prototyped by Headquarters No. 26 
Group as a result of the programme agreed in May 1943, it was decided 
in November 1943 that two new animal pack-sets should be prqtotyped, 
one comprising the Army Type 22 and the other the TR.1133. This was as 
the result of a requirement stated by Air Headquarters India. Their first 
requirement was for a set with a range of up to 800 miles with which units 
could work back to air bases in thick jungle and mountainous country. The 
equipment was to be carried by mules and no mule load was to exceed 
160-180 lb.; loads were to be of equal weight to balance on either side of 
the mule, with no top loads. This requirement was stated by the R.A.F. 
officer attached to the Chindits; interchangeability between Army and 
R.A.F. equipment was regarded as desirable.' The second requirement was 
for a V.H.F. animal pack-set, to embody the TR.1133 (later the TR.1143 
was substituted), to be a self-contained station with charging facilities 
packed for loading on mules. The equipment was to be robust and capable 
of running for three hours without battery charging, at an estimated 75 per 
cent on·receive and 25 per cent on transmit; side loads of 80 lb. maximum 
each were required.$ 

Since deliveries 0£ the new equipment under development by D.C.D. were 
not expected to begin before late 1944, it was necessary to continue the 
production of the interim equipment throughout 1944. A building pro
gramme was therefore prepared, to be carried out by the signals depots. 
Monthly vroduction meetings were held itt-Headquarters No. 26 Group to 

1 A.M. File CS.17914/1. 
2 k.H.B./IIE/l5l/65(A). 
1 This is reproduced at Appendix No. 18. 
'A.H.B./IIE/l'5-l/65(A). 
5 A.H.B./IIB/l.'il/651(A). 
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approve prototypes and review production figures. It was decided that, 
until the new equipment was available, the major production for the future 
should be centred on the R.A.F. Type 20 and R.A.F. Type 22 medium 
transportables (the Collins 18Q and the TR.1143). These two sets were 
given top priority for completion of drawings and specifications so that the 
question of placing contracts could be investigated as soon as possible. The 
types of transportables still in production in April 1944 were the Type 15 
(T.ll54/R.ll55), Type 18 (Army Type 22), Type 20 (Collins 18Q), Type 22 
(TR.1143), and Type 24 (TR.1196). The requirement for a transportable 
TR.1196 had arisen in April 1943; it was needed for local aircraft control on 
new airfields, and no single load was to exceed 120 lb. The prototype was 
completed in November 1943 and a small number only were built at the 
signals depots. In addition to these five sets, various types of responder 
beacon were in production. The policy of using the Army Type 22 sets 
was unchanged, but it was not expected that the equipment would have 
any wider range of use owing to its low output and generally poor engineer
ing when compared with R.A.F. sets.1 

The new equipment under development by D.C.D. had only reached the 
stage of the fixing of the technical characteristics and associated circuits. 
There were two main types under development, the T.1514/1515 pack-set 
and the T.1522 vehicle set. The specification to which the R.A.E. were 
working, in the case of the pack-set, was that of a transmitter and receiver 
operating in the H.F. band of 2~15 megacycles per second, together with 
aerial, battery, and pedal generator, the whole forming three loads of 40 lb. 
each. Permission for the use of light alloys for the chassis and cases was 
obtained, but the use of miniature components was avoided due to the 
supply position. The original requirement was for weather-proofing of 
equipment; this was later amended to a requirement for the equipment to 
be capable of withstanding actual immersion for short periods. It was 
regarded as most important that the three units should be totally and 
separately enclosed in completely watertight containers with lids to allow 
them to he easily operated. Both the pack-set and the vehicle set gave 
every promise of proving to he satisfactory equipment; but progress at 
first was slow. The T.1514/R.1515 pack-set was still under development 
in April 1944 but the following month the experimental models had been 
completed and were ready for trials. The progress of the T.1522 was not 
so advanced. A crash programme of 100 of each equipment was scheduled 
to be completed early in 1945.~ The sets did not come into use before the 
end of the war. 

Standardisation of Mobile Si~ls Units 

The need for standardisation of mobile signals units in all theatres was 
evident by 1943. Only by adopting this system could the necessary training 

1 A.M. File CS.17914/l. 
2 A.M. File CS.17914/I. 



be given to personnel before going overseas. Basic trade training was not 
enough; it was most important that special training should be given to 
airmen who were to be employed on this type of work, and such training 
could only be given satisfactorily if they were crewed up as complete wuts 
before despatch overseas. The difficulty was that M.S.U.s were built of 
component vehicles the contents of which had hitherto been determined to 
some extent by local requirements. Some of the units in use at home were 
not necessarily suitable for general adoption. 

However, it was possible to agree many existing types as standard, and 
special vehicle types were referred to the Air Ministry, who allotted the 
new vehicle a type number and published it to all concerned. 

The Tactical Air Force, which was being prepared in the United King
dom for operations on the Continent, was the prototype for the mobile 
signals unit system, and was planned to include advanced and rear air 
headquarters, base signals units, two composite groups ( fighter and close 
support bomber), one light bomber group, and one reconnaissance wing. 
The base signals units (B.S.U.), mobile signals wuts (M.S.U.), and mobile 
signals servicing units ( M.S.S.U.), together comprised a complete signals 
organisation for a_n air force in the field. Provision was made, with the 
addition of ar:lvanced landing ground signals sections (A.L.G.S.S.) and field 
force headquarters signal-s sections (F.F.H.Q.S.S.), for the preliminary 
assault stage. With slight modifications to establishment, the B.S.U. coulr:l 
become the keystone of -a static signals organisation. 

The signals facilities for Advanced and Rear Air Headquarters and for all 
groups were provided by M.S.U.s. Composite groups included a mobile 
operations room unit (M.O.R.U.) and a mobile air reporting unit (M.A.R.U.) 
complete with their own mobile signals sections, wireless unit screen, and 
A.M.E. stations. Composite groups were allotted M.S.U .s to meet the require
ments of their own advanced and rear headquarters, airfields, air stores 
parks (A.S.P.), and repair and salvage units (R.S.U.); an M.S.S.U.; and one 
or more F.F.H.Q.S.S. and A.L.G.S.S. The light bomber group was allotted 
M.S.U.s in accordance with its requirements. The policy was to allot a 
B.S.U. t-0 a formation of three groups, as was the case with T.A.F. 

The terms of reference of the B.S.U .s were: -

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

( f) 

The receipt and testing of all signals and radar equipment con
signed to the theatre pr1or to issue to units in the field. 

The servicing of equipment returned to base as beyond the 
capacity of the M.S.S.U.s. · ' ' 

The holding of a reserve of signaJs and radar units. 

The installation of fixed signals and radar stations. 

The fitting of approved modifications. 

The development and manufacture of apparatus to meet special 
requirements. 
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(g) The examination and analysis of technical reports· and defect 
reports from units and the transmission of summaries thereof to 
the Air Ministry. 

A base signals unit was formed at Chigwell, fully mobile as part of T.A.F. 
It was employed from June 1943 on the task of assembling and training 
mobile signals and radar units for despatch overseas, either immediately 
(as for 'Husky') or as part of T.A.F. 

The M.S.S.U.s were intended to move into an operational theatre at as 
early a stage as possible. They held three months' spares for M.S.U.s and 
mobile radar W)its, and constituted tihe sole servicing and holding unit for 
such technical equipment until the B.S.U. was established. 

The work of preparing and despatching mobile units a t Chigwell was 
car·ried out in three sections, the first for assembling, testing and .issuing 
technical gear, the second for servicing, testing and issuing M.T. and motor
cycles, and the third for issuing barrack pack-ups. Training was given in 
morse and procedure, and in practieal work, carried out in a hangar in 
which were mounted side by side the chassis of all types of signals vehicles. 
Crews were assembled, equipped and trained as a team, every effort being 
made to fit them for overseas conditions and for mobile operations. Instruc
tions were given to officers on the task of administration in the field. 

By thtl middle of 1943, a total of 16 types of mobile sjgnals unit had been 
laid down by the Air Ministry, each providing standard signals facilities 
according to its type. The types were designed to fit toget'.her, like building 
blocks, into any likely total of requirements. Not all these types had been 
formed by June 1943, but a large number of standard types of M.S.U. were 
in use by 1944, each providing different facilities.1 The units were numbered 
in four series, according to their function, as follows: -

(a) . M.S.U.s Type 'A'-' Z '. These constituted the first series of 
M.S.U.s to be formed. The signals equipment used was the same 
as that used for the transportable units, with a number of addi
tions. The units were allotted identification letters consecutively 
in the order of their function, as: -

Type 

'A' 8 low power H.F. W /T channels 

'B' 4 low J;,l!QWer H.F. W /T channels 

'C' 4 very low power H .F. W /T channels 
-------------- - - --------- --- -•--- .. 
1 A.H.B./IIIM/B26/1A. H.Q. No. 26 G«-oup O.R.B. Appendices, August-December 

1944. 
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Type 

'D ' 2 low 'power H.F. W /T channels 

'E' 4 low power H.F. W /T channels (reinforcement) 

'F' 2 very low power R/T W /T channels (reinforcement) 

'G' 2 very low power H.F. W /T channels (reinforcement) 

'H' 4 V.H.F. R/T point-to-point channels 

'J' I V.H.F. R/T point-to-point channel 

'K' I very low power H.F. W /T channel 

'L' I H.F. D /F channel 

'M' I M.F. beacon 

' N ' I Radio Track Guide 

'0' 4 V.H.F. R/T channels 

'P' 2 V.H.F. R/T channels 

'Q' I V.H.F. D/F channel 

'R' 1 high power H.F. W /T channel (reinforcement) 

'S ' l 10-watt simplex V.H.F. channel 

'T' l 50-watt simplex V.H.F. channel 

'U' l 50-watt duplex V.H.F. channel 

'W ' l 500-watt duplex speech plus teleprinter channel 

On the completion of this se1·ies, it was decided to sub-divide additional 
types of units into three double-letter series, as listed in (b), ( c) and ( d) 
below. 

(b) M.S.U.s Type 'CA'-' CZ '. 'Jlms series comprised units designed 
to provide purely communications facilities. 

(c) M.S.U.s Type 'RA'-' RZ '. This series oomprised mobile radar 
units other than A.M.E.S. 



(d) M.S.U.s Type 'SA'-' SZ '. This series comprised units designed 
to provide special facilities (e.g. R.C.M.) outside those covered in 
Types' CA'-' CZ' and 'RA'-' RZ '. 

By the Pnd of the year, double-letter types already formed included ' CA ' 
(high power speech plus teleprinter twin-channel relay units); ' RA ' 
(mobile Eureka' H 'beacons); 'RJ' (enemy jamming investigation units); 
'SJ ', ' SM', and 'SR' (R.C.M. units); and 'SS' (mobile signals security 
units). Other miscellaneous units formed included heavy mobile automatic 
W /T units, light automatic W /T units, mobile air reporting units 
(M.A.R.V.s) etc. The units were formed at Chigwell. 

The existing policy regarding the supply of equipment for a.nd the pro
duction of mobile and transportable stations was changed in April 1944, 
when a new unit, the Radio Vehicle Storage Unit, was established at Bowlee. 
A re-statement of t,he functions of the units concerned was then made. 
Briefly, the Signals Depots were responsible for installing and testing radio 
equipment prior to issue to the Radio Vehicle Storage Unit, for executing 
all major modifications, and for the prototyping of new installations; the 
new unit was responsible for storage of, minor modifications to, and testing 
and completing to scale of new equipment, the servicing and storage of 
Service equipment, and the despatch of stations for home and overstlas; 
Chigwell was responsible for the training of units and their issue to form 
composite mobile and transportable signals units.1 

FJying W /T Stations 

In November 1941, in planning for combined and other operations over
seas, it became apparent that a requirement might arise for airborne W / T 
stations to cater for the following conditions :-2 

(a) To act as flying repeater stations to relay to distant bases, by 
W /T, messages passed to the aircraft by low-power W / Tor R/T 
ground stations ( e.g. calls for air support by ground forces during 
an opposed landing). 

(b) To· act as emergency ground stations to operate until mobile or 
transportable signals stations could be brought up to the scene 
of operations. 

(c) To :fly transportable equipment to the scene of operations to be 
set up as semi-permanent ground wireless stations. 

In May 1942, it was agreed that the roles of both airborne and ground 
stations could be met by the use of a Whitley Mark V. This was the only 
aircraft which filled the specifications of range and low landing speed for 
crash landing purposes, and it was als6""'specially suitable on account ,of its 
greater roominess. In the following month the R.A.E. produced a report on 

·1 -A.M. File CS.179141/1. 
z A.M. File CS.12097 /I. 
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an installation of the required equipment in a Whitley. The requirements, 
and the -equipment used to meet them, were : -

H.F. point-to-point and Portable T.1422/R.224A 
H.F. R/T to other aircraft (with sectionalised aerial mast) 

H.F. D /F for other aircraft 

V.H.F. communication with 
fighters, including a channel 
for passing homing directions 

V.H.F. homing of fighters 

Power Supplies 

Local communication 

T.1154/R.1155 aircraft 
installation with aerial loop. 

Portable TR.1133D 

R.1132 

Three portable petrol/ electri:c · 
charging sets with 12-volt 
accum.ulators. 

Six field telephones and three 
drums of electric cable. 

It was envisaged that the Whitley would operate in two main roles, one in 
the air and one on the ground. In the first role it would act as a relay link 
between landed forces and the base, using the standard aircraft equipment 
(T1154/R.1155), and in the second role, with local supremacy attained, 
the aircraft would land (with the undercarriage retracted if necessary, i.e. 
not necessarily on an airfield) and then operate as a forward sector station. 
With the exception of the H.F. D /F and V.H.F. D /F equipments, which 
remained installed in tho aircraft, the equipment was in transportable form, 
and could be dispersed over an area within a radius of half a mile from the 
aircraft, the necessary links being made by the telephone sets and cable. 
Ancillary equipment included a loading ramp, water tanks, spare valves, etc. 

By mid-July 1942 the R.A.E. had completed the trial installation, and Ser
vice trials were carried out in Army Co-operation Command in August. The 
aircraft was returned to the R.A.E. at the end of August, for other modifica
tions. A contract was then placed with Marshall's of Cambridge for the 
fitting out of six Whitleys. Wireless equipment was consigned to Marshall's, 
but in October it was decided that, it would not be possible to allocate the 
six Whitleys due to aircraft supply difficulties, and the project was post
poned. The original Whitley V was allocated to No. 1473 Flight in November 
1942 for operational trials. Meanwhile, every effort was made so that 
Marshall's should be in a position to install the requisite equipment in the 
Whitleys directly they were availimte, and the fitting out of one aircraft, 
which was already at Marshall's for other reasons, was allowed to be pro
ceeded with. Allocation of three more Whitley V arrcraft was authorised 
on 16 January 1943, and by 23 January arrangements were in hand for the 
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construction of all five stations, and the personnel requirement was under 
consideration. · 

Meanwhile, the operational trials were compl~~d_;_ and arising from them, 
a suggestion was made that the TR.1143 should be substituted for 
T.R-.l133D. Complaints were made about the performance of the R.1224A, 
and changes were made to the V.H.F. D / F aerial system. The main sugges
tions were incorporated, and results were generally satisfactory. The first 
five Flying W /T Stations were authorised to be formed in March 1943 at 
Hinton-in-the-Hedges under the control of Headquarters No. 26 Group (to 
be known as No. 1478 Flight).1 

No. 1478 Flight began to form in April 1943. Arrangements were made 
to train aircrews and the flying W /T station crew, and to give technical, 
field and defence training. The Fl-ight formed with an establishment of -1 
plus J. aircre.Jt, its proposed use being in future operations on the Continent 
or elsewhere as necessary. The requirements of operations in North Africa, 
however, showed 'that there was an immediate need for a. unit of this kind, 
and in May 1943 it was decided to post No. 1478 Flight to Mediterranean 
Air Command. One aircraft was retained in the United Kingdom.2 This 
one aircraft wa s the sole reserve backing for No. 1478 Flight, and the trans
fer of the other four aircraft meant that there were no stations in being for 
training with a view to future operations with the Tactical Air F orce. In 
addition, a demand for similar equipment was expected from India. It was 
therefore proposed in June 1943 to form two new flights, using Manchester 
aircraft, as Whitleys were no longer availa-ble. A Manchester was prototyped 
at the R.A.E., and it was arranged that Marshall's should again carry out 
modifications ;3 but serious difficulties with the supply of Manchester air
craft and spares were forecast, and in the same month it was decided not to 
equip any more flying W / T stations, on the grounds of economy in aircraft 

. and manpower, specific transport aircraft being no longer available for 
permanent employment in this role. Meanwhile No. 1478 Flight, after 
further training, were standing by to act as reserve to the signals vehicles 
engaged in the Sicilian operations.' They were- not, however, brought into 
use. The Whitleys returned to the United Kingdom from Algiers in Novem-
ber 1943, ostensibly for transfer t-o Headquarters 2nd T.A.F.5 · 

Air Transportable Signals Units (A.T.S.U.) 
' The Air Ministry had always held the view that the flying W / T station 

was not a satisfactory method of providing forward communications; they 
considered that what was ultimately wanted· was air transport.e.ble equip
ment which was capable of being removed in its entirety from the aircraft 

· 1 A.M. File CS .12097/I. 
2 A.M. File CS.12007 /II. 
3 A.M. File CS.l-9HY1. 
4 A.H.B. / IIM/B26/JA. 
• A.H.B./IIS/JII0/9/27 . 
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and set up and operated independently. Experience in Mediterranean Air 
Command had confirmed this view. In June 1943, when it was decided not 
to equip any more flying W / T stations, the requirement became that a 
suitable pack-up should be arranged which could be easily accommodated 
in any transport aircraft which might be available. The operational require
ment was for two channels of H .F. W / T or R/T, one for communication 
with aircraft and one for point-to-point; two V.H.F. R /T pack sets with 
four channels per set, one set for local control and one for passing bearings 
to aircraft; one portable V.H.F. D / F station; one D/F loop and receiver 
for H.F. D /F; one responder beacon for homing aircraft fitted with A.S.V.; 
and the requisite test equipment and power supplies; the whole to provide 
an air commander with air transportable signalling equipment to ena·ble him 
at short notiee to deliver, operate and maintain, for a period of four days, 
at ati advanced base or landing ground, a W /T station providing these 
services. It was a fundamental requirement that the equipment comprising 
such a W /T station should be capable of being carried in a transport air
craft.1 

The equipment recommended by Headquarters No. 26 Group to meet the 
operational requirement stated was two Collins 18Q equipments for the two 
channels of H.F, W /Tor R/T; two TR.1143 equipments for V.H.F.; and 
an R.l l32A for V.H.F. D /F. Work on a prototype responder beacon was 
in progress. 

The original requirement was for a total of 20 composite units in all for 
use with the A.E.A.F. Subsequently, n requirement arose for similar units 
to be employed in the Mediterranean Air Command and at mobile staging 
posts ih Transport Command. The Transport Command requirement was 
stated in December l 943, and it varied slightly from requirements of the 
A.E.A.F. and M.A.C. units, which were the same. Transport Command 
needed a number of units for the forward staging posts they intended to 
establish on the Continent, and they also required similar units in variou1:< 
other o·yerseas theatres. 

The first eight air transportable signals units were earmarked for employ
ment with the A.E.A.F., but in January 1944 it was decided to transfer four 
of "these when completed to Transport Command. The next four sets to be 
c-ompleted were also earmarked for the use of Transport Command, at 
forward staging posts. Nos. 13-19 A.T.S.U.s were later earmarked for use 
by Transport Command in other overseas theatres. 

In March 1944, the make-up of the two types of unit was finally 
confirmed : - 1 

(a) A.E.A.F. and M .A.C. Type. "Two medium transportable H.F. W / T 
R/T stations (2 Collins 18Q) ; 2 medium transportable V.H.F. 

1 .-\.M . File CS. 19756/I. 
: A.M. File CS.19156/I. 
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R / T stations (R.l132A); l transportable A.I. and A.S.V. 
responder beacon (TR.3236); l Eureka beacon (when available) ; 
I test set; 6 field telephones Type F; l 10-line field switchboard ; 4 
miles of D8 cable; personneJ esta.blishment-2 officers and 14 

other ranks. 

(b) Transport Command Type. 2 medium transportable H.F. W / T 
R/T stations (2 Collins 18Q) ; 2 medium transportable V.H.F. R / T 
stations (2 TR.1143); 1 medium transportable H.F. R/T station 
(TR.1196); 2 medium transportable V.H .F. D /F stations 
(R. ll 32A); I meteorological broadcast receiver (R.1224A); I test 
set; 1 medium transportable very low power H.F. beacon 
(T.1154); 2 medium transporta,ble H.F. D/F stations P.4 
(R.1217) ; 1 Eureka Beacon (when available); field telephones, 
switchboard and cable as for the A.E.A.F. and M.A.C. type; per
sonnel establishment- 2 officers and 2fi other ranks. 

The total requirement for individual equipments forming a part of the air 
transportable signals units was added to the requirement for mobile and 
transportable signals units, and the production programme adjusted a<X!ord
ingly. The same equipment was used for both purposes. Headquarters 
R.A.F. Middle East, H eadquarters M.A.A.F., and Headquarters India were 
given drawings, specifications and 'consisting of' schedules for use in com
pleting their own sets. H owever, requests for composite A.T.S.U.s continued 
to be made from overseas, and on 2 April 1944 is was decided that only the 
immediate requirements of A.E.A.F. and Transport Command would be 
met initially. These requirements were, for A.E.A.F. four complete units 
with personnel and three sets of equipment without personnel. For Transport 
Command, four complete units with personnel for temporary commitments 
and four complete uni ts with personnel for forwa rd staging posts. When 
this commitment of 15 units had been met, six complete sets of equipment 
were sent to North Africa.1 

The four A.T.S.U .s issued for the Transport Comma.nd forward staging 
posts on the Continent (Nos. 9, 10, 11 and 12) were not sent to the Continent 
in their original form, but were disbanded in J une 1944 for economy reasons 
on instructions from the Air Ministry. It was decided that, to economise in 
manpower, the four A.T.S.U.s earmarked for the forward staging posts 
should be manned by the personnel already established to operate the mobile 
signals units on forward staging posts, the air transportable equipment being 
made available to the latter. The remaining four A.T.S.U.s in Transport 
Command (Nos. 5, 6, 7 and 8) were required to operate independently to 
meet temporary commitments on .bffllvanced landing grounds where there 
was no anticipated requirement for a forward staging post. The require
ments of Transport Command (No. 46 Group) were therefore four A.T .S.U.s 
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complete with personnel for advanced landing grounds and four without 
personnel for the forward staging posts. 

In September 194.4, with the extension of the Continental areas open to 
aircraft of Transport Command, plans for the formation of six new staging 
·p·osts were made. Transport Command proposed meeting the signals require
ment in three phases - phase l by A.T.S.U.s of Transport Command type, 
phase 2 by mobile signals units, and phase 3 by hutted equipment? 
Experience with the Transport Command type of A.T.S.U., however, showed 
that there were serious shortcomings in the equipment, necessitating the 
introduction of extensive modifications. When Nos. 13-19 A.T .S.U.s were 
ordered, a request was made by Headquarters Transport Command for 
certain modifications, but it was not possible to arrange for these to be done 
at the time, and owing to the difficulties in obtaining t he necessary equip
ment, many of the modifications were still outstanding. By March 1945, it 
was realised that a complete revision of the A.T.S.U. would be impracticable 
at that st,age in the war, but Transport Command st i11 complained of the 
lack of remote control in the Collins l8Q and between the R.A.F. Type 22 
and Type 25 equipments. A number of other shortcomings were complained 
of, but little of a short-term nature could be done and the long-term policy 
became that A.T.S.U.s would not he required in the future.2 Nos. 1-4 
A.T.S.U.s, which had been used with the First Allied Airborne Army, were 
withdrawn from the A.E.A .F. in November 1944. 

Air Transportable Signals Units for the Far East 

In May 1944, Air Command, South East Asia, asked for two each of a 
number of transportable equipments to be shipped to the Far East for test 
purposes, so that full advantage could be taken of the work already carried 
out in the United Kingdom and so as to avoid the ordering of large quan
tities of equipment which might subsequently prove unsuitable for the Far 
East theatre. The equipment ordered was two sets each of the Collins 18Q 
(Ty~ 20), R.ll3.2A (Type 25), R.1224A (Tyl)€ 31), and T.1154 (Type 32); 
and one set of TR.1133 (Type 28). This equipment, together with two sets of 
TR.1143 (Type 22), plus miscellaneous spares etc., was sen t in June 1944.1 

However, in the meantime, the overall requirements of telecommunications 
equipment for use in the Burma and· Pacific Zones generally, including tele
printer and high-speed W /T facilities and various types of air transportable 
equipment, together with suitable hutting, had been discussed at Head
quarters No. 26 Group. Huttedl W /T stations, and telecommunications 
equipment which withstocd tropical conditions, had already been evolved 
in Australia; a portable hut was built to the drawings supplied by the 
R.A.A.F., and it proved superior in design to any so far p roduced in t h e 
United Kingdom. It was readily erected and dismantled and was capable 
of being transported in a Dakota. 
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Difficulties of product-ion and supply presented themselves, and every 
e.ffort had to be made to use existing signals equipment modified as neces
sary.1 In July 1944, the Air Ministry gave instructions for the prototyping of· 
nine types of A.T.S.U. for use in the Far East. The commitment covered 
included H.F. W /T, H.F. D /F, V.H.F. R/T point-to-point and air-to
ground, V.H.F. D /F, and M.F. beacons. The basic equipment used was the 
same as that used for mobile and transportable equipment in other theatres. 
The ope-rat.ional requirements £or each type of equipment, excluding the 
pmely signals requirement, were;~ 

(a) Aircraft 

(i) Each unit to be capable of transportation in Dakotas. 

(ii) Each fitted case to be capable of being manhandled to and 
from the aircraft, and for short distances. 

(iii) The design of each unit to be such as to enable transport by 
air with the minimum number of aircraft. 

(b) M.T. 

(i) Each unit to be capable of being carried in container form in 
either Jeeps or Jeep trailers, and of being towed on skis or 
wheels. 

(ii) The technical signals equipment to be capable of ready opera
tion in its container form from either tents or tropical huts, 
vehicles of the 3-ton type in the case of low-power units, and 
Jeeps and Jeep trailers in the case of very low-power units. 

(c) Details 

(i) Each container to be sealed against all tropical conditions 
during periods of transit; weatherproof; and designed for 
easy handling. 

(ii) All equipment to be tropicalised as far as possib le. 

(iii) Technical equipment to be capable of being operated from 
230 volts A.C. 

(iv) Remote control facilities to be provided to permit associated 
transmitters to be keyed or modulated as necessary up to a 
distance of BBO yards. 

(v) Each unit to be capable of opera.ting under black-out condi
tions, to be planned on a four-watch basis, and to be capable 
of being self-supporting for a period of seven days. 

Existing equipments were modified as practicable, and standardisation 
was adopted as far as possible. L,ight-weight readily-transportable aerials 
were provided. The target date -for the completion of all prototypes was 
15 September 1944.~ 
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The various types of signals equipment were assembled and inspected at 
No. 1 Signals Depot on 2 August 1944. A further meeting for final decisions 
was held on 9 August, when it was decided that the problems of prototyping 
of tropical damp-proof containers for all types of equipment should be in
vestigated by No. 1 Signals Depot, and that Headquarters No. 26 Group 
should then arrange for the manufacture of such containers. No. 1 Signals 
Depot manufactured a prototype of each component item as design details 
became available, and Headquarters No. 26 Group then issued orders on pro
duction. The target date for the assembly of 25 per cent of the units was 
15 April 1945, and the date for the completion of the commitment was 
I June 1945. Modifications to some of the items were carried out by No. 2 
Signals Depot. The production programme agreed upon provided sufficient 
air transportable signals equipment for one composite group only. The 
intention was that subsequent units should be formed, trained and equipped 
overseas.' 
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CHAPTER 12 

TRAFFIC HANDLING 

Air Ministry Central Telephone and Teleprinter Exchange and W /T Receiving 
Station 

One of the main items in the development of Air Ministry landlines policy 
in the years immediately prior to the war was the decision to establish a 
central telephone and teleprinter exchange outside London.1 The location 
of such an exchange turned largely on the location of existing and projected 
G.P.O. cables. It had been suggested that the new exchange m ight be 
located at Dagnall, but in June 1937 it was decided to locate it elsewhere, 
although near Dagnall.2 After discussion between the Air Ministry and the 
G.P.O., and following a meeting of a sub-committee of the D efence Services 
Line Telecommunications Board in November 1937, a site was chosen near 
Leighton Buzzard. 

It was most d esiraible from the point of view of communications that the 
main Air Ministry W /T receiv ing station should be located alongside the 
central teleprinter point: the idea of placing the two centres in close 
proximity had been put forward in early discussions on landhne systems in 
March 1936, in view of the great saving in landlines and personnel that 
would result from such an arrangement.3 The Leighton Buzzard site was 
five miles from the n ew transmitting station at Dagnall, but this was not 
considered a serious drawback. Tests indicated that L eight on Buzzard was 

a thoroughly satisfactcry site, no interference between telephone/ telegraph 
gear and wireless being likely provided concentric feeders were used in con
junction with suitable aerial arrays. 

The Air Ministry sent preiiminary proposals for the layout of buildings 
to the G.P.O. on 13 January 1938 .' A revised personnel requirement drawn 
up a year later listed 231 personnel, of whom about 150 were wireless and 
teleprinter operators and 34 telephone operators. The station was opened 
early in May 1939, and in the ensuing weeks equipment and personnel were 
transferred .from the Air Ministry W /T stations at Adastral House and 
Cardington. No accommodation was built, however , and Servjce and 
civilian staff lived out in th£: area. The new transmitting station at Dagnall 
was not yet completed, and the transmitting stations at Greenford and 
Cardington were still in use. Dagnall did not come into operation until the 
autumn of 1940.s 

By May 1940, in Yiew o~e increasing signals p ersonnel necessary to 
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handle the expanding signals traffic at Leighton Buzzard, it was agreed that 
the e-xisting system of billeting and hostels was unsatisfactory and that 
the only ultimate solution was to build a new camp. The very heavy pressure 
on works services of all kinds, however, delayed action being taken at 
Leighton Buzzard, and the accommodation problem remained. 

The telephone switchboard at Leighton Buzzard was now equipped for 
320 lines, of which 315 were either in use or earmarked. Further lines were 
needed, and by July 1941, with the continuing and very great r ise in W /T 
signals traffic from overseas, due la.rgely to the heavy delay in ocean-borne 
mails and the cutting of the Mediterranean cables between Malta and 
Gibraltar, the capacity of Leighton Buzzard had been stretched to such a 
point tha.t serious delays were occurring to important messages to and from 
the Middle and Far East. Increased accommodation for teleprinters and for 
signals handling was urgently needed. The teleprinter centre had been 
houstd in the main building, but now that the existing accommodation was 
too small, the Director General of .Signals ruled in agreement with the 
A.0.C. No. 26 Group that. to enlarge the existing building o.r to build a new 
teleprinter centre alongside it would only increase what was already a 
dangerously important target.' For this reason it was decided to look else
where. Suita-ble accommodation was found in the assembly rooms of the 
Town Hall and Corn Exchange in Leighton Bu2za.rd itself.2 This was central
ly placed for billets and also provided good recreational accommodation; 
1md, perhaps most important, it saved t ime and productive effort in the 
erection of a new building. The assembly rooms in Leighton Buzzard now 
became the centre of the entire Defence Teleprinter Network. 

The requirements for the capacity of the Leighton Buzzard Central tele
printer switchboard, however, continued to in.crease, and the erection of a 
new teleprinter building within the camp boundaries at Leighton Buzzard, 
to replace the signals centre now hcused in the assembly rooms, was sug
gested in May 1942.3 In addition to continual R.A.F. expansion, an entirely 
new commitment had arisen for the America.n air force units now reaching 
Britain. In addition to the establishment cf a number of commands and 
wings, the number of 'bomber stations being taken over by the Americans 
was increasing, and at the same time maintenance and personnel centres were 
being formed and a rapidly-growing volume- of teleprinter traffic was in pros
pect. American units and formations were joined to the D.T.N. and fell in 
with British operat ing procedure. Already new central exchanges were being 
established at Blackbrook (North-West Central) nnd Cheltenham (South
West Central), and British practice was for ma.intenance lWd training estab
lishments to ·be joined to North-West or South-West Central and operational 
stations and groups to be joined to Leighton Buzzard. The question was, 
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could the existing Leighton Buzzard teleprinter switchboards handle this 
additional operational load, as well as R.A.F. ex.pansion.1 

Air Ministry recommendations on the extent to which accoromoda.tion at 
Leighton Bw..zard should be increased were delayed while details of the 
operation of North-West Central, and of other action to relieve congestion 
at Leighton Buzzard, inc1uding the trtinsfer oi certain overseas '\-V / T circuits 
to Birdlip, were awaited. The Air Ministry view, however, was opposed to 
locating the teleprinter switchboard and signals handling centre near the 
telephone exchanges and the W /T receiving station on the ground that 
one bomb might destroy all. The erection of a new camp was in fact 
planned, to include a bulding in or near the camp to house the signals and 
teleprinter centre, but this scheme was cancelled when the relinquishmi;nt 
by Fighter Command of their emergency filter and operations room at 
Leighton Buzzard released accommodation for re-housing these centres. 
Approval to transfer equipment from the assembly rooms was given in 
November 1943? The wiring, however, was allowed to remain so that the 
assembly rooms could act as a reserve drning and immediately after the 
changeover. 

Various safeguards were taken in the course of the war against the pos
sibility of Leighton Buzzard being put out of action or failing for any 
reason. All possible steps had been taken to camouflage the Leighton 
Buzzard and Dagna.ll sites and to erect dummy sites nearby in the summer 
of 1940.3 A scheme was put forward in 1940, and put into action in I 942, 
to allow for Air Ministry traffic to be handled in emergency at Cardington, 
where certain special W /T traffic was already being handled.' The neces
sary aerials and receivers were aYitilable at Cardington, and it was a 
question of arranging landlines so that this station could key the trans· 
mitters nt Dagnall in emergency, and so that originated and received traffic 
could be passed to and from the Air Ministry. A second measure to safe
guard communications was the erection of an emergency telephone exchange 
adjacent to the main exchange, to which circuits could be diverted in the 
event of damage to the main switchboard. This standby P.B.X., including 
routed cabling between Leighton Buzzard, Dunstable and Dagnall, was com
pleted in July 1943.5 In deciding which circuits were to be connected to the 
emergency switchboard, care was taken to include circuits to all those estab
lishments whic:h were entirely dependent on the Central exchange, the 
policy being t.o retain as many circuits as possible to the more important 
switching centres rather than one' or two circuits to all switching centres. 
This meant that, in emergency, group1:, would have to rely on their command 
headquarters and on other switching centres for access to the rest of the 
Service network. Review of the emergency arrangements and a revision 
of schedules was carriP-d out e.t thr.ee-monthly intervals. By October 1944, 
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however, it had been decided that it was not necessary at that stage of the 
war to carry out any further revisions or improvements to the emergency 
telephone switchboard; and later, in March 1-945, the emergency P.B.X. was 
closed down and all switching arrangements for the diversion of circuits were 
recovered by the G.P.O. On the \V / T side, all operational circuits at Card
mgton were transferred to Leighton Buzzard and associated teleprinter 
circuits recovered. And on the D.T.N. side, by September 1944 the new 
signals centre was equipped to cater for the maximum traffic that it might 
be required to handle, so the reserve equipment remaining at the assembly 
rooms was recovered. 

Accommodation 

The accommodation problem at Leighton Buzzard has already been 
briefly referred to. This station, as the Central Signals Centre and Exchange 
for all landline commW1ications for the R.A.F. and also as the main inter
command W /T receiving station, wa.s an indispensible unit which by its 
very nature was tied to its existing location. The work of t!he unit expanded 
enormously as the European war progressed, and it was also fully committed 
for the Far Eastern war and as a permanent peacetime requirement. The. 
small unit that existed at the beginning of the war was housed in billets and 
in a nwnber of requisitioned properties nearby, but with the increased size 
of the nnit and the wartime expansion of the civilian population in Leighton 
Buzzard, further billeting and requisitioning became impossible.1 An addi
tional factor, which added to the accommodation problems, was the fact 
that sufficient trained R.A.F. personnel were not available to meet the per
sonnel requirement and as a result it was necessary to substitute W.A.A.F. 
personnel, and to a proportion higher than that normally allowed under the 
substitution schem('. In order to accommodate the extra personnel, particu
larly the W.A.A.F. personnel, it had to be dooided what further accommoda
tion could be built, requisitioned or otherwise made available. 

A number of proposals were formulated for the construction of a new 
camp, and for the temporary enlargement of the existing accommodation 
meanwhile. This accommodation was scattered over a wide area and was 
in some c~ses extremely unsatisfactory. The building of a new camp would 
have taken some time, and it was realised that during this time the existing 
conditions could not be tolerated, but that considerable temporary imprcv&
ments would have to be made even thougl\ a new camp was in prospect. 
Such a course was plainly uneconomic, and in any event the labour and_ 
materials required for such a. camp were even more urgently needed else
where. It was therefore finally decided in November 1942 not to proceed 
with the erection of a new camp on the proij_QS.ed site at Stanbridge nearby 
but to extend the existing accommodation and to bring it up to a more 
acceptable standard.2 
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A site known as the Marley Tile site had been requisitioned, partly in 
1939 ahd the remainder in 1940, to -provide office and domestic accommo
dation at Leighton Buzzard. This was the part of the camp chosen for 
additio.ns and extensions. The plan wa.s to construct a. hutted camp, on 
the Marley Tile site and an adjoining site, using the Marley Tile site buildings 
as the nucleus of the necessary domestic accommodation and supplementing 
this by the constrnction of further buildings, both on the Marley Tile site 
and the adjoining site. However, mainly ·as a result of shortage of labour 
and the overriding priority accorded to operational expansion, construction 
of the new accommodation was considerably delayed.1 

Dissatisfaction with the existing conditions continued and reached a 
political level in 1943. The root of the trouble lay in the fact that a small 
pre-war unit, satisfactorily accommodated mainly by billeting and a small 
amount of requisitioning, had grown out of all recognition. The strength 
of the unit towards the end of 1944 was well in excess of 1,000, of whom 
about three-quarters were W.A.A.F. While increases in size had been small 
it was reasonable to meet the position by additional billeting and requisi
tioning, but the continuation of this expedient had' led to the occupation 
of property further away in all directions from the place of work. These 
disadvantages were accentuated by the fact that work had to be carried 
on at Leighton Buzzard for 24 hours a day, aggravating all the many 
administrative problems, besides resulting in irregular hours for personnel 
on watchkeeping duties-a constant source of irritation to biUetors. When 
in May 1945 the new accommodation was completed and ready for occupa
tion, the unit's domestic a,ccornmodation then comprised: -

(a) Two requisitioned properties in Leighton Buzzard, used as sleeping 
accommodation for R.A.F. other ranks, station sick quarters, 
dental centre, etc. 

(b) Dormitory accommodation on the requisitioned site adjoining 
the Marley Tile site, allocated to W.A.A.F. 

(c) The Marley Tile site with its original buildings and new construc
tion providing the whole of the station's communal acommodation. 

This situation, vastly improved though it was, was still not ideal. lt 
served, however, until the end of hostilities. In due course, permanent 
peacetime accommodation was constructed at Sumbridge and the Marley 
Tile site de-requisitioned.2 

Re-design of Central Signals Centre Stanbridge for Far Ea.stern War 

On 4 March 1945, the Air Ministry instructed Headquarters No. 26 Group 
to proceed with the re-design otthe Central Signals Centre, at Stanbridge 
to provide facilities to handle the increased traffic which was expected to 
result from the prosecution of the war in the Far East. Preliminary dis-
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cussions had already been held to determine the accommodation require
ments and general layout of offices, and detailed plans were prepared for the 
reorganisation of the Centre. Air Ministry policy was to substitute radio 
teleprinting for automatic morse, and this meant rack-mounted teleprinting 
equipment, with automatic reperforating facilities to enable traffic to be 
transferred from internal teleprinters to external radio teleprinter~, and vice 
\·ersa.1 

Air Ministry Communications 

The expansion of the Air Ministry, the overall increases in the R.A.F., 
the rising tempo of operations, and the increase in operational stations, 
caused steadily increasing rises in Air Ministry traffic as the war progressed, 
culminating in a rise of 20 per oont in April 1941. The Air Ministry 
Communications Section (A.M.C.S.) at Whitehall thus became overloaded; 
but instei:id of expanding this section it was decided in May l 941 to de• 
centralise the signals and cypher staff and apparatus in Whitehall by estab
lishing a new centre in the Kingsway area. The new centre handled all 
administrative traffic, which comprised some 60 per cent of the whole, 
while Whitehall wns restricted to operational traffic only. 

This proved a most convenient arrangement, beneficial to both types of 
traffic; the segregation of operational traffic made for improved security, 
and the location of the administrative tcaffic section in Kingsway resulted 
in a general speed-up of traffic in that area. The new centre was located 
temporarily in Adastral House, but protective accommodation was necessary 
and the centre subsequently moved to a permanent home in Bush House, 
where accommodation was sufficient to allow the Whitehall section to 
operate there as well in emergency.2 

In March 1941, it was decided to establish communications facilities in 

new accommodation at Horseferry Road to ,provide a full duplicate of Air 
Ministry Whitehall in case its essential communications should be knocked 
out, and to provide a lso for the housing of certain important Air Ministry 
braD1Ches in the Kingsway area which had only the bare.st sheltered accom
modation below ground. The Air Ministry informed the G.P.O. of the 
fa.cilities required and the G.P.0. provided them. By May 1942, however, it 
was declded that the north and south rotundas at H orseferry Road should be 
occupied by the War Office Invasion Staff, Air Ministry moving to alter
native accommodation constructed in a steel frame building.l 

In April 1943, a Signals Celltre known ns the London Signals Centre was 
established to deal with signals traffic of units located in and around 
London, and to provide an emergency signals office for use in the event of 
damage to either A.M.C.S. Whitehall or AM-:C.S. KingswRy. The main pur
pose was t-o relieve these two sections of traffic not destined for the Air 
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Ministry. Accommodation was provided at first in the Air Ministry building 
in King Charles Street, Whitehall, and later in the south rot unda in Monr.k 
Street, after its vacation by the War Office.1 

Transmitting end Receiving Stations 

The Air Ministry W / T Transmitting Station was established after the 
First World War at Kidbrooke, remotely controlled from the Air Ministry 
W / T Receiving Station on the top floor of the Air Ministry building in 
Kingsway. By I 929, however, the transmitting station had outgrown its 
accommodation at Kidbrooke and it was moved in that year to a new site 
at Greenford. Space at Greenford, however, was also limited, and some 
three years before the war the site was already becoming too small to 
accommodate the growing number of circuits. It was not possible to extend 
the site or to erect further aerials because of the surrounding buildings. 
A site of su~ient size to cater for all existing commitments was available 
on ground already owned by the Air Ministry at Halton ; but here a.gain 
there was little room for expansion, and the Air Ministry were determined 
not to repeat their previous mistake at Greenford. A new site was therefore 
found at Dagnall, in an ideal situation. Treasury approval for the acquiring 
of the land was obtained, and tests on the site began in June 1937. It was 
originally intended to dispose of the Greenford site after the opening of 
Dagnall, but in the event, due to the increased demands following the out
break of war, the Greenford site was retained.~ 

Early plans for the new transmitting station at Dagnall were based on 
the simple reprovision of the existing services at Greenford, but in 1937 
the scheme had to be very considerably extended. In addition to the 
commitments a.rising from expansion, experience during the Abyssinian 
campaign, when operational messages were taking as much as five days to 
handle, had underlined the need for high-speed transmitters on certain 
routes. Revised estimates for the W / T building and masts, for r oads, water, 
drainage and electrical services and for barracks, quarters, offices and stores, 
were approved by the Treasury in April 1938.3 Six 120-ft., seven 180-ft., and 

. five 230-ft. masts were erected, and the transmitters installed included the 
SWB8B, the SWBll , and the M.15, besides the lower power T.1087 and 
T.77 and various amplifiers. It had been anticipated that the more concen
trated radiation arising from the greater length of the aerials possible at 
Dagnall would overcome any interference, but trials proved that to over
come intentional jamming and to ensure clear and continued reception by 
stations abroad, it was necessary to increase the strength of transmitters. 
A three-phase 80 kW. amplifier ~ therefore provided to boost the power 
of any transmitter whose signals were affected. This increased the overall 
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power requirements for W /T purposes and necessitated the provision of an 
additional stand-by generator. 

At this time, some eighteen months before the war, the landlines scheme 
for the R.A.F. was developing quickly and the foundations of the D.T.N. 
system were being laid, based on the new ma.in telephone and teleprinter 
centre to be established at Leighton Buzzard at a point convenient to the 
G.P.O. main trunk lines. Plans for the evacuation or partial evacuation of 
government buildings in London were taking shape. The original intention 
had been to maintain the main Air Ministry receiving station at Adastral 
House and to control the Dagnall transmitters remotely from there, but 
this idea was abandoned in 1937, when the decision was taken to build 
a new station some five miles .north of Dagnall at Leighton Buzzard, the new 
st-ation to act as both a central exchange and a W /T receiving .station 
controlling the transmitters at Dagnall.1 

Another projected move out of the London area was that of the Meteoro
logical Office and Communications Centre, a.nd since one of the main con
siderations in re-siting this centre was communications, Dunstable was 
chosen as giving immediate aocess to Leighton Buzzard and alternative 
access direct to the new transmitting station at Dagnall, and also to an 
existing transmitting station at Cardington. To give additional security, 
cables were laid and circuits set up so that, in the event of Leighton Buzzard 
being damaged, Ca.rdington and Dunstable could control Dagnall and com
municate direct with the Air Ministry. 

It was intended that Cardington should in the future be used as a receiving 
station only, and the provision of an alterna.tive transmitting station to 
DagnaU was decided upon, a site being chosen at Symington, where it was 
also convenient to house services to Canada and for Coastal Command long
range aircraft. Symington was chosen because it was within reach of the 
main inter-Service lines switching centre near Glasgow (Cambuslang). 
Neither the Dagnall nor the Symington stations came into operation until 
1940, services continuing to be handled at Greenford and Cardington.2 

Meanwhile, the exodus of government departments from London to the 
Gloucester area necessitated the erection of a small transmitting station, 
together with an associated receiving station, in that area. Considerations of 
security dictated a location at Hartlebury, where a considera.ble proportion 
of the line telegraph and telephone plant serving the Air Ministry emer
gency area was already located in a protected building. HArtlebury also 
housed the transmitters for the emergency meteorological centre located at 
Birmingham. The G.P.0. provided two remote control circuits between 
Hartlebury and Leighton Buzzard in October I 940 and also joined Hartle
bury to Gloucester.3 Three T.1087's w~ provided at. Hartlebury to act as 
a standby to the landline system in the area. Subsequently various long 
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distance circuits, including circuits to Iceland, Gibraltar and Malta, and for 
trans-Atlantic services, were operated from this station. 

A further need i.n the Gloucester area arose from the establishment there 
01 an Overseas Air Movements Centre. The main c.ir cuits to be opera ted 
were the point-to-point and aircraft guard circuits for delivery flights 
between United Kingdom-Gibraltar, United Kingdom-Malta-Egypt, 
United Kingdom-West Africa, and United Kingdom-Bermuda-Mont
real.1 It was decided in June 1940 to build a new recei-ving station at Bird
lip, with remote control lines being provided so that transmit ters available 
at Bodmin could be keyed via Plymouth, or other transmitters keyed 
through Leighton Buzzard. (Bodmi.n was a station belonging to Cable and 
·wireless Ltd., which afforded certain facilities to the Air Ministry.) Birdlip 
was connected to the Air Ministry Signals Centre at Gloucester, and from 
there the outlets to Bodmin and Dagnall were proYided by the D.T.N.' 

'· However, this was not a satisfactory situation owing to the need for 
employing long landlines from Birdlip for the remote control of transmitters, 
and there were occasions when these lines were damaged by enemy action. 
In addition, Bodmin was a vulnerable site with poor conununications, and 
was not intended to be used as a main station. The requirements for high 
power transmitters in this area continued to increase, particularly for the 
South Atlantic route and for Malta and Gibraltar, and it was decided in 
November 1940 to increase the facilities at Birdlip and to build a new 
transmitting station at Winstone.3 

To saye time, and because- the drawings were suitable, the Symington 
transmitting station was used as the basic design for the new station at 
Winstone. Although the main associated receiving station controlling the 
transmitters was at Birdlip, connection to Leighton Buzzard was also 
required. Most of the m a jor circuits wer e already operating from either 
Bodmin or Greenford, and these were closed down when W instone opened. 
The transmitters erected at Winstone included the Ma,rconi SWBS, with 
T.1087's for some of the shorter circuits. In addition to point-to-point and 
aircraft guard circuits for delivery flights, standby facilities were provided 
for certain main Air Ministry circuits.' A combined car::p for the two 
stations, Winstone and Birdlip, to house 200 personnel, was constructed.$ 

It was some months before ·the new station at Winstone was ready for 
operation, and meanwhile, the requirement for point-to-point aircraft cir
cuits for the North Atlantic and Iceland delivery flights increased. To meet 
this requiremen t, suitable transmitters and associated aerials were installed 
at Symington. To operate in <'.oujunction with Symington , a new r eceiving 
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station was bwlt at Redbrae, near Prestwick, in August 1941, to house 
some ten receivers reqwred to operate North Atlantic point-to-point aircraft 
services, Iceland and local point-to-point services, and a meteorological 
reception watch. The necessary aerials were erected and remote control 
circuits with Symington and other local circuits arranged.1 Winstone acted 
as a standby for the North Atlantic and Iceland delivery flight circuits 
operated from Symington.~ 

Communications with Bomber and Coastal Aircraft 

The original policy was that medium power transmitters for Bomber 
groups should be sited at ma.in Air Ministry W /T stations, but this was 
abandoned shortly after the outbreak of war owing to the lack of space 
at these stations a.nd to the long and vulnerable remote control lines 
involved.3 The policy became that Bomber and Coastal groups should con
trol locally situated transmitters. In case of local facilities becoming ineffoc
tive, each group was given access to one other station where aerials for 
its main frequencies could be provided. Each group headquarters controlled 
cine SWB8 transmitter.' Mobile stations, in which were mounted SWB8 
transmitters, were allocated by Headquarters No. 26 Group for temporary 
use when group medium power transmitters were damaged or needed over
haul.• · 

Bomber Command groups were later provided with a T.1087 for short
range work, but the SWB8 met all the requirements of long-range work in 
this Command. In Coastal Command, however, the increasingly long rangtJ 
nt which the group transmitting stations had to work their aircraft made 
the i,rovision of high power transmitters essential. In May 1943, the only 
group in possession of such facilities was No. 18 Gro1;p, which contro:!ed an 
SWBl0 at Symington for all sorties beyond 900 miles. It had been found 
that the SWB8 was not capable of satis!:actory direct working with aircraft 
over·such distances. The need was for similar facilities at Nos. 15 and 19 
Groups, mainly for working with aircraft engaged on anti-submarine patrols 
and convoy protection at distances beyond 900 miles, especially in areas 
where static was prevalent. 

Headquarters No. 26 Group pointed out the many difficulties in the supply 
and installation of new transmitters, and suggested that the desired effect 
might be achieved by using higher gain aeri!]--1 systems than the quarter
wave vertical aerials then in use; but it was eventually found possible t o 
make a n,1mber of high power transmitters available. Two S\¥.811'!:! were 
installed at Silloth for the use of Headquarters No. 15 Group, and were in 
use by the end of ,January I 944; and one SWBll was made available at 
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Bodmin for use by Headquarters No. 19 Group. The installation at Silloth 
was a temporary one, prior to a permanent installation which was planne.d 
on a new site at Aston Hill ; but by August 1944, the Aston Hill project 
was in abeyance pending a decision on post-war requirements and policy. 
Headquarters No. 15 Group were using two SWB8's at Aston Hill for air
craft and convoy frequencies, but their commitment for the North Atlantic 
point-to-point service and for very long range aircraft continued to be met 
by the two SWBll's at Siiioth. The other ma.in reconnaissance and convoy 
frequencies operated by Nos. Hi, 18 and 19 Groups used SW'BBB or E t rans
mitters housed locally.' 

The introduction of very long range aircraft for escort. duties also raised 
reception problems, and a marked improvement in signal strength was 
achieved by -0ombining the outputs of · three receivers. Tne inputs to the 
receivers came in two cases from rhombic arrays directionally sited to Reyk
javik and St. Johns and in the third case from a quarter-wave dipole, the 
three receivers being aligned and their output brought to a single pair of 
heE>dphones. The fine tuning of all three receivers was mechanically coupled, 
and thus capable of being controlled by one operator. The scheme worked 
well but was rather cumbersome, and an additional unit was produced by 
No. 2 Signals Depot to which inputs of the three aerial systems were brought 
and from which the output was taken to an ordinary H.R.O. or R.1188 
reooiver. The improvement in signal strength was most marked.~ 

Headquarters Coastal Command operated a number of transmitterM from 
Northwood but the site was an unsatisfactory one and the operating ditfi
uulties had always caused a good deal of concern. In November 1943, 
Headquarters No. 26 Group carried out a sun·ey of the H .F . communicat100s 
at Northwood and concluded that it was es!oentlal to provide better sit_es 
and aerial systems than existed there at that time. The known future 
1e({uirements were H.F. W / T links to Iceland and the Azores, with one 
standby, and an H .F. W / T link to E.A.C. Halifax and No. l Group St. 
Johns. The Iceland and Azores services were already being operated from 
Northwood, but no standby was in existence, and the Halifax and St. J ohns 
circuit was a future requirement.~ In addition to these main circuits, 
Northwood provided a link in the Air Ministry and group standby point
to-point system, involving 1:1, t otal of nine T.ll90's; these transmitters also 
provided standbys for the ·ma.in circuits. The r eceiving station at Northwood 
provided receivers for all these services plus five additional receivers for 
monitoring wat{)hes: 

Plans for the transfer of the tronsmitter circuits to the main transmitting 
stations, and for the building of a new receiving station at Northwood in 

1 A.M. !'\le S.405!!. 
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the old transmitting station, were laid ;1 but because of the decreasing W / T 
commitments of Coastal Command, evident in the first six months of 1944, 
the ortginal plan was abandoned. The transmitters were transferred to 
Winstone and Greenford, and the transmitting station was dismantled, but 
the old receiving st-ation at Northwood remained in use.~ 

.Further requirements in the course of 1942-1943, including the need for· 
short remote control lines, for adequate spares, and adequate provision for 
'Overlord', made the erection of two further main W /T transmitting 
stations necessary. These were erected at Greatworth and Weyhill. Toward~ 
the end of 1943, it was also decided to provide certain facilities at Chick.
sands for various W /T point-to-point services, the new station to be known 
atj Chicksands 'B '. It was subsequently enlarged and later became the 
Cross Channel Signals Centre.3 

Review of Transmitting Station Requirements 

1n order to meet commitments in the post European war period, and to 
provide increased power on existing circuits, a number of high power 
tro.nsmitters and amplifiers were provisioned in 1944. The main require
ments wore the provision of transmitters of higher power than those already 
in use on the circuits to India, Ceylon and Australia, and the installation of 
1,imilar transmitters for circuits to Singapore and the Far East when those 
areli-8 were occupied. 

Accommodation for these transmitters had to be found, and a review 
was carried out of R.A.F. transmitting stations with the idea of formulating 
some basis for future policy with regard to these stations. The main 
transmitting stations at this time were situated at Dagnall, Greatworth and 
Weyliill, with other stations (some carrying purely Transport or Coastal 
c.,mmand traffic) at Symington, Winstone, Silloth, Bodmin, Hartlebury, 
Aston Hill, Greenford and Galdenoch. The main receiving stations were 
at Leighton Buzzard, Stoke Hammond, Chicksands, Cardington, Birdlip 
a nd Redbrae. It was decided that the new accommodation could best be 
found by altering existing accommodation at Dagnall and providing 
aaclitional accommodation at Greatworth. These two stations, with Weyhill, 
were expected to remain the main transmitting stations as a long-term 
policy. The target date for the completion of works services and the instal
lation of some 40 additional transmitters was F eb ruary 1945.4 

Greatworth was a h igh -power station carrying operational and adminis
trative traffic to India and the Far East. In 1944, it was operating eight 
SWBS's, one SWBI0 and two SWBll's. It was employed for operating 
services of the highest operational 'priority delegated to the R.A.F. by 
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the Chiefs of Staff. By the end of 1944, it was decided to operate Rn 
additional 20 services from Greatworth, including ten SWBll's. The station 
was not equipped to operate the additional circuits, and accommodation, 
equipment and power supplies had to be J>rovided. Among the Air Ministry 
W /T stations scheduled for post-war employment, Greatworth was the 
only one with the ideal geographical position, being situated in the approxi
mate centre of England. Daventry, chosen by the B.B.C. for identical 
reasons, was 15 miles to the north. Greatworth provided an ideal site 
from which to serve the United Kingdom with broadca:,t meteorologicRI 
tmd aircraft safety reports.1 

Up to April 1945, owing to the danger of destruction of Air Ministry W /T 
stations by enemy act ion, Headquarters No. 26 Group made arrangM1ents 
for standby transmitters with associated aerial arrays to be provided at 
olternative stations for the more in:r.:>rtant services. Thus, if Dagnall were 
dt:!'itroyed, the more impo!'tant services carried on from there could be 
immediately replaced by the use of equipment at Winstone and Hartlebury. 
Although there was no Air :Ministry ruling on this point, it was nevertheless 
a desirable and worthwhile precaution. But by April 1945, the danger of 
destruction by enemy action had passed, and some relief was afforded to 
the general congestion at. transmitting stations by discontinuing these 
precautionary arrangements. From this point on, Air Ministry W / T 
stations were organised on a basis of one transmitter to a circuit, covered 
only by station spares. Any transm,jtting station which had its facil ities 
damaged or destroyed could still have them replaced in a comparatively 
short time from the mobile SWB8 transmitters and power supplies held in 
reserve at the various depots.° 

Bv this time it had become general policy, where conditions permitted, 
t-0 e-ndeavour to provide triple diversity reception, usua1ly with two sets 
of rhombic aerials, one for the night and one for the day frequency. How
ever, such an arrangement was expensive in terms of the land required, 
aerial masts and general upkeep, and where conditions justified it and the 
frequency was not too great, one set of rhombic aerials to cover both day 
and night reception was used. Day and night transmitting rhombic aerials 
were> also provided on long and difficult circuits. It was the practice of 
Headquarters No. 26 Group to associate their designs with the frequencies 
that were to be employed and the route and range of the circuits.3 

With the end oi the war in Europe, neither Fighter nor Bomber Command 
required the provision of long-range facilities at any of the main Air Ministry 
transmitting and receiving stations under the control of Headquarters No. 
26 Group. Coastal C~mand no longer required long-range transmitters 
for escort in the Atlantic, and they were ready to transfer an SWB8 they 
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were using at Bodmin to Headquarters No. 19 Group at Mount Bat.ten. 
The only long-range requirements likely to continue, other than those for 
the inter-command circuits, were those of Transport Command. The future 
plans of this Command were as yet uncertain, but a tentative plan was 
prepared in July 1945. The main stations envisaged for the combined post
war lay-out were: -

Inter-Command Communications 

Main Signals Centre 

Receiving Stations 

Transmitting Stations 

Leighton Buzzard (now known as 
Stanbridge). 

Stoke Hammond and Chicksands. 

Greatworth, Dagnall and Weyhill. 

Transport Command Communications 

North Atlantic Air Route 

For H.Q. No. 44 Group 
Overseas Traffic Control 

FOT H.Q. No. 46 Group and 
Continental Aircraft Control 

Receiving staticm: Prestwick. 
Transmitting Stations: Symington 

and Galdenoch. 

Receiving S_tation: Bird.lip. 
Transmitting Station: Winstone. 

Receiving Cabins: H.Q. No. 46 
Group and C.A.C. Uxbridge. 

Transmitting Station: Greenford. 

In pursuit of this plan, the Transport Command transmitting station at 
Uxbridge was closed and its transmitters transferred to Greenford. The 
other stations becoming redund,t-nt were : Silloth, Aston Hill, Bodmin and 
Hartlebury. SiHoth was given up almost a,t once, while the closing down 
of Aston Hill, Bodmin and Hartlebw-y awaited the completion of exten
sions at Greatworth It was anticipated that subsequently Birdlip and 
Winst-0ne might be transferred to civil aviation.1 

By Aognst 1945, the majority of the action required had already been 
t~ken. Dagnall was eventually to house some twelve S\VBS's, six of which 
would drive SWBlO amplifiers, five SWBl,l's, and a small number of R.C.A. 
transmitters o.f varying p ower. Greatworth was to have seventeen SWBB's, 
four of which would drive SWBlO amplifiers, thirteen SWBI l's, and a small 
number uf R.C.A. type ET.4332 transmitters.~ 

W_/T Traffic 

Headquarters No. 26 Group controlled the operation, both technical and 
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traffic, of the Air Ministry W /T Receiving Stations in the United Kingdom 
-Leighton Buzzard, Birdlip, Prestwick etc.-together with their associ
ated tran.c1mitting stations. Within the United Kingdom, very little traffic 
was passed over W / T circuits in normal circumstances because of the 
excellent teleprinter network which covered the country, but where wide
spread landline breakdown made normal and emergency teleprinter work
ing impossible, operational and urgent priority administrative traffic was 
sent by means of the emergency standby point-to-point network set out 
in C.C.O.s. The control of these circuits was vested in the home commands, 
Headquarters No. 26 Group co-ordinating the traffic arrangements necess
ary and issuing re-routeing instructions to all signals offices concerned.' 
The control of W / T traffic fell under four major headings : handling by 
W /T .signals offices, centralised day-to-day traffic control as exercised by 
Headquarters No. 26 Group (including routeing), traffic statistics, and 
procedure for the investigation and prevention of delays.2 

There were two methods of W /T communication in use-hand-operated 
and automatic. The procedure in force for hand-operated traffic was that 
laid down in the R.A.F. Signals Manual. For automatic transmission and 
reception, the detailed traffic o.crangements depended on the particular 
method of transmission and reception in use, of which the main were 
normal undulator reception and transcription, direct teleprinting from a 
gummed undulator slip, and direct reperforating and reprinting. Other 
methods were experimented with but these were the only methods 
regularly employed. 

An Overseas Routeing Directory was compiled and distributed which 
covered all normal routeing. It was based on the Air Ministry W /T 
circuits listed in C.C.O.s and on the circuits in the individual signals 
organisations of overseas commands and other formations. The ideal 
overseas directory (without taking into account the question of security) 
would show the route to every R.A.F. unit outside the United Kingdom, 
bnt it was impracticable to produce and maintain such a document, and 
all that was really required by United Kingdom signals offices was to 
know the United Kingdom W / T terminal which handled the messages 
for any particular station and for the terminal to know the necessary 
circuits. 

While R.A.F . units overseai,. remained comparatively regionalised and 
within the communications network of their own command headquarters 
only, this was a comparatively simple matter, and a very brief directory 
fulfilled the requirement, but when the units of one command moved into 
areas controlled jointly with another command-the joint operations of 
Headquarters R.A.F. Middle East"und Headquarters N.A.A.F . were a case 

1 The • K' W/T broadcasts from Leighton Bu=ard to home W/T stations were 
reduced to one per de.y in 1943 owing to the urgent nooessity for freeing W /T 
operators in the U.K. for employment elsewhere. 
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in point-and when more than one overseas W /T station in the samt• 
command was in regulii,r direct communication with the United Kingdom, 
a more detailed directory had to be produced. A new directory was there
fore drawn up showing all main \V /T cir,~uits existing in the R.A.F. com
munications network.1 

The whole matter of routeing was further complicated by the fact that 
address-signs were not allocatffi to every overs-eas unit, and it was necess
ary in many cases not only to decide the correct circuits to be used but 
al$0 the unit t.o which the message was to be routed for de-cyphering. An 
appendix. was therefore included with the main directory to cover doubt
ful cases where there was more than one unit in the same area acting as 
cypher office for local units. 

The policy of allocating new address-signs only to overseas units with 
c,niher facilities of their own had the effect of transferring to the originat
ing station t,he responsibility of ascertiuning the cy·pher office responsible 
for an addressee. But the originating .station often had great clifficulty in 
doing this without knowledge of the local organisation existing in the over
seas theatre. In the case of United Kingdom originating stations, the route
ing of units at locations not shown in the overseas directory was referred to 
the duty traffic control office atHeadquarters No. 26 Group. Arrangements 
were made for the group to receive the internal signals routeing directories 
and location statements issued by overseas commands, and for overseas 
oommands and certain main W /T stations to hold copies of the U nited 
Kingdom directory, so as to facilitate the interchange of routeing and cypher 
information. 

The Overseas Routeing Directory indicated the primary route t-0 an 
overseas W /T station only : whenever this primary ronte was not avail
able for any reason-but W /T conditions, traffic congestion, equipment 
or remote control failure-the United Kingdom terminal W / T station 
was instructed by the traffic control duty officer at Headquarters No. 26 
Group on the action to be taken. A comprehensive card index was pre
pared for use in bad W /T conditiom or in traffic congestion, giving all the 
available route~ known to stations in the overseas directory. This index 
inclucfed NOTWT cable routes, telegraphic addresses, and any other data 
which might assist the traffic control duty officer in disposing of traffic. It 
was based on the W /T and landline circuits indicated in overseas C.C.0.s 
and signals organisations. Before diverting traffic over alternative routes 
the duty officer estimated the probable duration of non-communication or 
congestion by referring to a series of charts in the War Room at Head
quarters No. 26 Group which indicawd normal hours of working and traffic 
capacities. These charts were preparecfci.aily and gave a good picture of 
the working of circuits. The duty officer also referred to the last two
hourly situation reports on the alternative W /T link to ascertain the proL-
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able delay if a proportion or the whole of the traffic affected wa.s diverted. 
Traffic was not diverted unless delay threatened to be excessive for its 
precedence category. In normal circumstances alternative routes were less 
expeditious than primary routes, and before traffic of high precedence was 
diverted the duty officer invariably contacted the appropriate United 
Kingdom W /T terminal station to obtain up-to-the-minute information on 
W /T and traffic conditions and never relied solely on the two-hourly 
reports. 

Cable and Wireless Ltd., and the Chief Telegraph Censor, kept the duty 
officer informed of all cable breaks, restorations and traffic congestion 
occurring on overseas civil routes. In certain cases, with poor quality 
circuits which involved regular and frequent diversions, the United King
dom vV /T terminal was supplied with standing diversion instructions for 
the different traffic precedence categories, enabling it to divert to the best 
alternative routes without undue delay. A large diagram was kept in the 
war room at Headquarters No. 26 Group showing all remote control 
circuits associ~ted with the Air Ministry W /T stations, their terminations 
and private wire numbers; and details of all W /T transmitters a.nd re
ceivers at these stations, with their relevant st.andbys, were exhibited for 
easy reference, types of aerials and their orientations being included. The 
duty officer at Headquarters No. 26 Group was thus able to transfer the 
affected service immediately any remote control or equipment failure took 
place. No. 26 Group also kept a card index of unit locations, which gave 
the location of every R.A.F. and U.S.A.A.F. unit at home and overseas, 
and which was referred to where exceptional routeings were called for.1 

In addition to all questions of routeing and traffic control, Headquarters 
No. 26 Group was also concerned with the general traffic organisation and 
inter-communication link-up of the United Kingdom W /T terminals, 
covering such points as the associated teleprinter circuits, establishments, 
layout of W /T stations and traffic offices, visiting officers, minimising 
traffic and use of code-words, concession telegrams, and matters of pro
cedure. The landline teleprinter facilities at each W /T receiving station 
were kept. constantly under review to ensure that they were adequate for 
the traffic handled, and when new '\V /T circuits were planned the Traffic 
Control section of Headquarters No. 26 Group were consulted on the tele
printer circuits to be installed. Although a large part of the teleprinter 
circuits in the United Kingdom were switchable and formed part of the 
D.T.N., the traffic passing over the overseas links was usually fairly closely 
related to a limited number of stations only, and was of such a volume 
that it permitted the frequent use of tied- simplex or duplex cireuits, with 
improved traffic handling capabilities and transit times. Advice on the 
personnel establishments of all '\vire1ess and teleprinter trades was given 
to the Air Ministry, thus co-ordinating commitments and staff. Up-to-date· 
and complete records of W /T equipment and aerials at Air Ministry W /T 
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sta.tions were held, to enable the rcsourcei:; available to be employed to the 
maximum advantage o[ all users. Frequent visits of Headquarters staff 
officers formed a ,·alua ble part of the Traffic Control section's activities, 
giving a close liaison with station signals officers. When it was necessary 
for ' Minimise ' procedure to he institu ted to any particular part of the 
world, Headquarters No. 26 Group undertook its control and enforcement 
so far as the home Vl /T stations were concerned. Under these conditions, 
arrangements were usually made for all non-precedence traffic originated 
in the United Kingdom to be referred back to originators, to be held pend
ing removal of the restriction. The use of codewords for frequently recur
ring phrases or sentences in signals was organised in connection with traffic 
between the Air Ministry Accounts Sections and Overseas Accounts Offices 
to save signalling and cyphering tim~. The use and administration of the 
conces·siun telegram service was supervised in conjunction with the Air 
Ministry; all concession telegrams to or from the United Kingdom passed 
through the Air Ministry Communications Section (a unit within No. 26 
Group) and any verbose or irregular CSN telegrams were sorted out and 
checked with their originators. Advice was given to the Air Ministry on 
matters of W /T procedure, inc1uding recommendations for the amend
ment of existing procedure. 

The Traffic Control Section of Headquarters No. 26 Group operated in a 
War Room in which was g11,thered o.11 the available information relating to 
the operation of telephone, teleprinter and W / T circuits, together with 
accompanying traffic statistics and alternative and emergency routes that 
could be used. A duty officer was on continuous duty to advise and 
instruct Air Ministry W /T stations and any signals office in the country on 
traffic matters. So far as overseas traffic was concerned, the following 
additionRI information was available to assist t he duty officer in main
taining maximum efficiency at o.11 points :-1 

(a) Daily circuit loading charts were kept for each W / T circuit 
terminating in the United Kingdom showing the normal loading 
capacity. 

( b) Daily ' hours of availability ' charts werf, kept for each circu it, 
indicating the times during which communication was maintained 
each day. 

(c) Every two hours throughout the day and night the Air Ministry 
W /T stations telephoned, for each of their circuits, the number 
of immediate, important and ordinary messages on hand, to
gether with the maximum delay in each category, and informa
tion on the quality of communication. Every 24 hours a 
signalled re>port giving similar details was received from the over
seas terminals of the United Kfngdom W / T channels. 

(d) World-wide charts were kept indicating civil routes normally 
available with normal traffic loadings. 
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( e) Charts were kept showing the <'Ommunication networks of the 
other Services. 

As a guide to the direction and flow of traffic 'In' and 'Out', tele
printer check sheet.s for two days each month were forwarded by each 
W /T station. In addition, a periodical analysis of traffic was ma.de to 
a.o;certain the average internal transit times at the United Kingdom W / T 
terminal stations of the various classes of precedence traffic on all the 
main wireless circuits. Information was also held indicating the average 
transit time, estimated from time of origin to time of receipt by addressee, 
of aU .precedence traffic circulating between Air Ministry and the main over
seas command headquarters. A monitoring station was used to check 
the loading and flow of traffic on circuits shared by more than two stations, 
and this was of particular value where two overseas stations shared a 
r.ircuit which also had a United Kingdom terminal; in such cases the home 
traffic returns were not a complete record of the total traffic passing. 

Once a day the Traffic Control duty officer completed a communication 
situation report which was forwarded to the Air Ministry by special 
despatch rider, with the idea of giving the Air Ministry a daily picture of 
W /T communications between the United Kingdom and overseas m as 
brief a form compatible with the amount of detail required. 

Regular surveys were made by the Traffic Control section of signa1s 
office transit times of priority traffic, e.nd action taken whenever these 
times exceeded the permissible limits. Signals failures, breaches of pro
cedure, and general signals diacipline, were similarly investigated and 
checked, the monitoring section being used for this purpose. In all cases 
of traffic delay, the transit times were carefully checked between originator 
and cypher office, between cypher office and signals office, and between time 
of receipt and time of despatch from the signals office. Cypher sections 
were enoouraged to consider themselves an integral part of the signals 
service.' 

The Traffic Control duty officer had available in the War Room a com
plete set- of signals publications, confidential communications orders, and 
-similar instructions, which enabled him to advise any enquiring W /T 
station on the correct procedure to be followed in any given case. This 
service was particularly helpful where an out-station duty officer was in 
doubt on the correct action to be taken in unusual cases. 

Whenever formations changed their locR-tion or title, a period generally 
ensued in which difficulty was expt>rienced in ef-fecting the delivery of com
munications.~ This was mainly d~ to delayed information on changes. or 
to non-compliance with such information. The problem becam.e .)Specially 
urgent in 1944 /45 in view of !-'1e ms:my changes m..de to deal with fluctutiot-
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ing situations and big advances, both in Europe and in South-East Asia. 

The value of a central controlling authority, however, was repeatedly 
demonstrated. It was neither economic nor practicable for every W /T 
station to attempt to gather together on its own account the very com
prehensive traffic information necessary to ensure maximum efficiency, but 
the organisation of the Traffic Control Section at Headquarters No. 26 
Group enabled all relevant details to be collected by a skilled staff at a 
central point and distributed to all signals offices requiring them. 

Administrative Telephone System 

The problems of R.A.F. administrative telephone traffic, although 
similar to the problems of any telephone system, differed in two funda
mental ways. On the G.P.O. network, exchanges were concentrated, either 
directly or through intermediate exchanges, on to a central exchange in 
the locality, known as the group centre. The group centres were then 
inter-connected with other group centres according to traffic needs, and 
all long-distance or t.runk traffic originated at the minor exchanges was 
passed to the appropriate group centre for control. The commnnity of 
interest between Service establishments, however, was functional rather 
than geographical, and the provision of routes was therefore mainly from 
lower to higher formations within each individual command, with the 
addition of certain lateral <'..Ommunications. The second factor, which em
phasised the inevitability of the £m1ctional approach, was that many of 
the administrative speech circuits were in fact basically reserve opera
tional circuits alternatively routed, but used for administrative purposes 
for reasons of economy, and to ens~ continuity of service on vital 
operational communications.~ 

The prmciple of nominating a number of the more important exchanges 
as switching centl'€'5-equivalent to the G.P.0. group centres-was, 
however, still applicable. Such centres were known as terminal trunk 
centres (T.T.C.), and were selected with due regard to the size of the switch
board concerned, the variety of main outlets to other terminal trunk 
centres, and other like considerations. The T.T.C.s differed from the group 
centres of the G.P.O., however, in that there was no concentration of con· 
trol of long-distance traffic, local control of all calls being adopted on the 
R.A.F. private-wire network,. In connecting an establishment to this net
work, as much regard as possible was paid to the geographical aspect as 
its function would permit, however, since the acute shortage of line plant 
rendered the provision of long-distance circuits difficult. 

Having selected the T.T.G )t was then possible to associate every unit 
on the network with one or morn of th~se centres according to the circuits 
provided. This association was showu in the Telephone Routeing Master 
List. which was held by all R.A.P. establishments on the administrative 
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telephone network. The next and final stage towards affording complete 
inter-communication was to organise the flow of traffic from each T.T.C. to 
all the ot.hers. This was effected by using telephone routeing schedules, 
which were peculiar to each T.T.C., showing the primary and, in certair. 
cases, the secondary route to be utilised as the initial link in the chain of 
connections to the distant T.T.C. The main principles adopted in compiling 
these routeing schedules were, briefly, that only one (primary) or two 
(primary and secondary) routes were normally authorised, but two addi
tional (emergency) routes were given for use under breakdown conditions, 
and the most direct routeing with the least number of intermediate switch
ings was preferred, a secondary routeing being given only when this in
volved the same number of switchings as the primary or as an alternat ive 
to a direct route. Stations which possessed more than one outlet to other 
stations or T.T.C.s were supplied with telephone routeing instructions, 
which specified, on the same basis as for T.T.C.s, which calls should, prim
arily and secondarily, 1be circulated over the different routes. The pro
cedur~ for connecting a call to a distant station therefore was : - 1 

(a) Refer to the Telephone Routeing Master List to ascertain the 
appropriate T.T.C. with which the required station was 
associated. 

(b) Consult the routeing information ( where applicable) to deter
mine the authorised route or routes. 

(c) Ask each intermediate switchboard for the distant T.T.C. 
required until this wa,s obtained, when the required station was 
requested. It was always the distant T.T.C. which was demanded 
of the intermediate ope:rator, who was then responsible £or ex
tending the call in accordance with local routeing information. 

It was a prime necessity to have properly trained personnel to operate 
and supervise the switchboards, but unfortunately this was one of the 
main difficulties encountered when the R.A.F. Telephone Traffic Control 
section was formed at Headquarters No. 26 Group in 1942. After the new 
section had reorganised the. piethod by whieh calls. were circulated over 
the network, special attention was therefore given to the question of im
proving the standard of operating. The first essential was the preparation 
of a standard operating procedure, and this was compiled by a small inter
Service· committee in co-operation with the G.P.O. A second essential was 
that all nperators should be adequately schooled in· standard procedure, 
but for various . reasons any extensive system of training was impossible. 
Arrangements were made, however, to provide an · improved short intro
ductory course on switchboard manipulation, which was augmented by 
iocal training on posting. A third essential was adequate and efficient 
supervision; but it was found tha"f"due to rapid expansion many super
visors· were unequal to their task and lacked the necessary knowledge, 
·initiative and drive. In order t,o overcome this weakness, and in an 
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endeavour to improve the poor standard of operating generally, a course 
for telephone N.C.O.s was instituted at Headquarters No. 26 Group on 
the fundamental principles of telephone practice so far as switchboard 
operating and supervision and switchroom organisations were concerned. 
This course had excellent results:1 

The ideal staffing system was to staff switchboards exact ly according to 
traffic loads, and in order to achieve this}t was essential to obtain reliable 
information on these loads. The differen~, types of calls concerned were 
all evaluated according to the operating tim~ taken in dealing with them, 
which was initially netermined by means of timed observations; and in 
view of the fact that an uneven flow of trfl.ffic was always experienced, due 
allowance was made for unoccupied time. When the traffic record had 
been taken and valued, and the load an individual should be able to 
handle calculated, it was then a comparatively simple matter to work out 
a duty chart covering the requirement and taking into account meal
reliefs etc. If a staffing review was carried out at regular intervals of six 
months 0r so, any material variation in conditions was quickly apparent, 
steady growth could be observed and anticipated, and difficulties due to 
overloading avoided. However, with the comparatively small staffs con
cerned al, the majority of stations it was -always difficult to cater for privilege 
and sick leave and similar contingencies solely within each unit. 

Having ascertained the nwnber of switchboard positions and the staff 
needed to handle traffic, the next problems to be decided were the type of 
switchboard available best suited to the requirement, and the provision of 
circuits. There were several different forms of record .on which circuit pro
\·ision could be based, the simplest of which was th_e engaged circuit count, 
allied, if necessary, to an overflow record. By counting the number 0£ 
engaged circuits on a route at, frequent intervals the amount of traffic. 
passed over the route could be a_ccurately determined in traffic units
occupied circuit hours per hour, or tM average number of circuits occupied 
during each hour. Circuit provision was normally based on the busiest hour 
of the day (as was switchboard provision). If the number of calls connected 
during this houx was divided into the total duration, then the average 
circuit time per call was obtained. This was then added to the number of 
ineffective calls in order to obtain the total circuit time needed. The longer 
distance circuits, being the more difficult to provide, were generally less 
liberally installed, but in order to j:tvoid wasting time on these circuits due 
to a distant short line being engaged, more liberal provision was allowed 
on the shorter distance circuits. Engaged circuit counts, however, left 
many factors out of consideration, their value lying in their simplicity. 
Such counts were therefore supplemented by a more detailed return at 
intervals, such as a traffic distri'bultton analysis. When additional circuits 
were ,shown by these records to be needed, it was generally possible to 
afford relief either by building up existing routes or by providing new 
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routes between switchboards having a fair community of interest. The 
former method was generally preferable. The provision of direct circuits 
eliminated intermediate switchings, but small routes of one, two or three 
circuits were not comparable in efficiency, S-O far as ca.11-carryfog capacity 
per circuit was concerned, with the larger routes. It was a matter o[ decid
ing between these opposing considerations, and a compromise was often 
reached in providing direct circuits within reason but not up to full require
ments, arranging by means of the routeing schedules for the overflow traffic 
to circulate over the larger backbone routes.' 

Amongst other records maintained by the Traffic Control section 0£ 
Headquarters No. 26 Group was a card index of all circuits-teleprinter, 
telephone, operational, administrative etc.-either provided or on order 
within the United Kingdom, and the Telephone Routeing Master List wai 
based on the circuits shown as existing in this list. A daily amendment 
list wa.-; issued, from which changes in the routeing schedules and instruc
tions were made. Unfortunately, considerablP- delay often occurred between 
the provision, r.essat.ion or alteration of a circuit and the date on which 
the change waa reported. In addition, it was only possible to issue routine 
amendments to the Telephone Routeing Master List once a month. 

There was an essential difference between the R.A.F. and G.P.O. systems 
of controlling long-distance traffic. On the public network, all trunk calls 
were controlled at the originating group centre, whereas on the R.A.F. 
private-wire network such calls were controlled at the originating switch
board whether or not this happened to be a T erminal Trunk Centre. (It 
was gen~rally agreed that it was preferable to invest control of calls as 
n ear the originating point as economically possible.) The shorter-distance 
calls, local and toll, were handled in the same way as on the G.P.O. system. 
Another difference in the treatment of calls between the two networks was 
that on the G.P.O. network all trunk calls had to be timed for accounting 
purposes, wheareas this did not apply on the R.A.F. network. 

The condition of ' trunk lines engaged ' was frequently encountered, to the 
extent that special provision to eliminate the numerous repeat attempts 
resulting became highly desirable. A restricted scope of concentration was 
therefore permitted. When both primary and secondary routeings proved 
ineffective owing to the ' lines engaged ' condition being encountered at the 
first intermediate switchboard, it was permitted to book at the primary 
intermediate centre for subequent completion. A £ree circuit on the re
quired route-as well as b1Lck to the originating switchboards-was im
mediately apparent at this switchboard, whereas enquiry had to be mo.de 
regarding this so far as the ~ating station was concerned, involving 
additional and otherwise unnecessary utilisation of operating and line time. 
Such booking after an initial attempt resulted in centralised control to a 
degree commensurate with the congestion pertaining on the individual 
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routes. If the procedure was properly and universally used, an analysis 
of booked calls became available and formed a useful guide to circuit 
provision.' 

The varying degrees of importance attached to calls handled, and the 
fact that difficulties in the immediate completion of traffic were always 
present owing to line plant shortage, etc., necessitated the introduction of 
exceptional or favoured treatment for urgent calls. It was found that for 
most purposes two degrees of priority were adequate, priority I and priority 
II, although an overriding' clear the line ' priority existed for strictly limited 
use. The success of exceptional treatment of priority traffic depended on 
its application being rigidly restricted, and authority to make such calls 
was therefore strictly controlled. 

An appreciable amount of intercommunication between establishments 
in different Services was necessary, and the need was met by nominating 
certain of the T.C.C.s as Inter-Service Switching Cent res. Calls for ot ber 
Services were normally routed to the nearest of these centres. 

It was essential that information on the large number of establishments 
to which a call might be made, and the large number of people in an estab
lishment for whom calls might be received, should be readily available to 
the telephone operator. The Telephone Routeing Master List covered 
routeing for all R.A.F. establishments, but individual incoming calls could 
only be quickly and efficiently connected if the local t elephone directory 
was kept accessible and up--to-date and callers were educated to use their 
directories and not ask for a name or a department. Permanent and tem
porary changes and other similar information was made immediately 
apparent to all operators by placing different coloured pegs in their relative 
jacks. 

When circulating calls over a switching network such as that provided 
in the R.A.F. it was highly desirable that circuits should be released for 
other calls immediately the current call was finished. Auto-signalling was 
tlesirable but often impracticable, and generator signalling circuit s did not 
normally afford any indication of when a call finished. It was therefore 
necessary, especia.Jly at intermediate switchboards, to monitor connections 
involving generator signalling circuits at frequent intervals to ascertain 
whether a call was finished. A ' ring-off' unit was therefore developed and 
incorporated as a standard facility in certain types of switchboard, whereby 
ringing at the termination of a call in the forwatd din,ction-i.e. from: 
originating to called station-gave a clearing supervisory to the next 
operator in the chain of connections. T he advantages of this system were 
greatest at those switchboards dealing Gilb an appreciable volume of traffic, 
and it was accordingly fitted on all generator signalling circuits at Terminal 
Tnmk Centres. 
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Having obtained the distant station required, an extension user often 
found that the person or department wanted was engaged. The natural 
reaction of the caller was that he would wait until the extension cleared 
down, but this was not usuaHy allowed, as line-time was wasted while he 
waited which could be used for other calls. If the call in progress was a 
local one, precedence wa~ generally given to the trunk call and an interrupt 
procedure adop1ed. Another habit of callers was to ask for the station 
required and extract a promise from the operator that they would be rung 
back when the connection was made. The mere operation of recalling this 
subscriber wasted the time of the operators at both ends as well as adding 
to the time for which the lines were held for the call, while it frequently 
happened that when the call matured the originating subscriber could not 
be found. Delays of this sort were inevitable to wme extent, but were kept. 
to a minimum by encouraging extension users to hold on while their calls 
were attempted and educating them to advise the supervisor if they were 
likely to be away from their telephone for a while.1 

The organisation of telephone exchanges was constantly being adjusted 
to give speed and efficiency in connecting ca1ls and to eliminate unproductive 
line time, extension users being under a moral obligation to co-operate. 
Observation facilities were provided at the more important switchboards, 
not only to confirm adherence to instructions but also to discover weaknesses 
in order that these might be eliminated. A staff of travelling officers, 
although limited in number, was available amongst the Telephone Traffic 
Control Officers at Headquarters No. 26 Group, and since they were all 
ex-G.P.O. telephone traffic officials they were well suited to visiting and 
inspecting installations, determining deficiencies that might not be 
appreciated locally, advising on weaknesses and difficulties, and generally 
applying their wide knowledge and experience. 

In March 1943, special arrangements for unrestricted calls on the public 
service were granted to important units in Maintenance Command. These 
tmits had only meagre connections to the R.A.F. private-wire network, 
sometimes even none at all, and they were compelled to rely on the public 
trunk network for most of their long-distance communications.~ 

The expansion of the trunk telephone service was unable to keep pace 
with the demand, owing to shortage of manpower and equipment, and early 
in 1943 a general drive was institute'd to limit the use to which the public 
service wa.s put. From the- Services' point of view, the important thing was 
to use the public service· for esseritial communications only and to make 
these in the most concise form. Use of the public service was confined almost 
entirely to administrative traffic. In~ effort to reduce congestion, a six
minute limitation on trunk calls was introduced by the G.P.O. in March 
1943. In passing this restriction to all commands, the Air Ministry directed 
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that every effort was to be ma.de to comply with it, particularly in the 
case of long distance calls. The facilities granted to Maintenance Command, 
however, were not affected. 

Early in 1944, it became ~pparent that this direction was not being fully 
implemented, heayy waiting calls being caused throughout the private wire 
system through lines being held for considerably longer periods than six 
minutes. The traffic load was making it increasingly difficult to provide 
rapid telephone communications, and the enormous demands on lines 
plannfd for independent operational circuits preven~d further expansion 
of the private wire system. 

The Air Ministry issued a new directive on 9 March 1944, requesting that 
calls on the private wire system be restricted to six minutes. Only in the 
most exceptional circumstances were lines to be held for a longer period, 
and eYen for such cases calls must be terminated after 15 minutes. 

Headquarters A.E.A.F. found difficulty in carrying out this directive, 
partly because no method existed of timing calls except by the preparation 
of individual dockets, whiC'h led to delays, but largely because operational 
eonsiderat.ions dictated the continuance of a call even beyond 15 minutes in 
soroe circumstances. However, a number of measures were introduced to 
encourage telephone users to be brief, and shortly before D-Day an order 
was issued barring certain nominated extensions from originating traffic, 
both at Headqua.rters A.E.A.F. and at subordinate formations.1 

The system subsequently introduced was that memorandum slips were 
prepared only for those calls which. could not be connected on demand._ 
The booking officer inserted on this slip the time when the call was estab
lished and when disconnected. Subscribers requesting booked calls were 
reminded by operators of the need for brevity when the call was established, 
the operator saying, ' Your call to. . . . The line is very busy. Go ahead.' 
During a booked call the originating operator entered the circuit at the end 
of six minutes, 9, 12 and 15 minutes, the last time adding 'May I clear the 
line, please?' Supervisors examined booking slips daily and made regular 
reports. 

Ma·ny difficulties involving wastage of lino time were still common in 1944, 
caused mainly by difficulties in the operating standards at originating 
switchboards. In an effort to improve, these standards, arrangements were 
made for switchboard supervisors to visit the switching centre to which they 
were connected so as to improve co-operation and give supervisors a wider 
appreciation of the system. Some telephone operators made no attempt to 
use secondary routeing when the primary rou~ing was engaged, and inst.ruc
tions were issued to encourage them ttf'ao so. G.P.0. liaison officers were 
established at R.A.F. and U.S.A.A.F. commands, groups and major and key 
formations, and by_ 1944 some. 30 such officers .w~re established.. Consequent 
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upon the formation of the A.E.A.F. and the Ninth U.S.A.A.F., a review o( 

the appointments and duties of these officers was made and a new establish
ment list issued.1 

On 3 February 1944, the Air Ministry informed aU Commands that the 
G.P.O. was fully engaged on a programme of construction and installation 
work of the highest priority (i.e., the 'Overlord' requirements), which was 
absorbing practically all the available manpower, and that applications for 
the alteration or provision of telephone facilities should be restricted until 
further notice to the minimum essential to maintain efficiency. Outstanding 
telephone requirements were reviewed and cancelled or postponed wherever 
possible. 

Priorities 

The, abuse of priority markings was continuous and characteristic of all 
commands. In spite of repeated warnings and instructions, the whole of the 
Service lines of communication were loaded with messages bear-ing priority 
markings which showed a total disregard of the ob.iects for which t hese 
markings were instituted. Surveys of signals traffic suggested that the bulk 
of messages s:hould have no priority marking whatever, and should take t heir 
·turn with other Service messages.2 

Messages marked with priority markings were handled in accordance with 
such markings a.t all stages of transit, at the station of origin, in transmis
sion, at the receiving station, and by the recipient.3 For priority facilities on 
telephone calls a schedule was approved for use on Service and civil lines. 
Authority to originate priority calls varied according to local circumstances, 
but the number of officers so authorised was kept to a minimum.' 
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CHAPTER 13 

W/T AND R/T STANDBY ORGANISATIONS IN THE 
UNITED KINGDOM 

W /T Standby Point-to-Point Organisation 

Wireless Telegraphy provided the main system of point-to-point com
munications in the R.A.F. a.t home up to 1936. By this time, however, it had 
become apparent that the system was ill-suited to the needs of general 
expansion and lacked the elements of security necessary in t ime of war. 
With the development of the administrative landline scheme and the 
Defence Teleprinter Network, a.II R.A.F. units became well served by land
line circuits and the W /T point-to-point organisation was relegated to a 
standby role. By March 1940 it had become possible to appreciate the scope 
and trend of landline development more fully, and with the settlement of 
units and formations at their war stations, a review was carried out of the 
standby point-to-point W /T organisation within the United Kingdom.1 

It was realised that, in most instance~, formation headquarters at either 
end of any one landline circuit had at least one alternative line connecting 
them via an independent route, nnd t'hat a great number of lines would have 
to be destroyed be.fore general communications in an area were seriously 
affected. However, the landline syst-em unavoidably contained concentra
tions of landlines in the form of telecommunications centres etc., so that a 
direot hit on any one focal point might simultaneously destroy a- number of 
Iondline channels. It was not always possible to protect these concentra
tions absolutely, and it was therefore regarded as still necessary to provide 
a standby W /T organisation.2 

Since only a vast number of W /T channels could completely replace the 
landline system, considerations of economy dictated that the standby system 
could absorb only a small part of the total traffic. Thus the object of the 
organisation was to provide facilities for passing high priority traffic between 
RA.F. formations cut off from landline communications ; routine adminis
tr!\tive or non-operational messages were not passed by this organisation 
but were sent in accordance with the emergency schedules set out in Confi
dential Communications Orders, or by the Despatch Rider Letter Service.3 

Signals officers were instructed to exercise the strictest supervision over all 
out-going traffic, which was kept down to a minimum to avoid congestion. 
To keep the system as flexible as possible, the working arrangements within 
commands were left in the hands of the C.S.O.s, although the Air Ministry 
was kept informed of any major ch~es. Watches were kept as required 
by C.S.O.s or as instructed by the Air Ministry, but stations had to be 
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<:apable of maintaining continuous watch on any or all sections to which 
they belonged in case of landline failure or other emergency. In the event 
of a station having to open up on W /T, the traffic control section at Hea<l
quarters No. 26 Group was informed immediately. 

It was essential to put the majority of point-to-point W /T within the 3-4 
megacycles band, owing to the short ranges involved, the necessity to use 
low-power transmission, the need to release T.1087 /R.1084 equipment for 
the more urgent aircraft and mobile services, and to avoid the aircraft bands 
as for as possible. All closely-grouped stations in any one section used the 
T.1083/R.1082. Section control stations were given more power, with t-he 
T.1087 / R.1084. Receiver and transmitter aerial systems were made direc
tional wherever possible, for signal strength purposes and to divert propaga
tion away from enemy territory. Control stations kept watch continuously, 
but other stations were r€quired only to test with control not less than twice 
daily. Groups and stations constructed portable pack-sets comprising the 
T.1083 / R.1082 and ancillary equipment, which was dispersed well away 
from main station buildings. Three mobile wireless stations were installed 
in St. James's Park for the Air Ministry terminals of the standby point--to
point services with Bomber, Fighter and Coastal Commands.1 All messages 
were sent in cypher unless of the utmost operational urgency. Arrangements 
were made for the passing of meteorological reports by the standby organ
isation,. although it was expressly ordered that the passage of weather in
formation was not to interfere with urgent operational requirements. A 
section was opened for Flying Training, Technical and Maintenance Com
mands, and emergency equipment demand signals originated by operational 
units could, in the event of landline failure, be transmitted direct to the 
appropriate Universal Equipment Depot, the unit concerned being author
ised to join the appropriate Maintenance Command standby section and 
t.ra.nsmit the signa.1.2 The W / T standby organisation was also used in con
junction with the ' Panda' organisation. 

In November 1940 the number of standby W / T sections in use by the 
various commands was as follows : - 3 

Air Ministry 
Fighter Command 
Bomber Command 
Coastal Commj;lnd 
Other Commands 

7 

6 

9 

5 

7 

Provision was later made for sta.ndby point-to-point communication 
he.t,ween the No. 44 Group control stations at Prestwick and Gloucester and 
their associated airfields! 
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Curtailment 

In view of the acute shortage of operators, and the fact that a large 
number of maintenance units were lodger units on parent stations in other 
commands, the point-to-point standby organisation for these units was re
viewed in October 1942, when it was decided that, as maintenance units were 
provided with an adequate number of teleprinters for normal working, 
parent stations should be able to cope with the standby requirement during 
periods of landline breakdown. Some twenty maintenance units were 
affected. Three months later, in January 1943, consequent upon the pressing 
need to economise still further in personnel and equipment, it was decided 
that the standby point-to-point organisation in Bomber Command should 
be considerably curtailed. The command organisation consisted of two 
command-to-group sections and nine group-to-station sections, and of these 
only the two command-to-group sections were retained on the existing basis 
of 0800-2000 hours daily and 2000-0800 as required. The others were 
reduced to weekly exercises of one hour, with the proviso that a watch was 
to be opened as necessary when landlines were disrupted. The personnel 
and equipment made redundant by these decisions were withd.rawn.1 

By August 1943, it was generally realised that the condition6 •mder which 
the standby organisation had been devised and brought into vperlltion had 
changed fundamentally and that the whole organisation required review. 
The need for economy in wireless personnel, the increased security of land
line communications, and the speed with which essential circuits were being 
re-routed by the G.P.0., suggested a reduction in all commands similar to 
that which had already taken place in Bomber Command. The standby 
organisation became a command-to-group organisation only, two sections 
in Bomber Command, two in Coastal, one in Fighter, and two in Main
tenance Command. All other sections were closed and frequencii?s and per
sonnel released, although in the majority of cases the equipment was re
tained for emergency use. These measures were ag;reed in Septerubr.r 1943. 
They did not apply to the Tactical Air Force, full W /T communications for 
which were still required.2 

Hy November 1044, in view of the flexibility of traffic routeing provided 
by the landlinP system, and in view of the number of standby sections 
already suspended, consideration was given to the complete suspension of 
the, whole organisation. Two Coastal s&ctions >rnd one Fighter section, all 
covering areas in northnn Scotland and the Orkneys, where landline com
munications were sparse, were ret-ained, but with these exception..<; the entire 
orgH-nisation wRs suspended on 22 January,ld.945. The frequencies, however, 
were retained for training purposes, and were used to prevent de-terioration 
in the operating ability of wireless operators. 
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· Beetle ' 

In May 1940 it became apparent that there was a likelihood of attack on 
the United Kingdom by parachute troops, troop carriers, or by sea invasion, 
and that such an attack might be accompanied by a breakdown in landline 
communications.1 The ability to repel such an attack, it was thought, 
whether by sea or by airborne forces, depended largely on immediate and 
accurate warning being passed to such local defence formations as were in 
a position to take immediate offensive action. A variety of means existed for 
the collection of such information, but a rapid system independent of land
lines was needed? A W /T point-to-point system was therefore required, 
to disseminate information collected from Naval and R.A.F. sources to the 
Army Home De.fence Formations responsible for despa.tching land forces 
to deal with such at tacks; and a medium-power R/T system was required 
so that the Army formations thus alerted could broadcast instructions to 
their own and other subordinate formations. The W /T organisation com
prised Headquarters Fighter Command (which acted as control), the Head
quarters of Bomber and Coastal Commands, Headquarters Scottish, 
Northern, Eastern and Western Commands (Army), Nos. 11 and 12 Corps 
(Army), and Areo Combined Headquarters Nos. 15, 16 and 18 Groups 
(RN. and R.A.F.). The Admiralty operated a W / T routine embracing the 
three A.C. H.Q.s plus G.H.Q. Home Forces, and this rout ine was the means 
by which the new ' B eetle ' organisation was linked to G.H.Q. Home Forces.1 

The organisation was origine.)ly intended to provide for a situation in 
which landlines were extensively damaged, but by June 1940 its use was 
contemplated as an additional means of passing information even when 
landlines remained intact.' The W /T part of the organisation was installed 
and working by 10 June 1940, by which time the R/T stations were in the 
process of erection. Certain stations in Bom·ber Command were issued with 
portable receivers to enable them to take the R / T broadcasts from the 
military commands, so as to enable forces on the spot to take immediate 
action for their own protection. Responsibility for the scheme was delegated 
to Headquarters No. 26 Group, and a satisfactory test of the whole organisa
tion was carried out on 23 June.' 

Instructions covering the implementation of the ' Beetle ' plan, first issued 
in full in July 1940, were revised in April 1941.6 by which time the scheme 
had been extended to cover n orthen) Scotland, Northern Ireland, and non
operational R.A.F. commands.' The purpose of the organisation remained to 
supplement, and if necessary to replace, other means of communication in 
order to ensure that the earliest possible warning was given of an enemy 

1 A.H.B./IIH/241/ I0/40(A) . 
i A.M. File S.8685/II. 
~ A.H.B./IIH/241/l0/40(A) . 

A.H.B. / UH /241 / 10/40(A). 
A.H.B. /IfM/B26/I. 

~ A.M. File S.881)5. 
' A.M. File S.8'695/II. 
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atta-0k on the United Kingdom. The W /T system, now known as System 
'A',remained centred on Fighter Command, and connected Army, R.A.F. and 
Naval command headquarters with each other and with G.H.Q. System 
' B ', the R/T organisation, enabled the Army commands and certain other 
headquarters to broadcast instructions and information to Naval, Army 
and R.A.F. formations and units in the areas affected, broadcast receivers 
being issued to the formations and units concerned to enable them to pick 
up these broadcasts. Areas were divided geographically, and W1its or form
ations in one R.A.F. command might come, for the purposes of 'Beetle', 
under another. All R.A.F. group headquarters were issued with lists of 
holders of 'Beetle' receivers, showing the geographical areas into which 
these units came. R.A.F. group headquarters were responsible through their 
commands for informing the Air Ministry of the moves of units in their 
groups, so that the list could be kept up to date and the Army commands 
notified.1 

Equipment for System 'A' was provided, manned and maintained by 
the R.A.F. The equipment used was the T.1087 /R.1084 at. the R.A.F. com
mand headquarters and the A.C. H.Q.s., the T.1087 /R.1084 mobile ground 
W /T Station at the Army Commands, and the T.1083/R.1082 mobile pack 
set at the Army Corps. In System' B ', the transmitting equipment was pro
vided in some instances by the R.A.F. and in others by the Army but in all 
cases the Army was responsible for operation and maintenance; R/T broad
cast receivers for System ' B' were provided for all units capable of defend
ing themselves, operation and maintenance being the responsibility of the 
unit or formation concerned. No special skill was required to operate these 
receivers and qualified wireless operators were not employed. The W /T 
stations in System' A' were manned continuously whereas the R/T stations 
in System' B' opened watch only according to the code-word received. Any 
unit or formation finding that nonnal means of communication had failed 
assumed watch for set periods without awaiting orders. Verification tables 
and a special inter-service code were employed.2 Messages passed on 
'Beetle' were subject to normal rules for cyphering and security.3 When 
airfields were required by 'Panda' controls to keep watch on 'Panda One' 
they could be warned by 'Beetle' R/T. Lateral communications on 
'Panda'- between commands could be made on 'Beetle' W / T. 'Panda' 
wa.rnings could be sent in clear to a.void delay. 

With effect from 31 July 1943 the' Beetle ' organisation was declared in 
abeyance, and W /T and R/T practice transmission, which had been carried 
out regularly meanwhile, were discontinued. The organisation was, however, 
retained so that it could be re-introduced at any time subject to one month\, 
notice. W /T equipment at commands was retained and tested monthly, and 
W /T frequencies were also retained; R / T iquipment was returned to store.1 

1 A.M. File S.8685 . 
2 A.M . File s ,.8685 . 
3 A.H .B./ II/54/40. 
' A.KB. /IIE/25. 
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•Panda' 

Up to mid-1941 there was no direct means of communication between 
Army formations and R.A.F. airfields for operational messages to be passed 
under invasion conditions when landline systems were dislocated. ' Beetle' 
provided an R/T warning system, but something more than this was needed. 
The majority of operational R.A.F . airfields had a standby W /T link with 
their group headquarters for the passing of operational traffic when landlines 
could no longer be used, but this formed part of the group standby point-to
point network and was operationally and not geographically disposed; the 
R.A.F. airfields in a corps area might be in wireless communication with 
different group headquarters. It was therefore decided to provide direct 
wireless communications for emergency use between Army formation head
quarters and the R.A.F. airfields within their areas.1 The organisation was 
known as ' Panda ', and the links used were : -

(a) From Army Command or Corps H.Q. to R .A.F. airfields to warn 
the latter of impending attack. 

(b) From R.A.F. airfields to Army Command or Corps H.Q. to give 
information of enemy attacks and to call for assistance. 

(c) Between a mobile column detailed to the defence of an airfield and 
the airfield itself, for passing tactical information regarding the 
disposition of the forces engaged. 

The organisation consisted of two systems,' Panda One', between airfields 
und Army formation headquarters responsible for providing their reinforce
ment, and ' Panda Two ', tetween airfields and Army units or formations 
detailed to reinforce them, for the passage of tactical information concern
ing the battle. Army formation headquarters concerned were known as 
Panda Controls, and the R.A.F. provided wireless equipment and personnel 
for them. The equipment used at airfields was left to local arrangements, 
but where no other local set was available. the standby point-to-point set 
was used. 

The full organisation for the operation and testing of 'Panda' was set out 
in combined signals instructions, and was revised from time to time. The 
oi:ders for the organisation were rewritten by the Director of Signals, Air 
Ministry, in April 1942.2 

1 A.M. File CS.10693. 
2 See Appendix No. 22 for the ' Panda ' Signals Organisation, April 1942. 
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CHAPTER 14 

W/T GROUND EQUIPMENT 

The W /T ground equipment in use early in the war included the SWB8 
short-wave medium range transmitter, various other medium range trans
mitters, including the standard telephone M.7, 8 and 15, and the T.1807, 
which was a low power tronsmitter used for the shorter ranges. There was, 
in addition, the T.77 M.F. transmitter, and the T.1083 aircraft t ransmitter, 
which was also used for a variety of purposes on the ground. The R.1084. 
was the receiver used for general purpose work in conjunction with most of 
these transmitters, and the R .1082 aircraft receiver was also used on the 
ground. In the first year of the war, however, considerable difficulties were 
encountered in the supply of equipment.1 

Long Term Estimates 

As a result of long term estimates submitted in October 1940, the supply 
of W /T signals equipment improved generally during the latter half of 1941. 
The long term estimates had enabled the Director of Radio Production 
(D.R.P.) to organise production on a comprehensive basis. But there were 
still a number of items where production had not reached sufficient quan
tities to permit all requirements to be satisfied, and efforts were made to 
adjust this. · In the course of 1941, substitutes for certain transmitters and 
roceivers were introduced. A modified version of the T.1087 was built, which 
included a crystal adaptor, and was then styled the T.1190. An American 
transmitter, the R.C.A. Type R.T.4332 (R.A.F. Type T .1179) was found to 
be suitable as a replacement for either the T.1087 or the T.1190. The 
T.1204A and T.l223A were small crystal-controlled transmitters designed for 
use on point-to-point services up to a distance of 100 miles, and they were 
used to replace the T.1087 on this type of work. The T.l204A was mains 
operated and the T.1223A was designed for operation with a generator. Of 
the new receivers, the mains operated American receiver, the R.C.A. Type 
A.R.77 (R.A.F. Type R.1188) was used as a replacement for the R.1084 in 
permanent stations with their own power supply, and it could also be 
installed in vehicles incorporating a special power pa.ck. A second replace
ment for the R.1084 was a new Marconi receiver Type C.R.100 (R.A.F. 
Type R.1297), mains operated, and unsuitable for installations in vehicles. 
A third new receiver was the R.1224A, the corresponding receiver to the 
transmitters T.1204A and T.l223A. This receiver was battery operated, 
and was capable of replacing the R.1084 for short distance work. In spite of 
these numerous replacement sets, the d~nd was so great that supplies 
of the R.1084 were still needed. The M.F. transmitter T.77 was still in use, 
and efforts to fi~d a substitute, both in the U.K. and U.S.A., failed. A 

1 The organisation for Signals Equipment Provisioning is described- in the R .A.F. 
Signals History, Volume I : 'Organisation and Develot)ment ', Chapter 4·. 
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forther 50 T.77's were ordered to cover requirements for the ensuing two
year period. Two new transmitter/reooiver corpbinations, the T.1148 and 
TR.1150, were on order in large numbers, sufficient for all known require
ments in the ensuing two years. The provision of D.F. and associated 
equipment was also included in the 1941 estimates, together with W /T 
masts and coaxial cable, production of the latter being estimated at not 
less than 20,000 yards per month. 

It was also decided that production of the T.1190 (the T.1087 with 
crystal adaptor) should be discontinued. The T.I 190 was primarily used 
for Army co-operation, and a new type of tender incorporating the 
T.1179/R.1188 was developed. The requirements for pack and transport
able W /T stations, and a new Marconi T.ll54 / R.1084 or R.1082 field trans
portable equipment, were also planned, together with light mobile W /T 
ground stations, using the Marconi A.D.67 and its associated receivers: 
this equipment was primarily designed for use overseas where metalled 
roads were practically non-existent, and in view of the expansion of the war 
area to the Middle East and Far East, both actual and p otential, the 
production of some 120 transmitters and receivers was planned. Vehicles, 
petrol/ electric generators, accumulators, and associated equipment, were 
all included in the estimates.1 

These plans for the provision of equipment, laid in 1941 and set in 
motion in 1!l42, took into account all ground station requirements up to 
the middle of I 943. Further plans had to be made early in 1942 for the 
latter half of 1943 and for the year 1944; a very large proportion of the 
equipment needed to meet this later requirement was ordered from the 
U.S.A. 

American Equipment 

The major types of American set ordered, all in large numbers, included 
the A.R.88 H.F. and M.F. receiver for point-to-point and aircraft services 
at fixed W /T stations; the H.R.O. H.F. and M.F. receiver for vehicle and 
mobile use; the E.T.4332 (R.A.F. type T.1179) H .F. ground local com
munications transmitter and its replacement the E.T.4336; the Collins lBQ 
H.F. transmitter /receiver for general transportable and light mobile work
ing; and the SCR.522 V.H.F. transmitter / receiver for ground-to-air, point
to-point and mobile working. 'Other equipment ordered in smaller numbers 
included an H.F. intercept receiver styled S.27 D.U.; the R.C.A. triple 
diversity H.F. receiver for general use on important long distance high-speed 
automatic W /T circuits; and a variety of general W /T equipment, some in 
large numbers, including speci~quipment for balloon barrage communica
tions and R.A.F. Regiment airfield and vehicle communications, a small 
number of M.F. radio range equtpments and various ancillary equipment.2 

' l\,M. File CS.1220◊ . 
2 A.M. File CS.18776. 
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The E.T.4331 transmitter was required because of the increase in the 
number of W / T stations whose working distance approximated to 1,000 
miles. These were mostly small Transport Command stations. The need 
for a transmitt-er of this type had been foreseen some time earlier, and 
orders had already been placed, but very few of this type of transmitter 
were forthcoming up to the end of 1943. In consequence it was necessary 
to install medium power transmitters such as the SWB8 or the R.C.A. 
A.V.T.22, when lower power transmitters would have sufficed. However, 
Headquarters No. 26 Group used a modification to the E.T.4332 by means 
of which an output of some 600 W. was obtained, and while this was rather 
less than the ideal, it was nevertheless decided to provide a supply of these 
modified E.T.4332's until such time as sufficient quantities of the E.T.4331 
hecame available. Details of the modifications necessary were given to 
c,yerseas commands.1 

In spite of these large orders for American equipment, the home market 
was not neg1ected. It was realised that the American tendency to concen
trate on landline communications and to relegate wireless to a minor role, 
plus the tendency to employ a variety of types of equipment for different 
specialist purposes, wa.s likely in time to move more into line with the 
British policy of having as far as possible only a few types of equipment 
with wide frequency covera.ge and a. general a,pplication. This, it was for&
seen, would inevitably mean that R.A.F. orders placed in America would 
be competing with a new American demand ; and in case supplies from 
America should be held up, at least one production line for each type of 
equipment was kept going in the United Kingdom. In the event there were 
many breaks in U .S.A. production, and these, coupled with various Lease
Lend troubles, caused many difficulties.! 

Requirements for the main lines of British ground wireless equipment 
for l 944 were tabulated in June 1942. The principal types of equipment 
for which manufacture was planned were the Marconi SWB8 and SWBI 1 
transmitters and the SWBlO amplifier; the T .1190, which, although pre
viously declared obsolescent, was now reinstated in production because of 
the uncertainty of supply of its replacement; the Aroerica.n E.T.4336; and 
the T.1154, fpr fixed and hutted stations, radio vehicles. medium trans
portables, and marine craft. Receivers in production were the Murphy 
R.1311 for high-speed automatic working at the me.in W / T stations; the 
Marconi C.R.100 (R.1297), which had not been entirely successful and 
whose production was eventually expected to lapse; the R.1084, which 
a!though regarded as obsolescent was not being replaced by any new equip
ment; the R.ll55, large numbers of which were required for use with the 
T.1154; and various other transmitter /receiv# combinations, including 
the TR.l 196 and several transportable Army sets. Other transportable 
equipments in production, in addition to the T.1154/R-.1155 and tho 

1 A.H.B./ITE/48. 
i A.M. File CS.18776. 
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TR.1196, included the TR.1143 and, from America, the Collins ISQ; a large 
number of these were built in 1944. 

In view of the failure of supply of the American replacement to the 
T .1190, it became imperative to produce a Brit ish made successor, and this 
was designed in the shape of the T.1509. This equipment, however, was not 
in production until the middle of 1945, and was no help in relieving war
time pressures. The production of the T.1190 was therefore continued and 
increased; in any case it proved more satisfactory than the E.T.4336. 

V.H.F. 

Up to 1943, most of the V.H.F. equipment built for overseas use was in 
mobile form, but the stage was reached at which this mobile equipment 
had to be replaced by fixed installations, so as to free the mobile equip
ment for use elsewhere. The number of home fighter sectors was reduced 
in 1943/1944, but this was more than offset by a considerable increase in 
the use of V.H.F. R .T. overseas, and also by the introduction of V.H.F. 
equipment in Bomber and Coastal Commands. A rapid growth in the 
production of all kinds of V.H.F. equipment resulted. The equipment used 
was the T.1131 /R.11 32A for fixed gi-ound stations and the TR.1143 for 
t.ransportables. Six different types of mobile V.H.F. station were produced. 
Graded V.H.F. equipment was produced for the use of expeditionary forces 
in the rapid construction of temporary fixed installations to replace mobile 
equipment in rearward areas.1 

The actual production of signals equipment to meet provisioning pro
gi-ammes was carried out by the radio industry; but the conversion of 
equipment for various types of task, and the prototyping of installations, 
such as in vehicles, was carried out by units of No. 26 Group. For this 
purpose, Headquarters No. 26 Group were given a forecast· of the work 
they would be called upon to perform ea.eh year in the construction and 
provision of radio equipment and accessories. This enabled them to plan 
layouts and to adjust establishments. Instructions were issued by the 
Air Ministry for the r equirements of line telecommunications and ra.dio 
vehicles, transportable radio eq uipment, and the provision of main W /T 

-stations. For instance, radio stations built in 1944 (in connection with 
'Overlord') included two new main stations at Weyhill and Chicksands 
and other special stations at Uxbridge and Stanmore. Hutted W /T stations 
and radar vehicles were also produced by No. 26 Group. Mobile medium 
power stations were used in the early stages of operations on the Continent, 
but static stations of considerable size were required in the later stages, 
and allowance was made for the fitting out of four such stations in 1944. 
Other requirements dealt with fJy No. 26 Group included airfield tele• 
communications, V.H.F., ' Beechnut ', and G.C.A.~ 

1 A.M. File CS.18776. 
~ A.R.B ./IIE/48. 
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CHAPTER 15 

POST-WAR COMMUNICATIONS-DEVELOPMENT 
AND POLICY 

With no firm Air Staff plan and no knowledge of the probable size of 
the post-war R.A.F., it was impossible to make detailed plans for post-war 
communication systems. However, broad assumptions were made which 
took into account the much reduced scale of the post-war R.A.F. in the 
United Kingdom and the giving up of many airfields. The result would 
be the relinquishing of many speech and telegraph landline circuits; but 
the D.T.N. system would remain. 

During the war the R.A.F. had built up in the United Kingdom an 
extensive system of operational and administrative landline communica
tions including: -

(a) An administrative speech and teleprinter network, based on four 
major switching centres and embracing all principal operational 
and administrative formations. 

(b) Several networks of speech and telegraph circuits integral to and 
following the operational channels of the main functional com
mands. 

(c) A meteorological broadcast teleprinter network. 

(d) Remote control circuits for the wireless system and special circuits 
for such services as 'R.C.M. ', aircraft safety, and movement 
liaison. 

Scale of Peacetime Traffic at Home 

To maintain this system complete in peace was out of the question, and 
plans were therefore formulated for an abbreviated R.A.F. peacetime land
line communications system. The scale of communications would naturally 
be smaller, but the principle of a separate system under Service control 
was considered necessary, since it was the only method of ensuring smootl 1 

expansion in emergency. Most of the traffic handled in peacetime was 
expected to be administrative, so it was proposed to retain the framework 
of the administrative network as a basis, though except for an essential 
minimum direct operational circuits could be given up, with the proviso 
that the equivalent, wholly or in part, must be made available for re
connection within a definite time. Operational circuits retained would be 
routed as far as possible through adm~strative switching centres so that 
they could be used to augment the administrative system during non
operational periods. An arbitrary scale of communications to be retained 
was laid down. Remote control circuits were retained pending decisions 
on the iJltimate employment of wireless. Terminal equipment, switchboards, 
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and operations room equipment were to be retained at all stations remain
ing functional in peacetime, to allow a quick return to operations. Little 
general change was expected in the meteorological network. Some recovery 
could be effected as stations and formations closed down, but there would 
be expansion in other directions, notably in civil aviation. 

Air M1rnstry's recommendations were: -

(a) vnat a line comrµunications system, based on the existing adminis
trative network, should be retained under R .A.F. control; 

(b) that the administrative system should be augmented to the scale 
given by direct operational circuits, so routed as to share the 
administrative load over non-operational periods; 

(c) that all line equipment now existing in places scheduled for peace
time use should be kept in situ. 

A meeting was held at the Air Ministry on 5 June 1945 to discuss aspects 
of the post-war communications system of the R.A.F. The purpose of the 
meeting was to acquaint the signals liaison officers of the Dominion Air 
Forces with the progress made in planning the post-war system and obtain 
their reactions to various proposals, in order that planning, where it 
embraced the Dominions, could go forward on a realistic basis. 

Inter-Command Network 

The ultimate R.A.F. telecommunications system was dependent on many 
factors, political, strategic and technical, most of which were not readily 
assessable in June 1945. A preliminary study, however, favoured an 
exclusive world-wide Air Force system linking all the main spheres of 
operation of the R.A.F. in the form of a primary network, employing multi
channel teleprinting equipment. It was thought that such a network could 
not be complete without terminals in each of the Dominions. 

The system envisaged would, it was thought, produce a balanced net
work which would reduce the existing severe congestion in the long-range 
carrier frequency band, and remove the vulnerable nerve-centre which had 
grown up in the United Kingdom consequent upon progressive demands 
for direct communication to numerous individual terminals abroad. It was 
based on the following principles: - , 

(a) A main terminal station in each main sphere of Air Force activity, 
having any or all of the following functions: 

(i) to act as a main focal point for internal communications with
in the theatre; 

(ii) to act as a local communications centre for the main theatre 
headquarters; 

(iii) to act as a transit station for through traffic between other 
theatres. 
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(b) A number of subsidiary stations established where necessary, for 
technical reasons (mainly automatic relays). 

The main terminal stations were to be linked together in such a manner 
that:-

(a) The network would not be focused on any one point the failure 
of which would disrupt the communications between other areas. 

(b) Communications between any two areas would involve relaying 
en route not more than once, and at the most, twice, under 
normal cond1t1ons. 

(c} The length and direction of the primary links would be such that 
continuous communication was achieved. 

(d) The links would have sufficient traffic-handling capacity to cater 
both for any diversionary loads occasioned by the failure of a 
direct link and for the anticipated initial traffic at the beginning 
of any further hostilities. 

(e) The number of high-powered transmitters in any one geographical 
area would, for reasons of frequency congestion and interference 
with reception, be kept to a minimum. 

Implementation of the plan was a long-term policy only, secondary to 
the requirements of the Far Eastern war, but every endeavour was made 
to guide development along post-war ideas where this was compatible with 
immediate operational requirements. In the technical field, development 
proceeded in the introduction of a multi-channel radio teletype system on 
all main links, leaving the existing auto high-speed equipment to remain 
in being and be used in a standby role until the new system had proved 
itself.1 

1 A.M. File CS.22974. 
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APP'ENIDI.X: No. 2 

CONGESTION OF HOME TELEPRINTER SYSTEM WITH NON-URGENT 
MESSAGES• 

(C.S. 22075/Te/s. 4-8.6.44.) 

1. Serious delays are occurring in the transrnwsion of urgent messages owing to the· 
overloading of teleprinttrr channels with non-urgent traffic . This congestion is 
adversely affecting the oonduct of the war and must cease. 

2. C,O.s are to ensure that the attention of all persons authorised· to originate signals 
messages i6 directed to the necessity for condiucting all non-urgent business by 
postagram or letter . As a further measure, C.Os. are t-0 arrange that all messages 
before being handed µi to the signals office, are scrutinised, and such messages as 
do not fall in the urgent category are to be diverted to the Despatch Rider Letter 
Service or postaD service. 

3. Examples of correspondeno which must not be sent by signals channels are as 
follows:-

(i) Requests for officers', a.irmen's or airwomen's documents, except when 
required for overseas drafting, courts-martial, cCYUrts of inquiry, or in 
cases of serious or dangerous illness; in an such circumstance.;, the sign,il 
is t-0 state the purpose for which the documents are reqfllired. 

(ii) Messe.ges dealing with accounts, mail, laundry, etc. 

(iii) Notification of changes in prices of fuel, straw and other commodities. 

(iv) Congratulatory messages which have appeared, or will! appear, in the 
press and, which will be included later in command or other orders. 

( v) Normal replies to correspondence. 

(vi) AH non-operational returns . 

(vii) A,!il acknowled'gment.6 (unless of operational character). 

(viii) Noti.fication , over 48 hours in advance, of posting of R.A.F. and W.A.A.F. 
personnel. 

(ix) Reports of movements of individual officers, e..irmen and airwomen. 

4. C.Os. of main signals centres at home are to arrange that teleprinter traffic is 
scrutinised after transmission, and that copies of aU messages for which the 
Despatch Riider Letter &rrvioe or post would seem to have provided adequate 
roElans of transit are, forwardedl to the, Air Ministry (Tel:.s.4) through the, usual 
ohannels. 

1 A.M.O. A.520/44. 
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APP-EINDllX No. 3 

SIGNALS TRAFFIC-' MINIMIZE •1 

In the event of serious congestion of signals channels at Home or Overseas, during 
operations or in any special emergency, the eode wc,rd ' Minimize ', followed b~- an 
estimated period of effeet, will be promulgated to aU concerned. 

2. The code word will have the following signification:-

(i) It is now essential that W /T, teleprinter and telephone traffic be reduced to 
that contributing directly to the conduct of the immediate operat<ions m 
progress. 

(ii) It is essential that the originator of any W /T or teleprinter message or tele
pho,ne call ( either internal or external) satisfies himself that immediate 
operations wiH be adversely a.ffecwd if the message is not despatched, or the 
telephone call not made. A messe.ge or call which does not pass this test must 
not be made. 

(iii) Messages to units overseas not connected with immediate operations or special 
emergency are: 

(a) to be despatohed by Air MaH where this facility exists; 
(b) to be held' up uotil 'M<inimize' is canceHed•, or unti} the duration of the 

holding period renders it essential that they should be despatched. 
Messages of a similar character to units in the United Kingdom must be 
despatched by D.RL.S. or postal service. 

3. In view of the dislocation of normal work when these restrictions are imposed, 
' Minimize ' will not- be introdueed until eongestion is really serious, aod in 
these circwnstanc~ the time factor win not permit promulgation by means of 
an Office Instruction. The Director of Tel-ecommunications is authorised, there
fore, to introduce ' Minimize ' by circulating an appropriate message through 
A.M.C.S. to all Divisions and Directorates of Air Ministry. The cancellation of 
' Minimize ' wiH be effected in a similar manner. 

4. The severe restriction of the use of the telephone, particularly as regards internal 
calls, will inevit-aibliy result in a considerable increase in the number of written 
communications, which will throw an add'itonal burden on, the messenger 
services. Provided that the ordinary transit service is used wherever possible, 
or in more urgent matters messages are conveyed by the ' Important ' service, 
the Registry Circulaitioni Services should ,prove adequate. It is essential, however, 
that the ' Immedii:aite ' service shoului only be used in cases of extreme urgency 
if congestion an<l a oonsequent bre.Jcdown of the messenger service is to be 
avoided. 

5. Heads of Branches and Sections should ensure that this Instruction is fully 
understood by all members of their staff and, by personal supervision, must 
enfo~e the ' Minimize ' procedure when it becomes necessary to introduce it. 

--------------------------------------
1 Office Instruction No. 128/44. 
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APPENDIX No. 5 

'.l"ELECOMMUNICATION ARRANGEMENTS-BOMBER COMMAND! 

Thie instruction S'Uperse<les Tels. 3 Engineering Instruction No. 13, which is to bt 
deatroyed. 

Infor111J1tioo 
1. Bomber Command are in procei:>S o{ reorganisation by which a Group Head

que.ruirs will contro1 Bases. which in turn will control three stat-iom;. 

2. There will be in British Bomber Command;

(i) Seven Operat-ional Groups. 

(ii) Five Bases to ea.eh Group giving a total of 35 Bases. 

(iii) Three Slt,atiooo to eMh BaStl givi~ total of 105 Station.s, including the 
Stations at which Bases are located. 

3. Group Headquarters will be mv.ch as they are at present. Bases will be quite a 
c:oosiderable organ4.sation and: will be loco.too on what are now Parent S.t-ations. 
Stations whioh are at prooent Sat-eLlite airfields will be increased to foll Station 
status. 

4. The increases in establishruent of personnel and aircraft will be very ,,onsiderable, 
and in consequence the weight o.{ signals traffic will be much greater. 

5. The cha.in of Operational and Administrative Control wi!I be as follows:-

(i) Groups will exercise operational control: over Bl\Ses, and each Base over its 
three Stations. 

(ii) Admini.strative control will be direct between Groups and· Stations. It is 
intended to cen-tral-ise a large portion 0£ the a.dminiskative work of St.ations 
at the Base and com;eq_uently it is estimated that administrative traffic in and 
out of Stations will avera,ge 50 per cent between Stations and Group, and 
50 per cent between Stations and Base. 

6. Meteorological information as at present received at Parent Stations will be 
required at all S.tations. 

7. This organisation is now coming into force but is unJ.ikely to be fully completed 
before the Spring of 1944. 

Intention 
8. To p.rovide increased landline communications as Bases are fom1ed· and as 

ex·isling Sfll.ellite Airfields are brought up to Stution status. 

9. (i) To retain W /T Operational Control at Group Headquarters as at preseo-t. 

(ii) To give e8-C>h Base W/T facilities, as at present provided' at' Parent Stations'. 

(iii) To provide Pack-oet6 at Bases and· Stations to be used as u. last resort for 
m_aint-aining W /T Contact. 

Execution 

10. 

11. 

Since the Base will be locauid at one of its three Stations one Adminiiitrative 
P.B.X. is to se-rve both Base and .that Station, ttnd a three position P,"1:BXIA 
board is to be provided· at each Base. 

Total requirement 35 type PMBXI'A 3-position switchboards. 

Each S-tation, other than Sitations at which Base-,; are located, is to be provided 
with two positions of 10 + 50 Hne switchboa~ 

-65--
----~------------------ ·-- - ---------
1 Tels. 3 Engineering In.st-rudion No. 14 es amended on 30 January 1943. 



12. For operat.ional circuits each Base is to be provided with a one-position switch
board which will cover the requirements of the Base and the Station on which 
it is located. 
The cirouits to be terminated on this P .B.X. are as follows:-

(i) Private Wires 

Operational speech circuits to Group Headquarters. 
Fl:ying Control speech circuit to Group Headquarters. 
One Adruin. circuit to Group H.Q. to be earmarked for switching at
C.O .P. to provide the Fzying Control line as required. 
Operation-al speech oircuit to No. l Sub-station keyboard. (Sub-statioaa 
are those other than the ones at whioh Bases are situated). 
Operational speech cirouit to N'O. 2 Slub-statio111 keyboard. 
Flying Control speech oircuit to No. l Sub-station keyboard. 
Flying Control speech oireuit to No . 2 Sub-station keyboard. 

(ii) External Extensions 

4 to Admin. P.B.X. 
2 to Flying Controt Base Sltation Watch Office keyboard. 
Met. Officer. 
Officer Commanding Base Station. 
D/F Station No. I. 
D/F Station No . 2 (where installed). 
Base Commander's Residence (if on station). 

(iii) Internal, Extensions 
Base Commander's Office . 
Base Commander (in Operations Room). 
Controller I. 
Controller 2. 
Intelligence Officer. 
Signals Traffic Office. 
A.A. Defence Room (Switchboard: to B.H.Q .) . 
Base Flying Control Officer. 
Bunching jacks or keys to be provided on Ops. P .B.X. to give simul
taneous connection of Watch Office F/C keyboards. 
Total requirement thirty-five P.M.B.X.I.A. switchboards. 
For circuits peculiar to the Watoh Office a 10-line Flying Control key
board is to be provided in each Base Station Wat-ch Office Control Room. 
It wiH have the following circuits tenninated on it:-

2 circuits from Ops. P .B.X. 
Station Commander. 
Flare path (Airfield Controller). 
Look-out. 

Total requirement thirty-five 10-line keyboards. 

13. At each sub-station a 10-lin~ keyboard: is to be provided m the Watch Office 
Control Room to take all operational circuits as follows:-

Operat-ional speech circuit from Base Ops: i?.B.X. 
Flying Control speech circuit from Base Ops. P.B.X. 
Station Commander. 
Operations Room 2. 
Flare-path (Airfield Controller). 
Intelligence Officer. 
Controller. 
Look-out. 
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14. To give necessary Speech facilities the following circuits are to be provided 
(i) Group to Base 

(a) One Operational Speech. 
(b) Four Administrative Speech (one being reserve D.T.N. main). 

Note: This is an in-crease of two speech circuits on the present Group/Parent 
Station facilities, one is to be provided when the three Stations are formed 
under a Base, and the seeond' at a later date when Stations and Bases a.re 
brought up to strength in aircraft and personnel. 

(ii) Base to Station 

(a) One Operational Speech. 

(b) One Flying Control S'peech. 

(c) Two Administrative Speech. 

Note: This is ari increase of one circuit on the present Parent/Satellite 
facilities. Flying Control Circuit is particularly necessary since only W /T 
a.ircrait channel is at the Base, which will co-ordinate control of aircraft of 

all three Stations. 

15. To provide necessary teleprinter facilities the following channels are required 

(i) Group to Base11 
(a) Meteorological Broadcast channel. 

(b) Operations and Administrative Broadcast channel. 

(c) Three Administrative channels. 

( d) Air raid warning channel. 

(e) Intelligence channel. 

(f) One spare channel. 

Note: Under Phase 6 of the D.T.N. provision scheme, arrangeme·nts have 
already been made for the addition of a four-channel· equipment bet-ween 
Group and Base. This four-channel equipment is to be arranged to work 
'Back to Back ' with the existing .four-channel equipment between present 
Group and/ Parent Station, and thus use the same physical circuit. The new 
equipment is scheduled to come off contract between March 1943 and• March 
1944, and will thus meet the scheme. 

(i-i) Base to Stations 
The Station at which the Base is located is to share the signals offic0 of that 
Base. Provision of teleprinter circuits for the remaining two stations are 
to be as follows :-

(a) One Meteorological channel. 

(b) One Administrative channel. 

(c) One Broadcast channel. 

16. To provide the neoossary broad'Cast and switching facilities for teleprinter work
ing the following are to be provided :-

( i) At the Group a Teleprinter Switchboard, No. 16 to be provided in addition 
to the present Administrative T~prin~-er _switchb~ar~ .. This will ~ave the 
Ops and the Intelhgence teleprmter mrcu1t from md1v1dual teleprinters at 
each Base terminated on it. 

(ii) At each Base a ten-line teleprinter switchboard with broadcast facilities up 
to five lines simultaneous transmission and a combined unit for Meteorological 
Broad<east from Group to Base and the t-wo <list-ant Stations. 
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17. The following teleprinters are to be provided 
(i) At each Base 

(a} One Meteorological. 
(b) One Operational. 
(c) Three Administ-rative. 
(d) One Intelligence. 
(e) One Air Raid Warning (if scheme is agreed). 
Totul req,;irernent-$ 245 f<,r 35 Bases. 

(ii) At ea<:h of distant Stations 

(a) One Meteorological. 
(b) One Administrative. 

(c) One for broadcast of Operational or Administrative 
traffic principally from Group. 

Total requirement- 210 for 70 Stations. 

18. A diugnun showing circuits is att-ached, to this in&truction.1 

19. Ma.in Gro11nd to Air- W'JT Communicati<:>n- for Operational Control of Aircraft is 
to be provided by Medi-um-Power TransmiU:er at Gtoup.s 8.$ at present. 

20. Each Base is to be provided with W/T and R/T Installation- as· at present 
inst-ailed at Parent Station~ i.e.:-

(i) H.F. D/F St.at-ion. 
(ii) Point-to-point. 

(iii) Air Ministry 'K ' Broadcast. 
(iv) 'Pand'a' W/T Channel. 
(v) ' Beetle' Bro-adcast Rooeiver. 
(vi) ' Dnrky ' and Local Arircra.It Control R/T. 

( vii) Emergency W /T Paci{ Set. 

21. Each of the distant- Stations is to be provided with 

(i) 'Darky' and Local Aircraft Control R /T. 
(ii) Elmergency W/T Pack Set. 

22. Many o( the lin,e requirements already e:xist, and a numbe.r of the t-wo-position 
switchboards are to be provid•ed by those recover.ed from Bases when PMBXIA 
is in-stalled. 

23. rt was hoped that Bomber Command would be a,ble to supply a list of priorit ies 
for fitting and, provision of new lines together with e.ppro:xima..te dates, but 
uncertainty of allocation of aircraft between Home and Overseas commitments 
and of manpowe,,: make long-term p}a.nniog of opening dates impossible. 

24. Bomber Command and· the Directorate of Organisa tion are requested to p;ive the 
earl.ioot possible warning of opening dates or increases to this new orgar,isation. 

25. Fol-lowing is a summary of 0ircuit and spparolus requirements to be provided by 
the Genera} Post Office. 

(i) In{!rease of 2 S-peech Circuits Group to Base: 
(ii} Increase of 4 Teleprinter Channels Group to Base. 

(iii) Increase of l Spee-eh Circuit Base to Station. 
(iv) Increase of 2 Teleprinter Circuits 1l:.rse to S•tatior .. 

Note: These increase., are over and above· circuits existing or ordere<l for 
present Po.rent- a.nd Satellite arrangement. 

! Not reproduced. 
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( v) Provision of thirty-five 3-Pos-ition Switchboards for Bases. 

(vi) Provi&ion of thirty-five Single Posit-ioo Ops. P .B.X. for Btl.Ses. 

( vii) Provision of sevent.y 2-Position P .B.X. for Stations. 

(\·iii) Provision of seventy 10-line Ops. Keyboards for Stations. 

(i:,.) Provision of thirty-five JO-line D.T.N. Switchboards with Broadcast facilities 
for Bases. 

(x) Provision of thirty-five Met. Channel combine units for Bases. 

(xi) Provision of 245 Telepvinters for Bases. 
(xii) Provision of 21.0 Teleprinters for Stations. 

26. A! map showing location of each Group Headquarters t ogether w ith associated 
Bases and S,tat-ions has already been- i.s,sued to The Director of Telecommunica
tions, General Post Office. 

27. A fort.her Engineering Instruct-ion on the American Bomber Organisation will 
foHow. 

28. Acknowledge. 

for Air Commodore 
Director of Telecommunications 

Issued at 1200 hours, 7 December 1942. 

AJPIPEN'DIX No. 6 
PROVISIONAL TELEPHONE ESTABLISHMENTSl 

Fighter Sector Station 
Cables 
l. [n,;oming cable. Specittl scheme to serve off-site Opera.t-ions Room etc. 

2. Perimeter cable. 38 pair. 
Exchange lines. 3 cir<!uits to main P .B.X. at Airfield. 

3 circuit-s to Ops. P.B.X. 
P.B.X. Two 10 + 50 switohboa.rds, one in special protected· building at, ai rfield 

65 
(possibly 2 later) ; one in off-site Operations .Block. 

E:ii.tensions 
P.B.X. in Opi::rat-ums Block 

Commaoding Officer 
ControHe.r's Office 
'B' Board 
Signals Officer 
Intelligence Officer 
Met .. 
Cypher office 
A/ A a.nd S/ L office 
Guard Room 

Main P.B.X. at Airfield 

Aircraft &hed 
W a.tch Office 

S(Juadron Office 
Armoury 

1 CS.12488. 

No. of Extensiom 

l 
5 (suggest 14 pair cable to 

thi~uild'ing) 
5 

as_; 



Main P.B.X. at Airfield 

Main Stores 
Main Workshop:; 
Link Trainer 
Gas Defence Centre 
M/T Office 
Station H.Q. 
Battle H.Q. (Defence OftiC'er) 
Guard House 
Officers' Mess 
Sergeants' Mess 
Decontamination Centre 
Standby Set House 
Sick Quarters 
Picket Post 

W /T Transmit-ting Station 
Bomb St-ores 

Additional requirements 

2 
l 
l 
l 
l 

No. of Extensions 

ll Maximum 
l 
l 
2 ( l on repayment basis) 
l 
l 
I parallel from picket post 
l with plan 7 to M.O. 
1 each but extensions to be 

paralleled wherever possible 
I 
l ca,b rank type with loud ringing 

bell 

5 circuits between Ops. and Station P.B.X.s. 
4 circuits from dispersal points to be terminated on Ops. ' B' keyboard. 
1 circuit from Defence Officers switchboard in Battle H.Q. terminated on Ops. 

'B 'Keyboard. 
4 circuits from Tannoy broadcast system between Ops. Room and Battle H.Q. 
I cirnuit- from Watch Office to Ops. Room. 
A schedule of special requirements was provided for airfields requiring night

fighter facilities. 

Bomber Operational Station 

Cables 
1. lncomi11{J cable. Two cables one of 20 pairs and one of 14 pairs by alterna.tiYe 

routes or one cable of 28 pairs if the alternat:ive should prove impracticable. 
2. Perimeter cable. 38 pairs. 

Excha11{Je lines. Two initially, one to be routed by an alternative route through 
a suitaible point, a protected buil-ding if possible, for interception in the event of 
damage to the P .B.X. At lea5t one of these circuits must be provided t-o a manual 
or an attended auto exchange. The first of these lines wiH be provided with up to 
two extensions, t-o the office of the Iwsident Engineer in advance of the general 
station requirements. When the station opens the circuit should be swit-ched to the 
station P .B.X. and an extension provided in lieu. 

P.B.X. two 10 + 50 swikhboards in Operations Block. 

Extensions 

Aircraft shed 
Watch Office 

Armoury 
Main stores 
Ma.in workshops 

65 

386 

No. of Extensions 

1 each 
3 initially 

I 
2 
l 

Remarks 

Maximum 2 
Suggest 14 pair 

cable to this 
building. 



Gas Defenoe Centre 
Station H.Q. 
Ops. Block 
Guard House 
M/T Office 
Sub. Stn. 
Works Services Hut 
Sqdn. and Fl1ght Office 
Crew Rest R-Oom · 
Maintenance Unit 

., and Armoury unit 
Photographic Block 
Link Trainer Bldg. 
Picket Post 
Bomb stores 

Battle H.Q . (Defence Officer) 
Officers' Mess · 
S.ergeants' Mess 
C.0 .'s Quarters 
Standby Set House 
Sick Quarters 
W .A.A.F. Officers' Mess and Quarters 

,, ,, 
Look-out Post 

Sick Quarters 
Decontamination Centre 

W/T Transmitting Station 

38'1 

No. of Extensions 

1 
9 wi tJ,. 2 parallels 

10 
1 
1 
1 
I · .·. 
4 -~ith 2 parallels 
1. ··•··•-·-· - - .... 

2 each 
1 
1 
l 
1 each 
l ca.b rank type with loud 

ringing bell 
1 
2 ( l on repayment basis) 
1 
1 
1 parallel from picket poet 
1 with plan 7 to M.O. Maximum 2 
l parallel from picket post 
1 
1 parallel from picket poet 
l 
1 
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APPENDIX No. 12 

OUTLINE SIGNALS PLAN 
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APPENDIX No. 14 

ORGANISATION OF AIR FORMATION SIGNALS 
THROUGHOUT THE MIDDLE EAST COMMAND 

(a.) This order is promulgated to cltJ.rify the relationship in the Middle East between 
the Chief Signals Officer, Royal Air Force, Middle East, Chief Signals Officers of 
Royal Air Force subordinate commands, the Chief Signals Officer Air Formation 
.Signals, and· Officers Commanding, Air Format-ion Signals units. · It- is based ·on the 
directive ' The Organisation and Employment of Air Formation Signals in the Field ', 
issued conjointly by the War Office and Air Ministry in February 1944 . 

(b)" The Chief Signals Officer, Royal Air Force, Middle East, is the supreme co
ordinating authority for all R.A.F. commuriications within the Middle Ea.st Command. 
He will be responsible for fonnulating the requirements of the R .A.F . in respect of 
land'line and, despatch rider communications to meet the plans of the Air Officer 
Commanding-in-Chief, Royal A,jr Force, Middle East. These requirements will be 
notified t-0 the Chief Signals Officer Air Formation Signals, Middle East. 

(c) The Chief Signals Officers at Air Headquarters, Egypt, Levant and East Africa, 
will be similarly the supreme co-ordinating authorities for all R.A.F . communicat-ions 
within their respective areas. Their requirements wilt be notified to the Officers 
Commanding No. 3 Air Formation Signal~, No. 5 Air Fom1ation Signals o.nd· the 
Officer Commanding Air Formiltion SigntJ.!s, East Africa., respectively. 

(d) The Chief S~gnals Officers at H.Q . B.F . , Aden and A.!I.Q ., Ira.q and Persia, 
will be similarly the supreme co-ordinating authorities for all R.A.F. communications 
within their respective commands. Their requirements will be notified direct to the 
appropriate Army Chief Signals Officer . · 

(e) The Chief Signals _Officers _at Air Headquarters , Eastern Mediterranean, H.Q . 
203 Group; H.Q. 206 Group and, H.Q . . 216 Group are the supreme co-ordinating 
a.ut-horities for air functional communications within their respective formations . Titeir 
requirements in respect. of landtine and despatch rider communications will be notified 
to the Chief Signals Officer of the Air HeadqutJ.rters responsible for the area. concerned 
who , in turn, will ma,ke these requirements known to the appropriate Officer Com
manding Air Formation Signals or Army Chief Signals Officer . 

( f) The Senior R .A .F. Signals Officers in Tripolitania and the Sudan will be 
responsible for notifying Royal Air Force landline and despatch rider requirements 
direct to the appropriate Army Chief Signals Officer. 

(g) The Chief Signals Officer Air Fom1ation Signals, Middle East, has a triple 
responsibility. Having received from the A.O.C.-in-C. Middle East, through the 
medium of the Chief Signals Officer, R.A.F., the A.O.C.-in~'s requirements in respect 
of land'line and despatch rider communications, he will be responsible to Hie 
A.O".C.-in-C . for the operation of the communications provided by the various Air 
Formation Signals under his control. He will also be responsible to the Signal Officer
in-Chief, G.H.Q., M.E., for the technical efficiency of the communications and of the 
Air Formation Signals units under his control. He will also be responsible to the Chi~f 
Air Formation Signals Officer, M.A.A.F., for confonning with the genera.I signals plan 
of the Air Signals Officer-in-Chief, M.A.A.F., as far as it affects the resources at his 
disposal. 

(h) The Air Officer Commanding No. 3,;-,;\-ir Formation Signals will bear a similar 
responsibility to the A.O.C. Egypt, for la.ndline and despatoh rider communications 
in ~pt and Cyrenaica, to that of the Chief Signals Officer Air Formation Signals , to 
the A.O.C.-in-C., Middle Eaat, for such communications in the Middle East . He will 
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also be responsible to the Chief Signals Officer Air Formation Signals, Middle East, for 
the technical efficiency of the communications and of his Air Formation Signals unit. 

(i) The Officer Commanding No. 5 Air Formation, Signals will bear a similar 
responsibility to the A.O.C., Levant, for landline and despatch rider communications 
in Palestine, Syria and Cyprus, to that of the Chief Signals Officer Air Formation 
Signals, to the A.O.C.-in-C., Middle East, for such communications in the Middle East. 
He will also be responsible to the Chief Signals Officer Air Formation Signals, Middle 
East, for the technical efficiency of the communications and of his Air Formation 
Signals unit. 

(j) The Officer Commanding, Air Formation Signals, East Africa, will bear a similar 
responsibility to the A.O.C., East Alfrica, for landline and despatch rider communica
tions in East Africa, to that of the Chief Signals Officer Air Formation Signals, to the 
A.O.C.-in-C., Middle East, for such communications in the Middle East. He will also 
be responsible to the Chief Signals Officer Air Formation Slignals, Middle East, for the 
technical efficiency of the communications and of the Air Formation Signals under 
his control. 

(k) The action by Afr Fo-rmation Signe,ls alter receipt of reqruirements prepared by 
the appropriate R.A .F. Chief Signals Officer is as laid down in the Signal Officer-in
Chief's Memorandum No. 18 of 9 May 1944. 

(I) In cases where it is not possible for Air Formation Signals or the local Army 
G.S.C. to meet the landline or despatch rider requirements of subordinate commands, 
and when it is the opinion of the R.A.F. Chief Signals Officer or Senior Signals Officer 
concerned that such requirements are essential, it is the responsibility of the Chief 
Siignals Officer or Senior Signals Officer to re-submit his demands to Headquarters, 
Royal Air Force, Middle East. 

(m) Nothing in the foregoing order is to be construed as cancelling any arrange
ments which may at present exist for the provision of local minor landl-ine or despatch 
rider requirements by local Air Formation Signals detachments at the request of the 
R.A.F. Signals Officer concerned. 
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APPENDIX No. l6 

COMMUNICATIONS CHANNELS ON HEADQUARTERS SHIPS, 
FIGHTER DIRECTOR SHIPS AND G.C.I./L.S.T.s 

JN OPERATION NEPTlJNEI 

Commnnica tions Channels on Headquarters Ships 

H.F. W/T - 2 to Tactical Air Force 
2 to 87 Fighter Wing 
1 to 87 Fighter Wing and Fighter Director SJ-iips 
l to 63 Fight-er Wing 
l t-0 63 Fighter Wing (Aircraft Movements) 
I to Carrier Flagships 
l A.L.O. circuit to Ct1rriers 
I Air Support Control Forward Link 
1 Trnck Broadcast from BOROO Sector (Rx only) 

H.F. R/T - I to Carrier Flagships 
l t-o A.A. Units (standby for FM channel} 
I to G.C.l./L.S.T. (standby for VHF channel) 
J Track Broadcast 

V.H.F. - 5 to aircraft. (I Fight-er Control: I F ighter Bomber: 
l XIl T.A.C.: Common and Tsc/R: 
1 World Guard and 1 A/S.R.) 

Inter-controller channel 
3 G.C.I. reporting 

FM I Command· 
to A.A. Units 

Receivers Track Broadcast- from BORGO Sector 

Communications Channels on Fighter Diredor ShipS 

H.F. W/T - 1 to Carrier Flagships 
l to Headquarters Ship and No. 87 Fighter Wing 
1 to 63 Fighter Wing (Aircraft- Movements) 
l to 63 Fighter Wirrg (A/S.R. FIMh) 
I to S'.O .R. and L.W. 
I to G.O.s (standby) 
1 to G.C.I./L.S.T. 

H.F. R/T - I Inter-F.D.O. 
1 to N .R.G.S. (standby) 
1 Track Broadcnst 
l to A .A. Units (standby) 

FN R/T - l to A.A. Unit; 
1 to G.O.s 
l to Command: 
l to N.R.G.S. 

V.H.F. - 5 to aircraft 
l Inler-controller 
3 G.C.I./L.S.T. plotting 

1 A.H.B./IIJl/90/34. 
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Receiver~ 

l T.R.S. 

1 Trll,Ck Broadcast from BORGO Sect-0r 
1 Track Broadrast from Ops. 2 ashore 

Communications Channels on G.C.1./L.S.T.s 

1. 

V.H.F. - 2 to aircraft 
I Plotting 

H.F. W /T - I to Fighter Director Ship 

APPENDIX No. l, 

TELECOMMUNICATIONS DEVELOPMENT SCHEME-PROGRESS OF 
INSTALLATION ETC. OF TELEPHONE CARRIER AND V.F. TELEGRAPH 

SYSTEMS, INDIA, 15 OCTOBER 1944 

Carrier Systems - 3 Channel 

(A) Systems installed and working - 42 

Delhi Calcutta Manipur Road Jorhat 
Delhi B-0mbay Manipur Road Imphal 
Delhi Bombay 2nd Manipur Road Gauhati 
Th3lhi Agra Manipur Road Gauhati 2nd 
Delhi Lahore S.ilchar Imphal 
Lahore Karachi Gauhati S'hillong 
Lahore Rawalpindi Shillong Silchar 
Rawalpindi Peshawar Kharagpur Cuttack 
Calcutta Gauhati Cuttack Viza.gapatam 
Calcutta Gauhati 2nd Cuttack Vizagapatam 2nd 
Calcutta. Comilla Vizaga.pa tarn Madras 
Calcutta ComiHa 2nd Vizagapatam Madras 2nd 
Calcutta Kharagpur Madras Trinchinopoly 
Calcutta Asansol Trinchinopoly Bangalore 
Calcutta Cuttack Trinchinopoly Coirobatore 
Calcutta B-Ombay Trinchinopoly Colombo 
Asansol Ranchi Bangalore Madras 
C-0milla Chittagong Bangalore Madras 2nd 
C-Omilla Silchar Bangalore Poona (vin 

Belgaum 
Man-iipur R-Oad Tinsukia Bombay Poona 
Maniipur Road Silchar Bombay Bangalore 

(B) Systems being instaUed - 12 

Calcutta. Asansol 2nd Cochin C-Oimbatore 
Khara.gpur Asansol Allahabad New Delhi 
Nagpur Calcutta Bombay Nagpur 
Kandy Trinchinopol~ Calcutta C-Omilla 3rd 
Trinchinopoly Madras 2nd' C-Omilla Imphal 
Trinchinop-0ly Bangalore 2nd Delhi Lahore 2nd 

(C) Equipment en route to site - 2 

Jubbulpore AHahabad Na.gpur - Jubbulpore 
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(D) New allocaticms - 2 

Patna Allahabad Aillahabad - Asansol 

2. V.F. Telegraph System1 

(A) Working - 17 
Delhi Bombay 4 Channel 
Delhi Calcutta 4 Channel 
Delhi Calcutta 18 Channel 
Delhi Bombay 18 Channel 
Delhi Agra 6 Channel 
Bombay Bangalore 12 Channel 
Bombay Calcutta 18 Channel 
Bangalore Madras 6 Channel 
Madras Colombo 18 Channel 
Calcutta Comilla 6 Cha'Ilnel 
Calcutta Gauhati 6 Channel 
Trinchinopoly Madras 18 Channel 
Madras Vizagapatarn 12 Channel 
Vizagapatam Calcutt.a 12 Channel 
Gauhati Manipur Road 6 Channel 
Gauhati Shillong 3 Channel 
Shillong Silchar 3 Channel 

(B) Installaticms in progress - 7 

Bangalore Madras 18 Channel 
Delhi Lahore 18 Channel 
Manipur Road Tinsuk..ia 3 Channel 
Comilla Silohar 6 Channel 
Imphal Manipur Road 3 Channel 
Chittagong Comilla 6 Channel 
Imphal Silchar 6 Channel 

(C) New Allocatiom 4 

Kharagpur Calcutta 6 Channel 
Trinchinopoly Bangalore 6 Channel 
Cochin Coimbatore 6 Channel 
Coimbatoro Trinchinopoly 6 Channel 
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APPE,N])IIX No. 18 

BUILDING PROGRAMME FOR CONSTRUCTION OF TRANSPORTABLE W/T AND R/T STATIONS FOR 19431 

Reference 
~umber 

-----I 
Type 

No. 

10D / 382 

100/ 1774 

I0D/ 1775 

100/1776 

100/ 1777 

WD/17161 

10D/ 1778 

10D/ 1779 

100/1780 

10D/ 1805 

100/ 1806 

IOD/ NIV 

IS 

19 

20 

21 

Ii\ 

23 

24 

26 

27 

Nomenclature 

Animal Pack W /T Station 
T .1083 / R.l01l2 
Station W / T and R / T H.F. 
Light Transpol'table Army 
Type 22 

Station W /'l' and R / T H.F. 
Light Transportable Army 
Ty pe 22 in Handcart 

Station W /T and R / T H .F . 
Medium Trnnsporlable Ameri
can Collins 18Q 

Station W /'T and R / T H .F. 
Medium Tra1nsportable 

T.l 154K / H.R.O. 

Station W / 'T and R / T H.F. 
~ediurn Transportable 
T. 1154K/ R.1155L 

Station R /1t V .H.F. Medium 
Transportable T .R.1143 
Station R /'.l' V.H.F . Medium 
Transportable T.R. I 143 in 
Handcart 
Station R /T H.F. Med ium 
Trunsportable T.R .JJ96 

Station R /T V.H.F. Medium 
Transporlalble SCR.522 

Station R / T V.H .F. Medium 
Transportablle SCR .522 in 
Handcart 

Statio n R /T V.H.F. Medium 
Transportable T.R.l 143 

1 T elecommunications Engineeri1lg I nstruction No. 31 . 

Delivery rate in accordance with Air Ministry Contract 

60 

50 

150 

20 

150' 

40 

12 

20 

20 

These reference and type numbers a re issued 
American equipment is installed in the basic 

275 No. 2 S .D. 
No. 30 M.U. 
>lo. l M.U. 

~1 

401 

20 20 

10 10 

50 50 

10 10 

50 

20 

4 

20 
20 

To complete existing order as 
necessary to meet immediate 
requirements . 

50 

JO 

4 

10 

20 

20 

JO 

50 

10 

4 

10 

20 

Hesponsibility 
for 

Con$truction 

Air Ministry 

No. 26 Group, 

No. 26 Group 

No. 26 Group 

No. 26 Group 

No. 26 Group 

No. 26 Group 

No. 26 Group 

Ko. 26 Group 

Ko. 26 Group 
DORM 

(Radio) 
DORM 

(Radio) 

Remarks 

No. 26 Group to modify 
R.1155 as substitute for 
R.1155L. 

Required for Airborne 
Transportables 

This production will be 
dependent upon com
pletion of prototype by 
R .A.E . which is held up 
for Type 50 Mast 

This equipment is as 
d esigned by No. I M.U. 
and will be replaced by 
H.Q. , No. 26 Group 
prototype of Type 22 
when avoilable . Con
struction of these qua11-
tities is not affected by 
this new type. 
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SERVICE 

Priority marking 

1'ature oi l-ext 

Officers entitled 
to sign 

Priority marking 

Nature of text 

Officers entitled 
to sign 

ROYAL NAVY 

MOOT IMMEDIA'I'E 

Me~es of vital 
importance 

C.-in-C. 
Senior naval officer 
present . 

EvlERGENCY Affi 
ATIACK 

Reports of formation 
of enemy aircraft 

Flag and 
commanding officers 

APPENDIX No. 19 

USE OF PRIORITY PREFIXES 

ARMY ROYAL AIR FORCE: U.S.A.A.F. 

MOST IMM'EDIA TE MOST IMMEDIATE MOST IMMEDIATE 

Messages of vital Me.seagea of vi I.e.] importance Messages of vital 
importance importance 

C.-in-C. A.Os.C.-in-C. .at Comma.nds and their Commanding General 
C.G.S. deputies, S.A.S.06., A.Os.C. · at air head- Air Force 
L.G.A. at Army quarters and independent groups. (This Command Gener.al 
Commander B.G.S. entitlement was not delegated) Air Service Command 
Commander Independent 

Corps 

E:vlRRGENCY AIR EMERGENCY AIR AITACK ATTACK 

To be used by commanders Reports of imminent air attack by enemy 
of outlying detachments in aircraft 
dist-ricts where no adequate 
air-raid warning system 
existed 

To be decided by army Authority !or U38 could be delegated to 
comma nders in consulta- anyone whose duty it ,va.s to report the 
tion witih the R.A.F. presence of en-emy airers.ft 



~ 
II'-

SERVICE 

Priority marking 

Nature of text 

Officer en titled 
to sign 

ROYAL NAVY 

EMERGEKCY 

Certain enemy reports 
and messages of vital 
operational importance 

Flag and Commanding 
Ot!fcers · 

ARMY 

ElMERGENCY 
OPEJRATI'ONS' 

To be used on messages 
of the utmost importance 
which had a direct bearing 
on operations 

As for' MOST IMMEDIATE' 
and:-
D.C.G.S. 
D.A.G. 
D.Q.M.G. 
D.M.I. 
D.D.O. 
S.0.-in-C. 
A.Q.M.G. 
c.s.o. } 
Commander 
D.G.:S. 
D.A. & Q.M.G. 
Commander } 
G.S.0.l 
Commander 
Brigade 
Major 

at Army 

) at 
) Corps 

at 
Division 

) at 
) Brigade 

ROYAL Al1R FORCE 

ElMEIBG-ENCY 

Operational messages of vital importance, 
and not coming under ' EMERGENCY 
AJ•R ATI'ACK ' 

Staff Officers at Headquarters not below the 
rank of Group Captain, Station Com
manders and Commanding Officers of Units 
operating independently. Could be dele
gated for operational purposes to the 
captain of an aircraft operating singly or 
the Duty Operations Officer, but no further 
delegation of the authority was to be 
granted 

U.S.A.A.F. 

EMERGENCY 
(x URGIDNT) 

Messages of vital 
operational importance 

Group Commanders 



~ 

"" ~ 

S@RVIOE 

Priority marking 

Nature of text 

Officers entitled 
to sign 

ROYAL NAVY 

IMMEDIATE 

Certain enemy reports 
and messages of vital 
operational importance 

Fla4 and Commanding 
Officers 
Senior Staff Officers 

A!RMY 

IMMEDIATE 

To be used only on mes
sages of special importance 

1st grade Staff Officers 
Actual Commanders of 
Lieutenant - Colonel's Com
mands (and the Adjutants 
in their absence) 

ROY AL AIR FORCE 

LM,MIEDIA TE 

(i) Messages of extreme importance and 
for operational messages of less im
portance than emergency categories. 

(ii) Messages regarding the movements of 
aircraft on whi-ch Very Important 
Personages (V .I.Ps) were passengers. 
N.n . Messages franked ' RESCUE 
A[fRCRA.iFT' or 'FLYll\"G CON
TROL ' were t-0 be given priority over 
all other 'IM'M•EDIATE' messages 
whi~h might be on hand. 

Staff Officers of Headquarters not below 
the rank of Group Captain, Commanding 
Officer of a Unit and Adjutant (in the 
absence of the Comma.nding Officer). The 
authority could be delegated to a Forma
tion Leader, Stlction or Half-&iction Com
mander, captain of an aircraft operating 
singly, Meteorological Officer and Duty 
Operations Officer. Duty Pilots (in respect 
of V .I .P . movements messages only-see 
(ii) above). S•ignals Officers and Signals 
Masters of key W/T Stations for signals 
servi<:e messages. 

U.S.A .A.F . 

IMMEDIATE· 
(* OP.EiRATLONAL 

P&IORITY) 

Messages of extreme 
importance or opera
tional messages of less 
importance than 
emergency 

Organisation 
Commander or bis 
authorised represent
ative 



B,EIB,VIOE ROYAL NAVY ARMY ROYAL Am FORCE U.S.A.A.F. 

Priority marking IMiPORTA.NT rMiPORTANI' 1JMJPOIRTANT IMPORTAINT 
(* PRIORFI'Y) 

Nature of text M6SS84!as which re- To be used only on mes- To be used only on messages which required Messages which re-
quired priority above sages which required prior- priority above the ordinary. This priority quired priority above 
the ordinary ity above the ordinary was employed ior routine messages relating the ordinary. Certain 

to aircra.ft movements, weather reports routine messages. 
and request.s for weal.her reports, when 
necessary. 

~ 
0, 

Officers entitled Flag and Commandfog Ali Staff Officer~ not below Steff OfficeTs not below the rank of Any Officer author-
to sign Officers, who could the rank of major. Squadron Leader. Commanding Officer of ised by the Organise-

de-Iega te this respons- AH Commanding Officers of a Unit and Adjutant. tion Commander 
ibility t-0 appropriate Units and Adjutants. Duty Pilot for aircraft movements. 
subordlinates All' Siigna.ls Officers, but only Officers Commanding detachments. 

on signals matters. Captain of an aircraft operating singly. 
Officers Commanding de-
tached troops. 



S'FlRVlC'E ROYAL NAVY ARMY ROY AL AIR FORCE U.S.A.A.F. 

Priority marking ORDINARY ORDINARY ORDilN'ARY ORDINARY 
( • RO UTI'N·E) 

Nature of text All normal signsds All normal signals 

Officers entitled Any Officer Any Officer 
to sign -

~ ..., 
Priority marking DEFERRED DElFERRIED DE:FER,RED DEFERRED 

Nature of text Messages on which a. delay of forty-eight Messages were cleared 
hours could be tolerated a.s soon as possible, 

but were, as indica.-
ted , last priority 

Officers en ti tied 
to sign 

Any Officer Any Officer 



Importance 

( 1) 

(2} 

~ 
00 
: ; 

(3) 

( <l) 

(5) 

P riority Prefix 

Most Immediate 

Emorgency Air 
Atta.ck 

l 

Emergency 
Operations (for 
Military or Air 
operations only) 

Immediate 

Important 

A:PP.ENIDIX No. 20 

PRIORITY INDICATIONS-TELEPHONES 

Over Telephone Authority to use 

Gave ' Clear t.he ,\mbassadors, Ministers of the Crown, 
line aut-horit-y ' Governors of Colonies and· Protectorates, Com, 

111anders-in-Ohief. 

Gave ' Clear the .\ny officer reporting the presence of enemy 
line authority ' ,iircraft. 

Gave 'Clear the A.Os.C.-in-C. or Commanders of formations or 
line authority ' t-heir principal staff officers in the Army. 

A.0.C-in-C., Air Officers Commanding Com-
mends or Groups or their S.A.S.Os. and Os.C. 
operational unit-s specially authorised by 
A.O.C.-in-C. in the case of the R.A.F. 

Gave priority Officers of Government or Embassy · officials 
facilities aiuthorised to despatch immediate messages. 

G-,ve no priority Officers . of Government or Embassy officials 
authorised t-o despatch important messages. 

Remarks 

Took precedence over all other calls and. 
messages. Must be despatched at once and 
delivered at once to addressee. H delayed 
addressor must be iofotm~.d immediat~ly. 

Must be despatched at once by one or more 
means, e.g. Landline and Wireless. Delay 
must be reported to addresser. Must be 
delivered at once to addressee. 

Must be despatched by quickest means. 
Any delay must be reported to >lddressor. 
M-ust be delivered· at once to addressee. 

Mus~ be des-patched by quickest means. 
Receiving station should deliver at once. 

Should be given rpriority of treatment over 
ordinary landl,ine traffic. 

Regarding priodty indicat.ion (3), a11thority lo original<> an Emergency Operations~ Telephone 
call was delegated to Officers Commanding Opomtione.l Units not smaller than Wings or Groups. 



Section 

A 

AB 

AC 

AlF 

y 

F 

F9 

AP.PIBND'LX. No. 21 

W/T STANDBY POINT-TO-POINT ORGAN1SATION 

NOVEMBER 1940 

Command Group Stations Freq. 

Air Ministry Whit~hall 
Leighton Buzzard 
Hartle bury 

Bomber Southdown 3165 
Fighter Sta.nmore 
Coastal Northwood 
Maintenance Andover 
Training Crnd. Reading 
Training Crud. Market Drayton 

A.M./Bornber Whitehall 3905 
H.Q. Bomber Cmd. 

A.M./Coastal Whitehall 
H.Q. Coastal Cmd. 3055 
26 (SigsJ Group 
No. l (SigsJ Depot 

A.M./Fighter Whitehall 
Fighter Command 

Cheadle (CJ 
Lydford 
Sutton Valence 
fogoldmells 
Montrose 
Wick 
2 Mobile Stations 

----

Fighter Stanmore (CJ 
No. 9 Preston 
No. 10 Rudloe Farm 
No. II Uxbridge 6330 
No. 12 Watnall -· 
No. 13 M",.Newcastle 
No. 14 ~ Inverness 

No. 9 Preston 
Ba.gingt-0n 5990 
Jurby 
Sipeke 
Tern- Rill 

.. 
I 

409 

Remarks 

V.H.F. Link 
ready shortly 

I 



Importance 

(I) 

(2) 

$ ; 
O> ' 

(3) 

(4) 

(Ii) 

Priority Prefix 

Most Immediate 

Emergency Air 
Attack 

Emerge1y 
Oper<1tions (for 
Military or Air 
opera tio n.s only) 

Immediate 

Import-ant 

APPENDIX No. 20 

PRIORITY INDICATIONS-TELEPHONES 

Over Telephone Authority to use 

Gave ' Chiar the ,\mbassadors, Ministers of the Crown, 
line authority ' Governors of Colonies and Protectorates, Com-

11,a nders-in-Ohief. 

Gave ' Clear the Any officer reporting the presence of enemy 
line aut,hority ' 11ircraft, 

Gave ' Clear the A.Os.C.-in-C. or Commanders of formations or 
line authority ' their principal staff officers in the Army. 

A.0.C-io-C., Air Officers Commanding Com-
mands or Groups or their S.A.S.Os. and Os.C. 
operat-iona.1 units specially authorised by 
A.0.C.-in-C. in the case of the R.A.F. 

Gave prioril-y Officers of Government or Embassy officials 
facilitie.s a,uthorised to despatch immediate messages. 

G..1.ve no priority Officers. of Government or Embassy officials 
authorised to despatch important messages. 

Remarks 

Took precedence over all other calls and 
messages. Must be despatched at- once and 
delivered at once to addressee. II delayed 
addressor must be informed immediately. 

i\iust be despatched at once by one or more 
means, e.g. Landline and Wireless. Delay 
must be reported to add ressor. Must be 
delivered at once to addressee. 

Must be despatched by quickest means. 
Any delay must be reported to addresser. 
:'11ust be delivered at ome to addressee. 

Must be de&pat<)hed by quickest means. 
Receiving station shoulu deliver ot once. 

Shoulcll be given ,priority of t-realment over 
ordinary landline traffic. 

Regarding priority indication (3), authority to originat-0 an Emergency · Operational Telephone 
caU was delegated t.o Officers Commanding Operational Units not srnuller than Wings or Groups . 



Section 

A 

AE 

AC 

A!F 

y 

F 

F9 

APBIDNDI.X. No. 21 

W{T STANDBY POINT-TO-POINT ORGANISATION 

NOVEMBER 1940 

Command Group Stations Freq. 

Air Ministry Whitehall 
Leighton Buzzard 
Hartlebury 

Bomber Southdown 3165 
Fighter Stanmore 
Coastal Northwood 
Maintenance Andover 
Training Cmd. Reading 
Training Cmd. Market Drayton 

A.M./Bomber White-hall 3905 
H.Q. Bomber Cmd . 

A.M./Coastal Whitehall 
H.Q. Coastal Cmd. 3055 
26 (Sigs) Group 
No. l (Sigs) Depot 

A .M./Fighter Whitehall 
Fighter Command 

Ch61l.dle (C) 
Lydford 
SuUon Valence 
Ingoldmells 
Montrose 
Wick 
2 Mobile Stations 

Fighter Stanmore (C) 
No. 9 Preston 
No. 10 Rudloe Ft1rm 
No. 11 Uxbri~e 6330 
No. 12 Watnall 
No. 13 Newcastle 
No. 14 Inverness t:,T" 

No. 9 Preston 
Bagington 5990 
Jurby 
&peke 
Tern Hill. .. . . 

. .. 
I 
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Section Command Group Stations 

FIO No. 10 Rudl6e Farm (CJ 
Filton 
Middle Wallop 
St. Eva! 
Pembrey 

Fll No. ll Oxbridge (C) 
North Weald 
Hornchurch 
Manston 
Ha.wkinge 
Biggin Hill 
Kenley 
Tangmere 
Hendon 
~ortholt 
Croydon 

Fl2 No. 12 Watnall (CJ 
Digby 

I 

Wittering 
Duxford 
Debden 
Sutton Bridge 
Martlesham 
Kirton-in-Lindsay 
Coltishall 
Church Fenton 
Leconfield 

F.13 No. 13 Newcastle (C) 
Turnhouse 
Acklington 
Usworth 
Catterick 
Drem 
Grangemouth 

Fl4 No . .14 Inverness 
Dyce 
Kirkwall 
Wick 

BA Bomber - Southdown (CJ 
No. 1 Huoknal1 
No. 2 Huntingdon 
No. A St. Vincenta 
No. 7 Brampton 

BB - Southdown (C) 
No. 3 Exning 
No. }- Heslington 
No. Abingdon 

BI ~o. I Hucknall (CJ 
Newton 
Binbrook 
Swinderby 

(M)-Stations at which Meteorological reports are prepared. 

4.10 

Freq. Remarlw 

(M) 
5000 

(M) 
5910 (M) 
6190 (M) 

(M) 
(M) 
(M) 
(M) 
(M) 
(M) 

(M) 
(M) 
(MJ 

5970 (MJ 
6130 

(MJ 

4625 (M) 
5950 (MJ 

6510 

3204 

3980 

(Ml 
3280 



Section Command Group Stations Freq. &marks · 

B2 No. 2 Huntingdon (C) (N) (N) Stations 
Wyton (M) marked thus 
Wattisham 3030 (M) work on 
Watton (M) 3030 kc/s. 
w. Raynham (M) at night 

' Horsham St. Faith only and use 
Oakington 6900 ko/s. 
Kinloss (N) (M) during day. 
Lossiemouth (N) (Ml light hours. _ 

B3 No. 3 Exning (C) 
Mildenhall (M) 
Feltwell 3584. (M) 
Honington (M) 
Marham (M) 
Stradishall (M) 
Waterbeach 

B4 No. 4 Heslington (C) 
Linton (M) 
Driffield 3134 (M) 
Dishforth 
Leeming 
Topcliffe 

, 

B5 No. 5 St. Vincents (C) 
Finningley (M) 
Hemswell (M) 
Scampton 3890 (M) 
Waddington · (M) 
Syerston 
Lindho!me 
Doncaster 

B6 No. 6 Abingdon (C) (M) 
Benson (M) 
Harwell 3234 
Huckna.11 
Bassingbown (M) 
Bramcote ' 

B7 No. 7 Brampton Grange (M) 
(C) 

Upper Heyiord (M) 
Bicester (M) 
Cottesmore (M) 
Upwood (M) 



Section Command Group Stations Freq. Remarks 

C Coastal - ·Northwood (C) ) 
No. 15 Plymouth j 5020 
No. 16 Chatham Two channels 

~ 
used at same 

Nc,, l7 Gosport 7500 time if necessary 
No. 18 Rosyth ) 

.. , 

. . 

Cl5 !1-o. 15 Plyn;wuth (C) (M) 
Mde'rgrove 3815 (M) 
Hoot.on Park 7380 
St. Eval (M) 
Pembroke Dock (M) 
Mount Batten 
Port Ellen 
Stranroer 
Oban 

Cl6 No. 16 Ohatham (C) (M) 
Bircham Newton (M) 
Detling 4625 (M) 
North Coates (M) 
Thorney Island 

" 

C17 No. 17 Gosport (C) 
Calshot 4170 (M) 
Squires Gate 
Abbotsinch (Ml 
Silloth 
Cat.fess 

; 

OH! No. 18 Rosyt-h (C) 
Dyce 

.. Invergordon (M) 
Leuchars 4960 (M) 
&tome.way (M) 
Wick 6480 (M) 
Sullom Voe (M) 

, r"Sumburgh (M) 
Thorns.by 
Helensburgh 

. .. ·- ·-· .. ----
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Section Comman<l Group Stations Freq. Remarks 

T .M.l Flying Training Market Drayton (C) See below 
Technical' Tng . Cranwell (&---C) (M) 
Mainl-enance Altrincham 

Carlisle 
Evanton 
Heywood 4660 
Jurby 
~fontrose (M) 
Morecambe 
Padgate 
Ronaldsway 
Weeton 
West, Freugh (M) 
West Kirby 
Blackpool 
Prestwick 
Kirkham 
Brough 
Perth 
Leeds 
Dai cross* *Stations not yet 

open 

---
T.M.2 Market Drayton (CJ See below 

Sea.land (S-C) (M) 
Derby 
Fauld 
Grantham 
Harpur Hill 4285 
Hednesford 
Llanberis 
Meir 
Penrhos (M) 
Peterborough (M) 
Stafford 
Manby 
Elmdon 
Desford 
Sywell 
Anstey 
Cranage 
Church Lawford* ---

T.M.3 Market Drayton (C) Control and Sub-
South Cerney Control maint-ain 

(&---Ci continuous guard 
Bagington watch on 4170 
Bridgnorth Kc. All stations 
Co.rdington (M) S e c t i o n ~ 
Cranfield T.M.l to 4 will 
Gloucester open up on this 
Henlow 4170 frequency when 
Hereford it is necessary to 
Kidlingt-0n use W /T and re-
Luton vert to their own 
Melk sham section frequency 
Miiton when instructed 
Ruislip by the control 
Watchfield station. 
Worcester 
Staverton 
Hatfield 
Carn bridge 
Bobbingdon* 
Honiley* 



Section Command Group Stations Freq. Remarks 

T.M.4 South Cerney (C) See T.M.3 
Reading (S-0) 
Boscombe Down (M) 
Chihnark 
Hartlebury 
Kidbrooke 4225 
Langley 
Netheravon 
Porthcawl 
Quedgeley 
Rollestone 
St. Eva! 
W·eston-s-Mare 

(Locking) 
Yatesbury 
Compton Bassett 
Halton 
Uxbridge 
Fairoa.ks 
Woodley 
White Waltham 
Torquay 

T.M.5 Kemble (0) 
Aston Down 
Brize Norton 3380 
Colerne 
Hullavmston 
Llandow 
L/Rissington 
Lyneham 
St. Athan 
Wroughton 

T.M.6 Hawarden (C) 
Tern Hill 3380 
Shawbury 
Cosford 
High Ercall 
Burtonwood 
L'ichfield 

T.M.7 Kirkbride (C) 
Silloth 3380 (3-767 .5 kc. alter-
Dttmfries native frequency) 
Edzell 
Kinloss 
Lossiemouth 
Aldergrove 
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APPE'NDI•X No . 22 

SIGNALS ORGANISATION' PANDA' . 

~ral 
This instruction cancels Combined Signals Instmction No. 5, dated 29 October , 1941, 

and will take t,f{ect from 13 April , 1942 , when Combined S'ignals Instruction Ko . 5 and 
all A,ppendice.s will be d'est.royed . 

2. The provisions of this instruction will be implemente<li strictly in a.coordance with 
the taxt. Instructions passed• to lower formations will only be in t-he fonn of extracts 
from these instru!ltions. 

Information and Intention 
3. (i) The reinforcement of aerodrome garrisons in the United Kingdom against 
at.tack by enemy land forces is the responsibility of the Army . Aerodrome garrisons, 
in calling for such reinforcement, are to make use of an available- means of c◊-mmuni
cation (e.g. landline, despatch rider, pigeon, etc.). Direct wireless communication is 
not normally provided between Army formations/units and aerodromes . . H is the 
intent-ion of t.hi.s instruction- to providie Mt emergen.cy wireless organ·isation• for use in 
the event of the absence or failure of the normal methods of communication. 

by 
(ii) The R.A.F. is to assist in the provision of such an emergency organisation 

(a) making full use of the wireless facilities already existing at aerodromes. 
(b) the provision of special wireless facilities at certain specified aerodromes . 
( c) t-he provision of control sets and: necessary personnel at headquarters of 

specified Anny formations. These sets will be mobile where the Army 
formation is mobile. 

(iii) The organisation is intended to provide communication between : -
(a) aerodromes and Army formations or unit headquarters to enable defence 

garrisons established at the former to call for reinforcement, should they deem 
it necessary. 

(b) aerodromes and the military forces sent to reinforce them. 
(iv) Although this emergency organisation is to apply primarily to the defence of 

R .A.F. aerodromes, it is intended that it should embrace R.N. air stations, and 
M .A .P. and· ot.her civil aerodromes where facilities for wireless communication can 
be arranged. 

(v) It is emphasised that the lack of continuity in the operational use of this 
emergency wireless organisation militates against its reliability , and therefore full use 
must be made of every other means of communication available . There will, however , 
be occasions when this organisation can provide the only means of communication 
and at such times the successful and rapid establishment of communication wil~ be 
vital. Therefor_e all possible action must, be tnken to promote the efficiency of the 
organisation. 

Method 
4. (i) The organisation will be known as ' Panda' and. will consist oI two systems 

(a) ' Panda Ons ': between aerodromes and Army fom1ation headquarters 
re$ponsible for ,providing their reilllforcement. 

(b) 'Panda Two': between aerodromes and Anny unit-s or formations detailed 
to reinforce them, for the passage of tactical informa tion concerning the 
battle. 

(ii) For the purpose of this instruction, the Army [onnation headquarters detailed 
in (a) above will be referred to as ' Panda Controls ', and an Army unit specifically 
detailed for the reinforcement of an aerodrome, or d.espat-ched: in rea,ponse to a call for 
assistance, will be referred to a.s a.' Panda Unit'. 
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Panda One 
5. (i) The R.A .F. will provide a wirel'ess set and the necessary personnel at each 

Panda Control detailed in Aippend~x A. 
(ii) Where facilities are ava ilable, aerodromes are to arrange to have a transmitter 

and receiver ready calibra.ted to operate on the appropriate Panda One frequency at 
very short notice . 

(i.ii) The set to be used at the aerodrome is left to local arrangements, according 
to the W /T facilities at, and• the operational and defen<)e requirements of, the station 
or satellite concerned . 

(iv) I.f no other set is available at the o.erodrome, the stand-by point-to-point set 
is t-o be used, and tihe station will have to leave its command, group or wing point-to
point system for the period during which it is operating on the ' Panda ' system. 

(v) Where specia~ Panda W /T facilities exist, close attention should be paid to the 
erection of a suita.ble aerial system, particularly in respect of it-s orientation, having 
regard to the geographical relationship between the aerodrome and its Panda ControL 

(vi) A 24-hours' wafoh will be maintained by all Pand11, Controls shown in Appendix 
A on receipt of the Army order ' Stand-To '. 

(vii) Each Panda Control wilt keep watch on the frequency and ltl,6 the callsign 
allotted t-0 it in Appendix A. 

(viii) The aerodromes which are affiliated t-0 each Panda Control are ·shown in 
Appendix A. 

(ix) Panda Controls will be responsible for finding out from aerodromes whether 
R/T or W/T is to be used by the Panda Unit when communicating under Panda Two. 
Appendix C will be annot~ted a.ccordingly by Panda Contro)s and appropriate in
structions sent to Panda Units . 

(x) The R.A.F. will provide a wireless set and the necessary personnel to establish 
a Panda W /T Guard at each Army Command H.Q . .llf a mobile Army formation acting 
as a Panda controL is ordered to move out of its area, the Army Command H.Q. con
cerned will order watch to be kept by the W /T guard on tihe frequency of the Panda 
Control which has been ordered to move . The R.A.F. personnel of the Panda Control 
will then be informed through the W /T Guard whether they will 

(a) rend·ezvous with any ineoming or adja~en,t Army formation, 
(b) proceed to a static Army formation Headquarters . 

WhBil the R.A.F. personnel are esta.blished with the formation deputed to take over 
the duties of the outgoing Panda Contro} it will resume its own watch and the W /T 
Guard will be relieved of the watch which it has kept in the interim period. 

Panda Two 
6. (i) When a Panda Unit is despatched to reinforce an aerodrome with which it 

has had no previous practice , communications will be established on one of the six 
frequencies shown in Appendix B and t.he aerodrome wit! be informed of the Panda 

. Units frequen<)y and calls ign by the Panda Control. Where, however, practices are 
possible, a suitable frequency will' be selected from the current A<rmy allotment by 
the Panda Unit in consultation with the signals officer of the aerodrome concerned. 
The Panda Control will be notified of SJJCh arrangements. 

(ii) Where Panda Units have to be despatched by Panda C-0ntrols to reinforce an 
aerodrome, the aerodrome should if possible, provide a standby set for use on Panda 
Two. If no standby set is available a.rrangement.s are to be made to use the point-to .. 
point set on this system . This set should be situated if possible at Battle H.Q. but 
where this is not possible ra.pid andi rehaJble communication is t-0 be provid~cl, between 
the terminal and Batt.le Headquarter:f 

Note : R .A.F . TR.9 or G .P. Sets may be used for the a1bove purpose. If a TR.9 
is to be used- Panda Controls are t-0 be irnformed in adlvance ·so that R/T 
may be used on Panda Two in aocordance with the provision made jo 
para. 5 (ix) aibove . 
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(iii) Where Panda Units are located near an aerodrome with the primary role 
of reinforcing that aerodrome they will by arrangement with the R.A.F. Station 
Commander on receipt of the Army order ' S-tand-To ', provide and man a terminal 
set at the aerodrome. The frequency and· callsign for this purpose will be prearranged 
by Panda Units and will be taken from the current Army allotment. 

(iv) The provision of a terminal set for Panda Two as in sub-para. (iii) above, does 
not absolve the R.A.F. Station from t-he responsibility of providing a set for use on 
Panda One in accordance with para. 5 (ii) a,bove, since occasions may arise when 
further assistance may have to be called for from a Panda Control. 

(v) Where Panda Units have been given the primary role of reinforcing an aero
drome and where arrangements for wireless communica.tions have been arranged as 
in sub-para. (iii) above the aerodrome is, in case of necessity, to call for assistance on 
Panda Two direct, where possible informing Panda Control of the action taken. 

Satellite Aerodromes 
7. (i) Where satellite aerodromes have wireless facilities they are to communicate 

direct with their Panda Control on Panda One as laid down in para. 5 above. 

(ii) Where satellite aerodromes have no wireless facitities but have made arrange
ments with Panda Units as laid down in para. 6 (iii) above, they will communicate 
wit,h the Panda Unit on Panda Two. 

(iii) Where satellite aerodromes have no wireless facilities, ancL are in; the same 
military area as their parent aerodrome they are to communicate by any means 
available requests for assistance through the parent aerodrome. 

(iv) Where satellite aerodromes have no wireless facilities and are not in the same 
military area as their parent aerodrome, they are to get in touch by any means avail
able d~rect with the Panda Contro~ of the military area in which they are situated. A 
call for assistance to the parent aerodrome should> only be sent if no meao.s. of, com
munfoation is avaiia1ble with the Panda Control io their area, or if doubt exists as to 
whether the call for assistance has reached the control. 

Warning of Impending Attack 
8. In the event of an Army H.Q. receiving information of an attack which threatens 

an aerodrome, such information will be passed t-0 the aerodrome by each of the 
following methods:-

( i) to the appropriate Army Command H.Q. for transmission on the Beetle R/T 
system. 
This warning win be given a.s the text of a normal Beetle R/T operational 
message by the words ' Panda One ' followed by the name or names of the 
aerodromes concerned. 

(ii) to the aerodrome via the R.A.F. Group H.Q. (or R.A.N.A.S. for Southern 
Naval Aiir Stations and Commodore Donibristle for Northern Naval Stations) 
through the normal signal channels and frankedl Emergency ·Operations. 
Where direct links are not available between Army Command H.Q. and the 
R.A.F. Group H.Q. concerned, the warniJJg wilt be sent via R.A.F. 
C-Ommand H.Q. using the Beetle W/T system or such other means as may 
be available. 

The aerodrome on receipt of such a warning is immediately to call its appropriate 
Panda C<mtrol on Panda One. 

Practice 

9. (i) The efficiency of the Panda organisation depends on constant practice. The 
importance of close and constant liaison between R.A.F. and Army authorities con
cerned in oonnection with the practising of both Panda One and Panda. Two cannot 
he over-emphasised. It is only by personal contact between the- Army and! R.A.F. 
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Offioers immediately concerned th11.t full acwantage can be taken of the lessons learnt 
during practices. Where failures have been experienced, it is t,he responsibility of the 
Signals Officer of the aerodrome concerned to establish contact with the Signal Officer 
of the Panda Control concerned, to discuss the causes of failure with him, with a view 
to finding a remedy. Personal contact between officel'S is the keynote of successful 
co-operation between the Services. 

(ii) Panda One 

Panda Control will maintain a 24-hour watch on their appropriate Panda One 
frequency from 0900 hours on Tuesday to 0900 hours on Wednesday every week. 
During this period, R.A.F. aerodromes are responsible for initiating two calls, one 
during daylight hours and one during hours of darkness. The Signal Officer of Panda 
C-0ntrols should also make local arrangements for aerodromes to carry out practices 
during the very critical dawn and dusk periods. Normal R.A.F. procedure is to be 
used, and communications are to be confined to the passing of procedure signals. 

(iii) Immediately after the practice period each week, Panda Control will report 
to their respective Army Command H.Q. (copy to G.H.Q. Home Forces) the names 
of those aerodromes which failed to make two transmissions. The Officers Command
ing the R.A.F. Army Co-operation Wings atta~hed to the respective Army Commands 
are to ensure that such failures are brought to the notice of the R.A.F. Command or 
Group H.Q.s concerned, for investigations to be made. They are to encourage direct. 
liaison between Panda Controls and R.A.F. Stations during such investigations. 
Failures regarding communications with M.A.P., Civil, or Naval aerodromes should be 
brought to the attention of Headquarters, No. 26 Group. 

(iv) Panda Two 

The responsibility for practising Panda Two rests with the Panda Control. Where 
arrangements have been made as in para. 6 (iii) above, practices wilt be carried out at 
least once weekly. In all other cases Panda Controls will arrange direct with the 
aerodromes concerned for such practices as normal Army training will permit. The 
practising of Pand'a Two by W /T wii'f be oonifinoo to the exchange of operating and 
procedure signals. Where R/T is used, no reference• is to be made to anything which 
might disclose the operational role of the forces engaged. 

(v) Officers Commanding R.A.F. Wings 11.ttached to Army Commands are t-0 assist 
the Slignaki Officers oi Panda Con,t.rol andl Uuits in smoothing out any difficul<ties which 
may arise in the operation of Panda Two. ]t is again emphasised that personal con-
ta.et between the Arony and R.A.F. Siigna.ls Officers concerned! can go a long way to 
ensuring the smooth running of the whole organisation. 

Daily Tests After' Stand-To ' 

10. When an Army order ' Stand-To ' has been issued, weekly practices as in para. 9 
(ii) will be cancel'led. AILL R.A.F. Stations are to make at least one test daily to 
their Panda. Controls. Procedure Signals Only Are To Be Used. Stations wilr listen 
out before making such test calls 'to ensure that they are not interfering with 
operational communiMtions. 

Administration and Discipline 

11. R .A .F. personnel, attached to Arr1)' formation headquarters for duty with Panda 
Controls, will be administered by those Headquarters and will come under the 0.C. 
Army formation H.Q. Signals for discipline, except at Army Command Headquarters 
where they will come under the Army Co-operation Wing for administration and 
discipline. Until Anny ' Stand-To' is issued, however, these personnel will normally 
be attached: to nearest ,R.A.F. unit- for ad:ministrat.ion, rations and acoommodat-ions; 
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duties, including weekly practices and maintenance of equipment. 
concerned, but gubject to immediate release at, any time for their Panda Control 
during this period they may be employed on other signal-s duties by the R.A.F. unit 
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Director of Signals. 

Air Commodore 

0. G. Lywood. 

Signals Officer in Chief. 

Major General 

(Sgd.) E. Phillips 




